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Introduction
The same day that we
returned after two months
in California – having
decided that we would
not be moving back to the
States at the beginning of
our retirement – my wife
Dorothy and I took our
property off the market …
and ordered a puppy. Fritz
the Schnauzer arrived a
few weeks later and by the
end of June, 2003, we had
entered that unique society
of dog owners who people
London’s Paddington
Recreation Ground.
The society in which we were now to take our place remains a
unique one, an ever-changing kaleidoscope of dogs and their
owners. The dogs represent most of the popular breeds and many
of the mutt-like mixtures – and so do their accompanying humans,
who come from diverse nationalities and from many walks of life:
professionals and job seekers, young and old, family members and
loners. They are united by their love of dogs, and on the central
green of the park, on its walkways and at the café where they
gather after exercising their animals, they often let this affection
for dogs carry them into friendships that transcend park life and
involve many of them in additional social activities.
Fritz had been a member of the pack for about a year when I
decided to keep a daily record of his antics and the folkways of
the rest of the crew, human and canine. I have done so ever since.
I reasoned that not only would this furnish us with an insight into
the relationship of man and beast but that it would also provide a
glimpse into London life. Such a life, we know, is full of struggles
and tensions and these were certainly reflected in the chronicles

that followed. I have tried to make this record a candid and
accurate one.
Had any dog ever received as much dedicated attention as my
Fritz? Has any canine society ever received such scrutiny? We
turn to the diaries of Samuel Pepys for insights into London life
as it was experienced in the latter half of the 17th Century. No
wonder some wag has called me The Pepys of Pups – for my
project, with its analysis of London life as it was experienced in
the first two decades of the 21st Century, is now over fourteen
years old.
Fritz died in February, 2014, and I spent a good deal of time
wondering if I should ever have another dog. I was determined not
to forsake the company of all my park pals and thus, even without
an animal of my own, I continued to frequent our breakfast table
in the Rec – bringing the story of activities witnessed here from
June, 2014 through May, 2015. As for any decision on a new dog,
well, readers will just have to plunge into this chronicle to find
out.
I must thank all of those who provided photographs for this
project, the staff and management of the Rec itself, and my sisterin-law, Naomi, who assisted in editing. Special thanks go to
“London Janet,” Daisy-Mae’s mom, for designing the cover of
Volume XI.
I published the first four volumes of “Life Among The Dog People
of Paddington Rec” in a traditional print format and these are all
still available either directly from the publisher at Authorhouse.
com or Authorhouse.co.uk or from Amazon.co.uk, from Amazon.
com or from any of the other online booksellers. These include:
Volume I: Strictly Come Barking, published in 2008 and covering
the years 2004-2005.
Volume II: Have I Got Dogs For You!, published in 2010 and
covering the years 2005-2006.
Volume III: DSI: Dog Scene Investigation, published in 2011 and
covering the years 2006-2007.

Volume IV: A Doggy Day in London Town, published in 2012 and
covering the years 2007-2008.
In 2013, with Volume V, however, I was able to switch to a new
publication format, making Invasion of The Biscuit Snatchers
(covering the years 2008-2009) available in e-book format, free
for all who want to follow this story by going to my website:
anthonylinick.com. Click here.
Volume VI, My Dog’s Breakfast, covering the years 2009-2010,
was published in 2014 and is available at anthonylinick.com.
Click here.
Volume VII, covering the years 2010-2011 is called The Great
British Bark Off. It was published in 2015 and you will ind it too
on my website, anthonylinick.com. To download, click here.
Volume VIII, “And Your Little Dog, Too,” published in 2016,
covers the years 2011-2012. You will ind it too on my website,
anthonylinick.com. To download, click here.
Volume IX, The Dogshank Redemption, published in 2017, covers
the years 2012-2013. You will ind it as well on my website,
anthonylinick.com. To download, click here.
Volume X, Dog Day Aftermath, covers the years 2013-2014. You
will ind it now on my website, anthonylinick.com. To
download, click here.
Volume XI, The Paws That Refresh Us, is the present offering and
it covers the years 2014-2015. You will ind it now on my
website, anthonylinick.com. To download, click here.
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By Anthony Linick

Chapter 1—June, 2014

Winnie, queen of the park, surveys her realm.

“The Paws That Refresh Us”

Thursday, June 5:
I make my first visit to the park at 9:30 on a bright June morning,
one of those days whose temperature is still cool enough to
require the use of my leather jacket. It is the start of the eleventh
year in which I have maintained a journal of life among the dog
people of Paddington Rec but much has changed since I began
work on the tenth volume – notably the loss of my own dear pet,
Fritz, who died in February. I have discovered that even without
a dog of my own there is still much enjoyment in the society of
the other park canines – and, of course, that of their owners. I
have not visited them at our usual outdoor table at the park’s café
in some time – not only because of my recent trip to Ireland (one
that ended in a rash of injuries after a series of falls on only our
third day on the Kerry Way) but because the injuries themselves
have very severely limited my mobility. Even today, when I am
wearing braces on my sprained right ankle and twisted right knee,
I make only slow progress; at least it doesn’t hurt my injured right
shoulder to press down heavily on the walking stick that I use to
assist me in my navigation.
I am welcomed back with a gratifying enthusiasm when I sit down
with my coffee a few minutes later – welcomed back by both dogs
and humans. Our group this morning includes Ellie, Peter, Ofra,
Janet, Georgie, Davide and Makiko and there is no better way
of inaugurating a new chapter in our lives than to announce that
Makiko, after many false starts, is pregnant! It is an outcome that
has preoccupied our behind-the-scenes conversations for years
and everyone is delighted by the news. Makiko, whose baby is
due in October, already shows signs of this great change in her
life and, not surprisingly, childbirth now dominates the breakfast
conversation with Ellie, Ofra and Georgie each sharing tales of
their own experiences with this moment. I won’t say that any of
these women had a particularly harrowing delivery but pretty soon
the horror stories start to multiply and I have to interrupt, “For
god’s sake, you’re scaring Makiko!”
The dogs are also acting badly – rushing the fences to bark at
any other moving object. Perhaps I am to blame here for I have
brought no treats with me today and it is very hard to convince
Ofra’s Bailey, the King Charles Spaniel, or Georgie’s Yorkie,
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Sparkie, or Davide’s Pug, Winnie, that I am not holding out on
them. For some reason even Makiko’s Pug, Emilio, shows up for a
treat today. Disappointed in this effort he has to turn his attention
to barking out warnings over the presence of Janet’s Shih-Tzu,
Daisy-Mae, whom he considers his great enemy. Daisy-Mae
makes no demands on my biscuit bag today and the same is true
for that other lapdog, Ellie’s Cockapoo, Teddy. I note that Peter,
to whom I pass on my £2 for this weekend’s turf action, is today
not in charge of the little white Poodle, Bobby, for whom he often
provides daycare. My former colleague Suzanne comes in now
with her Springer Spaniel, Sunny, and she questions Peter about
Bobby’s fate – and from this I learn for the first time that, in my
absence, the little fellow has died – presumably after getting a
faulty injection from a night nurse at the vet’s. Peter, getting up to
leave with the others, says that Bobby’s owner, Jackie, is in bits.
I remain behind to talk to Suzanne – who then accompanies me
on a slow walk to Maida Vale Parade. I can’t help reflect on the
unhappy toll of dog deaths that has disfigured our scene in the last
few months – for in less than a year we have lost T-Bone, Yoyo,
Fritz, Sweep, Suki and now Bobby.
Friday, June 6:
We have a lovely June morning for our session in the park today,
though I am late in my arrival. It takes me much longer than
usual to get ready these days and I often visit the post box before
heading for the park. Then, cane in my right hand, my progress
along the walkways is not as swift as it might be. Some time
during the night I am sure I tweaked my right knee – just changing
position – and I seem to have taken a step backward in my hopedfor recovery. Nevertheless I persevere as far as our table at the
café – where our morning group includes Renata (who called
to ask me why I hadn’t been in the park of late), Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Peter and Danielle – who soon arrives with the boisterous
Bella.
The latter is too busy barking at all and sundry (abetted by
Sparkie) to make an appearance at my knee this morning but most
of the other regulars are happy to discover that I have remembered
the biscuit bag. Sparkie and Bailey have soon exhausted their
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ration of five-a-day Shapes biscuits but my bag also contains a
number of treats that I had purchased in an effort to stimulate
the appetite of my ailing dog, Fritz. Tara, Vlad’s Rhodesian
Ridgeback, enjoys these considerably and she is soon shoving
my hands upward with her nose so they will be able to open
the biscuit bag one more time. Daisy-Mae, who disdained food
yesterday, is a persistent customer today and actually eats most of
what I give her.
Renata is writing down a fish recipe dictated to her by Ofra – and
objecting to most of the ingredients as too spicy. Peter has his
head buried in the Racing Post but we do have a chance to discuss
the fortunes of the English football squad on the eve in the World
Cup. He is still excited by the last minute goal that propelled his
beloved Queens Park Rangers back into the Premiership but he is
worried that they won’t spend enough on a new, needed striker.
Now that Makiko is pregnant it is obvious that Danielle is getting
broody as well. Our transatlantic vet never seems to be able to
settle down anywhere, however. She has evidently been urging
her British fiancé to ask for a transfer to the States – and then she
has decided that she likes living in London after all. (Meanwhile
he did put in for a transfer.) Danielle and Janet are both heading
for the Lake District, Dan (Winnie’s other daddy) is away in Spain
and our steward, Davide, is off on assignment as well. “Well that
leaves just us two,” Ofra says to Georgie as they get up to start the
homeward march. “What about me?” I have to ask. Anyway, I’m
marching nowhere today.
Saturday, June 7:
My morning preparations completed, I head for the park under
dark skies – tapping along on a leg that seems to have spent
a more restful night. Only Georgie and Peter are seated under
our green umbrella when I arrive at the café, but, after Georgie
decides to brave the Saturday morning coffee queue on our
behalf, Renata, Clare, Ofra and Hanna take seats and Vlad and an
American relative take a little corner table. They do not remain
there for long because after we have been seated for fifteen
minutes or so a light rain begins to sound against our overhead
canvas. This is followed by a heavier rain, one that soon reaches
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our unprotected backs. Clare, meanwhile, has made an early
departure with the ancient Lab, Cassie, and the lively Pug, Harley.
Harley, before his departure, is first in the biscuit queue, but he
turns his nose up at every flavor of Shapes biscuit going. Renata
then grabs the bag in order to see if her Toy Poodle, Maxi, might
enjoy one or two of the white bone-shaped specimens in this
collection. Those he will not eat she passes on to Buddy, the
loudest Golden retriever in the West, who – after letting us know
that he is outside our gate – enters to begin a litany of demand,
one I have to honor three or four times if we are to hear one
another in conversation. Hanna, who has risked a soaking to let
the chap in, reminds us that her Bruno, a member of the same
breed but gone from this world twenty-five years ago, could push
the gate open with his nose. Tara manages to get down some
of the larger food items in Fritz’s left-over larder and Winnie,
Sparkie and Bailey get plenty of treats as well.
Ofra is complaining that the prawns she cooked last night were
half their original size by the time she finished with the cooking
process – much to the disappointment of husband Ricky. Recipes
continue to dominate the conversation for some time and then
Hanna begins on the recipe for my renewed health. I have been
dreading an advice overload from our well-meaning Finnish friend
for some time (and even now I refuse to re-tell, for the fourth or
fifth time, the tale of my disastrous day on the trail) but there is
no escape from the string of suggestions that now follow. First I
should try bath salts, then heat creams, then acupuncture from the
Chinese practitioner on Chippenham Road, then arnica (cream and
tablets) and finally I learn that the next time my doorbell rings it
will be Hanna – here to administer some Reiki treatments. What
I would really like to escape is all this fuss and, the rain tailing
off momentarily, I manage to escape the park – heading down the
Morshead roadway under the cover of the overhanging boughs.
Sunday, June 8:
It is a lovely, sunny morning in the park and I can tell from the
battered outdoor thermometer in a flower pot on the window sill
that I will not need a jacket today – for the first time in many a
month. I tap my way along the side of the green – where cricketers
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are changing for a morning match – and leave my stick at one
end of the table while I go inside the café for my cappuccino.
The place is crowded with weekend families – one has brought
a toddler who wants a babycino, whatever that is. I take my seat
after pulling the blue bag from my front pocket (always a tight
squeeze) and take my place in a grouping with Hanna, Peter,
Georgie, Makiko, Debbie and Ofra. The Serbian contingent soon
occupies one little table and, enjoying a full English, young Dex
occupies a second.
Dex has brought with him his Yorkie, Ozzy, and since we also
have Sparkie and Pucci (a teacup version of this breed) today
we can say that Yorkies rule! Sparkie, aided by Bailey, Tara and
Winnie, is soon lined up for his treats from the blue bag but Pucci,
he of the delicate tummy, is restricted to his own little pellets – I
have a supply of these, provided some time ago by Debbie, as
well. When they are not sampling the food our dogs are also
doing a good job of protecting our enclave from the threat of
alien canines. Here Sparkie assumes the lead, quite terrifying a
curious French Bulldog – who only wanted to have a look into our
compound.
Peter and I have both been up past midnight, watching England’s
final pre-World Cup tune-up against Honduras (0-0), a match
suspended for over thirty minutes by an electrical thunderstorm
in Miami. I am able to tell a delighted Ofra that this same team,
Honduras – which England could only tie – was beaten by Israel
4-2 a week ago. That lady is still fretting over her always-fraught
visits to the hairdressers and this leads to a long discussion about
hair products and Debbie actually apologizes for this as an item
of breakfast conversation – I pretend I have never heard them
dwell on this very topic. I do congratulate Debbie, whose mother
(Labour) was clearly the top vote getter in the Church Street ward
during the recent Westminster City Council Elections – as was
Jan Prendergast (Conservative) in the Maida Vale Ward. While I
am giving Hanna a progress report on my injuries Vlad suddenly
wants to know if they have ever solved the mystery of who shot
JFK. I am spluttering with pollen and Vlad’s visitor goes inside
to get me a drink of water while I try to offer the latest version
of events. (Then Vlad wants to know why Jack Ruby shot Lee
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Harvey Oswald.) I find it quite pleasant to be outside, when I
am not choking, but eventually (and without benefit of walking
stick) I have to head off on a series of errands – Pinky’s and
the 123 Cleaners – before I can put my feet up again. As I near
the exit gate I can tell that summer has really arrived – for here
I encounter my former English Department colleague, Keith
Millman, jogging along without his shirt.
Monday, June 9:
It is again rather warm outside, though the sun is a bit less
intense in a cloudy sky. Almost immediately I begin my seasonal
spluttering – here I blame the chap with the leaf blower, who is
(1) stirring up all the pollen at our feet with his machine and (2)
trying to compete against a lawnmower that is raising a ruckus
in the rose garden. By the time I reach the coffee counter I
already need to ask for a glass of water in addition to my usual
cappuccino. Then I take my seat at a grouping that includes Ofra,
Georgie, Davide, Renata, Peter (who soon departs for a medical
appointment), Makiko and Hanna. Vlad is seated at his little
corner table, fussing with his mobile phone.
His Tara is my first and most loyal customer, though – with no
jacket on these days – it takes me forever to extract the blue
biscuit bag from the front trousers pocket in which it is wedged.
Sparkie and Bailey are not far behind Tara and when Bailey has
exhausted his portion he climbs into an empty chair the better
to lick the last crumbs from a nearby plate. Then he spends
some time investigating a cousin, who has been parked in our
compound while his mistress goes inside to order her coffee.
This specimen has a long thread of drool hanging from his mouth
and Ofra is aghast at the possibility that this might somehow be
transferred to the head of her dog. When Georgie, who has pulled
away from the table so that her cigarette smoke will not reach the
pregnant Makiko, calls out to Bailey, Ofra says that her dog is
now so deaf that he will not be able to hear her. Since Janet has
taken Daisy-Mae with her to the Lake District Emilio has no one
to bark at and, indeed, there comes one of those rare but blissful
moments in park life when there is not a sound to be heard.
When conversation resumes people want to know if there will be
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any lasting damage to the reputation of One Direction, some of
whose members have been caught boasting of their pot smoking
in Peru. Makiko, who sometimes works for this group, thinks not
– but she does add that in male-centric Japan her own pregnancy
has raised the eyebrows of potential employers. She also adds
that she cooked so many meatballs recently that she had planned
to bring me the surplus – but forgot. Davide, back from Hong
Kong, says that it always seems to be rainy and misty there.
Hanna and I discuss my pollen complaint and today there are a
lot of suggestions about what I should be doing in this instance. (I
am able to tell her that for the first time in over two weeks I was
able to sleep for more than an hour on my back last night.) When
I get up to begin my journey home I can see Suzanne, heading
my way with her Sunny. “Hello, Anthony!” her tennis-obsessed
companion says – but here I have to pinch myself. In spite of
my encouragement over the years this is the first time my former
student Danielle has ever called me by my first name!
Tuesday, June 10:
Yesterday no jacket, today no sweatshirt. Needless to say, we
have a lovely, sunny and reasonably warm morning in the park
and I am down to a short-sleeved shirt as I tap my way along the
footpaths of Paddington Rec. I am overtaken at one point by Dan
on his bicycle. He is wearing shorts and I have something new in
my ensemble as well. It perhaps demonstrates nothing more than
wishful thinking but yesterday I visited the Timberland store at the
Westfield mall and here I bought a new pair of hiking boots – to
replace the down-at-heels version I abandoned in Ireland. (But
whether I will be able to walk on them with Naomi and Adrian in
three weeks is still a doubtful proposition.)
In addition to Dan we have Davide (here already with Winnie),
Peter, Ellie, Ofra, Renata, Georgie and Danielle – the vet, not my
former student. In addition to Winnie I have repeat visits from
Bailey and Sparkie and Danielle’s Bella even comes by for a
while. (Danielle says that the little lass, when she was not eying
the sheep, performed wondrously on a day-long hike in the Lake
District.) Maxi spends the entire session on Renata’s lap, as usual,
and his lookalike, Teddy, does the same thing in Ellie’s lap. “How
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often do you brush him?” Renata wants to know. “I never brush
him – I’m too lazy,” Ellie admits. “He needs to be brushed!”
concludes Renata. After a while there are some late admissions –
Harley and Cassie arrive with Clare and Melanie comes in with
the lively Bichon, Rufus.
Today’s breakfast conversation is dominated by vacation chatter.
Dan, having just returned from Sitges, is now anticipating a fall
visit to Las Vegas, his first. He gets lots of advice on what to see
and where to go from Danielle and Ellie – though it turns out
that Ellie (and Ofra, for that matter) both have phobias about
entering public swimming pools. Davide (who has a holiday
booked in Turkey) is agitated this morning since, for the fourth
or fifth time there is a leak from the flat above into his kitchen.
To all this resort chatter Peter and I have very little to add though
Dan mischievously suggests that Peter would love Sitges – even
though he would have to wear a thong there. (“Yes,” I interrupt,
“but this being Spain, he could at least get his fish and chips.”)
Meanwhile Ofra is in love with a new app on her phone – one that
offers weather predictions for the next five days. “Oh Ofra,” Dan
says, “You are becoming soooo English.”
Wednesday, June 11:
The temperatures have dropped just a bit – so I put a sweater over
my shoulders as I begin my morning in the park – still tapping
along on my cane as I reach the café only a minute or two after
opening time. Outside we have a jolly group that includes Ofra,
Danielle, Makiko (whose tummy the ladies all want to pat),
Dan, Davide, Georgie and Peter. It has to be added that there is
an alien presence here as well – the village green having been
commandeered for the first of this season’s annual school sports
days. Today’s customers are toddlers in red and white and soon
our breakfast scene is dominated by their shrieks and their
ritualized chants.
Winnie and Sparkie are refusing every other biscuit these days –
Davide says that in his dog’s case it is because she knows there is
a toasted cheese sandwich on the way. Bailey shows no reticence
and even Bella stops by for two treats. I have pellets for Pucci
as well but he never stirs from Georgie’s lap today. When she
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is not snacking, Bella is the leading chorister in an anthem of
rejection – as she and Sparkie haunt the fence in order to protest at
any other passing dog. Ofra is saying that her son Guy somehow
resents it when she accidentally calls him “Bailey” – you love him
more than me serving as the underlying thesis here. But Danielle
says she has an even harder task at home – since the name of
her fiancé, Ben, is so close to that of her pet, Bella. I have to tell
her, just to add to the confusion, that Algeria’s first president was
named Ben Bella.
Dan has to provide additional details derived from his recent
holiday in Spain; he says that his pal Brian spent a lot of time
complaining about mounting debt – and then bought a £1000
beach bag. Danielle, with her dark skin, always looks like she
has just been to the beach. Ofra says she is jealous because every
color seems to suit Danielle but the same is not true for her – “I’m
dark too but I’m a pale dark.” Danielle has obviously just finished
drinking the healthful contents of her NutriBullet plastic vessel
and Ofra says she has made a similar concoction for Makiko – but
forgotten to bring it. Ofra adds that her daughter is heading into
town tonight and this is seen as a prelude to birthday celebrations
for mom tomorrow. (Ricky has said he is taking the day off and
Ofra is to keep her schedule clear.) Ofra adds that Lee has now
absent-mindedly left behind a total of five mobile phones – “like
mother, like daughter,” I add helpfully. I usually take the shortest
route home these days and I am surprised, when I have gotten
as far as the clubhouse, that I can hear Makiko calling me back.
She says she has something for me (the missing meatballs?) and
begins to search in her bag. Well, I will not be able to satisfy my
curiosity this morning – whatever it is, she has forgotten it.
Thursday, June 12:
The weather, again sunny and mild, invites the use of a shortsleeved shirt only – and so in this fashion I leave the house for
my morning in the park. For the first time since the resumption
of my coffee reunions I am not wearing a brace on knee or ankle
and I have abandoned my cane as well. My new Timberland boots
seem to provide excellent support and I probably make faster
progress without the cane. There is quite a crowd in the café,
9
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where the coffees are on the birthday girl, Ofra. At one point her
confused pet, Bailey, enters these forbidden precincts in search of
his mommy b ut he and the rest of us will be disappointed. Ofra
has already left, having deposited her dog and a cheesecake. This
may give Renata another day in which to buy a gift – she is full
of complaint that no one has reminded her of today’s occasion.
In addition to our German friend we also have Davide, Dan, the
latter’s mom, Christine, Georgie, Clare, Peter, Suzanne, Makiko
and Danielle – though the latter, in tennis togs, soon leaves for the
courts.
I can see that Georgie again has the care and feeding of Pucci,
but Debbie’s dog stays huddled up against the fence and takes no
part in the proceedings today. Winnie and Sparkie are active at my
knees but the most vociferous customer is Suzanne’s Sunny. The
Springer, who is now much better at taking treats gently, reminds
me, with her strident barking, that it is time for another biscuit. We
can see that most of the dogs are really interested in a far greater
prize – at the other end of the table someone is always slipping
them shards of Ofra’s cheesecake.
Renata continues her lullaby of complaint (though I have to
remind her that all birthdays are clearly marked on Janet’s
calendar) and when Davide asks for a little quiet she rounds on
him, “Why are you always so negative?” His jaw drops at this
unexpected reversal of wrestling holds and he wisely says nothing.
Dan says that he and Christine have been to see a production
of Billy Elliott and that he has had his first experience with
summoning a minicab at the end of the evening – using the new
app belonging to the Uber enterprise, one that promises to send
an upmarket vehicle to complete the requested journey for about
two thirds of the price of a black cab. This is very much a story
of the moment since, in reaction to this new form of competition,
the black cab drivers brought much of London to a standstill
yesterday in protest. Peter, whose son drives a black cab, is clearly
on the side of these chaps and Dan has to report that twice Uber
tried to take money out of his account for services that had not
been performed. Makiko, the first to make use of the new service,
naturally, has indeed remembered what she had intended to give
me yesterday – nothing to do with meatballs, but a series of metal
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clips, purchased in Tokyo, with dog silhouettes atop – to be used
to mark the pages in your book. We now get up to begin our
journey home – today it is Clare who forgets her mobile phone.
I again take the shortest route for I know I will have plenty of
walking today; at 11:30 I have my first physiotherapy session with
Julie the osteopath.
Friday, June 13:
Well, Julie warned me that I would have pains in new places –
following quite a workout of a session on her table yesterday –
and she was right. It is my shoulders that are full of protest this
morning – even extending my arms to tie my boots is a problem
and sleep was full of interruption last night. Nevertheless it is
another gorgeous morning and so, at the appropriate time, I pull
myself together and, still disdaining my cane, make my way
over to the park. Heading toward me on the pavement I can see
Makiko, with Emilio, and her mother-in-law (or should I now call
Cipa grandmother-to-be). I walk with this grouping, which adopts
the dilatory pace I favor these days, as they urge Emilio forward.
Once we reach the green I can see Bella, rushing to greet us a
great speed.
Our morning group includes Clare, Georgie, Davide, Renata,
Peter, Danielle (when she is not off on a jog) and, of course,
Makiko and Cipa. At one point I have three blonde Pugs prowling
at my feet… Winnie, Emilio and Clare’s Harley. Georgie has
brought quite a menagerie with her – Sparkie, of course, but also
Pucci, Bailey and Melanie’s Bichon, Rufus. The latter has often
been mistaken for Karen’s Dudley – whom we have not seen here
in some time. Others report that he has been spotted in his special
seat on Karen’s motorcycle and that there is a rumor that he has,
at last, undergone the snip. If so, this would bring to an end a long
saga that began when he was a puppy a nd a tearful Karen, unable
to bear the thought, cancelled the procedure at the last moment –
suffering through more than one incident of antisocial behavior as
a consequence.
Georgie has Bailey, we now learn, because Ofra’s birthday
surprise was a trip to Paris, with husband Ricky and daughter
Lee. Georgie says that Ofra has texted her to see if there are any
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special purchases to bring back from France and to complain that
the unexpected outcome of this surprise is that she has nothing to
wear. Makiko is very impressed by this gesture on Ricky’s part
and says that her Matthew had better up his game. There is much
talk about football this morning, with Brazil defeating Croatia
last night in the first game of this year’s World Cup and England
facing Italy in Manaus tomorrow night. Peter seems to have a
good deal of confidence in the young English team (though he has
heard rumors that they will be painting some of the Amazonian
pitch green) and, of course, he is also excited by the race meeting
at Ascot. Loyalties are divided when it comes to the World Cup
– Cipa doesn’t know whether to root for England or Italy, Davide
favors Italy and Renata wants Germany to win. She says that she
would like to continue in her seat when the rest of us get up to
begin the homeward journey but that Maxi always wants to move
when the other dogs depart. By this time both of my bootlaces
are undone and they are going to have to stay that way until I get
home.
Saturday, June 14:
It has to be said that London life is far grayer today and this
is due, only in part, to the loss of this week’s sunshine. I have
again had a night of disturbed sleep – shoulder pain to be
blamed specifically – and, as I tread slowly along the Morshead
roadway, there is a more significant cause for my melancholy
mood. It is June 14, 2014 and I have reached another of those
life milestones – for today should have been the occasion for a
festive celebration, the fiftieth anniversary of the day Dorothy and
I became man and wife on June 14, 1964. I have decided not to
mention this fact to the coffee crowd – many of whom never knew
Dorothy – and so I wait for my coffee in the café queue, where
I seem to be stepping over a prone, unknown brown Cocker as I
move forward.
Our group this morning includes Dan, Davide, Renata, Georgie,
Peter, Hanna and Karen. I have not seen the latter in almost a
month and today she is fuming. I have evidently made matters
worse by asking her to confirm the rumor that Dudley, who is
happily humping Rufus as we speak, has had the snip. This is
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evidently true but Karen, for some unknown reason, had wanted
to keep all this a secret and she is more than irate that this
happenstance is now public knowledge. Nor will she discuss
the matter any further. Dudley spends much of his time out on
the green while Rufus accepts one biscuit and Winnie, Bailey
and Sparkie soon exhaust their credit. Outside our gate we have
the veteran Pomeranian pair of Buddy and Sparkie – not to be
confused with other canines of the same name.
Renata is enjoying the fantasy of a big win in tonight’s lottery.
She says that if she won millions she would buy a small Greek
island and move there permanently. “What about your friends
left behind?” Dan wants to know. “I would just make new ones,”
is the reply – but I add, “and with all those millions you could
just buy new friends.” A minute later Renata is telling us that she
has a neighbor who dresses in a feminine fashion throughout the
workweek and then emerges on the weekend in more comfortable
mannish attire. “Well,” I add, “if the Greek island you buy is
Lesbos she can dress anyway she wants.” Far removed from this
fantasy we have the sordid reality of a tale that Karen now tells us.
It seems that on her street is a large house belonging to a family
(invalid mother and two grown daughters) that is so stuffed with
foul detritus that the stench has covered up the smell of a massive
gas leak and it turns out that everyone on the street is lucky to be
alive. Sobered by this tale (which is likely to be repeated, given
the indolence and irresponsibility of its cast of characters) the
others make a move for the exits. I have to retie my boot before a
journey to Maida Vale Parade, where errands beckon.
Sunday, June 15:
The gray mood persists, though here I am speaking only of the
weather – which has produced far chillier temperatures this
morning – and my heating system – which seems to be producing
no warmth at all. My right knee does seem to be behaving itself
far better than it did yesterday, when it gave me quite a bit of
bother, and I am able to make a fairly rapid progress along the
park roadways when it is time to join the coffee club. Sunday
cricketers are again getting ready for a match on the village green.
Our group this morning includes Dan, Davide, Peter, Debbie and
13
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Hanna. Missing is Georgie – who is a late riser after an evening
out with in-laws. This means that canine numbers are down,
though we do have one visitor, a midsized black dog whom
Winnie has been hectoring. Debbie reports that she has just
been involved in an incident near the clubhouse. Pucci has taken
offense at the flapping jacket of an elderly gentleman – whose
wife has icily demanded that Debbie keep her dog under control.
Hard to imagine much menace in the tiniest of our dogs, but Pucci
has been known to bite his little niece on the toe. He is offered
some contraband ham and cheese sandwich by Davide – no
wonder he refuses to eat his own pellets thereafter. For that matter
Winnie is also bored with my biscuits – though when Debbie (not
Pucci’s mom, the other Debbie) comes in with Zorro the Pug the
latter eats the biscuit Winnie has disdained.
I suppose one could add that there is another reason for a gray
mood this morning – England have lost their opening World Cup
match to Italy, 2-1. Most of those present stayed up to watch this
contest – surely the only time ever that one could watch a live
broadcast at 11:00 pm from Manaus in the heart of Amazonia.
Hanna and Debbie (back to Pucci’s mom) are discussing recipes,
Debbie and Dan then talk about theater tickets and Davide tells us
that today he has his longest flight in the BA repertoire – 13 hours
to Buenos Aires. Instead of heading straight for home I decide to
accompany the others on a back passage walkround – a sure sign
that my knee is almost behaving itself today. I should be rushing
back to call British Gas but, since this is a Sunday, that duty will
have to wait until tomorrow.
Monday, June 16:
I begin the day with the aforementioned phone call and now I can
expect a visit from British Gas – somewhere between 12:00 and
6:00. Fortunately this is not a time of year when heating issues
will cause much of a problem (and I boiled water for shaving
purposes this morning). But I am still a bit depressed, not by
any of this but by my sore right knee – which stiffened painfully
while I was at table at Linda’s last night. I am wearing a brace on
it and on my right ankle as I descend with the week’s recycling
and head for the park on another gray and chilly morning. I can
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see Georgie, just entering the park with Rufus, Pucci, Sparkie
and Bailey, and once I have come up behind her I can hear some
telltale barking behind me. This is the voice of Winnie, riding
serenely in the basket of Dan’s bicycle and chiding all and sundry
for entering the Rec without her permission.
At breakfast this morning we have, in addition to Georgie and
Dan, two returnees – Janet and Ofra – and Peter, Matthew,
Makiko, Jo Lynn and Renata. Rufus manages to escape as I enter
the compound with my coffee – but Janet chases him down.
Georgie says that the naughty Bichon has also been pooing in her
house. Georgie has been talking about taking a break from her
dog-sitting duties in order to visit her in-laws on Jersey and Dan
says she is not to worry about letting the dog people down when
she goes away – except for the weekend when he plans to be
away. Bailey, after a joyous reunion with Ofra, turns his attention
to food. He and Sparkie and Jo Lynn’s Border Terrier, Tilly, insist
on jumping on my sore right knee – the better to improve their
proximity to the biscuit bag and this makes me quite cross. For the
humans there is a box of Ferrero Rocher – though Renata says she
can’t eat sweets in the morning and Dan, after picking one up off
the floor, says she must take it home and have it later.
Ofra says she had a wonderful time in Paris, which her family
reached by car. She says having a car in Paris was so much fun (it
wouldn’t be for me) and that she managed to visit the home base
of her beloved Entrecôte restaurant – but she likes the meat and
sauce served in Marylebone better. Makiko has to stand the usual
tummy inspection from the other ladies – but she seems quite
happy with baby’s progress and his purposeful movement. Janet
describes her holiday in the Lake District – including all the walks
she took from Skelwith Bridge, a spot I know well, with DaisyMae, her sister and the latter’s dog, Bess. (Daisy-Mae switched
from chasing the Rec’s squirrels to Cumbria’s rabbits.) As we get
up to leave Ofra says that there was one unfortunate chapter in
her recent French visit. She somehow managed to leave her wallet
behind at duty free – it has been found but now she has to return
to Dover to reclaim it.
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Tuesday, June 17:
Wonderful to have hot water again – but I begin the day with the
memory of yesterday’s knee problems still fresh in my mind.
No sooner have I convinced myself that there is no point in even
starting on a walking holiday in Wales (now just two weeks away)
then I discover, this morning, that the knee is behaving itself in
a number of untried positions and I might be able to walk after
all. It is not much of a test to make it as far as the park’s café –
though this journey is slowed down by an encounter with Dan and
Georgie, just entering, and with Natasha (carrying coffee mug and
electronic “crack pipe”) – whose Millie (the Miniature Pinscher)
is soon dancing at my feet in pursuit of some treat from my biscuit
bag. Natasha, thriving, it would appear, on three yoga sessions a
week, says that her portly six-year-old pet now looks like a stray
with love handles. As I sit down with Georgie I repeat this phrase
– “a stray with love handles, that’s how they describe me.”
In addition to Dan and Georgie we also have Janet, Renata and
Ofra – the latter accompanied by two of her sisters (part of the
Paris surprise), Rachel and Sima. Ofra says that Bailey refused
his breakfast this morning and that this is quite worrying. He does
take three biscuits off me but he spends much of the morning
in mommy’s lap, basking in the extra attention. Daisy-Mae
takes a biscuit from me as well but it only serves as a decoy in
her favorite game. But this morning she makes the mistake of
pretending that Winnie wants her prize. When she attacks the
senior Pug Winnie retaliates in kind and the two squabbling
animals have to be separated. I ask Georgie how Rufus is getting
on – Melanie is off on a three-week trip to Canada – and she says
that there were no further indoor toilet problems.
The Israeli sisters want advice from Dan on what to see and do
in London and soon we have a summary of every musical on the
boards – with a special reminder to save Saturday when a daylong
festival in Trafalgar Square will offer bits and bobs from all these
shows. Renata says she doesn’t like musicals and Rachel says
she is bored by jazz. Renata then wants to know when Ofra, the
missing birthday girl, is going to open all the cards and presents
we brought last Thursday – unfortunately these have again
been left at home by Dan. (Forgetting is contagious – Ofra still
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hasn’t retrieved her lost wallet.) Renata also wants to celebrate
Germany’s victory over Portugal in last night’s footie match.
There would be more on the topic but Peter, our resident expert,
is absent today – as his long-delayed cataract procedure takes
place. I have to absent myself before the others today – for I have
another physio appointment with the osteopath. Ofra, another
loyal customer of Julie, says “I’m so jealous,” on hearing my
news.
Wednesday, June 18:
Well, I don’t suppose Ofra would be that jealous if she could
see me staggering around after yesterday’s pummeling. In fact,
things seemed to go more smoothly this time and I left Julie in
a chirpy mood – especially since she has been urging me to at
least start my holiday in Wales on July 1. But after another very
restless night (the shoulders even more bothersome than the knee)
I am less lively as I now make my way past Molly, the Lab, and
Snowdon, the senior white Alsatian. They have opened the café a
few minutes early this morning and I am the first of our phalanx
to secure my coffee – though I think Vicky gave me too much
change.
In fact, our group is much reduced in numbers this morning
– just Renata, Makiko, Georgie and Danielle – though Dan is
here briefly to deliver Winnie. This means that, for a short time,
Georgie has the care of no fewer than six dogs – though some
of these animals (Bella, Pucci, and Daisy-Mae) will soon be
reclaimed, leaving only Sparkie, Winnie and Rufus with lengthier
sentences. Missing also is Bailey and we soon learn that we will
not be seeing Ofra or her sisters today because our chief biscuit
scrounger has gone to the vet, after squeaking in pain – there to
have x-rays – with the diagnosis still not known. Daisy-Mae is
here because Janet has MOTs today – first for her car and then for
herself (ears, teeth). Renata, too, is one her way to have stitches
removed by the dentist after an implant procedure. No one has
heard anything from Peter, whose cataract surgery was yesterday.
I am the only chap at our table this morning and this means that
I have to listen to a lot of chatter about haute couture. Danielle,
who is wearing yellow nail polish today, has had to endure several
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parties among the bankers with whom her fiancé works and she
complains that (as someone who works) she is an anomaly among
the well-manicured wives – who like to boast of their latest Bond
Street gown while she lets them know that her very nice white
dress cost $30 from a mall in Glendale. Renata now asks me if
my books are back in order – she remembers, because she has just
gone through this process herself – that all my books had to come
down when the entire house was painted last fall. I tell her that the
books are back on the correct shelves but not in the correct order
and that, with my wonky legs, it will be some time before I’m
able to risk using the ladder. When it is time for us to leave (a long
process for Georgie) Winnie, as is her wont, attacks the nearest
dog as her lead is attached. (She has already chased a security
guard this morning.) Ordinarily I would be able to assist Georgie
in managing her sextet but today I have to head for the bank – in
the opposite direction.
Thursday, June 19:
My thermometer-in-a-plant-pot tells me that it is warm enough
to head for the Rec without a jacket this morning – and so I do. I
have discovered another knee brace in my arsenal of self-quackery
and I am trying it out – after another restless night, one in which
shoulder pain vied with knee problems for primacy. The coffee
crew are very slow to assemble, indeed among the regulars we
have only Davide, back from Buenos Aires, and Peter, back from
the eye hospital. The latter stands behind me in the café queue and
tells me that he is well-pleased with Tuesday’s cataract procedure
– in particular he can enjoy the sensations of color far better than
before. He wore an eye patch yesterday but he has abandoned it
today; too bad, I’m sure everyone would like to see Peter as pirate.
Later they will work on the other eye.
Soon after I am seated attendance at our table picks up. Clare
and a friend are at one end and soon we have Ofra (minus the
sleeping sisters), Danielle and Georgie. (Janet is at home waiting
for a delivery.) Georgie says that she is late because she has been
waiting on her front stoop for Dan to drop Winnie off – a rather
common uncertainty due to Davide’s erratic schedule. In fact, he
has brought Winnie to the park himself and Georgie has at last
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figured this out. Davide has also brought, at last, the bag of cards
and presents that were brought in for Ofra a week ago – and that
lady enjoys opening these gifts now. Danielle wants to hear more
about the Paris sojourn and there are many questions. Davide says
he would never drive to Paris when the Eurostar is so convenient.
Ofra says that she can’t remember the name of her Paris hotel but
the Rolling Stones were also staying there.
The cyclists who often occupy the corner table have brought a dog
with them today – this is a little Jack Russell with a half-brown,
half white face. Her name is also Bella and she is just about the
same size as Danielle’s dog of the same name. The latter accepts
one or two biscuits today, as does Winnie, but Sparkie is being
fussy about flavors. Bailey would certainly like a few treats today
but he is on a soft food diet after an inconclusive visit to the
vet yesterday. The problem seems to be in an ear and he sports
a pink bandage on one leg – where an anesthetic went in while
they preformed their examination. You can tell that Ofra is very
worried about her pet – though this is evidently not a patch on
the anxieties raised in husband Ricky – who dotes on the dog.
Danielle is soon enlisted in the diagnosis department and she
suggests that Bailey may have an ear infection and that he needs
to be on antibiotics. Poor Bailey makes repeated visits to my
lap, staring beseechingly into my eyes – and great firmness is
required on my part as I try to explain to him why he can’t have
any biscuits today. Davide thinks he is hearing a distant thunder
and wants to make a move – the rest of us think it is just the sound
of Heathrow-bound planes. As we get up Georgie leans over to
attach Winnie to her lead – and the furious Pug rounds on the
innocent Sparkie.
Friday, June 20:
I am back in my jacket for the morning session in the park –
though we are promised warmer temperatures later in the day. I
am still wearing yesterday’s knee brace – for today I have decided
to test my injured joint in a round of West End errands. Skies are
still gray as I head past the clubhouse, where Natasha is walking
with Millie. These days our green is almost always the site of
some athletic activity – well, since our local schools have sold
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off so many of their own playing fields, where else would you go
for gym class? Today it is teen-aged ladies in blue livery at work
on a game of rounders. I object to their more than the obligatory
shrieking, not the nicest sound for our coffee table, because here
we have twenty lasses standing around watching two at exercise.
“You’re out, Noora, but can anyone tell me why she is out?” the
gym mistress is asking the others.
There are nine of us at table this morning, including Ofra, sister
Rachel, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Danielle, Renata and (soon off
on his holiday in Turkey) Davide. While Ofra is inside, waiting
for a large coffee order, I ask Rachel if her sister’s forgetfulness
(most recently exemplified by the loss of her wallet in Dover) is
a more recent development or something that can be traced back
to childhood. Rachel says she can’t remember when it became
habitual – but she says she suffers from the same malady. She
agrees with my long-held thesis – that Ofra forgets things because
her mind is awhirl with so many other pressing matters at the
same time – but Rachel says that this is the fate of women in
general and that men are much more single-minded. The mood
is somewhat subdued as we reflect ruefully on England’s defeat,
last night, at the hands of Uruguay, a second 2-1 drubbing and one
seemingly fatal to any chances of England advancing any further
into the knock-out stages of the World Cup. Renata says that the
defeat must be very bad for the morale of the United Kingdom
and I suggest that the loss only intensifies the pressure on Andy
Murray to do well at Wimbledon.
Georgie has brought Linda’s Pepper with her this morning and
that means that we have a much more proximate source of painful
noise than those girls out on the green. “Shut up, Pepper!” is
again the refrain as the shrieking Schnauzer calls for biscuit after
biscuit. Janet is particularly perturbed by these outbursts but there
is soon trouble closer to home. A number of dog owners have
entered our compound – there to park their animals as they head
into the café for coffee. One of these is the brown Bubbles but it
is an unknown white dog who falls prey to Daisy-Mae’s biscuit
bait game. The poor little follow is viciously attacked by the
killer Shih-Tzu and Janet is so upset by her pet’s bad behavior
that Daisy-Mae spends the rest of the session tied to the naughty
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fence. Bailey is again allowed his portion of treats – Danielle now
thinks that he may have an abscess behind an eye and she again
recommends antibiotics. Seeing the Cavalier dragging his bottom
on the tiles leads me to an additional diagnosis – “Whatever he
has, Bailey is suffering from flop-bot.” Danielle agrees here too
but I find it most gratifying that she even recognizes this term
for impacted anal glands – a term which an earlier generation
borrowed from James Herriot’s fictionalized descriptions of the
travails of Tricky-Woo. “Let’s go,” Davide now insists and so we
rise – just as Danielle’s visiting mother arrives. I can see that the
rounders lasses have yielded their place on the green to a large
group of seated toddlers, here for a sports day. More screaming.
Saturday, June 21:
Summer makes its official appearance with an appropriately mild
and sunny morning in the park. No school groups today, but there
is plenty of activity – with all the joggers, dog walkers and pram
pushers. This being so, I am lucky that there are only two people
in front of me in the coffee queue – even though one of these,
Janet, has been delegated to pick up all the drinks for her friends
and that takes a long time. We are joined at our breakfast table
this morning by a large contingent including Ofra, sister Rachel,
Makiko, Georgie, Renata, Peter, Karen, Hanna and Debbie.
Needless to say, there are lots of dogs underfoot and today some
of them have even brought their cuddly toys.
Outside our compound today we have Rocky, the blind Shih-Tzu,
whom we have not seen in some time. One of Georgie’s charges
is Tilly, but evidently Jo has restricted her pet to no more than two
biscuits from my blue bag. No such restrictions apply to the other
animals and Sparkie, Bailey and Winnie are never far from my
knees. Pucci shows some interest in these matters as well but there
are complications. Debbie says that he has just had his breakfast
and there is no way he could eat anything with that blue ball in
his mouth. When he finally yields this toy he is offered some of
his little pellets and he spits these out in disgust. Michaela now
comes by with her veteran Cairn, Skye. Skye heads for my feet
immediately – first for some obligatory biscuits and then because
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he knows that I will have to make an appropriate response when
he drops his wreck of a tennis ball in my lap.
Ofra thinks that Georgie is losing weight and it is true that without
James to cook for our Scottish friend admits that she rarely lifts
the lid on her cooker. Hanna, meanwhile, is leafing through the
weekend newspaper supplements and clipping recipes. She says
that today she is going to a special summer solstice gathering
at the Finnish church – where they even have a sauna in the
basement. She is also thinking of attending a gay pride march
and urges Peter to do the same – with the predictable spluttering
protests. (Peter is afraid, no doubt, that – with his pink shirt on
today – he will be taken for one of them.) Still in a puckish mood,
Hanna now gives me a granola bar and tells me that I need to be
naked in order to eat it. Skye returns with his tennis ball as we
get up to begin our journeys home. Now he wants me to kick this
flattened object so that he can chase it down – one of his favorite
activities – but on the dodgy legs that carry me these days there is
no way I am going to risk such a gesture.
Sunday, June 22:
I can see that there has been no change in the weather – again
we have mild temperatures, clear skies and glorious sunshine for
our morning session in the park. We also have tears – indeed it
seems that every time I walk up the Morshead roadway these days
some infant has just suffered a tragedy – “Where does it hurt?”
serving as the most frequently heard utterance around here. Only
Georgie precedes me in the coffee queue so I am soon taking my
seat at our breakfast table. The lineup this morning also includes
Renata, Ofra (whose sisters have now returned to Israel), Janet,
Peter, Debbie (here with her Pucci-phobic niece), Hanna, Dan, and
Makiko.
Dan has been a participant in the two-day West End festival in
Trafalgar Square – where huge crowds have been entertained with
numbers from the current theater scene and Dan himself was twice
interviewed on the giant screen. Ofra and family visited him there
yesterday (though this involved a little endemic queue jumping)
and Janet and Georgie will attend today’s session. Ofra says that
she was in an Argentinian restaurant yesterday when Lionel Messi
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scored the winning goal at the end of his contest and this leads
to further rumination on the World Cup scene. I had watched the
Argentina-Iran match too and Renata enjoyed the Germany-Ghana
game. Peter saw these contests as well. I tell Makiko that you can
tell it’s officially summer when Peter switches, as he does today,
from coffee to Diet Coke on ice. Makiko has to field the usual
questions about morning sickness and cravings; the former malady
now seems to have come to an end but she says she still craves
meat, a passion she was able to satisfy at a barbeque yesterday.
She adds that Matthew missed this event – since he is attending a
medical conference in Chicago.
I am running short on Shapes biscuits and lately I have been
supplementing these treats with more goodies from Fritz’s old
treat supply. Today I am offering Jumbone Bites. Winnie accepts
one of these, then drops it, then another dog has a go and finally
Daisy-Mae claims it. Unfortunately she retains a tiny piece for
subsequent mischief and sure enough an Australian chap enters the
compound with a delightful French Bulldog puppy named Pops –
with the little fellow soon welcomed to our group with a savage
and unprovoked attack by Daisy-Mae. This of course sets Emilio
off (“I told you she was vicious!”) as everyone else jumps up to
comfort the puppy. At the other end of the age cycle we also have
a visit from a fifteen-year-old Poodle, Brittany. The latter looks
like a Louis XIV with gray hair and clouded eyes. Reflecting on
all these animals Makiko says she now wants a puppy. I tell her
she will have one soon enough – though human in species. Janet
says that she always thought she might get a puppy when DaisyMae had reached her maturity but now she isn’t so certain – “I
think Daisy-Mae would kill it.” On my way home today I have a
rare encounter with two former regulars at our table, Jack the Jack
Russell and Lucky the Corgi. They are standing on the pavement
in front of the home of their almost 100-year-old owner and they
are happy to see me too.
Monday, June 23:
It is still mild enough outside but skies are far grayer as I begin a
new week in the park. I am surprised to see that the entire green
has been cordoned off with endless meters of red and white tape
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– for what purpose is unclear, though it is hard not to conjure
up a vision of another school sports day. And there are troops
of little kids marching onto the Rec – but they seem headed for
the running track (from which we can soon hear their ecstatic
screaming). Their parents are lined up in the coffee queue and
it takes a while for some of us to be served today. Renata, just
ahead of me, has Maxi on lead today. The logical inference here
is that someone has complained about the presence of a freerange Poodle in the pristine precincts of the café but I would be
wrong here too – Maxi is on lead because he likes to stay behind
in the cozy confines of the café even after Renata has left with her
coffee.
In addition to Renata we also have Dan, Georgie, Janet, Peter
and Ofra this morning. Ofra too objects to the loss of the “village
green” and Dan actually calls the front desk of the Rec in order to
find out what is going on here – but all he gets is voicemail. Dan is
obviously a bit knackered after his weekend in Trafalgar Square,
where Janet and Georgie (their feet in the fountain) were observers
yesterday. Renata predicts that, with his four appearances on the
big screen, Dan is on his way to entertainment stardom. “I hope
so,” I add, “because if that happens people will be scrambling for
copies of “Life Among the Dog People of Paddington Rec” just
so they can catch up on “Our Dan, The Early Years.” Ofra says
her mother wants a photo of her youngest daughter since she can’t
remember what Ofra looks like anymore. This reminds Georgie
(one of four daughters like Ofra and Makiko) of similar moments
in her own mother’s dotage. In Glasgow to greet her mom on
the latter’s eightieth birthday she could clearly hear the old
lady asking Jean who that woman with bouquet of flowers was.
Reminded that this was Georgie, mom argued that Georgie has
curly hair. “It is me, mom, I just straightened it.” “Well, I don’t
fucking like it!!” was the response.
Georgie has both Rufus and Tilly with her this morning – Tilly,
like Daisy-Mae, occupies a number of empty chairs this morning
– while Rufus tries to snatch treats aimed at the mouths of other
dogs. I have brought with me this morning a redundant package of
Schmackos and these prove to be a success with the dogs – after
Georgie has intervened to help me open the package. Heading
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our way as we get up to leave is a delightful fluffy four month-old
puppy, a Cavachon (Cavalier and Bichon) name Carrie. Carrie
wants to offer an enthusiastic greeting to everyone, rolling over
onto her back and nibbling at our hands with her tiny puppy teeth.
I decide to accompany the others on a back passage walkround but
this is a mistake – for progress is more than halting. First Rufus
goes missing and Dan has to back to look for him, then DaisyMae disappears and Janet has to go all the way back to the café in
order to collar her rebellious pet. Even here, on lead, Daisy-Mae
manages to stage a go-slow, rolling over onto to her back and
wriggling about on the pavement in blissful relaxation.
Tuesday, June 24:
I am even looking for small household duties – as, today, I have
made myself ready for the park ten minutes before the usual
departure time. I would feel more comfortable in my knee brace
but, since this is a physiotherapy day, I disdain this confining
piece of equipment – I don’t want to show up at Julie’s with
stretch marks all over my leg. No matter how stiff the knee might
be I do notice that, after I have been walking for a while, maters
improve considerably – and so it is today – as I march pass
St. Luke’s school sports day on the running track, exchanging
greetings with our resident celeb model, Jasmine Guinness, who
is walking in front of the clubhouse with her black Whippet, Fly.
In the café Maxi makes a sudden appearance, just as a puzzled
Renata is discovering that she doesn’t have enough money for her
order. And, since he is not on lead, Maxi does remain behind when
she returns to our table.
This morning, in addition to Renata, we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra,
Dan, Karen, Peter, Clare and Jan – though Ellie also arrives – but
just to turn Teddy over to Georgie for a day’s worth of dog-sitting.
Georgie also has Rufus with her and this is good news for Karen’s
Dudley, who craves a good bit of chase-me-around the table. (The
two will be roommates when Karen returns to Beijing on Friday.)
Both of these dogs line up to receive handouts from my biscuit
bag – including the famous Schmackos. Claie’s Harley is also in
the queue and today we have a new canine – Jan having made
good on her promise to get a smaller dog than the boisterous Lab,
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Pippa – who had twice pulled her into the bushes. The newcomer
is part Poodle, part Bichon, a lively curly white-haired lass named
Daisy. The latter has been re-homed from Monmouthshire – Pippa
now lives with Jan’s son in Kent.
Janet says that her computer has been invaded by a virus and
that unwanted messages have been sent to everyone on her
correspondence list. She has sent us an email telling us not to open
this invader; I mention that Macs are historically less susceptible
to such viruses and, indeed, it hasn’t been forwarded to me, I later
discover.
Dan now describes the efforts of criminal hackers in their
attempts to learn our bank account details – though Renata insists
it couldn’t happen to her. Karen now wants to know if Bailey
(who makes an early departure with Ofra) is better and Georgie
says that Danielle has suggested he must have had an abscess
behind an eye and that medication has been useful in combatting
this condition. Peter, perhaps hearing the word “eye” – his chief
preoccupation in the aftermath of his cataract surgery – now
asks Georgie to define Bailey’s illness for him. This she does
(a second time) and, bless her heart, even a third time when
Renata now asks, “But what was the matter with Bailey?” (“It’s
your turn to ask about Bailey’s illness,” I tell a giggling Karen.)
Renata, incidentally, has been working on me to get another
dog – yesterday it was Makiko, whom I met on the street, who
was urging me to get a new puppy. Dan, crossing himself in
the presence of a lone magpie on the gym roof, now announces
departure time. It is part of Winnie’s ritual to attack the nearest
dog when this process gets underway and today it is poor Teddy,
his tail between his legs, who has to be comforted after this
gratuitous assault.
Thursday, June 26:
I have missed a day in the park (haircut, Sainsbury’s), making my
return on a somewhat cloudy morning – one whose temperature
depends a lot on whether you are walking in the breeze or not. I
am a bit late in reaching the café since I can see Makiko waving
at me as she approaches the Morshead gate with Emilio in tow –
and we now walk together toward the green. She says she is a bit
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worried about Emilio’s reception of the expected arrival, since
he tends to bark at other babies, but I assure her that most dogs
like babies – because they drop so much food on the floor. This
morning Emilio becomes fascinated with another dog and follows
this fellow around for several minutes. As often happens in the
park I begin to choke on some invisible pollen and so I decide to
head straight for the café counter.
There is a rather small turnout this morning: Georgie, Makiko,
Janet, Peter, Renata and Ofra – though the dogs are well
represented since Georgie has Pucci, Bella, Winnie, Dudley,
Rufus and her own Sparkie in her care. Most of these dogs make
a beeline for my lap and in this gesture they are joined by Tara –
whom we have not seen in some time since Vlad (seated again at
his little table) has been away on holiday. In fact no sooner have I
taken my seat than the others start to make a move. Ofra is first –
she has to leave because she needs a pee and there is such a queue
in the ladies loo. Makiko, hoping to find a little sun, accompanies
her and then Renata, complaining of the cold, gets up to leave as
well. Janet must have a class or an appointment and she leaves
early as well and Georgie, perhaps because she could use some
help in managing all these dogs, departs with her. That leaves just
me and Peter to cover all the World Cup action.
I am about to make a move myself when there is a part two to this
morning’s session. This is because we get into conversation with
an American woman, Jennifer, who is sitting with her lad and two
dogs at another corner table. The lad and a sister, we learn, will be
attending the American School in the fall. The dogs are a seven
year-old white fluffy rescue dog, Buddy, part Poodle, part Bichon,
it would appear, and Jack, a two and a half year-old Cavalier who
looks a lot like a younger Bailey. Hugo the Beagle is welcomed
to our compound as well and he makes the mistake of swooning
over Buddy – who reacts with the sounds of an angry duck. Now
Ellie comes in for a cup of tea, her Teddy remaining on the edge
of the green – now that she no longer orders a croissant Teddy
doesn’t see much advantage in joining us at table. Ellie questions
me about my decision to begin a walk in Wales next Tuesday.
She is relieved to hear that this one should be conducted on real
footpath instead of cross-country scrambles – “You may feel like
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you are still eighteen, but this walk should be a bit more suitable,”
as she reminds me. Then she and Jennifer discover that they are
neighbors and a great deal of time is spent on the critical question
– where do you park in St. John’s Wood?
Friday, June 27:
I was expecting rain this morning and so it is with some relief
that I make my way into a park that even boasts a little watery
sunshine – though I am glad that I have also remembered my
leather jacket. The park is, as usual at this time of year, alive
with screaming kids. There is a sports day for toddlers on the
central football pitch and the green itself seems to be undergoing
reconstruction, with all sorts of temporary huts and tents being
erected. Annoyingly, they have cordoned off that portion of the
Randolph roadway adjacent to the café and so a Carlton roadway
entrance has to be used instead. From Metty we learn that all this
is in aid of a charity challenge tomorrow – and that the café will
be open from 7:00 then. Ofra and I discuss yesterday’s frustrations
at the ladies’ loo; she says that one of the cubicles has been out of
service for six months. We agree that long before the park became
an extension of the school playground (and the site for activity
that demands the presence of parents) officialdom should have
greatly increased loo capacity in the Rec.
Today our group includes Ofra, Karen, Janet, Georgie, Peter,
Makiko, and, back for the second day in a row, Ellie. (“We’re
not worthy,” I tell her.) Karen, we learn, has been dieting, and
since she hates the food in Beijing, where she will be heading this
afternoon, she can keep it up in China. Ofra, who seems to have
lost the right temple of her eyeglasses, chides me for my failure
to come up with any more £2 coins. Janet and Georgie argue
that, like me, they have not been getting many of these in change
recently. (Ofra is now collecting fifty pence pieces for the parking
machine as well.) I give Peter £4 for racing, this week and next,
and we discuss yesterday’s football results – with the American
team, which lost to Germany 1-0, advancing nevertheless to the
next round on goal difference.
Georgie is accompanied by the usual menagerie: Sparkie, Rufus,
Pucci, and Winnie. The first of these two are eager to join Bailey
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in the biscuit queue – where Tara is the most insistent customer,
repeatedly nosing my hands in the direction of the biscuit bag.
After a while Leslie arrives with the veteran Cavalier duo of
Maddy and Princess – but today she also has a new ten-month-old
Pomeranian puppy named Harley. While Leslie is inside getting
her coffee Karen adds the fluffy bundle to her lap and much fuss is
made over the little fellow. Soon we learn that Leslie is his second
owner (the first having forgotten that a dog is for life, not just
for Christmas) and that he has only just attained a weight of four
pounds – which is evidently the minimum needed for a dose of
Frontline flea treatment. Perhaps because progress is difficult on
the green side of the café I decide to accompany Janet, Karen and
Georgie on a back passage walkround. During this peregrination
Georgie tells me that yesterday Rufus chewed through Winnie’s
lead – “I thought she was hanging on by a thread when we
came to the park yesterday afternoon.” So a new lead has been
purchased and it is used to encourage the stubborn Pug to get a
move on. How envious Winnie must be of Pucci, who gets to go
in his shoulder bag. Meanwhile the mischievous Rufus is dancing
in circles – resisting all attempts to put him on lead as well.
Saturday, June 28:
My departure time is an hour or so before its usual moment today
– for I want to get in a purposeful practice walk in anticipation
of Tuesday’s adventure in Wales. To speed me on my way I have
placed my iPod in a t-shirt pocket and plugged the greatest hits
of rock and roll into my earphones. I have noticed that however
uncomfortable the protest points on my right side might be (ankle,
knee and hip) that after I have gotten going these matters tend to
fade into the background. I won’t say that I now walk with any
great ease, indeed I seem to stagger at points, but my progress
is steady and I complete three times the distance I used to walk
while in training for the ill-fated Irish expedition. It is a nice
sunny morning in the park and the only impediment comes from
successive legions of charity runners, beginning their run here and
dressed in the livery of a number of medical charities or that of
their sponsoring employers.
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The café has been open since 7:00 – in order to accommodate
all the extra people in the park this morning – but there is no
one ahead of me when I come at my usual time, 9:30, arriving,
appropriately to the stirring sounds of Chumbawamba’s
“Tubthumping” otherwise known as “I Get Knocked Down.”
Some of our dog people have taken advantage of the early
opening of the café and two, Georgie – on her way to Hereford
–and Debby make early departures. This means that there are
only five of us, Janet, Ofra, Hanna and Peter – with Vlad in the
background. Janet is trying to get Ofra to try reading her books
on Kindle but Ofra says she loves real books and likes to have
them at the ready on her bookshelves – as do I. Hanna is trying to
convince Peter of the necessity of a special visit to Selfridges in
pursuit of just the right eyebrow pencil.
There are lots of dogs about – Janet will inherit all of Georgie’s
charges, minus Sparkie, who goes home with Ofra today. DaisyMae manages to eat two biscuits without incident and Tara is
also on her best behavior, taking her treats gently rather than
snatching at them. Half an hour after Debbie has departed she
returns in pursuit of Pucci – who wants some more of his pellets.
Vincenzo, the owner of Thomas, the Lhasa Apso, comes by for
a greeting and he is questioned on the subject of Thomas’s longanticipated parenthood. Vincenzo has been looking forward to one
of the puppies but he now tells us that the owner of the bitch has
informed him that mother and puppies are all dead. As distressing
as this is, there is an additional complication – Vincenzo has not
been able to reach this woman since the initial message and there
is a lurking suspicion that perhaps this is all a hoax – a strategy to
deny the owner of the father one of the pups. Vincenzo seems to
accept the situation philosophically – either way it is an upsetting
thought. I now have to add to the upset – for I have just learned
that Saskia and her family are moving to Kent at the end of July
and that will mean the departure of that goofy extrovert, Buddy,
the Golden Retriever.
Sunday, June 29:
With the temperature hovering near the 50 mark I make an
important executive decision this morning – yes, I will wear my
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jacket to the park. This is the right move, I soon discover, for,
though we have lovely bright sunshine, there is also a cooling
breeze. I am enjoying a manic moment – since there seem to be
no troublesome aftereffects from yesterday’s practice walk; I
hover, these days, between optimism and despair as I contemplate
my chances on a walking week that should begin next Tuesday
in Wales. How gratifying to see our green restored to its normal
wide-open reaches this morning – with the dogs at last allowed to
run free – but I know this won’t last long, since soon the cricketers
will drive away everyone who is interested in the safety of his or
her own skull.
There is a lively scene in the doggy compound this morning –
with Vlad at one little table and the owners of Skippy at another
– and around our central grouping we have Dan, Davide, Janet,
Ofra, Makiko, Renata, Hanna, Peter, and two dog people who
rarely sit with us: the woman who owns the Chow pair of Chinny
and Bliss and Tony the dog walker. The latter has in tow two
large animals this morning – Macy, a big brown beast and Colin,
a large black and white chap. These dogs accept a few biscuits
and Macy gets so excited that she starts to bark for more, thus
usurping Tara’s role as chief biscuit beggar. Bailey and Sparkie
are also able to exhaust their five-a-day ration. The latter, as so
often happens when he stays with his Auntie Ofra, has had a bath
and is at his silky best. While the ancient Chinny remains out on
the green Bliss is now admitted to our scene – she is evidently
just coming out of season and this is seriously exciting Zorro,
who is patrolling the perimeter. It has been some time since we
have seen the lovely Skippy, whom we can identify as a Grippet
(part Greyhound, part Whippet) but today we learn why – Skippy
has just been released from captivity, having been kidnapped
by gypsies while vacationing on the Thames near Lechlade!
His owner says he recovered his lost pet after a week – when
travellers, responding to a lost dog poster, showed up for the
reward.
Davide has brought a box of candy with him – I don’t need to
identify which kind if I remind the reader that he has just spent
a week on holiday in Turkey. Makiko has brought her iPad with
her and thus we are all able to see the pictures she took at her
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niece’s wedding in Tokyo. Sports fans at one end of the table are
discussing the latest results in the World Cup, where Brazil has
defeated Chile in a penalty shootout and Colombia has knocked
off an Uruguay squad that is now missing its banned shoulderbiting star, Luis Suarez. While these weighty matters are being
discussed Janet suddenly discovers that Daisy-Mae is missing!
The sulking Shih-Tzu has climbed through the bars and now
refuses to participate in the back passage walkround. All of this,
so Janet tells us, is jealous spite – Daisy-Mae refusing to share
attention with any other dog and her nose out of joint over the
presence of Rufus, one of the many dogs who has had to seek
temporary accommodation in the absence of Georgie. “I guess my
plans to get a second dog when Daisy-Mae was six or seven will
have to be shelved,” Janet says disconsolately.
Monday, June 30:
Again it is cool enough to justify the wearing of a leather jacket
and so I do, entering the park at the usual hour under cloudy skies,
with outbreaks of sun. Outside the café fence some girls in light
blue are engaged in a game of rounders. There is good exercise
this morning – at least for their lungs – for all we hear is chatter
about the rules and the outcome of each action on the field and
high decibel shrieking on all occasions. Janet is just exiting the
café with a tray containing the coffees for her pals, Georgie, Dan,
Davide, and Ofra. Today we also have Peter and Renata. Janet has
brought with her a box of Ferrero Rocher but there don’t seem to
be many takers – perhaps this fare is just too rich for the morning
and, besides, Dan is on a diet.
I struggle to sit down before I am besieged by canines in desperate
need of treats. Tara is the first of these but Bailey and Sparkie
soon follow and today we have additional customers in DaisyMae, who manages to eat hers without getting into a fight first,
Winnie (who is snarling mad because Davide’s toasted cheese
sandwich is finished, Dudley (who actually takes three treats)
and Rufus, who takes only one. Everyone is vastly amused when,
after being hectored by Rufus, wee Pucci turns on his enemy
and chases him away on his tiny legs. I have to cut some of my
regulars off after a while and they therefore switch their attentions
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to Renata, who has just taken delivery of a plate with bacon and
scrambled eggs on toast. Mischievously, Dan gets up and helps
himself to a huge portion of this dish – before putting it all back.
“Schweinhund!” Renata barks.
Janet has brought with her some ads for an arts and crafts fair
on Sunday at the Meanwhile Gardens – evidently she will here
demonstrate some of her own work (dog portraits a specialty)
there. This was also an activity of American Cheryl, from whom
I received an email this morning – she had just heard from Dan
about the passing of Fritz. Ofra describes the birthday celebrations
held yesterday for her son, Guy. She says he is 20 now and this
seems unlikely to many of us, who remember him as a little boy.
“On the other hand,” I tell Janet (also a fan of Coronation Street),
“I’m still getting over the shock of Steve McDonald turning 40 –
we all remember when he was a teen.” I tell the others that I shall
be absent for a few days, with my walking holiday in Wales now
scheduled to begin tomorrow. I am encouraged not to fall off any
mountains this time. It is also true that I haven’t told them when I
plan to return from this venture; having lasted only three days in
Ireland I am afraid to commit myself to any date with certainty.
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Daisy-Mae knows how to choose the right accessory.
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Wednesday, July 9:
I now make a late entry into the park as we begin a new month
– having been away on a walking holiday in Wales since the first
of the month, a venture in which I was joined by my brother- and
sister-in-law, Adrian and Naomi. These two are following me
now as I slowly shuffle toward the café. I am wearing my new
Berghaus rain jacket and it remains blustery and cool – for July.
Already I can see some of my friends foregathering beneath our
green umbrella (I have been in touch with some of them through
e-mail); indeed we soon have a lively turnout that includes Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Danielle, Renata, and Makiko – with Vlad
at his own little table in the background, a visit from Michaela
with Skye the Cairn, and – just as we are about to depart – the
addition of Suzanne and Wendy.
Naomi and Adrian have brought with them the latest in organic
dog treats from Philadelphia and these (a duck-flavored bite-sized
variety) seem to be very popular. Indeed I am very popular with
the canines (it’s nice to be needed) and I soon have a number
of customers at my feet. Bailey has forgotten all of his etiquette
and claws away at my knee repeatedly, Winnie stands on my
foot, Bella sits in my lap and Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Skye sit
staring up at me in wonderment – where has he been all my
life? Danielle, who passes around a sample of her September
12 wedding invitation, is required to offer an instant diagnosis
on Maxi (sebaceous cyst) – the little poodle is, as usual, sharing
Renata’s lap. The dogs take time out from their feeding frenzy
only when there is something on the other side of the fence that
needs frightening – like that little boy on a scooter.
We are asked for a report on our trip and my in-laws are able to
give me full marks for effort on my injured leg – I sat out only
one day, walked some on the other five days and concluded with
46 miles added to my total. But I now have to tell Davide and
Ofra, also customers of the talented Julie, that our osteopath,
responding to a state-of-play e-mail from me, has had to report
that she has broken a foot and will be unable to practice her
arts for at least three weeks. There is some conversation about
last night’s unprecedented mauling of Brazil by Germany, a 7-1
victory in a World Cup semifinal, and Renata says she began to
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feel that her countrymen should have stopped the slaughter even
earlier. The outdoorsy elements in our morning conversation are
soon exhausted and the women now turn to more central issues.
Naomi wants to know where she can get a good manicure and
the consensus is – “Where’s Ellie now that we really need her?”
Makiko receives a number of compliments on her makeup and I
am able to tell her that last night the three of use dined at Ibuki on
Lauderdale Parade – where I, at last, got to indulge my curiosity
over the wasabi ice cream. Davide, who is off to Johannesburg
this afternoon, now calls for a back passage walkround and, as we
are soon off to Sainsbury’s, we get up too.
Thursday, July 10:
Nothing relieves the all-encompassing gray that envelops our
trio as we head for the park on a quiet Thursday morning. Naomi
and Adrian announce that they will be visiting the V&A after
coffee this morning – I’ll be waiting inside for any word from
John Lewis, whose drivers, arriving shortly after 9:00 last night,
announced they couldn’t do anything about delivering my new
sofa since they would have to return with the “heavy gang” in
order to remove its predecessor. I take my seat at our table as
N&A fetch the coffees – when they return they join a very lively
table indeed – with Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Renata, Ellie, Danielle,
Wendy, Makiko and Peter in residence.
We have not forgotten yesterday’s duck-infused treats and these
score well again. I also have my supply of Shapes biscuits for
the assembled canines and customers include Bailey (of course),
Sparkie, Winnie and Bella. Daisy-Mae takes one with her, lies
down under Janet’s chair, and places a proprietary paw on the
prize – though no one is dumb enough to go for it – and Emilio
soon sets up his hysterical hue and cry at the menace. We have
quite a few lap dogs with us this morning: Teddy on Ellie’s lap,
Maxi on Renata’s, Sparkie on Georgie’s and Bella on Renata’s.
The latter two enact a charming spectacle as Bella extends a
dainty paw to stroke Sparkie’s face and the little Yorkie responds
by kissing his pal all over her face.
With Ellie present we now have definitive information of
manicure venues and, indeed, before we have been seated for
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any length of time, Ofra has phoned a spot on Abbey Road and
made appointments for herself, Makiko and Naomi. There is a
problems, however – Ellie knows that the times offered these
ladies have also been reserved for her daughters and there may
be a double-booking problem that also needs to be straightened
out by telephone. Several us have stayed up to watch the second
World Cup semi-final, won by Argentina after a penalty shootout.
Ellie says she hopes that Argentina beats Germany in Sunday’s
final, earning a not very serious “You bitch!” from Renata. I
have brought with me two articles about neuroscience for Ofra’s
daughter Lee, who studies this subject at Bristol, but what really
interests our Israeli friends is Naomi’s engagement ring. Of
course she well remembers Dorothy’s version of this same piece
of jewelry – which, I tell her, is in a safe deposit box in St. John’s
Wood. Ofra thinks I should sell it and wants to be the first to make
a bid. I tell her, to great approval, that Dorothy always said that,
should she die first, I must consider myself free to fall in love and
make a new life with somebody else – “But she’s not having my
ring!”
Friday, July 11:
A light rain has been falling for some time when we emerge
from the protection of the front hallway and enter Maida Vale’s
dampened boulevards. An unusual sight greets us as we reach
the Morshead gate – it is Dan, in yellow rain slicker and shorts,
pedaling a bicycle on which Winnie is ensconced in the front
basket while Sparkie, on lead, trots along amiably at the side. We
follow these three to the protection of our green umbrella – where
again there is a very good turnout (especially given the weather),
one that also includes Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Danielle, Peter and
Karen. As usual, I am able to take a seat among this assemblage
while Naomi and Adrian enter the café to get our coffees.
From the recesses of my biscuit bag I summon the last of the
duck-flavored doggy treats and, indeed, I have to dump the last of
this collection onto the floor – where smaller dogs, like Bella, are
soon hoovering it up. There are plenty of Shapes biscuits as well,
though Bailey and Sparkie soon exhaust their five-a-day. Bailey
can’t quite believe this is true and, after using an empty chair as
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his own tabletop, he climbs onto ours in order to pursue additional
options. Dudley, unusually, is also scraping away at my arm in
search of treats. Danielle, meanwhile, says that the white Alsatian,
Alaska, has been in a major punch-up with a large gray dog. This
is worrying but soon we see Alaska and his adversary trotting
along peacefully together on the far side of the green.
Travel plans, which will diminish our numbers soon, are discussed
– with Ofra, heading for Israel on Wednesday, saying she is not
going on holiday, she is going to war. Dan then discusses the
theater scene with Naomi, Adrian and Karen (only the Book
of Mormon is a sell-out). Karen, it turns out, is considering
the purchase of a new home and has seen two local properties
recently – she would really like access to a garden. Peter says
that because of non-runners last week we will have a free bet in
tomorrow’s turf action. He says he greatly enjoyed the photo I
sent him after my first meal on Anglesey – a huge portion of fish
and chips. Danielle says that her fiancé was out partying with pals
last night and had to call in sick today – I remind Janet that this
is very similar to a recent plot development on Coronation Street.
Naomi and Adrian are trying to decide whether to risk a visit to St.
Albans today but at last they (and just about everyone else) get up
to begin the rest of the day. This is too bad for Renata, who arrives
(with Maxi in a transparent plastic raincoat) just as the rest of us
are leaving.
Saturday, July 12:
The weather is improving as we head for the park on a busy
Saturday. Almost immediately we find Dan, dismounted, pushing
his bicycle slowly over the grass on our left. He looks like he has
lost something – as he intently searches at his feet – but soon we
discover that the only missing item is Winnie’s poo. The author
of this offering is barking at us, just because we exist, but soon
she has bigger fish to fry – the expulsion of a curious Shar-Pei,
who needs to be chased. When we arrive at the café we take seats
among a very large weekend assemblage – which eventually
includes Dan, Georgie, Ofra, Janet, Wendy, Karen, Suzanne,
Hanna, Renata, Peter, and the seldom seen Yara.
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A large unknown presence is sprawled at out feet as we enter the
compound; this is the sad-eyed form of Widget, a brindled Lurcher
belonging to a chap also named Peter – who soon yields his seat
at our table to take up one behind us; this Peter is bent over stiffly
after trying to perform the roll of goalie for a grandson – who is
now consuming a blue ice cream cone (evidently bubblegum in
flavor). Having exhausted the duck-toned treats from Philadelphia
we are able to open a second package of organic nibbles from the
city of brotherly love – though I have to warn Ofra, on Bailey’s
behalf, that these are doubly unkosher…bacon and cheese. The
dogs all seem to enjoy them and I am kept busy doling out these
goodies. Naomi and Adrian announce that tomorrow the coffees,
in honor of their dog Phantom, will be on them. (It takes a while
for our Peter to understand that this “dog” really is a phantom.)
I again marvel at the international makeup of our assemblage –
with only four of the twelve dog people able to claim English
heritage. They are far outnumbered by other nationalities: Georgie
(Scotland), Karen (Australia), Ofra (Israel), Yara (Lebanon),
Suzanne and I (Yanks), Renata (Germany), and Hanna (Finland)
– with Makiko (Japan) even arriving at the end. (A second oddity
is that I own no dog these days, nor do Yara, Wendy, Hanna or
Peter.) As usual Hanna is obsessed by the food and clothing offers
available in the tabloids. Dan has decided that Sparkie really
does resemble the senior meerkat in all those commercials on
Coronation Street. Ofra begins in a pissy mood and this is really
not helped when Renata offers a critique of her latest baked goods
offering. There is lots of advice for Naomi and Adrian on how to
get to today’s tourist destination, Camden Town, and it is decided,
when we at last arise, that they will take the canal boat there.
There is an even more local site they must take in – for at a table
in the forecourt they are able to see for the first time Marco, Oliver
and Novak, the famous triplets, who will evidently be with us
until January, when they will move to Buckinghamshire. I have a
rather melancholy item on my agenda today, for there is a yahrzeit
candle I must light in the kitchen – today marks the seventh
anniversary of Dorothy’s passing.
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Sunday, July 13:
“It was a Sunday afternoon, wet and cheerless: and a duller
spectacle this earth of ours has not to show than a rainy Sunday
in London.” The words belong to that opium-eater, Thomas De
Quincey, and it’s nice to see that, two centuries later, some things
have not changed. In fact today’s rain has lifted, at least for a
while, and I have in prospect the good cheer provided by my park
friends, who are foregathering in numbers once again under our
green umbrella. Today’s lineup differs from yesterday’s only in a
few details: Makiko is with us from the start, Debbie has replaced
Yara, and Rob and Linda, accompanied by Schnauzer Pepper and
Jack Russell Chica, come by to visit the coffee-sponsoring Naomi
and Adrian.
For our dogs I alternate between Shapes biscuits and those tiny
human-shaped bacon and cheese bites from Philadelphia. Debbie
(who spends ten minutes in the gym) wants to know what the
fat content might be for these treats before agreeing that Hanna
can give her pet one or two. Bailey, Sparkie and Winnie keep up
a non-stop procession at my feet and Daisy-Mae comes by for a
biscuit that she can use for bait – producing the inevitable protest
from the neurotic Emilio. I tell Dan that if, yesterday, he compared
Sparkie to a meerkat, then, today, I must say that Winnie keeps
reminding me of Toad of Toad Hall. This good-natured insult
requires Dan to produce a portrait of this Wind in The Willows
character on his phone; he seems amused by the comparison but
Makiko, another Pug owner, finds the comparison odious. Bailey
ends the session hanging on to Ofra’s leg with his paws. She
agrees when I tell her that her pet senses she will be abandoning
him soon.
For her part Ofra produces an unsettling image on her phone – a
photo of her niece holding on to her sleeping children in a bomb
shelter in Israel. Karen is also tapping away at her phone – she
has a message from the lottery folks about a win in yesterday’s
draw – but she isn’t wearing her glasses and will have to wait
until she gets home to discover if the £4 million prize is hers. I
congratulate Rob on a prediction made months ago – he always
said they’d never convict News of The World supremo Rebekah
Brooks and he was right – though the same could not be said
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for her sometime boyfriend Andy Coulson. Hanna hoists Pepper
onto her lap and says he is fat – a remark instantly challenged by
Linda; then Hanna says that Pucci must be starving. Then she tells
Karen all the things that Karen’s incompetent neighbors should
do in response to a Staffie’s attack on their twenty-year-old cat
– though, of course, Karen would have to do all these things for
them. Naomi and Adrian are among the first to leave this morning,
heading into town for coffee with friends and some shopping,
so I am on my own for the return journey. As I walk down the
Morshead roadway I receive a lovely greeting from the black and
white French Bulldog, Bonaparte – who is chomping on a tennis
ball as he charges me down.
Monday, July 14:
We have a beautiful sunny morning to get us started on a new
week in the park – and ahead of us I can see Georgie, walking
with Sparkie and Daisy-Mae, and Davide walking with Winnie.
These dogs get a turn on the green, where Renata is exercising
Maxi. As we approach the café she is marching triumphantly
forward, trumpeting Germany’s 1-0 victory over Argentina in last
night’s World Cup final – a game we watched after returning from
a meal at the Formosa Dining Room. The good news is that, in
celebration, Renata is buying all of our coffees this morning.
Our session is only slightly less well-attended than yesterday’s
version –in addition to those already mentioned we three sit
down with Dan, Peter, Danielle, and Ofra – with Wendy and
Suzanne making late arrivals as well. Danielle is now watching
Bella’s food intake closely – since her pet has been eating grass
and throwing up. Of course I have to monitor the diet of Bailey
and Sparkie, who manage to exhaust their treat quota (and my
patience). Peter II is eating more bubblegum ice cream at a little
table behind us; his Widget is sprawled out on the concrete; near
the end of the session (perhaps having forgotten where her daddy
is) she rises to begin a most mournful moaning. It is Ofra who is
moaning when Bailey begins to claw at her legs – finally she picks
him up and puts him on her lap; he has had a short back and sides.
Dan and Davide (off to Sardinia tomorrow) get up to greet an old
neighbor from their St. John’s Wood days; then they compare
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notes on nose hair, Dan claiming that his is removed at the beauty
parlor with a ball of wax and Davide recoiling in horror over the
prospect. This conversation soon reaches a general conclusion –
men are messy buggers, especially around the house. Ofra says
that her Ricky is always cluttering up their home – to which Dan
says, “I bet he says the same thing about you.” “Yes, he does say
that,” Ofra replies, after a moment’s consideration. The mess left
around by dogs is a natural conversation sequel. Danielle says
that her fiancé Ben wants a Schnauzer and she says she wants
a dog that doesn’t shed. I have to tell her that Schnauzers don’t
shed – a fact she soon confirms on her telephone. We are agreed
that we like members of this breed to come with tails clipped – a
practice outlawed here by the nanny state – but Danielle has a
solution I hadn’t thought of – “Well,” she concludes, “I’d just get
a Schnauzer in the States.”
Tuesday, July 15:
We have another lovely morning for our session in the park and
here comes Makiko, preceded by baby bulge, and accompanied by
Emilio. She explains that her Italian lesson has been cancelled and
I can tell her that if she wants to sharpen her skills she can tune in
to re-reruns of Inspector Montalbano on BBC 4. An unusual sight
greets us as we near the clubhouse – this is Hanna, power shears
at work, trimming the corkscrew potted plants in their white tubs.
These twin bushes were once the project of Cheryl but when the
latter returned to the States Hanna assumed this responsibility,
with the blessing of park authorities, and for most of our session
we can see her laboring in the bright sun. Then, red-faced, she
joins the rest of us in the shade of our umbrella – today we also
have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Renata, Wendy, Karen and Peter.
Claire is just leaving with her Harley and so is Debbie with
her scrappy Zorro and so – with Emilio and Winnie – we are
dominated by blonde Pugs this morning. Only Winnie seems
interested, among this lot, in foodstuffs. We manage to exhaust the
last of the cheese and bacon treats from Philadelphia and Adrian
pours the crumbs out on the floor – but sure enough, from a great
distance, Bailey manages to sniff out their presence and soon he
is scarfing them down. A little later he is using an empty chair to
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climb onto the tabletop in pursuit of a half-eaten piece of toast.
Ofra says that, at home, he has been manic – for he has seen the
suitcases that must mean that mommy is about to take a trip –
without him.
A woman comes by to remind Renata that she has a Pilates session
later this morning and Wendy signs up as well – while Janet
heads for the gym for one of her regular sessions. I ask Peter if he
knows that, the World Cup at last over, the world must now play
Neptune in the Solar System Cup – a joke that has to be explained
in detail to poor Makiko – by which time it has lost all of its wit, if
it had any. Ofra is having trouble clearing her phone of Georgie’s
number and this turns out to be Georgie’s fault. “I can’t get rid
of you!” our Israeli friend cries. “That’s all right, James tried to
get rid of me for years,” Georgie responds, “and he never could.”
Karen describes her struggles to buy a new boiler, Wendy warns
us that the hundreds of children streaming into the park for a
sports day have brought drums with them (the poor neighbors)
and Naomi and Adrian describe today’s tourist outing to Marlow. I
have to give Ofra a hug as we get up to head for home (she leaves
early tomorrow morning for Israel). She tells Makiko to keep an
eye on me while she is gone and she tells me to keep an eye on
Makiko.
Wednesday, July 16:
As Naomi and Adrian join me for their last morning in the park
we are puzzled by the sight of Georgie, walking ahead of us with
Sparkie and the orphaned Bailey. She has a Pug as well but surely
it is much smaller than Winnie and it has an all-black face as well.
It turns out that this is Peggy, the dog of one of the many cab
drivers whom Georgie has gotten to know as a consequence of her
work ferrying kids to and from their special schools (Friday is her
last day for a while). With another school sports day about to kick
off there is soon a long queue at the café – and Peter has to return
several times to get any service. Renata, Janet (soon off to an art
class) and Danielle (who disappears for twenty minutes to use the
gym’s treadmill) are also present this morning.
Peggy spends most of the morning in Georgie’s lap, leaving the
other animals to fend for themselves at my feet. I feel particularly
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sorry for Bailey – who has already spent one night with Auntie
Georgie since Ofra thought it would be too distressing for him to
witness her early morning departure. (For that matter the refusal
of Hamas to honor a cease fire brokered by the Egyptians makes
us all feel a bit sorry for Ofra – heading for a war zone.) Bella is
having a great time this morning and at one point she leaps from
my lap to Janet’s – much to the latter’s surprise. Outside the bars
a Bella look-alike is exercising on the grass; Danielle identifies
this fellow as Smurf. Another set of free-range canines includes
Alaska, Frankie and Hugo.
Renata is still obsessed by the World Cup and she tells us that
she bribed some local urchins (playing near her parking lot) to
support Germany with the promise of lollies if Deutschland won.
Georgie announces that she will be visiting her sister in Glasgow
soon (with Sparkie and Bailey) and that in her absence a brotherin-law will paint her flat. Danielle is obsessed with wedding plans
and there is a lot of conversation about dress, cake and flowers
– which our vet is trying to organize herself. As for the venue she
announces that she and Ben will tie the knot on September 12 in a
Soho bookstore. This is a puzzle – she can’t mean Borders (that’s
closed) or Foyle’s. This mystery (and a more subtle one – how
come none of us has received an invitation?) is soon cleared up:
the Soho in question is in Manhattan.
It comes time for Naomi and Adrian to make their final farewells
and soon thereafter they have departed for Manchester – after
a splendid visit. Cathy has all the windows open and this means
that the park we have just left behind us is still with us – they
have permitted today’s group to bring a public address system
(with shouted commentary on the progress of each race) and so
the entire neighborhood will soon learn that the year nines need
to report to the egg-and-spoon marshaling area (surely year nines
are too old for this). Cathy agrees that this is far too intrusive
(they even have music blaring between events) but she can’t stand
complete silence either. This is not a problem for the neighbors of
Paddington Rec.
Thursday, July 17:
It’s a warm and humid morning as I make my way into the park
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– alone for the first time in some days. With state schools coming
to the end of the term tomorrow one may wonder if that is the
last of the sports day groups sitting in white shirts at the head of
the running track – “Now Omar, stand up! Can’t you sit down in
the same position as all of the other children?” The mother of the
triplets is just in front of me in the coffee queue (where I have not
had to stand in weeks); she is complaining of a lack of sleep as the
trio have been keeping her up with their bad dreams. At our table
it looks like I have just missed a game of musical chairs – with
our lot all occupying new positions, perhaps because some of
our seats have been temporarily occupied by visitors. Under any
circumstances we are few in number this morning – just Georgie,
Janet, and Peter – though Melanie, who does not take a seat, come
by with Rufus several times.
Georgie has left Bailey and Bella at home and would have done
the same with Winnie if the latter had gotten up with the others for
an early morning ramble. Last night, Georgie says, she had five
dogs join her in bed: Sparkie, Bella, Peggy, Bailey and Winnie.
This was so uncomfortable on a muggy night that she had to get
up and transfer to a perch on the sitting room sofa – whereupon
the other dogs followed her – save for Winnie, who now had the
double bed to herself. Daisy-Mae, keeping a wary eye on the alien
Peggy, is hiding her bait biscuit but when she comes for a new one
I pretend I don’t know what she wants and I get quite a scolding
after she has jumped into my lap. Visiting today is a small black
Maltese-Poodle mix named Archie. Janet says that her sister will
be visiting soon – so we may soon have the Labrador, Bess, here
as well. Georgie’s sister Jean is also coming for another visit.
Passing by the fence is a damaged teenaged boy with his carer.
The latter explains that the boy has announced that he is changing
schools now, which he really doesn’t want to do, and he is
carrying a cardboard box for security. The boy obviously loves
dogs but this is a problem, according to his carer, since he comes
from a Bangladeshi family and his mother objects to his touching
dogs. He does so anyway (muttering, “I must wash my hands!”),
giving first Daisy-Mae and then Rufus a cuddle. Then indeed, the
carer steers him to the men’s loo and, after he shakes hands with a
number of the dog owners, he is gone.
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Friday, July 18:
A great thunderstorm has passed through overnight – with much
lightning and thunder – and at 2:30 or so I had to get up to shut
three windows. Even this morning, when skies are brighter, we
have had one brief shower just before I make my way into the
park. It is sisters day among our society and even as I pass the
clubhouse I see Georgie with sister Jean and Janet with sister
Shirley. The latter is accompanied by the portly black figure of
Bess, who is soon at home on the tiles of our doggy compound.
Others present in our group include Karen, Peter and Renata, with
Suzanne (accompanying Sunny and the Vizsla Bronny) and Carrie
(with her noisy Oggy) making a late appearance. As usual Vlad
has his own table but I inherit his hungry Tara.
Georgie had six dogs at home with her last night; some of these
have been left behind but she has brought Bella, Tilly, Bailey and
Sparkie with her this morning. All of these dogs enjoy something
from my biscuit bag and Maxi, poised on Renata’s lap, receives
two of his favorite treats by hand delivery. Renata says that Jan,
who has just left with her new pet, Daisy, has only now discovered
that the little lady is pregnant – but whether she arrived that way
or became so after the attentions of a supposedly “fixed” Jack
Russell remains a mystery. At the bars of our ranchero there are a
number of toddlers, cooing over the doggies and reaching through
to pet the pooches. Dudley is on his best behavior for this session
– and for any dog who gets out of line today Janet has again
brought her water pistol.
Jean has brought with her a tin containing Scottish shortbread;
the tin is in the shape of an old Glasgow bus (with Ranger and
Celtic fans sitting side-by-side) but Renata says it looks just like
a London bus – which is patently untrue. Renata is still going on
about the World Cup, a German player having broken the scoring
record of “Madonna” (for which read Maradona). Karen and I
exchange looks of incomprehension but then Karen reminds us
that Madonna did once represent Argentina, when she played
Evita. Karen also notes that I have my rarely-used mobile phone
at the ready; this is because, once again, I am waiting for any
sign of life from John Lewis – who have failed to complete their
duties, arriving at my house at 8:40 last night – again with only
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a two-man crew (which did deposit the new sofa in the sitting
room) while throwing up their arms at their inability to remove
the old sofa – even through their own manifest clearly called for a
three-man crew. I head for home to begin another day of waiting
(my third), having already called to complain and leaving Karen
to contemplate the front page of the Daily Mail – with its picture
of a downed Malaysian airliner, shot from the skies in Ukraine
yesterday.
Saturday, July 19:
After a most uncomfortable night (with more rain and thunder), a
hot shower and the obligatory call to the John Lewis deliverymen,
I head for the park under gray and threatening skies – an umbrella
at the ready in my back pocket. Peter is just arriving as well and
soon we have Janet, Georgie, their sisters, and Renata. Today
Georgie has Bailey, Sparkie, Tilly and the Cockapoo, Mitzi. Vlad
is sitting at his own little table behind us and just as we are getting
ready to leave Suzanne comes in with Sunny and Bronny again
and Debbie arrives with the dentally challenged Pucci.
Janet and Shirley have taken their dogs up to the heath – where
Janet says the amount of water available in the dog pond is far
less than in former times (though Bess did waddle in). Today
Daisy-Mae looks like a drowned rat and she clings miserably to
Janet’s lap; by the time our session is concluded there is a damp
patch on Janet’s trousers. Keeping the dogs cool in the warm
weather has been a problem for a number of the owners – thus, for
Maxi’s benefit, Renata kept her car’s top down and the car’s air
conditioner on yesterday and Georgie has left the panting Pugs,
Winnie and Peggy, at home. (She also tells us that Dan has sent
a text to report that he has hurt his foot in Sardinia – “but don’t
worry about me.”) Feeding time for all of Georgie’s visitors is
evidently a difficult moment – since many of them arrive with
their own dietary requirements. Jean is remembering her Mozart,
the rescue dog (found on the nearby Mozart estate) who was such
a hazard to the late James’ ankles. Much time is spent recalling
the time Mozart attacked a juicy magazine that had been pushed
through the mail chute – and succeeded in gluing his own teeth
together (and necessitating a visit to the vet) with the resultant pulp.
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Jean now mentions that she has not brought her current dog,
Ziggy, because dogs aren’t allowed on the night train she favors.
(Renata hears this as “on the A train” and it takes a while to
straighten out this confusion.) There seems to be no agreement
on whether you have to pay for dogs on the trains at other times.
Jean thinks you do (if they are a certain size) but Shirley says she
doesn’t pay for Bess, who can take up a lot of room. I propose that
some of this may be at the discretion of the conductor, recalling
how, on a day hike, I asked for four singles and a dog ticket and
the ticket taker, winking, said, “I don’t see any dog.” I notice that
Peter is not taking any part in this conversation but a close study
of that gentleman soon reveals the reason for such reticence –
Peter has fallen asleep.
Sunday, July 20:
Temperatures have fallen a bit and skies have returned to gray as
I begin my slow march to the café – this humid weather doesn’t
agree with shoulder or knee, for sure. The Sunday cricketers are
just getting under way on the green and there is a lot of activity
elsewhere – with many dog walkers strolling with their pets and
parents trying to keep up with toddlers on scooters. After waiting
out the coffee queue I join a lively table that, this morning,
includes Janet and her friend Janet (“I see you’ve changed
sidekicks”), Georgie, Jean, Danielle, Renata, Wendy, Hanna,
Karen and Peter.
Bailey and Winnie have been left behind this morning but
Georgie’s contingent includes Sparkie, Tilly and Mitzi (who
spends most of the session in Karen’s lap). Added to the usual mix
is Rufus – who comes in with Melanie and raises a noisy ruckus
with his pal Dudley. The latter has an enemy in Zorro and when
the latter passes our fence words are exchanged and Debbie has
to drag her enraged pet onto the grass. Daisy-Mae, a bait biscuit
between her paws, is longing for a fight but no one bites and she
has to eat it. There is much conversation on the subject of white
Daisy’s impending pregnancy and the little Bichon does waddle
by. Danielle says that she has encountered a number of cases in
which males with an undescended testicle have retained their
potency – which may be one explanation for how a supposedly
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“fixed” Jack Russell could have impregnated Daisy.
Danielle is still obsessed with wedding planning. She complains
that her mother has just invited, at great expense, five obscure
cousins – with the threat of more to come. (At the other extreme
a best friend has reported that she hasn’t reserved her flight to
New York – “because, are you 200% sure that this is really going
to come off?”) Karen is all smiles this morning– having at last
been paid by the Chinese after nine months of waiting. I tell
her that such a struggle places my own battle with John Lewis
into the shadows – though here too I can report a final victory
for, after still more calls on my part, John Lewis hired another
firm to remove the controversial heavy sofa from the TV room.
I tell Karen that even though there were again just two chaps,
arriving shortly before 7:00 last night, they took one look at the
redundant piece of furniture, and noted that as a sofa bed they
could dismantle it easily – which they did. In three pieces it was
no problem to get it down stairs; then they returned, moved a
sofa from the sitting room into the TV room for me, reversed the
direction of the new sofa and, after only five minutes departed –
with my thanks and an extra £20 note for their troubles.
Monday, July 21:
We have survived another muggy night and conditions are still
gray and humid as I set out to begin a new week in the park. On
the way to the café I pass Jan and Debbie, with their dogs (Daisy
and Zorro in this case), sitting on a bench near the playground.
News is that the owner of the Jack Russell who impregnated the
portly Daisy now admits that his dog has not been fixed. There is
a rumble of indignation over the people in Monmouthshire who
released Daisy to her rescuer without spaying her first – and with
a lead and collar from which Daisy easily freed herself prior to
that one moment of madness with the Jack Russell.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Jean, Peter and
Karen, though Vlad is stationed behind us and a woman soon
comes in with the eight-year-old Maltese, Bob. This arrival excites
Dudley ever so much and he makes an attempt to engage the
newcomer in some spirited play. Bob is very uncertain about this
and the attentions of all the other canines in our group. His owner
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compares Dudley to a cloud (“I wandered lonely as a Dudley”
lacks something, it seems to me). Tara sticks her nose into my
lap every time I offer a biscuit to any other dog and this is quite
annoying. Sparkie bravely barracks Alaska– behind the safety
of the bars that surround our compound. Pucci spends the entire
session sitting on Uncle Peter’s lap. Georgie discovers a hole in
the bottom of my blue bag – perhaps that will explain all those
biscuits on the hallway carpet. Janet passes around a letter she
has written to the park management – protesting the behavior of
a gym teacher who repeatedly used the “F” word (in front of her
kids) when Daisy-Mae strayed onto one of the pitches through an
open door.
Karen is reading the Sun – “I think I’ve finally found a paper
worse than the Daily Mail,” is her conclusion. She notes the plight
of the art gallery that had bought up lots of paintings by the nowconvicted child-molester Rolf Harris – though perhaps pedophiles
will still want these. Karen also adds that, flush with her payment
from the Chinese, she went shopping yesterday – and couldn’t find
anything she wanted. Jean says she went shopping for additions
to her mug collection but was dissuaded by her sister from buying
one whose motto was, “Roses are red, violets are blue, I’ve got
dementia, ham and cheese.” There is a good deal of concern over
the weather – since many of us have been having trouble at sleep
time; indeed Karen reports that she kept the fan on all last night –
but that Dudley planted himself in front of this object and she felt
none of the benefit.
Tuesday, July 22:
It’s far fresher this morning and the bright sunshine means that
we have a really lovely morning in the park. The triplets and two
pals (also boys) have made up their own basketball team in front
of the café as I enter this morning. In our cantonment we have
Vlad at one little table and a woman named Sally at a second.
Georgie, Jean, Janet, Karen, Peter, and Renata sit at our table – the
latter begins the session by presenting me with a jar of pickled
baby beetroot, her way of thanking me for all those white Shapes
biscuits that remain Maxi’s preferred treat. Wendy arrives a few
minutes later; she is in her gym clothes since she will be joining
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Renata for Pilates at 11:00 – at 10:30 Janet goes off to her gym
session behind us. (Georgie says that she gets enough exercise
bringing a cigarette to her mouth.)
Sally has two little black dogs with her, her own Archie, whom
we met on Thursday, and a visiting Affenpinscher named Rudy.
Georgie has most of her charges with her this morning: Pucci
(who spends the session on Peter’s lap), Sparkie, Bella, Bailey,
and Mitzi (who spends much of it on mine). This must mean that
only the Pugs, Peggy and Winnie, are home alone. We learn that
Wendy has volunteered to assist in the delivery when Daisy has
her pups next week. “This gives a whole new dimension to the
phrase ‘call the midwife,’” I propose; in fact Wendy does have
some experience with delivering puppies and she does have a
nursing background.
Local news dominates the conversation. I note from my
Westminster North Labour Party blog that there have been
complaints about the amount of pee and poo in the tree wells
outside Grand Union Pets. From another source, I tell the others,
I learned today that they do plan to begin modernizing the interior
of the mothballed college on Elgin Avenue (rather than convert it
into flats) and that they do plan to concentrate on “adult” students
– rather than the 16-18 year-olds, who left gum gobs and chicken
bones all over the local pavements. Georgie says that she has
learned that the Neald pub on Shirland Road, where she once
worked, has been sold to an Arab and that we are unlikely to see
another pub here. This leads to a lengthy discussion of the gradual
demise of the pub as a local institution; Janet says that virtually
all of her neighbors are Middle Easterners, so this is no surprise.
As I walk home with my beetroot I encounter Makiko, walking
on the Morshead roadway with Emilio. She has local news too –
yesterday a thief jimmied open the front window of her ground
floor flat and stole her laptop! She is remarkably cool about this
misadventure; most of her files were backed up and Emilio was
not harmed.
Wednesday, July 23:
A quick stop at the post box and into the park on a breezy midweek morning. I am glad that things are a bit fresher this morning
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because I am wearing a sweater – an absolute requirement on
a day when I will be visiting the frigid aisles of Sainsbury’s
Ladbroke Grove. Ahead of me in the coffee queue is Makiko
and her father-in-law, visiting from Manchester. We also have
Janet, Georgie, Jean, Peter, Renata, Wendy and Karen. The latter
spots the telltale brown envelope from Her Majesty’s Revenue
& Customs – yes I am also on my way to the bank to pay a tax
bill. The triplets, I can see, are making a mass jailbreak from
the playground and steaming toward the café; two of them are
clutching cuddly toys and soon they are trying to push their tall
green highchairs through the front door. I guess they think it’s
snack time.
This is the same thought buzzing around in several canine heads
– even before I am allowed to sit down they are nosing around at
me knees. The biggest nose belongs to Tara, of course, but soon I
have Bailey, Sparkie and Mitzi to contend with. Daisy-Mae never
makes it into the biscuit queue this morning since Janet has an art
class soon. We do get a rare visit from Ozzy, the veteran Yorkie
belonging to young Dex. While his master is inside the café Ozzy
jumps from lap to lap at our table. The responsibility for warning
the rest of the world not to come in here falls to Sparkie, abetted
by Bella and Dudley – though the latter just wants someone to
chase him.
Renata can’t understand why I am still paying tax – even though
I am not working – but I don’t think the explanation that Karen
and I offer (if you have income you must pay tax) ever sinks in. In
addition, when Renata discovers that Jean has a house in Glasgow
(albeit an ex-council house) she teases our northern visitor with,
“So you must be a rich bitch!” Renata and Wendy went to a
Pilates class yesterday and Wendy is quite stiff this morning; the
nice thing about this exercise, Wendy concludes, “is that you learn
what it is you can’t do.”
Thursday, July 24:
It’s a lovely morning in the park and, as I make my way past the
Bradley Wiggins plaque on the clubhouse wall, I note that Sir
Bradley is now back in competition at the Commonwealth Games
in Glasgow. The triplets have their own competition – who can
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get in the café door first. (Although mom seems to speak to them
in Serbian only, it is obvious that they know some English as well
– for they are all pointing at the lock on the still closed front door
and shouting, “Key, key, key!”) We are soon assembled at our
own shady table: Janet, Georgie, Jean, Peter (who drinks a Diet
Coke in this warmer weather), Wendy, Renata, Karen and Clare.
The latter is helping Janet pose her ancient Lab, Cassie, and Pug
Harley for some portrait photography – surely there is another
commission in the offing.
Georgie is lucky to have Jean here – for she has brought five dogs
to the park this morning…Mitzi, Sparkie, Bella, Pucci and Bailey.
The latter has a runny eye and I have to remind Auntie Georgie
that she needs to get the tissues out. Daisy-Mae, looking for some
action, decides to launch a gratuitous attack on Harley – but this
time there is a surprise. The solid Pug turns on his attacker and
responds in kind, driving Daisy-Mae under the table in his fury.
Janet, who has been warning her pet for some years that this is
the likely consequence of her bad behavior, actually congratulates
Harley on setting the record straight. I note some anomalies in the
usual biscuit drill – first, that Mitzi is turning into the new Bailey
in her greed and, second, that Dudley, who is clawing away at
my arms, takes his treat only a few feet away and then drops it –
Daisy-Mae eats one of the castoffs, Sparkie the other. Peter tells
us that Daisy the Bichon rescue dog, has delivered (with Wendy’s
assistance) four pups, three of whom have survived. Meanwhile,
out in the middle of the green, Carl is shrieking out the name of
his pet, the free-range Schnauzer, Gus. Eventually, after much
bellowing, the lop-eared rascal trots out of the shadows.
Karen, perusing her morning tabloid, is fretting over the
disposition of the recovered bodies from the Malaysian airliner
downed in Ukraine. She also notes that, after a coroner’s inquest,
we can definitively say that Peaches Geldoff died of a heroin
overdose – just like her mother, Paula Yates. On a happier
note many of us have seen the opening ceremonies from the
Commonwealth Games last night. Though Karen objects, the
Scottish sisters seem to have been charmed. I tell them that I
noted several surprises…for instance, how did Rwanda and
Mozambique, neither within the British sphere of influence
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in colonial times, get into the Commonwealth? I also wonder
if anyone else was puzzled that even Moslem teams, like
Bangladesh and Pakistan, were led into the arena, along with all
the other contestants, by a dog –in this case one of dozens of
Scotties? While we are pondering these matters the owner of Bob
the Maltese comes in for a visit. Renata hears the name of this dog
as “Bum,” but when Georgie asks if she is wearing her hearing-aid
this morning, Renata says we are all making fun of her disability –
and the bright morning ends in a sulk.
Friday, July 25:
The warm weather persists – I don’t care for it; all of my aches
and pains respond poorly to the extra humidity and even this
morning I am limping on my right knee – after another night
in which neither shoulder nor knee could agree that this was an
acceptable position for sleep. (Just as well, perhaps, that I began
the day by making another appointment to see my GP.) As I near
the end of the Morshead roadway there is a slightly Schnauzerish
turn as yesterday’s missing person, Gus, is nosing around at the
end of the green and George, whom we sometimes see in Regent’s
Park as well, is dashing by the clubhouse. I see that no one thinks
it necessary to remove Sir Bradley’s plaque here – even though
his team could come in only second to the Australians in the
Commonwealth Games yesterday.
The lineup for this morning’s breakfast conclave includes Janet,
Jean, Georgie, Wendy, Peter, Clare, Renata and the just returned
Davide – Dan is seen cycling from the park just as I arrive. Vlad
and I each offer our £2 turf stakes to Peter, who has Pucci in his
lap throughout our session. (I have Mitzi and Jean has Bella –
whose wispy head hair is soon combed into a punkish Mohican.)
In fact there is no doubt that king of the breeds this morning is
the Pug; Winnie is here with Davide, Clare has her Harley, Zorro
is patrolling the pavement outside our gate, Georgie has brought
the diminutive Peggy (who evidently bullies Bailey at home) and
eventually Makiko arrives with Emilio. Five blonde Pugs – that
must be a record for these parts. Renata, who is still complaining
about mistreatment over her hearing problems, asks Wendy if she
is going to have one of Daisy’s puppies; Wendy says no.
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I ask if anyone has heard from Ofra but no one has. Janet,
reflecting on the Gaza carnage, says that if an eye for an eye were
the operative motto then soon the whole world would be blind.
Davide, also complaining of sleeplessness, says that he needs to
go home and take a nap – he is off to Johannesburg later today. (At
least he remembered to bring the macaroons from Sardinia.) Jean
and Georgie say that the warm weather has reduced both alcohol
and food intake in their household. Jean wants to quiz me about
the latest happenings on Emmerdale but I have to tell her that,
with the onset of my travels earlier this month, I have not had time
to catch up with the soaps. When I get up to make my solo march
home I run into Suzanne, just entering the park with her Sunny
(and monitoring the poo clean-up process for the Chows, Chinny
and Bliss). Suzanne wants to know the latest news from Gavan,
whom I spoke to via Face Time on Tuesday. Then I am free to
head off again; do you suppose it’s too early for my nap?
Sunday, July 27:
I have missed a day in the park – again the consequence, no doubt,
of my poor sleeping patterns. I got as far as the Morshead entrance
to the park, limping along lightheadedly on my cane, but here I
met Matthew and Makiko and, after a brief medical conference,
I asked them to make my excuses to the coffee crew and headed
back to my bed. In fact I dozed off repeatedly during the day and
this, in turn, affected last night’s sleep as well. Still I feel better
this morning than yesterday so I enter the Rec at the normal time
and make my way to the café. The turnout is a poor one – by the
usual weekend standards: Jean has returned to Glasgow, Davide
is in South Africa, and Matthew and Makiko are on their way to
Ibiza. (These two, in fact, told no one about meeting me at the
gate yesterday and this resulted in considerable confusion over my
whereabouts.) Today we do have Janet, Georgie, Debbie, Dan and
Peter.
As I sit down Peter hands me one of his famous brown envelopes
– signifying a win in yesterday’s racing. I promise not to spend
it all at once – for my £2 investment I have won a magnificent
£2.75! There are a number of complaints this morning about the
sad state of television programming – which seems to be devoted
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to nothing more than endless sessions at the Commonwealth
Games. Sportsmen in the park are foregathering as we speak and
soon a cricket game breaks out. Dan is trying to figure out if a
burly chap in a pink shirt is gay or not. This leads to the usual
speculation about show business personalities. Is Tom Cruise
gay? John Travolta? George Clooney? When we get to Leonardo
DiCaprio Dan says he has never heard any rumors in this case but
he adds that he once passed a group of bitchy gays, one of whom
said of Dan himself, “Oh look, a fat Leonardo DiCaprio.” Dan
says he was flattered.
Georgie is still acting as substitute parent for a number of animals:
Bailey, Bella, Mitzi and Peggy having been added to her own
Sparkie. She tells us that yesterday Peggy slipped out of her
harness and stood defiantly on the pavement, next to the whizzing
traffic, resisting recapture. The solution was for Georgie to head
for home – whereupon the naughty Pug (who now spends most
of the session on Dan’s lap) followed obediently. Other lap sitters
include Pucci on Debbie’s lap, Bella on Peter’s and Bailey – who
has made himself at home on the lap of a woman sitting at the
little corner table. She has brought with her a four-year-old cute
little black dog named Nibby (short for Nibbles) – who is having
fun making friends with all of the usual lot. I decide to complete
the back passage walkround this morning. Winnie gets a ride in
the basket of Dan’s bike for the first half of this junket. Sparkie,
whose lead is loose, finds that he is making very slow progress
indeed – this is because Daisy-Mae likes to grab hold of the lead
with her teeth and force her pal to a screeching stop.
Monday, July 28:
I manage to begin my morning in the park at the usual hour –
even though this is a struggle after another sleep-disturbed night
and even though I feel much steadier on my feet if I have my
cane with me. As I near the Morshead entrance I can see Georgie
heading my way with Sparkie, Bailey and Tillie and I walk with
this entourage toward the green. Over on our left we can see
Karen (on her way to yoga) exiting with Dudley and behind us I
can hear the peremptory bark of a displeased Pug – this is Winnie,
fresh from a salt water treatment for another toe wart, expressing
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her disapproval of the passing scene from the dais provided by the
basket on Dan’s bike. As we near the green itself Winnie is made
to walk and she expresses her anger over such a requirement by
charging the toes of two advancing joggers.
When we sit down we also have Peter, Janet, and Renata for
company and eventually Debbie (Zorro’s mom) and Clare take
seats at the end of our able and Vlad takes one at the little table
behind us. Only now do I realize that Georgie has been carrying
a fourth dog over her shoulder – Pucci. With Mitzi and Peggy
at home and Winnie about to take up the role of day student this
makes seven dogs in all – surely a record for our canine nanny.
Dan allows Winnie plenty of opportunity to enjoy my biscuit
bounty, perhaps to help her recover from her sulk. The other
customers include Bailey (who forgets he has already left a biscuit
on a chair behind us), Sparkie and Tilly. I save the last three treats
for a late arriving Tara; the dogs have eaten every biscuit in my
bag; there’s nothing left in there but Pucci pellets.
Renata is rather quiet this morning, coming out of her newspaper
trance only to share with us the story of the woman whose dog
slipped a disc chasing a cat through the uncut grass of a public
space – a mishap that could only be alleviated by a lawsuit against
the council for its negligence. (I add at this point, my cane at the
ready, that I ought to be suing the Republic of Ireland.) Janet
announces that Daisy-Mae will have a grooming this morning
and this reminds me to share the news that Fritz’s old groomer
at St. John’s Pets, Karen, has retired from the profession. (Peter
also tells us that he has given up management of the community
hall at his council estate.) Dan wants to know why Davide has
sent a selfie taken in a gym in Johannesburg. A minute or so later
he receives a text from his partner – Davide has been bitten by a
wasp – so now he can sue South Africa. There is a good deal of
conversation on the state of the weather; some local airports have
already been effected by rain, the A40 is closed and thunderstorms
are predicted for our part of the world too. This is curious since
all around us we have sunshine and high clouds and, in spite of
all these dire warnings, I am soon off on my errands: post office,
market, and the 123 Cleaners.
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Tuesday, July 29:
I can’t help reflecting, as I tap my way into the park on a sunny
and mild Tuesday morning, that – after all the dire warnings – we
did not have a single drop of rain in Maida Vale yesterday. This
seems to have been a remarkable circumstance – for floods in
other parts of west London even made it onto the national news
last night. Coming up behind me, as I near the green, is the tidy,
wagging form of Millie, the Miniature Pinscher. She is really
hoping for an early appearance of the biscuit bag – but she is out
of luck today as I continue on to the green umbrella, claiming
a chair at our table with the public display of my walking stick
and heading for the coffee counter. The triplets are already
in their green highchairs and just as I pass them one of them
sights an object of especial fascination on the Carlton roadway.
“Tractorrrrr!” is the cry – an exclamation soon to be echoed by the
other two.
The morning’s grouping includes Janet, Georgie, Peter, Wendy,
Clare, Renata and Karen, with Suzanne eventually taking a seat
after it has been vacated by the gorgeously coiffed Daisy-Mae.
Suzanne’s Sunny has long ago said goodbye to her former ways
as a biscuit snatcher and she joins the others in accepting treats
from the blue bag. Harley always accepts a biscuit and then
deposits it on the floor – today Clare passes it on to the sprawling
Cassie. As Pucci again accepts a position on Peter’s lap so I have
repeated visits on my own from Mitzi. Also visiting, though not
on anyone’s lap, is Rufus – we never see his mommy, who must
be out on the green somewhere. Tara manages to get down some
food sticks from Fritz’s old collection and then I have to close the
bag for the day. Sparkie can’t quite believe this development – but
then he has other duties to perform in the barking category.
Suzanne is off today for a three-week trip to the States and Sunny
will be staying with Lawrence and his family and, of course, with
Bronny. This reminds me to pass on to this family, via Suzanne,
something that I put in my wallet only two days ago – a stamp
from my Hungarian duplicates envelope featuring a handsome
Vizsla. Among other items under discussion we include the
controversial HS2 railway line, whose construction – which will
come fairly close to our world – is bound to cause a great deal of
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local unhappiness. The consensus hereabouts is that the immense
expense and disruption brought by this project hardly justifies the
saving of a few minutes on train journeys to Birmingham. There is
no mass migration at the end of our session today – we just seem
to melt away slowly. Clare, as today, is usually the first to leave
with Harley and Cassie. Then Janet heads off for an hour in the
gym. Karen, after receiving compliments on her red nail polish,
excuses herself to do some more painting – on the house this
time. Renata offers to give Peter a ride home (before returning for
Pilates with Wendy); Peter is excited to get his day started since
today the race meeting begins at Goodwood. Suzanne says her
farewells and, when Georgie and Wendy go in for a second cup of
tea, I am left all alone in charge of Wendy’s bag and the quintet of
Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, Pucci, Mitzi and Bailey. They glance about
anxiously but when the ladies return I can at last make my own
departure.
Wednesday, July 30:
There is actually a chill wind blowing across the park as I make
my way down the Morshead roadway this morning. Off in the
distance I can see that wild child, Simba, the Golden Retriever,
walking with his carer. Simba is muzzled these days – not because
he is in any way vicious but only because he is a veteran food
scrounger and often he just takes off when he scents some distant
hint of provender. I can also see Janet and Davide, out on the
green with their pets, and heading toward the café fence is Clare
with Cassie and Harley. In front of the café itself a woman is
noting, with some disappointment, that the triplets are not in
evidence this morning. People come to look at these chaps as
though they were just another must-see on the tourist itinerary.
In addition to those already mentioned we have Georgie and Peter
this morning – a very small turnout – with Vlad at his little table
in the background. This means that I soon have Tara nosing at
my hands and I am able to dispose of some of the larger chunks
of that untasted arsenal of treats once belonging to my Fritz.
Daisy-Mae does a good job of actually eating her biscuits this
morning but prize for the greediest eater goes today to Mitzi. The
Cockapoo goes into a transport of delight when Davide begins to
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eat a grilled ham and cheese sandwich and her favorite mode of
supplication is to stand on her hind legs and wave her front paws
back and forth in anticipation – “That dog needs an orchestra,”
is my conclusion. Surely Mitzi is turning into the Bailey of her
generation. After she has exhausted the ham and cheese treats she
jumps into my lap and sticks her nose into my blue bag. Then she
discovers some unassigned biscuits on the tabletop and she would
climb up here to secure these treats if not restrained
Davide displays the wasp bite on his hand and complains that
trips to the airport these days are so choked with traffic that
sometimes it takes two hours to get to work. Janet has wished
me good morning in the coffee queue but I want to know if it is
such a good morning – now that we know that Nick Cotton is still
alive. This is a reference that only followers of EastEnders will
understand – for this week we have learned that the veteran villain
was not in that coffin we saw at the funeral home but, after a fiveyear absence, is on his way back for more mischief in Walford.
Georgie says that actor John Altman, who has played this role
since the start of the series, used to drink in this part of the world,
at the Truscott Arms on Shirland Road for instance, and that he
was very quiet. Janet now adds that the real excitement for the day
will come when she joins her art group for an expedition to the
Serpentine Gallery in Hyde Park, where performance artist Marina
Abramovic will be the star attraction. Janet is deeply suspicious
and not a little apprehensive but because the artist is a Belgrade
near-contemporary of Vlad the latter (and Davide) are soon
tapping away at their phones in order to elicit more information.
Janet promises a full report tomorrow.
Thursday, July 31:
After a decent night’s sleep I decide to disdain my knee brace for
once – though I am still clinging to my cane as I lurch along, the
occasional victim of a lightheaded disorientation. It is a lovely
morning to be in the park and ahead of me, in shorts, I can see
both Dan and Davide accompanying Winnie on her in-lap. Out
on the green there are a number of dogs and their owners in the
center, a sunbather covered in a blanket (or an overnight guest not
yet risen) and a large group of crouching exercisers participating
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in some sort of slow motion ballet – evidently a Brazilian form of
body conditioning which could also be described as a martial art
(if your enemy happened to be grass). The triplets have returned
to the café and are pushing their highchairs out the front door in
anticipation of their babycinos and snacks.
Our group this morning includes Dan and Davide, of course, but
also Janet, Georgie, Karen, Renata and Peter – with Vlad at one
little table and, in the corner, the couple who own Skippy, and
an old park veteran, Guy, accompanied today by a black Staffie
named Misty. Skippy, the dog who runs with gypsies, spends the
entire session in his mommy’s lap – while she is trying to eat her
breakfast. Misty, it turns out, is Guy’s pet after her original owner
lost his life after being run down in a crossing in Hampstead. (I
haven’t seen Guy in some time but we all remember his Hootch
and the latter’s famous thunderball – which was such a menace
to the ankles of anyone standing innocently in the middle of our
green.) Georgie reports that Mitzi may be going home today
but that the owners of Peggy the Pug have had their flight from
Mexico cancelled and may be another day getting home. She
adds that Peggy is, in personality, so much like Winnie – with
her demanding nature and hostility to the other dogs, a damning
portrait that Dan and Davide have to accept philosophically. For
her part, Winnie manages to accept several treats from me – and
spit them out. Dudley, Bailey, Tara and Sparkie are less choosy.
I give Daisy-Mae a chew stick and when Janet’s dog is lifted
into Karen’s lap this object is still between her lips, like a comic
cigarillo. “All she needs is a gin and tonic in one paw,” Georgie
says.
Renata begins proceedings today by telling Karen, “Ah I see that
you are wearing a fancy frilly bra this morning.” “And you had
to mention this because…” Karen replies icily. “I only mention it
because it is so obvious,” Renata defends herself, “you can all see
that mine is orange.” Janet gives a brief report on her visit to the
Serpentine Gallery yesterday. She says that the queuing customers
were led into a series of room, with sound-deadening earphones,
and here they were presented with a variety of tableaus – you
could watch someone separating types of grain, for instance,
but the author of this spectacle, who sometimes stares back at
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her fans, was nowhere in evidence. Dan, the expert on theatrical
spectacle, says that Leicester Square, where his ticket office is
located, is turning into a nightly doss house for rough-sleeping
Eurotrash and that a new police unit has been charged with
keeping an eye on this lot. He now urges Winnie to get a move on,
as we rise to begin a tediously slow back passage walkround, and
Winnie responds by launching another gratuitous attack on poor
Bailey.
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By Anthony Linick

Chapter 3—August, 2014

Tara, the Rhodesian Ridgeback, gives us a big smile.
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Friday, August 1:
We start a new month in the park under gray skies – though
temperatures are still mild enough and there is an occasional
refreshing breeze. Across the street a chap is walking along
sporting a football jersey (number 1) bearing the name “Camus.”
I think it would be a good idea if the Parisian novelists did have
their own team – but then I begin to wonder if maybe this is no
accident since Camus, if I recall correctly, did play in goal. So as
I walk along the Morshead roadway toward a green that already
looks like it could use some rain I begin to assign additional
numbers – Sartre would have to wear number zero (for Being and
Nothingness) while Becket would need a number in the eighties or
nineties (for Endgame).
As I near the café I can see a crisis unfolding: Renata has let Bella
out of the doggy compound and the confused animal has rushed
down the back passage in search of Georgie – who is spitting
feathers.
In addition to these two ladies we have Janet, Davide, Peter, Karen
and Clare this morning – a modest contingent. Clare’s Cassie has
sprawled on the tiles, blocking further admissions to our area from
the green-side gate. Not to worry, people just use the café-side
gate – not wanting to disturb the senior Lab. Janet has brought
with her a photo she has taken of Cassie and she shows Clare
the tile on which she will complete her commission to produce a
portrait of the old lady. (Renata wants to know if Janet still “paints
by the numbers” – but she is evidently not thinking of the kiddy’s
version of this phrase.) I manage to find something in my blue
bag for Clare’s other pet, the Pug Harley, and both Winnie and
Sparkie are constant attendants at my knee. When he is not eating,
however, Sparkie is barking at all and sundry and this so gets on
Georgie’s nerves that she ties her pet to the naughty fence for ten
minutes or so.
Renata is on her way to tennis this morning and Janet has
completed another walk round Regent’s Park with Daisy-Mae
before reporting to our park. Davide has a new phone and a
new SIM card and he is experimenting with its habits by calling
Georgie, who is sitting next to him. Clare complains that in her
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flat there is no landline and that she has no wi-fi – but Davide is
an expert of mobile modems and he soon has her believing that
she can get around this problem. (He and I still have a problem
figuring out the intricacies of the plot on the re-run of Inspector
Montalbano that I watched last night.) As we get up to leave
(Cassie rising with difficulty at last) Clare wants to know if any
of us can recommend a dog walker in her part of the world. There
is a general consensus that she needs to make contact with the
Brazilian woman who walks Simba – but where is that handful of
a canine when we really need him?
Saturday, August 2:
There has been a light sprinkling of rain on the pavements, and,
with more moisture predicted, I decide to wear my old rain
jacket for the morning meeting in the park. In the event skies
remain gray throughout our session but there is no further rain.
The Rec is rather quiet, for a Saturday, but with school holidays
in swing everywhere the kind of organized weekend activity we
are accustomed to is in abeyance. After depositing my cane at an
appropriate chair in our compound I make my way into the café,
where I am lucky to beat Janet, whose turn it is to order for all her
pals. These include Dan, Davide and Georgie and we also have
Debbie, Peter and Karen with us today.
Georgie has again brought Bella, Bailey, Peggy and Sparkie –
through Peggy should be going home today. Pucci begins the
session on his mommy’s lap and today, somewhat unusually, he
shows an interest in sampling his own pellets – I am allowed to
dole out a few of these under Debbie’s watchful eyes – since every
mouthful is monitored for this tiny fellow (after all his recent
health problems). Pucci also spends some time in Peter’s lap,
Peggy sits in Georgie’s lap and Bella takes up a position in Janet’s.
Bailey seems well-distracted this morning and leaves behind
a cache of biscuits on a chair that he has claimed – Bella eats
these. There is a good deal of discussion on the topic of breeding
problems for some of the species represented by our animals;
Pugs have a lot of breathing difficulties and Cavaliers evidently
have brains too big for their heads. “And I always thought Bailey
had the opposite problem,” I add, “too little brain.”
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Much of the non-canine conversation is devoted to sanitation.
Karen says that a friend has attended a governmental conference
on health issues and reports that a high ranking health supremo
has suggested that there is far less of a threat to the nation’s health
from the Ebola outbreak in Africa than from the eighty percent of
men who don’t wash their hands after going to the toilet. Ebola
has surfaced as a national topic when one of the Commonwealth
Games athletes from West Africa balked at returning to his home
country. (The rest of us have just had enough of the games.) Dan
complains that television programming has suffered from this
obsession with athletics and I suggest that at least tonight there is
an episode of Inspector Montalbano on BBC 4 – but Davide says
he will miss it as he is off to Hong Kong this afternoon. Dan now
gets up to use the indoor loo in the gym (exercising one of the
rights of membership) but Janet says she is going to use the public
facilities facing the green. Her return report is not encouraging.
The floor of the ladies is a mess and they are down to their last
scrap of toilet paper. Now it is the turn of the dogs to go to the
toilet – as we begin a back passage walkround.
Sunday, August 3:
It’s a lovely summer morning in the park, a gentle breeze is
blowing, the sun is shining brightly, fluffy white clouds are
scudding overhead – too bad I feel only half awake after another
night in which my right shoulder gave me so much trouble that
sleep was hard to come by. Georgie, down to Sparkie, Bella and
Bailey, is walking ahead of me on the Morshead roadway – where
Phoenix, the veteran sheep dog, is demonstrating an intrusive
interest in this trio, so much so that he has to go back on lead. In
front of the clubhouse two little girls are pausing to pet all the
dogs – until one of them, glancing into the playground, exults,
“Oh my God, there’s nobody on the slide!” I am the first in the
coffee queue this morning, soon returning to our table, one that
also makes room for Georgie, of course, but also Janet, Dan,
Debbie, Peter and, just back from Ibiza, Matthew and Makiko.
The return of the latter pair means that we also have our first
sighting in some time of Emilio – the Pug is also getting his first
sight in some time of his nemesis, Daisy-Mae, who, he tells us
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loudly, is guarding a biscuit beneath Janet’s chair. Pucci occupies
a seat on Peter’s lap, then mine, then Debbie’s. Again he shows
some interest in his pellets; these are running low but Debbie says
she will bring in some new fish-flavored ones. Sparkie, Bailey and
Winnie are getting increasingly fussy about which Shapes biscuit
they will or will not take – nevertheless they manage to get though
a good quantity each. Many dogs, out for a morning stroll with
their owners, pass by our gate – and this requires some spirited
barking.
Dan shows us pictures taken in a Mexican restaurant in Shoreditch
(he’s the one in the sombrero); he says that this downmarket East
End enclave has suddenly become massively trendy. Makiko
says that she ate a lot of fish while in Ibiza and that the baby
responded with a lot of spirited kicking. With the Mediterranean
as a hot topic Debbie now shows us pictures on her phone of the
super yacht belonging to her employer. He and his family are off
on holiday now and she has a few weeks off. Dan wants to know
why we can’t all go on the yacht as well (it has its own helicopter
pad) but Debbie offers no encouragement. Peter fishes out another
brown envelope at this point; we may not be billionaires but
members of the turf syndicate have had a second win in a row –
this time there is £4.69 for each of us. (And Janet reports that the
lottery syndicate has won a total of £120 in last night’s draw!) As
we begin our back passage walkround the dogs spend a good deal
of time examining a log that is just opposite the five-a-side pitch.
Its well-gnawed interior means that some canine bruiser has been
having a go at strengthening his teeth here – I describe it as a sort
of Staffordshire toothpick. Then I remember to tell the others that
I have a much overdue doctor’s appointment tomorrow morning at
9:10 and I am unlikely to make it in for coffee.
Tuesday, August 5:
We have another mild and pleasant morning in the park and, to
celebrate, I have abandoned my walking stick – as, earlier, I have
stopped wearing my knee brace. I still make only rather halting
progress along the Morshead roadway but here I meet Simba’s
Brazilian carer and I am able to pass on to her the intelligence that
Clare is looking for a dog walker. (Simba has already been at the
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bread left for the birds and now he looks miserable in his muzzle.)
Also in the roadway we have Georgie and four dogs on lead:
Sparkie, Winnie, Bella and Bailey. The café is already open when
I arrive at our enclave and soon I am sitting down with Georgie,
Janet, Karen, Peter and Renata.
After a while Clare comes in with Cassie and Harley (and I am
able to tell her about my earlier conversation). Cassie has been to
the vet with a number of complaints that reflect her advanced age
but she has no difficulty in making short work of the biscuit I toss
her. Peter has also brought treats today and he gets out of his chair
to drop one between the prone paws of the fifteen-year-old Lab.
Renata makes a third with a packet of treats today but, truth to tell,
her Maxi is much more interested in the scrambled eggs, bacon
and toast on his mommy’s breakfast plate. Today Dudley, DaisyMae and Sparkie are my chief customers but Bailey, looking
very sorry for himself, spends the entire session burrowed into
Georgie’s lap. We have the usual outbursts of protective barking;
one menace, whom I mistake for Millie the Miniature Pinscher, is
a lookalike named Princess.
Janet and I discuss the return to our soaps last night of two
missing characters (Jean to EastEnders, Ken to Coronation
Street). Renata takes several calls on her mobile phone (she has a
nice swinging ring tone) and we can hear her describe to a friend
the foodstuffs she must purchase at the market today. By the time
she has gotten to the chicken livers and mangetout I have to tell
her that this puts our bread, milk and Fairy Liquid list to shame.
I have to tell the others how I got on at the doctor’s yesterday.
Among other matters (also related to advanced age) I wanted to
know if any further medical intervention should be sought for
knee and shoulder. In this case, however, the advice was merely to
continue with the physiotherapy I get from from osteopath Julie.
At this point (in that small world of Maida Vale life) Karen tells
me that Julie is on holiday this week and I need to see about an
appointment next week. Karen has also discovered a whole page
in the Daily Mail devoted to the life and career of Lulu and she
uses this to tease Georgie, who holds a profound antipathy for
the Scottish star. Georgie is able to add inside information at this
point. She says that Lulu lives in nearby Little Venice and that
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once, when her Range Rover passed Georgie’s cab, the latter was
able to observe that the “To Sir With Love” star needed work on
her neck – as well as her personality. By this time Janet has gone
off for a session in the gym (Renata doesn’t know if she has time
for Pilates this morning) and it is clear that Georgie will wait with
Daisy-Mae for her friend to return – so I decide to head for home
on my own.
Wednesday, August 6:
We have had some rain during the night (I know because I was
up at 4:00) and I decide to put my old anorak on for the morning
session in the park. Of course this means that the sun comes out
almost immediately, but there is one great advantage in this rain
jacket – it has pockets so it is easier to store my biscuit bag. As I
reach the street I encounter John the window cleaner; he is having
a conversation with Cathy, who is leaning out of my front window,
attending to the plants, but he does break off long enough to tell
me that he has written a rom-com treatment and he’d like me to
have a look at it the next time he comes by to do my windows
– this should be interesting. As I near the clubhouse I overtake
Debbie, walking with Pucci, but she soon joins a breakfast
ensemble that also includes Janet, Georgie, Peter, Renata, Jo Lynn,
Karen and Clare. Many of these people are sitting in unfamiliar
positions and, indeed, I now drag a chair into a place at the head
of the table. “Someone is missing in this gap.” I announce, “me!”
Bella is accustomed to showering those at this end of the table
with her puppy kisses and so I am the beneficiary today. Later she
and Sparkie exchange kisses as well – but why you would want to
reward this inveterate barker is beyond me. A frustrated Georgie
gets up at one point and puts him on lead – I think it is the naughty
fence next but just at this moment he jumps into Janet’s lap and
does his “Aren’t I appealing?” routine. I have the usual customers
at my knee – though why Bailey wants to gnaw at his biscuits
on my knee is a puzzle. Dudley, Tilly and Pucci are far more
circumspect, though the latter would really rather have something
far less wholesome than his pellets.
Dog matters also dominate the human interchange this morning.
Janet presents Clare with a splendid version of Cassie, painted and
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glazed onto a tile – and Claire urges her to leave samples of her
work at the local vets in order to secure additional commissions.
Clare also tells us that one of the Vista security guards, the one
with an alcohol problem, has been let go. This is a matter of some
regret to the dog people, who appreciated his cheery demeanor
and the fact that he always paused to greet their pets. Debbie, it
turns out, is suffering from a kind of meltdown after an incident
involving Pucci and the ankles of a jogger. No harm was incurred
but the chap, at the Morshead entrance, rounded on poor Debbie
with an obscene tirade that included both the “F” word and the
“C” one. We learn that the same thing happened recently to the
other Debbie, whose snarling Zorro was held in her arms as she
received a nasty tirade from a chap walking by with his little
girl. If you add to these incidents one suffered recently by Janet
it is possible to see a pattern of dog-phobic nastiness that is quite
worrying. I have needed my rain jacket because in the pockets I
also have prescriptions and bank statements and this must mean
that, at departure time, I am heading off for errands in Maida Vale
Parade. I am accompanied most of the way by Makiko and her
friend Nick from Edinburgh. With the latter I discuss walking in
Scotland. Makiko says that, at home, Emilio has begun to lick the
floor obsessively.
Thursday, August 7:
I am not heading for the park on this warm and sunny morning
– I have to head over to the Vineyard Chemists on Maida Vale
Parade in order to retrieve my package of prescriptions. On the
way, however, I pass Debbie, heading for the park with Pucci.
“Try to stay out of trouble today,” I advise the tiny Yorkie. As I
am walking back to the park after completing my errand I pass
Metty’s brother, Benny, heading for the Parade on some vital
mission. In another five minutes, as I about to enter the café, I can
see what this mission was – Benny has been off to fetch all that
tabloid fodder that so engages our Karen. That lady is joined in
a grouping that seems well-represented for a weekday morning:
Janet, Georgie, the four D’s: Debbie, Danielle, Dan, and Davide,
as well as Makiko, Peter and Wendy.
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Danielle’s presence means a reunion with Bella, who spends the
entire session in her mommy’s lap (and thus deposits a raft of hair
on Danielle’s black trousers.) Bailey spends the session on Dan’s
lap, again abandoning his chances in the biscuit queue. Dudley,
likewise, shows no interest in treats – he would rather fight than
eat – though his enemy, Zorro, remains on the other side of our
fence Dudley manages to overturn the water bowl in his frenzy.
Daisy-Mae does come by for a number of treats, Sparkie is a
frequent visitor, and Winnie in most insistent. Pucci would again
like something more exciting that his little pellets and to advance
his cause he leaps from Peter’s lap onto the tabletop. No one
seems to mind (he is such a diminutive presence) but I note that he
has failed to heed my early morning advice.
Janet tells us that Liz has a new job as a financial director for a
charity sponsored by MAC cosmetics, with New York and London
responsibilities, and this may mean that we will see her here more
often. London and Parliamentary responsibilities seem to be on
the agenda for mayor Boris Johnson, who announced yesterday
that he would like to run for a Parliamentary seat next year – Boris
seems to be so much more interesting as a personality (especially
after the dour Ken Livingston) that most of those present wish him
well – without any reference to his policies. More locally, Debbie
says that she has learned that there are plans to rehabilitate the
fired Rec staff member but he would return only as a groundsman
– and would not be allowed to run machinery again. (To
everyone’s surprise, Debbie is smoking a cigarette with Davide
at one end of our table – I have never seen her do this before.)
Dan and Danielle are heavily into entertainment news and there
is much sharing of phone photos. Dan says his favorite musical
is Into The Woods and this reminds me that I have recently read
a piece about Stephen Sondheim in The New Yorker. The prolific
composer was addressing an audience of high school drama
teachers, all of who complained that they had to soften and censor
many aspects of Sondheim shows in order to appease school
authorities. Sondheim listened sympathetically to these complaints
and said, yes, he had to do the same thing to placate Disney.
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Saturday, August 9:
I have missed another day in the park – explaining to Georgie,
whose mobile phone I called yesterday at about 9:30, that I needed
to remain indoors in order to put right a household tragedy, one
that unfolded late Thursday afternoon. I was sitting in the front of
the flat when I heard a sickening thud from the rear of the house.
I knew almost immediately the cause for this unwanted sound –
having heard it many times in the three decades or so I have lived
in Maida Vale. And my suspicions were confirmed as soon as I
reached the little TV room – at great speed a bird had careened
into the closed window here. Like a spider’s web cracks radiated
to the four corners of the upper left pane, though the glass was
still in place. (No sign of the bird.) The pane had to be replaced,
of course, and that is why I had to forego a morning in the park.
Indeed, shortly after my call to Georgie, Paddington Glass arrived,
pried the window out and took it away for three hours or so –
returning, at considerable expense, with a newer version of the
defunct pane. Today I am able to resume my normal park routine,
walking along the Morshead roadway on a brilliant, fresh morning
after a night of steady rain. Out on the green there are no fewer
that eight Pugs in solemn conclave.
There is a relatively small turnout this morning – with Georgie,
Janet, Davide, and Peter initially and then Debbie, who parks
Pucci on Peter’s lap while she goes inside the gym to use the
treadmill, and, just as we about to depart, Makiko and her visiting
mother-in-law, Cipa. Georgie has brought with her Sparkie,
Bailey, Dudley and Rufus – explaining that Karen has left Dudley
with her only because she had a late party last night and that
she also has Rufus because Melanie is on a business trip to San
Francisco. The dogs are soon swarming at my feet, though we
do notice that Bailey is taking his biscuits and stockpiling them
on the empty seat of the chair next to Davide – where Rufus
finds them and eats them all. Thereafter Bailey does a better
job of actually eating my handouts – while Daisy-Mae contents
herself with some chew sticks and Winnie, sitting on Davide’s
lap, wolfs down some of his ham and cheese sandwich. As has
so often happened in the past, she turns ugly as soon as this treat
is finished, lashing out at all the other dogs in her fury and then
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jumping from Davide’s lap in order to join the queue at my knee
(and in this gesture leaving behind the telltale imprint of her dirty
bum on the jeans of her fastidious owner). Other forms of canine
misbehavior follow. Sparkie’s barking so unnerves Georgie that
she ties him to naughty fence. Pucci again climbs onto to the
tabletop. And Daisy-Mae twice rounds on poor Rufus, who begins
to whimper, receiving the comforting reassurance of others as
the aggressive Shih-Tzu is tied to the same portion of the fence
recently vacated by Sparkie.
Given all this canine activity it is a wonder that we are able to
hold our normal breakfast colloquy. Davide says he is fed up with
the constant repairs that must follow the leaks from upstairs and
notes that he would really like to move to a new flat – with Janet
figuring out that this should be easily possible if we win the big
prize in tonight’s rollover lottery. Janet and I have watched the
first episode of Walter, starring Adrian Dunbar, on last night’s
telly, and it is hard to avoid the omnipresent news of one disaster
after another in the Middle East – Gaza having lost its number
one position to yesterday’s re-introduction of U.S. airpower in
the skies of Iraq. Peter, meanwhile, accepts several calls on his
mobile phone from the chap who is trying to deliver his copy of
The Racing Post to Peter’s home address. (I am able to add my £2
to the turf kitty.) When the others get up to begin a back passage
walkround I again head for Maida Vale Parade and some more
errands. I can tell that the progress of the others is again very slow
– since there they are, just leaving the precincts of the park when,
fifteen minutes later, I make my own return. There remains one
happy encounter, however, for in front of my building I meet a
new resident, an adorable eleven week-old French Bulldog puppy.
His owner explains that he has not had his second set of jabs and
so he is not quite ready for park life. The little fellow is white in
color but you can see that there are black spots waiting to peek
through and that, therefore, he will resemble another denizen of
the mansion block, Bonaparte. And the name of this new addition?
– what else but Napoleon!
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Sunday, August 10:
As I left the park yesterday I had promised the others that I would
see them tomorrow – unless there was a flood. The occasion for
this remark was the threatened arrival of Bertha, a hurricane from
North America that has been making its way across the Atlantic
for the last few days. Of course no one expected that this storm
would be of tropical strength by the time it reached Middlesex
but hereabouts everyone, especially Peter, likes a good weather
scare. In fact it is very dark this morning, eerily so, and, as a light
rain begins to fall I do consider my options – but I have promised
to pass on to Davide a bank deposit he will post for me in the
States tomorrow – and so, wearing my old rain jacket, off I go.
Overhanging trees provide some cover along the margins of the
park and this is true of the Morshead roadway itself. The park, not
surprisingly, is almost empty: there are no games, no one is on the
running track, there are no joggers – just a few brave dog walkers,
like Debbie with Zorro, and a few people heading for the gym. By
the time I reach the café I can see that stalwart members of our
group are already hunkering down under our green umbrella…
Davide, Dan, Georgie, Peter, Vlad, Janet and, eventually, Hanna.
By the time I have returned with my coffee the rain has intensified
– it is really throwing it down and the umbrella provides scant
protection; every now and then one quadrant of this canvas
becomes so over-weighted that a sheet of water is suddenly
deposited just behind us. The gutters are unable to cope with the
moisture and water is cascading down from the corners. There is
also thunder and lightning – it does suddenly seem tropical here
and it is impossible to keep dry. The dogs are cowering beneath
the table: Dudley, Rufus, Winnie, Tara, Bailey and Sparkie – with
a damp Daisy-Mae remaining perched on Janet’s lap. Peter has
brought some Schmackos with him and he is soon joining me is
doling out the treats – with Tara’s nose and Bailey’s scratching
paw providing encouragement. Of course all these dogs have wet
paws and this means that my trousers are soon soaked through.
Money changes hands – and I do not include my dampnessendangered bank deposit. First Janet announces that she needs to
collect £10 from each of us for the lottery – since she will be away
next month. Then she also collects donations for a celebratory
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bunch of flowers – following the news that the veteran barista,
Blarina, has had a baby girl. Next Peter hands the punters a brown
envelope – containing £9. This is the third week in a row that we
have had a return on our turf investment – a hat trick for Peter.
Amid the gloom of this morning’s weather there is gloom and
doom for the local topers – for Janet now informs us that she has
read in the Wood & Vale that the Chippenham pub on Shirland
Road has been sold – with rumors that the site may become a
Tesco Express. I can name five or six local pubs that have closed
their doors for good since I moved to Maida Vale – we are clearly
witnessing the death of an institution. Needless to say I have been
looking for some let-up in the rain’s intensity in order to make
a move for home and I think I have found it after an hour or so.
During this time the Morshead roadway has been inundated and I
am so glad I am wearing my hiking boots as I slosh through. But
they – along with every other item of clothing – have to be shed as
soon as I get home – I am thoroughly drenched.
Monday, August 11:
As I make my preparations for another morning in the park it is
time to retrieve my rain jacket from its perch atop the showerhead.
Inside the left pocket I have stored the famous blue biscuit bag
and I notice that this object is still wet. So I have to select a new
blue bag since, without a jacket today, the biscuits are going to
be stuffed into my left front pocket. I don’t need a jacket today
because it is bright and sunny, though there is quite a wind – fluffy
clouds are crossing the sky at considerable speed. I get to the
café just as the doors are opened and soon thereafter I return to
a table that also makes room for Janet, Georgie, Renata, Debbie,
Wendy, Jo Lynn, Karen and Makiko with mother-in-law Cipa – on
her way to the train station for a return journey to Manchester,
suitcase at hand. There is, of course, one missing regular in this
ensemble. That would be Peter – who today undergoes his second
cataract surgery at the eye hospital.
The dogs are much dryer this morning, though they seem both
hungrier and noisier than yesterday. I have added some tripe sticks
to the menu and these seem to win favor with all the diners. Tilly,
Sparkie, Dudley, Rufus and Bailey are repeat customers, though
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the latter is so greedy that he quickly reaches his five-a-day limit.
Pucci spends some time in Karen’s lap – with Debbie on the
treadmill at the gym and Peter away. When he is returned to the
tiles he lays siege to my knee and I give him the last of the lowfat pellets in my arsenal. Thereafter he continues his beseeching
petition – and I feel quite guilty about denying his requests. I
mention to Debbie that I have plenty of pellets back at home – but
she says I need to check the fat content before passing any of them
off to her treasured pet.
Makiko wants to know if I have watched this week’s episode of
Inspector Montalbano (as she and Cipa did) but I have to tell her
that I am behind in my viewing. Debbie and Karen admit that they
cried during last night’s chapter of Long Lost Family, the show
that tracks down missing members of your tribe. Karen tells me
that she was aware that the Chippenham pub was for sale and
knows of other bidders besides Tesco. She seems quite relieved
that the pub is closing – yes, the louche puffing crowd of topers
in front of the establishment on Shirland Road did nothing for
the image of the neighborhood, but no one seems to care where
our local drinkers are going to go now. (I have visions of them
bringing their beer cans to the park.) Karen seems reconciled to
staying in her present residence, after a vain flat search, but she
has several refurbishing projects in mind – beginning with a visit
from John Lewis, who need to fix the broken washing machine.
Renata has found a toy car and would like to pass it on to the
triplets but evidently they have quite a fight when it comes to
sharing such objects. So Renata decides to save it for Makiko’s
baby. She says she can’t imagine Makiko sharing space at the foot
of the swings with all the other park mommies – but I can.
Tuesday, August 12:
After another period of thunderous rainfall we emerge from the
darkness into the bright light of a sunny Maida Vale morning
in the park. As often happens I can see Georgie heading for the
Morshead roadway entrance, a tandem of canine activists in tow.
Today we have Bailey, Sparkie, the hard charging Rufus and the
malingering Winnie. I remind Georgie that we share a melancholy
period just now – Fritz died on this day six months ago and that
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means that we will have the six month anniversary of the passing
of Georgie’s James tomorrow. She says she can’t believe that so
much time has passed – it seems only weeks ago to her. But then,
when we discuss Dorothy’s passing over seven years ago, she says
she would have guessed that this was no more than four years ago.
When I return with my coffee Peter wants to remind me that the
seat I am aiming for belongs to Debbie – but as the latter has just
gone to exercise in the gym there is no way I will honor such
an arrangement. When she does return, after half an hour, she
joins a grouping that includes Georgie and Peter, of course, but
also Renata, Janet, Danielle and Clare. I try to throw the latter’s
Cassie one or two treats from my biscuit bag but the old lady is
too stiff to get up and find where they have landed. The others
dogs are not behind in coming forward. Bella jumps into my lap
and showers me with puppy kisses and Daisy-Mae, disappointed
in her quest for some of Renata’s scrambled eggs, takes the empty
chair next to me and barks until I produce some tripe sticks. Janet
is a bit worried about her pet’s health and Danielle undertakes an
impromptu examination, writing down some details for Janet to
show her own vet (lymph nodes) and suggesting that it is time for
the Shih-Tzu to visit the puppy dentist.
The papers and our conversation are focused on the death of actor
Robin Williams – by his own hand – with most of those present
(except Peter) expressing a real fondness for this chap. Peter, in
dark glasses, reports that there was more blood this time but that
his second cataract surgery seemed to go well yesterday. Perhaps
thinking of our earlier conversation (and the arrival of a brotherin-law who will repaint her flat), Georgie now tells us that she
has been de-cluttering her house – since James was a hoarder
of everything. Another hoarder is Danielle, who tells us that she
has stuffed all of her L.A. possessions into her mother’s house
there. Now, as Georgie enumerates items destined for the dustbin,
Danielle says she wants some of these things too. By this time
Janet has gone into the gym to exercise, Danielle has renewed
her membership there, Renata is waiting for Pilates and Wendy
is about to join her from the Morshead roadway. It seems that no
one is heading for home and I decide to get out of a chill breeze
by making a solo journey in that direction. I am very pleased with
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the improvement in my right knee and I can make this journey far
more rapidly these days.
Wednesday, August 13:
With the prospects of still more rain to come I am more than
pleased to get started this morning under bright and sunny skies.
There is a bit of a breeze blowing and this will be useful as
temperatures are beginning to climb as well. Our lot are heading
for the café as I reach the green and I just manage to get inside
before one of them places a mass order. Renata is here with Maxi
and she is still fretting over the suicide of poor Robin Williams.
(Cathy has arrived this morning to tell me about the confused
caller on Nick Ferrari’s radio show – who went on at great lengths
over his grief at this event, only to learn at the end that it was
Robin Williams who had died, not Robbie Williams.) From Cathy
I have also heard of the passing of Lauren Bacall.
In addition to Renata our group includes Janet, Georgie, Danielle,
Karen, Debbie and Peter. Janet reports that she has scheduled that
vet visit for Daisy-Mae. Debbie presents me with a large sack of
Pucci’s special formula kibble – this is just as well since I had no
luck in attempting to ascertain the fat content of Fritz’s old pellets
– lacking both a magnifying glass and the knowledge of several
arcane national tongues. I am very generous in my bestowal of
Shapes this morning – since I am heading for Sainsbury’s and
I don’t need a lump of treats stuffed into my front pocket. I do
notice that Bailey reports for his share repeatedly but that he often
declines the proffered treat. I think that he has lost so many teeth
that he has trouble ingesting these biscuits. Rufus and Dudley
are frequent visitors at my knee – when they are not running
manically in excited circles around the table. I ask Karen, who
says her pet is still peeing on the kitchen bin, if the two take turn
being chaser and chasee – but she says that, no, Dudley just likes
being chased.
Janet says that she has some good news to share – someone with
her surname has died and she has received a letter (from a firm in
Taiwan) notifying her that, if only she will provide bank details,
a fortune is hers. Of course she knows this is a scam – but Renata
has to think about it. That lady is out of sorts because she and a
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friend have almost missed a rendezvous in a fancy café because
Renata would not wait alone at the bar – since she was certain
she would be mistaken for a hooker if she did so. (No, she tells
Debbie, this was not at the Bleach Blanket Babylon in Notting
Hill.) A contrary view of self-image, however, comes up when
Danielle tries to teach Renata how to use FaceTime. Here she
objects to her own on-screen representation and, indeed, several of
the other ladies at our table agree that they need a lot of prep time
before responding to a FaceTime call. Conversation returns to the
death sentence hanging over the Chippenham pub. It turns out that
there are a number of additional Tesco haters at our table – though
the fate of all those Middle Eastern convenience stores at the
conjunction of Chippenham and Shirland Roads is not of direct
importance to these ladies; indeed, Karen denounces the quality
of their fruit and veg. Since yesterday’s session I have heard one
dispiriting statistic on the news – nine London pubs a week are
calling time on their own existence. It turns out that poor turnover
is only part of the problem – London property prices are so high
that it is easier to give up the struggle and sell your property to a
developer – who can turn the place into luxury flats.
Thursday, August 14:
It’s a gray morning – with only sporadic attempts on the sun’s
part. It is also rather cool and Dan, who is just arriving with
Winnie in the basket of his bicycle, says that we may have seen
the last of true summer. Karen crosses our path and heads for
the bandstand as she begins a circuit of the green. Her Dudley,
however, follows us in the direction of the café and she has to
summon him at a great distance when this essential error has
been unearthed. Meanwhile a chap is heading toward us with two
Pugs in harness. This pair, brother and sister, are visitors from
Kent named Trotter and Tilly. They were part of that famous octet
spotted on the green a few days ago and naturally Dan has to
kneel to give them both a cuddle.
In addition to Dan and Karen we also have Georgie and Peter at
our table – with Vlad sitting behind us and Janet just departing
with Daisy-Mae for a day in Bath. (The latter expedition is
imperiled by problems on the train line this morning.) Georgie
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reports that she has had another text from Ofra – hoping that we
haven’t forgotten her (as if) and announcing that she should be
back among us in two weeks. Karen reports that a fat teen with
a Pit Bull-cross has threatened a lot of shisha smokers opposite
the Chippenham pub with a knife – and the police have had to
intervene. Makiko comes by with Emilio and tells us that she
is working on a Sony-ITV documentary on the making of (yet
another) boy band. We ask her if she and Matthew have been
discussing names for the baby boy, now due in a little over two
months. She says that since the boy will have an English last name
they might give him a Japanese middle name and, in honor of
Matthew’s mom, an Italian first name. It turns out that Cipa has
some Amerigos in her family but, curiously, no one at our table
has ever heard of Amerigo Vespucci and his role in the naming of
my homeland. Here Vald says he has heard that at the birth of our
nation that there was a debate on whether to adopt English as the
national tongue or German – I have to tell him this is assuredly
untrue. It is the start of the Premiership football season on
Saturday and I ask Peter what he thinks about the addition of Glen
Hoddle as one of Harry Redknapp’s coaches. He says that what
his team really needs are some good forwards.
Tara almost removes several still useful fingers from my right
hand in her greedy snatching. She is followed in this department
by Bailey, for whom I have been trying to find some softer food
choices. He seems to like these and to advance his chances he
actually jumps into my lap. At the other end of the table Karen
has lofted Rufus into her lap. “He reminds me so much of a sock,”
she says – remembering how in her childhood they would stuff a
sock and sew eyes on it to produce an instant toy. Sparkie wants
a few biscuits as well but he is more interested in barking at all
and sundry; it is a wonder that songstress Heather Small, leaning
against our fence with her mobile phone, can hear herself think.
Eventually Sparkie takes a seat in Georgie’s lap and, for some
reason, Winnie takes exception to this placement and launches
a vicious attack. When we begin our back passage walkround
Winnie is attached to her lead and Georgie has to drag her
along against great resistance. When we reach our exit gate it is
discovered that Dudley has again gone missing. There he is, well
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behind us, lying in wait for Daisy-Mae – who left the park half an
hour ago.
Friday, August 15:
Another dramatic storm has passed overhead since my last visit
to the park – this one showering Maida Vale wait hailstones in the
late afternoon. It is dry this morning but still gray and I decide to
wear my little rain jacket. My back has stiffened up a bit, I can
tell, as I make my way into the park, passing Snowdon the white
Alsatian, George the Schnauzer and Zorro the Pug. Ahead of me
in the coffee queue is Renata – who has just had an epiphany. “Do
you know what Giuseppe Verdi means in English?” she asks me.
“Joe Green,” I reply. She is surprised that I know the answer to
her question but I am more astonished by her next comment, “So
that means he must by Jewish, no?” Behind me is Vlad, who has
again brought his niece with him. They take a little table behind us
– our table includes Debbie, Georgie, Danielle, Renata, Peter, and
Davide – Janet is again just leaving as we sit down, taking DaisyMae with her.
Pucci and Tara (the little and large of our ensemble) are picketing
my chair before I have even taken my seat. Pucci eats quite a few
of his special pellets – and Bailey, using an empty chair, sticks
his snout into the bag and steals some for himself. Tara uses her
nose like a battering ram, reminding me that she is waiting for
additional biscuits. Winnie is scraping away at my cuffs and I
also have customers in Sparkie and Rufus. The latter, who is outbarking his current roommate, will now be spending some time
at Janet’s house – as this afternoon Georgie takes the train to
Glasgow, accompanied by Sparkie and Bailey.
Davide tells me that my bank deposit survived last Sunday’s
downpour and that he mailed it for me on Monday. As he puffs
away on a cigarette the price of this vice comes under discussion.
I note that my friend Jay says he gave up cigarettes last year and
has so far saved $9000. Georgie is reminded of the time she and
Dan went to a West End theater, where quite a few intermission
wine glasses were followed by a trip to the pub. Georgie says
she was astonished that people here were openly smoking but
when she passed this observation on to Dan he had to remind her
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that they were, in fact, seated in the pub’s outdoor garden. Peter
now asks Danielle if she is any good at diagnosing human health
problems. When she says that there are often similarities between
humans and animals, he gets up to show her a bloodshot eye, the
aftereffects of his most recent cataract operation. He has been
collecting racing money from the coffee drinkers and has added
Renata’s name to his notes – because she has been reminding
him that she gave him some foodstuff in a plastic container and
she now wants the latter back (I owe one to Linda as well). Our
back passage walkround takes place between footie pitches busy
with summer instruction. We pass Hugo the Beagle and Baba the
Jack Russell before reaching our gate – where we say goodbye to
Georgie, whom we will now not see for a week or so.
Saturday, August 16:
It is bright enough this morning, but no one would call it warm.
This is the view of Davide, who is just pulling up in his car with
Dan and Winnie as I reach the Morshead entrance. I join them as
we head for the green; I am able to tell Dan that, as I continue to
scan all the many slides in my possession, I encountered yesterday
a picture I took in 1972 of his working environment, Leicester
Square. He says he belongs to a local Square association and they
would be interested in seeing this shot – so I will scan it and pass
it on. The gents now begin to cross the grass and I pick up some
speed in order to complete the tarmac route to the café. Debbie
is standing at the front door of this establishment, waiting for the
critical moment of opening. At the counter she tells me that she is
now pursuing the Bill Clinton vegan diet.
In addition to those personages already enumerated we also have
Janet, Renata, Peter and Karen – with Matthew and Makiko
making a late appearance. Emilio goes into instant meltdown over
the presence of Daisy-Mae, who actually barks back when he
begins his ritual barracking. Pucci disdains his diet pellets since
Renata is disbursing fragments of her ham and cheese sandwich. I
ask Janet how Rufus turned out as an overnight guest and she says
he was just fine. At this moment he is being lofted by Karen, who
is still describing him as her favorite sock puppet – with Dudley
thinking this is all some new and exciting game. It seems strange
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not to have Bailey or Sparkie in the biscuit queue, but Tara and
Winnie do their best in making this loss sustainable.
Davide complains that he is getting a cold and Karen, sitting in
an isolated corner with a packet of Kleenex in front of her, says
she already has one. Peter adds that his son seems to have the flu
and Janet says there is definitely something going around. That
lady is bursting to share with us a moment in her TV viewing last
night. She says that, bored with the usual fare, she discovered a
tape on Sky Arts of a 1986 Queen concert at Wembley. As she
had attended this concert she was fascinated to discover that shots
of the audience at the end of “Radio Gaga” included herself and
her sister! Plans, future and present, are now discussed. Renata is
planning a trip to Berlin and Davide looks up ticket prices for her.
Davide will join Dan in a backyard barbeque this afternoon – for
some of Dan’s work colleagues. Matthew and Makiko are heading
for a day in the Cotswolds in order to have a nice cream tea.
Makiko says that Emilio needs an outing – since he is obviously
suffering from stress. Dan suggests that they take Daisy-Mae with
them as well – since the two would be sure to bond at last. I have
my doubts.
Sunday, August 17:
The morning is abysmally dark and the skies are an unfriendly
gray and I am back in my rain jacket – just for the extra warmth.
When I reach the café, still five minutes before its opening,
only Peter and Janet are about – but soon we have Dan, Davide,
Matthew and Makiko, Renata and Karen as well. In front of me in
the coffee queue is a little girl in glasses; she is ordering an early
morning ice cream cone in that lurid blue color – earlier identified
as bubblegum in flavor. In fact she belongs to the family that owns
the white Alsatian Alaska and they have soon occupied the corner
table for a Sunday breakfast – Vlad is at his own little table behind
us. Renata shows me a braided bracelet that, she says, this little
girl has made for her on an earlier visit.
We ask Matthew and Makiko how their expedition to the
Cotswolds went yesterday – they report that their favorite hotel
was closed for a wedding function and they had to make due with
a cream tea elsewhere. Today Makiko is off to Brixton Market
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and Janet and Daisy-Mae will travel to Kenilworth on the train.
Some of our regulars are under the weather – Karen seems a bit
better but Davide is still suffering from his cold and Dan, after
yesterday’s barbeque, has a painful hangover. He is wearing dark
glasses and says he can’t feel the top of his head – this doesn’t
dissuade Makiko from comparing this round blonde presence to
that of a kewpie doll. Renata is discussing purchase of a smart
phone and waiting impatiently for the delivery of a sandwich; she
has to get up to remind the kitchen staff more than once. Peter is
ruing the outcome of QPR’s first match of the new season, a 1-0
loss to Hull. At one point he asks if that isn’t Ofra outside our
fence (it’s Debby, walking with Zorro) – which makes one wonder
just how successful (or not) those cataract operations were.
Renata denounces me for not adding any bone-shaped biscuits to
my blue bag but I have to tell her I never do this – it’s all the luck
of the draw and if she is dissatisfied she can always write to the
Shapes company. She manages to break a star-shaped substitute
into little pieces but Maxi isn’t having it. The same cannot be
said for Tara, who, attempting to get a better shot at these shards,
actually uses my leg to climb higher against the tabletop. DaisyMae then comes begging but she is only interested in using
her treats as bait and Janet won’t let her have any more. Every
morning we seem to spend some time seeing how swollen the
gland in the Shih-Tzu’s neck might be – the vet has said this is not
a serious condition. Winnie is another customer this morning and
when we get up to leave (just at about the time Renata’s sandwich
arrives) she gets confused and follows another couple across the
green. Davide says she is showing other signs of canine dementia
but we have to agree that in the case of Winnie this is only a
matter of degree – for the intemperate Pug has always had some
mental shortcomings.
Monday, August 18:
The sun is making a brave attempt but it is still on the chilly side,
at least in shadows, as I make my way into the Rec at the start of
another week in the park. Ahead of me Davide is walking with
Michaela, while Winnie and Skye are trotting along on the grass.
Michaela and Davide are discussing the damage that damp can do,
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often in the hidden recesses – as both have been suffering from
unwanted leaks originating elsewhere. Davide is trying to keep
Skye occupied by kicking his tennis ball to ever greater distances.
Surprisingly, Winnie also chases this object a few times. I can see
that the doors of the café are open and so I head here, returning to
a table setting that looks spare in the extreme – just Peter, Davide
and me – with Vlad at his own little table in the background.
Peter notes how unusual it is to have just four males of a morning
and this is true – Michaela is here, but takes no seat, neither
does Debbie, who is waiting while Zorro sees what foodstuffs
are going, Karen is also on the move, taking no seat, and other
regulars are off visiting sisters: Janet in Kenilworth, Georgie in
Glasgow, Ofra in Israel.
Vlad, who has earlier come up with a question about the national
tongue of the Americans, now wants to know if “Indian summer,”
of which there are still high hopes, refers to Asian Indians or
American ones. He shows me on his phone the Wikipedia article
that led to his question about German coming close to obtaining
official status as the language of the infant republic. Here I can
demonstrate that, if he had read beyond the opening paragraph,
the article, in fact, dismisses the idea as a myth. Davide is out of
sorts this morning since he begins a three-day stint as a standby
steward, an assignment that requires his presence at Heathrow for
long, boring hours – he would much rather be airborne. Peter is
still fretting over a bloodshot eye but nurse Wendy, who arrives to
break up the all-male quality of this morning’s ensemble, says that
it looks much better to her. Peter is squinting away at a note from
his new newsagent on his own phone. “Shafqat,” he asks, “what
kind of name is that?” (The consensus – this time it is from Asia
that we seek the answer, not North America.)
Zorro helps the other animals in their consumption of the second
half of Davide’s toasted ham and cheese. The burly Pug, with the
jingle bells stretched across his chest, is certainly discovering the
delights of life among the dog people of Paddington Rec. Davide
announces that he is making an early start for home and I get up
to join him. Unfortunately Winnie goes on strike and refuses to
budge as he and I cross the grass. “Let’s keep walking,” he says
– and, sure enough, the stubborn madam at last makes a move,
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catching up with us just as we near the top of the Morshead
roadway, where the pointy ears of Gus are just arriving and my
ex-student Danielle is on her way to reserve a tennis court – oh
well, I see I am back to “Mr. Linick” again.
I want an early start for home because I have to get the sheets
to the 123 Cleaners this morning. I am careful to walk on the
sunny side of the street, coming and going, but as I am strolling
down Elgin Avenue I notice a most melancholy site. It is a freshly
painted and glistening white door – signaling the arrival of new
occupants and the departure, for good, of Saskia, her family and,
of course, the irrepressible Buddy.
Tuesday, August 19:
The phrase “unseasonably cold” was introduced into last night’s
weather report and so I am not too surprised that my outdoor
thermometer has yet to rise past the ten degree mark this morning.
It is in my leather jacket, therefore, that I make my entry into
the park, and I am very glad I have taken this precaution. A little
warmth can be obtained by standing on the green in the bright
sunshine and here I wait to see if any of the others are on their
way. Eventually Peter shuffles in and this is my cue to enter the
café itself – just as well that I have not dawdled because, seeing
me standing out there, the counter staff have already sprinkled the
chocolate dust on the clouds of foam atop my cup of cappuccino.
Outside Peter and I are soon joined by Renata, Karen, Dan and
Danielle.
Bella always makes a beeline for whoever is seated at the head
of the table and thus I have the lively tan presence in my lap for
an extended period of excited face licking. Tara, here with Vlad
(as usual, at his own table behind us), Winnie and Dudley join the
biscuit queue but there is not that much activity in this category
today – Peter has also brought some Schmackos. The owner of
Bob the Maltese drops by to ask if we can keep an eye on her pet
(and on a friend’s little black dog in a blue sweater, Harley) while
she does some running. This is fine with us but Bob manages to
squeeze through the railings and Karen agrees to hang on to his
lead for the next ten minutes. Harley and Bella team up to raise
the alarm when Thomas walks by. Danielle tells us that last night,
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after a stint as a locum vet in Wembley, she was just taking Bella
into the park when two burley Staffies, off-lead, rushed in behind
her and charged down little Bella – inducing hysteria and tears
in the owner and preceding a caustic tongue-lashing reserved for
the owner of these beasts. Danielle says that at night our park is
always full of thuggish types and she is not taking Bella in here at
that time of day any more.
Karen says that she is experimenting with contact lenses today
– she has one lens for reading in one eye and one designed for
distant scenes in the other. Renata, after telling us that she has
another chest infection, informs us that one half of a male couple
who used to live in her block has leapt to his death – the day
after confiding in his Moslem mother that he was gay. Dan tries
to cheer her up by offering her some post-barbeque leftover
chocolate desserts but she says she doesn’t like chocolate. He has
better luck pleasing Danielle with some Matilda tickets he has
arranged for her. As we get up to leave Danielle retrieves from
an empty chair her large bag – one which Renata has objected to
earlier because, placed on the tabletop, it blocks her view. This
suggestion had come with a real sense of grievance and Dan now
suggests that “there are nicer ways of making such a request.”
Renata, however, is not to be mollified and insists that she will
use any tone she desires and that Dan just thinks he is superior to
everyone else. I can see Peter and Vlad clandestinely giggling to
themselves as this contretemps simmers down and we can scatter
for another day.
Wednesday, August 20:
The wind has dropped and we have an altogether more pleasant
morning today – I can even abandon my leather jacket. As I near
the green I see the well-remember lanky form of the seldom seen
David, David the Dogsitter that is. These days Fritz’s most loyal
home stay carer spends his professional life in photography but
he does still respond to the cries for help from old clients. He tells
me that he took Buddy on his last local walk, for instance and
today he is accompanying Franca’s pair of Bianca, the Boxer, and
Frank, the Chinese Crested Dog. The latter has skin so delicate
that he always appears in costume; today he is wearing some
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kind of sweater. David tells me that he has a number of recent
assignments taking pictures of the actors in Mad Men. This means
that he has has photographed John Slattery (Roger) and Christina
Hendricks (Joan) – though I suppose that some would pay to take
pictures of the latter, rather than pay the photographer – and today
David is shooting Jon Hamm (Don Draper himself).
When I return to our table with my coffee I discover another of
those very small mid-summer turnouts – just Peter, Janet and
Renata, with Vlad sitting at his little table behind us. Tara follows
me around until I am seated and can produce the blue biscuit bag.
Daisy-Mae uses her biscuit as bait (even growling at Tara) but
she never finishes any of her treats today. After a while Melanie
comes in with Rufus who barks so vociferously that no one can
think. Melanie is off to Greece for five days and, in the absence
of Georgie, Janet may take care of the fellow. Peter is also in
search of someone to look after a friend’s somewhat troublesome
Spaniel (David has said no, as do I now) and, because he can’t ask
Georgie he is clearly fretting over this problem.
Janet, who walks in Regent’s Park every morning, says that
there is an extra police presence outside the U.S. ambassador’s
house this morning – perhaps in response to Iraqi tensions. She
has missed news of the preventive mass raid on habitual Notting
Hill Carnival troublemakers – one that netted 126 arrests and the
confiscation of a lot of unacceptable merchandise and weaponry
– now I know why helicopters were hovering nearby yesterday.
(Janet says this is why she never goes to Carnival these days.)
When it is time to go I head off toward the Maida Vale tube stop
– in order to begin a morning of West End errands. This turns out
to be only a partially successful outing – who would believe that
Rymans, the Strand stationer, doesn’t stock airmail envelopes?
Thursday, April 21:
It is, in fact, quite a lovely morning in the park – but I am just as
glad that I have donned my jacket again; it is on the chilly side,
definitely. I am not too surprised to see our lot out in the sun,
with Peter and Debbie on a bench near the metal gazebo on the
Randolph roadway and Dan, Karen, Michaela and Janet standing
nearby. Janet has been collecting for a celebratory bouquet for
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our former barista, Blarina, but she has not heard anything since
the birth of a baby girl – other than the fact that first the baby and
then the mother were both suffering from high blood pressure –
and are still, therefore, in hospital. The news from the coffee staff
is that Blarina is now at home – it’s just her mobile phone that is
malfunctioning – and Janet decides that it is now time to dispatch
the bouquet. Karen is also present in the café, selecting her tabloid
and recoiling from the front page story in which Islamic terrorists
have beheaded an American photojournalist in Iraq.
We take our seats at the outdoor table – even Michaela sits down
with us for once. Her Skye is really the only biscuit seeker this
morning and after a few treats he begins to drop his tennis ball
into my lap – so that I will throw it somewhere for him to chase.
Passing our fence is Zorro, on lead, and it turns out that just as
Emilio has apoplexy whenever he spots Daisy-Mae so Debbie’s
dog has a meltdown at the mere presence of Dudley. Snarling rage
erupts from his strangled face as the Pug is pulled along; Karen
says that two dogs have never had a fight – it’s just been a case of
hate at first sight. Daisy-Mae, tired from her long walk in Regent’s
Park, shows little interest in the biscuit bag until we are almost
finished with our session – even then she disdains the biscuits in
favor of some pieces of tripe stick.
Dan is passing around his mobile phone so that we can see the
latest chapter in his naughty hijinks. First he has to explain that
Jean, Georgie’s sister, has inaugurated a tradition of stealing one
of his animal ornaments every time she visits his house. He knows
a second theft has occurred because he has received a photo of the
animal in question from Glasgow – with a ransom demand. His
response, last night, was to photograph Janet, as though she were
bound and beaten, and to remind the Glasgow ladies that if his
animals were not retuned promptly Janet would be sacrificed. Jean
and Georgie have now replied with “kill the bitch” or something
of that ilk and this leaves Dan with the problem of how to respond
in kind – not to mention the problem of any of these pictures ever
falling into the wrong hands.
The tale has reminded him of a similar episode in inspired
mischief – one I had heard about before but never in such detail.
It seems that several years ago, as the dog people were dining at
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Renata’s, Dan started the rumor, which an unsuspecting Renata
took at face value, that Liz was actually a kleptomaniac. To add
piquancy to this lie he began to look for objects he could purloin
himself, eventually deciding that only a grand gesture would due
and that he must secrete the kettle of his hostess in his bag. As
the party broke up and the visitors headed for the bus, the kettle
began to dribble down the hallway. Renata, to their surprise, was
following them and assumed that one of their dogs had done a
wee-wee in her hallway. The merry pranksters managed to restrain
their mirth as they made their escape but the next morning, when
Dan arrived in the park, he encountered a chilling scene in which
Renata, still no wiser, was accusing the innocent Liz of kettletheft. Renata was at last let into the joke – but no one has ever
mentioned whether or not she ever got her kettle back. Dan has
the day off now and one can only wonder how he will continue his
mock war with the Scottish ladies – given all the free time needed
to come up with something truly awful.
Friday, August 22:
The sun has not quite succeeded in penetrating the gray clouds
that hover over Maida Vale this morning. It is still on the chilly
side – indeed I even had the heat on in the house for a few hours
last night – and I am again wearing my leather jacket. As I reach
the green I can see a loping Simba, answering his carer’s whistle
and, ahead of me, Peter, shuffling forward in his tennies. I need to
get some change at the coffee counter in order to pass on my £2
for tomorrow’s racing stakes – as, for once, Peter doesn’t seem
to be able to make change himself. We are joined by Renata and
Janet and that’s it, four of us, and only Maxi and Daisy-Mae to
represent the canine contingent. My blue biscuit bag remains
unopened on the table top until the very end of the session,
when Daisy-Mae at last begs for some treats and Suzanne, just
back from the States, comes in with Sunny and Bronny. She has
discovered a lump on Sunny’s backside and this will have to be
looked at by the vet. (Too bad there is no Danielle today.)
Janet reports that yesterday she attended an exhibition of films
on the history of Notting Hill and environs and I can add that
both Linda and I are reading the autobiography of Labour’s Alan
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Johnson, This Boy, which investigates the same area. Janet has
completed another internal circuit of Regent’s Park where she met
Linda with Pepper and Chica and where, she reports, the Healthy
Sausage has now given way to the Smokehouse – let’s hope that
the new café remembers the dogs’ water bowl, always kept full by
the Sausage crew. Renata says that there are bans on dogs at other
eating places in Regent’s Park but that she often goes in with Maxi
anyway – “since he is invisible.” Renata is beaming with pride
after a granddaughter, so she says, earned 12 A-stars and 3 A’s in
GCSE results yesterday. (The parents had offered £75 pounds for
each A-star so there must be one rich sixteen year-old today.)
At the other end of the financial spectrum we also have a
discussion of the various pound shops on the Kilburn Road. Janet
is a devotee of such establishments and always comes back with
some bargain but Peter says that the razor blades he bought in one
of these shops scraped his face off. Janet and I have both been
watching a number of interesting historical programs including
Secrets From the Asylum, an ITV documentary in which celebs of
the moment trace the history of troubled ancestors in 19th Century
institutions – there was an earlier series on prisons of this era as
well. Last night we watched an episode of Who Do You Think You
Are? on BBC 1 – one featuring actress Tamzin Outhwaite. Tamzin
was shocked to learn that her grandfather, an Italian immigrant,
had been interned on the Isle of Man as an “enemy alien” during
World War II. I now note that this practice had a knock-on effect
on my own family history. Because she had married an Italian the
great Gracie Fields and her husband decamped for Hollywood
during the war (leaving behind a disapproving fan base) and that
this is why she needed a new accompanist for her bond tours and
personal appearances in the States – a role filled by my stepfather,
Ingolf Dahl.
Saturday, August 23:
There is not much new to report weather-wise – it is still sunny
and chilly as I head for the green, where I can see some of our lot
sitting on the grass, hoping for some warming cheer from the sun.
For once Peter has preceded me in the coffee queue and he and
I both get a fulsome greeting from Maxi, who is standing on his
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hind legs as Renata receives her tea, scraping away at our legs.
The triplets are in their highchairs just outside the door – one has
a face already smeared in babycino foam. Our group this morning
is a little more robust: Renata and Peter, of course, but also Janet,
Dan, Davide, Karen, and Danielle.
Janet has taken delivery, on behalf of Georgie, of young Rufus
– but this may turn out to be an extended gig because, taking
advantage of the bank holiday, engineering staff have seen to
it that there are no weekend trains from Glasgow to London,
making tomorrow’s scheduled return for Georgie more than a little
problematic.
I ask Dan how his mock feud with the Scottish sisters is going.
He says he has received a postcard from his purloined animals
(part of a set of plastic ice cream containers once sold at the café)
and that he is thinking of taking a picture of Georgie’s front door
– to be transformed by an app that explodes any image. Davide
reports that on the second day of his stand-by duties at Heathrow
he did get an assignment and he has been to Dubai since we
last saw him. A toasted bacon and cheese sandwich is delivered
to him by a barista as he speaks –but he sends this back as
insufficiently nuked. Meanwhile Renata is telling us that she has
sent a granddaughter off to the Reading rock festival (where a rape
occurred earlier this week) with advice about keeping her eyes on
her own drink. “You have to be firm with these young girls,” is the
conclusion but here there is a major confusion detected by Karen
– as Renata is talking about rape drugs and Davide thinks she is
referring to the departed barista.
Danielle tells us that she spent another twelve-hour day as a locum
vet in Wembley yesterday and that she was bitten by an Alsatian
and attacked by a morbidly obese Pug. The latter topic leads
to some discussion of dog food; Janet’s vet recommends Hills
but Danielle says that there are others just as good – though she
well remembers that when she was only a vet student the Hills
company bombarded all the future members of her profession
with freebies and samples so that they would pass on such
recommendations as Janet has just received. I don’t have many
biscuit takers this morning, though Bella, Rufus and Daisy-Mae
do stop by. The latter, is only interested in her famous game and,
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sure enough, as we get up to begin the march home, she rounds
of poor Rufus, who shrieks like a ninny. Heading toward us is
Suzanne and I tell her that if she wants a diagnosis for her Sunny
from Danielle she had better hurry – which she does.
Sunday, August 24:
Some parts of England have registered overnight record lows for
this time of year and so it is not too surprising that I am happy
to wear my jacket and sunglasses into the park again. Near the
clubhouse I meet Matthew and Makiko – they are at the end of
their walk with Emilio and on their way to John Lewis, perhaps
to complete some pre-baby shopping. I can see Danielle out in
the middle of the green with Bella but she does not join us this
morning at breakfast – instead we have Peter, Renata, Janet, Dan,
Davide, Karen and Wendy. Janet is still accompanied by Rufus
for, as we suspected, Georgie is having trouble getting back from
Glasgow. (Part of the trouble is that she wouldn’t believe it when
Janet called to remind her that there were no trains from Glasgow
until Tuesday – since she suspected that this was just another Daninspired windup.)
Rufus escapes our compound once or twice but he is good about
coming back when called, especially if his pal Dudley can be
barked into a play period. Daisy-Mae again uses her biscuits as
bait and there is one furious punch-up with Winnie because of
this. For a while the feisty Shih-Tzu is exiled from our compound
but when she is returned she just wants me to give her another
biscuit – so she can start guarding it all over again. I give her,
instead, some tripe stick – this she loves so much I know she
will consume it on the spot. Near the end of the session Hanna
enters with Pucci – she has been watching the tiniest Yorkie while
Debbie has been at work this last week and now Debbie is away
for the weekend. Hanna wants Peter to keep an eye on Pucci’s dog
bag – so that none of the other dogs will piss on it – but eventually
she hangs this object on the fence.
Dan reports that he has sent the Glasgow sisters a photo of a body
bag, supposedly containing Janet’s remains, but there has been
no response from the Scottish side in this latest chapter. Dan and
Davide are feuding over the failure of Davide’s Google entry
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page, which has crashed – a major inconvenience that Dan is
blamed for because, deciding that his partner had just too many
icons on his screen, he did a thorough job of removing them.
Renata has a lot of computer questions this morning as well but
I am no help in addressing them. Karen is still experimenting
with her contact lenses and says that, with only one in today,
she is having a lot of trouble reading her newspaper. Today is
the first day of the Notting Hill Carnival and Davide is already
complaining about the attendant parking problems – there is no
noise from that quarter as yet. When I report to the 123 Cleaners
they want to know why I am not dancing – I have to tell them that
my attendance at this often-troubled street party ended years ago.
Monday, August 25:
What a dreary day for a bank holiday! There is a light rain falling
as I head into the park, buried deep in the hood of my new rain
jacket. In fact the moisture seems to be lifting, but it remains cold,
damp and gray throughout the morning. I am wondering if any
of our lot will show up but when I get to the shelter of the green
umbrella I discover Dan, Davide, Peter, Janet and, back from
Scotland at last, Georgie. After we have been seated for half an
hour or so Hanna also comes in with Pucci again. The little Yorkie
will soon return to Georgie’s charge; already she has Rufus,
Bailey, and Tilly under her protection.
Keeping all the wet paws off my dry trousers is not an easy chore
this morning. Bailey is the worst, followed by Tilly and Sparkie.
Daisy-Mae has her eye on Georgie’s sandwich but when this is
consumed by its owner she contents herself with a few biscuits
from my blue bag. She lies in wait under Janet’s chair and goes
into attack mode if another dog so much as looks at this treat.
Most of them know not to do this. Janet says that Rufus is terrified
of Daisy-Mae and that he often brings toys to her in appeasement.
After a while Winnie makes an appearance at my feet and cadges
a few biscuits as well. Truth to tell, I don’t much fancy the weight
of all these dogs pressing on my tender legs.
Georgie is quizzed on her Glasgow holiday. She says that
she had drinks every night, not her usual habit, but that she is
determined to smoke only outside her flat (now that re-painting
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is almost complete) since this will help her cut down on her
tobacco consumption. She says she still feels that the no vote will
outweigh the yes vote in the forthcoming independence election
in Scotland but it will be a close thing. She describes the reaction
of the Glaswegians to the mock feud she and Jean have been
carrying on with Dan and then ups the ante by saying that she
has kidnapped one of Jean’s favorite toy monkeys. This means
that Dan has to think of some new poses for this toy and some
new dire captions to go with the accompanying photographs.
Davide, off to Johannesburg today, says maybe he should take the
monkey with him on his travels – then a kind of world tour can
be portrayed. There is a good deal of talk about the Notting Hill
Carnival (plenty of arrests yesterday). Davide is incensed that his
own street, a mile or so from the action, has lost all of its parking
spaces to cars with blue disabled badges. (On my street there was
constant movement yesterday as people looked for parking spaces
and today the street is littered with junk dumped from their cars.)
Others feel compassion for the participants whose long hours
of work on floats and costumes may be compromised by wet
weather. Some of us are also worried about the disappointment
factor. If the revelers have their fun curtailed, how might they take
this disappointment out on the rest of the community? Almost as
soon as I get home the heavens open again and it rains throughout
the day.
Tuesday, August 26:
Although it is not raining when I leave the house this morning,
it is also true that it is very threatening and, above all, very dark.
So I am wearing my rain jacket again as I march up the Morshead
roadway. Ahead of me I can see Janet waiting for Georgie and
there is a third dog owner at their side as well – this is Ellie, whom
we have not seen at our breakfast table in some time. Peter is also
waiting for us and this means that we have only a very modest
quintet in session today – though David the dog sitter passes by
with Frank and Bianca again, then Danielle comes in with Bella
and, near the end of our session, Suzanne arrives with Sunny.
There is a good deal of discussion about the carnival again –
participants seem to have soldiered on in spite of the wet and
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the arrests and the violence (one policeman was knocked out).
I did not hear any music from this quarter at all. Ellie says that,
like Renata’s granddaughter, her sixteen year-old daughter went
off to the Reading Festival for three days – after dying her hair
pink. Both Ellie and Danielle are full of tales of the substandard
education they received in London schools – with Danielle adding
that she was often bullied as well. Now she is still fretting over
the expenses of the forthcoming wedding and evidently tensions
are rising at home. Georgie is quizzed again about the Scottish
independence referendum since last night there was another
televised debate on the topic. Ellie says that they have now
identified the British-born terrorist who played a principal role in
the beheading of an American journalist – and that he comes from
a local family in Maida Vale!
My biscuit bag stays untouched for the first twenty minutes or
so of my session and then Daisy-Mae arrives for some treats,
followed by Bella and Sunny. Winnie spends the session in
Janet’s lap and from this lofty position she is able to examine the
passing scene and to find it wanting in the extreme. At one point
she begins to bark out her disapproval before subsiding into a
muttered growl. (Teddy and Daisy-Mae have heir own chairs.)
Suzanne goes into the gym with a registration form – since she
will be joining the Pilates people later this morning. Unfortunately
she gets several phone calls at this point and, as everybody is
getting up to leave, I decide to wait with the abandoned Sunny. I
see my chance to make a break for it when Wendy arrives but just
then Suzanne emerges from the gym and I can accompany her out
of the park. The electricity man, in spite of numerous requests for
some advanced warning, is parked outside her flat and she needs
to get home now.
Thursday, August 28:
It would appear that I have missed a day in the park – but this
is only true in part. I did forego yesterday’s session at the café
– since I had an appointment for a blood test at the Randolph
surgery and, fasting, I would not have been allowed my usual
cup of coffee at any rate. Outside the surgery door, incidentally,
I found Bronny the Vizsla tied to a railing and, on her own,
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Suzanne’s Sunny, who was waiting patiently for her mistress –
disdaining, like a good dog, every opportunity to rush into the
waiting room – where Suzanne was chaperoning Bronny’s Nicole,
an unrecognizable teenager now. In the afternoon Linda came
by with Pepper and Chica, and we made a circuit of the Rec,
encountering Suzanne and Sunny a second time.
A late night rain has lifted as I head for the park this morning and,
having donned my raincoat, I groggily make my way forward,
after another bad night. At the café we have Janet, Georgie, Jo
Lynn, Ellie, Peter, Karen and Debbie. The latter is presented with
a puzzle as soon as she sits down – which one of the two little
bags of pellets I have in my possession belongs to Pucci and
which represents Winnie’s diet kibble? Bailey is perched in the
next chair and he uses his full weight to press down on my sore
legs – even then he rejects all the biscuits I offer him and he ends
up eating the little pellets. This means that the actual biscuit eating
must be left to Sparkie, Winnie and Tilly – too bad Tara isn’t
present to claim her share. (The coffees are on the missing Vlad
this morning, in honor of the Rhodesian Ridgeback’s birthday.)
After a while David comes by with Frank and Bianca and little
Valentina. It has been years since we have seen this former
toddler in the park and everyone is charmed to see her all grown
up – none more so that Dudley, who falls in love and follows her
everywhere.
Georgie is asked many times where Ofra is – since she has
been expected for the last few days. Then someone notes that it
seems to be a strange coincidence that the recent warfare in Gaza
intensified the week she returned to Israel and now that we have
a ceasefire she is due back in London. Not surprisingly there is
a good deal of conversation on the identity and origins of the
British terrorist who boasted about his role in the execution of an
American photojournalist. By this time I have heard at least three
local streets listed as his home address. One can sense real unease
in our cohort – fears over the return of British-born terrorists,
worries about the potential use of the Ebola virus by terrorists
(an aid worker has returned from Africa to take up a quarantined
bed at the Royal Free Hospital in Hampstead). The rain has
arrived, to further dampen the mood, but it is only the briefest
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of showers and when it stops people head for the exits. I cross
paths with the blossoming Makiko and we briefly compare notes
on my Inspector Montalbano watching. We agree that we really
liked the episode in which Montalbano adopted the giant black
Newfoundland, Orlando.
Friday, August 29:
Rain is not expected until this afternoon so I am wearing my
leather jacket only as I make my way into the park on a bright
but gray morning. Vlad and Renata are already in the coffee
queue ahead of me and they represent the first participants in a
a handsome turnout: Janet, Georgie, Matthew, Makiko, Wendy,
Peter, Karen and Ellie are also present and after a while Suzanne
comes in to confer with Wendy and my former student, Danielle,
comes in to confer with Suzanne. Even Vlad has a friend at his
little table – we are able to thank him for hosting us to our coffees
yesterday; this was in honor of Tara’s birthday – the Rhodesian
Ridgeback is actually the senior member in our corps of everyday
canines, having reached the ripe old age of twelve this week.
Tara, of course, is the first into the biscuit queue this morning,
closely followed by Skye and Daisy-Mae. Emilio, when he can
break off from his reiterated warnings of the subject of Janet’s
Shih-Tzu, takes a biscuit and so does Dudley. I have brought some
softer chews for the dentally-challenged Bailey but he doesn’t
even visit me this morning, preferring the comforts of Vlad’s lap.
It is a morning for musical laps – Sparkie is on the lap of Archie
the Affenspinscher’s mom, Pucci is on Peter’s lap and Bella is
on mine. Georgie is now having to field many questions on the
whereabouts of Bailey’s mom, Ofra, whom she expected to see
back in town several days ago. As usual, there is speculation that
Ofra has returned – it’s just that she’s forgotten to come to the
park.
Matthew and Makiko share some pictures they took yesterday
in front of Selfridges, where Saudi Arabian potentates had
parked a Bugatti and a Rolls in the disabled bays. Dr. Matthew
congratulates Georgie on her decision to smoke no more indoors
– now that her flat is being repainted by her brother-in-law. A little
girl is sitting in her stroller at a corner table clutching a Minnie
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Mouse doll her own size and consuming a mountain of buttered
toast. This visitor is actually a bit afraid of the dogs, who pay her
no attention whatsoever. Janet is quizzed on her forthcoming trip
to North America. No, she has not started packing, no she doesn’t
follow a list when she does pack, yes, she often forgets something
vital. She announces that she has much to do today, however, and
this is a signal for an early departure.
Saturday, August 30:
As I reach the Morshead entrance this morning I can see Dan and
Davide approaching with Winnie. Almost immediately Dan bends
over to pin his dog to the surface of the pavement – this is because
a jogger is heading our way and we all know Winnie’s unhappy
reaction to the presence of sprinting ankles. Just coming up behind
us is a Scottish lady who, observing this scene, offers the mocking
comment, “Ah, well, I see all that obedience training is paying
off.” For his part, Dan wants to know if Ofra has returned – the
oft-asked question of the moment. As I reach the café I can see
Georgie heading our way with only one dog on lead (Sparkie) and
this helps answer the question – for after we have taken our seats
(Dan, Davide, Karen, Renata, Peter, Debbie, Janet and Georgie)
Ofra does finally make her return; she is looking well-rested and
well-tanned.
Once again Bailey, clinging to mommy’s lap, makes no effort to
see what I have brought in my biscuit bag but I have plenty of
other customers in Tara, Sparkie, Dudley and Winnie. Tara is the
first to give up – we can see that she has wandered over to Vlad’s
corner table and that she is resting her chin on his shoe. An elderly
chap named Bill wanders in with his Yorkie, Ted. This means that
we have a trio of Yorkie specimens in our midst this morning,
with Sparkie the giant of the ensemble, Ted the standard and
Pucci, of course, the miniature. Karen has brought some cupcakes
and lemon pie wedges for our delectation this morning – evidently
the leftovers from a party she hosted last night, one in which a
friend tried out a variety of humus selections that he would like to
market on her guests.
In front of the clubhouse the territorial army has set an
information and recruiting display – though some wag suggests
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that, in this neighborhood, the Islamic State might have a better
chance of picking up volunteers. Peter wants to know if there is
any chance that his treasured Queen’s Park Rangers might come
up with their first point of the footie season today, when they
play Sunderland. I hold out some hope for a draw. The ladies
at my end of the table are exchanging notes on yoga outfits and
Botox disasters. This conversation must have been inspired by
the late arrival of Danielle, fresh from her own yoga class. Dan,
meanwhile, is bringing Ofra up to date on his mock feud with
Jean, pictures and all. I ask if Jean has detected the loss of her
monkey toy yet but evidently she has not. Dan is still pondering
how to use this purloined object to extract maximum anguish up
north. I suggest I liked the idea of Davide taking the toy with him
on his flights and taking pictures of the monkey on a kind of world
tour. Dan says that there isn’t enough menace in this plan. “Well,”
I propose, “make it a farewell tour.” Davide is complaining that
Ofra’s summer trips to Israel are just too long (for the rest of us).
I propose that while the others can now argue that Ofra was never
far from their thoughts, I can, in my own case, prove it. And with
this I produce a bag of £2 coins that I have been collecting for her
all this time.
Sunday, August 31:
I am surprised that the cricket players are already in action as I
reach the green on a pleasant and dry late summer morning in the
park. (Surprised and also a little annoyed, since this is usually
the time when the dogs are allowed to get in their exercise on the
green.) I am the first to approach the coffee counter this morning,
soon followed by Vlad and Renata. Vlad takes a corner table with
his pal, Skitch, and our tabletops are soon replete with the elbows
of Dan, Davide, Ofra, Janet, Peter, Renata, Makiko, Georgie, and
the latter’s daughter, Lynne and grandson, Oliver. The latter was
taken to Legoland in Windsor yesterday; I tell Georgie that I just
finished a box of Fruit & Fibre that carried a promotion for this
theme park on its box – “Adults Go Free.”
Renata has brought with her a lemon cake, the first fruits of her
new oven, and, for the dogs, a gigantic bone from the butcher’s
shop, one that soon has all of our animals totally puzzled. Tara
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is the most likely candidate for this treat but she just gives it a
lick – eventually it is Skitch’s Westie, Sonic, who gets stuck in.
Bailey does enjoy the softer tripe chew sticks that I have brought
with me, but Daisy-Mae prefers these too. (Bailey next jumps into
an empty chair and begins to lick the leftover croissant crumbs
he finds on an abandoned paper plate.) After we have been seated
for half an hour or so Walid comes by with a new puppy; the
pup hasn’t had all of his shots yet so he is not allowed to be with
the other dogs. This does not stop a number of the owners from
swooping him up for an extended cuddle. The cute little fellow is
part Chihuahua and part Spaniel and Walid’s daughter has insisted
on calling him Julian.
Also making a visit, just outside our gate, are Tim and Lizzie,
with nine month-old Lily in her stroller. (I remind Janet that these
proud parents lost their dog, Yoyo the Schnauzer, and welcomed
their daughter in the same week last December.) Dan and Davide
are going to a barbeque in Hertfordshire today and Janet, who
last week warned Georgie about train disruptions, can now advise
them of the traffic problems they are likely to encounter. Peter
is basking in the first victory of the season for QPR, 1-0 over
Sunderland – I admit I was too pessimistic yesterday. I tell him I
did watch Chelsea’s visit to Everton yesterday, a thrilling contest
in which the London team triumphed 6-3. As we get up to leave
Ofra draws me aside to ask me about the local perception of the
recent conflict in Gaza. I have to tell her that, with the media
embedded in every hospital ward, Hamas enjoyed a notable
victory, spoiled only in the last stages of the current episode
when the connection was made between Hamas and ISIS and
when Hamas executed a large number of Palestinians – accused
of complicity in Israel’s cause. Ofra says that she had a number
of nephews in the army and that every effort was made not to
attack civilian targets, a gesture often thwarted by Hamas – which
refused to let people evacuate threatened neighborhoods. You can
tell she has more to say but we are heading for different exits and
we will have to talk some other time.
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Chapter 4—September, 2014

The first leaves fall as Dudley surveys the scene.
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Monday, September 1:
I always like it when a week begins on the first day of a new
month – and so it is today, a gray but mild morning in the park.
Out on the green some of the larger dogs are having a furious play
period, barking and chasing, but I notice that Frankie is still under
restraint and that the owner of the young white Ziggy (not to be
confused with the senior, gray one) finds that the others dogs are
a bit too rough in their treatment. Peter is lounging against our
gate and tells me that QPR is now interested in Jermain Defoe,
the former England and Spurs striker – who seems to be unhappy
in “Torino or Toronto, one of those,” according to Peter. I tell him
after Arsenal’s struggle against Leicester yesterday that perhaps
Professor Wenger might join in this hunt.
Our morning group includes Janet, Dan, Davide, Renata, Peter,
Ofra and Danielle. The latter has come straight from an overnight
stint in a North London emergency vet hospital, part of an
entrepreneurial chain, and she is full of complaint. She says that
she would only work at twice the going rate, one which the rest of
the staff, European vets, seem content to accept. In addition, she
continues, the place is dangerously understaffed as it is, with real
emergencies meaning that the staff has no time to attend to the
overnight animals, whose treatment is often completely ignored.
People encourage Danielle to start her own London practice
but, in fact, she has a job interview in New York, where she will
go for her wedding soon and where she and Ben are perhaps to
move. Danielle’s Bella jumps into my lap for a preliminary visit
but the other dogs are content to scrape away at my legs – Bailey,
Sparkie, Winnie and Tara. Vlad says that there was no interest in
Renata’s raw joint, which he took home yesterday, until he nuked
it in the microwave.
I ask where Georgie is today and the answer is that she is on a
one-day course in connection with her special needs students.
Dan is dressed in his shorts and is on his way to the gym and the
subject of exercise dominates the next part of our conversation.
Ofra says she enjoys using something called a Pilates bed and
the others have to summon photos of this object on their phone.
To some it looks like a medieval instrument of torture but
Davide wants to know if its use adds to your repertoire of sexual
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positions. This reminds Renata of her loyalty to Fifty Shades of
Grey, all three volumes, counting the successors – I want to know
if that make 150 shades. Then we move on to the poor English
family arrested in Spain because, in pursuit of a radical treatment
for their two year-old with brain cancer, they took him out of
hospital without permission. I tell the others that the treatment in
question reminds me of that used on the lung tumors of my friend
Don Factor, whose therapy in a hospital in Palm Springs did
have a profound effect on the size of the tumors – while sparing
surrounding tissues. (Don is eighty today.) Now, as we near the
end of our session, Ofra wants to know if that isn’t rain adding
its own shade of gray to the green. It is, but it is very light and I
decide that, even so, I am heading for the 123 Cleaners as soon as
I get home.
Tuesday, September 2:
After yet more rain we have a lovely early autumn day for our
adventures in the Rec this morning – mild temperatures, sunny
skies and the kind of quiet that will soon disappear when school
sports resume in our park. In front of the café I run into Suzanne
and we compare notes on the forthcoming annual reception that
the American School trustees put on for faculty and staff, present
and (in our case) former – this year’s event will take place at the
Museum of London. The doors of the café are just opening and I
am third in line; soon there is quite a queue behind me. Outside
we have Vlad behind us at his little table and, at ours, Suzanne,
Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ellie, Makiko and, cradling
little Julian on his lap, Walid.
There is, indeed, a lot of lap sitting this morning: joining Julian
in this category we have Pucci in Peter’s lap, Maxi in Renata’s
and Teddy in Ellie’s. The latter is cuddling her Cockapoo and
trying to advertise his wonderfulness as an inducement for me to
get another puppy – I am still resistant. At my feet I have quite a
queue, with Sunny, Sparkie, Winnie, Bailey and Tara pre-eminent.
Sunny is trying to advance her chances by barking at me in her
deepest voice, Sparkie is rudely barking at little children who have
come to admire the doggies and then we have Emilio, sputtering
in his usual fashion over the proximate presence of Daisy-Mae. In
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short, it is hard to make yourself heard this morning.
One breakfaster who is having particular difficulty with her
hearing this morning is Renata. She is being assisted in her efforts
to book flights to Berlin by Davide, who has to repeat every option
three times. He is certain that, as he flies off to Johannesburg
again, that Renata will fail to follow up booking forms that will
now arrive by email and he asks me to remind that lady to do so –
then he says that he’ll do it all himself when he returns. (Ellie and
I decide that he needs a sign over his chair – Advanced Booking
– since he is always helping out some friend in this fashion.) Ofra
now spends a lot of time examining the very pregnant Makiko,
whom she has not seen up close in quite a while. Makiko reports
that she has had an outstanding check-up and that a natural birth
is predicted. Someone asks if Makiko’s mother will come from
Tokyo for the birth and Ofra makes a proprietary pronouncement,
“I’m coming over!” I have an announcement to make as well
since, after all, I don’t want to let the side down at the trustees’
reception, “I have to leave a bit early this morning,” I announce,
“I have an appointment at the haircutters.”
Wednesday, September 3:
I am up to date on all the gossip – even before I have made my
way into the park. This is because Wednesdays are “Cathy days”
and she is always a font of local lore. I know, for instance, that
the local infants school has reopened on Essendine Road – this is
because Cathy has had to make her way through the increasingly
wrapped up Middle Eastern moms, who don’t like to share the
pavement – “It’s like Baghdad out there,” Cathy says. I also learn
that Cathy has made a visit to the doomed Chippenham pub,
where, so she tells me, the bar staff deny there has been any sale
and, with specific reference to the Tesco rumor, claim that the
Chippenham is a listed building and Tesco would have no interest
in maintaining it as it is. (Cathy tells me that there is also a rumor
that Tesco wants to take over Kenrick’s bar on the Harrow Road.)
There is a bit of a queue in front of the café’s front door (full
marks to Claire for running around to the other side when she
hears them raise the shutter there). Our morning group includes
Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Dan, Peter and Renata and, just as I arrive,
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Renata is again suggesting that Europeans tell it like it is (unlike
the mealy-mouthed English) and she is not sorry she has just
offended one of her tablemates with an honest remark. She is
soon fishing through my blue bag in search of Maxi’s favorite
Shapes biscuit and I am trying to get rid of similar treats in
order to reduce the size of the bag I must carry in a pocket on
my morning expeditions. Skye, Bailey, Winnie and Sparkie are
my chief customers this morning – everyone enjoys the way the
toothless Bailey puckers his lips as he tries to eat a treat on a chair
bottom; again he is compared to Elvis at such moments. Sparkie
distinguishes himself by barking against the presence of a Bull
Mastiff on the other side of the fence; this bruiser barks back and
we are so happy there is a sturdy fence between him and us.
Ofra, having abandoned the search for just the right Smart car, is
talking about getting a bicycle – but how to keep such an object
without it being stolen or vandalized remains a problem. Renata,
who may not have heard this conversation a few days ago, wants
to know if it is possible to have broadband without a landline –
since she thinks she is paying too much for the latter. We assure
her that it is possible but how much of all this will make sense
when she gets home is a mystery. (Her referring to a “modem”
as a “modo” doesn’t establish confidence.) Dan tells us that, with
Almodovar’s Woman on the Verge of A Nervous Breakdown about
to appear as a West End show, the producers are flying interested
parties (including Dan) out to Madrid in a few days. Peter and
I have to show off our recent haircuts and then there is an early
departure – Sainsbury’s beckons for me.
Thursday, September 4:
It is not exactly warm but there doesn’t seem to be any moisture
lurking about as I head for the café on a gray morning in Maida
Vale. Ahead of me on the Morshead roadway I can see Georgie,
with Sparkie and Skye and Dan, with Winnie. (The latter has to
let a Bull Terrier and an Alsatian know that she is the boss around
here.) Dan and Georgie are discussing a recent and alarming
incident, an early morning mugging at knifepoint that took place
near the very gate we have just passed through. The victim was
Jill, Aisne’s carer, out walking with Lucky and Jack. A second
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assault, presumably by same thug, also took place nearby. With
this sobering news we march past the clubhouse and back into our
world at the café.
Boyat (aka Lurch) has been absent for some time and his tanned
face is a reminder that he has just had a long beach vacation in
Albania. Outside the front door we can see Tara, waiting patiently,
but I tease Vlad by suggesting that perhaps she is waiting for me
and my biscuit bag, rather than for her master. When we are all
seated, indeed, my bag becomes an object of fascination and at
one point the Rhodesian Ridgeback tries to pull it off the table
top. Bailey, Sparkie, Skye, Winnie and Dudley are a bit more
circumspect; for Bailey I have brought some new softer chews,
part of my shopping at Sainsbury’s yesterday. On the other side of
our fence Matthew and Makiko break off their expedition to the
cash machine to greet Bonaparte, the French Bulldog.
Seated around our table this morning we have Dan, Georgie,
Janet, Ofra, Karen, Peter and Ellie. In addition to local crime
we have the specter of Russian incursions in Ukraine, ISIS
beheadings in Iraq – not the mention the plight of the little boy
with a brain tumor in Spain – so, not surprisingly, our lot are
exclusively interested in remembrance of holidays past. In just
half an hour we learn how to avoid the street hawkers in Dubai,
how to find a quiet beach in South Africa, how to make use of the
Malibu strand, where to eat in Monte Carlo, how to book a villa
in Sardinia and where to shop for jeans in Las Vegas. Needless to
say, Peter and I have little to add to this discussion – and not much
to say about England’s unsatisfactory 1-0 win over Norway at
Wembley last night. I have a physiotherapy appointment later this
morning so I don’t linger for long. As I get up to begin the rest of
my day Ellie is just offering Peter a ride home.
Friday, September 5:
I have decided I need to renew my conker collection and so
I spend the first few minutes in the park patrolling the doggy
compound in Morshead Road – where at this time of the year
the chestnut trees to shed their fruit. A woman with a bruiser of a
canine is standing at the gate, trying to ascertain whether I have a
dog with me. She reassures me that her dog is friendly but, if so,
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why has she wrapped her lead around the gate post – a warning to
others they they may now enter this space at their own peril. Even
before heading in for my coffee I pause at our table to deposit two
weeks’ worth of turf stakes with Peter. When Ofra follows me into
the café I am able to tell her that this weekend sees the inaugural
transmission of one of our favorite TV programs, Strictly Come
Dancing – though Bruce Forsythe has at last retired and we are
left with Tess Dailey and the cringe-worthy Claudia Winkleman.
Our lineup this morning includes Karen, Renata, Ofra, Janet and
Peter, with Georgie making an early departure since the student
she ferries to school arrives late for classes today. Georgie has
her own dog, Sparkie, and three day boarders: Skye, Pucci and
Winnie. Dudley, who has earlier earned displeasure because of
his barking out of the window at cats, now takes up the protest
theme when an Alsatian appears on the green. Daisy-Mae uses her
biscuit as bait and attacks the significantly larger Tara (here with
Vlad). Janet doesn’t want me to give her pet any more treats but I
know if I give her some tripe sticks that she will consume these on
the spot and there will be no further trouble. The gate now opens
and Bella makes a joyous visit to a number of laps as Danielle
makes a brief farewell visit before departing for her wedding in
New York tomorrow. Her Ben, fresh from a session with Julie the
osteopath (as was I, yesterday) is also in the park today.
Danielle is only one of the regulars who will be gone for a while
– though she returns a week from Sunday. Karen announces that
she will take off for eight days in Crete tomorrow, and Janet, who
will be with us tomorrow morning, then heads for Gatwick and
an early morning transatlantic flight at the start of one week in
the Canadian Rockies and one week on a cruise to Alaska. Renata
wants to give her lots of advice on what to pack but you can tell
that Janet is not taking in any of this. (Renata is also convinced
that Janet will not be able to communicate via email since there
will be no wi-fi available in the wilderness, but I doubt this.)
Pilates outfits are of greater interest to Janet but she is unlikely to
adopt Ofra’s gesture in this direction today – the latter is wearing
a skintight body suit so tight you can see her ribs. Ours is not a
long session today and there is a touch of melancholy at the end
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as we mourn the inspired one-liners of comedienne Joan Rivers,
whose death, at 81, has just been announced.
Saturday, September 6:
I have decided to see if I can resume something of my pre-coffee
walk in the park and so I leave the house twenty-five minutes
or so before my usual time and make a leisurely circuit. On this
occasion I decide to stroll through the newly constructed “bluebell
wood” – which was still under constructions when I walked in
preparation for my Irish and Welsh holidays. This place, along
the Grantully side and overlooking the tennis courts, seems like
a lovely, well-landscaped and shady enclave, with lots of logs for
casual sitters. Soon no one will remember that in fact they have
cleared out a wild wood, the haunt of the local fox population, in
order to create a tame one. Needless to say there are prominent
“Guide Dogs Only” signs at either end and this is yet another
portion of the Rec that is now dog-unfriendly. Truth to tell,
my knee is a bit stiff and so I don’t spend too much time in my
morning stroll, reporting to the café door just as Dan and Renata
come up behind me.
In fact, first through the door – in a definitive instance of queue
jumping – is Maxi. Soon he is joined outside by many of his pals.
Georgie has brought Bella, Dudley and Sparkie and we have
Pucci, Winnie, Bailey, Tara and Sonic the Hedge-dog today as
well. Only some of these dogs make an appearance at my knee
since Davide has also brought some chews sticks and these prove
popular, though not with Ofra – since Bailey insists on eating his
on her lap. Little Pucci comes by for some of his pellets and his
mommy, Debbie, passes around the latest YouTube sensation, a
film in which a chap has dressed his little dog in a spider costume
and placed the animal in a variety of settings in which passersby, thinking this is a real spider, provide us with the appropriate
screaming. Soon everyone has their phone out to view this
masterpiece on their own screens. The conclusion is that those
are all actors, not surprised civilians. Observing this scene Peter
makes a mordant suggestion – “I remember when people spent
their time here talking to one another.”
Today is Janet’s last day among us for two weeks or so as she
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heads down to a Gatwick Airport hotel tonight, in order to be in
prime position for her flight to Calgary early tomorrow morning.
Again she is quizzed on her itinerary; she says that she wants to
go dog-sledding with Huskies and see bears as well. Dan has lots
of advice on how to react to the sudden presence of a bear; I add
that I have heard that they don’t do well running steeply downhill
so this might be the way to flee. Just before we break up for our
return journey Makiko comes in with Emilio and Dan reminds her
that she has been neglecting us of late. Makiko says that, in fact,
she usually gets up at 5:00 or so (in order to eat fruit and nuts) and
that even now, when she joins a back passage procession, she is
on her way to the Italian deli for something sweet.
Sunday, September 7:
After another brief stop in search of yet more conkers I begin my
slow circumnavigation of the Rec on a gray Sunday morning. I
am moving very slowly, the brace back on my right knee, but I do
persevere, completing one whole circuit before heading for coffee.
On the way I pass Renata in the environmental area and come
up behind Davide, Dan and Ofra on the Morshead roadway. Ofra
is complaining about the absence of sun, having grown spoiled
(and tan) while in Israel. While we are in the coffee queue I can
confirm that the Strictly launch program is on tonight.
Our numbers are somewhat reduced this morning – with Janet
on her way to Calgary, Danielle in New York and Karen on
Crete. Even Georgie is a no-show, though she does call in to say
that a late night with her sister-in-law has left her the worse for
wear. This conversation is conducted on Dan’s speakerphone
and when it is concluded Davide says that Georgie might have,
unknowingly, said something indiscreet – and that Dan ought
not to do this again. This pair are also quarreling about Dan’s
forthcoming trip to Madrid – Davide is urged to join his partner
here but Davide says if he goes to Spain he wants to go to the
seaside. In the meantime Davide is working on finalizing the
details of Renata’s forthcoming trip to Berlin; this morning she
has brought in her passport so that he can type the numbers into
the airline website. She and Vlad, who now takes a seat behind us,
are chewing over the loss of Novak Djokovic to Kei Nishikori in
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the U.S. Open semi-finals. No one has heard of Nishikori before
this (well, I’ll bet Makiko has). The conversation then turns to
a new topic – cleaning ladies. Renata says her Polish cleaner is
a treasure but Davide says he has a problem; he doesn’t believe
his cleaner is really putting in four hours of labor and yet he
can’t stand to be around while she is at work. I tell them I have
complete confidence in my Cathy.
Davide has brought with him some biltong from South Africa.
This dried meat product is actually for human consumption but
we have to decide which animal is involved here before Ofra will
take a piece. This specimen is beef in origin and soon the dogs
are sharing in this bounty as well – meaning that I get some relief
from the entreaties of Winnie, Bailey and Tara at my knee. Davide
even gets up to offer a piece to a Lab outside our gate. Also
visiting on lead is another King Charles Spaniel, Charlie, and he
and Bailey, with similar markings, touch noses through the bars –
as though they were discovering their own images in the mirror. If
I have this right then Sparkie, Bella, Dudley and Daisy-Mae miss
out on this morning’s treats for, as we get up to begin our return
march home, there has been no appearance today from Georgie.
Monday, September 8:
My entry into park life is far from conventional this morning.
After another night of interrupted sleep I am up shortly after
6:00 but at 8:30 or so I decide to lie down for just a little more
shut-eye. This strategy is obviously needful, for I don’t wake up
until 9:25 and I just have time to brush my teeth before hitting
the streets – some five minutes later than I would normally have
made my walk up the Morshead roadway. Ahead of me I can
see Makiko, walking with Emilio, and Michaela, walking with
Skye. After she goes off with her ball swing Makiko tells me that
Michaela has just completed an eight-hour drive to Edinburgh,
amid tears, as her youngest, Cameron, begins undergraduate
studies in classics there – and leaving an empty nest here in Maida
Vale.
As I sit down with my coffee cup our German friend is
contradicting Ofra, who has just asserted that Orthodox Jews don’t
marry non-Jews, citing as evidence her own husband’s choice
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of Renata herself. (I would say that his orthodoxy ended on the
wedding day.) When we begin to discuss last night’s launch show
for Strictly Come Dancing (with Bruce Forsythe in retirement)
Ofra, who seems to know these things, asserts that Alison
Hammond, the larger than life black reporter on This Morning,
is Jewish; earlier she has said the same thing of hostess Claudia.
Much attention is paid to the active bulge in Makiko’s tummy,
which is kicking up a storm today, and Ofra, Dan and Davide all
have to have a feel. Today Georgie has returned to our company,
though she still looks the worse for wear after a monumental
hangover; she reports that in her worst moments she could even
hear her own pulse. Peter is fretting about his refrigerator light,
which has failed, and Renata is expressing astonishment (even
though Makiko is sitting only two chairs away) that someone
from Japan should have advanced to the U.S. Open tennis finals.
(I would say that Renata is the master of the negative as it affects
others; Peter is more likely to bring doom down around his own
shoulders.) Finally Dan announces, having received the same
email that I got this morning, that in December we can expect a
reunion visit here from Cheryl, heading our way from Texas, and
Denise, heading our way from Amsterdam.
Pucci, in Georgie’s care, spends the entire session in Peter’s lap
and takes no part in the biscuit brigade. The same cannot be said
of Tara, Bailey or Winnie – though Dan and Davide agree that
their pet is showing signs of her age and that she goes from good
days to bad ones increasingly. Georgie suddenly remembers that
her Sparkie is ten today and she should have paid for the coffees.
Naturally I have many questions about the purchase of a new dog
myself. I tell others that I am in no rush to make such a decision
but I do have a problem since the Schnauzer I know and love is no
longer available in a nanny state that has outlawed tail docking.
Dan says his dad still gets away with ignoring this practice since
his Pointers are listed as working dogs. Ofra is trying to figure
out some other breed that might please me as we part paths on
the back passage walkround. I accompany Davide, Makiko and
Georgie well beyond my usual exit today – since I need to buy
a loaf of bread at Hamish II. Makiko is quizzing me about local
schools; she has already decided that the baby boy is going to
speak English, Japanese and Italian but that doesn’t solve the
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riddle of where to send a child in the educational jungle.
Tuesday, September 9:
Another day in early autumn and this time I make it to the park in
time to have a little walk. Almost immediately I note that Simba
has again gone walkabout; his carer, holding a hopeful bag of
treats, is patrolling the Morshead roadway as I begin my slow
(very slow) circuit of the green. I again disdain the steep climb up
to the top of Mt. Bannister as I walk through the parking lot but I
do pass through the environmental area (where one of its footpaths
has been closed off for several days now). As I pass the pond I
can see that it is in need of a clean-out because reeds are invading
its surface everywhere – though this has not discouraged the
attentions of some dog, who has gone in for an early dip, leaving
the evidence of this adventure in splash marks on the wooden
walkway. The café is already open by the time I have completed
my circuit; Georgie has chosen to celebrate Sparkie’s birthday
today – the coffees are on her.
Our group today includes Makiko, Ofra, Georgie, Dan, Davide,
Renata, Peter and Hanna. Pucci settles into Hanna’s lap, again
disdaining his little pellets, but I have plenty of customers in the
form of Tara, who now enters with Vlad, Bailey (for whom I have
brought some more soft chews), Dudley and Winnie. Emilio is
adding his unhappy narrative off in a corner of the compound
and from this I infer that Georgie has also brought Daisy-Mae –
but Janet’s orphaned animal does not make an appearance at my
knee today. The birthday boy does, but this morning he is just as
interested in patrolling the fence and defending us against any
unwanted incursions – following the well-known mantra, “It’s my
birthday, I can bark if I want to.”
There is no need to lay hands on Makiko’s bulging tummy this
morning for our future footballer is kicking up such a storm that
his activities are visible to all of us – Ofra says that she wishes
Makiko had not worn a striped dress because baby’s ructions are
making her dizzy. Ofra is having an argument with Georgie over
which of the two is the more expert knitter – since Makiko wants
to learn how to knit baby a cap. Ofra has yarn and knitting needles
and is trying to follow a pattern in a book that Georgie is reading
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to her –but she has to start over several times. (I suggest that if
Makiko succeeds in her endeavors she might as well knit one for
the new royal baby – since it was revealed yesterday that Kate
is again preggers.) Ofra has brought with her a box of semolina,
purchased in Israel, since she wants to bake a cake. The problem
is that she thinks the instructions are in Italian and they are, in
fact, in Turkish. I point out that surely, since this is a Dr. Oetker
product, they must also be in German. This proves to be true but
the print is so small that Renata will have to take the box home
and read the instructions with a magnifying glass. While Hanna
finishes off a plate of tomatoes, mushrooms and scrambled eggs
Peter and I discuss England’s happy 2-0 victory over Switzerland
in the first qualifier for the 2016 European championship. Peter
says he fell asleep while watching this game and had to start all
over again with a repeat showing late into the night.
Wednesday, September 10:
Weather experts (if that is not a contradiction in terms) have
been suggesting that the lovely autumnal days we are currently
enjoying are due to last a long time. I hope this is true – certainly
this morning is one of a long series of sunny though breezy days. I
can tell that I have arrived at the same time as yesterday because,
once again, his carer is waiting patiently for the missing Simba.
Out on the green there is quite a noisy contingent of animals
and our own lot, only slightly more decorous, are beginning
to assemble inside our compound. Renata tells me, as we wait
for our drinks at the café’s counter, that her Maxi, having been
attacked by a large dog in the park (though years ago) is still very
reluctant to get out of the car and that he would just as soon go
home.
Renata is joined outside by Ofra, Hanna, Georgie and Peter – a
very small turnout indeed. Georgie has brought Dudley with her,
as well as Sparkie, but three other boarders have already had their
morning walkies and are back at home. Dudley seems to think that
all that noisy activity on the green is just for his benefit and he sits
staring through the bars in rapt attention. I notice that Tara won’t
take any treats until Vlad has returned from the counter with his
coffee – thereafter she is like a wolf in the sheepfold….with the
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sheep represented by my fingers. Sparkie is not fazed at all by
Georgie’s rattling keys; he continues to bark at all and sundry
anyway. Outside our gate we now have Thomas the Shih-Tzu; his
owner, Vincenzo, is complaining of a very sore throat, “I hate this
because I like to eat a lot.” Pucci climbs onto the tabletop again in
search of some hidden treat.
Renata has brought with her Ofra’s cake mix and the translation
but she is a bit miffed that Ofra, who has not even read the
instructions yet, fails to be grateful enough. In fact Ofra is
mightily puzzled by the complexity of Dr. Oetker’s directives but
I have to remind her that this is just German engineering for the
kitchen. Perhaps Renata is expecting a greater reward because
yesterday she also performed an exemplary act of pubic service.
She found a lost telephone on Primrose Hill and, unable to access
its information, she had the foresight to remove its Sim card and
put it her own phone. Sure enough, she could be contacted now
by the phone’s owner and and a turnover has been arranged. I
ask the ladies if they know where you can get lavender oil, since
Cathy finds that one drop on her pillow is a sovereign cure for
sleeplessness and she wants to know where she can buy more.
Hanna says you can get this homeopathic cure at Brown’s the
Chemist – which Cathy must pass several time a week. I do
not head for home at the end of our session since today I have
errands in the West End – but once again I am thwarted. A second
Ryman’s confirms they no longer carry the standard size airmail
envelope and at John Lewis, where I have gone to replace my 50watt ceiling bulbs I am informed that, just to be eco-friendly, they
only offer 40-watt versions now. This is not eyesight-friendly, I
would say, but what do I know?
Thursday, September 11:
I begin my walk under cloudy gray skies; nor would anyone
count this day as anything other than chilly indeed. Over on the
left I can see Tanya, walking with the veteran Weimaraner pair of
Chicca and Pasha and ahead of me Georgie is strolling along with
Sparkie and Dudley on lead and, suspended from one shoulder,
Pucci in his famous bag. The tiniest Yorkie is dumped out as we
near the café – just in case he needs to accomplish any neglected
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duties on the grass – very likely he has been in the park for some
time, hours ago, with Debbie and Hanna. There is quite a queue in
the café but Renata is just leaving with her teacup, Maxi following
closely. I do notice that he has left this tennis ball behind and,
before some other customer trips over this object, I pick it up.
Today I do not receive sufficient thanks for this gesture since,
when I return it a few minutes later, Renata says, “See, Uncle
Anthony has pinched your ball, Maxi.”
In addition to Renata and Georgie we have only Peter and Ofra
this morning; we are much depleted with Danielle (on the eve of
her wedding) in New York, Janet in Canada, Dan off to Madrid,
Davide returning from Houston and Karen on Crete. Ofra joins
Georgie in complaining about the cold. In the case of the former
this leads to a fantasy return to Thailand; Renata says she wants to
return to India. Ofra says that she may make a brief trip to Israel,
where, she tells us, she visited her father’s grave recently. This
reminds Georgie that on her recent visit to Glasgow she visited the
grave of her grandparents. Pretty soon these ladies are discussing
their own funeral arrangements. With her well-established hatred
of worms Georgie says she wants to be cremated rather than
buried. Debbie has left us a large piece of leftover work party cake
but most of those present find it too sweet and, with physiotherapy
looming, I decline participation in this project. “That means,”
Renata concludes, pointing at Peter, “that the only one to finish his
piece is the diabetic.”
There is only a small canine contingent this morning but they
nevertheless keep me busy with my blue bag. Dudley is scrabbling
away at my elbow and both Sparkie and Bailey are frequent
customers. Bailey seems to enjoy the tripe sticks I have given him
but this morning he is insatiable. At one point Ofra gets up to put
her pet in an empty chair on the opposite side of the table but he
is soon sticking his head between my knees again. Then he tries
to scarf down her left over cake and, when I tell him that his treats
are “finished” for the morning, he transfers his hopes to a leftover
corner of Georgie’s toast. He tries to reach the plate in question
from several angles, taking advantage of empty chairs to reach the
tabletop. We make an early march for home today, a procession
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delayed when one member of the party, the one named Bailey, has
to be removed from the tabletop.
Friday, September 12:
Somewhat gingerly, after another strenuous workout at the
physiotherapist’s yesterday, I tiptoe into the park on a chilly and
overcast Friday morning. They are just opening the doors of the
café, where an isolated Bailey is searching everywhere for his
mommy. Soon I can see Ofra crossing the forecourt – as I wait
for my cappuccino. We are joined by Georgie, Peter, Wendy and
Makiko this morning. This is a little better turnout than yesterday
–but, with the exception of Janet, the rest of the regulars should
be back among us soon.
Georgie has again brought Sparkie, Dudley and Pucci. The latter
is denied a place on Peter’s lap – since Peter is soon off in pursuit
of a morning appointment. Instead, Pucci noses the large water
bowl around – it is empty and Georgie gets up to refill it. As soon
as Pucci has had his fill Sparkie has a go– but, in an excellent
illustration of the “easy-in, easy-out” syndrome, he concludes
the process by lifting his leg against the adjacent wooden planter.
Then he joins Dudley and Bailey in the biscuit queue. Emilio, his
pink tongue protruding as usual, is very suspicious – since there
is no Daisy-Mae to bark at. There is a lot of hysterical barking out
on the green and we get up to see owners separating their pets – as
innocent play has again somehow gotten out of hand. Then the
mistress of Pippa, the hearing-ear dog, comes into the compound
and hands me a bag of dog kibble. “These are for the woman who
looks after all the stray dogs,” she says. I understand this to mean
Georgie and the foodstuff is handed over to her. Everyone is vastly
amused to hear their pets described as “strays” but the dogs are
deeply insulted.
We learn now why Ofra is considering a brief trip to Israel – her
mother is having a pacemaker replacement op. Ofra tells us
that the new flat north of Tel Aviv has suffered an incursion – a
pigeon has squeezed through a crack in a shutter and built a nest.
Wendy passes around some lemon cookies and some American
cherries, both delicious, and this causes Makiko to fantasize about
growing her own fruit trees. (Ofra says that one of her sisters is a
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farmer and does just that.) Makiko also tells us that she has had a
conference with the midwife – as we have only five weeks or so to
go before the long-anticipated birth. Makiko has also had her first
visit to our old stamping ground, the Hamilton Vets on Boundary
Road – and seems very satisfied with the outcome. I tell the others
that Dr. Frank’s classy outfit never charged me for Fritz’s last
appointment, seven months ago today. 
Saturday, September 13:
The sun will soon figure out some way to break through the clouds
as I enter the park on a breezy and cool Saturday morning. I am
about five minutes early and this is just as well – since the café
has opened a bit early too and I am able to join the queue at 9:25.
Once again Maxi has left his ball beneath the coffee counter. I tell
him to pick it up himself this time – if I pick it up this object I’ll
just get accused of stealing it. Dan and Davide have both returned
to our table this morning and we also have Ofra, Peter, Debbie,
Hanna, Renata and Georgie. The latter has brought Sparkie,
Dudley, Bella and Daisy-Mae. I have to dislodge the latter from
her own chair in order to sit down myself.
Soon Janet’s Shih-Tzu is into guarding her treats and looking for
a fight. When none of our dogs is stupid enough to gratify her in
this game she decides to attack a passing Schnauzer – but he is on
the other side of our fence. No, today the more menacing behavior
comes from those old pals (and rivals) Sparkie and Winnie. These
two are on adjacent laps and every now and then Sparkie makes
the age-old mistake of looking Winnie in the eye. She puffs up
to magnificent size and unleashes a torrent of abuse, answered in
kind by the trembling Yorkie. When this happens a second time
both of these contestants are lowered to the earth, whereupon they
forget their enmity and join the biscuit queue at my knee. Both
Bailey and Sparkie exhaust their five-a-day quota pretty early –
leaving some room for Bella, Dudley and Winnie. On the other
side of the table little Pucci has discovered that Dan is eating
scrambled eggs and Debbie’s dog sets up headquarters here,
hoping for a handout.
Dan gives a detailed report on a very successful junket to Madrid,
hosted by the producers of the stage version of Woman on the
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Verge of A Nervous Breakdown. He says he met Almodovar’s
brother and Mateo, a pig being walked down the street on lead.
I am also asked for a report on the function hosted by the ASL
trustees last night, one for current and retired faculty and staff at
the Museum of London. I remember taking kids here on a field
trip – thirty years ago. Indeed some of my ex-students were also
present, having now assumed staff positions themselves and it
was fun to see them. Dan now moves on to discuss plans for his
September 30th expedition to Las Vegas – where he and three
contemporaries will continue to celebrate their fortieth birthdays.
Hanna, meanwhile, has brought in a supply of conkers for Debbie
and Georgie – she claims that chestnuts are a natural form of
moth-proofing. Ofra has brought a chocolate-covered poppy seed
cake and this is enjoyed by all. I do not follow the others on a
back passage walkround when the time comes. I am chilled and I
want to get home as rapidly as possible.
Sunday, September 14:
When it is time for my morning in the park I am gratified to
see that things are a bit brighter today than yesterday. It is not
much warmer, however, so, wearing both sweatshirt and jacket,
I start off. At the Morshead entrance I encounter my neighbor,
Lennie, in conversation with Matthew and Makiko – as Cleo,
the Wheaten Terrier, and Emilio wait patiently. The doors of the
café are just opening as I arrive and so I am only a tad behind
Renata. I tell them that they can leave the chocolate sprinkles off
my cappuccino and I am soon looking for a seat (which means
displacing Daisy-Mae) at our table. Today there is again a good
turnout: Renata, Matthew and Makiko, of course, but also Dan
and Davide, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Wendy and Karen.
An adorable little dog named Sid is being passed around but it all
ends in tears – when Daisy-Mae, finding an innocent newcomer
nearing her biscuit, lashes out at the tiny fellow and, amid piteous
whimpering, he has to be picked up again. Daisy-Mae is not
allowed further treats during this session but there are still plenty
of customers for me to satisfy. It seems that these dogs have
learned something: if they put their weight on my sore right knee
I will have to get rid of them more quickly than usual – with a
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biscuit bribe. Sparkie is very adept at this strategy and Winnie
is not far behind. Bailey tends to stick his whole head between
my legs and then to chew on his treat by using Ofra’s lap as his
own tabletop. I tell her that this behavior and his use of empty
chair seats for similar dining adventures is all down to his lack of
teeth – he can get a better purchase on foodstuffs in this manner.
Sparkie and Winnie, incidentally, have another furious faceoff, as
they did yesterday, but today this sends Emilio into hysterics.
Dan spends much of the session on the phone – for there has been
a crisis in his world. An assault has closed Leicester Square and,
with it, any access to his ticket booth there. Makiko has to accept
patiently a laying on of hands as her neighbors find the belly bulge
irresistible – a kind of magic talisman. Makiko asks Davide to
open his portable travel office, even though this is a Sunday, and
check out Tokyo-London air prices – on behalf of her parents,
who are planning to visit the new grandchild in November. We
ask Karen for a report on her week on Crete. She says the only
plate she broke was one she dropped accidentally in a bar and that
the food was pretty bad. “So you are con-Crete,” I conclude. Ofra
says that she has been fighting with all of her family; her kids
have made a mess of her kitchen – baking cookies – and every
time she closed her eyes they woke her up. These kids do seem to
have learned some of their behavior from a master: not only has
Lee lost her phone five times but Guy has now lost his passport in
Luton Airport. Finally, Renata, fingering her electronic cigarette,
complains again of breathlessness – “I can’t walk and talk at the
same time,” she notes dolefully.
Monday, September 15:
The weather remains bright – but a cooling wind reinforces the
need for a jacket as we begin a new week in the Rec. Dan is
still wearing shorts – in defiance of all this – as he and Davide
accompany Winnie to the center of the green. Soon they are
heading toward the café, where they will be joining a group that
also includes Renata, Ofra, Makiko, Georgie, Wendy and, already
sitting with his coffee cup, Peter. Again I tell them to hold the
chocolate sprinkles as I reach the front of the queue – in fact the
café is pretty empty and the school groups are slow to arrive this
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morning. One cohort out on the green soon makes up any blissful
silence by jumping on one another’s backs and screeching in
delight.
Georgie tells us that she has left Bella and Daisy-Mae at home
since this pair are in disgrace, having admitted themselves to the
banned picnic area on an early morning visit to the park – and
then resisting all attempts to resume a homeward march in favor
of a long bout of squirrel and bird chasing. Georgie has brought
Sparkie and Skye and these two, with Bailey, make up my chief
customers this morning. Bailey is now chewing his food in my
lap while Skye, having finished with his own repast, now drops a
wet tennis ball in the same spot – expecting me to toss it to him
in the cramped confines of our little compound. Finally, Winnie
– having recovered from a period of hyperventilation occasioned
by the delivery of a toasted ham and cheese to Davide – arrives
for some biscuits as well. Dan says that his pet is showing signs of
deafness.
Renata does not seem to be suffering much from this malady this
morning but she is still preoccupied with breathing problems and
fears she may have to cancel her trip to Berlin. She receives a
lot of advice from the others on what to do to make this journey
easier and Davide volunteers to complete the seat selection
process for her. Thus satisfied, Renata can continue with another
complaint – she objects to the way the Asian news agent on
Boundary Road said “Hello, darling” when she bought her
paper this morning. Peter says it’s her own fault for encouraging
this intimacy but she will not be mollified – “I’m not anyone’s
darling!” The others then move on to discuss the merits of the
X-Factor judges. They are happy to see Nicole Scherzinger go but
Georgie says she can’t stand Mel B. Makiko, meanwhile, must
answer many questions on the birthing process – she has her first
ante-natal class this week. “Well,” Ofra says – after telling us that
she will be flying to Israel for her mother’s pacemaker surgery, “I
had three midwives.”
Tuesday, September 16:
A brief detour to the post box on the corner (as I return yet another
erroneous communication from a rent-a-car company in Germany)
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puts me close to the Essendine gate and I decide to use the back
passage, which I have not walked in a week or so, to reach the
café. All is quiet back here, as no school group has arrived as yet,
and this seems almost spooky. Peter has just shuffled through the
front door of the café as I arrive; I am having trouble getting them
to leave the chocolate sprinkles off my cappuccino – as I want to
have yet another go at the world according to Dr. Atkins, starting
tomorrow, and I know this to be a taboo foodstuff.
This morning we have, in addition to Peter, Georgie, Ofra,
Jo Lynn, Suzanne and, back from her wedding in New York,
Danielle. Linda is also lurking in the background and I have to
hand-deliver biscuits to Chica and Pepper. The latter is admitted
to the doggy compound and he is soon barking at me in his usual
hysterical manner. Not to be outdone, however, Sunny is even
more insistent and soon it is hard to hear any conversation as the
Springer won’t stop her rocketing appeals. Sparkie, Skye and
Bailey are seen but not heard, though they are equally insistent.
When Skye’s hunger is satisfied I again have half a wet tennis
ball deposited in my lap – and I am expected to throw it to him
with my sore right arm. Danielle’s return means that there is a
grand reunion with Bella, who repeatedly throws herself into her
mommy’s arms. Once Sparkie makes the mistake of jumping into
Danielle’s lap and, even though we know of her great affection
for the Yorkie, Bella jealously dislodges him from this place
immediately.
There is a good deal of conversation about the Scottish election,
now only two days away, with Suzanne saying she expects a
“yes” vote and others feeling it will be “no” to independence.
Georgie’s nose is out of joint because she has no vote, as an
English resident, while sixteen and seventeen-year-olds have
been extended the franchise in an attempt to add more weight
to the rebellious (if less practical) side of the electorate. Politics
over for the moment, we turn to more domestic matters. Danielle
needs the name of a tiler and both she and Makiko want a carpet
and furniture cleaner – here I promise to forward the name of the
dependable Mr. Jenkins and Ofra says that even though she isn’t
speaking to him, she will ask her husband for the number of a
tiler. Danielle passes around photos of the recent wedding – there
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were 77 guests – with more shots to come. One features an ice
luge, a frigid sculpture down whose icy slide vodka shots make
their descent directly into the open mouths of the topers. Jo Lynn
now accompanies me on most of my walk down the Morshead
roadway. She tells me that she has actually been to Jean-Baptiste’s
current exhibition at his African art gallery on the Rue de Seine.
Then we encounter Cosmo, the senior Tibetan Terrier who was
one of Fritz’s earliest playmates in the park – ten years ago!
Wednesday, September 17:
Better weather is promised for this afternoon but it seems quite
dark, even threatening, as I head for the café today. Ahead of me a
tractor is slowly crawling – as the driver attempts to amuse a rapt
toddler in a pushchair. The café door is already open when I arrive
and I am served quickly. They manage to leave the chocolate
sprinkles off the top of my cappuccino foam and even offer
me a £2 coin in my change, but here I commit a serious crime
against Ofradom. Instead of secreting this treasure for my Israeli
friend’s vast collection I exchange it for two £1 coins. I do this,
so I explain to Vicky – behind the counter today – since I must
have at least one £1 coin in order to secure the use of a trolley at
Sainsbury’s – where I will be heading after coffee.
Our group this morning includes Ofra, of course, and also
Georgie, Peter, Wendy, Renata and Ellie. Daisy-Mae is back in
the pack but she never makes it off an empty chair and so her
defense of the “threatened” biscuit is half-hearted at best. I’m
glad my fingers grow back so quickly because surely Skye makes
away with a few of these in his greed this morning. I have brought
some especially soft little round bite-sized treats (for the dentally
challenged) but Bailey and Sparkie are very suspicious. When
he is not cadging for treats Sparkie keeps up his noisy protection
of the fence. Georgie explains to Ellie that her dog is actually
autistic; I just thought he had puppy Tourettes.
Georgie also explains that she will not be here tomorrow – when
the three deaf children she ferries to their school in Hendon go
in an hour later than usual. Renata will not be here either – as
tomorrow she flies to Berlin. She tells us that Davide has already
secured a seat reservation on the aisle for her. I am not certain
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when Ofra will fly to Israel (or Janet back from Canada) but in the
meantime Ellie wants Ofra to join her (and two teenage girls) in
a visit to the London Fashion Week show at Somerset House on
Friday. Ellie says that her eldest daughter has announced a sudden
conversion to healthy eating – meaning that Ellie herself had to
eat that third chocolate croissant this morning. Meanwhile, at the
other end of the wholesome spectrum, Wendy is passing around an
ancient family photo of relatives in a Hampshire hayfield.
Thursday, September 18:
I can see Davide out in the middle of the green with Winnie as I
clear the end of the Morshead roadway; also here are Claire with
Cassie and Harley and Debbie with Zorro. There are still five
minutes or so to go before they open the café doors so I slump
against the greenside fence and watch as a large party of school
girls, half of them in headscarves, make their way across this vast
space on their way to the tennis courts. Davide is heading my
way now and just as he reaches the Randolph roadway I hear his
desperate cry, “Winnie!” Sure enough, the dog whose decrepitude
is a constant conversation topic, is running so fast in an attempt to
head off a passing jogger, that she actually overtakes this fellow.
There are only six of us to begin with this morning: Davide, Peter,
Ofra, Karen and Makiko soon being joined by Danielle as well.
Bella is quickly ejected from Makiko’s tummy (which is otherwise
occupied) but she does not join Bailey or Winnie in laying siege
to the biscuit bag. I can see that Emilio is limping around on a
sore foot again – at least he has no one to bark at since Georgie
is not coming in with her lot until later this morning. When I tell
the others that I have a physio appointment with Julie later today
Karen says that she usually brings Dudley along during her own
visit to the osteopath and that on Tuesday Dudley, growing bored,
decided to jump onto the treatment table and sit on Karen during
her session!
Makiko is still suspicious that Ofra is going to make off with her
baby when it finally arrives (she did used to take our dogs home
with her and give them a bath) but Ofra says that this is only after
participating in the birth itself. There is a lot on conversation
about air travel this morning. Davide is pressed into looking
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up info for Makiko’s Italian friend, who is coming for a visit in
November. Then Danielle says that her United flight to New York
was delayed by four hours and that, once launched, this was such
an uncomfortable experience that she and Ben switched to BA for
the return flight. Karen’s experiences with fleas on a return flight
from China come next and Davide adds that he has been bothered
by bedbugs on some flights. He does add one word of reassurance
for nervous travelers. He says that if a mouse or a rat is sighted
aboard an aircraft that the flight does not take off until a capture is
secured – you don’t want one of these beasties chewing through
any important wires.
Friday, September 19:
I have spent a most uncomfortable night – first, because I often
have difficulty finding a pain-free posture after a workout at the
osteopath, such as the one I received yesterday; second, because
at about 3:00 there was a furious storm, with thunder, lightning
and torrents of rainfall overhead, and, third, because I could not
rest properly until I had discovered the outcome of the Scottish
independence vote. In the latter case I did finally rise, about 5:00
am, to turn on the TV in my study. Here I was much relieved to
discover that the “no” to independence side was heading for a sure
victory, with about 55% of the voters rejecting the siren call of
Scottish nationalism. I don’t think I slept much after this interlude
but I am awake enough to attempt a round-the-park circuit at 9:00.
By the time I have reached the café the doors of this establishment
are already open and I am one of its first customers.
Our group this morning includes Dan, Davide, Karen, Peter,
Makiko, Ofra and Georgie. The latter is congratulated on the
victory of the “no” campaign (we won’t have to send her back)
and, for that matter, on Scotland’s outstanding exercise in civic
democracy – with some 84% of the electorate actually showing up
to vote. I have to admit that I did benefit a bit from the uncertainty
surrounding the outcome of this exercise – since the pound had
dipped against the dollar during this period of anxiety – just as I
was about to deposit my pension checks. Makiko has brought her
knitting (she doesn’t seem to have gotten very far) and Georgie is
enlisted as an advisor. Dan asks our Japanese friend if she is going
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to bring the baby with her when she joins us for coffee. “No,” she
answers, tongue-in-cheek, “I have some serious questions about
the hygiene of this place.” I have sent Ofra some pictures I have
recently converted from their slide format and she has a look at
them now on her telephone – these show Dorothy and me at a cafe
in Tel Aviv in 1980; I want Ofra to see these because the first item
on the menu board is her favorite, schnitzel. Ofra will be returning
to Israel when her mother has her pacemaker procedure (well,
Ofra calls this a “peacemaker”). Others are also full of travel plans
– Dan with his trip to Las Vegas at the end of the month and now
Davide says he will use a layover of five days in Johannesburg to
go on safari and visit a lion refuge.
Vlad comes in to take the little table behind us and Claire arrives
a few minutes later to join him. This means that we have Tara,
the doddering Cassie and the burly Harley among the customers
for treats from my biscuit bag. I succeed in throwing a biscuit
between the front legs of Cassie, who has difficulty moving when
she is splayed out on the tiles. Harley seems to like the little moist
bites in my bag and he is soon scrabbling away at my knee –
along with Bailey, Tara, Winnie, Sparkie and Skye. Dudley joins
this parade, but he prefers to make a sideways approach to such
matters, standing on his rear legs and using his front ones to knead
my sleeve. (Someone lets a little white Westie into the compound
and he too shows up for treats, including some of Davide’s
chicken – before we realize we don’t know this dog at all.) As we
get up to leave I have one final customer; Natasha is just passing
with her Miniature Pinscher, Millie, and the latter thinks of me
only as a giant, walking biscuit bag. So I have to untie the blue
bag one last time in order to satisfy this fantasy.
Saturday, September 20:
Rains have returned to the nighttime skies and, even now as I
make my final preparations for a morning in the park, it is quite
dark outside. As I near the café I can see quite a queue – just
waiting for the place to open. By the time I am in position myself
there are so many people crowding in ahead of me that I decide
to take my seat and wait for some improvement. This is a long
time in coming and I have to resume my chair, coffee-less, more
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than once. There is a good enough turnout at our table, especially
considering the threatening weather – today we have Georgie,
Ofra, Dan, Davide, Debbie, Hanna, Matthew, Makiko and Peter.
Peter is wearing a pair of sunglasses – which seems quite odd,
given the gloom, but he says that the drops he has been taking
since his cataract procedures make everything too bright. (He
does seem to blossom under the suggestion that he now looks
like a Mafia don.) There are many comments on the appearance
of our mother-to-be, whose due date is one month from today.
Makiko says that the baby is always poking her and to illustrate
this she manages to knick Dan with an elbow. Hanna is strongly
into appearances as well, telling us that she has such a crush on
David Gandy, an M&S underwear model, that she has taped his
picture to her wardrobe. Hanna is having major problems with her
phone and both Davide and Debbie have a go at trying to restore
its connection with the outside world. Ofra announces, still on
this subject, that her husband now has one of the new iPhone 6
models; this is a toy that Makiko craves and even I am tempted to
undertake an update in this category since my old Nokia (which
was Dorothy’s phone) is now at least eight years old. Dan and
Davide are debating whether to go out to lunch today. Davide says
that, with the builders due this week, they can’t afford this treat.
Vlad now comes in with his pal, the one who owns Sonic the
Hedgedog, and this means that Tara is waiting for me when I
return with my coffee. Ofra is also vastly amused by the sight of
her doe-eyed dog – draped over my right knee. (This proves to
her that Bailey is as much human as dog.) Dan is having a fantasy
about another of my customers, his own Winnie. The latter has
been barking in disapproval at the whole park scene outside our
fences and he says he can just see Winnie, riding in a cloud and
throwing lightning bolts at all her enemies, real and imagined.
(This reminds him to summon images of the Pug in Men in Black
on his own phone.) Debbie wants to know if I have any of Pucci’s
pellets in my blue biscuit bag. Of course I can’t tell Pucci’s
pellets from Winnie’s – so I make her have a look herself. Hanna
announces that Pucci’s new name is Baby Chicken. Chicken turns
out to be one of the tiniest Yorkie’s favorite foods and Debbie
says that she is now off to Soloman’s on Maida Vale Parade to buy
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some fresh chicken breasts (I buy them here too). Hanna says she
will accompany her friend and this means that they are heading in
one direction while the rest of us, hoping to get home before any
more rain, are heading in its opposite.
Sunday, September 21:
Perhaps it is appropriate, as summer officially gives way to
autumn, that there is a chill wind blowing across the park – on
an otherwise bright and sunny morning. Ahead of me I can see
Dan and Davide crossing the green with Winnie and Georgie,
performing the same maneuver with Sparkie and Daisy-Mae.
Again a crowd haunts the door of the café, well before opening
time, but today we have the happy sight of Lurch, unlocking the
door some six minutes early. He thinks we are mocking him when
there is a round of applause – even though this is meant to be an
expression of gratitude. Coming in behind the dog owners are
the triplets with their dad. They are pointing at the glass counter,
already having figured out which treat they would really like this
morning, and dad is saying, “You’re not having that.”
In addition to those already mentioned our group includes Ofra
(wearing the first scarf of the season), Debbie, Peter, Karen and
Hanna. The latter is still passing around pictures of David Gandy
in his underwear and offering to make copies for others at our
table. (To his credit, Dan says that he doesn’t need a photo – he
has the real thing at home.) After we have been seated for a while
Daisy-Mae is invited to answer the question, “Where’s mommy?”
This is because Janet is now heading our way across the green –
having just returned this morning from Vancouver at the end of
her two-week holiday in Canada and Alaska. While mommy and
dog are having a grand reunion on the grass Dan mischievously
announces that we must agree that Janet can have no more than
five minutes on the topic of her vacation and share no more than
three photos. In fact Janet far exceeds these limits, with tales of
whales, salmon and bear cubs, glaciers and dog sled rides and a
camera full of photos – which Dan is the first to peruse in detail.
Janet says there wasn’t much to buy on her trip but she has
brought a bag full of goodies including chocolates and lollipops;
of course, as I advance ever deeper into the Atkinsonian regime, I
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am unable to partake. A cake baked by Ofra also goes untasted by
me.
Among the treats are some for the dogs – including some salmon
skin strips. Daisy-Mae guards hers immediately but Pucci gobbles
his down. The tiny Yorkie is having a feast this morning – in spite
of Debbie’s mutterings on the subject of his low-fat diet. He gets
a scrap of bacon from Davide and, after reaching the vantage of
my lap, he explores my blue bag with his paw. Winnie is also a
greedy girl, though she disdains the offered Shapes biscuit in favor
of Davide’s toasted sandwich. She does take a few of the chewy
bites I have stored in my bag but, regrettably, these come up a few
minutes later – and Dan has to clean up the mess. This leaves only
Tara among the conspicuous diners this morning – though no one
would recommend Karen’s fingers as a suitable culinary choice.
(Karen was just preparing to throw a treat to the Rhodesian
Ridgeback when the greedy snatcher helped herself. There are
tears.) Animals and their owners satisfied at last, we make a rather
early departure for a Sunday session; perhaps the cool breeze is
responsible for this scattering.
Monday, September 22:
I am thinking that Ofra really had the right idea – wearing a
scarf to the park – for it is quite chilly today, though bright and
sunny as well. As I near the green I can see Peter shuffling along
but I am surprised that he seems to be heading away from the
café, his usual goal most mornings. When I ask him about this
strange behavior he indicates that he is actually just following two
glamour bunnies, Ellie and Yara, who are circling the green before
reporting to the café. (Well, in our park anyone not wearing sports
gear has to be counted in the glamour category.) “I understand the
attraction,” I tell him – heading for the coffee counter as quickly
as I can get there. It takes a long time for that circuit of the green
to reach its conclusion – can those women walk and talk at the
same time? Others soon joining us this morning are Georgie,
Janet, Dan, Ofra, Karen, and Makiko.
I should mention that Vlad is seated at the little corner table,
perhaps to be closer to the sunlight, and he is soon joined here by
Walid. Little Julian would love to play with the other dogs (who
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do visit him here) but he remains on lead – soon tangling himself
up on a chair leg. Several of our canines distinguish themselves by
conspicuous naughtiness this morning. Skye is snatching at every
treat offered to any of the other dogs, including my biscuits and
Janet’s salmon skins. Sparkie is so irksome with his barking that
he gets tied to the naughty fence for ten minutes. And Daisy-Mae
has a go at her old nemesis, Emilio – who goes ballistic, of course.
He has to be calmed in Dan’s lap – Makiko can’t make much of a
lap herself these days.
The latter does report on her visit with the midwife, and she is
asked to give a demonstration of breathing techniques. Ofra and
Ellie are also talking about their children, ones old enough to
disapprove of the sartorial choices made by mom on parents’
night at school. (You can tell that Ellie is not too perturbed by the
teenage boys whom her teenage daughters bring into the house,
especially when they refer to her as a MILF – certainly this is
the first time that this word has surfaced at our breakfast table.)
Yara has just returned from the States (with a gorgeous orange
Prada bag) and this leads to a new topic: air travel. Dan says that
he doesn’t want a seat on an overnight flight – just give him a
bed. Janet says that she wants to patent a new mode of air travel
altogether. They give you an injection at home and when you
wake up you are in your hotel room abroad. Peter suggests that
Georgie would now have two things to worry about; she hates
flying but now she’ll have to worry about an injection as well. “If
she has the injection,” I offer, by way of emendation, “she won’t
have to worry about the flight, will she?”
Tuesday, September 23:
Again we have bright and sunny – though chilly – weather for our
morning session in the park. As often happens these days I arrive
just a few minutes before opening time at the café, finding Peter
and Karen also waiting for this magic moment. Karen reminds
me that it is still warm in the sun and so I step from the shadows
and stand on the edge of the green until I can see them opening
the front door. “I always love it when I can be the first one in the
queue,” I announce as I approach the counter. When I return to our
table (dislodging Daisy-Mae from my seat) I am soon joined by
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Peter, Karen, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Wendy, Makiko and Hanna.
With her this morning Hanna has brought the black and white
French Bulldog, Bonaparte – who sits docilely at her feet while
she cuddles Pucci, her great favorite, in her lap. Julian is again
back with Walid, who is sitting at a corner table with his cigarette,
and we also have Archie, the Affenpinscher, who accompanies his
mommy, Sally, at the other little table. Julian, who would climb
through the bars if allowed his freedom, is still on lead but Ofra
manages to affect a transfer of this object to our table and Julian
spends much of the session in Georgie’s lap. He also enjoys one
of the salmon skin treats that Janet has brought back from Alaska;
she is trying to get rid of the last of these treats – which DaisyMae disdains, but I will never run out of my collection of treats,
with Sparkie, Bailey and Skye as steady customers.
Karen announces, apropos yesterday’s conversation, that someone
has now referred to her as a MILF. Ofra, who will now be
missing for a week while she attends her mom’s “peacemaker”
procedure in Israel, spends much of the session with her hand on
Makiko’s tummy. She is well satisfied with what she feels here –
announcing that the baby is happy, active, and has plenty of room
to breathe. (“And is bi-lingual as well,” I add.) Ofra is fretting
about her schedule, which has her returning to England just as
Yom Kippur fasting gets underway. I whisper to Georgie that this
shouldn’t be a problem, since Ofra appears to be fasting all the
time anyway. Janet is still being quizzed on her recent holiday,
including the cruise to Alaska. Karen says that an ex-boyfriend
told her that, on a cruise he took recently, the engines had just
started up when all the girls aboard lost their knickers. Janet says
that the clientele on her cruise was so ancient that if there were
any parallel here the ladies in question would just have to lose
their incontinence pants.
Wednesday, September 24:
It has rained for much of the night and, though it seems dry
enough now, there remains a good chance that more wet stuff is on
the way. As I near the Morshead gate I can see Georgie heading
my way with Sparkie and Skye. As we walk toward the café she
tells me that she has already been out with Bella and Bailey, that
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she will be looking after Winnie and Dudley as well today and, for
that matter, there is a seventh member of her menagerie present as
we speak – for Pucci, buried deep in his travel bag, is suspended
from one of Georgie’s shoulders. As we near our umbrella we
can see Dan and Janet crossing the green, Janet with Daisy-Mae
and Dudley, Dan with Winnie. Dan soon leaves for work and this
means that we will have only a very small turnout this morning:
just Janet, Georgie, Peter and Wendy – with Vlad at his little table
behind us.
Skye is the first customer at my knee this morning but this is only
because Sparkie has other fish to fry. Down the Randolph roadway
a staff member is coming with a very noisy leaf-blowing machine.
This troublesome toy doesn’t pick up any leaves, it just repositions
them – and why it is necessary to wield this implement hereabouts
after the café has opened has always escaped me – and so says
Sparkie now. Janet, on her way to art class, tells Dudley that if he
puts a hole in her jacket sleeve with his insistent scratching that
she will present Karen with a bill. Soon she is having to make
room on her lap for Sparkie, he of the wet feet. Tara, after nosing
my hands into the right position for biscuit retrieval, also plays
the part of lap dog this morning – sprawling with her large body
across Vlad’s legs. Daisy-Mae occupies her own chair, though
since it is next to mine, she does manage to cadge two tripe
sticks before she leaves with Janet. Looking at the after-effects
of Sparkie’s damp body on her trousers, Janet says, “It looks like
I’ve just wet myself.”
Yesterday Makiko reported that BBC’s flagship soap, EastEnders,
was coming to an end and so this is the first topic of conversation
this morning, since both Janet and Georgie also watch this show
– though, like me, they find it dour and depressing. But I have to
tell them that a search of Internet sites has revealed not one word
to support Makiko’s gossip – which is obviously untrue. Georgie
now receives her morning phone call from sister Jean in Glasgow.
Georgie says she has a special reason for celebrating the “no”
vote is the recent Scottish election – since Jean had said that if
“yes” won she would be taking up residence in London again – at
Georgie’s house. While we have been discussing these matters it
begins to rain and, with no end in sight, I decide to make a move
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for it. Just as I near the Morshead exit I run into Toby, his owner
soon following with the Bulldog’s famous football in a plastic
bag. He asks me where my dog is – it always surprises me when
people take this long to notice that I am solo these days. He wants
to know when I am getting a new dog (as Camilla, head of the
local cleaning contingent did just a few days ago) and I have to
tell him I am still weighing my options.
Thursday, September 25:
Cool temperatures continue to prevail in the park – as I head for
the café on a day in which sun seems to be losing its battle with
clouds. They are just opening the doors of the café as I arrive
and so it doesn’t take me too long to find my place at our table.
Joining me today are Georgie, Janet, Hanna, Peter and Ellie (with
Vlad behind us at his own table) but this is one of those days in
which our numbers are continually refreshed, at about ten minute
intervals. First we have Wendy, then Walid (with little Julian), and
finally Makiko. The latter never actually gets into a seat, since
she arrives in the middle of one phone conversation and, before
settling in, takes another that requires her to patrol the fences
while Emilio is left behind with us.
The mobile phone is itself an important topic of conversation
this morning – with Ellie taking the lead in a recital of her own
recent misadventures with this instrument. She tells us that her
latest version is sitting at home in a bed of rice, drying out from
its accidental plunge into a toilet in Regent’s Park – “And I had to
reach in there with my hand to get it and when I got home I had to
scrub my nails so thoroughly my fingers turned red.” Ellie admits
that she also knocked a box of Waitrose eggs off the kitchen
counter in the unpacking process – it is so nice to know that Ofra
has backup in these gestures while she is away. As we continue to
review vacation plans (with Renata reportedly back from Berlin,
Davide on safari in South Africa, and Dan heading for Las Vegas)
Ellie confirms the dates when the beautifully laundered Teddy
will be staying with Auntie Georgie in December. This is when
Ellie and family will vacation in Abu Dhabi – though how it will
be possible for Ellie to deepen the tan she already has (without
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changing race) is a mystery. “Anyway,” someone grumbles, “Abu
Dhabi sounds like a board game for idiots.”
Hanna, who is taking selfies of Pucci on her lap, has actually
brought with her the sweet Bonaparte, whose eyes (focused
always above your shoulder) are soon joining those of the other
beseechers. Hanna wants me to give him a charcoal biscuit, since
the fellow suffers from wind. His presence at Janet’s feet means
that Daisy-Mae has her eye on a potential new victim and, sure
enough, even though he has made no move in the direction of
any of her treats, Daisy-Mae snarls at him (after many warnings
about being nice) and Janet, in frustration, ties her pet up to the
naughty fence. This leaves the field of operations to Skye, Tara
and Sparkie, who line up for their treats. When Daisy-Mae is
reinstated she too wants goodies – barking at me from the confines
of Janet’s lap. I give her a piece of tripe stick, since she is now
sitting right next to me – “This is what they call room service,” I
conclude.
Friday, September 26:
It is a gray and chilly morning and I am the worse for wear
anyway – after another pummeling from the osteopath yesterday.
Georgie is just reaching the park as I arrive at my usual entrance;
today she has Sparkie and Skye on lead – with little Pucci over
one shoulder, his face protruding from the famous green bag. One
of the park managers is directing traffic on the green; there is a
group of kids at play near the clubhouse and dog people at the far
end and this seems to be a satisfactory way of sharing space. I am
mystified by the kids – who are clearly not from these parts – as
the tongue of instruction, a Slavic one I would guess, would seem
to indicate. Janet is out on the green with Daisy-Mae; as she takes
her seat in our compound she says that, including our own dogs,
she has counted 33 canines in the park this morning.
In addition to Georgie and Janet we also have Wendy, Peter,
Walid and Ellie this morning – with Vlad offering the occasional
commentary from his post behind us. Walid is sitting with Julian
in his lap and it is easy to see that he is actually besotted with his
puppy, whom he calls “Daddy’s boy.” Julian has also received
a number of kisses from Sparkie and all the dogs have enjoyed
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a culinary bounty from a number of sources. Ellie, for instance,
has some braided treats that she untwists so that all the dogs
can have a piece – though it it quite clear that she is terrified of
feeding Skye by hand (wise woman). Daisy-Mae, who occupies
her own chair this morning, gets her treat hand-delivered. Janet,
who is still enchanted by her visit to the Alaskan sled dogs,
tells us that Daisy-Mae has been horrible to Dudley – who has
made the mistake of showing some interest in her favorite bone
at home. When I ask what kind of bone this is Janet produces a
phone photo. No one seems much interested in the loose supply of
pellets I have in my biscuit bag; to add to this supply would seem
superfluous but Georgie passes on to me, from Debbie, a large
container of Pucci’s kibble – Pucci himself shows no interest in
any of this today.
Ellie tells us that she had to spend all day at home yesterday –
waiting for the delivery of a new phone (we know why). None
arrived and for this inconvenience she blames her husband –
whom she is not speaking to since he was the one who urged her
to stay at home. This hopefully brief estrangement seems to be a
pattern among many of the ladies at our table these days. Georgie
says she used to love it when she and James weren’t speaking –
“He couldn’t ask me to do anything for him at such times,” she
says. Janet and I now discuss last night’s soaps, which were full
of incident. On Emmerdale the credits rolled with two major
characters underwater – would either survive? On EastEnders we
had the surprise reappearance of Barbara Windsor, the veteran
“Carry On” star whom we have not seen in several years, and
Samantha Womack, whom Ofra has met. Ronnie, whom Samantha
plays, is obviously pregnant and as she heads back to Albert
Square we can only guess who the father might be – it has been a
while since she was part of the script and no one at our table can
remember who she was going out with before she left.
Saturday, September 27:
It is a little warmer this morning but no less gray. I am in luck
at the coffee counter, whose queue can often stretch back to the
café’s front door on Saturdays; today there are only two people in
front of me. When I go to sit down only Peter and Renata are at
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our table – but Georgie, Dan and Janet are just crossing the green
and Hanna and Wendy are not far behind. Makiko and her sisterand brother-in-law from Germany arrive, with Emilio, after we
have been seated for some time. In one corner Vlad and Skitch
have set up a smoker’s enclave and Walid establishes headquarters
at the other little table – but the introduction of the lively Julian
into our midst has unfortunate consequences today.
The source of this discord is, of course, Daisy-Mae, who, even
though no food is involved this time, rounds on the puppy
venomously. Janet, who has been worried about just such an
occurrence, jumps out of her chair in great voice, summoning
her pet to an extended period tied to the naughty fence. It takes
a while for calm to be restored after this outburst – Janet’s, not
Daisy-Mae’s – but we are not finished with the darker emotions.
Dan blames Sparkie, sitting on Georgie’s lap, for looking at
Winnie; the latter begins to bark at the loopy Yorkie with such
vehemence that Georgie puts her pet on the ground. Still, the next
time he jumps back into her lap the same thing happens – Winnie
has to snarl at every moving object in her vision today. Then, as a
reward for this vigilance, she comes over to scratch my hand – it’s
time for a treat, she is telling me. Curiously the orphaned Bailey
takes no part in the biscuit queue this morning; he is settled into
Renata’s lap, with Maxi occupying an adjacent chair; today Bailey
chooses the comforts of love over those of food.
Dan announces that he is going canoeing on the canal this
afternoon and we discuss the logistics of this operation. I ask him
what happens when he gets to a lock; he says he’ll be turning
around before this happens. Hanna, who is again sharing photos
of the underwear model with the other breakfasters, says that he
can just carry the canoe around the lock – but I somehow doubt
this. Renata gives us a report on her trip to Berlin, which she
seems to have enjoyed very much. She was particularly impressed
by the Holocaust Memorial, telling us that as a German she still
feels guilty. She adds that the air in Berlin was much cleaner than
London’s and that she had no breathing problems there – I tell
her she should try Delhi or Beijing. Janet and I begin to discuss
the soaps – with much puzzlement over whether Sharon (whom
Dan compares to Miss Piggy) and Phil will ever get married.
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(I challenge Makiko to identify the source of the rumor that
EastEnders is winding down.) Georgie and I note, as well, that at
least one body has been recovered from the lake in Emmerdale. As
I complete my homeward walk it occurs to me that there was one
topic that never surfaced in our benign chatter – yesterday Britain
went to war again, Parliament having voted overwhelmingly for
air strikes against ISIS forces in Iraq.
Sunday, September 28:
There can be no complaints about the weather today – a fine,
warm and sunny morning. I can see that when I head for the
123 Cleaners later today I won’t even need the leather jacket
that I have worn for much of the last ten days or so. Parents are
streaming into the park with their kids as I make my way to the
café – where I find Janet and Debbie waiting for the doors to
open. This means that there is not too much of a wait before I am
able to claim my seat at our table…also present are Peter, Hanna,
Wendy, Davide, Dan, and Georgie – with Makiko making a late
appearance. Makiko is here on a mission – she needs more advice
from Georgie on her famous knitting project. “By the time she’s
finished with this baby’s hat,” I suggest, “the baby in question will
be three.”
Dan and Davide have obviously come to the park by car but this
doesn’t mean that Winnie has then been made to walk across the
grass on her own four feet. This is because the Pug has a sore foot
and she is making the most of this injury, settling into her carrier
bag and snarling from its confines like a peeved basilisk. When
she is on the tiles she somehow manages to limp over to my knee,
where she joins the biscuit queue. Today Pucci actually shows
up for some of his little pellets but the great culinary attraction
is another package of beef biltong – provided by Davide. I am
able to tell Janet that the antics of our pets may soon receive
another airing, since it now appears that Volume VI in “The Dog
People of Paddington Rec” saga is available online. I want her
to have a look at this – for if it is ready to roll then we can see
about printing a limited number of copies for our pals. All of this
reminds Janet that she needs to start making her own progress on
next year’s doggy calendar. She asks me if it is okay to include
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pictures of Fritz in this production. I tell her that I have no
objection but Georgie then wants to know if this means that Janet
will be including a picture of her late James as well. I think this is
a good idea because if James appears on his birthday then Georgie
will have to buy all of us our morning coffees.
To the vast amusement of the coffee drinkers Dan now admits
that, climbing from his canoe yesterday, he managed to submerge
himself in the Regent’s Park Canal! Humiliation and discomfiture
were only parts of the misadventure and it didn’t help that a
tourist, just passing, looked at his dripping frame and said, “Well,
he’s not very good at it.” Dan has been obsessively using sanitary
gel on his hands in order to make sure that his forthcoming Las
Vegas holiday will not be perturbed by a cold – one wonders
what a swim in the canal will do to these plans. Davide is called
on to take us through his recent wildlife safari in South Africa,
where he got to pet lion cubs in a zoo. He says that his parents
are again coming to London for a visit and that he will take them
to Portugal, during this stay, to visit the Fatima shrine. Janet says
she is researching more cruises – since she enjoyed the last one so
much and would now like to take her sister Shirley on a similar
venture. Perhaps Dan has had enough waterborne excitement.
Monday, September 29:
We have returned to grayer times today, but, with no wind and
mild enough temperatures, there can be few causes for complaint.
As I head for the café I can see Janet out near the cricket crease
with Daisy-Mae. When she reaches our table she says that a
Cavalier named Dexter has just pissed on her pet. Daisy-Mae
looks quite miserable after this experience but perhaps she has
realized that not only has she been scheduled for a visit to the vet,
with bath and scissors first, but there is no empty chair here for
her to claim for herself. This is because we have a lively turnout
this morning: Janet, Georgie, Davide, Renata, Suzanne, Wendy,
Ellie, Walid and Peter – with Vlad at his own table behind us.
Every time I look down I can see four pairs of eyes staring up at
me in anticipation; these belong to Sparkie, Skye, Tilly (one of
Georgie’s charges today) and Tara. Winnie, feeling very sorry
for herself, spends the entire session (after chasing other dogs
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on the green) in her black basket and thus she can take no part
in the feeding frenzy. Daisy-Mae, on Janet’s lap next to me,
again gets breakfast in bed; today the treats include one of her
favorites, Schmackos. Sunny is also an occasional visitor, through
Suzanne wants me to count my fingers after I have given her some
biscuits. When that lady gets up, off to Costco with our former
student, Danielle, Sunny gets agitated when the ball sling is not
in immediate action and barks hysterically. After Suzanne has
left I suddenly realize that I should have made a request to those
Watford-bound ladies – bring me a crate of Shapes biscuits.
Davide is complaining that Dan’s friends have used his good
offices in purchasing their tickets for tomorrow’s Las Vegas junket
– and then failed to fill in all of their needed passport details. I
make the mistake of asking Ellie if her new phone has arrived. She
soon produces one of the famous iPhone 6 models as evidence
and we are off on a fifteen-minute discussion of the ins and outs
of models, contracts, insurance, applications, prices and whatnot.
Janet says that if we could bring our former selves of ten or twelve
years ago back to the breakfast table now we wouldn’t understand
a word of this morning’s conversation – “For that matter, I only
understand half of it anyway,” she adds. Ellie makes the ironic
comment that she has an exciting day ahead of her, laundry and a
trip to Waitrose. Of course she drives a Chelsea tractor so trying
to negotiate the underground car park at Waitrose is excitement
enough – I should know this, having lost two fenders here myself
in the past. As we get up to begin our journeys home I remind the
others that this has been my last visit to the park this month – I
won’t be here tomorrow, when I have a dental appointment on
Boundary Road.
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By Anthony Linick

Chapter 5—October, 2014

Pepper needs a biscuit, now!
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Wednesday, October 1:
After a successful visit to the dentist (so defined when Dr. Chet
has seen no need for any intervention beyond a routine cleaning) I
prepare for my first encounter of the new month in the Paddington
Recreation Ground. Unfortunately I do so just as a fresh shower
is adding to last night’s downpour – a very meager rainfall figure
having been recorded for September in London (with higher than
average temperatures as well), there should really be no cause
for complaint. Already sheltering under our green umbrella we
have Vlad, Davide, Georgie, Janet and Peter. Davide tells me,
as I open my biscuit bag, that during my absence yesterday the
dogs kept staring at my empty chair. Today they are making up
for missed opportunities – with Skye, Sparkie, Tara and Winnie
in attendance. After a while Rob comes by with Pepper and
Chica and Pepper is admitted so that he can yelp at me with great
vehemence; Suzanne also comes in with Sunny, but the latter
manages to take her treat “gently!” When the siege never ends
Suzanne suggests that I just put my blue bag away. “You mean,”
I say, “that these ill-disciplined dogs are not expected to amend
their behavior, but I am.”
Dan, so we are told, has by now arrived in Las Vegas, but there
have been no new postings on Facebook. (I can see that, with
great reluctance, I may have to participate is this omnipresent
form of social media – since I know I am missing a lot of photos
of my friends at play.) Janet and I discuss the latest episode of
EastEnders – where no one actually got shot, in spite of Shirley’s
gun pointed at the wedding party – though more developments
in this category are promised for tomorrow’s show. Janet soon
departs for her art class – “Shall we go and see the ladies?” she
asks a sulky Daisy-Mae. There is concern over what Davide may
soon see, for his next flight takes him directly into the scene of
pro-democracy street demonstrations in Hong Kong.
After the others depart I remain behind with Suzanne – so that I
can get some iPad advice and an update on the recent expedition
to Costco. Suzanne tells me that she has recently endured an
unpleasant incident in the park. A Slavic woman with three
aggressive Chihuahuas (but not, I think, the ones I used to refer
to as the Killer Chihuahuas) has failed to intervene while her
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dogs charged down other animals, joggers and kids on scooters.
Questioned about this indifference by Suzanne this woman has
rounded on my friend with threats of violence and the usual
obscenities. Behind Suzanne’s concern, it is soon obvious, is
the fear that antisocial dog owners will make it easier for park
authorities to insist that all dogs must be on lead – our great fear.
In the present case Suzanne has filed an official complaint with
the park management. The woman in question has also punched
another protester in the past – there is a lot of anger simmering
beneath the surface in this quiet corner of Maida Vale.
Thursday, October 2:
I am only second in line as the café opens its doors today and I can
return to our table with my chocolate-less cappuccino in no time
at all. The sun is loitering, but there is a pale light illuminating
the park scene on a cool Thursday morning. My companions this
morning are Peter (complaining that my back was turned to him
yesterday), Janet, Georgie, Davide, Renata, Karen and Wendy –
with Vlad at one little table and Walid at another. Walid is in his
paint-splattered work clothes today and, in fact, it turns out that
his decorating client this morning is Wendy. The latter is on her
way to Surbiton, where she expects to choose some hens for the
backyard headquarters she is establishing. (It is unclear whether
this is Walid’s decorating assignment.)
Almost immediately Renata seizes my blue biscuit bag and
bogarts it. I manage to get it back once – just as well since I have
Bailey, Tara, Skye, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae to satisfy. Today
we have two visitors. The first is Dudley’s pal Rufus, here with
Melanie’s mother. And the second, who scrapes through the fence
in order to check out our scene, is a puppy Welsh Terrier named
Paddy. Meanwhile, Karen tells us that Dudley himself has failed
to respond to his usual flea treatment and he is now on a new
regime – while the house is being fumigated. This is perhaps
not the best time to pass on the news, which was forwarded to
me this morning by my sister-in-law, that in America the Coton
de Tulear has at last been recognized as an official breed by the
Westminster Dog Show. I find that I have to send my customers
over to the other side of the table, where Davide is able to reach
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the biscuit bag – the dogs seem quite puzzled by this change in
circumstance.
On a sad note, we discuss the discovery yesterday of the body of
Alice Gross, a teenager who has been missing for almost a month
– occasioning a police search more extensive than anything since
the “7/7” bombings. But it’s as though no one wants to dwell
on such a distressing topic and we are soon on to other matters.
Georgie says that Ofra, due back tomorrow, has reported that her
mother is well but that she herself is “board.” Davide reports that
his afternoon flight to Hong Kong is surprisingly full. Peter notes
that Arsenal has defeated the Turkish team, Galatasaray, 4-0.
Finally, Janet returns to an earlier item, asking Wendy if we are
soon going to be inundated with fresh eggs. At this prospect, she
says, she is very “eggcited.” Several more of these constructions
are offered – “eggspectant,” “eggceptional,” etc. Karen, amused,
offers her congratulations on this verbal legerdemain – “You’re on
a roll, Janet.” “Yes,” I interrupt, “an eggroll.”
Friday, October 3:
It’s a lovely morning in early autumn as I make my way under
sunny skies along the Morshead roadway – the café should be
open by now and so I can head straight for the open door before
worrying about which seat to occupy when I return with my
coffee. Today is one of those mornings when Peter has gone in
to fetch his own cup – but I can see why he prefers to rely on
others to bring him this form of refreshment because he is very
unsteady on his feet and Clare volunteers to carry the cup for
him. I am feeling steadier on my feet this morning – even after
a physiotherapy session yesterday and a reunion with my niece
Elizabeth at the Cochonnet on Lauderdale Parade. We have only a
small group this morning – just Peter, Renata, Janet and Georgie.
Janet is asking her Daisy-Mae if she is planning to attack anyone
today. The killer Shih-Tzu makes no reply but she takes a few
treats from me just in case there is an opportunity for aggressive
proprietorship. Georgie asks Janet about the swollen gland in
Daisy-Mae’s neck – the vet doesn’t seem too worried but he is
keeping an eye on it; you can tell that Janet is worried about her
pet nevertheless. Bailey, whose mommy is scheduled to return
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today, spends some time in Renata’s lap (Maxi doesn’t seem too
perturbed as long as he can have a chair of his own) and some
time cadging treats from me – getting in the queue with Sparkie
and Skye. After a while Walid comes in with little Julian and
we learn that, indeed, he was working on Wendy’s chicken coop
yesterday.
Outside our gate we soon have Thomas and his owner Vincenzo
– who announces how happy he is that it is Friday. He is able
to complete a story begun by Georgie – who witnessed a street
incident outside her house this morning, one involving two
shouting lorry drivers, a double parked van, a woman claiming
that one of these chaps had pushed her off her bike and, so
Vincenzo now relates, the swift arrival of the police. To provide
some contrast with this tale of urban woe I am able to offer an
antidote. On Wednesday, as I returned in my minicab with all
those orange bags full of Sainsbury’s groceries, the postman
was just coming down the stairs, trailed by Cathy –who was
coming to help me carry this lot upstairs. To our great surprise,
the postie asked if we needed any help and before we knew it
he had grabbed three bags in each hand and essentially finished
this task for us! I should add that he was not carrying any banned
carbohydrates since I persist in my Atkinsonian regimen and, as
such, I have to decline offers of home-baked marble cake brought
to our table by Renata. That lady insists that life is too short to
deny oneself the simple pleasures but I hold fast – after all, she
would be the first to tell me that I was getting too fat.
Saturday, October 4:
It’s a gray morning in the park and just ahead of me on the
Morshead roadway I can see the Israeli security guard (in his Italia
sweatshirt) pumping away as he heads for the green. Out on this
wide surface I can also see Janet and Daisy-Mae – but after I have
reached the café I note that Janet has now arrived at this sacred
spot as well and that she and Peter have begun a queue outside the
front door. Numbers keep growing as our breakfast group adopts
its usual formation. We begin with Janet and Peter, of course, but
we also have Georgie, Karen, Wendy, and Debbie. Then Hanna
comes, then Walid (who takes Vlad’s little table behind us), then
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Matthew, and, finally, Clare and Suzanne – who share the other
little table in the corner.
Dudley is among my customers this morning, though it takes
him a while to figure out that he has to drop his red ball before
there is room in his mouth for a biscuit. Daisy-Mae is hard to
please today, but she finally agrees to take a biscuit. Winnie and
Harley also sniff at everything that is offered them, even Sparkie
wants to pick and choose. Little Pucci is enjoying a steady diet of
buttered toast but when this is exhausted Debbie begins to offer
him treats from the special plastic “Pucci” bag prepared for me on
an earlier occasion. I think that only Emilio and Julian go without
treats today – though the latter is scheduled for a shower bath and
blow dry, which he evidently loves. Missing is Bailey – Ofra has
returned and has picked up her pet but they make no appearance
today.
Karen has brought with her the morning paper and with it the
distressing news that ISIS have executed a British aid worker.
Revulsion and anger are the dominant emotions at our table,
though we are quickly transferred from the real thing to BBC’s
fictionalized account of a Middle Eastern war starring Lacey
Turner as a girl soldier. This is the same actress whom we know as
Stacey on EastEnders and Janet and I agree that as a girl soldier
we just have Stacey in camouflage. Janet is extremely critical of
the acting (or overacting) on the popular soap. At least we know
that the famous gun was used to shoot Phil Mitchell in last night’s
episode. His survival of this chest wound may prove, as often
suspected, that he has no heart after all. Janet now announces that
her niece will be running in the London Marathon next spring
and Debbie announces that thieves have broken into her car and
stolen her logbook, her makeup and her Sat Nav. Matthew has to
field a number of questions on Makiko’s health and when I get up
for the return journey there she is, waiting for him on the green.
Today John Lewis will deliver a lot of baby stuff to their flat – so
the blessed event is not far off now. As I leave the park the Israeli
security guard rounds a corner and begins another circuit.
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Sunday, October 5:
We have a splendid and sunny autumnal morning for today’s
session in the park – but it does seem quite chilly and complaints
about the cold are among the first things Georgie utters when she
and I meet at the Morshead entrance. Today she has only Sparkie
and Winnie in tow, with Pepper due today (when Rob and Linda
fly off to Venice) and Bailey back with his mommy. Georgie says
that Ofra disdained a place at our table yesterday because it was
a time of Yom Kippur fasting and this leads us to a discussion of
how fasting might differ from her usual diet. “For Ofra,” I suggest,
“an eating binge would be the ingestion of a second grape.” I
am again first in line when the doors of the café open, and what
appears at first to be a small turnout soon swells – so that we end
up with Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Debbie, Walid, Peter, Matthew and
Makiko – with Bill, the chap who owns Ted the Yorkie, at Vlad’s
little table behind us.
Ted takes no part in the feeding frenzy, nor does Emilio, but
Daisy-Mae (on-lead to prevent mischief), Winnie, Sparkie and
Bailey are prominent in this category. When Michaela and Stuart
drop by to exchange greetings, Skye, of course, adds his snout to
these proceedings as well. It is interesting to note that we have a
real contrast in canine relationships on display this morning. In
one corner we have Sparkie at play with the puppy, Julian. Sparkie
plays so sweetly with the little fellow, patting him on the head
with one paw and kissing the little fellow for good measure. On
the other hand there is a good deal of discord as well. Both Emilio
and Winnie are barking at Daisy-Mae, who has done nothing
(today) to merit such grumbling. Pretty soon Sparkie, returned to
Georgie’s lap, is muttering too – certain that Winnie has him in
her sights and is about to attack.
Ofra is in triumph, having persuaded her Ricky to accompany
her to synagogue not once but twice. She says that while she
was in Israel her mother’s house was subject to a major pest
infestation – with furniture having to be discarded and the entire
place fumigated. Naturally Ofra is keen to see how the very
pregnant Makiko is coming along. Makiko says that the baby has
“dropped.” (“As long as she doesn’t drop it here,” Georgie adds.)
Makiko blames the new position on overindulgence at our local
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Japanese restaurant, Ibuki, last night. Last night Georgie, Janet
and I were evidently watching the same programs and so we are
able to offer our observations on Casualty and Strictly Come
Dancing – which Ofra has recorded. Meanwhile Debbie is trying
to recruit handyman Walid for some work in her parents’ home –
his skills having passed the test on Wendy’s chicken coop.
Monday, October 6:
No sooner have I reached the front porch then a light rain begins
to fall – this is not too surprising since the morning has been
extremely dark, but now I have to go back up the stairs and don
my rain jacket – remembering to switch the dog treats into the
new pockets. As I make my way up the Morshead roadway I can
see Georgie with Sparkie, Winnie and Skye. (She has the care of
Pepper these days but he has been left behind – a blessing, given
his high-pitched shrieks, for our ears.) Georgie complains that
Skye is so eager to get to the park that he just drags her along the
pavements and that Winnie, reluctant to use her own legs, has to
be pulled forward. I make a small suggestion here – attach Winnie
to Skye.
Our group this morning includes Georgie, Ofra, Janet, Danielle,
Peter, Davide and, eventually, Suzanne. The latter’s presence
means that Sunny takes over from the absent Pepper in the
vocalization department – barking imperiously at me for more
biscuits. Skye, Bailey, Daisy-Mae and Sparkie are my chief
customers this morning. Pucci, sitting in Peter’s lap, is offered
some of his own pellets but he is not interested this morning.
Bella, whom we have not seen in several days, is busily jumping
from lap to lap and kissing all the other dog people in her delight
at being here. She takes one biscuit and this is all that Winnie
manages – after eating most of Davide’s toasted ham and cheese
sandwich.
Danielle has put in a long workweek as locum vet so she is behind
the rest of us in the gossip category and much of this morning’s
session is devoted to catch-up. Janet gets to relive her Alaskan
cruise, Davide gives us a report on his travels around Hong Kong
during the Umbrella Revolution and Ofra offers additional details
on her recent misadventures in Israel. Here we learn that when she
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woke to the presence of bedbugs her screams were so loud that her
mother, just home from her pacemaker procedure, fell out of her
own bed and injured herself. (Things happen to Ofra, especially
in Israel.) I am able to offer her congratulations, however. A few
weeks ago she reported that she had scolded the management of
the Sainsbury’s franchise on Finchley Road over the poverty of
its kosher section. But when I last shopped at the Ladbroke Grove
chapter of this enterprise I discovered a new section and even
boxes of matzo – which had disappeared months ago. (Too bad,
as an Atkinsonian, that I couldn’t buy any.) This now leaves only
Dan’s travels unaccounted for and there are many complaints that
he has failed to post Las Vegas pictures on his Facebook page.
Someone suggests that he is waiting to return to our table with
these and an account of his adventures. “Let’s agree,” I suggest,
remembering his advice on the eve of Janet’s return, “that when
he returns he is allowed only five minutes and three pictures.”
Tuesday, October 7:
Another period of substantial rain has passed during the night
but this morning all is bright and fresh – though quite cold. I am
wearing a hooded sweatshirt and this is just as well because my
ears could use the extra protection and, returning to our table
with the first cup of coffee, I pull the hood into place and top
this ensemble off with my baseball cap. Cassie is lying all by
herself next to the water bowl and I drop a biscuit between her
paws before sitting down. Clare is out on the green with Harley
and when she comes to fetch the ancient Lab she tells us that
someone has found a Husky on Shirland Road and, if anybody
asks, it has been taken to the Village Vets to see if a chip will
reveal the owner’s name and number. I say “us” but in doing so
I have to enumerate an ever-growing list of participants, one of
the grandest collection of customers (especially on a weekday) in
many a month. First we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Karen,
Makiko, Danielle, Suzanne, Renata and Wendy. Then Dan, fresh
from his Las Vegas holiday, arrives with a flourish, soon followed
by Davide and the latter’s visiting parents. Finally Jo Lynn arrives
to ask Georgie if she will accept a late booking, soon leaving Tilly,
on lead, with the canine supernanny.
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Georgie already has Pepper in tow and this means that the
shrieking Schnauzer can now team up with the insistent Sunny
to provide non-stop barking in stereo. With all the humans in
attendance it is often hard to hear what is being said and Pepper
and Sunny are repeatedly told to shut up – to little effect. Skye
is not particularly noisy but he is just as obsessed by the biscuit
bag and I have occasional visitors, including Bailey, Bella and
Sparkie, all of whom would just as soon climb into my lap in
order to advance their claims. Dudley spends most of the session
on Karen’s lap, Emilio continues his muttered protests over DaisyMae, on Janet’s lap, and Pucci disdains Peter’s lap, staring instead
out at the green from a position in a far corner.
Dan, who far exceeds his allotted five minutes, has brought
with him some gumdrops in the shape of red dice and Davide’s
parents have again gifted the table with some wonderful Sardinian
macaroons. (I say they are wonderful only from memory – I
am not allowed access to any of these goodies these days.) Dan
reports that Las Vegas seems seedier than the last time he visited
the place, that it was very expensive and that the Americans had
no sense of proper dress – perhaps he is looking at me and my
cap-crowned hoodie when he says this. He did have a good time
and an excellent seat for a performance by Miss Britney Spears.
In other items: Danielle is showing Ofra pictures of the famous
wedding on her phone, Makiko is showing a shot of Matthew
wearing the famous (and now completed) baby bonnet and Peter is
still fretting over the fate of F-1 driver, Jules Bianchi, who crashed
during the Japanese Grand Prix on Sunday. There is no way I
am following this mob of people along the back passage and so,
as soon as moves are made, I am on my own to storm down the
Morshead roadway and so on to home.
Wednesday, October 8:
I need to buckle on the rain jacket again for it has been raining
for the last several hours and the sky remains a solid gray. To my
surprise Georgie is just entering the park with Skye only – she
tells me that she was out earlier with Pepper and Sparkie and
that both of these dogs got soaked and that is why she has left
them at home now. She also tells me that the handful of keys that
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she is clutching in her hand is completely redundant now – they
are used to command Sparkie’s attention but he is not here to be
threatened this morning. As we walk along I tell her that I watched
a very enjoyable Scottish movie on one of the Sky channels
last night – Sunshine on Leith, a film featuring the music of The
Proclaimers. Ofra has been banging on the door of the café and
Metty is just opening up as I arrive for my coffee. The turnout this
morning is far less robust than yesterday – even Peter stays home
this morning and we have only Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Davide and,
eventually, Ellie.
Bailey and Skye have to do all the hard work of biscuit eating this
morning – though I do succeed in tempting Daisy-Mae with some
bite-sized chews. The Shih-Tzu remains huddled in Janet’s lap and
this posture would also be true for Teddy, whose wet feet smell,
according to Ellie. Winnie is also lap-bound and when Davide’s
toasted sandwich arrives she is in the right position to accept
delivery. Davide says that his mother brought with her from
Sardinia a large piece of frozen swordfish – it had thawed out
by the time it reached the flat and could be cooked immediately.
Another gift was a dish of cannelloni. Asked if Winnie benefited
at all from this bounty, Davide confesses that he did mix some of
it up in her dinner dish. “Actually,” he adds, “Winnie is a kind of
cannelloni herself – rounded and stuffed.”
He and Ellie, it transpires, ran into one another several times
yesterday, first at the fruit market and then in their cars where, he
says, her Range Rover made a mockery of his Panda. EastEnders
again surfaces as a conversation topic – with the BBC fielding
many complaints about a vicious rape in a timeslot supposedly
dedicated to family viewing. I find it more disturbing, I add, that
this will turn out to be just one more crime that doesn’t get onto
the police blotter – whenever there is a criminal incident on this
show the entire cast pulls together to hide the evidence from the
police – as though this were the normal thing to do when there is
a crime. This was the fate of the gun that felled Phil a few days
ago, though, in spite of this obfuscation it is true that a very large
number of the characters have been “inside” more than once. As
often happens, Davide asks the important question, “Shall we
go?” The sun has made a brief attempt to interrupt the gray and I
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decide to head off for some errands on Maida Vale Parade. Twenty
minutes later, as I pass my usual park entrance on the return
journey, I am astonished to see Georgie and Davide still making
their way home. “I’ve been to the bank, the newsagent, the
chemist and the market since I last saw you,” I tell them (thereby
explaining why I rarely accompany the others on a back passage
walkround these days), “and you’re still here!”
Thursday, October 9:
The sun is shining hopefully this morning and temperatures are
mild enough as I plod along the Morshead roadway on my way to
the café – listening intently to all the sounds that characterize our
world in the Rec. The woman who is walking the Weimaraner pair
of Pasha and Chicca is screaming at the latter who, just released
from the restraints of the lead, has taken off at great speed in order
to dislodge a council of pigeons from the tarmac. At the head
of the running track kids from Paddington Academy are under
instruction and on the nearby green a noisy mower is making its
slow circle. Joggers are slapping through the fallen leaves and I
can hear dogs barking in the distance. Georgie is not far behind
me and soon catches up, accompanied by Skye and Pucci in his
basket. At our end of the table we soon have Janet, Ofra, Dan and
Makiko as well.
One sound I did not expect to hear this morning is the patter of
raindrops on our umbrella but, to our surprise, a genuine rainfall
interrupts proceedings almost immediately. This unexpected
outburst destabilizes our space – for a number of the other dog
walkers soon crowd in, looking for shelter, and bringing with
them quite a few dogs I don’t know, a baby in his pushchair, and
Seamus, the Westie. The latter is an old customer and he soon
joins the queue at my knee. Chief supplicant this morning is Skye
the Snatcher – who makes a dive for every treat and imperils my
fingers in the process. I have brought with me some tiny ministeaks and Daisy-Mae, in Janet’s lap, comes out of a deep torpor
to sample these approvingly. Bailey likes them as well and when
he is not satisfied with the speed of my delivery he climbs onto a
chair at an adjacent table and eats somebody’s napkin.
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Makiko tells me that Mr. Jenkins, the carpet cleaner, did a really
good job on her flat yesterday – completing his tasks with military
precision and ordering Makiko out of her own home, arguing
that pregnancy and fumes do not mix. (Makiko has now inherited
from me my cleaner, Cathy, my window washer and now my
carpet man.) I try to get some iTunes info from her but the others
are intent on investigating every aspect of the pregnancy, which
is soon coming to an end. Makiko says she is going to let Emilio
sniff the baby’s feet and Dan says that it is important to present
the baby to the Pug as a new toy, rather than a threatening rival.
Ofra says that Makiko needs to enjoy these last few days before
motherhood dominates. “Your life,” she says, “is about to change
forever. It will be different from now on, better in many ways,
but still different.” Missing from our session for the second day
is Peter. We had assumed that bad weather had kept him away
but, just before we rise, Georgie receives a call from him. He is
in St. Mary’s, having had a fall at home, and claims that his knee
is the size of three footballs now. He hopes to go home today and
Georgie promises to check on him later in the day.
Friday, October 10:
We have a fine morning, after a day of rain, and temperatures are
not that uncomfortable – just as well that I have decided I can
still wear my baseball cap rather than don my winter wool hat.
Unusually, the little side gate at the Morshead entrance is locked –
and the large gate, usually padlocked, is open this morning. When
I reach the café they are just opening the doors and I am third in
line. Today we have Vlad back, but he resumes his seat at a little
table behind us. Walid takes the other corner table and that leaves
us with Wendy, Karen Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Renata. Clare is
also about, but after making sure that Cassie has had a big drink of
water, she departs with the tottering Lab and Harley the Pug.
Daisy-Mae condescends to accept some mini-steaks – as long
as she doesn’t have to budge from Janet’s lap. Tara, Bailey and
Skye are gobbling biscuits as fast as I can shovel them out and,
after a while, the biscuit bag makes a journey across the table so
that Renata can see if any of Maxi’s favorites are available. (This
means that I have a good excuse when the insatiable Skye wants
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more treats from this bag – I tell him I don’t have it any longer.)
Dudley is having his picture taken as Janet works on materials for
the famous Christmas calendar. Earlier he has had a furious fight
with his nemesis, Zorro, a war of words only since the animals
have a nice metal fence between their snapping jaws. Karen thinks
that maybe they should just be allowed to duke it out – accepting
the widespread belief that a Pug can’t inflict much damage with its
teeth anyway.
Vlad puts a call into Peter, who is home from the hospital, still
suffering from a sore knee. This conversation is put on the
speakerphone and we can all hear our friend – who does seem
to be his old self. (Looks like there will be no racing tomorrow,
however.) Somehow the conversation moves back in time – as
Renata describes post-war privations in Germany. The need
for bomb shelters may have been past, she says, but there was
nowhere to play amid the rubble. Wendy (who has accepted
delivery of the Bichon-cross, Daisy) says that her house had a
shelter in the backyard and that it was only taken away last month!
Karen says that she took her mother back to the old family home
in Woolwich and that the present occupants let them have a look
around. When Pat mentioned the shelter here no one knew what
she was talking about so she went into the back yard, pulled the
bushes aside and revealed the wooden door of this unknown piece
of history. Ofra has been quite subdued this morning and Renata,
displaying her knowledge of Yiddish, asks if she has “tsuris.” It
takes a while for Ofra to understand this question – like so many
Sabras, particularly those with a Sephardic background like Ofra,
Yiddish is truly a foreign language. As we get up to begin our
return journey Renata has to be called back by Georgie; she has
forgotten her black cigarette holder, an empty object that Renata
likes to puff at – in memory of its former uses.
Saturday, October 11:
Well before my usual departure time I am out of the house and
treading the pavements of Maida Vale – a man on a mission. I
have decided that I will be the first in the queue for this morning’s
session at the Randolph Surgery – which has summoned its
geriatric patients for our annual flu shots. It is a gray and cool
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morning but there is no moisture and I make good progress,
arriving at this important medical establishment some ten minutes
before opening time. Unfortunately the other senior citizens of
our community seem to have had the same bright idea and I join
a queue of some twenty souls. Ahead of me I can see Suzanne
and by the time I get to the front door the loyal Sunny, sprawled
on the doorstep, has already received a number of pats from the
other patients. There aren’t enough seats in the waiting room and
so I stand behind Suzanne and ASL’s long-term lower school
librarian (also retired), Frances Hall. I have a good chance to catch
up on retiree news with Frances as I wait my turn. Her place is
eventually taken by Wendy, who has tied Daisy up outside as well.
After my injection I have one other errand to run in the bright
sunlight that has now replaced all that gray – I need to pick up all
my prescriptions at Vineyard Chemists. I am still able to reach the
café with only five minutes to go before opening time. I am its
first customer.
This morning our group includes Janet, Georgie, Dan, Ofra,
Matthew, Makiko, Hanna and Debbie – with Vlad sitting at his
little table behind us. Janet has brought with her a book of her own
drawings and photographs, a book that she has produced with the
help of an online printing company and its software. This is a very
substantial piece of work and I am especially impressed by the
photo of an eagle sitting on the limb of a fir tree – which she has
snapped during her recent Canadian vacation. Ofra is complaining
that a long trip to Golders Green in pursuit of a Friday night
challah has ended in frustration – since the bakery had shut down
because of the Sukkot holiday. Hanna, too, says that Soloman’s
supply of bagels was also cut off for the same reason. Ofra insists
that in Israel the bakeries would have remained open. The main
church of Fatima was closed when Davide and his parents arrived
at the Portuguese shrine – though presumably this had nothing
to do with Sukkot. This trio is back in town but Davide is resting
before taking his parents back to the airport this afternoon.
Everyone is amused by the heft of little Makiko, who now brings
her own cushions to insert in the café’s chairs as she squeezes out
the brown sauce onto to her tomato and bacon sandwich.
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We have a brief visit from Sid, the sweet Yorkiepoo, but sweetness
is not the first adjective to be used in describing the character of
the rest of the canines in our midst. Georgie has brought Pepper
with her and he soon sets up his squawking entreaties – when
Suzanne comes in with Sunny we get this noise in stereo and the
only relief comes when Hanna starts to butter her toast and all
the dogs rush over to her end of the table to see what luck they
might have here. Wendy also arrives with Daisy but, sensing a
new victim, Daisy-Mae launches a vicious attack on the little
white dog – who has to be comforted in Wendy’s lap. Daisy-Mae
spends the rest of the session tied to the naughty fence while
Emilio, returning to his “I told you so” theme, has an apoplectic
meltdown. By this time I have been out of the house for two hours
or so and it is time to get home and count my pills.
Sunday, October 12:
I have had a close look out the window and certainly today is
the right one to see if a return to my early morning park ritual is
justified. I am fortified in this decision by the addition of thirteen
new downloaded iTune rock anthems and, with my iPod in my
jacket pocket and my earphones plugged in, I am off at about 9:00.
I have to say that The Who, Credence Clearwater and The Four
Tops certainly help speed my spirited progress and I even take
in the summit of Mt. Bannister twice before reporting to the café
at 9:30. I can see that Rob is here to reclaim Pepper and Pepper
can see me about to enter the café – for he rushes up to see if the
biscuit bag is on display. In fact there is a very meager turnout at
our table this morning – just Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Debbie.
Georgie still has Bella in tow and today she has also turned up
with Maxi – since Renata has gone off to Venice for the week. I
am able to produce some specimens of the one Shapes biscuit that
Maxi will eat and Georgie breaks these up for the little Poodle.
The rest of the menagerie have no trouble making off with other
(unbroken) versions of this treat – Sparkie, Bailey, Daisy-Mae and
Bella among them. Janet has her camera out and is snapping away,
hoping for shots useful in the compilation of next year’s doggy
calendar. Ofra objects, however, since Bailey is a few days away
from his next grooming and he looks “old” at present. Janet says
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she already has plenty of shots of Bailey but I begin to wonder
about the photo we used of the Cavalier on his mommy’s lap in
Volume VI of the “Dog People of Paddington Rec.” Has she seen
it? Will it pass muster?
We have some visitors today for we have attracted the attention of
the triplets, who are pressing their noses up against the bars that
separate them from us – and occasionally licking the bars as well.
Their dad says that, at almost three, they will answer to any name
(just to confuse everybody) but that they still haven’t mastered
their own names, with Marco becoming Marka, Novak becoming
Noika, and Oliver becoming Oily. Dad says they were born after
a seventh-month pregnancy and that they remained in hospital for
three weeks – until they had developed the appropriate sucking
reflex. (He says that the family’s experience with the care offered
by St. Mary’s was an excellent one.) After the departure of the
triplets we resume our usual train of thought. Ofra, who has lost
an expensive leopard skin-printed scarf, says that she has enjoyed
another visit to the Dirty Burger but she dislikes (and/or distrusts)
most forms of chicken, especially barbequed specimens. Georgie
says she doesn’t care for barbeque either – all of this is a mystery
to this California boy. On a happier note Georgie reports that she
has received a delivery from Dr. Davide – from whom she sought
some antibiotics for a tooth abscess yesterday. Not only did the
doctor show up with the medicine but with a carton of duty-free
fags and some pasta as well.
Monday, October 13:
It has been raining for the better part of fifteen hours as I make my
preparations for a sodden morning in the park. By this time it is
really just spitting a bit and I am able to make my move without
pulling the hood of my rain jacket into place. There are far fewer
people about today and, indeed, I am the first in the queue at the
café’s coffee counter. Outside, Janet is sitting in “Ofra’s seat,”
claiming that she finds her usual side too damp today, but when
Ofra arrives the latter says that the next time it is sunny she’s
sitting in “Janet’s chair.” Soon Georgie arrives and so do Dan and
Davide. This poor turnout is augmented after twenty minutes or so
by the arrival of Karen. The latter has a wonderful umbrella with
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all the squares of the Monopoly board decorating its rim. “Well,”
Dan says, “they say Monopoly is what you need to turn to on a
rainy day.”
As the rain slackens off some of the other dog owning park
regulars begin to pass by with their animals – exciting, of course,
the protest process in our own canines. A lively mid-sized brown
dog is so eager for Alaska to join him in play that he actually
drapes the white Alsatian’s back in sticks. Georgie tells us that
she was almost alone in the park when she was here during the
downpour at 7:00; this must mean that there is a contingent at
home now and this time she has brought only Sparkie, Skye, and
Pucci. Ofra objects to the presence of Skye at her feet but I can
always get him to move with a strategically tossed biscuit. Both
he and Bailey are real pests this morning – their biscuit demands
are unchanged but today they can reinforce their claims by putting
wet paws on my trouser legs. After a while I grow so perturbed
by this assault that, earlier than usual, I decide to close the biscuit
bag and Ofra, taking pity on me, goes and gets an empty chair for
Bailey to sit in. Meanwhile we have some lap sitters across the
way. Poor Daisy-Mae is unable to show off her beautiful new trim
since she is covered in a raincoat – her ears curling with the damp.
Winnie, in Davide’s lap, enjoys bits of his sandwich and then
contentedly farts.
Dan says that the ticketing profession has their own quiz night
– which he will be attending with a team from his outfit tonight.
(But whatever happened to the Friends of Fritz – we have not
competed in months?) Dan and Davide have been catching
up with multiple episodes of The X-Factor and Strictly Come
Dancing and Ofra has been watching the latter as well. I tell them
that with Michigan Janet due here for a visit next month I have
recorded so many of the programs she likes that we need never
go out. Mention of Michigan reminds me that, if the weather
continues to improve, I may vote today – since I need to head off
to the post office to return the absentee ballot sent to me by the
clerk of the City of East Lansing. I do surprise my tablemates by
noting that this year the good citizens of Michigan are being asked
to approve an open season for the hunting of wolves. (Wolves,
no, Wolverines, yes.) Davide gives us a report on the recent
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trip to Portugal – amid worries that his dad is showing signs of
dementia. Then he, Dan and Ofra begin to discuss moisturizers
and shampoos and I decide to make a move – I’ve got to go save
some wolves.
Tuesday, October 14:
I seem to have had some luck yesterday – for I was able to
complete my errand at the post office without further moisture.
But the rains returned soon thereafter and they recurred
throughout the night and into the morning as well – it was as if
our exceptionally dry September had provoked countermeasures
from the heavens. Even this morning I am wearing my rain jacket
– there is a little moisture in the air, though nothing (yet) that
could be described as rain. I can see Davide and Janet out on the
green as I strain to see if the café is open yet. It is, and I am soon
followed into this welcoming establishment by Clare. The latter
often leaves the mostly supine Cassie on the tiles of our doggy
compound while she is herself out on the grass exercising Harley.
The latter always wants a biscuit from me and then spits it out.
Today Clare passes this on to Cassie and this trio is soon gone.
Soon accepting seats at our table we have the stalwart survivors:
Georgie, Janet, Davide, Wendy and Ofra. I manage to keep the
legs of my trousers dry this morning but there is plenty of activity
at my feet nevertheless – with pressure from Winnie, Sparkie,
Skye, Bailey and (when Vlad arrives) Tara. It is possible to see
Daisy-Mae’s handsome hair-do today – I get a close-up view
when the Shih-Tzu sits on my lap for several minutes, satisfying
her hunger with little tidbits from my blue bag. The owner of
Bonaparte, the French Bulldog, is pushing the baby buggy along
and asks why Pucci seems to be tied to the naughty step. In fact,
we explain, he is not tied anywhere – he just likes to gaze out at
the green from a post near the bars. Janet reports that she has just
passed a fuming Karen – it seems that Dudley not only pissed in
her bed but then spent the night lying on the wet patch.
Georgie says her tooth is a little better but she really needs to
make an appointment at the dentist. This is problematic for, in
addition to her doctor phobia, her flying phobia, and her worm
phobia, she is also afraid of anything to do with dentistry. Davide
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says that, in addition to antibiotics, he can supply some Valium.
(Today we learn that he just hands a list of medicines over to
the concierge of his hotel in India – where prescriptions are not
required for many items that would require such authorization
here.) Health matters do dominate our conversation. The
government has announced an airport screening program in the
face of the Ebola crisis but Davide says that cabin staff aren’t even
allowed to wear gloves when disposing of the passengers’ effects.
I note that, closer to home, public health officials, in an effort to
combat childhood obesity, now want to close any takeout within
a ten-minute walk of a school. As far as I can tell this would
mean most of them – no one seems to have suggested the far less
draconian solution: just don’t serve kids. Finally, on a happier
hospital note, Davide announces that at 7:23 this morning, at St.
Mary’s Paddington, Makiko has given birth to her little boy! A
text message from Matthew indicates that all went well – but a
name for the little fellow will have to come later.
Wednesday, October 15:
I can always tell that it really is darker than usual (and that I am
not alone in this assessment) when, at 9:20 in the morning, the
porch lights of Morshead Mansions are still burning. At least there
is no moisture. On the Morshead roadway I can see Georgie, far
ahead, walking with Sparkie and Skye. Janet is circling in front of
the clubhouse with Daisy-Mae and Davide is crossing the green
with Winnie. Inside the café I catch up with the latest chapter in
the annals of the nanny state. The bathrooms are padlocked this
morning so Clare has brought the dogs’ empty chrome water
bowl to the counter in order to seek water here. No, she is told,
Health & Safety won’t permit introduction of such a vessel into
the precincts of human food preparation. (Though the apologetic
staff promise to deliver some water to our compound in a neutral
container.)
Our dogs do often enjoy a drink of water – when they are not
patrolling the fence or snacking. Today Sparkie has a great deal to
say – since we have the leaf blower blasting away in our vicinity
for most of our session and he can’t stand this noise. When he is
not voicing his protests Sparkie has some time left over to get in
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the biscuit queue – rubbing shoulders with Bailey, Tara, Skye and
Winnie. The latter diner would really prefer to chomp down on a
never-ending ham and cheese toasted sandwich and, indeed, when
Davide’s version of this treat is exhausted, she snaps angrily at the
world. The subject of cats is broached this morning – after Dan
says Winnie hates them too. Ofra says she is always made nervous
by these animals but Dan and Davide say they like cats and that
they used to have one – or so they thought – for this specimen,
a stray, adopted them but often disappeared. “We should have
known she belonged to someone else when our collars kept
disappearing and new ones replaced them,” Dan notes. Evidently
the lads only discovered the truth of the matter when they put up
posters during one of the animal’s periodic disappearing acts –
only to be told by neighbors, “That’s never your cat.”
On the wholly human front there is additional news on the baby
front. Ofra has visited the hospital, held the little tyke, and taken
pictures with her phone – these are now passed around. The baby
also has a name, Alberto – we have been expecting an Italian
name but Davide says he would have preferred “Federico.” (I
suggest that we have no idea what his classmates will call him,
Al, Bert, Bertie, etc.) Matthew has indicated that the baby may
be coming home very soon and that we may soon see him in the
park as well. There is park news too, by the way. Today there are
rumors that health gurus may seek to ban even outdoor smoking
in London’s parks and at famous tourist sites. This would certainly
impinge on Georgie, Vlad and Davide – even Ofra often has a
smoke at our breakfast table. So the nanny state strikes again
– and what ever happened to a nation that once embraced John
Stuart Mill? After they have remade our bodies with their bans on
cigarettes and take-out cheeseburgers, I warn the others, it is our
minds that will be subjected to wholesome improvement next.
Thursday, October 16:
There is a lovely sunshine breaking through the fall foliage as I
make my way into the Rec today. I am a bit groggy after a sleepinterrupted night – perhaps Julie the osteopath can shake some
life into these old bones when I have my appointment at 11:30.
They are just opening the café as I arrive and I am third in line.
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Outside we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Wendy, Dan, Davide and
Karen – with Vlad, at his own little table, called on immediately
to offer any insights into the recent Albania-Serbia football fixture
in Belgrade – one that had to be abandoned when someone flew a
“Greater Albania” flag (in honor of an entity which would include
possession of the troubled Kosovo), a banner towed by a small
drone – and fighting broke out among fans and players.
Our morning conversation is dominated by the birth of baby
Alberto. Janet has brought a congratulatory card but who may be
entitled to sign it soon becomes a matter of some controversy.
The card is meant to accompany a gift but Ofra has complicated
matters by presenting the fruits of her own visit to Petit Bateau to
the new parents. Eventually it is decided that anyone can sign and
anyone can contribute to a collective gift. Complicating matters
is the sudden appearance of Matthew himself – “Hide the card!”
Matthew is able to supply a number of answers to recently asked
questions – the baby weighed three kilos, he spent his first night at
home last night, the parents were able to get four hours sleep.
Matthew also gives a report on Emilio, who is sitting contentedly
in his lap. The Pug has always protested over the presence of
crying babies and has continued to do so now that there is one at
home – barking with some annoyance at the unwelcome noise.
More immediate problems result from the biscuit ruck at my
feet. Skye, Bailey, Tara and Winnie again leave me with no peace
and Daisy-Mae, after eating one treat, ominously sits in a nearby
chair guarding a second biscuit. When it is time to make a move
she takes the biscuit in her teeth and trots down the Randolph
roadway. Here she adds to her legacy of thuggish behavior –
attacking the next dog that just happens to be trotting alongside, in
this case poor Bailey. As I clear the clubhouse I turn around to see
Dan heading off to work on his bicycle and Winnie, sitting in front
of our gate in protest – surely they are not going to make me walk
home! I continue to reflect on birthdays as I march along – today
would have been Dorothy’s 74th.
Friday, October 17:
After more rain the skies are brightening and so I decide to
attempt another exercise walk in the park, leaving the house
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almost half an hour before my usual departure time. I am again
assisted in my efforts by the rhythmic pulsations issuing from
my iPod – though what feels like marching to me must often
appear as staggering to others. I am again wearing my knee
brace – yesterday was again dominated by a pummeling at the
physiotherapist – knee, upper back and shoulder all subject to
prolonged attention. I am early enough to pass several well-know
park canines, out for their walkies – first the Maltese pair of Will
and Grace, then Zorro the Pug. I pass Harley and Cassie twice and
the second time, just as I am completing my exercise, comes as
I descend a slippery Mt. Bannister. “Full marks to Cassie,” I say,
for it is a surprise to see the ancient Lab laboring up the hillside
– unfortunately, no sooner have I said this, then Cassie, needing a
rest, collapses on the pavement.
Our fellowship is represented this morning by Georgie, Danielle,
Davide, Dan, Ofra and Wendy – Janet is attending the funeral of
a cousin. Dan says he saw a new musical last night – Urine Town
– and I suggest that I hope it has a long run, otherwise people will
say, “You’re in town but not for long.” Dan is looking hungrily
at Davide’s toasted bacon and cheese sandwich (so is Winnie)
and eventually Davide gets up and orders a second specimen of
this treat for his partner. (This doesn’t stop all the complaints
about the paucity of bacon in this concoction.) The dogs have
no complaints about the biscuit supply and I manage to survive
Tara’s interest, in particular, with all of the fingers still attached
to my hand. It is almost a relief when Skye switches to his second
obsession – repeatedly dropping his wet tennis ball in my lap so
that I can bounce it around for him. Meanwhile Danielle is still
complaining about the conditions she must face as a locum vet in
London – with appointments scheduled for ten minutes only (even
for animals needing much more care than this) and the back-log
piling up so that there is an hour or two (unpaid) required at the
end of the day.
Perhaps it is lucky that we have a vet in our midst today for after
we have been sitting for half an hour (with Matthew’s mother,
Cipa, arriving with Emilio) Clare appears at our gate with Harley
and, in tears, tells us that Cassie does not seem to be able to
rise from the spot on the pavement where I last saw her. How
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to raise this heavy dog now becomes a matter of some debate.
Dan borrows a trolley from the café, Davide says that he is going
to the car for a blanket and these two and Danielle now follow
Clare back up the hill. (I feel bad about not joining this group
but I know that my injuries will prevent me from being of any
use in this situation.) After about ten minutes someone reports
that Cassie has been hoisted to her feet with the use of a towel
and Georgie takes Harley, who has been left in her care, out to
the parking lot as the Lab is hoisted into Clare’s car. Dan decides
to accompany Clare on the ride home, so as to be of assistance
at the other end, and Davide prepares to follow them in his car
so he can pick Dan up. “I bet you didn’t think your professional
services would be needed when you came to the park today,” I
tell Danielle. But the latter says the she has had to tell Clare that
perhaps it is time to say goodbye to the ancient pet – who has
abdominal issues as well as weak legs, is very pale, and seems to
be having difficulties with her breathing. The sun is out now but
there is a lot of gloom about as well.
Saturday, October 18:
I have observed some improvement in the light and this is is the
final spark needed to ignite another pre-coffee walk in the park. If
I had made up my mind any sooner I might have completed all of
my morning ablutions before departure at 9:00 – these days I often
enjoy having my shower after I return, and so it must be today.
There are a lot of people about as I begin my trudge, though no
sign today of Clare. As I look down after my second ascent of Mt.
Bannister, where Cassie’s legs failed her yesterday, I can just see
Renata hunting for her favorite space in the parking lot below. I
reach the café at 9:29 exactly and I am near the front of the queue
–always a blessing on a busy Saturday. By the time I sit down the
sun is out brightly, I am quite warm, and I take my jacket off.
Our group begins with Dan, Georgie, Renata, and Ofra but soon
we are joined by Debbie, Hanna and Karen as well. At a little
corner table we have Vlad, about to begin a ten-day sojourn in his
native Belgrade, and the latter’s friend, Skitch. This means that we
also have Sonic the Hedgedog – today it really looks like someone
has dragged the Westie through a hedge backwards. Also making
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a visit is little Sid in his khaki puffer vest. Today he is in love with
Winnie, seated on Dan’s lap, and the little fellow strains to kiss
the love object – Winnie tolerates these attentions with rare good
humor, a dowager accepting the tugged forelocks of her serfs. Into
my lap jumps Bella, who showers me with kisses. She is one of
Georgie’s charges today and so is Tilly. Renata says that her Maxi,
whom she reclaimed last night, was so glad to see her that he
never left her footsteps as she marched through her flat.
Renata gives us a version of her trip to Venice, much changed
(and not for the better) since she was last there fifty years ago. She
says she has brought no Italian biscuits for the table because she
dislikes them – though Dan says he just loves them – and we get
a number of additional examples of her blunt tone of voice. She
wants to know if baby Alberto has Makiko’s “big face” and when
she convinces herself that Ofra has had some facial treatment in
her absence, she says, “Now you again look pretty.” Ofra denies
that she has done anything and manages to let the “again” go
by without comment – but there are looks of disapproval when
Renata unceremoniously dumps Bailey from the chair she wants
to use. Hanna, still venting after nearly being run over by someone
on a mobility scooter, now tells us that she ran into Tanis, a figure
from Westminster’s past and a neighbor of former park regulars
Ronnie and Susie and that the news here is not good – since
Ronnie, an MS victim, can no longer speak. Perhaps the news is
a little better in Georgie’s sequel. She has run into the carer of
ancient Aisne, whose Lucky and Jack were also regulars at our
table, and learned that in December Aisne will reach her 100th
birthday. We all want to reach home before it is too late – for the
fine morning weather has deteriorated considerably; the sun is
gone, clouds are darkening, the temperature has dropped and some
think there is rain coming.
Sunday, October 19:
I am again somewhat groggy this morning – after using one of
those pills given to me this last summer by Dr. Berger. Yesterday
was a bad day for my right arm and I thought I would take
advantage of this medicament, which no doubt contributed to an
uninterrupted sleep for once – one not concluded until after 8:00
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this morning. Nevertheless I am somewhat early in my march
on the park; the café has been opened a few minutes early and I
am quickly served. There is not a single soul in our doggy world
when I sit down outside but then the troops begin to filter in –
Janet, Georgie, Dan, Ofra, and Debbie initially, then we have a
visit form Melanie, with Rufus in her lap, and Cipa, giving Emilio
his morning walk.
Cipa says that Emilio is still barking whenever the new baby
starts crying – and we get lots of other updates on life at Matthew
and Makiko’s. Emilio manages to restrain his anti-Daisy-Mae
antipathies for most of the session. That madam spends a lot of
time in my lap, waiting for me to come up with some more ministeaks; the good thing is that she always consumes these on the
spot and there is no chance of her using them as bait. Nevertheless
she does charge Zorro, on the other side of the fence, at least once.
Also standing out there and looking wistfully into our refuge is
Tara – with Vlad in Belgrade his wife is exercising the Rhodesian
Ridgeback and you can tell that Tara would really like to come
in for a snack. Georgie succumbs to these beseeching eyes and
delivers a biscuit to Tara on the walkway. Meanwhile Dan is
playing around with the fluffy ears of Bailey and he manages to
fold them over the foolish head so that the Cavalier looks like a
member of the Fab Four. “It’s been a hard day’s night and I’ve
been working like a dog,” Dan sings.
There is some conversation about the weather, for it is again
unseasonably warm and Dan says that this is making him uneasy
and disaster is sure to follow. (I have to tell him that even though
Peter has been absent for some time this is no reason for Dan to
usurp his place in the doom-mongering category.) Ofra is also
obsessed with the weather these days – since her phone has the
relevant app. (Phones are themselves on the agenda – as Melanie
has a new iPhone 6 in gold.) Also on the agenda is the Ebola
outbreak (well, Ofra pronounces this Eboola.) I tell them that in
Dallas, where there have been reported cases of the virus, my
nephew Matthew says he is not concerned about an epidemic
– “For there to an epidemic in Dallas people would have to get
out of their cars and this is never going to happen.” People are
now discussing their plans for the rest of the day. Ofra says that
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she is going shopping for our group present and that she will be
then heading for her daily visit to Matthew and Makiko’s. Dan
warns Cipa to make sure that when Ofra leaves after this visit
she mustn’t be allowed to take any baby-shaped objects with
her. Perhaps Ofra will have to content herself with another prize
today for, after weeks of searching my change, I have been able to
present her today with five of those treasured £2 coins.
Monday, October 20:
With the sun in blissful evidence I decide to continue my
morning’s exercise with twenty-five minutes or so on the
walkways of Paddington Rec. Today I discover that these
repetitive orbits are similar in kind, if not in geography, to those
of other park users, particularly those with canines in tow. As I
circle the green I pass Ellie, Teddy trotting behind her and the
omnipresent mobile phone glued to one ear. At the Grantully
entrance I attract the attentions of Millie the Miniature Pinscher –
who follows me on my journey along the embowered path above
the tennis courts (making this Natasha’s route as well) and when
I reach the Randolph roadway I reward this persistence with a
biscuit. By the time I have cleared the environmental area I find
that I am following Millie and Natasha – the latter now has a
ceramic coffee cup in one hand and her own mobile phone in the
other. As I near the Morshead doggy compound I cross paths with
Ellie and her phone again and a minute or two later we cross paths
again. Finally, as I reach the summit of Mt. Bannister, here comes
Natasha with Millie – this time they have acquired the company of
Celine with her Ziggy.
Our morning grouping includes Georgie, Ofra, Janet, Dan,
Danielle, Renata, Wendy, Ellie, and Karen – with Walid at the
little corner table. He is eventually joined by Clare, who returns a
freshly laundered blanket to Dan, the one that was used on Friday
to raise Cassie to her feet. We now learn that only an hour or so
after getting the veteran Lab home Cassie breathed her last – the
vet had been summoned but, in the event, his services were not
needed. Claire seems to be in good spirits in spite of this loss – at
fifteen you know your dog has had a good innings. Today I seem
to have only Skye as a customer, though Sparkie and Daisy-Mae
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do show up at last – Bailey spends the entire session on Ofra’s
lap, arousing himself only once when he climbs onto the table
top in pursuit of Danielle’s croissant crumbs. Not surprisingly
Daisy-Mae uses her biscuit as bait, attacking Clare’s Harley with
such venom that the Shih-Tzu has to spend ten minutes tied to the
naughty fence. When she is released she jumps into my lap and
barks at me imperiously until I have to produce a second treat –
one which she and Winnie can growl over for several minutes.
Karen, who is cuddling Julian in a lap that already contains
Pucci, passes around her phone so that we can see her mom’s new
puppy in Melbourne, a Cavapoo, a Cavalier and Poodle cross.
Ofra wants to know why the Cavalier is so frequently chosen for
such mixtures and I suggest that this is because people want the
royal blood associated with the King Charles Spaniel – repeating
Ronnie’s assertion that by ancient law a Cavalier must to be
admitted to every venue in town. “We tell that story ourselves,”
Ofra interrupts, “and it’s true.”
There is a lot of preoccupation with technology this morning –
for after Karen passes her phone around, Ofra admits she forgot
hers at Makiko’s and Ellie asserts that every time I passed her
this morning she and her husband were discussing the behavior
of a teen-aged daughter. (Full marks to Ellie for recognizing
that, as one who spent half of his professional career as a high
school teacher – even taking teenagers on week-long junkets – I
know something about the tribe.) Renata is also puzzling over
various electronic devices – in particular she wants to know how
to use the Internet to discover Makiko’s postal code. I repeat
the instructions on how to use Royal Mail’s site several times
– without having any great confidence that she can take it in.
Renata is in a somewhat sour mood this morning, suffering from
stomach problems and bristling when someone mentions that her
inability to get the news on the Daily Mail’s website is probably
a good thing. Renata has noticed that I have been disdaining the
chocolate sprinkles on my cappuccino and wants to know why.
When I tell her I’m not supposed to be eating sweet things she
says that chocolate isn’t sweet – “All the chocolate in my house
is bitter.” Just as we are about to leave Matthew arrives with
Emilio but he has forgotten to bring Ofra’s phone. Danielle needs
to retrieve her tablet from Ellie – who has been studying wedding
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photos. I tell Danielle that my brother-in-law, Adrian, has run into
a vet who stayed behind after one of his seminars. This chap had a
rather jaundiced view of the medical profession and to prove it he
wore a t-shirt with the legend, “Real doctors can treat more than
one species.” I needn’t have bothered with this tale, however, for
Danielle replies, “Oh yes, I know that one. In vet school we all
wore ones like that.”
Tuesday, October 21:
It has been a very stormy night, one characterized by high winds
and sheets of rain, and I am gratified, therefore, to see the sun
breaking through as I make my final preparations for a morning
in the park. These include the choice of outerwear and, not really
trusting in this return to brighter skies, I choose my rain jacket. It
is still very windy outside but also very bright and, while I wait
for the café to open its doors, I stand on the Randolph roadway
and flip my sunglasses down. I am the first in line this morning,
with Renata right behind me. She asks me about the missing Peter
and we chuckle over an incident that was reported to us yesterday
– when Wendy went to check up on the old codger he presented
her with a close-up view of the bruised knee by dropping
his trousers! I suggest that perhaps this was only because he
remembered that Wendy had a nursing background – but no one
accepts this version. This morning we have Renata, Dan, Davide,
Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Ellie, Danielle and Clare under the green
umbrella.
Almost immediately Dan suggests that rain is going to return in
the next minute. Georgie and I deny this but he is right and before
long the tail of Hurricane Gonzalo reaches Paddington Rec. Rain,
blowing horizontally across the green, also washes up against the
backs of those on one side of our table – how glad I am that I am
wearing my hooded raincoat. Leaves are flying everywhere and
to add to the rush of the wind we have an accompanying chorus
of high pitched screaming – the girls in one of the visiting school
groups have been caught out in the middle of this onslaught.
Curiously, our animals seem unperturbed by this return to nasty
weather. Daisy-Mae spends the entire session snuggled morosely
into Janet’s lap and Sparkie, Skye and Bailey are resolutely
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patrolling my shoes as they wait for handouts. Winnie spends
much of the session in Davide’s lap. She is put down when she
begins to fart but Davide replaces her in this position with the
bereaved Harley. Bailey has spotted a piece of uneaten toast and
spends a great deal of time trying to paw its plate closer to the
edge of the table.
The rain has meant that several shopping bags have to be
repositioned in order for them to remain dry. Renata, however,
can’t abide a bag on the tabletop – since her view of the other
diners is obstructed. For some reason the blanket that was
delivered here yesterday is among these impediments and when
Renata moves it Dan suggests that she is perhaps being a bit too
bossy. I add that there is some justice in Dan having a bag that
bears the legend “fresh fruit.” The others are still complaining
about the paucity of bacon in their toasted sandwiches, a second
slice costing you an additional sixty pence now, and I am
reminded of a moment in the history of the ASL Standard when
one of my students composed an editorial protesting a similar
sandwich surcharge on a piece of cafeteria cheese. At a loss for a
title to this piece, I suggested “Cheese Unease.” The others now
suggest I would have had a successful career as the writer of titles
for Sun articles – I agree and in the case of this Murdoch flagship
I would have had a great deal of freedom for my invention – since
Sun articles contain so little in the way of real news anyway. I
have one more title to offer our assemblage. Dan has just been
to see a production of The Scottsboro Boys – a musical at the
Garrick. “What’s next,” I want to know, “The Tolpuddle Martyrs
– The Musical?” We have also been discussing last night’s guilty
verdict in the trial of Coronation Street’s Peter Barlow. Davide has
been tapping away at his mobile phone and he can now tell us that
South Africa’s soap opera seems to have ended this morning with
a five-year sentence for Oscar Pistorius. By this time the rain has
slackened, the sun has returned, and many of us now want to make
a move. Dan is the first to retrieve his bicycle and he is off to work
–but not before his partner offers a parting shot, “Fresh Fruit!”
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Wednesday, October 22:
The fearsome winds have at last died down and sun has returned
to the skies of Maida Vale as I make my way into the park on a
very chilly morning. Even though most of the trees here have yet
to accept their fall coloring there are leaves everywhere – though
I see no littering limbs. (A woman was killed by a falling tree
in Kensington yesterday.) On the Morshead roadway I catch up
with Matthew and this gives me an opportunity to check out the
status of mother and baby. Matthew says that the baby is feeding
voraciously and that Makiko has made her first exterior foray – to
the Italian deli on Lauderdale Parade.
Georgie is just in front of me when they open the doors to the
café and soon we are seated at a table that also makes room for
Janet, Ofra, Davide, Dan, Clare, Karen and Ellie. Karen enjoys
the company of Pucci in her lap and even with the arrival of
Walid (with little Julian) this doesn’t alter the position – Julian
is just added to the lap as well. This leaves Teddy on Ellie’s lap,
Daisy-Mae on Janet’s, Winnie on Dan’s and Bailey on Ofra’s
Only occasionally do we have any movement on the part of these
pampered pets – as they jump down to see what might be on offer
in my biscuit bag. When Matthew finally arrives with Emilio it
means that, with Harley and Winnie already in evidence, we have
three blonde Pugs again.
Ellie is distressed by an unflattering photo of Princess Kate in
the Daily Mail and, noting that the hat doesn’t help, she says
that she no longer wears hats – even to the synagogue. Ofra
says she doesn’t wear them here as well and somehow this
triggers a long conversation on Ellie’s conversion to Judaism,
something her father-in-law-to-be urged her to complete before
the fancy wedding at Claridges. She notes that the conversion
was supervised by reform rabbis and that many of her husband’s
relatives failed to accept this as legitimate. By the time she and
Ofra have recounted something of the friction between rival
branches of the religion the non-Jews at our table are in a dizzy
stupor. I did like the story of the rabbi who said to Ellie, who
resisted many a stricture – including the matrilineal line of descent
– “I hate it when clever women want to substitute logic for
tradition.” Ellie walks with me part of the way down the Randolph
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roadway as we make our move at the end of this session. I am
not heading for home today but for the West End, where I have a
number of errands to perform.
Thursday, October 23:
You can say that autumn has officially arrived today – for I have
now added a scarf to my morning ensemble. The sun is a pale
presence and there seems to be little warmth in its influence. I
am a few minutes early and there is not a soul about – for once
they open the front door of the café with no one in the queue at
all. I tell Clare that the café is open when she arrives with Harley
and she is the first customer, therefore. I am second. As so often
happens Harley is delighted to see me and scrabbles away at my
legs in hopes of a treat – and then disdains every proffered tidbit.
Clare says he is not used to biscuit-sized offerings and I do have a
little better luck with some of Pucci’s pellets. After Clare returns
to the green with her pet I am joined by Georgie, Janet, Ofra,
Davide, Wendy and Karen.
Almost immediately Ofra realizes that she has forgotten to bring
in some frozen pita bread for Georgie – the latter was supposed
to have sent her a text on this subject. Ofra seems to be worrying
about a cold and Dr. Davide is soon offering advice. (Dan and
others are suffering from a similar complaint.) Georgie has been
in contact with Peter, who has returned to St. Mary’s with no sign
of any reduction in the swelling in his injured knee, and yesterday
doctors undertook a scan. There is a good deal of conversation,
abetted by the tabloids in front of us, on the attack on the
Canadian Parliament yesterday, but no one yet knows if this was
part of a terrorist plot or a lone nutter at work. Meanwhile Karen
is fluttering an eye (singular) since the extension on one lid has
fallen off a week ago and the one remaining on the other won’t
budge.
Karen tells us that her mother, with her new her Cavapoo at home
at last, hasn’t eaten for a day because she can’t put little Teddy
down long enough. Karen’s own Dudley comes by for a biscuit
today, a rather rare event, and then he is taken into the same lap
occupied by Pucci. Daisy-Mae jumps into my lap several times,
begging for treats and Skye, Sparkie and Bailey are active in
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this pursuit as well – even though Bailey begins proceedings by
throwing up at Georgie’s feet. When Matthew comes by for a
quick espresso people ask if Emilio has stopped barking when
the baby cries. The answer is that he still does, but perhaps he is
getting a little better. (Matthew returns to work on Saturday – “in
order to get some rest,” someone suggests.) When the session
is over I decide to accompany the others on a back passage
walkround; this is something I have not done in some time and
I am reminded why by today’s tortuous progress. Nothing has
changed. Winnie refuses to budge from the café and Davide has
to go back for her, Pucci needs to be encouraged in his forward
progress by the sounding of a squeaky toy, and Daisy-Mae and
Dudley are still engaged in a noisy wrestling match for much of
the journey.
Friday, October 24:
It has been raining on and off during the early hours and, though
it is bright enough now, I decide to wear my rain jacket anyway.
It is also quite mild. The leaves are showing more signs of their
autumnal coloration these days, but at least we don’t have the leafblower in evidence this morning. The doors of the café are opened
earlier than usual so I am already seated with my coffee when the
others trail in. Today we have Davide, Renata, Georgie, Janet and
Ofra – with Vlad’s wife Biba sitting in for her absent husband.
She has brought Tara with her, of course, and she reports that the
Rhodesian Ridgeback is in disgrace, having climbed up on the bed
(a no-no is their house) in order to have a nice pee. Biba is puzzled
by this unusual behavior but I suggest that it is, perhaps, a sign of
anxiety over the missing Vlad, a sign and a protest. Janet says that
Daisy-Mae, who is quite subdued this morning, has been known
to do the same thing when she is upset. Matthew now comes in
and the discussion of doggy symptomology continues. He says
that Emilio is also out of sorts over changes in his environment
and has begun to lick the floor in some sort of nervous ritual –
Matthew had to sleep with his pet on the sofa last night; Makiko
is sleeping with baby Alberto on her chest as we speak. Winnie,
Tara, Skye, Sparkie, Bailey and Bella make their usual demands
on the biscuit bag – but the fresh element in the canine scene this
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morning is a furious fight on the Carlton roadway between two
black and white terriers – with one of the contestants dragged
away on lead and the second thrown over a shoulder in order to
make his withdrawal from the conflict a definitive one.
Ofra is still fretting over the health of her mother, back in
Jerusalem, and her son – suffering from a bad cold in Nottingham.
(I do remind her that the clocks go back an hour tomorrow night.)
She has brought with her some tahini biscuits and these are
sampled by the breakfast crowd – they look delicious but I am still
dieting. Biba says that she saw a program on the eating of dogs in
China and this leads to an analysis of the suspect nature of some
of the meat offerings in London’s own ethnic restaurants. Georgie
and I are discussing the return of Robert Sugden on last night’s
Emmerdale – a new actor has been drafted in but he looks a lot
like the old one. Georgie is heading off to Hereford soon and her
nose is out of joint since she has been promised a replacement bus
service for part of the journey. I can tell the others that yesterday
the final touches were added to my website and that they are now
in position to download (as Davide attempts to do immediately)
the next installment (Volume VI) in “The Dog People of
Paddington Rec” series, My Dog’s Breakfast.
Saturday, October 25:
Cold, damp and gray will do for this morning’s adjectives. I am
wearing my rain jacket and my scarf as I begin my march on
the café where, once again, I am the first to be admitted. The
first to be admitted but not the first to be served, for the efficient
staff have spotted Renata through the glass and her mug of tea
is handed over as soon as she reaches the counter. In the doggy
compound we have Sam and her white Jack Russell, Jesse –
figures we have not seen here in years, it seems. To prove this
point Sam asks me where my dog is – there is no reason for her
to feel embarrassed by my response (“Fritz died in February”),
though, clearly, this is how she feels.
This morning our group will also include Renata, already
mentioned, Dan, Davide, Janet, Georgie and Debbie. When Sam
goes into the café Jesse is left behind and, feeling abandoned, the
little dog sets up a barking protest that soon earns a rebuke from
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Renata – “If you don’t shut up I’m going to strangle you.” Dan,
enjoying a good wind-up, now compares Renata to Cruella de Vil
and Janet adds, “I thought you were supposed to be deaf.” Sam
returns with some sausages for the dogs and this really does seem
like an echo of times past. The dogs have no difficulty in resuming
their pursuit of these fragrant tidbits but there is soon trouble –
when Daisy-Mae and Jesse pursue the same treat and end up in a
furious face-off with much snarling and barking. It is the second
of such incidents since Winnie has earlier taken exception to the
presence of Bella, on Georgie’s adjacent lap, and – after a good
deal of ill-tempered growling – both animals have been restored to
the good earth. There is just one little corner of toast after Sam has
at last finished her sandwich but today there is no Bailey to give
it to. No one knows where Ofra is this morning and someone else
has to drink her lonely coffee.
Renata reports that she may miss the Christmas dinner, one that
Janet is already organizing, because she is having foot surgery and
may be incapacitated for two months. Today she has brought us
pieces of marble cake and she is certain that people are refusing
to partake of this offering out of spite. I refuse all such treats these
days, Davide says he can’t eat sweet things in the morning and
Debbie says she will take a piece home for later consumption.
Dan doesn’t help matters by suggesting that Debbie is just being
polite and that she plans to dump it later. Renata, still suffering
from stomach pains, is in a sour enough mood as it is – and Dan
is made to feel her disapproval. Sam also refuses a piece of cake
but asks for a cigarette. She says she has been trying to quit for six
years (a familiar tale) and Renata says she plans to quit on the day
she dies – “They’ll find me with a cigarette in my lips.”
Sunday, October 26:
Well, we are supposed to emerge into brighter skies now that the
clocks have moved back an hour but this certainly does not seem
to be the case this morning – a dark, cloudy and windy morning
in the park. I am rather glad I have brought my rain jacket again –
but, in fact, there is no moisture. I can see Dan and Janet heading
for the café and I am right behind them. We three are eventually
joined by Ofra, Karen, Wendy, Renata, Cipa (with Emilio), Hanna
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(with Pucci) and Jan (with Daisy). Insults are soon ricocheting
off the tabletop as Dan and Ofra quarrel over whether or not
Ofra remembered to tell the others that she would not be here
yesterday. She says she told several people, including Georgie
(off in Hereford today) – who, we remember, bought her missing
friend a coffee yesterday. As the sniping escalates I am required to
summon a gem from “The Wit and Wisdom of Anne Goldstone,”
repeating one of my mother-in-law’s favorite old saws, “Least
said, soonest mended.”
There has been a change in a number of dog-carer relationships
with the departure of Georgie. Dan has Sparkie and Janet has
Bella. Bella should go home tonight but tomorrow Janet will
have both Sparkie and Tilly. Her own Daisy-Mae is an insistent
visitor on my lap this morning – soon devouring the last of the
tiny steak treats. Dudley actually manages four biscuits this
morning and Winnie and Sparkie are also frequent visitors. Cipa
says that Emilio has spent a much quieter night in her bedroom,
even though baby Alberto was up twice. Bailey is content to
snuggle into his mom’s lap this morning and, to my surprise, he
takes no part in the morning biscuit-fest. Every now and then the
smallest of our dogs rush the fence en masse in order to challenge
the presence of any other dogs out there and once or twice they
succeed in scaring off much larger animals – who want no part of
this nastiness.
Ofra is at last able to explain that she was absent yesterday on
a trip to Bristol in order to visit daughter Lee at university (and
clean her room). She took Bailey with her and he evidently had
a grand time. Dan and Renata, as they so often do, are quarreling
on another topic – how the ailing Renata can get an appointment
at her doctor’s surgery tomorrow. When Renata refuses to accept
his advice Dan says that it will be much simpler if she just agrees
with everything he ever says. On a more serious note Wendy
reports that she visited Peter at St. Mary’s yesterday and that he
still seems poorly. This is the spur needed for several of the others
to propose visits themselves. Ofra calls Peter on his mobile in
order to find out what ward he is in –it is the CDU, not, as Peter
insists, the OCD. She, Dan and Janet try to determine the best
time for a visit and the rest of us can hear Peter, on the speaker
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phone, offer suggestions. It is, in fact, good to hear his voice –
which sounds unchanged even after a week or so in hospital.
Monday, October 27:
I have been composing an e-mail to Gavan, one which has several
references to his epic walks on the Camino de Santiago, and
I have promised him that I will soon be undertaking my own
spirited walk on the pilgrim’s route to the Paddington Rec café.
I am encouraged in this undertaking by the wonderful sunshine
spilling over the edges of the park on a lovely and mild morning
– the spirit is again provided not by my weary legs but by another
dose of rock anthem leaking from my iPod. During the course of
this morning’s march I pass Ellie twice (no phone!) and meet up
with the once and former dogsitter, David, here with Frank and
Bianca.
There is a relatively small group at coffee this morning: Ofra,
Janet, Wendy, Hanna, Cipa and Renata. With Georgie still in
Hereford Janet has the care of Sparkie and Tilly who, since she
can still slip through the bars, must be kept on lead throughout
the session. Janet confirms that Tilly is a greedy girl, at home as
well as in the park, and that she already polished off all of DaisyMae’s food. Hanna again has Pucci – but there is no food for him
this morning. And Cipa says that Emilio has settled down quite
a bit since he has been sleeping with her. Bailey spends a good
deal of time in Wendy’s lap – not an ideal placement since she is
also trying to eat two eggs on toast, over-easy. Renata, with Maxi
on her lap, objects to this arrangement of the eggs and protests to
the management – “She didn’t order them like that!” Eventually
Wendy will have home-grown eggs, since she now has two
eleven-week-old chicks in residence.
We discuss Strictly Come Dancing and the soaps. I tell Ofra that
actress Sunetra Sarker – one of the ballroom contestants, once
played a nurse at the doctor’s surgery in Brookside (if that is not
going too far back in soap opera history) and that the doctor in
question was played by Ben Hull, who was once part of the very
breakfast group we still enjoy every morning. (And that these
two actors both work in the Holby hospital TV empire even now.)
Ofra is consulting her telephone in the hope that the great weather
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will persist – she gets a text from son Guy, “Mommy, please
bring home more water.” It turns out that neither son nor hubby
will drink London tap water, a position that Janet and I find overfastidious. Janet and Ofra have both been to see Peter in hospital
and they have to field a number of questions on his condition.
They say he seems to be in relatively good spirits but his treatment
is perhaps being delayed because he should not be in an acute
ward (which doesn’t even have TV) – though beds elsewhere are
in short supply. Renata says she will visit now and bring with her
the sporting papers and the Sun.
Tuesday, October 28:
Encouraged by yet another day of radiant sunshine and the
accompanying mild temperatures I again head out early in order to
complete by double circuit of the Rec. I pass David the Dogsitter
with Frank and Bianca, Janet with Daisy-Mae, Gus the Schnauzer
hanging close to his owner’s bench for once, and even Kat,
rarely seen in the park, with her French Bulldog, Lola – and I am
overtaken by Karen with Dudley. I am a minute or two behind
yesterday’s pace – perhaps because I have paused to return my
iPod playlist back to its beginning.
They have not lofted the green umbrella this morning – which
means that we get a lot of sunshine on our shoulders. Our group
today includes Janet, Ofra, Davide, Danielle, Hanna, Cipa and
Karen. Hanna delivers to me, from Debbie, a new packet of Pucci
pellets and, for that matter, she delivers Pucci himself to my lap
– while she goes inside to order her refreshments. Again Bailey
disdains all treats, spending much of the session in Ofra’s lap. I
am worried that his teeth may be hurting him but Ofra manages
to get him to accept a biscuit – so I guess he is okay. Meanwhile
Danielle, who has a professional interest in such matters, leans
over and has a look at Sparkie’s dental work.
Davide has an apology for me. I had given him two stamped
letters to put into a mailbox in Dallas and, although the envelopes
made it as far as Texas, they never made it into the post there and
he has brought them back with him this morning. Not to worry,
however, for Danielle is heading for California on Monday and
she promises to complete this mission. Undoubtedly Bella will
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end up at Georgie’s come Monday but Ofra tells us that she hopes
Georgie will be back before that because she wants to leave Bailey
with our Scottish friend as well – as she returns for two weeks to
Israel. She tells us that the Filipina who has been looking after
her ailing mother in Jerusalem has quit and she therefore needs
to organize a new system of care. Family problems dominate
conversation this morning for we also hear a great deal about
Georgie, caught in the middle between a quarreling daughter and
her estranged husband in Hereford, and, from Danielle, a great
deal about her problems in bonding with a seventeen-year-old
stepson. When we get up to begin our back passage walkround
Danielle says she is so stressed she is going to a session with
Amma, the Indian saint, in search of a hug. Just heading our way
is a late-arriving Renata – she says she has an appointment with
her doctor tomorrow.
Wednesday, October 29:
Rain is predicted for today but as I start off for the park it is still
dry enough, though very gray and unfriendly. There is already a
queue in front of the café door and when it is opened by Benny
two tiny toddlers are the first to enter. One of these is a little
blonde girl in a pink jacket – named Willow – and she and her tiny
friend are soon at work hunting up the highchairs. Our group this
morning includes Janet, Ofra, Davide, Renata, Clare, Cipa, Hanna,
Danielle and Karen. These people will all struggle to hold a decent
conversation this morning for outside the café fence we have
an earnest leaf-blowing groundsman at work with his insistent
machinery. Why this intrusive racket has to be raised here – just as
the café opens its doors – rather than before this event will always
remain a mystery.
A number of recent themes receive further attention in the
breakfast chatter – at least I think they do, it is so hard to hear.
Ofra says that she visited Makiko yesterday and got her friend
to undertake a few local errands in the warm sunshine. Today
Ofra will have to go to Brent Cross to have repair work done on a
suitcase she needs to take to Israel on Friday. Renata has had her
doctor’s appointment put off until tomorrow – when Davide will
visit the dentist. Danielle never got her hug from the sacred Amma
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since there was a five-hour queue but today she will be go-karting
with her stepson in a special bonding session. (I tell her that I will
be sending her an email on Sunday with a special reminder about
taking my envelopes with her to L.A.) Janet decides to phone
Peter and discovers that he is at home; a blood clot has been
diagnosed in his injured knee but this can evidently be treated
with out-patient visits.
I have to admire Janet’s facility for multi-tasking – for while she
is holding the phone in one hand she reaches down with the other
and extricates Daisy-Mae from a fight with Bella. Undoubtedly
Daisy-Mae, in biscuit-guarding mode, has started this spat, but
Bella has been rather bolshie this morning as well – finding the
orphaned Sparkie in Danielle’s lap she has insisted on climbing up
here as well, asserting her primacy by standing on Sparkie’s back.
The latter has been a leader in protesting the presence of the noisy
leaf-blower while his partner in crime, Dudley, has actually been
allowed to run free on the green. Here he submits quite docilely
to the attentions of the two toddlers, who are having a great time
deconstructing one of the newly created leaf piles. As we get up
to make our return journey they begin to cuddle Winnie as well.
Meanwhile Ofra is searching about for her pet as Bailey, in his
chronic confusion, has convinced himself that she has returned
to the café. The last I see, as I make my way down the Morshead
roadway just as the drops begin to fall is Bailey rushing into the
café in a desperate search for his mommy, who is standing next to
me.
Thursday, October 30:
A light early morning dusting of raindrops has passed and there
is some hope of brighter skies in the west –therefore I make the
decision to undertake another two circuits of the park before
reporting for coffee duty. I pass George the Schnauzer, Gus again,
Janet with Daisy-Mae and Sparkie and, finally, Ofra with Bailey.
The latter encounter requires me to unplug the earphones so that
a civilized chat can follow. Then, noting that I still have one more
hill to climb, I begin my second ascent of Mt. Bannister and, on
the other side, I report immediately to the café. Here I find Vlad,
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back after ten days in Serbia, and, at our table, Janet, Ofra, Dan,
Davide, Wendy, Karen, and Danielle.
Dan is passing around a recent photo of Winnie, already posted on
his Facebook page. Because the gray is creeping across the senior
Pug’s muzzle from the sides a tidy black mustache now stretches
from nose to upper lip and Dan has added a little bowler hat in
order to present us with a canine version of Charlie Chaplin. The
pet in question is sitting in Davide’s lap and, as so often happens
as soon as the bacon and cheese sandwich is complete, she growls
furiously at Bella, who is innocently passing by at Davide’s feet.
Daisy-Mae is also looking for a fight but the other canine veterans
are wary of approaching her when she is guarding a biscuit.
Bailey, perhaps sensing an impending separation, remains as close
to Ofra as he can; he will be delivered to Georgie for almost two
weeks – when that traveller returns from Hereford.
Ofra now tells us something of the process she will go through
in hiring a new carer for her mother in Jerusalem. Vlad tells us
that one reason for his recent trip to Belgrade was dental – there
he could get three crowns for the price of one London version.
Danielle reports that she did go go-karting yesterday and that she
seems to have suffered a minor case of whiplash in the process.
Dan and Davide are off to see Gone Girl and when the name of
Ben Affleck is mentioned I am able to tell Danielle that the famous
actor, in mid-Michigan for a new Batman epic, actually gave a
pep talk to the Spartan football squad on the eve of the Michigan
State-Indiana game. A number of those present are contemplating
a visit to the Tower of London, where the wonderful display of
cascading ceramic poppies will be removed soon. Especially
because this is half term the crowds have been overwhelming and
Karen tells us that when she went she had to drape Dudley around
her neck for his own safety.
Karen is one of those whom I join on a back passage walkround
– with Dan, Davide, and Janet also participating. I tell Dan that,
with preparations for a private printing of Volume VI almost
complete, that I will soon be turning my attentions to Volume VII
in the “Life Among the Dog People of Paddington Rec” cycle
and that here we will encounter for the first time Pucci, Maxi and
Emilio – and their owners, of course. As I make my way home
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after a brief visit to the 123 Cleaners I encounter one of those
owners. This is Makiko, out for the first time with baby Alberto in
his carriage. This is also, then, the first time I have had a chance to
see the darling little follow – but we hope he will soon be making
more regular appearances in the doggy compound of Paddington
Rec.
Friday, October 31:
Unseasonably mild temperatures reign over the Rec scene as I set
out for my 9:00 circuits. We even have some pale sunshine to add
to the mood of the morning and I make good progress along the
walkways. I am slowed by Janet, heading my way with Sparkie,
Daisy-Mae and Dudley; she wants to know if it is time to start
taking orders for My Dog’s Breakfast – a volume that bears a
cover which she has designed herself, one featuring a picture of
Daisy-Mae having a bath. I tell her that printed copies should be
here in a week or so and continue on with my march. Ellie is just
descending from the heights of Mt. Bannister with Teddy; she
waves but I can tell from her abrupt left turn that we won’t be
seeing her at coffee this morning.
At coffee Janet tells me that Daisy-Mae has been her usual
welcoming presence at home and that when Sparkie was given a
large bone to play with (one that the Shih-Tzu had never shown
any interest in) Daisy-Mae grabbed it back, ate much of it, and
guarded the rest with great ardor – so that Sparkie couldn’t get his
teeth on it again. Janet says she will hide the bone now because
if the visiting Dudley gets hold of it there will be a punch-up.
Sparkie makes several visits to my knee but each time he refuses
the proffered treat. He spends some time on my lap and also on
Janet’s – Janet thinks this is just attention-getting behavior, and
this is no surprise for we don’t think Georgie has ever been away
this long. Davide has many more customers than I do today –
Harley, Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, Tara and Winnie are all lined up for
some of that toasted bacon and cheese sandwich.
After we (a term that also includes Vlad, Wendy, Clare, Hanna
and Renata) have been seated for a while there is new arrival – not
Emilio, here with Cipa, but Makiko with baby Alberto, making his
first visit to the breakfast scene in his stylish carriage. Needless
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to say there is much fussing – first our lot, the café staff and the
mother of the triplets (who peeks into the carriage with a look on
her face that must be translated as, “Only one?”) and then much
fussing by Makiko whenever the baby makes a sound. Eventually
the new mother decides the baby must be hungry and she pushes
the carriage into the café in order to find a quiet corner for some
breast-feeding. (“I thought you weren’t allowed to bring your
own food into the café,” I suggest.) There are a few other topics
that actually make it onto the agenda. Renata, who seems in much
better spirits after a visit to her doctor yesterday, says that her
granddaughter is about to begin a six week course in Salzburg as
she learns how to be a ski instructor. And Davide brings up, yet
again, the never ending woeful tale of damp and drips in his flat, a
topic that is so full of anxieties for him that he doesn’t leave it for
a second as we complete our back passage walkround.
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Volume XI

By Anthony Linick

Chapter 6—November, 2014

As cold weather arrives, Pucci needs his blue sweater.
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Saturday, November 1:
I can’t quite tell if rain is imminent or not – but I decide to take a
chance on completing my double circuit ritual anyway and I am
off shortly after 9:00. It is very gray, though the temperatures are
mild enough, and I seem to make fairly good progress – in spite
of all the extra weekend personal trainers and their charges, the
additional toddlers and their parents and all those uniformed lads
on their way to the footie pitches. As often happens I encounter
Janet at the exact spot in my travels (and hers) – that is under the
cypress trees behind the central pitch. Just as I reach the green
on my second circuit the drops begin to fall and I decide to take
a small shortcut back to the café – I don’t really like to attack the
slopes of Mt. Bannister if the footing is slippery. Not surprisingly
we have a lengthy queue inside the café but, fortunately, Davide,
at the head of this line, spots me and orders my coffee.
Under the green umbrella there is, to my surprise, a large Asian
family sheltering from the moisture. They do have a dog but as
the rain eases they move back into the forecourt and leave their
chairs behind. In addition to Janet and Davide our group includes
Karen, Debbie, Hanna, Dan and Danielle. When Hanna goes
in to order her coffee Renata takes the very seat that Hanna has
claimed and every one knows that this is a formula for disaster.
I am at the head of the table this morning and I tell Renata that
I can move over a bit so she can sit next to me – the others offer
their congratulations to her when she accepts this arrangement.
Of course she brings Maxi with her; soon she is complaining that
he is licking her face so ardently that her makeup is disappearing.
This is a minor canine problem, however, when we learn that
Sparkie again has the runs and that Daisy-Mae has an injured eye.
Fortunately Danielle, alerted to these problems by Janet, now has
her vet’s cap on. Soon she is squeezing ointment into Daisy-Mae’s
eye and a shot of Pro-Biotic into Sparkie’s mouth. I feel especially
sorry for the orphaned Sparkie. Janet has to clean up a mess he
has just made up against the fence and thereafter no one wants
him to sit in their lap. Winnie, meanwhile, is only interested in
food. When Dan tells her that all the treats are finished she gives
him a look that he translates as “You’re not the person to tell me
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that!” – squeezing through the table legs in order to get additional
access to my blue biscuit bag.
Renata is blaming her cough, and its attendant problems, on all
those cheap cigarettes that she bought in Italy – they may prove
to be more expensive than she thought. Debbie is telling us about
a cake baking class she has recently taken and everyone is trying
to figure out when the next dog owner’s birthday will have to be
celebrated. I congratulate Dan on all the free publicity Deputy
P.M. Nick Clegg provided for the Leicester Square ticket booth
this week – when he was interviewed on some important topic
of the day while standing in front of Dan’s empire. Renata now
notices that Dan and Davide are wearing matching silver rings,
ones he bought to celebrate their fifteenth year as a couple, but
we soon wish she hadn’t. Davide makes a joking reference to the
modest nature of the outlay in this gesture and Dan takes umbrage
and soon there are words. Soon and later – for Dan can’t let the
topic go and continues to display his injured feelings – even as he
gets up to reclaim his bike and head off to work. I try to interrupt
with another topic. Davide will be flying to Johannesburg later
today and I remind him, on behalf of all these starving dogs,
“Don’t forget the ostrich biltong.”
Sunday, November 2:
My departure for the park is delayed by several important
household duties – and the knowledge that rain is likely – and I
know that there is little chance of a full morning exercise session.
On my way to the park I encounter young Napoleon and I have
to stop to talk to his owner. The French Bulldog’s black spots
are now pushing through his white fur and he is approaching his
adolescent stage; he is an adorable little chap. I have time for
only one circuit of the green this morning and when I report to
the café I find only Debbie, with Zorro. The Pug climbs my legs
in search of an early handout but I have to tell him that the biscuit
bag will not be making an appearance until somewhat later in the
proceedings. Vlad is just in front of me in the coffee queue and
when we are returned to our green umbrella we are soon joined
by Tony with his Macy, and by Dan, Debbie (Pucci’s mom, in
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this case,) by Hanna, Janet and, returned at last from Hereford, by
Georgie.
Tied to the fence on the other side of our bars is a black and
white Collie and this poor animal has to withstand not only the
disapproving barks of Sparkie and Winnie but also the rain –
which soon begins to blow onto our backs from the west. Hanna
says that it isn’t right that an owner should leave a dog out
here while enjoying the warmth of the café’s interior – and I’m
sure most of us would agree. Vlad says that he has a cousin in
Belgrade who treats his dogs with discipline and tough love and
that our own dogs would be denounced as pampered versions of
humanhood – rather than real dogs. Others agree but this does not
mean that they plan on being any less indulgent with their pets.
Thus Tara is allowed to stick her big nose into my lap (and to
remove one or two of Debbie’s fingers during a snatch-and-grab),
Daisy-Mae (her eye much improved) is allowed to play her usual
biscuit-bait games, and Sparkie is welcomed back into Georgie’s
lap at last.
In fact, Georgie looks anything but rested after her week in
Hereford and now she has to go back to work tomorrow. She says
that her sister Jean is heading for town in order to see an Egon
Schiele exhibition. Hanna announces that a new Danish restaurant
is soon to open its doors on the Golborne Road. And several of
those present describe interesting dreams during last night’s sleep.
I suggest that last night I dreamt (as I often do) of some trailside
struggle and that I was accompanied on this occasion by my Old
English Sheep Dog, Ozzie – who died in 1978. Meanwhile the
Collie has at last been freed from his wet corner next to the fence
and, as the rain continues with intensity, the rest of us decide to
make a move. Fortunately the leaves are still on the trees and so
it is possible to make most of the homeward journey under the
protection of these giants.
Monday, November 3:
It has been raining for several hours but just before I have to head
for the park, buttoned into my rain jacket, the moisture comes to
an end. It remains very gray and very cold. The ill-tempered Jazz,
on lead (and just as well) is entering the park along the Morshead
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roadway and behind her I can see Georgie, arriving with Sparkie
and Skye. She tells me that she has already been out with Bella
and Bailey – but they have been left behind now. As if her day
isn’t complicated enough she will take delivery of Pucci while
we are enjoying our coffee and this afternoon she will be minding
Emilio for some time as well.
As the latter information is passed on over coffee to the other
members of our group (Dan, Renata, Wendy, Karen and Ellie)
Janet wonders why Makiko doesn’t just attach her Pug to the
baby’s buggy and walk both of them at the same time. This remark
provides Dan with the opportunity for a teasing interjection,
“Well, Janet, and just how many babies have you had?” My
response to this zinger is, “And Dan, when exactly did you get
that degree in Social Work?” “Dan has a degree and it does start
with an “S,’” Janet says, “but it isn’t in Social Work.” Renata now
tells us that she took fish and chips with her when she visited Peter
at home on Saturday. This is the cue for Ellie to try to reach our
missing friend by phone – but she says that she gets only a busy
signal. Janet reports that her computer screen has gone black and
that she needs to take the machine back to John Lewis – “If they
can’t recover what’s on my hard drive,” she adds, “you can forget
about any doggy calendar this year.” I don’t suppose she finds my
response very helpful at such a moment – “Janet, when it’s time to
buy a new computer, make it a Mac.”
Skye is my most persistent customer this morning, but Tilly (with
Janet this morning), Winnie and Sparkie are not far behind – with
Renata rifling through my blue bag in search of Maxi’s favorite
treats. Sparkie actually spends some time in my lap – we hear that
his tummy problems have instantly disappeared with the return of
his mommy. Having delivered Pucci to Georgie, Hanna takes her
refreshment inside the café today – this is very confusing to the
Teacup Yorkie – but things go better for him when he is placed on
Karen’s lap. The latter has an interesting question for us, “Don’t
you think Dudley’s bum resembles a Renault Megane?” When
we have recovered our composure I suggest, without answering
the question directly, “Yes, just the other day I heard Dudley ask,
‘does my bum look big in this parking space?’”
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Tuesday, November 4:
We have a lovely, sunny but chilly morning for our adventures in
the park today and I decide to take advantage of the good weather
to undertake another spirited walk around the Rec’s perimeter
(twice). I do pass a number of familiar canines on my circuits,
though the Pug seems to be the dominant species – for here is
Emilio with Matthew II, Zorro with Debbie, and Harley with
Clare. I also pass Janet, who is chatting with Stephen while her
Daisy-Mae and his Will and Grace wait patiently. I wish I could
hear my music better but, with all the leaves falling these days,
we have machines at work everywhere here. I am accompanied on
my last stretch along the Carlton roadway by a group of lads from
St. George’s in their bright yellow shirts. Vlad is already waiting
outside the front door of the café when I arrive.
He is soon joined in this queue by Karen, who insists on
demonstrating the Megane-like qualities of Dudley’s bum,
summoning her pet for a demonstration and then allowing him to
join the queue of coffee-seekers inside. It is so chilly that it is easy
to see your breath in front of you but when we sit down we do so
in the warming sunlight and soon we are quite comfortable in the
bright autumnal light. Truth to tell, there isn’t much of a turnout
this morning. Vlad soon leaves with Tara and Janet soon turns
Daisy-Mae over to Georgie since she is off on another brief spa
holiday in Bury St. Edmonds. (Marienbad, yes, Carlsbad, yes, but
Bury St. Edmonds?) With her departure that just leaves me with
Georgie and Karen for company; of course the former has part
of a larger menagerie with her in the park this morning: Sparkie,
Skye (who rushes across the green every morning to see if I have
arrived with my biscuit bag) and Pucci.
Among the topics we have this morning there is the arrival
of some flatpack furniture at Karen’s house and Georgie’s
obsession with re-painting everything in her house. But dogs, not
surprisingly, serve as the chief item in our discussion and, more
specifically, what to do with your pet when you go out. Dudley
has evidently conquered his separation anxiety so that he no
longer scratches the closed door into jagged splinters. But Georgie
says that she can rarely leave Sparkie on his own and when she
does so she must tell him that she’s off to the “shops” – if she
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mentions “work” there is a meltdown. She also cites the behavior
patterns of a dog once owned by her sister, Jean. This dog, named
Ziggy like Jean’s present pet, was inconsolable when left alone
but eventually a modus vivendi was achieved. Ziggy would settled
down into peaceful tranquility only if he were first offered a beef
curry and a can of Tennant’s lager in his water bowl. Mind, you
Georgie adds, it had to be Tennant’s – he would always bring
home empty cans of this ale found in the street and he wouldn’t
drink any other brand himself.
Wednesday, November 5:
Warned by Cathy to expect even chillier temperatures today, I
leave for the park with my wool cap tightly pulled down over my
ears. At least it is dry outside and there is some sunshine as well –
but today it provides no warmth. They have just opened the doors
of the café and therefore I am quickly sent back to our table under
the green umbrella, clutching my still chocolateless cappuccino. I
am surprised to encounter Dudley in front of the café. He has set
up camp at the foot of a chap who is eating a bacon sandwich and
it takes Karen quite some time to persuade her dog that he really
belongs with the rest of us.
We have a very small turnout again – just Karen, Renata, Clare,
Davide and Georgie, with Vlad arriving rather late in the session
after a night shift. For Davide, just back from Johannesburg, it has
to be explained that Ofra is in Israel, Janet in Bury St. Edmonds
and Danielle in Los Angeles. I can bring a long story to a brief
end by telling him that the letters I gave him, the ones that were
supposed to go into a mailbox in Dallas but were returned to me
with this mission unaccomplished, have at last found their rightful
home – since I received a one word e-mail from Danielle this
morning, “Mailed!” Davide has just gotten off his plane and is
a bit groggy – nevertheless he agrees with me that Renata must
be wrong when she says that she bought some blinds off the
Internet at a price several hundred pounds below John Lewis’s
quote. That lady also surprises us when she says that she has had
a disappointment during her recent visit to the NHS hearing clinic
– since the only hearing aids available were for black people.
We soon realize that here she may be right – evidently, since the
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device is visible on the ear’s exterior, there has been some attempt
to match the hearing aid with the user’s skin color.
Davide, as promised, has brought with him some biltong from
Johannesburg and, even though it is beef and not ostrich, this
proves to be a popular snack among our dogs. Unfortunately
it is all gone by the time the only animal with South African
lineage arrives – Tara, the Rhodesian Ridgeback. She has to
make do with my biscuits – though Georgie has to get up once to
fetch a wayward specimen that has bounced through the fence.
Skye, Sparkie and Winnie are also eager claimants but, as my
biscuits are always disdained by Harley, I offer the latter a bit of
Schmacko – Harley takes it, drops it and then, for good measure,
pisses on it. When we begin our homeward journeys I pass a latearriving Wendy, who mutters only an ominous, “Guy Fawkes
night!” as she passes by. Of course this is one of those spots in the
calendar that is often a period of anxiety and dread for dog owners
– particularly for those whose animals, like Fritz, were terrified by
the attendant fireworks. Well, I needn’t worry about this tonight
but, as if to remind me of my loss, here comes a lively Schnauzer,
George, on the Morshead roadway.
Thursday, November 6:
As I have a peek at the outdoor thermometer on my windowsill I
am shocked to discover that the needle has not even reached the 0
mark – it is literally freezing outside. I decide to don my wool cap
again but, for the first time this year, it’s time to wear my leather
gloves as well. It is brightly sunny – and the sun is gradually
doing a good job of melting the last of the frost on the running
track. Ahead of me on the Morshead roadway we have Davide
with Winnie and Georgie with Sparkie and Skye. I pass behind
them as they head out onto the green and I head straight for the
café. A baby in its carriage is having a screaming fit in the corner.
It isn’t easy stirring my coffee and opening the biscuit bag with
gloves on, but I persevere. Surprisingly, my first customer is
Zorro, whom Debbie has brought into our compound. Soon taking
seats we have Georgie, Davide, Wendy, Hanna, Renata and Jo
Lynn. The latter says she is hoping for some public relations work
from some Swedish entrepreneurs who have invented a new kind
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of cycle helmet – one that surrounds your head in its own airbag
at the moment of impact. Davide says he saw a program on Italian
TV about a device that provides the same service for the wearer’s
whole body – and I want American football players to wear one
of these. Renata says that she has just had a conversation with one
of the African security guards – who (since he married a German
lady) can hold his own in the Teutonic tongue. Renata says that
she told him he was looking even blacker than usual – and he
admitted that he had been holidaying in the Med. Renata seems to
believe that no one could be offended by her observations and that
those who might be must be ashamed of being black. I suggest
that this might not be the case – they might just be concerned that
they were talking to a racist – and Renata has the good grace to
admit that I have a point.
Georgie informs me that Skye has the runs and that I shouldn’t
offer him any biscuits this morning. Failing to hear this, Renata
gives him one anyway (and he steals one belonging to Sparkie).
Jo says that Tilly has just scarfed down a pound of bread left
behind in the picnic area and that she too should not be offered
any treats but, failing to hear this, Renata feeds the Border Terrier
as well. There is a good deal of discussion on the effects that
last night’s firework bombardment had on our dogs. Davide says
Winnie is not adversely affected. Georgie says that Sparkie barks
at the noise, that Daisy-Mae was shaken and that Bella trembled.
Only Bailey seemed immune – but then he is deaf. Renata says
there were no explosions in her part of the world but I have to
tell Georgie, as we get up to depart, that Renata isn’t the best
judge in such matters; she is in fact, regrettably, Bailey’s human
counterpart.
Friday, November 7:
Much rain has again fallen but there are bright patches in the
sky as I head for the park this morning. I am able to keep my
gloves in a pocket – for it is, indeed, several degrees warmer than
yesterday at this time. Ahead of me on the Morshead roadway I
can see Georgie, accompanied this morning by Sparkie and Skye
only. Sparkie turns around to greet me but Skye rushes ahead to
the café; here he begins to yelp vociferously. Georgie says that he
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does this every time he is taken to the park and he does so because
he associates the opening of this gate with his admission to a kind
of mini-paradise – that is he expects that here we will now have
access to me and my blue biscuit bag. He hasn’t even noticed that
I am behind him, walking with Georgie to the sacred spot.
I am the first to be served today and soon I have taken my seat.
In fact the chairs have a somewhat unusual pattern these days
because attached to our usual tandem of two large rounded
tables we have one of the little corner tables at the head of the
arrangement – a holdover from rainy days when it was necessary
to shove it here to get some protection from the green umbrella.
I tell Janet, returned from her spa holiday, that her own chair has
been left completely empty in her absence – for no one would dare
to take her place. Karen, Renata and Davide are also present today
and much of the breakfast conversation is devoted to a favorite
topic – travel – and in doing so we move from the mundane to the
sublime. The mundane is represented by Karen’s mission today
– for she soon has to leave us to visit a potential client in Slough.
Janet has decided on her next cruise, a venture from Florida to
California via the Panama Canal scheduled for January. Davide is
looking up airfares for her before announcing that he and Dan will
attempt a Christmas trip to Hong Kong. He wants to spend some
time in Macao, which, he says, now has as many casinos as Las
Vegas and even more hotel rooms. Renata, who remembers the
place from its former colonial past, says that when she was there it
was filthy and she was the only white woman on the island.
Vlad now comes in and this means that Tara soon joins the
biscuit queue. I also have Skye, of course, and Sparkie, Winnie,
Dudley and Daisy-Mae as well – the latter is barking at me
from an adjacent chair. Karen offers another morning report on
her mother’s new pet, the Cavapoo, Teddy. She says the little
fellow arrived with worms – even though he cost two thousand
Australian dollars. I ask her how much that is in pounds sterling
and she says it’s equivalent to £2000 – which I find hard to
believe. (I look this up when I get home; this morning you
would be paying the equivalent of £1083.65 – which is still a lot
to pay for a puppy not properly wormed.) Renata, who is now
scheduled for a tummy scan next Tuesday, says that she always
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lets people know that her Maxi is not any kind of mixture, but a
pure, pedigreed Poodle. (I want to make a remark about Germans
and racial purity, but I bite my tongue.) While we have been
discussing these matters the skies have again been darkening and
so it is decided to make an early move for home, before there is
any more rain.
Saturday, November 8:
The skies are a puzzle this morning; yes, there are bright patches
but there are also banks of dark gray and there is quite a stiff
breeze as well. I note, as I leave the front porch of my building,
that it won’t be long now before I am plunged into daytime
darkness – not because of the weather but because workmen, who
have been painting the exterior woodwork of the block, will soon
be reaching my part of the world and, if I don’t want them in my
face, literally, I will have to keep my curtains and blinds closed
during the day as well as at night. I can see Georgie heading down
the Morshead roadway with Bella, Sparkie and Bailey; I have
overtaken them by the time we reach the café, where I am the first
customer – always a happy outcome on a busy Saturday.
In addition to Georgie we also have Janet, Dan, Davide, Renata
and Karen with us this morning. Someone asks how Peter is doing
and Janet gives him a call on her mobile phone. The answer to
this question is that Peter is well enough to make a visit to the
park this morning and that he will be with us in five minutes or
so. When he appears I can see that he still disdains a walking
stick; he tells us that he took the bus part of the way this morning
and that he goes as an outpatient to have fluid drained from his
injured knee twice a week. At one point he pulls his trouser leg
up so that he can show his injury to Karen – at least he didn’t
drop his trousers this time. After we have been seated for a while
Makiko, Matthew and baby Alberto make a rare visit. Makiko
tells us that yesterday she loaded all the baby gear into the car and
took Alberto for a drive – so this is real progress. Matthew tries to
enjoy an espresso but he is besieged by an anxious Renata – who
wants to discuss all of her medical problems. I tell Makiko that
one of her great TV favorites, Inspector Montalbano, will make
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an appearance on BBC 4 tonight in an episode that has never been
shown here.
When she is not bending Matthew’s ear Renata is claiming my
biscuit bag as she scrabbles for suitable snacks for her Maxi.
This means that I am often a disappointment to my regular
customers – Bailey, Winnie and Daisy-Mae. When I get the bag
back I conduct an orderly inventory – all of Pucci’s pellets are
loose and they need to be re-secured. By the end of the session
the dogs have eaten everything else here – even some Schmacko
strips. I offer one of the latter to Harley, who has just come in with
Clare; this morning we have three blonde pugs under the table…
Emilio, Winnie and Harley. I join the others in an early departure,
particularly for a Saturday – but it is getting darker and, indeed, as
I head for home the drops are beginning to fall.
Sunday, November 9:
Rain returned with some ferocity on a number of occasions
yesterday and so it is with some relief that I can note some bright
patches in the sky this morning. It is quite cold and, though the
sun is in evidence, it has no more effect than a dimly lit light bulb
suspended over Leith Mansions; it certainly provides no warmth.
Debbie and Peter are already seated in the doggy compound
as I head for the café’s front door. While I am waiting here I
can ask Debbie about a park incident now several days in the
past. It seems that poor Pucci had been kicked by an impatient
jogger – even though he was minding his own business this time.
The incident has been reported to park management but Debbie
says you can still see this angry bully making his way along the
walkways.
In addition to Debbie and Peter we also have Davide, Janet,
Georgie, and Karen at our table this morning, with Vlad at his
own spot behind us and late appearances from Wendy and Walid.
The latter’s Julian, anxious to join us, squeezes through the bars in
his eagerness; Walid is vindicated by this gesture – it justifies his
refusal to let his little dog run free in our compound since he could
so easily run away from us in the same way. In fact, Julian spends
most of the session cuddled in Karen’s lap. I have Bella and
Daisy-Mae in mine, but they are less interested in my attentions
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than in my supply of Schmackos. Sparkie and Bailey manage to
remain earthbound – well, their rear legs are down there – they are
scraping away at my knees with their paws and Tara is shoving
my hands with her wet nose. Winnie is refused further treats after
gratuitously attacking poor Bailey, whom Davide has just fed from
her treat bag.
Janet is seeking consensus on the latest plans for our annual
Christmas gathering, which she would like to schedule as a lunch
on December 21 at the Bridge pub on the canal. (The good news
is that much of the expense for this outing should be covered by
our cumulative lottery wins.) Vlad wants to know when Peter
is planning to resume our horse-racing ventures but Peter says
that he is having such mobility problems that he doesn’t yet feel
like walking to the bookies. As his doctors have obviously done,
Peter is now urged by everyone to use his walking stick. (Janet
realizes as soon as she says it that there is no point in getting this
computer-phobic chap to bet online.) Wendy tells us that she has
had to call in the police after receiving a fraudulent call from her
“bank.” Georgie and Janet are both complaining about the fourth
straight night of fireworks bombardment – some of it very late.
Added to Debbie’s problem (and to Wendy’s) this is just another
sign of the constant threat of antisocial behavior under which the
ordinary citizen must labor these days. The nanny state won’t let
you dock a puppy’s tail, it will penalize you for using a plastic
bag, it will make alcohol consumption by pregnant women a
crime – but, in the case of continuous fireworks, it can do nothing
about this public, protracted and poisonous epidemic of noise
pollution.
Monday, November 10:
It’s another lovely, bright autumnal morning and this time there is
real warmth in the sun’s rays. I follow Georgie up the Morshead
roadway as she keeps an eye on Sparkie and Skye. In front of our
doggy compound I can see Suzanne, whom we have not seen in
some time. (Though we have seen her Sunny with a dog-walker.)
She has been on a long tour of China and Tibet and much of the
morning session is devoted to trip highlights – I had not realized
that Lhasa was on the tourist trail these days. I ask her if she saw
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any Lhasa Apsos there and she says she did – and that there were
lots of dogs off-lead in the Tibetan capital.
This morning our breakfast group includes Georgie, Janet,
Dan (enjoying a day off), Karen, Wendy, Suzanne, Renata and,
behind us, Vlad. Sunny, whose manic barking is the subject of
considerable protest, is new to the mix but we also have a visit
from a second barker, Seamus the Westie You would think that
one of these dogs would be the special target of Daisy-Mae’s
mischief-making but, in fact, it is Skye she turns on and, even
without any food to fight over, they have a furious bust-up under
the table. Janet manages to extract her madam from the fray and,
unrepentant, the Shih-Tzu slips through the fence and pretends to
be adorable when other café customers pause to give her a cuddle.
Perhaps it is a discussion of the (usually ineffective) arsenal of
punishments employed in Daisy-Mae’s case that leads Dan to
discuss the hopeless attempts to amend the behavior of Davide’s
spoiled niece in Sardinia. That little madam, perhaps five now,
reacts to any attempts at discipline with a snarled, “You’re playing
with fire!” When Davide, hearing the disrespectful treatment
being dished out to her mother during a phone call, asked to
speak to this girl himself he warned her that if she didn’t behave
he wouldn’t bring her any more of the hand lotion she likes from
Bed Bath and Beyond. The response was, “Oh, I have plenty of
that already.” In fact there is soon unleashed by this discussion
a litany of suppressed complaints from the assembled diners.
Renata is complaining about delays in treatment options offered
by the NHS. Janet is complaining about the loss of many photos
in the collapse of her computer. And Karen is complaining about
the workman who, when he does show up, turns her house into a
bombsite. I need to get home now in order to see if workmen have
enshrouded the front elevation of my building as they prepare to
apply paint to the exterior woodwork.
Tuesday, November 11:
Scaffolding poles are propped against my building as I make my
departure for the park on a gray Tuesday morning. I think it is
quite cold this morning and I am glad I have stuffed my gloves
into my jacket pocket. As I clear the clubhouse I am surprised to
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feel canine claws scraping away at my legs. This source of this
embrace is Seamus, who must remember me as the biscuit guy
from yesterday. There seems to be no one about as I reach our
compound at the café but I am, at least, the first to be admitted
to the café itself and by the time I have brought my coffee to our
table others have arrived. Today we have Janet, Georgie, Karen
and Peter, with Vlad soon occupying his usual table behind us.
Georgie has brought Sparkie, Pucci and Skye with her this
morning but the latter has been suffering from the runs and his
backside is so befouled that Georgie has to fetch buckets of water
from the loo in order to carry out the clean-up process. I tell her
that this is well beyond the call of duty – and she agrees. Naturally
we have decided not to offer Skye any treats today and this does
not go down at all well with the Cairn. Sparkie jumps into my
lap several times this morning – he is my only customer. Karen is
again cuddling tiny Pucci (and resting her coffee cup on his head);
he has been embargoed from Peter’s lap while the latter fusses
over his knee. We have one other guest in the compound this
morning – a medium-sized black dog named Rocky. He is part
of a substantial contingent in the care of some East Asian women
who have chosen to sit in front of the café with the rest of their
menagerie. Excluded from this company, Rocky moans piteously
throughout this sitting.
Janet announces that the ceramic poppies at the Tower of London,
scheduled to be removed starting tomorrow, may now remain in
place until the end of the month – over four million people have
visited the site and more still want to do so. Peter announces that
he is, in fact, well satisfied with the walking stick he has brought
with him to the park this morning – after all our nagging and his
own reluctance to try something new. “Now tomorrow,” Clare
says as she passes through with Harley, “hat and scarf, please.”
For some reason there is quite a bit of conversation devoted to
our dogs’ snoring. Janet says that Daisy-Mae snored a lot last
night, locked in a deep slumber on the bed. Georgie says that
Bailey was having a spirited dream last night and Karen wants to
know if, in his dream, he can still hear properly. Georgie says that
Winnie used to snore so much that her husband objected and she
accompanied the Pug to the living room sofa, not wanting to leave
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the exiled madam on her own. Karen offers a slight variation when
I mention that my Dorothy used to elbow me in the ribs if she
wanted me to turn over. (Fritz was always a silent sleeper.) Karen
then says that if she really liked the boyfriend she would offer a
gentle shake in order to discourage snoring; and if she didn’t care
so much for the chap she would merely give him a good kick.
I have one more errand to complete this morning, the laundry
must be transferred to the 123 Cleaners. As I am walking home
I encounter David, the King of Morshead Mansions. He stops to
say, “How come I haven’t seen you with Fritz lately?”
Wednesday, November 12:
The rain seems to be lifting as I make my preparations for a
Wednesday morning in the park. The home scene is a hive
of activity – with scaffolders out in front and Cathy making
preparations for the arrival of John the Window Cleaner. Just as I
cross the street I discover that I have been premature in assessing
the state of the weather – for it starts to rain again and on several
occasions this morning we be well and truly happy that we have
our green umbrella to hide under. I can see Ellie, her head buried
in a furry hood, charging toward me with Teddy in tow. As usual
she is chatting on her mobile phone (I think “venting” would be an
even better word today) and she is so engaged in this conversation
that not only does she fail to see me but she almost walks into the
side of the clubhouse. In the event, she does not join us for coffee
– the first cup of which is again mine to bring back to our sparsely
attended table.
This morning we have only Janet, Georgie, Peter and Vlad – and
we truly are joined by Vlad this time, since he needs to shelter
with us when the rain starts up again. He has brought with him
a shopping bag full of dog leads, harnesses and other canine
paraphernalia – materials left behind by a dogless neighbor
who has now left for Hong Kong. He hopes that all of this will
be of some use to Georgie and I am sure it will be eventually.
Meanwhile Vlad’s Tara is one of my chief customers this morning,
though I cannot describe that big, wet and cold nose shoving my
hands into action as an altogether pleasant experience. I have to
ask Georgie if Skye’s stomach has recovered before I add him to
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my treat list. She says, while munching on her toast, that after she
unplugged his impacted bottom this morning the rest of his poo
was just fine. Too much information.
Janet wants to know if Peter plans to celebrate his forthcoming
birthday with another fish and chips dinner but Peter, somewhat
morosely, says that he is so unsteady on his feet these days that
he doesn’t feel like an expedition of this sort. Vlad wants to know
when the doctors say he will be better but Peter says they don’t
know and that his initial blood clot caused his knee to swell to
such proportions that three nurses came by to ask him if they
could take photos. Again he has his cane with him but he says that
even though his building has a lift in it there are still some steps
to descend and that this morning he was almost paralyzed with
anxiety over this maneuver. Behind us, while all these matters are
being discussed, two workers, using a ladder and a rake with most
of its teeth missing, are trying to dislodge leaves from the roof and
gutter of the café/gym building. Janet suggests that they need the
famous blower – but I am just as glad they don’t have it. Janet is
the first to leave this morning –“C’mon, Daisy-Mae, let’s go see
the ladies.” I need to get going as well, for today is a Sainsbury
day – but when I get home I am happy to note that much progress
has been made in another category – for Cathy and John have
succeeded in flipping the mattress on my bed all by themselves.
Thursday, November 13:
There is nothing positive that can be uttered in defense of this
morning’s weather – for we have gray skies everywhere and it
is very cold. Nevertheless I start out at the usual time, walking
slowly up the Morshead roadway – where I pause to say hello to
Mr. Blackbird. (Yesterday I had a real whistling colloquy with a
starling who was sitting atop a pole while I waited for a minicab
to spirit me away from Sainsbury’s.) There is again no one about
as I reach the café, which has opened its doors some five minutes
early today. This means that I am the first in the queue again,
soon followed by Clare. Now we can see others heading toward
the café as well, first Janet, Georgie and Karen, then Davide and
Renata.
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Clare can’t figure out why Skye has set up headquarters at her feet
– then she remembers that she once gave him a treat. Georgie says
that, again, she had to trap the Cairn and throw him into the tub in
order to clean his befouled bottom. Now he, Tara (who has arrived
with Vlad), Winnie and Sparkie begin to badger me for snacks.
Daisy-Mae makes a little effort in this direction as well but she is
soon distracted by the sight of Davide’s toasted ham and cheese
sandwich and I get no further attentions from this quarter. Dudley,
Sparkie and Winnie form a posse of protest, charging down any
other animal who manages to get close to our iron bars – though,
of course, our dogs continue to rely on the bars to protect them
from any hostile response. Renata says that recently she ran
into the Brazilian carer who looks after Simba, the irrepressible
Golden Retriever. Asked why she had not been seen in some time,
the carer offered a most unusual response. The owners of Simba
had invited her and her husband to accompany them on a threeweek junket to San Francisco – in order to look after Simba on his
Californian hols.
Georgie is asked if she has heard anything from Ofra, who is
due back from Israel today, but she hasn’t. Karen reports that the
long reconstruction of her bathroom should be complete today
and that she is looking forward to her first pee in the new toilet.
“What color is it?” Renata asks innocently.” “Pale, yellow, I
hope,” Karen says, answering the wrong question. Davide, who is
feeling quite poorly after his latest flight, can be excused from the
next conversation but the ladies have all been watching with keen
interest a number of Yuletide TV commercials – ones that merit
additional conversation today. First we had re-united penguin
lovers from John Lewis and last night we got a re-enactment
of the famous World War I Christmas lull that featured the two
sides downing arms, exchanging gifts and playing football on the
Western Front. You had to wait until the end of this commercial
just to see whose offering this was – it turned out to be Sainsbury’s
cracker. I have to say that by this time I am thoroughly chilled
and, as I still have a haircut coming my way on Formosa Street, I
am the first to make a break for home.
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Friday, November 14:
Well, it is certainly one of those mornings when, as someone
who owns no dog these days, I could easily be excused from my
participation in today’s adventures in the park. This is because
it is bucketing down – and it has been doing so for hours now.
Nevertheless I decide to persevere in my usual routine and,
covered in the hood of my rain jacket, I set out at the appointed
time. Rivulets are running over the surface of the Rec’s roadways
as I make my way forward, noticing – to my regret – that the
canopy of leaves that used to offer some shelter from the elements
has now all but abandoned the treetops. I get to the café in short
order and heading my way from the Carlton roadway is Ofra, back
after two weeks in Israel.
Ofra is keeping a keen eye on the green, hoping to catch some
sight of her Bailey and, seeing no sign of Georgie or any of the
other animals in the latter’s charge, she pulls out her mobile
phone and dials up her friend. This produces an unusual response
– Georgie opens the front door of the café, where she has been
waiting for her coffee. In fact, she tells us as we settle down
with Janet, Dan and Davide, that she has not brought Bailey (or
Bella, Sparkie or Skye) with her this morning – since they have
all gotten completely soaked on an earlier outing and in their
somewhat sodden state she couldn’t bring herself to make them go
out again. She has picked up Pucci on her way to the park but he
spends most of the morning in his basket on a chair between Dan
and Davide, emerging only when Winnie, transferring from one
daddy’s lap to the other, steps on his head in her progress. Winnie,
who is wearing a new green collar (one that blinks in the dark), is
my only customer this morning.
Davide is still feeling a bit poorly and his mood is not improved
when Dan begins to fuss over the Christmas holiday that the
two will make to Hong Kong beginning December 22nd. Dan
notes that they will be joined on this expedition by some of
Davide’s Italian friends and that one of these chaps is always
condescending to him and that, when the Italian chatter gets
going, he feels excluded at other times. Matters are not helped
when Davide says that it is not altogether certain that Dan will
get a seat on the plane in question. (“Do you suppose they allow
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murder shots on a Facebook page?” I ask Janet.) Ofra now tells
us something about her efforts at making her mother comfortable
in Jerusalem, an act of nurturing that left her other sisters amazed
at the improvement in their mother’s condition. Evidently the
Filipina carer has returned to her post but not only is Alzheimer’s
a worry but the mother often feels she can move about freely –
whereupon she falls down frequently. Still, Ofra seems to feel she
has straightened out some her mother’s routines and restored some
degree of contentment – “If you ever get really old,” she says,
“you need me.” Then she takes Georgie home in her car – so that
she can reclaim the elderly Bailey as well.
Saturday, November 15:
It rained again last night but there is no moisture evident as I
begin my walk to the park this morning. It remains on the cold and
damp side and I am happy to wear my wool cap again. Ahead of
me, just passing the clubhouse, I can see Georgie, Dan and Davide
and Dan soon joins me in the coffee queue – they are a bit slower
than usual in opening the doors today and, though I am first in
line, by the time I return to our table there must be a dozen people
waiting to be served. This is the pattern on Saturdays, especially,
and a large turnout in the doggy compound is part of this picture
as well. Today, in addition to Georgie, Dan and Davide, we have
Karen, Peter, Ofra, Janet, Debbie and Wendy.
There are, in fact, two others, father and daughter, at our table – I
don’t know their names but I do know their purpose in canine
circles for theirs is a household that raises pups who will go on to
serve as guide dogs – and they have brought a trainee with them
today, Elliott. The latter is a truly lovely black fellow, a huge cross
between a Flat-coated Retriever and a Golden Retriever. Elliott
is not allowed casual treats, since such rewards must be part of
his training regime, but he has a good time sniffing around; he
also yields up one of Pucci’s tiny tennis balls without fuss. This
is the fifth dog this family has raised and they have a number of
interesting tales to tell… the autistic woman who hadn’t spoken
in seventeen years and now speaks to her dog, the blind Moslem
mother whose terrified kids now love their dog. It is unusual,
in our circle, to have a tail so tall that it tickles the back of our
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shoulders but this is what happens as Elliott makes his circuit.
Skye, Sparkie, Bailey, Winnie and Bella empty the biscuit bag.
Ofra has brought a cake and it is assumed that this is in honor
of Bailey’s birthday today, but she has, in fact, forgotten this
anniversary and isn’t sure how old her pet is anyway. Peter reports
that his walking is better today and he seem to have conquered his
fear of steps; again he has brought no stick, however. Janet, who
continues to work with Davide on bookings for her January cruise,
announces that we need to top up our lottery stakes after tonight’s
draw. Davide himself seems intent on a holiday in Tahiti. Karen
tells us, the Sun in her hand, that Edwina Currie will be joining
I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here!; she also reports that she has
at last seen, to her utmost mortification, an episode of the The Real
Housewives of Melbourne – women she found both bitchy and
bullying. On a more wholesome note, Wendy announces that her
two hens now go to bed at 4:30 in the afternoon – when it starts to
get dark around here now.
Sunday, November 16:
We have another cold, gray and damp morning for our adventures
in the Rec – but there are lots of people about, hoping to get
in some exercise for themselves or their dogs in spite of it all.
Parking is not controlled hereabouts on the weekends and this
explains why some of our company, who ordinarily arrive by
automobile and who pay to use the parking lot off the Carlton
roadway, abandon this spot and park freely in spaces on Morshead
Road or Grantully. This will also explain why Ofra is just entering
when I do. Almost immediately Bailey makes a forbidden
incursion into the rose garden. This reminds me that his birthday,
which we noted yesterday, must by now have become a national
holiday – for once again last night we had to withstand another
furious fireworks bombardment hereabouts. Ofra, who must live
at least a mile away from the Rec, says her neighborhood had a
similar serenade.
Our breakfast group today includes Ofra, Hanna, Dan, Davide,
Janet, Georgie, Karen, Wendy and, for the first time in some days,
Makiko. The latter is pushing baby Alberto in his tidy buggy and
holding on to Emilio’s lead at the same time. The latter, according
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to Wendy, growls protectively when she puts her head in for a
peek. Thereafter the Pug resumes many of his old habits, joining
the others in spirited protests over the presence of any other dogs
on our perimeter and warning everybody that Daisy-Mae is sitting
under the table with a bait biscuit. Of course she has received
this treat from me – after jumping into my lap and barking until I
manage to produce one that meets madam’s specific requirements.
Bella also jumps into my lap twice but the others, Winnie,
Sparkie, Skye and Bailey, manage to remain earthbound, though
the latter is insatiable this morning, clawing away at the sleeve of
my leather jacket in manic supplication. “Don’t bother Anthony!”
Ofra says to her pet – who pays no attention, of course.
Hanna, who is suffering the aftereffects of the flu (a month after
getting her flu shot), presents me with a tube of Kalles Kaviar,
one of my favorite Swedish foodstuffs – which she has brought
back after an expedition to Ikea. Karen is complaining that her
bathroom is still not finished and that her workman has failed to
show up for the last three days – without explanation. Georgie is
complaining about the farfetched plots of Casualty, which aired
last night – I saw this program too. By contrast, Makiko says she
enjoyed last night’s episode of Inspector Montalbano – which I
did not watch, since it was a rerun. It is interesting to note that
first Georgie then Ofra get up from our table, sitting down at
Vlad’s empty space, in order to smoke – making sure, therefore,
that no smoke comes near the sleeping baby. Dan has just polished
off a full English when he notes that this strategy means that the
smoke is now blowing his way. This means that mock umbrage is
the final flavor of the morning’s session.
Monday, November 17:
Now that preparations are being made for repainting the front
windows I have transferred my Swedish thermometer to a rear
elevation and, having a close look this morning, I can see that
the news is not good – for the needle hovers near the 40-degree
mark (Fahrenheit) and I had better dress warmly. After leaving
the blue recycling bag out in front I head for the park, soon noting
that I am, in fact, almost ten minutes early. I decide to undertake
a circuit of the green but as I do so I pick up some companions.
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First, near the bandstand, I meet Janet with Daisy-Mae and when
we have walked as far as the Grantully gate here comes Dan, with
Winnie. The rest of the circuit is made at a snail’s pace but, after
passing Gus the Schnauzer, we can at last head for the café.
For some unknown reason the regulars have abandoned their usual
places and migrated to the table end nearest the café itself. Here
Dan and Janet are sitting with Georgie and Ofra; the latter objects
to the view from this end but, of course, there is no way she would
return to sit in isolation at her usual spot. After we have been
seated for a while Matthew comes in with Emilio and we soon
hear that, in spite of much infantile whimpering last night, the Pug
barked not. This is new and welcome behavior and, to celebrate
this new maturity, Emilio even comes to seek a biscuit from me
– very unusual. Of course he drops it eventually and Winnie eats
it. That’s all right, Skye eats a biscuit dropped by Bella. That little
madam sits in my lap on several occasions – always leaving a
hairy residue on my cords. Both Skye and Bailey can’t believe it
when I tell them that, for them, the treat fountain is “finished.”
A number of us have seen not only this week’s installment of
Strictly Come Dancing but last night’s first broadcast of this year’s
I’m a Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here! The newest version of Bob
Geldof’s Band-Aid video, this one lining celebs up for a battle
against Ebola, has also been previewed, though some say they
only recognized Bono among the participants. Georgie says she
can’t stand Bono but Ofra defends the chap because he was once
nice to her in an expensive West End restaurant. (By contrast, she
says she has gone off Sir Cliff Richard because she observed him
being rude to autograph-seekers at Wimbledon.) Matthew tells us
that Makiko’s parents arrive for a visit today and this will lead to
endless logistic problems. I walk with him and Emilio as we exit
the park and he says that figuring out where to take them to eat
each night is among these issues. “I suppose it would be a coals
to Newcastle situation,” I suggest helpfully, “to take them to the
Japanese restaurant down the street.”
Tuesday, November 18:
As I step onto the pavement this morning I can tell that it has been
raining – and there are still dark clouds about, so dark, indeed, that
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the porch lights are still illuminated on Morshead Road. There is
no further moisture as I make my way to the café – where birthday
boy Peter is in the chair, standing at the counter and inviting
members of our association to a cup of coffee and a cake on him.
Outside we find that our table has been colonized by two surly
traffic wardens – who have obviously sought shelter from the
rain here. Somewhat displaced, our party accepts a new seating
pattern; today, in addition to Peter, we have Ellie, Ofra, Janet,
Georgie, Dan, Clare, Makiko and Matthew. (Alberto does not
need a seat.)
Jo Lynn is also here, through she remains standing. Today she has
brought not only Tilly but a second Border Terrier, Gus. These two
are among the first of my customers – soon followed by Skye and
Bailey. Winnie spends all of the session wrapped up in her green
raincoat on Dan’s lap. Dan says she is out of sorts today and he
will have to carry her to the car at the end of the session. DaisyMae remains on Janet’s lap as well but Teddy, seeking sanctuary
on Ellie’s lap, is denied access – on account of wet paws. Dogs
are also the subject of the birthday cards now being opened by
Peter. Mine features a Pug at a bar and Janet’s features, well, a
PhotoShopped picture of Daisy-Mae.
Janet has also been at work trying to organize a birthday dinner
at the Little Bay tonight and much time is spent pinning down
participants. Peter is obviously going to participate but he spends
a lot of time fretting over how to get to the restaurant and how to
get home. Ellie tells us that she has been spending a great deal of
time organizing home care for her father-in-law, another victim of
the Alzheimer’s epidemic. This is the first time she has been able
to see baby Alberto and much fuss is made over the little fellow.
I ask Makiko is she is going to be one of those “Tiger moms”
because, if so, I need to remind her that Alberto’s calculus tutor
will be arriving within the next half hour.
Wednesday, November 19:
One of my first acts this morning is to call my old reliable minicab
company in order to secure the services of a driver for tomorrow
morning at 11:00 at Heathrow’s Terminal 4 – where he is now
expected to pick up Michigan Janet, here for a two-week visit.
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I use the word “now” advisedly for, as late as Sunday, Janet,
bedeviled by hip problems, was not sure she could make it –
indeed one of the reasons I could not join the others for Peter’s
birthday dinner last night was that I needed to be at home in order
to hear her say that she was now coming after all. This morning
we have a cold and gray day and the continual leaf fall adds to the
sense of advancing winter.
While I am chatting with London Janet and Dan near the flagpole
Tanya comes up with her two Weimaraners, Pasha and Chicca.
She says that Pasha is eleven today, another one of our dogs who
has reached this advanced age, and we reminisce about those
ancient days when Pasha, Bailey, Fritz, Sparkie and Winnie were
all part of that riotous green-side company in what Tanya calls
“the puppy crèche.” By contrast Chicca is only three and the
strategy of getting a younger dog to keep the older one active
has certainly seemed to work – as these two dogs are darting
everywhere at great speed. Chicca (named for an Italian ice cream
favorite and pronounced Kika) is especially lively. The same
cannot be said of Winnie, who exhausts herself chasing a jogger
and spends the rest of the session in Dan’s lap. Daisy-Mae would
really like a punch-up with someone – but neither Sparkie, Bella,
Dudley nor Skye is gullible enough to fall into her trap.
There is only a small turnout at coffee this morning – just Dan,
Georgie, Karen, London Janet and Matthew. (Ofra is a no-show,
her coffee going untasted until Georgie decides to drink it too.)
Georgie is also making preparations for a visitor since her sister
Jean is arriving tomorrow as well. Karen reports that her bathroom
is still not finished and her dilatory workman will have to be fired.
Janet says that her computer is definitively dead and that she has
lost a lot of files, though she thinks she has enough pictures to
make the production of this year’s park calendar a possibility. Dan
tells her that it will be a struggle getting Karen cut-price theater
tickets since she wants to take some visitors from South Africa to
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory over the Christmas holiday.
And Matthew reports that Makiko’s parents are having a grand
time, though they are heavily dependent on daughter and sonin-law since they don’t speak English. I ask him if he has solved
the problem of where to take them out to eat and he says that last
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night, indeed, they all went to Ibuki, the Japanese restaurant on
Lauderdale Parade. I ask them how the parents liked this, wanting
to know if the dishes here seemed unique or familiar. He says that
they liked the place because everything was so familiar – “They
just loved it.”
Thursday, November 20:
As Cathy has already made up Janet’s linen in the master bedroom
I have spent a night on the foldout projection of the blue sofa
in my study. Thus I begin the day by getting it all put away and
back in place – how well I remember doing this when Naomi
and Adrian were here in July – only then I was still so stiff and
sore that I always needed help at such moments. I do have a brief
peek at Delta’s website, determining that Janet’s flight is twenty
minutes behind schedule – information I pass on to the mini
cab company. After mailing two letters I decide to use the back
passage on my approach to the café – which has already opened
its doors.
Ellie is sitting alone at our table as I approach (with Teddy still
banned from her lap). Soon we are joined by Davide, Hanna,
Georgie, and the latter’s sister, Jean. Karen makes a brief visit
and then departs for a morning’s shopping at Ikea. Ellie spends
much of the morning with further details on the subject of her
wayward father-in-law. His struggles with Alzheimer’s include, at
age 79, a randy manifestation, and this means that Ellie will have
to replace the tiny Filipina, barricaded in her bedroom, with a
male carer. Hanna tells Ellie that the elderly gentleman needs two
spoons of coconut oil daily. Jean says she is surprised to discover
that Georgie is still battling her nicotine addiction by refusing
to smoke indoors. Someone remembers that Davide is supposed
to be giving up his smoking habit at the new year but Davide
says he has too much on his mind (including his own father’s
Alzheimer’s) to think about this now.
Jean is suffering a bit from separation anxiety since she has left
her Ziggy in a kennel in Glasgow – he is evidently too big a
dog and too lively for the train journey – “he’d just mow people
in the park down like tenpins,” Jean says – and we add that we
could provide her with a list of candidates. At any rate she won’t
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have to worry about missing dogs in general for today Georgie
has outdone herself in day care – with Pucci, Skye, Daisy-Mae,
Emilio, and Dudley joining overnight guest Bella and resident
Sparkie. Winnie will be with Davide today but, as on other
days recently, she is out of sorts and twice launches attacks on
passing dogs from her vantage point in Davide’s lap. “Give her
some coconut oil,” Hanna insists – but Davide says he does this
already. When we get up at the end of the session I make my own
way down the Morshead roadway but I can hear behind me the
impatient shouting, “Pucci!” and “Emilio!” When I hear “Winnie”
I assume that our Pug is staging another sit-down strike but as I
turn around I discover that Winnie is charging after me at some
speed. I grab her harness to slow this progress and turn her around
so she can join the others in a back passage walkround. Perhaps
Winnie has realized that my route is the fastest way home after all.
Friday, November 21:
Another gray and cold morning in Maida Vale – I am on my own
(in spite of the arrival of Michigan Janet at noontime yesterday)
and I am surprised to discover just how bitter it is. On the
Morshead roadway I pass Dan, making adjustments to his bike
after delivering Winnie to her Aunt Georgie. “I can always tell
when you have just seen a lone magpie,” I note – having just seen
the superstitious ticket impresario crossing himself in defense.
Next I overtake Jean, still picking up the poo deposited by her
sister’s immense menagerie. I am first in line at the café and thus
able to take my seat at a table that includes the Scottish sisters,
London Janet, Ellie, Ofra, Peter, Hanna, Makiko and – eventually,
Michigan Janet as well.
The latter has brought two bags of dog treats and I have carried
with me this morning the first of these – a package of mini t-bone
steaks. This comestible proves its popularity almost immediately.
In addition to Skye and Winnie at my feet I have lap-side visits
from Bella and Daisy-Mae, and Bailey is so eager for treats that
he claws away at my leather jacket as though he were panning
for gold. It is hard to satisfy his greed but he soon has another
matter of concern – this is because Ofra, fresh from a stint as
baby sitter at Makiko’s house yesterday, plucks Alberto from his
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carriage (while Makiko is inside getting her coffee and croissant)
and holds him for the rest of the session, with a suspicious Bailey
climbing into her lap at the same time. Meanwhile Ellie is able to
show us the newly-beautified Teddy, fresh from a grooming and
teeth-cleaning. We also have an appearance from a dog not seen
here in years. This is the little, fluffy-white Otw, walking down the
Randolph roadway with her owner, the photographer Rhian.
Peter, who is fretting over the arrival here of some of the
dire weather that has snowed in much of America, has an
announcement to make…beginning tomorrow he will resume
his horse-racing efforts on our behalf. Ofra and Vlad, now sitting
behind us, come up with funds immediately and Michigan Janet
and I promise to produce our stakes tomorrow. It is a positive sign
that he feels well enough to resume this old activity but there isn’t
much time to discuss it because he leaves us soon in order to get a
ride home with Ellie. (The latter is not worried about any snowfall
in London, she tells us, since she is sure her Range Rover is
up to the task.) As the rest of us break up in order to make our
homeward journeys on foot Michigan Janet wants to know if want
to walk with her to the bank. I have to tell her that by this time I
am so thoroughly chilled that I need to get home. Hanna agrees to
accompany her and I end up walking down the Morshead roadway
with Makiko, Alberto and Emilio. I ask how the latter is adjusting
to the presence of a baby in his household. She says that he is
much more settled now, but there was a difficult time, with the
Pug barking whenever the baby cried and a protest pee deposited
on the bed. “It was on my side of the duvet,” Makiko says, “and
we had to throw it out.”
Saturday, November 22:
It has been raining for much of the night but I can see, well before
hitting the street myself, that umbrellas are no longer in evidence
in the park. I am only ten minutes or so ahead of my houseguest
today and when I get to the café I join an impatient entourage
that includes Clare, Vlad and Georgie. Clare asks a question – so
often repeated at other times – wouldn’t they make a lot more
money here if only they opened at 9:00? Sure enough we can
see a number of caffeine-seekers walking down the Randolph
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roadway with their takeout cups – from Starbucks. When we are
at last settled at our tables in the doggy compound there is a good
Saturday turnout, one including all of those already mentioned and
including as well London Janet, Ofra, Dan, Jean, Wendy, Hanna
and Peter.
The dogs, led by Bella and Sparkie, are at their intemperate best
this morning – rushing the fence to bark in fury at any other dog
on the outside, however innocent. One of these animals is Rufus,
in his raincoat, and, when this furry white whirlwind is admitted
to our company, the barking is deafening. Daisy-Mae in London
Janet’s lap and Winnie in Dan’s have the strength to utter only
the occasional half-hearted growl. When she is not patrolling the
fence Bella spends most of the session on my lap, while, at my
feet, I have Skye, Tara, Bailey and Sparkie. At one point there is
a strangled cry of pain as Clare learns, too late, not to hand-feed
Tara. For some strange reason Skye stares raptly at Michigan
Janet, who has no food with her at all.
Jean has been to see an Egon Schiele exhibition at Somerset
House and many of those present have not heard of the Austrian
artist. Dan is looking him up on his telephone while others are
trying to master his name. Egon Chili? Egg On Cheese? London
Janet, before we can leave this food theme, passes around sample
menus for our Christmas lunch at The Bridge on December
21 – only to be teased by Dan who says she needs to put more
energy into this announcement so that we will all really be looking
forward to the event. For his part, he tells us, he will be organizing
the Secret Santa shenanigans this year – since it all went wrong
under Janet’s direction last year, or so he says. Peter accepts
cash from a few of us for today’s racing – but he says that he
needs a new printer and he can’t give us a printout today. (Again
he warns us that we are going to suffer dire American weather
here soon.) Dan gives Michigan Janet a thorough briefing on the
London theater scene and, with UKIP having won a second seat in
Parliament this week, we discuss immigration. This is a hot topic
in the States as well and Michigan Janet thinks Obama is being
over generous in forgiving America’s illegal immigrants for their
trespass. She and I decide to follow the others on a back passage
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walkround today. She is amazed to see what a protracted business
Winnie make of this ritual – the rest of us are used to it.
Sunday, November 23:
Full marks to my visitor, who, in spite of a steady downpour
outside, promises to follow me into the park on a sodden Sunday
in Maida Vale. As I make my way up the Morshead roadway
I overtake Matthew, here with Emilio and Makiko’s parents.
Matthew has a few words of Japanese and Makiko’s dad can
speak a few words of English but, as we settle down at our table
under the necessary green umbrella, it isn’t easy communicating.
Today is Emilio’s sixth birthday and the coffees are on him. In
spite of the dire weather there is a surprisingly good turnout
this morning – Matthew’s party, both Janets, Jean and Georgie,
Ofra, Hanna, Karen and Vlad. Ofra has at last remembered the
chocolate log that she baked two days ago and Karen is sent inside
for a knife. Hanna says the baked roll looks like a blood sausage.
The dogs, many in raincoats, are either looking for additional
shelter or for food from my blue bag throughout the session.
Bella is foremost in her search for lap time and she spends a good
deal of the session on London Janet’s lap – which Daisy-Mae
insists on claiming as her own at the same time. Skye and Sparkie
are staring up at me in rapt fascination but after a while Skye
switches his attentions to Michigan Janet again. Bailey also ends
up on Janet’s lap, wet paws and all. (I know I will need to change
trousers as soon as I get home since all those wet paws have had
an effect.) There is a baby carriage parked under our umbrella and
a number of us expect that a peek inside will give us a glimpse
of baby Alberto – but, if so, we are deeply disappointed. No, it is
Winnie who is regally installed in this vehicle. Georgie says this is
the only way she could get her overnight guest to come to the park
this morning but that the Pug has not done any of her pees or poos
and now she will have to walk home.
Karen says that she has a bad hangover after too much cheap
white wine in a Notting Hill bistro last night. She asks Jean what
she has been up to and Jean again has to refer to her affection for
the art of Egon Schiele. “Egg on cheese?” Karen repeats. Jean and
Georgie have also been on an expedition to Camden Town, where
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an indulgent granny bought a £40 t-shirt for her grandson. Hanna
wants Michigan Janet to make her way to Bermondsey and walk
ten minutes in the rain in order to sample the Christmas treats at
the Norwegian church. Janet says that Linda wants her to visit
a market in Hampstead today but I think the weather is likely to
discourage any such outings. As we make our way back down
the flooded roadway at the end of the session our hearts go out to
some little girls, arrived for a morning of sport with their hockey
sticks.
Monday, November 24:
The rain has at last stopped and sunny skies have returned to W9.
It is, however, very cold outside – something I sample for the
first time when I head for the big black bin on the corner with a
bag full of garbage. I am among the first of the customers at the
café and soon enough we have a very good turnout for a weekday
– this number includes both Janets, Georgie, Jean, Dan, Wendy,
and Peter at our tables, with Vlad at one of the little tables and
Makiko’s parents, in the last stages of their visit, at the other. I
don’t believe Makiko ever gets a seat but this is not because she
is attending baby Alberto; that young citizen, in his romper suit, is
claimed by his Auntie Ofra – who snatches him from his carriage
and carries him around the compound on her hip, like a cuddly
football.
It is just as well that the baby can’t focus on Jean today – for she is
wearing a fur hat whose horns are meant to represent a Highland
cow, one who ears droop down as far as the hands – where they
serves as mittens. Evidently this apparition quite frightened little
Bella, who now sits trembling in my lap. Georgie has the other
usual suspects in her charge – Pucci, Tilly, Skye and Sparkie and
these animals are the first to sample a second dog treat brought by
Michigan Janet. I ask Ofra if I can give one to Bailey as it violates
not one but two Orthodox food rules – it mixes meat and cheese in
the same bite and the meat is bacon. Winnie is a late arrival at this
banquet and comes only after Dan has wiped a drop of snot from
her eye – well he pretends he is sucking it off in order to confound
Ofra. On the whole the dogs are pretty quiet this morning.
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Wendy wants to know if Jean would like to see her hens; this
has been a short visit by Georgie’s sister and Dan, still at his
mischievous best, wants to know why nothing was done (partywise) to celebrate her presence. Ofra says she has Googled up
some information about a pair of shoes that Michigan Janet is
sporting – and they don’t have her size. Peter says that he would
sure like one of those Soho Air Force furry pilot’s cap that both
Dan and Georgie have, and Dan promises to pick one up for
him at H&M. London Janet has sent us all an e-mail about our
Christmas lunch and she now begins to make a record of who’s
coming. I begin to shiver like Bella (we are such California
creatures) and the prospects for any warmer temperatures are dim
since my houseguest and I have a marathon session in the frigid
aisles of Sainsbury Ladbroke Grove next on our agenda.
Tuesday, November 25:
If we had been one more hour at Sainsbury’s yesterday they would
have charged us rent. There were problems on our return as well
for Janet seems to have tweaked her back a bit carrying groceries
upstairs and that is why she is quite late for our session in the
park this morning. This is only a problem because by the time she
arrives I have been sitting for forty minutes and I am thoroughly
chilled. It looks as though it could rain at any moment – which
is why I am wearing my raincoat rather than my heavier leather
jacket. I do have the hood of my sweatshirt up over my wool hat
and this may explain why Wendy says she couldn’t figure out who
was sitting here. Other morning participants are the two Janets,
Ellie, Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ofra, Jean and the latter’s friend
from Glasgow, Andrea.
Pucci spends the entire session on Jean’s lap and Teddy in Ellie’s
but the other dogs are on and off and I get Daisy-Mae, who enjoys
the latest treats from Michigan and barks at me insistently in order
to speed me on my way. Sparkie is on Davide’s lap – when Winnie
vacates this spot to hector me. She is a bit behind the others for
by this time Tara (here with Vlad), Skye, and Bailey have been
begging for several minutes. When he is not cadging for treats
Sparkie is his usual vigilant self, barking with great intensity
at the workman who has chosen this time to rearrange the leaf
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piles on the adjacent green with his noisy blower. In this case the
little Yorkie has an ally in Ofra, who also objects mightily to this
intrusion – which makes all conversation an impossibility – and
she gets up to register her complaints with the perpetrator. Davide
suggests that any intervention will only add fuel to the fire but she
is firm in her resolve and marches out to confront the noise-maker,
who packs it in shortly thereafter.
The deployment of the bag of cheese and bacon treats revives an
earlier discussion on Jewish dietary laws. Ofra blames Davide
for introducing her to the delights of bacon and convert Ellie
says she was enchanted by the fact that she would have to have
two dishwashers (one for tableware used with meat dishes, one
for those used with dairy) because now she had an excuse for
letting the dishes pile up even longer than usual. Ellie says she
is so looking forward to a warm Christmas in Abu Dhabi – a
spot very much in the minds of Formula 1 fans – who saw Lewis
Hamilton win his second driver’s championship here on Sunday.
Davide, just back from Sardinia, says he will fly to Mexico
tomorrow as steward, and, as soon as he returns, he will fly back
to Mexico as holiday-maker with Dan. My next mission is a bus
ride down Edgware Road so that I can drop my holiday card off
at Jubilee Printers. As Janet and I are looking out the window I
am confronted with a great disappointment – I can see that these
premises are abandoned! This is a growing phenomenon here in
London – people cease trading without any word to customers
who have been faithful for years. This is the second time a printer
has disappeared on me, and this happened with a physiotherapist
and a dog groomer too. I walk home in a frigid funk.
Wednesday, November 26:
It isn’t exactly raining but there is still some moisture in the air
and I decide to switch to my warmest winter coat as I prepare
for another morning in the park. Jasmine Guinness is heading
my way along the pavement, accompanied by Fly, as I near my
usual entrance. The park is a quiet, dour place today and only
our corner of this world shows any signs of life. The turnout is
surprisingly robust for such a gray day: both Janets, Jean, Andrea,
Clare, Dan, Wendy, Ofra and, shortly before the session comes to
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an end, Makiko with baby and dog. Andrea and Jean will leave
today for Glasgow so the session is something of a farewell. It is
also something of a welcome back for after fifteen minutes or so
Danielle returns to us, Bella reclaimed.
Bella spends some time in my lap and I am able to demonstrate,
for Jean, the proper method of combing the little dogs head fuzz
into an acceptable Mohawk. Wendy gets up at one point to confer
with our vet on the health of her hens and Danielle also gets to
offer some free advice on the subject of our dowager, Winnie. Dan
has driven the senior madam to the park since Winnie hates being
made to walk, but Danielle indicates that this is making the Pug
into an unnecessary invalid. (Georgie says that when she takes
Winnie down to the street at park-time the lazy lady in question
just stops outside the door of the first parked car.) I have my hands
full with the distribution of treats this morning – Tara, Skye,
Bailey and Sparkie foremost among the supplicants. Eventually
Sparkie settles into Georgie’s lap and begins one of those patented
kissy face episodes with Bella, who is on Danielle’s lap. Every
now and then Bella reaches out with a lone paw, caressing
Sparkie’s face as if she were saying, “Oh come on, I’m not that
beautiful.”
Georgie seems to have a bad cold (and Jean has the special
assignment of seeing to it that her sister calls the doctor today) and
Ofra is sniffling as well – the latter cheers up considerably when
Alberto arrives. Jean has been to see Wendy’s hens (Hettie and
Buttercup) and has taken some pictures with Janet’s camera; the
latter should not have been placed in her hands, however, because
in it she has discovered evidence of the whereabouts of her toy
monkey – which Georgie had made off with in retaliation for
Jean’s theft of Dan’s plastic cow. (Dan now says that the ransom
has not been paid on the monkey and that Jean had better do so
before things get ugly.) On a more helpful note he and Michigan
Janet confer on West End theatrical offerings, with more to come
by phone later today. When we break up at the end of the session I
have a special mission. While the others are undertaking the back
passage walkround I speed home down the Morshead roadway.
I now have a chance to get home, pick up two objects and return
to the park in time to meet the others as they complete their
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walkround. The objects in question are copies for Jean and Andrea
of the just arrived privately printed version of My Dog’s Breakfast.
Thursday, November 27:
We are seeing the last of this morning’s moisture as I head for
the café on a gray and chilly morning. Fortunately there is a
dramatic change in the next hour as sun breaks through and
the skies change from gray to blue. There is quite a respectable
turnout at our table today – London Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan,
Clare, Karen and Jo Lynn. (Michigan Janet has begged off –
having already begun a monumental effort in the production of a
sumptuous Thanksgiving dinner.) The doggy lineup, incidentally,
is unchanged – with one exception – Georgie has added to her
menagerie the young Pug, Flora. Flora has a much ruddier tone
than the usual blonde and/or black representatives of this species.
Clare says that she is, in fact, an Apricot Pug – a term I have not
encountered before.
Karen is reading the Daily Mail, as usual, and today there are
no fewer than sixteen photos of Linda Gray (of Dallas fame)
– all meant to prove that the actress never seems to age. Much
of the morning’s conversation seems to be devoted to medical
matters –with Danielle making a case for vitamin D and everyone
else describing ways in which they supplement their diet with
various pills. Of course it has been some time since we have seen
Renata and here the medical news is worrying; she doesn’t have
a definitive diagnosis for her stomach pains yet but her doctor
has told her that he fears she may have cancer. Karen has been
keeping in touch with our German friend, who often feels that she
would just as soon stay at home.
Flora, who is only eleven months old, makes a lively addition
to the scene but she does have one scrap with Skye over a fallen
crumb. It is the second time that Skye has gotten into trouble – for
he has already distinguished himself by stealing a bag of treats
out of Clare’s purse and making off with the contents. Sparkie
would rather love than fight and has to be discouraged from
mounting Flora twice. In fact we also have a medical dimension
within the canine contingent as well – for Dan announces that last
night Winnie fainted (not for the first time). This was obviously
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a worrying moment for Dan and there is still more to come since
Danielle, who has a locum assignment in Maida Vale tomorrow,
repeats her suggestion that such incidents are occasioned by
weight problems and the Pug is being indulged in her sedentary
lifestyle. “You’re so hard on Winnie,” Dan protests, and to relieve
the tension I tell Danielle that what Dan really meant to say was,
“When I want your advice I’ll pay for it!”
Friday, November 28:
Sated with Janet’s delicious Thanksgiving dinner I make my way
to the park, heavily laden. I am carrying a large bag of garbage,
of course, but on my back I have my knapsack – for I will be
distributing more copies of My Dog’s Breakfast this morning. It is
another dark, dreary day in the Rec, though it is a degree or two
warmer than earlier this week. This is one of those mornings when
there was just too much to keep in mind as I got ready for the park
– and I soon discover that I have forgotten the most important
item, the blue biscuit bag. I will be reminded of this dereliction
on a number of occasions this morning, but fortunately there is
a smaller turnout than usual – just Clare, Vlad, Janet, Ofra and
Georgie.
Clare has some bits of toast left over from her morning sandwich
and the initial demands for sustenance are satisfied in this manner
– she has learned not to hand-feed Skye but now she learns that
he will also snatch at any treat offered his pals as well. DaisyMae, seeing that something is going down at the end of the table,
jumps from chair to chair (not counting a leap into my lap) in
order to be in position for any treats going. Thereafter she sits in
an empty chair and barks at me vociferously – Tara, Bailey and
Sparkie merely stare at me in incomprehension. After a while
Janet remembers that Karen’s white biscuit tin must still be behind
the counter and she goes into the café to retrieve some of these no
doubt thoroughly stale biscuits.
I have forgotten the dog treats but I have remembered to bring
money for tomorrow’s racing – unfortunately Peter, suffering
from a cold, is not here today. Georgie is still coughing away,
though she is now taking antibiotics and will be seeing the doctor
on Monday. While we are still on the subject of indisposition
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we are reminded of a story, recently surfaced, involving Dan,
Davide, Ofra and my Dorothy. I had long enjoyed retelling the
tale of Dorothy’s complete collapse on the hallway carpet after
we returned from a party at the lads’ flat – a failure explained
by the discovery that Davide had been serving triple strength
vodka picked up on a recent flight to Moscow. Now we learn that
Ofra was ill on the same night and, much the worse for wear,
Dan and Davide had to drive her home (which they had never
visited before) and put her into bed with her sleeping husband
(whom they had never met). In this case a dodgy bottle of wine
at the Clifton pub was blamed as much as the vodka. While we
are chuckling over this Vlad wants us to tell him why today is
called Black Friday. (This post-Thanksgiving shopping spree
seems to have made a transatlantic crossing, with riots at retailers
among shoppers looking for a bargain.) No one can answer
Vlad’s question but after he has left with his copy of the new
book (thanking me for making our lot into immortals) someone
notes that the park is virtually empty and, with the dark skies still
prevailing, it is utterly depressing this morning. “Perhaps that is
why it is called Black Friday,” I suggest.
Saturday, November 29:
Skies are beginning to brighten as I make my preparations
(remembering to bring the biscuit bag this time) for a Saturday
morning in the park. There isn’t much time since I have slept
badly, awakening only at an unbelievably tardy 9:00 and having
only just enough time to shave and brush my teeth before donning
my knapsack and heading for the café. The park is a bit livelier
this morning. Over on my left I can see Karen scurrying along on
a circuit of the green with Dudley in tow, ahead of me I can see
the owner of a brown Poodle exhorting her charge to drop that
banana peel immediately, and, as I pass the foyer of the clubhouse,
I spot Melanie doing her squats at the behest of a personal trainer
– Rufus standing obediently at her feet.
The turnout at our table is also a bit more robust this morning. It
is true that Karen is here for only ten minutes (thereby missing
her chance to snatch the Prince George calendar from today’s
Daily Mail) – she has a shopping date with her visiting sister. It
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is also true that Matthew and Makiko make only a flying visit
– though one long enough for the “baby whisperer,” otherwise
know as Auntie Ofra, to pluck Alberto from his carriage in order
to quell his tears. And it is also true that Dan leaves after twenty
or minutes or so – work beckoning. This leaves us with a rump
consisting of both Janets, Georgie, Wendy, Hanna, Peter, Renata
and, of course, Ofra. Peter is recovering from a cold, Renata is
still waiting for a diagnosis (though Maxi had been to the beauty
parlor) and the coughing Georgie will now have four dogs to
take home, Sparkie, Bella, Winnie and Dudley – though perhaps
the latter will go home with London Janet. The dogs have soon
accepted the restoration of normal biscuit service and I have even
added some Schmackos to the bag.
I have also brought with me some copies of My Dog’s Breakfast
and Wendy, Hanna and Renata all receive their signed copies
today. The latter objects to the cover, a photo Janet has taken of
Daisy-Mae in her bath, but I can assure her that the Shih-Tzu is
represented by a much more beautiful pose inside the book. Janet
says that the cover is ironic and after a while Renata begins to
appreciate this and I can see her grinning beatifically at the picture
after all. Last night’s TV fare is under discussion – Gogglebox
and I’m a Celebrity uppermost in our attentions. London Janet
says that she has heard a rumor that because of tropical storms
in Queensland the jungle camp may have to be evacuated. (I
want the contestants transferred to a luxury hotel – where they
can play mind games.) At the conclusion of our festivities we
have the unusual occurrence of a mass move down the Morshead
roadway – with no one undertaking the back passage at all. I am
not looking forward to getting home – I have started this day in
such a haphazard fashion that I still have to make my bed and tidy
my room.
Sunday, November 30:
And so we come to the end of another month in Paddington Rec.
It is again rather gray as I make my way along the Morshead
roadway but there are signs that brighter weather is on its way. A
brown Poodle is being walked and, in turn, the Poodle is making
sure that his toy duck gets an outing as well – for there it is in
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his mouth. Only Peter is present in our doggy compound and
I am able to tell him that Janet and I actually watched one of
yesterday’s horse choices on Channel 4, Hey Big Spender. Peter
is charmed by this close attention to his grand passion and he has
a special reason for his delight – for not only was Big Spender a
winner but so was his choice in a second race – and this means
that we few punters (Michigan Janet and Ofra joining me) have
each won £43.33! This is the second highest payout in the long
history of our turf wagers.
Our group this morning includes these two track pals and Peter
but also London Janet, Georgie, Dan, Hanna and Danielle.
There is a bit of an awkward moment when Vlad arrives – only
to discover that his rare failure to advance Peter his own stakes
in this horsey activity has caused him to miss a big payout. His
Tara remains upbeat about the biscuit distribution and here she is
joined by Bailey, Bella, Sparkie and Winnie. Daisy-Mae arrives
a bit late for this handout and I have already tied up the blue bag
when she does so. Fortunately there is a little bacon left on a plate
and I can distribute this instead but when the bacon is exhausted
the imperious barking begins again. Bella spends a lot of time in
my lap, her paws on my shoulders and her tongue kissing me all
over my face. Danielle says that she does this because my hands
are in my pockets and she knows that she can lick my face without
any hindrance.
Dan begins one of his many vacations today and he tells us about
his plans to return to Mexico (with his parents this time) on
Tuesday. Later in the month the lads will be in Hong Kong and
Danielle and Dan try to work out how they might meet up there.
Danielle says she quite enjoyed her day as a locum at Village
Vets – where she was even able to walk home for lunch. Dan has
brought with him some theater tickets that he has arranged for
Michigan Janet – who is overjoyed with her turf win. Recipes are
discussed – is polenta a reasonable option? – and Ofra says that
she has almost stopped cooking now that she is the only one at
home. I am sure this could also be said of Georgie at any time but
these days she is very much under the weather as well. She has an
appointment at the doctor’s tomorrow but she says she might go
seek an emergency appointment today – so you know she must
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be really sick. Indeed, to further these plans she passes Sparkie’s
lead over to London Janet and takes off on her own at the end of
the session. The rest of us undertake a back passage walkround in
bright sunlight – with Daisy-Mae anchoring Sparkie by pulling on
his lead with her teeth. Later that night I learn that Renata has now
been hospitalized.
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Volume XI

By Anthony Linick

Chapter 7—December, 2014

Clare sees what her Harley is up to now.
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Monday, December 1:
It is both dark and cold as I struggle down the stairs with this
week’s recycling materials – they join that Monday morning
lineup of bright blue bags that now line the pavement. I need to
zip up my warm coat but this can wait until I am inside the café.
Outside this establishment, on the Randolph roadway, there is a
large contingent of dog owners, watching their animals at play
in the center of the green. I do notice one little fellow trying to
squeeze through the bars in order to join the early members of our
own doggy coterie. This is Dempsey, a thirteen-week-old black
and white Cockapoo. The young woman who accompanies him
says that her little boy’s dad bought the puppy for his son, then
decided it was too much trouble and now wants to re-home it – the
little boy has tearfully begged mom to look after it but she wants
to find a full-time job and so the future of the pup is uncertain
indeed. This morning, at least, Dempsey is having a wonderful
time as the fluffy presence is passed from lap to lap.
We do have a lively turnout for a Monday morning: Dan, Ofra,
Georgie, both Janets, Wendy, Peter, Jo Lynn and, eventually, both
Karen and Makiko. Once again Bella takes advantage of the hands
buried deep into my pockets to shower me with kisses. Tilly leaps
into a useful chair and begins to help herself to biscuits from my
blue bag. Jo says I am not to feed her pet any more biscuits since
the Border Terrier has a bad back and doesn’t need any extra
weight. I point out that giving Tilly biscuits and having her steal
them may be two different things – but I don’t think this point is
appreciated. Dudley is now scraping away at London Janet’s arm
but why he is doing so is unclear – she has no treats nor does he
seem interested in any of mine. Daisy-Mae, lying in Janet’s lap,
looks at him with contempt but she refuses to stir. Winnie is in
Dan’s lap and he asks Ofra to have a sniff – the Pug has just had a
bath with blueberry shampoo. Truth to tell, there are a lot of dogs
milling about, both inside and outside our compound, and when
they begin to bark at one another the noise is deafening.
We discuss Renata’s hospitalization and Georgie’s visit to the
doctor yesterday; the latter is again on antibiotics and is scheduled
for further tests this week. Makiko has been looking at sections
of My Dog’s Breakfast and says she particularly liked the line
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about coffee with a touch of Bailey’s in it – a reference to an
ancient remark by actor Ben Hull, who put this spin on things
when Ofra’s dog managed to get his ear into my cappuccino.
Danielle is fascinated by this story and instantly looks Ben up on
her phone. Ofra says that Ben, who currently plays a consultant
obstetrician on Holby City, once said she talked like a gangster –
which amuses us all very much in today’s retelling. (Ofra has been
the beneficiary of all that talk about shoes – since Michigan Janet,
having decided that her pair of this once desired fashion choice is
the wrong size – has given them to our Israeli friend.) The session
ends with more good-natured banter between Dan and London
Janet, with the latter suggesting that Dan is on his way from
“simple” to “senile” in one easy move.
Tuesday, December 2:
There is still a little moisture in the air as I head for the park on a
dreary December Tuesday. Peter is sitting out in front of the café
but he tells me that the latter is already open and I am therefore
its first customer. Once again someone has shoved one of the
little tables up against our own larger versions – hoping to avoid
rainfall – and this makes for some odd seating arrangements.
In the event we have a lively turnout – both Janets, Georgie,
Ofra, Danielle, Dan and Davide, Peter and Hanna. The latter has
brought Pucci (soon to be turned over to Georgie) and one of the
Morshead Mansions French Bulldogs, Bonaparte.
Bonaparte is a lovely fellow, quite docile indeed – and this makes
it all the more unjust that (on account of his newness in the pack)
he is the subject of a quite vicious and unprovoked attack by the
killer Shih-Tzu, Daisy-Mae. Janet rushes into the melee, tying her
naughty pet up to the fence, but Daisy-Mae barks in protest for the
next five minutes and so she has to be untied in order to keep her
quiet. (At least she has the sense not to expect any treats after such
behavior.) Unfortunately there is an empty chair next to me and
this is soon occupied by Bailey, who rakes away at my left arm
for the next twenty minutes. I also have Tara (here with Vlad),
Sparkie, Winnie and Skye as customers this morning. Hanna
borrows some of the charcoal Shapes biscuits for Bonaparte, who
suffers from gas.
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Hanna has the tabloids in front of her and this means that she has
to share her passion for the underwear-clad David Gandy again.
Expulsions have begun from the jungle on I’m A Celebrity and
there is a good deal of discussion about this. Dan has done some
shopping for Peter and presents him with a fur-lined cap that
means that now Peter is a member of the Soho Air Force as well.
London Janet presents the first of the 2015 Paddington Rec doggy
calendars to Michigan Janet, whose last day in the park must
be tomorrow. Dan and Davide discuss plans for their Mexican
holiday, which begins tonight, and there is more about Hong Kong
– with Danielle (off to teach a yoga class) still trying to arrange a
rendezvous with the lads there. I make an unusual departure from
proceedings today for I have asked Ofra to drop me off in Swiss
Cottage – where I have at last located a printer who can do my
holiday cards. The ride is not a jolly occasion for there is unhappy
news to absorb – we have just been told that Renata has ovarian
cancer.
Wednesday, December 3:
It is extremely cold, so Cathy tells me when she arrives at 9:00,
and I am well-buttoned up for my morning in the park. Ahead
of me on the Morshead roadway I can see Georgie walking with
London Janet. Daisy-Mae and Sparkie are naturally part of this
company but the former is full of beans. When Daisy-Mae is not
dashing forward with a stick in her mouth she is insisting that she
be allowed to walk Sparkie – that is why she is jumping up in an
attempt to grab the Yorkie’s lead from Georgie’s hand, though she
never quite succeeds. As I near the café I spot Peter, wearing his
new fur cap, and he again tells me that the café is open already.
Our breakfast group is a rather small one today – the two Janets
(though London Janet soon departs for an art class), Georgie,
Ofra, Hanna, Peter and Wendy – then Suzanne does come in for
a few minutes with Sunny and Bronny. Sunny and Skye cannot
wait for the blue bag to make an appearance and Bailey is soon
clawing away. Michigan Janet has ordered some buttered toast and
the dogs soon discover that she is the source of handouts as well.
Skye, we warn her, must he offered treats with great care – so his
pieces are tossed up against the fence. Bailey is sitting in Ofra’s
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lap, staring longingly at the disappearing toast, but eventually
he jumps down so that he can enjoy some of this bounty. Then,
satisfied for a while, he resumes his other chief preoccupation of
the morning – a thorough and practiced humping of Ofra’s left
boot.
Michigan Janet, tempted by our big weekend win, gives Peter
£20 for ten weeks worth of racing stakes. Georgie is drinking hot
water only (complaining all the while) but she will complete a
battery of tests with a nil-by-mouth blood test later this morning. I
tell Ofra that she managed to let me off in Swiss Cottage yesterday
only five doors away from the print shop I was seeking and that
the latter looks like a good bet to actually complete my holiday
card project for me. As her reward for my ride I pass over to Ofra
five £2 coins that I have been saving (Georgie tries to grab these
too). Ofra has done something very clever. Having taken a liking
to a Rioja that I purchased at Sainsbury she has marched into my
kitchen, taken a phone photo of the empty bottle and sent her
Ricky, back from Jerusalem, out to buy more of this very vintage.
As we get up to leave Michigan Janet must make her farewells to
these people – since she is off early tomorrow morning. The same
goodbye scene is played out at the park exit, where we encounter
Makiko with Alberto and Emilio. Janet does decide to accompany
me to Sainsbury’s later in the morning – her reward comes when
I pluck from the shelves (two clerks having been baffled in their
own search) a copy of the treasured CD, “Christmas in Downton
Abbey.”
Thursday, December 4:
Activity starts a bit early this morning – for by 7:15 Janet is
already aboard the minicab that will take her to Heathrow
Terminal 4 at the start of her return journey to Michigan. I could
say that an eerie silence prevails in her absence but this is far
from the truth – as workmen are hammering and sanding as they
attack the windows on three sides of my flat. The process requires
them to leave the windows open much of the time so what heat I
can generate is soon leaking away and it is impossible to stay out
of the draft for long. Outside, to add to the misery, it is dark and
damp – with a fine mist descending as I make my way into the
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park.
They are just opening the café and I am again first in the queue.
Hunkering down under the umbrella we soon have Peter, Clare,
Ofra, Janet (no need to add London anymore), Wendy and
Danielle – with Vlad (still protected by the umbrella from the
descending drip) at his little table behind us. This means that
Tara is soon nosing around for treats – along with Skye, Sparkie
and Bailey. Daisy-Mae, in a knitted pink jumper, lies sedately
in Janet’s lap – but yesterday she evidently attacked Bella, who
answered in kind. Winnie has already been out for a walk – an
exercise taken in protest when she responded to the fixing of lead
to harness by jumping onto a cushion and going back to sleep.
There are many questions about Renata, who may be transferred
from the Royal Free to the UCH for further tests – no one knows
whether her condition is treatable. With medical matters to the
forefront (Ofra is now coughing too) Georgie has to answer
questions about her recent tests – but she hasn’t had any results yet
either. She says that her ribs are sore from all the recent coughing
and, somehow, she is reminded of another famous incident in her
health history – the time she had a mini-stroke several years ago.
I remember it well because her changed appearance and garbled
speech necessitated the calling of an ambulance to the café itself.
What I had forgotten is that she blamed her distress on an incident
at the Tesco Express on Sutherland Avenue only a few days
earlier. This I do remember – the time a security guard accused
her of eating a purloined sandwich and, even though there was
no CCTV evidence to back up this assertion, hours were wasted
before they were satisfied that there was no case to answer. (These
days it is Tesco executives who are accused of massive fraud.)
Much of the retelling of this tale is for the benefit of newcomer
Danielle – we all agree that Tesco got off lightly in the event.
Well, I had better make my way home (such as it is these days);
I note that I have now raised the hood of my winter coat over the
hood of my green sweatshirt – which covers the wool cap on my
head.
Friday, December 5:
Some early morning sunshine brightens the scene as I head for
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the park today, stopping first with a bag of refuse at the black bin
near the Essendine entrance. It is very cold and people are well
wrapped-up. I pass Debbie with Zorro and here comes George
the Schnauzer. Peter and Karen are already seated in our doggy
compound at the café as I head for the front door, which is already
sporting the “Open” sign. When I sit down I note that there is not
a single animal in our compound and this is most puzzling – for if
Karen is here then where is Dudley? The mystery is soon solved
as it turns out that he has had a sleepover at Auntie Georgie’s and
sure enough he is soon scrabbling away at the gate as he seeks
reunion with his mommy.
In addition to Karen, Georgie and Peter we also have Ellie,
Ofra, Danielle and her visiting mother, and Matthew, Makiko
and baby Alberto – with Emilio and a friend, Nick, also part of
their entourage. Emilio actually comes to me for a biscuit this
morning, but he never gets it because Skye will snatch at any
foodstuff intended for another dog. Dudley is also an insistent
consumer today – but after his fifth portion Karen says, “Don’t
give him anymore; he is getting fat.” This leaves Bailey as the
most persistent eater. He scrapes away at my knees, hops into a
chair at another table (the better to see what’s on offer here) and,
when the opportunity arises, he takes a chair at our table and licks
up some crumbs from an empty tray. Outside our fence a young
mother is walking with a toddler and a giant Pug. Both toddler
and Pug round a corner and head into the gym (whose doors
open automatically) and mom has to dash after them before they
disappear.
Alberto is whimpering a bit and this is the cue for Ofra to pluck
him from his carriage. (I note that Makiko has now adopted my
nickname for Ofra, “the baby whisperer.”) I tell Ofra that I will
be forwarding to her some pictures of the baby and others taken
by Rob last week. She then disappears into the café, the baby on
her hip – Makiko pretends that she is not really worried about
getting her baby back. Karen is complaining about starting over
again with bathroom repairs, since the original work has proved
its many deficiencies. She says she did visit Renata at the Royal
Free yesterday – but there is still no definitive word on the
sources of her cancer or the therapeutic strategies available. Ellie
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is complaining about her father-in-law, who, in his dementia,
came to dinner last night after having dined already. She leaves
her Teddy with Georgie now, a full day of errands and shopping
lined up, and leaves early. I have errands too but I am hoping to
undertake some of them when my holiday cards are ready to be
picked up and I have had no word as yet on when this project will
be completed.
Saturday, December 6:
I have decided that some tasks cannot be put off in the hope of
completing them while picking up my holiday cards from the new
printer – and therefore my first stop this morning is the post box
on the corner, where I dispatch payment for a credit card bill. It
is again extremely cold outside…frost clings to many surfaces
and I am well and truly buttoned up again. There is some sign of
sunshine and there is no wind so I persevere in my march on the
café – which is already open when I arrive, its newly decorated
Christmas tree in evidence.
Georgie and Karen are already seated at our table and I call on the
good offices of these ladies in an important task – I need them to
witness the signing of my new will. This is quickly accomplished
and, after thanking them, I have to tell them that the bad news
is that my signature cannot be witnessed by a beneficiary and
that, therefore, they have to know that they have been cut out
my will. They laugh and Karen says she wasn’t counting on it
but she still has hopes for the lottery. This is the missing Janet’s
province; she will be back tomorrow perhaps. Dan and Davide
are away until midweek but we do now have the arrival of Ofra,
Peter and Hanna. Georgie has only Sparkie and Winnie with her
this morning; Dudley and Bailey make up the rest of the canine
contingent. Dudley still needs to slim down, according to Karen,
and he is forbidden goodies from the blue bag – but she relents a
bit when her foolish animal bangs his head on the tabletop in his
eagerness for treats and he needs a nice comforting biscuit.
With only two dogs in tow this morning, Georgie accepts delivery
on two more copies of My Dog’s Breakfast – which I sign while
battling with Winnie’s paws on my knees. We discuss the latest
evictions from the jungle on I’m A Celebrity – I am eager to
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claim that I guessed it would be Kendra Wilkinson and Tinchy
Stryder last night, and so it was. Hanna is making her ritualistic
examination of the food photos in the Saturday supplements and
arguing with Peter over which is the best market, Aldi or Lidl.
(She says she has Continental tastes and therefore prefers Lidl.)
A rare visitor near the end of the session is Lizzie, here with baby
Lily in her black buggy. While mother and baby are inside the
café I am able to notice an unusual irony. The brand name of the
black buggy is Yoyo – precisely the name of Lizzie’s little black
Schnauzer, a beloved pet who died a year ago in the same week
that Lily was born. When Lizzie returns she says she is struck by
this irony as well and admits that more than once she has absentmindedly called the little bundle in the carriage by the dead dog’s
name, Yoyo.
Sunday, December 7:
An early morning rain has just lifted as I head out for my
traditional Sunday in the park. On the Morshead roadway I pass
Bonaparte, who is making very slow progress indeed. His owner
says that his dog needs special encouragement this morning and
when I ask him why the answer is, “Because it’s cold and damp.”
I wonder how he was yesterday – for, in fact, it is several degrees
warmer this morning. Behind me I now hear a familiar voice
calling, “Dudley!” Speeding toward us is the fluffy white Coton
– heading for a rapturous reunion with Karen after yet another
sleepover at Auntie Georgie’s. The reason for this strategy soon
becomes clear – Karen’s sister is visiting from Australia and last
night the two of them were attending a performance of The Book
of Mormon – which Karen says they both enjoyed tremendously.
I am the only gent at out table this morning – with Karen, Ofra,
Georgie, Debbie, Danielle and Hanna occupying the remaining
seats. There is a brief shower and Hanna tells us that she has
cornered a Westminster official to remind him that there are now
too many holes in our umbrella. Dudley is soon scratching away at
my sleeve and this is a problem because Karen doesn’t want him
to eat too many treats and it is hard to discourage these attentions.
Bailey, Sparkie and Winnie are also demanding sustenance and
so does little Bella, who jumps into my lap half a dozen times
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this morning. (Danielle says that, in spite of some therapeutic
squeezing, Bella still seems to be suffering from flop bot.) I do
have one additional supplicant this morning and this is tiny Pucci
– who suddenly shows an interest in the supply of special pellets I
always carry within my blue bag. When the dogs are not snacking
they resume their vigilant patrol – barking in a snarling pack at
any movement on the other side of the fence. No one is louder
that Bella, who can actually shriek at such moments. Danielle
notes that, before meeting our lot, Bella was such a quiet and shy
animal.
Georgie is the first to tell Ofra that the latter has forgotten her
phone at home and that her husband Ricky would like her to call
him – on Georgie’s phone, of course. After this conversation is
concluded Ofra goes on to report on yesterday’s shopping on
Oxford Street – which she hated in spite of the purchase of a
new wallet, and Georgie describes her adventures on Carnaby
Street, where she purchased a pair of Dr. Martens for grandson
Oliver. Danielle tells us that she will make an overnight visit to
Manchester, home of Ben’s teenage son – which is why Bella will
now have a sleepover at Georgie’s. Danielle is quizzed on the
Tuesday start of her three-week Asian holiday and someone asks
if Ben will also leave on Tuesday – “I hope so,” Danielle replies,
“it is our honeymoon.” We discuss the latest developments on
Strictly and I’m a Celebrity, where we are down to our last three
survivors. Finally there is some discussion of allergies – since
Danielle has told us that Bella is banned from visiting Brighton,
where the boyfriend of Ben’s mother is allergic to dogs. Hanna
uses this topic to go over her own addiction to antihistamines,
trumping all other sufferers definitively – “I’m even allergic to my
own sofa.”
Monday, December 8:
I can check off at least two items on my day’s to-do list before
I have even reached the park this morning – depositing a blue
bag for the recycling truck in front of the house and popping an
envelope into the posting box on the corner. It is a bright, sunny
morning and quite clear – which may explain why it is that
temperatures have again plummeted. I stand outside the café door
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for five minutes or so, stamping around, before being admitted
as the first customer. Under the green umbrella we again have a
small turnout and again I am the only gent; joining me are Janet,
Wendy, Suzanne, Georgie and Ofra – with Karen making an early
departure after giving us an update on Renata, whom she spoke to
yesterday.
Karen says that Renata would really like a hospital visit from her
Maxi and she needs to know, from vet Danielle, whether such a
visit would be a traumatic one for the dog. That Danielle has time
for a conference on this topic is problematic – since she departs
soon on her honeymoon. (Karen also reports that Renata has now
been transferred to the University College Hospital.) Ofra reports
that Bailey has a bit of a trauma every time he exercises his
weakened mouth and she keeps looking for treats that will give his
gums some needed exercise. I suggest she just get him some false
teeth and she laughs. Pretty soon Georgie is painting a picture of
Bailey getting ready for his night’s sleep, his teeth in a glass of
water next to his dog bed. He certainly doesn’t seem to have too
much trouble with the Shapes biscuits I am handing out – and
these are also snapped up by Sparkie, Skye and Sunny.
Janet has returned from Warwick with her sister’s laryngitis
and she is almost inaudible – she and Wendy might as well
communicate in sign language. (We have received an email from
Janet announcing another modest win in the lottery.) Those of us
who can still talk (including the coughing Ofra and the coughing
Georgie) discuss the weekend’s results on our TV favorites. Both
Ofra and I express surprise at the outcomes – Pixie Lott dismissed
from Strictly Come Dancing and Foggy the motorbike champ
emerging as King of the Jungle on I’m A Celebrity. Georgie and
Ofra have both complained of awful traffic problems this morning
and Ofra is having additional problems – the right temple of her
glasses having fallen off and her bum so cold on its wire chair
that, she says, she needs to buy a special park cushion. I have a
few errands of my own now – but fortunately, given the traffic
jams, I can rely on my own two feet.
Wednesday, December 10:
I have missed a day in the park – and here’s why. Shortly after
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turning the lights off at 11:30 on Monday night I was shaken from
my rest by an insistent thumping coming from the kitchen. Further
exploration revealed that the source of this repetitive hissing was
the water tank, the cylinder that supplies my boiler with its needed
liquid. I had to look up the emergency number of British Gas and
I could actually let the operator listen to the ominous pounding as
I held the phone up to the airing cabinet. She promised to send an
emergency engineer and, to the great credit of this firm, one did
arrive within half an hour. Steve, for so we may call him, could
not figure out whether a new valve would repair the problem or
whether a new tank was now needed. He said he would contact
the manufacturer for advice and in the meantime he shut the
cylinder off from its water supply – the noise ceasing immediately.
Fortunately he was able to leave the heating intact and, with the
promise that he would get back to me on Tuesday, he departed. It
was now 1:15 but I could sleep without fear of explosion or flood.
Yesterday was spent without any hot water but I did discover
that the dishwasher heats its own supply and, of course, I had
heat when I needed it. Outside on the scaffolding the workers
were finishing up with their painting chores – which meant
that the windows didn’t have to be left open – and in the front
my flowerpots and window boxes were restored to their proper
places on the sills. I called Steve at 2:30 and he said he was still
waiting to be contacted by the cylinder supplier. I took this as
the opportunity to leave the premises and complete a vital errand
to Swiss Cottage, where, after visits to printer and post office, I
would now be in position to dispatch my holiday cards in a timely
fashion to U.S. addresses. I spent much of the evening getting
some fifty cards into shape for mailing.
This morning Cathy arrives at 9:00 and I have to break the news
to her that there would be no hot water today. She dives into her
chores with her usual cheerful aplomb, installing a duvet with
a higher tog count in the bedroom and complaining that several
windows have been painted shut. I make a circuitous approach to
the park this morning, visiting no fewer than four local post boxes
with my cards – since I know they object if you put too many in a
single box. I particularly want to make it to the park this morning
since I expect two visitors at coffee – and there they are: Cheryl,
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visiting from Texas, and Denise, visiting from Amsterdam.
In addition to these ladies we also have Georgie, Janet, Ofra,
Karen, Wendy, Ellie, Peter and Makiko. It is very cold again but
the sun is shining brightly. It is the first time I have seen Cheryl or
Denise since the demise of poor Fritz and they are eager to share
their condolences. We hear a lot about Cheryl’s Pugs in Texas and
about Saffy and Tinkerbelle in Amsterdam. Meanwhile, making
up for my absence yesterday, the local dogs zero in on my knees
and begin to pester me for treats… Skye, Sparkie and Bailey
especially. Ellie’s Teddy, in protest over his red wooly sweater,
has been rolling in the mud but in this condition he will have to be
turned over for the day to Georgie – while Ellie, who expected to
spend a day shopping with a girlfriend, takes her ailing younger
daughter to the doctor.
Karen and Janet exchange mobile phone chatter with one another
and Janet, who can be heard much more clearly today, takes down
our orders for Christmas lunch on the 21st. Then Karen uses her
phone to speak to Renata. The latter will be undergoing three
weeks of chemotherapy as doctors battle an ovarian cancer that
has also spread to the lining of the stomach. She is being allowed
to go home today and, according to Karen, she seems a bit more
chipper now that there is a therapeutic strategy. Makiko makes
an early departure for her own doctor’s surgery on Elgin Avenue
and Peter also leaves early since Ellie has offered to give him a
ride home. Janet heads off for an art lesson with Daisy-Mae but
not before offering Georgie help with the management of her
menagerie…Sparkie, Pucci, Teddy, and Skye among them. I head
for home as well – I need to get there in order to spend another
day waiting expectantly for a therapeutic strategy from British
Gas.
Thursday, December 11:
I have added to my costume, for the first time this year, my long
underwear – and very glad I am that I have done so. There is
some sun about – though it provides no warmth – but also some
ominous clouds. I have time to reflect on these matters after
making my obligatory visit to the corner post box (European cards
this time) and making my way into the park via the Essendine
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gate. Peter is sheltering against a wall of the café; he says the spot
is out of the wind. I am able to congratulate him on Queen’s Park
Ranger’s escape (perhaps only temporarily) from the relegation
zone before joining a short queue in front of the café door. Clare
is also here; she has been reading Volume VI in the “Dog People
of Paddington Rec” and is delighted that there is an early mention
here of her dogs, Harley and the late Cassie.
Our breakfast group this morning includes Peter and Clare, of
course, but also Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Makiko, Denise, Suzanne
and, eventually, Ellie. Teddy, who has had an overnighter at
Georgie’s, is thrilled with the reunion and tries to climb his
mommy’s head in his attempt at kisses. (This has been a trial
run for a much longer holiday absence that Ellie will undertake
over Christmas.) I have added some Sainsbury Morsels to my
biscuit bag and these prove to be very satisfactory offerings
indeed. Daisy-Mae actually eats hers on the spot – and then has
a punch-up with Skye while I am doling out treats to the other
dogs. Naturally Bailey and Sparkie are insistent supplicants but
Winnie (dressed in her lettuce slug coat) and Sunny are also eager.
The latter has soon begun a sustained bout of demand barking
and there is nothing Suzanne can do to quell this noise until she
returns to the green with the ball sling.
Denise announces that her eldest daughter has at last moved from
home and there is a spare bedroom should any of us want to visit
Amsterdam. This leads to a discussion of such departure moments
in the lives of some of our tablemates. Ofra says she couldn’t
live at home after she had left the army. Karen says that her mom
kept raising the rent until it was cheaper to live elsewhere. Baby
Alberto, of course, doesn’t have to worry about this for some time.
Even though he is not crying Auntie Ofra cannot resist plucking
him from his carriage when Makiko goes inside to buy her coffee
and soon we have singing and dancing on the other side of the
table. After a while there is a light rain and several members of
the party decide to make an early move. I have errands that take
me to Maida Vale Parade this morning – but I am just postponing
the inevitable return to domestic crises. First I need to snag the
window painters and get them to open several stuck windows
(this is a success) and then I have my daily colloquy with British
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Gas as I seek to know when someone might be coming by to
make some progress with my ailing water tank – so far success is
elusive here.
Friday, December 12:
It has been raining much of the night and skies are still dark as I
make my preparations for Friday in the park. These include the
complex process of heating enough water for a thorough wash
(including a shampoo this time) and the usual shave as well. (At
least I now have a date for the next visit by a British Gas engineer
– albeit this is not until next Wednesday.) UK cards are deposited
in the closest mailbox and I head for the café – happy to note that
the moisture is in abeyance. Near the clubhouse I encounter Ofra.
She is clutching something to her chest and for a moment I am
wondering if she has at last made off with baby Alberto but, no,
she is merely carrying the towel she will be sitting on at our table
and a container of pasta for my lunch. (It must be obvious that it
has become impossible to persist in the Atkinsonian regime of old
– first because of the festive season and then because in this frigid
weather I need the carbs.)
We have a lively turnout under our green umbrella this morning:
Denise and Cheryl are making their final visits and then we have
Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Ellie, Peter and, just back from Mexico, Dan
and Davide. The latter have brought some sticky Latin American
pastry with them and Denise has brought some Amsterdam
confection loaded with cinnamon and marzipan. The latter attracts
Bailey’s attentions and he makes several attempts to rake the
package off the tabletop. Then he has to make do with Shapes
biscuits and more Muddles, sharing these treats with Skye, Tara
(here with Vlad) and Sparkie. I am surrounded by lap dogs, with
Daisy-Mae shivering disconsolately in Janet’s lap on my right,
and Teddy nestled into a precautionary blanket on Ellie’s lap to
my left. For the first time this season Teddy is wearing his famous
blue Winston Churchill siren suit but this is not so much a chilldeflecting maneuver as a mud-deflecting one – since he had a
grooming only yesterday.
Denise says that she watched the most recent episode of The Only
Way is Essex (unavailable on Dutch screens) and that she found
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the heavily made-up Chavs fascinating and appalling at the same
time. She has recently had a holiday in Mexico as well and she
and Dan share phone photos. Davide complains that he now has
back-to-back flights to New York but that he will never leave
Long Island and will have no chance to visit Liz – who is again
scheduled to visit us here after Christmas. I ask visiting Cheryl if
she has had a time to see how the corkscrew hedges are doing –
the ones that she used to trim in their white tubs. They are in front
of the clubhouse these days and she says that Hanna has been
doing a good job in maintaining their shape. Janet is taking final
orders for our Christmas lunch on the the 21st. (If you want only
a starter and a main course then you don’t have to pay anything
at this time – the cost coming out of our cumulative lottery
winnings.) Peter again accepts a ride home from Ellie and they are
the first to leave – this is a protracted process since we all have to
say goodbye to Denise and Cheryl. The rain has not recurred and
so I decide I will undertake a mission to the bank before I return
home – where the last of the painter’s scaffolding is at last coming
down from the side of my house.
Saturday, December 13:
The sun is shining brightly but this has no effect whatsoever on
the temperature, which is frigid – as I discover when it is too late
for me to put my long-johns on. I am first in the coffee queue,
always a desirable position on a Saturday, but in this case the
queue is shuffling about outside the locked front door, our breaths
adding vapor to the air. When I am settled down at our table I am
able to distribute holiday cards to my park pals and I have also
brought a copy of My Dog’s Breakfast for Dan’s parents, Peter and
Christine. Today turns out to be a good one for card distribution
since there is a handsome turnout: Peter, Wendy, Ofra, Georgie,
Janet, Debbie, Hanna, Dan, Matthew and Makiko – we even have
a brief visit from Michaela, out for a weekend walk with Skye.
At a little table in the corner a chap is sitting with two Shih-Tzus,
brothers named Alfred and Gilbert. These two sweet-faced and
impeccably groomed chaps have the same coloring as our DaisyMae but they are larger. Daisy-Mae pays no attention to her
cousins until it is time to see if she can trap one of the newcomers
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into a scrap with a bait biscuit. Janet, sensing trouble, puts her
pet on lead at this point. Tara is not intentionally causing trouble
but she is very large and seems to be dressed in the vest of an
emergency medical technician as she visits the owner of the
Shih-Tzus and gets her nose under Georgie’s elbow in order to
participate in that sausage sandwich. Georgie has brought only
one dog with her this morning, her own Sparkie, and this seems
very odd.
Much time is spent in adjusting Peter’s new fur cap – since he
arrives wearing this headgear inside out and backwards and
he is bombarded with advice on how to make the necessary
adjustments, with Hanna getting up to reposition the hat on his
head. Peter passes around the newspaper with our racing entries
circled; there seems to be a little more interest in joining our
syndicate since our £41 win. Ofra insists that she needs £82 this
time but she is herself needed when Alberto begins to cry and
she is called upon to pluck him from his carriage for a little Aunt
Ofra comfort – he instantly falls silent. Then a mother goes by
with a crying baby of her own and we ask Ofra to attend to this
infant as well – she says she’s busy. Janet is still preoccupied with
arrangements for our holiday lunch on the 21st but now Dan starts
up on plans for New Year’s Eve – reminding us that Liz should
be here then and rejecting all the venues suggested by others. I
have to reflect that this is the first time in years that I will have no
responsibilities on this night, that is no need to remain at home in
order to comfort a fireworks-frightened dog. I think I’d still rather
stay at home.
Sunday, December 14:
The clue is provided by the frost – which still clings to all the
artificial surfaces of the park – and I know that we are in for
another frigid day. I also know not to trust in the abundant sunlight
for any warmth and I will begin my day in the park wearing
my long underwear once again. As often happens I have been
preceded by Peter, sitting alone at our table while I park myself in
front of the café’s front door. Vlad soon joins me, chivvying Lurch
about opening times when the door is at last unlocked – in fact
they are three minutes early this morning so there is no cause for
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complaint.
Our group today includes, in addition to Peter and Vlad, Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Wendy and Karen. Karen has an out-of-town
conference so Dudley will be joining Sparkie at Georgie’s house
today – already Georgie has had an unexpected arrival, at 1:00 last
night, of daughter and grandson from Hereford. Winnie spends
the entire session on Dan’s lap – she is wearing a ski sweater and
has a number of nasty things to say about all the other dogs –
who, in her eyes, merit universal disapproval. Perhaps she is just
jealous of Tara, who, in a major fashion statement, has arrived
today sporting not only her big EMT coat but also leg warmers
(purchased in the kiddy department). Of course these objects
keep sliding down and she arrives with one missing already and
by the time Vlad is ready to leave only one is still in place. The
triplets show considerable interest in the doggy scene today – one
can now say “Sparkie!” and one of them even comes into the
compound for a closer look. Dad wants the boys to have a walk
before treat time at the café – and they want treat time first.
Janet passes out copies of this year’s doggy calendar – she has
even included Wendy’s chickens in the latter’s version and mine
has a picture of Pepper and Fritz. Dan wants to know if we have
all received an email advertising the New Year’s Eve program
at The Squirrel – six drinks, a finger buffet, a band and a glass
of Prosecco at midnight £50. (I would still rather stay at home.)
Ofra and I compare notes on last night’s version of Strictly Come
Dancing (the semi-finals); she still objects to Mark Wright and
I still favor Frankie Bridge. Every now and then Ofra gets up
to see what is happening over on the Carlton roadway – where
an ambulance has shown up, presumably after a footie injury.
This vehicle has gotten lost in circling the park and Ofra has
already told them that they have been driving too fast on our
narrow streets. As I make my return on the Morshead roadway I
encounter Matthew and Makiko with baby Alberto. I tell Makiko
that she needs to improve her attendance record since I have many
technical questions for her (we both contemplate purchase of an
iPhone in the new year). Then it’s home, only briefly, and back
onto the streets for an expedition to the 123 Cleaners.
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Monday, December 15:
Again we have sunny skies presiding over the early morning park
scene, but I must admit that temperatures have moderated just a
bit and it is far more pleasant to be outside today. As I reach the
Morshead gate I discover a seated obstacle in the roadway. This
is Winnie who, having made it this far in the basket of Dan’s
bicycle, cannot see any reason why she has been dumped without
ceremony on the cold tarmac. Dan will be wanting her to do her
pees and poos now but this does require some forward movement
– I urge to her to get a move on and soon I am passing Dan,
catching up with Georgie and Janet, and pulling up outside the
café’s front door, where Vlad is already standing. When he tells
Lurch, now unlocking the door, that he has been standing here
since 3:00 am, the latter says that even so he will be only second
in the queue this morning – standing aside to reveal that Peter,
enjoying a warm weather lock-in, is already enjoying a first cup at
a little table next to the Christmas tree.
In addition to these two gentlemen our morning ensemble will
also include Dan, Georgie, Ofra, and, eventually, Makiko – Janet
has disappeared to the V&A with one of her art classes. Georgie
still has Dudley and the latter spends the entire session barking
at phantoms out on the green – nothing we can say has any effect
on this noise. Winnie too is full of complaint, on Dan’s lap, but
she does quiet down a bit when she gets in the food queue. Bailey
and Tara, abetted by Sparkie and Skye, are part of this system
as well – with Tara using that big nose to shove my hands into
action. Ofra says that she has been summoning images of Boo the
dog on her telephone – she would show us his picture but she has
forgotten this instrument today. I ask why this Pomeranian is so
famous and the answer is simply that he is soooooo cute. “Hey,” I
reply, “I’m cute too but that doesn’t make me famous.”
I congratulate Ofra on her predictive skill – for last night we
learned that EastEnders star Jake Wood had lost the dance-off
on Strictly, as she said he would. With grandson Oliver visiting,
Georgie asks Dan about tickets to The Lion King and Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory. I warn Georgie that if she takes Oliver to
the latter she’ll have to buy him some chocolate as well. Another
kind of sustenance is now claimed by the sobbing baby Alberto
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and there is momentary panic when Peter is asked if he is likely
to be here for the next ten minutes. No, Makiko doesn’t want him
to look after the baby, who will be dining inside, but only Emilio,
who won’t. I accompany Georgie as she makes her exit down the
Morshead roadway – with Sparkie, Dudley, Skye, Winnie and
Daisy-Mae in tow. She tells me that yesterday Renata actually
made a visit to the park – I thought that was her car at the gate
when I returned from the 123 Cleaners. Georgie says that Renata
looked well and that she seemed to be in relatively good spirits.
Tuesday, December 16:
As I make my preparations for a morning in the park I can hear a
familiar clunk coming from the back of the flat and my suspicions
are soon confirmed – some workman has just restored my pots
and the window box that belongs on the sill of the kitchen window
– and this must mean that, at last, the rest of the scaffolding is
coming down today. Though sunny it is again quite cold outside
and I am wearing my gloves from the outset. I find Peter slumped
in a chair next to the front door of the café. We are soon joined by
Clare and today Harley’s name is enrolled in that long list of dogs
who have not only sought admission to the interior precincts of
the café but, more seriously, have penetrated the sacrosanct spaces
behind the counter.
There is a very small turnout today – just Peter, Clare, Ofra, Janet
and Georgie. The latter has brought both Dudley and Skye with
her but only the latter is food-obsessed. He manages to snag a
number of treats intended for other mouths – as well as his own
supply of biscuits. Harley, I know, likes Schmackos and he is soon
a repeat customer and, from an adjacent lap, Daisy-Mae is also
interested in this treat. Bailey, of course, will eat anything. At one
point Skye spots a Schmacko strip lying on the table and, staring
up it through the wire fretwork of the tabletop, he begins a barking
litany – while Bailey, eager to obtain the same treasure, climbs
onto an empty chair and reaches as far forward as he can get
(without climbing onto the tabletop) in order to rake it in. When
this fails he begins to rummage around in Ofra’s purse – it’s as if
he is saying, “Mommy, buy this for me now!”
Clare tells us that she has just exchanged contracts on a new
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property in Queen’s Park (one with a pond containing frogs and
newts) and this may mean we will see her only on the weekends
– when there are fewer parking problems for alien visitors to the
Rec. Peter has little to say on this or any other topic; he has his hat
on in the correct position but now he says it falls over his eyes and
he can’t see – indeed he takes it off, finding some warmth in the
bright sun, and dozes off. Georgie says that she has just discovered
a two-week-old message on her telephone, one asking her if she
can look after Rufus over Christmas. This reminds me I have a
sequel to that moment in July when Ellie asked Georgie if she
could have Teddy on December 22nd. “I can now announce,” I say,
“that my spring party for 2015 will take place on May 10.” I also
describe for the others the removal of the last scaffolding today
and Ofra says I just have time to get home and clean the windows
from the outside. I tell her that this is the province of John the
Window Cleaner. Several members of our group remember that
John specializes in a Christmas newsletter in which he castigates
his clients and the world and I say that I haven’t seen this year’s
version yet. I walk home shortly after 10:00, observing the last of
the boards and the pipework being loaded aboard the scaffolders’
lorry. As I open my building’s front door there it is, lying on the
mat – John the Window Cleaner’s Xmas screed.
Wednesday, December 17:
The overnight rain seems to have passed and temperatures, as my
upstairs neighbor Rick informs me on the stairwell, have risen
considerably. This is good news for me – since I have an errand
to perform today – and walking along the pavement does seem
to be a far more congenial pursuit this morning. At the Morshead
entrance I meet up with Georgie, who has both Dudley and
Sparkie with her, and Dan, who is just turning Winnie over to
her before cycling off to work. The café is already open when I
attempt to enter and soon I am joining an assemblage that includes
Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Peter, Clare, Debbie and, off at his own little
table again, Vlad.
Harley seems to have discovered that I am carrying Schmackos
these days and he is my first customer – though, surprisingly,
Pucci, seated on Debbie’s lap, is my most insistent client today
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– just a well that I still have a supply of his pellets in my blue
bag. Tara is wearing another giant coat, this one a lurid lavender
with red accents. When she thinks I am too slow in the biscuit
delivery department she rests her chin on my knee so I won’t
forget her. Winnie, Skye, Sparkie and Bailey are also omnipresent
but Dudley shows no interest in treats and Daisy-Mae spends the
entire session snoozing in Janet’s lap.
Janet has been slowly doling out versions of the 2015 Dogs of
Paddington Rec calendar and today she has brought an extra one
for Cathy, who has arrived to clean the flat only a few minutes
earlier. This would seem to be a good day to receive this bounty
but then I remember that I am not going home after our session
in the park – as this is a Sainsbury’s day – and I don’t want to
be carrying the calendar around with me. The solution comes
when Ofra volunteers to store it in her car until tomorrow. That
lady announces that today is the first day of Hanukkah and that
husband Ricky, who often shows reluctance over other requests,
has come home with just the right doughnuts. Ofra is trying to
decide whether to buy a Christmas tree this year – in my West
L.A. youth Jewish families, tempted to join in at this point,
drolly called these trees “Hanukkah bushes.” Now that grandson
Oliver is visiting, Georgie thinks she will be getting a tree as
well. (Oliver now wants to see the The Lion King again.) Suzanne
arrives and Sunny joins the biscuit queue. Suzanne brightens
my morning by passing on to me the greetings of some former
students, members of the Oddy family, whom she has recently
seen here in London. Such pleasantries cannot last forever – for I
need to get started on my mission to Sainsbury’s Ladbroke Grove.
Thursday, December 18:
After my early morning shower I make my departure this day in
the guise of a “clean old man” – for, after nine days of waiting,
the British Gas man seems to have restored hot water to my part
of the world. I hope this is not just a temporary reprieve. It seems
very dark outside this morning (the porch lights are still on at
Morshead Mansions) but at least it is not raining and temperatures
are still humane. Karen, back from a conference in Surrey, is
sitting out in front of the café with Dudley and Peter and while I
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am standing here I am able to observe that, for the first time, the
café will reopen for some days between Christmas and New Year
– rather than closing for a solid two weeks. Today we celebrate
Dudley’s third birthday and the coffees are on Karen. Soon we are
joined by Ofra, Davide, Georgie, Janet, and Clare.
For Davide this is a moment of reunion with Winnie – since he
has just gotten off a flight from New York and he is obviously
quite tired. Winnie has spent the night at Georgie’s where, so
we are told, she has settled into the bed belonging to the apricot
Pug, Flora. That fiesty little madam now gets into a punch-up
with Daisy-Mae and, to everyone’s surprise, it is the Shih-Tzu
who retreats this time. Everyone congratulates Flora on this
performance and Daisy-Mae goes into a sulk on Janet’s lap, even
ignoring the obvious evidence of squirrel activity on the other side
of the fence. Skye gets up into an empty chair next to Karen and
it really looks like he needs to make a call on her mobile phone.
Peter, on his other side, is having trouble unraveling text messages
on his own phone and Karen intervenes. I tell the others that, in
response to an email version of my holiday card, Claire, whose
Panda was once an important part of our canine society, is doing
well in Dorset, that she sends greetings to all of us, and that she
has added a number of pictures of her pet as well.
Everyone congratulates Ofra on remembering to bring in three
objects today: the calendar she stored in her car yesterday, some
eyeglasses belonging to Georgie and a holiday card for Ellen
(well, Ofra has spelled this Eelen) – which Janet is going to put
into the post. Today Ofra is wearing a ribbed black wool cap
almost identical to mine – though hers does have two brown furry
ears atop. Karen reports that Renata has done well with her first
chemotherapy session, Georgie reports that Oliver loved The Lion
King, and then we have to spend some time with the world of
Islamic terrorism, first because of a hostage siege in Sydney and
then because the Taliban have murdered 140 schoolchildren in
Peshawar. Words fail us. Near the end of our conversation Clare
(Harley’s mom) brings us up to date on a more local tragedy,
telling us that the elderly husband of Debbie (Zorro’s mom, not
Pucci’s) has died following hospitalization for a routine hernia
operation. Words fail us again.
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Friday, December 19:
I can hear rain falling as I lie in the darkness early on this Friday
morning – therefore I am more than gratified when I am at last
ready to depart, several hours later, to discover that the sun
is beaming brightly. I am several minutes early so I decide to
undertake a ten-minute walk and I am just beginning a circuit of
the green when I become the love object of a golden Lab named
Jackson. Perhaps he can smell the biscuits in my pocket for he is
soon nuzzling my hand as I march along – though as I reach the
bandstand I have to stop so he can be summoned by his distant
owner. I meet up with Karen and Janet as I continue forward and
by the time I have gone round behind Mt. Bannister the café is
just opening its doors. I have brought with me one of my holiday
cards addressed to the café itself and I have soon received one in
return – simply addressed to “The Cappuccino Man.”
Karen does not stay for coffee this morning but we do have Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Suzanne, Peter and Makiko. Alberto’s carriage
is parked next to me and Makiko is soon taking my picture and
that of the sleeping baby with her phone. Peter is complaining
that his HTC phone is so complicated he can’t manage it and
Suzanne tries to give him a hand. It doesn’t take too long before
Ofra has joined us on our side of the table – in order to give the
baby a cuddle. I remind Janet that on Monday there will be a TV
documentary on the famous and fearsome tsunami of 2004, an
event that overtook both Janet and Davide (who was in Bangkok).
Janet says she will probably watch it – but no one would blame
her if she changes her mind. Meanwhile Georgie is celebrating a
happy event, for in an hour or so she will undertake the last of this
year’s assignments in accompanying children on their movements
to and from school – after today she will be off work for two
weeks.
There is one creature who is not best pleased by the presence
of Alberto in Ofra’s lap and this is the jealous Bailey. He is, of
course, distracted by his own efforts at securing treats from me,
an activity is which he is joined by Sparkie, Skye, and Tara – even
Daisy-Mae comes by for some Schmackos before getting into a
food fight with the much larger Tara. This sets Emilio off and we
have his scolding at one end of the table while Sunny, into biscuit
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begging mode, barks with such intensity that we are afraid she
will wake up the baby. This leaves only Winnie unaccounted for
but today the senior Pug shows no interest in food, content to sit
on Davide’s lap in the intense sun, her eyes closed in slumberous
bliss.
Saturday, December 20:
It serves me right – for no sooner have I boasted, on my holiday
card, that physiotherapy had now come to an end than my right
arm started to act up and I have had several nights now in which
my sleep has been disturbed. A hot shower doesn’t seem to help
but I decide to keep to my usual park schedule and off I go at the
usual time this morning. It is cold outside but at least it is also
bright and sunny. Just ahead of me on the Morshead roadway
we have Davide and Georgie and I am hoping that the later can
help solve a mystery – for last night I received a message on my
iPad (but nowhere else) announcing the cancellation of tonight’s
Christmas party at Michaela’s and, since Georgie spends so
much time walking Skye, perhaps she can explain what has gone
wrong. She can – explaining that the builders have not completed
their work on various parts of Michaela’s house, including the
kitchen, in time for guests, and that, perhaps, the gathering will be
rescheduled for the new year. I am relieved to hear that there is no
more serious cause for concern – though one must agree that this
is an ironic fate to overtake an interior designer.
Our group this morning includes Peter, Ofra, Georgie, Davide and
Janet only. This is not only a small turnout for a Saturday but it
has to be acknowledged that the park is much quieter than usual
– with all the weekend sporting activity in abeyance. There is a
relatively small canine contingent as well – Georgie has brought
only Sparkie and Flora, for instance. The latter soon learns to join
the biscuit queue – with Winnie placing her paws on my knees,
Bailey raking away at my sleeve, Daisy-Mae barking at me from
a nearby chair and Sparkie sitting in my lap. At one point DaisyMae starts a scrap with Flora and, for once, Janet decides not to
intervene. Daisy-Mae has met her match in the young Pug and a
piece of the Shih-Tzu’s fur ends up in Flora’s mouth by the time
these two have separated.
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Peter shares with us his choices in today’s racing fixtures and
then, sitting in the bright sun, he goes to sleep. Davide says that he
feels well-rested after a good night’s sleep and he spends a good
deal of time working on a card for Georgie’s sister Jean (“Merry
Kiss My Ass”). He also has some errands to complete in Kilburn
but others assure him that he should be able to find parking up
there today – indeed much of the town (as well as the park) seems
deserted; there are certainly plenty of empty spaces on our local
streets. Someone now spots Makiko heading our way but this is
puzzling for none of us can see the famous baby carriage. It turns
out that today baby Alberto is riding on mommy’s chest. Makiko
has to hand her copy of the famous doggy calendar to me so she
is free enough to scoop up one of Emilio’s poos – talk about
multitasking.
Sunday, December 21:
I have had another lousy night of sleep, cheered only in part by the
knowledge that I now have an appointment tomorrow with Julie
the osteopath. Persevering in my usual morning routine I head
for the park on a gray and chilly morning, reaching the Morshead
entrance just as my neighbor Lenny is turning his car around in
the driveway – his Wheaten Terrier, Cleo, in the back seat. I tell
Vlad that he is to blame for the late opening of the café – since
there he is, out in front, engaging Lurch in conversation. Also
perturbed by the “Closed” sign in the front door are the triplets,
who begin to whimper in protest, hanging onto the door handle
while dad is urging them to take a little walk before treat time.
Our tablemates this morning include Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan,
Davide, Karen and Peter. Dudley discovers, to his great delight,
that Flora will chase him in ecstatic circles around the table
but this is only one new variation in the mix –for we also have
the introduction into our usual mix of Sid, the Yorkiepoo. Sid
resembles Sparkie, though he us not nearly as noisy. Georgie,
shaking her keys at her barking pet, says that she spent a fortune
on one device after another in her attempt to silence her pet –
before discovering that rattling the keys was just as effective as
any other method. Daisy-Mae now adds to the noise by jumping
into my lap and barking at me – rejecting Schmackos because she
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wants a Shapes biscuit, then rejecting a Shapes biscuit because she
wants a Schmacko.
Dan has returned from Dublin (where he saw a preview of Elf,
the musical) with a bad cold and Karen is also suffering from a
similar ailment – but not before giving Davide the assignment
of looking up ticket information for a January trip to Australia.
Davide is complaining that last night he spent an hour trying to
find something worth watching on TV – and this leads to a long
discussion on the television fare of the Seventies. Most of what
was on offer then must only have been seen in re-run by many of
those present but it is interesting to note that we are soon onto one
of my favorite topics – which country provided the best TV fare,
the U.K. or the U.S., back in the day when each offered essentially
only three channels… BBC 1 and 2 and ITV here, NBC, ABC and
CBS in the States. “Well,” I note, pulling rank, “only one of you
here once answered this question definitively with an article in the
Journal of Popular Culture (though forty years ago), “Britannia
Rules The Airwaves: Television Programming in Transatlantic
Perspective.”
Saturday, December 27:
A number of days now pass before I am prepared to make a return
visit to the park. Of course I did see all of my pals on Sunday
afternoon as we celebrated our annual ritual with Christmas
lunch at the Bridge House pub on the canal. Organized by Janet,
this event was a great success – with seventeen participants, if
you include the much-fondled baby Alberto. Cards and prezzies
were exchanged and an excellent meal laid on – but it was an
uncomfortable occasion for me since I never seemed to know
what to do with my sore right arm.
In spite of Julie’s efforts at 6:00 on Monday I continued to suffer
from various aches and pains associated with the ailing shoulder –
with the painkillers prescribed by my surgery offering little relief.
As a consequence I chose not to participate in the early morning
coffee ritual – repositioned at the Italian deli on Lauderdale Parade
– though there was one additional opportunity for a reunion of
sorts. This came on Christmas day itself – when I enjoyed a
superb lunch at Makiko and Matthew’s. Here Emilio, excited
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by the geese cooked by Matthew himself, barked at the diners
insistently throughout the meal, subsiding into a beatific calm
when, sated with his portion at last, he sank into a deep slumber
on his back in his basket.
As the all-night rain has at last lifted I decide this morning to
make a return to the park, where I know the café will reopen for
a few days before closing again over the New Year holiday. It is
very cold – though the sun is now out – and full marks to those
who have braved the chill: Georgie, Ofra, Debbie, Hanna and
Wendy. The latter has brought some leftover turkey for the dogs
– and this saves me from endless arm-stretching forays into my
blue biscuit bag. Still, Bailey is a pest and, though I can convince
Rufus (here with Georgie) and Sparkie that treat time is finished,
Bailey is harder to persuade. Georgie has also brought Ellie’s
Teddy today; she says he has settled down at her house, though
he can’t abide the rambunctious Flora, who has been left behind
this morning. “How I spent Christmas” serves as the chief topic
of conversation and then we scatter after a relatively brief session.
I accompany Debbie and Hanna on a walk to the Maida Vale
Parade, where I want to buy a heating pad for my sore back. Mr.
Patel says that there were so many complaints about the model on
offer that Vineyard Chemists doesn’t carry this useful health aid
anymore.
Sunday, December 28:
Well, it turns out that I didn’t need a heating pad yesterday – not
even my trusty hot water bottle – as the usual aches and pains
remained in abeyance. This morning, though it seems I have slept
too long on the affected shoulder, I decide to brave a morning
in the park again. It is sunny enough but much colder than
yesterday and I am thoroughly chilled by the time I have entered
the precincts of the café. I sprinkle dog treats along the tabletop
so that I won’t have to reach again and again for my blue bag.
Throughout the entire session my gloves are on my hands and my
hands are in my coat pockets.
Again I am the only male present today – the all-female cast
including Hanna, Debbie, Janet, Georgie, Wendy and Ofra. Hanna
has been complaining of headaches and yesterday, she tells us,
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she visited a walk-in clinic where they noted a very high blood
pressure reading and prescribed some pills. Debbie too has a
headache and these two ladies leave early. Their place is taken
by Suzanne. Today is Janet’s birthday (Davide’s too, but he is not
back from Hong Kong) and there are a number of cards for her to
open. Georgie says that grandson Oliver has continued his visits
to entertainment emporia but his latest venture, a viewing of the
new Paddington Bear film, ended in disappointment when the lad
took an immediate dislike to Nicole Kidman and had to be taken
home early. I tell Wendy that on Coronation Street we now have a
family that is keeping chickens in their backyard.
Karen now comes by – but only to turn Dudley over to Janet. With
a visiting friend from South Africa Karen will be on a London tour
bus today, sharing the sights. Dudley merely adds to the noise of a
very raucous assembly – with Sparkie leading the pack in a series
of protest votes every time an alien dog comes by. Unfortunately
Sunny can see the biscuits I have scattered across the tabletop and
she adds her voice to the general confusion by insisting that these
treats must be hers. I don’t know if food is involved in a scrap that
develops in the waning moments of our session. The combatants
are again the young Pug, Flora, and Daisy-Mae – who has arrived
for today’s contest wearing a shocking pink sweater and a red bow
tie. Most of the dogs retreat when Daisy-Mae is in the attack mode
but not Flora and fur flies for quite a while before these two ladies
agree that honor has been satisfied. I make a very rapid march
home, seeking some remedial warmth, and pausing only once
to greet Makiko, just arriving with Emilio and the baby, who is
strapped to her chest.
Tuesday, December 30:
I did make it to the park yesterday but there was no report to file
– for my stay lasted only a minute or so. It was several degrees
below zero, though sunny enough, and, knowing that I would be
outside long enough this morning as I made my way to and from
the physiotherapist’s, I decided not to sit outside with my pals. I
was there long enough to witness the reunion of Dan, back after
five days in Hong Kong, with Winnie, before scurrying for the
comforts of home almost immediately. This morning, still sore
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from yesterday’s workout with Miss Julie, I am considering a
similar strategy, but I do want to deliver a late birthday card for
Davide, and so I begin piling on the layers at the regular time.
While I am looking out the window at the frigid temperature
reading on my thermometer I do notice that one of my neighbors
is employing a unique method of removing a layer of frost from
his car windows – he has brought with him a steaming kettle and
with the bubbling liquid inside he is able to wash away the ice in
no time at all. (And all those years I spent scraping!)
Stepping gingerly along the black ice that covers the Morshead
roadway I am more than ever convinced that this is the morning
for another early retreat but just as I reach the café I can see
heading for me a figure not seen here in a year; this is Liz – whose
larcenous Beagle, Roxy, was once a regular at these breakfast
scenes. The chance for a reunion changes my mind and so I do
order a coffee – the drinks today are on the birthday boy, Davide;
we are also joined by Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Peter, Danielle and
Ofra. Georgie has brought with her the feisty Pug, Flora, and the
latter is among the insistent visitors at my knee – with Bailey,
Sparkie and Skye in competition. Winnie is omnipresent as well
and after she has sampled Davide’s finger, in her greed for some
of his sandwich, she leans against my legs in supplication. Davide
tries to discourage this gesture but I tell him that, today, she does
provide some animal warmth down there. Renata has sent over a
bag of goodies – including a stollen she has baked. I would have
happily enjoyed a piece of this confection except that to do so
would have required the removal of my gloves. No way.
This morning we hear a lot about the recently concluded holidays
of Dan, Davide and Danielle. For the latter this meant not only
some time in Hong Kong but also stops in Thailand and Vietnam.
She says that she took against the latter when she learned that they
eat dogs there. Since she and Ben are planning a move to New
York Liz is called on for advice on this metropolis. Liz says that
Brooklyn is the new trendy mecca these days but that son Jack
(a freshman at Furman) wouldn’t want to live there. (Son Ryan,
who now works in Canary Wharf, doesn’t want to live in the
States at all.) When it is time to make a move I tell the others that
this is probably the last time they will see me for several days – I
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don’t feel comfortable sitting for long anywhere (so I won’t be
joining any New Year’s Eve revels) and the café is now closed
until Saturday anyway. This means that this is likely to be the last
entry for the year 2014 and how sad it is to end the year with some
unhappy news, which we are hearing for the first time today – last
month Lawrence, owner of the Vizslas, Suki and Bronny, and
father of the teenaged Nicole, died suddenly of a heart attack.
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Danielle cuddles her famous Bella.
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Saturday, January 3:
After missing several days in the park I decide to make my
return on a truly nasty day, one characterized by light rain,
cold temperatures and failing light – at 10:00 in the morning
the porch lights are still on at Morshead Mansions. I have been
absent for a number of reasons: the park café has been closed, the
temperatures have been frigid and my right arm, still bedeviled by
a recurrence of my shoulder problems, has been giving me plenty
of problems – these days I cannot sleep without a dose of some
pain reliever. I did make an appearance in the park yesterday and
did encounter some of the gang on their way down to Lauderdale
Parade and the Italian deli for their morning coffee fix – but I was
here only to undertake a spirited thirty-five minute walk.
No chance of a replay this morning and I am well zipped up
against the recurrent moisture as I make my way to the café,
reopened at last, even five minutes earlier than usual. The word
is that Metty, after two years or so, has raised his prices again –
but my barista doesn’t know this and I am still charged $2.10 for
my cappuccino. We have only a small turnout this morning – just
Liz, Ofra, Janet, Georgie and Vlad. Georgie has both Flora and
Rufus in tow and these animals (plus Sparkie and Bailey) are soon
saturating my trousers with their wet paws. More dangerous is
Tara, for the Rhodesian Ridgeback is so eager for treats that on
three occasions she manages to snag the handle of my blue biscuit
bag, the better to drag it onto the ground.
My first question, now that the lady detective on East Enders
has died, is, “Will we ever know who killed Lucy Beale?” Janet,
Georgie and even Liz have all been watching the soap and so
there is much to discuss. But we are all trumped by Ofra, who
has actually met Samantha Womack, whose Ronnie character has
recently died (for ten minutes) before a miraculous recovery on
the same show. Liz now tells us of her attempt to make London
a regular work venue (at least for quarterly visits) as she makes
herself ever more comfortable in her work for the charitable wing
of a cosmetics giant. (That she can get discounts on the products
of this firm comes as a revelation and an enticement to the ladies
present.) Ofra now passes out pieces of a creamy and multilayered Israeli cake and we move on to discuss the scandalously
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high costs of public transportation in London – with Liz in shock
over just how much prices have risen since she last lived here.
Meanwhile the tattoo of the raindrops on our green umbrella has
increased in intensity and we are all looking for the quickest way
home.
Sunday, January 4:
Well, it isn’t raining and this is just as well since they have
forgotten to raise the green umbrella over our conjoined tables.
But it is gray, cold and damp – thoroughly unpleasant – and it is a
wonder that so many members of our society have made the effort
this morning. In fact, there is a lively turnout, including Dan, Ofra,
Janet, Georgie, Liz, Peter, Hanna, Danielle, Debbie and Karen –
with Vlad making a late appearance as well. I am not that happy,
with my right arm aching away at my side, but I promise to meet
most of these people later today – when there will be a farewell
lunch for Liz at the Salt House on Abbey Road.
Georgie has again brought Rufus, who never stops barking, it
seems, until he is at last distracted by the presence of Dudley,
whom he pursues relentlessly – until Dudley retaliates, whereupon
Rufus squeals in terror and has to be comforted. I don’t exactly
like it that Dudley is raking away at my arm in his search for
biscuits but he is only one of the local supplicants. Bailey is the
first of these and soon exhausts his five-a -day, consoling himself
by jumping into Ofra’s lap and raking away at Liz’s coffee cup
until he has overturned its contents on his mommy’s Ugg boots.
Winnie spends most of the session on Dan’s lap, growling at all
and sundry, and Daisy-Mae wants to be hand-fed without budging
from Janet’s lap. I give in to this foolishness and even spend some
time brushing grit off her silly head.
Some of those present (Dan, Georgie, Liz and Janet) attended a
New Year’s Eve gathering at a local pub and this morning they
spend some time sharing photos of the scene on their phones –
this is just as well since some of them can’t actually remember
what happened that night. Karen now announces that she will
leave for a four-week holiday in her native Australia tomorrow
and arrangements are made for Georgie to look after Dudley. Liz,
who is heading in the opposite direction tomorrow, wants to know
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when we will visit her in New York. I can’t answer the question
for myself – these days I don’t feel like undertaking any long
plane journey and, indeed, I decide to make the first move for
home now.
Monday, January 5:
It’s a gray and damp morning but there is no wind and the
temperature seems congenial enough to man and dog. As I stroll
along the Morshead roadway I am spotted by David the Dogsitter,
just finishing a three-week comeback stint with Frank and Bianca.
After a brief chat I continue on to my usual morning rendezvous
with my park pals – though it has not been a full day since last I
saw many of them. This is because yesterday afternoon there was
a kind of farewell luncheon for Liz at the Salt House on Abbey
Road. I wanted to attend this gathering not only for Liz’s sake but
because we were promised that Renata might attend as well. And
so she did, showing remarkable spirit and resilience in the midcourse of her chemotherapy. Maxi was in attendance as well and
did quite well with the leftovers.
Today our group includes Liz, Renata, Georgie, Janet, Dan,
Danielle, Peter and Makiko (here with Alberto and Emilio). Liz,
wanting to get rid of a lot of change, buys everyone’s coffee this
morning – and adds 50 pence to the price of a cup for an indigent
chap who comes by to beg for assistance. Sparkie and Bella
spend a lot of time in my lap, hoping to advance their claims on
my biscuit bag – with Bailey, Winnie and Tara (here now with
Vlad) not far behind. Dudley and Rufus are again champions of
noise, barracking every other animal on our periphery, including
the French Bulldog, Bonaparte – who pays no attention. When
she is not at my knee Winnie spends most of the session smiling
beatifically on Dan’s lap, her black and white snowflake sweater
providing cuddly comfort.
We have a brief evaluation of yesterday’s social events, which
included a second pub stop for some of the luncheon participants.
(I headed for home after the first session, walking all the way in
the frigid half-light.) Ofra, who moves a chair cushion from the
café’s interior into her seat every morning, now complains that
she has just bashed a hip with her own car door. This does not
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slow her down in joining the queue eager to take advantage of the
discount that Liz can command in her new position as the favored
employee of a cosmetic company. In this fashion we learn that
Ofra’s current perfume preference is a concoction named, believe
it or not, Juliette Has A Gun. Again I am the first to get up from
our table, exchanging a final hug with Liz, and heading for home
and then a series of errands. The wisdom of this gesture is soon
demonstrated as, on my way back from the grocery store and 123
Cleaners, I encounter most of the breakfast crew just making their
exit from the park.
Tuesday, January 6:
There is just a little light mist falling as I make my way over to the
park this morning. Peter complains of this when I find him sitting
in front of the café – to be followed by complaints about the early
exit of Queen’s Park Rangers from the Cup. I want to be the first
in the queue this morning so that I can make all the arrangements
needed to pay for everyone’s coffee myself this morning. I do this
because today I am 77.
A number of my pals have remembered this and soon there is a
pile of cards at my place on the tabletop – and a miniature bottle
of Jack Daniels from Hanna. Also present are Ofra, Georgie,
Janet, Clare, Peter, Wendy and Vlad. Danielle gets a free cuppa
as well, though she is here just to drop Bella off since she has just
been called to take up locum vet duties in Enfield today. People
ask me how I am going to celebrate my birthday and I tell them
that I am scheduled for physiotherapy at 11:00. (Peter is reminded
by this pronouncement that he will be absent tomorrow because
he has a physio session at home.) While still on medical matters
there is much chatter on the subject of Renata’s health – several
of those present having recently visited our German friend. Janet
now gives some details about all the stops she will be making in
three weeks or so when she undertakes a cruise to the Caribbean
and the Panama Canal.
Dimi, the owner of Flora the Pug, comes in and the lively Pug is
soon chasing Rufus. Bella and Sparkie are again frequent visitors
to my lap – Danielle again says that Bella likes it when I have
my hands in my pockets because I can’t easily deflect her pet’s
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kisses then. Hanna tells me that, in feeding a biscuit to Harley,
I have narrowly missed losing a finger to the snatching Tara. I
persist in my efforts to please Clare’s Pug and he does seem to like
the little bite-sizes treats I bought at Sainsbury’s. A workman is
hammering on the gym building behind us and this is an affront to
Sparkie’s sensibility; Georgie’s Yorkie has always objected most
vociferously to men at work – no one knows why. Since I have
my physio appointment in a few minutes I now get up to pay my
coffee bill at the café counter – it comes to £17.50 but I tell Lurch
to put the change from my £20 in the tip jar.
Wednesday, January 7:
It is quite cold outside, I feel, as I head for the park on a bright
Wednesday morning. Far ahead of me on the Morshead roadway
I can see Davide walking with Winnie and soon, coming out to
greet this duo on the green, here come Janet and Daisy-Mae. I
am again first through the door of the café and soon I am settling
down for another morning session. There is a relatively small
turnout today – Janet, Davide, Ofra, Georgie, Clare, Wendy and
Danielle – and their assorted animals, of course.
I soon run out of the little bite-sized pellets that Harley favors and
he has to make do with Pucci pellets – Pucci himself is snuggled
into Clare’s lap and takes no sustenance today. That job is left
to Tara, who now arrives with Vlad, and by Bailey, Sparkie and
Winnie. The latter is looking around for someone to attack and her
choice eventually falls on poor Bailey, who is walking innocently
beneath her chair. Meanwhile Rufus and Dudley are on patrol –
saving their loudest barking for the largest dogs, as long as the
canines in question are on lead and on the other side of the fence.
Bella spends more time on my lap. I ask Danielle if her L.A. dog
will be switching her allegiance from the Angels and the Dodgers
to the Mets and the Yankees when the move to New York City is
completed later this year – but she doesn’t know how to answer
this question.
Danielle does have much to say on the subject of yesterday’s
locum assignment in Enfield. Here, she says, the vet’s surgery
was so tiny that operations had to be performed in the consulting
room. There is a natural transition to problems in human
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health care since headlines have been reporting that hospitals,
especially emergency departments, are so swamped that many are
experiencing meltdown. There is wry amusement when someone
notes that it is Britain’s aging population that can be blamed for
overstraining health resources – perhaps the old people can just
be loaded aboard those free-floating ice floes, as the Eskimos are
rumored to do with their oldsters. I am again the first to leave
today. I need to complete some errands on Maida Vale Parade
but when I get home I am greeted by a solemn Cathy with news
guaranteed to sap the vigor of any senior citizen – the hot water
cylinder recently “fixed” by British Gas now has a leak.
Thursday, January 8:
Well, the leak is a mere trickle this morning but outside the picture
is quite different – for it is bucketing down and, as I discover
when I gamely hit the streets, it has been raining for some time.
This is obvious as I make my way along the Morshead roadway,
which is awash with spontaneous streams, spilling over the
pavement. The park is empty this morning, save for the odd dog
owner, and there is no one at the café, where I am again the first to
be admitted. Georgie, Janet and Clare soon occupy chairs on the
more sheltered side of our green umbrella and Davide and Ofra
try to squeeze in here as well. (Danielle is the only other coffee
drinker on my side of the table.)
Bailey is my only customer this morning and he has soon
exhausted his five-a-day. I have restocked my blue bag with
Harley’s favorite bite-sized treats but he is not interested today
and Winnie never budges from Davide’s lap. She does have a lot
to say, however, and there is non-stop protest barking throughout
our session. I ask Davide what she objects to and his answer does
surprise me – seagulls. I don’t know why Winnie objects to these
birds but we do often associate them with bad weather – when
they often shelter in the park. Meanwhile Daisy-Mae never budges
from Janet’s lap; Danielle has brought some eye medicine for the
sulky Shih-Tzu this morning.
Early moments in our conversation are dominated by the latest
chapter is Islamist terrorism, the slaughter of journalists and police
at the offices of a satirical magazine in Paris. We have also been
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watching the debate over the pressures on hospital emergency
rooms, many of which are unable to cope with demand these days.
(David Cameron’s assertion that Ed Miliband is playing politics
by raising this issue in Parliament has to be correct – decisions
on hospital closures and other NHS funding issues are political.)
One of our members who has been spending a lot of time in the
hospital setting is Renata, but she now calls Janet to report that
chemotherapy has reduced the targeted tumors by 50%. More
profound topics having been exhausted the conversation now
moves on to more riveting preoccupations: TK Maxx, Aldi,
facelifts and Celebrity Big Brother and I move out– but not
before telling the others that they need an upgrade in their focus,
“Try reading a book.”
Thursday, January 9:
Neither the heavens nor my water tank seem to be leaking this
morning – we can thank British Gas for the former (have they
got it right on the third visit?) and, as for the second, well we can
thank a radiant sunshine that has, at least for a while, replaced
all the wet and gray of yesterday. I have a check to post to the
Dogs Trust as I hit the streets and then I begin a slow plod in the
direction of the café. I am in luck for Lurch is just unlocking the
door, six minutes early, and I am soon seated with my coffee cup
in a company that today includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Makiko,
Clare, Hanna, Peter and Davide.
Hanna hands the lead of Bonaparte over to Peter (who already
has Pucci in his lap) because, so she announces, “Daisy-Mae
doesn’t like him.” In fact the feisty Shih-Tzu, snuggled into
Janet’s lap, takes no part in the process this morning and, for
that matter, neither does Janet – who is complaining about a bad
cold. No, it is Winnie who takes exception to the French Bulldog
(“What, another mouth to feed?”) and she switches therefore from
barracking the seagulls to scolding Bonaparte. Hanna asks if I
have any charcoal Shapes, which are, she insists, a sovereign cure
for Boney’s wind. In exchange she presents me with two Friday
bagels from Soloman’s. Today Harley is an insistent customer and
he is joined by Bella, Bailey, Sparkie and Dudley. When Bailey
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exhausts his five-a-day he climbs into an empty chair and tries
unsuccessfully to get his nose into a plate of leftover bacon.
Asked if anything happened on the soaps last night I can reply
(to everyone’s astonishment) that Cat Slater has asked Alfie for
a divorce on EastEnders. In fact it is food that dominates human
conversation as, earlier, it has dominated canine preoccupations.
Someone recommends the Cow restaurant in Notting Hill (where
Clare recommends the fish stew with aioli) and Ofra says that her
son Guy is now such a good cook that when he prepares a meal
for himself his parents try to get him to share his efforts with
them. Ofra, smoking a cigarette, has moved to Vlad’s empty table
in order to make sure that there is no side-stream smoke heading
baby Alberto’s way. The latter is strapped to Makiko’s chest and
we hear how, yesterday, mom actually left child behind (with
sitter) for two whole hours. Today, it is soon obvious, she and
Ofra have a joint expedition and they are the first to depart. They
are the first to leave our compound but, wanting to get in my own
rain-delayed errands before the return of unhappy weather, I have
soon passed them by at the start of an efficient mission in the sun.
Saturday, January 10:
A stormy night has lashed Maida Vale with brazen winds and, not
surprisingly, the streets are full of sticks as I make my way into
the park on a blustery Saturday morning. I pass Janet, Georgie and
Ofra on my way to the café and the latter announces that today
(and belatedly) she is celebrating my birthday. I can see she has
brought something promising in a shopping bag and when I am
inside the cafe itself we make sure that there are napkins and a
knife added to Davide’s tray. That gentleman kindly allows me to
make my order first – since it is his turn to order for himself and
five of his pals. A brown Cocker named Chili has to be expelled
from the café on more than one occasion; thereafter he sets up
headquarters outside the door and barks in frustration for much of
the morning session.
In addition to those already mentioned our morning group
includes Dan, Hanna, Makiko, Danielle, Vlad and Peter. Dan
announces that Winnie is again on a strict diet since she is having
trouble breathing, even getting up several times in the middle of
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the night to take in air. He does produce some of her famous diet
pellets – warning us all not to let Davide share any of his toasted
cheese sandwich with their pet. I have to deflect the large nose of
Tara as I dispense treats to the other animals. As usual Bailey is
the first to demand sustenance; thereafter he climbs into Ofra’s lap
in order to see what else might be going on the tabletop. Janet has
Danielle take a close look at Daisy-Mae’s eye; like Liz our vet is
also taking orders from her tablemates, since she can order some
medicines at wholesale rates. At the little corner table two women
are having coffee while the shy gray Shih-Tzu, Wally, hides
himself from all the other curious canines.
My chocolate cake is subdivided and passed around for others
to enjoy as well. This is perhaps not the best day for such a treat
since Davide has also brought a massive package containing
Sardinian baked goods – just sent by post (at great expense,
evidently) by his mother. Dan, meanwhile, is holding baby
Alberto on his lap while Makiko goes in to order her own coffee.
We now learn that the expedition undertaken by Makiko and Ofra
yesterday was to the Japanese embassy – so that Alberto could
get his first passport. Ofra is complaining of the return of flu-like
symptoms and, indeed, many of those present are experiencing
the return of an illness that comes back like a boomerang. Dan
now gets up to go to work and Davide, who will fly later to
Johannesburg, accompanies him. Others get up as well and,
almost reluctantly, I make my way home, dreading the mysterious
noises that have been coming from the boiler that British Gas have
“fixed” more than once. Within a few minutes the sunny skies
have given way to a driving rain.
Sunday, January 11:
Well, the heating system seems to have spent a quiescent
interlude; if only the same could be said of my back muscle that
began such a protest last night that I just had to lie in bed for
several hours, waiting for the Excedrin to kick in – the pain killers
provided by the doc having no more efficacy than boiled sweets.
It is a bright but frigid morning as I head for the park at my usual
hour. Just entering my building is Napoleon, who rushes forward
to greet me as I exit. This is remarkable only because he is a white
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French Bulldog with black spots and the very first dog who rushes
forward to greet me as I enter the Rec itself is Bonaparte, his
senior cousin, also black and white. Instead of opening early, the
café staff are washing the windows of this establishment while a
queue forms outside.
We have a fairly small turnout this morning, just Janet, Georgie,
Dan, Wendy, Hanna and Peter. Of course Georgie has Bella and
Dudley with her as well as her own Sparkie. Bella is not much
interested in treats this morning but Dudley is soon scraping away
at my injured right arm and Daisy-Mae is sitting in my lap barking
at me to hurry up with the bite-sized morsels. This behavior is all
the more impertinent when we consider that she has just attacked
Bella under the table – though Bella can answer in kind. Dan is
being strict with Winnie, who is not allowed to indulge in the
bacon snacks derived from Georgie’s sandwich, though I do have
a few pellets for her. Yesterday Dan took Winnie to work and she
seems to have had a good day. I develop this fantasy that Winnie
should be placed in charge of all ticket sales for Cats – but when
anyone asks for such a ticket Winnie replies, “We don’t carry
tickets to that show!” Frustrated by her dietary restrictions Winnie
now rakes an empty saucer off the table – chipping a corner. Dan
tells the barista who later collects this injured bit of crockery that
Winnie will be paying for it with her ticket-selling wages.
Georgie says that Ofra, complaining of a temperature, will not
be coming in today – and Dan notes how quiet it has suddenly
become at our table. Hanna now takes Peter’s walking stick and
plunges it into the umbrella hole of the table in front of her. Peter
is amused. We ask him about yesterday’s turf results. He says that
we didn’t win anything, but he did. We are not amused. Several
of those present have been watching Stars in Their Eyes, the
program in which guests try to replicate the performances of stars
of the past – though how present-day audiences can tell whether
they’re watching a good impersonation of the Everly Brothers is
problematic. I had not watched this show nor anything on TV last
night until, the pain in my shoulder easing somewhat, I watched
a live NFL playoff game. Growing colder now I attempt my own
equivalent of an athletic gesture, taking a long walk home in the
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bright sun and wondering if the numbness in my right hand is
down to my usual injuries or just the extreme cold.
Monday, January 12:
My departure is over an hour earlier than usual today – but then
I am not heading for the park but for my doctor’s surgery on
Randolph Avenue. Even though I have an 8:15 appointment I have
to wait 20 minutes before seeing Dr. Berger (how can they be
backed up so early?) – though Hanna had predicted just this. I am
here to see if there isn’t more investigation needed in the matter of
my right shoulder and I leave with an order for an x-ray, which I
will take care of at St. Mary’s later this week. There is only about
twenty-five minutes now before the café opens and, after a brief
market stop, I decide not to go home but to wait it out on a chair
in front of Metty’s window. I had been expecting rain this morning
but it is merely breezy and gray.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Ellie,
Danielle, Peter and Ofra – with Vlad occupying his little table
behind us. Georgie gives Ellie a report on how Teddy got on as
her guest over the holidays (hated Flora, loved Rufus); Ellie’s pet
is again wearing his Winston Churchill boiler suit. Bailey, Sparkie
and Dudley are eager biscuit seekers this morning. Winnie drops
by as well but when she is offered only a pellet she spits this out
in disgust. Tara, by way of contrast, wants her biscuit so much that
when it gets jammed beneath one of my boots it appears that she
will have the concrete up in her manic pawing.
Down the Randolph roadway I can see my wife’s hat making a
comeback atop Makiko’s head; the latter has a late birthday card
for me when she stops by with Emilio and baby Alberto. Ellie
gives us a report on her recent holiday in Abu Dhabi – which, with
its pristine natural sands, it turtles and its dolphins, she enjoyed
very much. She has brought with her a box of biscuits from Siena
and these are enjoyed by all. Janet receives a phone call from
Renata, who is feeling poorly after yet more chemo – Janet, a
veteran of such wars, tries to cheer her up. Ofra is adding lemon
and honey to her tea and says she feels a little better today but
thereafter she fades fast and makes an early departure. The rest of
us, thoroughly chilled and wind-battered, are not far behind.
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Tuesday, January 13:
An all-night rain is just easing off and skies are brightening as
I make my way into the park on a bright Tuesday morning. The
temperature is a degree or two higher than yesterday as well – I
can tell because my coat remains unbuttoned and my gloves
remain in my pocket. Janet is just coming around the green with
Daisy-Mae as I continue on to the café. Already this establishment
has unlocked its doors and, in fact, I am not the first in line this
morning – that honor going to two Slavic tennis bimbos. Metty
is making a rare visit to his own café this morning – it has been
so long since he last appeared behind the counter that he doesn’t
know that I don’t add chocolate sprinkles to my cappuccino
anymore.
I take a seat in the bright sunshine with Janet, Hanna, Georgie,
Ofra, Ellie, Clare, Wendy and Danielle. Georgie has brought with
her not only Sparkie but Dudley and Tilly. The latter remains on
lead and I am puzzled by this – but Georgie says that the willful
Border Terrier likes to squeeze through the bars and take off for
parts unknown. She is close enough to share in the biscuit bounty
however and here she has lots of competition. Harley, who has
discovered that he really likes the bite-sized Sainsbury morsels,
has made the transition from nil-by-mouth to treat-pest in just
a few days. Tara, who now arrives with Vlad, is a leader in this
category and I soon have her big nose in my lap. Many of our
dogs do not budge from other laps today: Daisy-Mae on Janet’s
lap, Teddy on Ellie’s, Bella on Danielle’s and Pucci on Hanna’s.
Bailey is more free-range than this and he has to be removed from
Vlad’s usual chair – where he has gone to find a flat surface, the
better to make progress in the chewing of his biscuit treats.
Danielle is having a big closet cleanout, prior to a springtime
move to New York City, and today she has brought with her
shoes and other items of clothing that may interest some of our
ladies. In fact, Danielle will be making one of her Los Angeles
junkets starting on Monday and wants to know if there is anything
I need mailed in the States – I do. The topic leads to a thorough
discussion of life in my old hometown – especially since Ellie
says she wants to rent an apartment here for an extended family
holiday sometime. Suddenly I find myself back in Santa Monica,
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which I can recommend since Dorothy and I spent two months
here shortly after my retirement. There is some reflection on the
week’s events as well – with considerable anxiety evident among
our Jewish participants in the wake of the awful French atrocities.
Ofra, worried about bombs, is the first to leave today but, with
more physiotherapy scheduled for this morning, I am not far
behind.
Wednesday, January 14:
It is both very bright and extremely cold as I make my way into
the park today – I have my gloves on but my hands, buried in my
coat pockets, are still little blocks of ice. I have timed my arrival
at the café just right, for they are just unlocking the front door.
However I have also mistimed my arrival at the café because
I am served immediately and have to return to our frigid table
forthwith. I am soon joined by Georgie, Ofra, Janet, Hanna,
Clare, Danielle, Peter and Jo Lynn. Vlad arrives as well and after
we have been seated for twenty minutes or so Ellie arrives and
Makiko, bearing baby Alberto, also makes a late appearance.
Jo Lynn is here to reclaim Tilly, who has spent the night at
Georgie’s house. The Border Terrier is soon at my knee – but
after only two biscuits Jo insists that I am overfeeding her
beloved pet, who – because of of a bad back – dare not put on any
weight. (This is not the first time that I have been blamed for the
consequences of uncontrolled canine greed.) At one point I have
stereo clawing – with Harley at work on my left knee and Dudley
at work on my right. Tara and Bailey have to receive red cards –
after failing to acknowledge that they have both exhausted their
ration for the day. Daisy-Mae makes no demands for foodstuffs
today but her nose is considerably out of joint when Sparkie
occupies Janet’s lap and she has no warm refuge in recompense.
(This anger will explain a wholly gratuitous attack on an innocent
Dudley soon thereafter.)
Jo Lynn has a bad cough, Janet is still suffering from hers
– but Ofra seems better. A number of the ladies take delivery
on medicines – for their dogs – since Danielle has received a
wholesale delivery. Pets remain a topic when Ellie (who has
already had an hour-long walk with Teddy in Regent’s Park)
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announces that she needs to stop this morning at the fish store,
that is the aquarium supply outlet, since one of her daughters has a
new aquarium and it is fish-feeding time Soon she departs on this
mission, giving Peter a ride home on the way. Makiko, who has
unhooked Emilio, has disappeared into the café’s interior – from
which she does not return. I have a theory here – it must be babyfeeding time. For that matter there is almost no food in my house
and so, when it is time to depart, I have to begin a long-delayed
Sainsbury’s expedition.
Thursday, January 15:
Rain has lashed the bedroom window all night and I suppose it
was just as well that, exhausted, I retired as early as I did last
night – 9:00. I blame this torpor on an incident that occurred a
short time after I retired for my nap yesterday. Here I heard a loud
thump – assuming that the folks on the top floor were making
yet another attempt to move in – but soon thereafter there was
a knocking at my door as one of my neighbors called to see if
I was alright. The noise had been the sound of thieves beating
in the front door of the building and I had to go down to survey
the damage. Evidently none of the flats was attacked and, I can
see as I make my way downstairs this morning, the old door has
somehow survived, though much the worse for wear. Outside it
is several degrees warmer than yesterday (though still quite cold)
and the sun is shining brightly.
We begin the session with a minor crisis of our own. The owner
of a bicycle has padlocked his vehicle to the green-side gate,
preventing egress and entrance from this side – and park personnel
have been ordered (by Hanna) to find the miscreant. After we
have been seated for twenty minutes or so the apologetic chap
is discovered playing tennis and he does have to survive a good
deal of good-natured ribbing as he frees his bike. By “we” I mean
Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Danielle, Peter, Davide, Wendy and, after
we have been here a while, Makiko arrives with her mother-inlaw, Cipa, and baby Alberto. Cipa is here, in part, to help out in
the absence of Matthew, who is on a mission to Abu Dhabi. (This
raises an ominous echo – for I well remember that Makiko had
once suggested that the only way her family could make enough
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money to buy a flat in Maida Vale was for Matthew to accept a
professional assignment in the Gulf first.) I think for a moment
that her Emilio will actually accept a biscuit from me, but he
declines and this means that Tara, Sparkie, Dudley and Bailey
have to fill the gap. Daisy-Mae graciously accepts two Schmacko
strips while remaining ensconced in Janet’s lap. Winnie has to
make do with a few pellets.
With yet more doggy medicines distributed by Danielle it is not
surprising that health matters continue to dominate conversation.
Ofra says she is feeling better but she still has a headache –
Danielle says she has one too. I tell Makiko that today I will be
following one of Matthew’s suggestions at Christmas – for I am
off to St. Mary’s Paddington to have spine and shoulder x-rays.
So somewhat earlier than usual I make my way over to the Maida
Vale tube and two stops later I am able to use a lift rising to the
third floor of the new building, where I hand in my referral letter. I
have to say, with all of the complaints one hears about the failures
of the NHS, that I was seen most expeditiously and, forty-five
minutes after my arrival I am back on the Bakerloo Line and
preparing to walk from the Warwick Avenue station up to the 123
Cleaners – completing yet another errand.
Friday, January 16:
Workmen are addressing their attentions to the injured front door
of my building as I reach the street on a cold and gray January
Friday. The café is already open and I am soon in the queue –
with Ellie behind me and her Teddy waiting anxiously outside
the front door. When Ofra passes by, Bailey tries to stick his nose
through the open door, almost getting his silly head crushed as
the door swings shut. Peter has taken the first seat, as he often
does, and he soon starts collecting for tomorrow’s racing – Ofra
even gives him a fiver. In addition to those already mentioned we
have a robust turnout for a Friday – with seats for Hanna, Clare,
Georgie, Janet, Jo Lynn, Dan, Davide and Danielle. To the latter
I give an envelope with a U.S. stamp, one containing a bank
deposit that she has volunteered to post for me when she returns
for several weeks to L.A. on Monday. “You can either put this in
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the mailbox,” I tell her, “or hand deliver it to Sunset Boulevard in
West Hollywood.”
Jo has brought with her some tiny diet pellets that I am supposed
to give her Tilly. This means that such paltry provender, like that
supplied for Pucci or Winnie, is all the Border Terrier is supposed
to get these days. Harley actually prefers bite-sized morsels
and, fortunately, I do have some Schmackos in my arsenal. This
leaves Dudley, Sparkie and Bailey to eat the Shapes biscuits but
today even Daisy-Mae comes by for some of these. When she
has trouble slithering through the bars of our compound she is
teased about the need to lose weight. A minute later, with no food
involved, she has launched another vicious attack on poor Harley.
Travel dominates the morning conversation – with Dan and
Davide off to the Cotswolds this weekend, Danielle heading for
the Coast and Janet off soon on her cruise. (I ask her to keep
an eye open for stamps in any of the exotic locales she will be
visiting in the Caribbean and Central America.) Now I know
just how much caviar Ellie can consume at the New Year’s Eve
celebrations at the St. Regis in Abu Dhabi, how much it costs to
take the private water taxi from the Venice airport to the Cipriani
Hotel, and that airlines are in the process of providing not only onboard cabins but flats for their more discerning customers. (This
in a week in which world poverty is a featured topic on the TV.) I
feel a bit over-stuffed by this rich diet and decide to take the long
way home. My stride is a rapid one – by necessity not choice – for
it is still so cold that I need to get back to some restorative warmth
as quickly as possible.
Saturday, January 17:
The scene is lovely as I peer from my window this morning –
frost clinging to many of the park surfaces and, in the presence
of an intermittent sun, one of those nice pink clouds in which
Daisy hoped she could push the beloved Gatsby around. I decide
to return to my long underwear for today’s session and I am
well bundled up as I reach the Morshead roadway. Here I meet
Georgie, accompanied today by Sparkie and Dudley only, and
together we walk toward the green. A large white dog (but not
Alaska, as it turns out) has just jumped over the green netting
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that surrounds the cricket crease in order to do an outrageously
illegal poo – his owner has to step over the fencing to retrieve this
deposit. They have just opened the café as we arrive and again this
is slightly disappointing – since it means we will soon be sitting
under our umbrella in the frigid air.
Our group includes Georgie, of course, but also Janet, Ofra, Dan,
Hanna and Peter – with Makiko and Cipa soon joining us as well.
Dan adds some of Winnie’s pellets to my array of treats and I do
offer one of them to the Pug – but she has just had some leftover
beef pieces from her daddy and she disdains such a meager
offering. That’s all right – when I offer Emilio a Schmacko he
drops it, Winnie gobbles it down, and he eats her pellet.
Bailey again distinguishes himself with his food obsessions. He is
my best customer, of course, but he has his eye on some leftover
toast on the tabletop and he makes a real pest of himself, scraping
away at a number of knees in his urgent need to posses these
goodies. Janet gets up to show Daisy-Mae off to a little Asian
boy (seventeen months old) who is fascinated by the dogs and
obviously enjoys their presence, standing just outside the gate and
grinning. “He looks like a little Buddha,” Hanna observes.
Still, this visitor cannot command the attention that our Alberto
receives. Ofra soon has him out of his carriage and into her lap,
where he examines all these strange faces with keen interest. He
is particularly charmed by Georgie (or her accent) and smiles
beatifically at her – to much applause from the rest of us and some
obligatory photography. Ofra is reminded of the infancy of her
own kids and the friendship she then enjoyed with actress Patsy
Kensit, currently appearing on Celebrity Big Brother. She says
that Liam Gallagher used to push all the kids on the swings at the
local playground during this now distant period. (I am reminded
of the irony that Patsy played Daisy’s infant daughter in the
1974 film version of The Great Gatsby.) In other matters Janet is
collecting lottery money now (since she will soon be off on her
travels), Dan says that Winnie’s bag is packed for today’s jaunt to
the Cotswolds and, somewhat mischievously, I remind Peter (who
again has his hat on backwards) that at the end of June one second
will be added to the atomic clock – and who knows what dire
consequences may follow. Georgie now says, “Is anyone walking
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around?” This is a signal for a universal departure but, since again
I head the long way round, I encounter all these people a second
time as I exit the environmental area a few minutes later. Again
I have maintained a vigorous pace and this time it is not just the
cold speeding me on my way – an icy rain has begun to fall as
well.
Sunday, January 18:
Moisture clings to the surfaces on a bitterly cold and damp
morning in the Rec – where all is gray and unfriendly as I
make my way along the roadways to the café. The doors of this
establishment are already unlocked and I am soon followed into
this warm space by Ofra and Peter. In addition to this pair we also
have Janet, Danielle, Hanna, Georgie, Wendy and the woman
who owns the two black Chows, Chinny and Bliss (who remain at
home, having their breakfast). It is interesting to sample reactions
to the unwelcoming weather. Georgie says she can’t stand it
when the damp can penetrate your soul. Hanna says that she had
expected a snowfall at 5:00 this morning and that twice she got
up, hoping to catch sight of the falling flakes.
Vlad comes in with Tara, who is soon shouldering her way ever
closer to every source of treat. Her methods are not a patch
on the ingenuity of Bailey, however. That rascal has found an
empty chair and from this spot, his tongue sticking out, he makes
repeated attempts to scrape any loose food items (mostly from
my blue bag) ever closer to his demanding mouth. On several
occasions he almost pulls a tray of crockery off the tabletop and
he causes universal merriment with his antics. Scraping away like
that makes him resemble a mad pianist at work – a Liberace of
the King Charles world. Dudley does a lot of scratching from a
much lower level – mostly against the sleeve of Janet’s coat. In
her lap Daisy-Mae looks up with some annoyance at this intrusion
and it isn’t too long before there are consequences. Having taken
a Schmacko from me the feisty Shih-Tzu tempts Bella into a
confrontation and these two little ladies are soon at war under
the table. “They’re just having an argument,” Hanna suggests –
“with teeth,” I add. Tomorrow Bella, on her mommy’s lap, will be
making the long journey to L.A.
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Hanna and the Chows’ mom are examining the Mail on Sunday as
they search for evidence of a half-price offer on the NurtriBullet.
Peter complains that the bookie was not open at 9:00, as promised;
once again he enjoyed a small win while the collective entry failed
– no one complains too much about this happenstance, nor the
fact that our syndicate has once again failed to secure a win in the
lottery. L.A. traffic, bargains at John Lewis (where Georgie has
to replace a tablecloth eaten by Rufus), last night’s TV fare, the
usual travel plans – these, too, make their way into the morning’s
chatter. Meanwhile there is a resonant splat as, outside our fence,
the toddler whom Hanna called a little Buddha, falls on his face.
He is so well padded against the cold, however, that there seems
to be no damage and he is soon up on his feet. I take to mine, too
– for another spirited march homeward, via the tennis courts. By
this time my hands are two blocks of ice.
Monday, January 19:
Although the temperature gauge on the front windowsill reveals
that we are well below the freezing mark (at least in the shade) I
sense that it is a bit more comfortable this morning – I can even
convince myself that there is a modicum of warmth when you
stand in the the bright sunlight. Park veterans Sparkie and Buddy
are heading my way on the Morshead roadway – these two are not
the famous Yorkie and the Kent-dwelling Golden Retriever but the
Pomeranian pair. I am the first to reach the café door, soon joined
by Georgie and Vlad. Georgie is complaining that her throat again
feels like she has been swallowing razor blades. Vlad reports that
Peter is complaining that it is too bright this morning.
Ofra, Wendy and Janet are also among the participants this
morning – altogether a small turnout. Georgie has brought Pucci
and Dudley with her as well as Sparkie; the latter now jumps
into Janet’s lap, an act that outrages Daisy-Mae, who leaps up
in attempt to dislodge the interloper, succeeding at last. Dudley
is next on the list of miscreants, sitting at the gate and barking
at everything moving on the green. When he at last relents it is
only to approach the table in order to scrape away at Janet’s arm
– soon she is wishing he would go back to his barking. Winnie, of
course, has not returned from her Cotswold holiday but several of
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those present have seen pictures of her, on Dan’s Facebook page,
basking in front of an open fire.
Facebook matters introduce a major topic of conversation – phone
technology. Janet and Ofra are both perturbed by the lack of
memory in their current models and the impossibility of erasing
pre-loaded Apps. (I have to admit that I fail to understand much
of this conversation.) Child-rearing is another topic. Both Ofra
and Georgie claim that they were perfect infants, though their
own offspring have sometimes failed to live up to this standard.
Meanwhile Ofra has to admit that there is a problem at home
– the fluffy towels she bought at Primark have disappeared. I
propose that perhaps some of the offspring in question may have
borrowed them and that they might be found in distant college
digs but when she says that there were six towels involved I have
to admit that here we have a mystery. Again I set off for a brisk
walk home, making my way behind the tennis courts with the
Israeli security guard pumping away in front of me. In the parking
lot I meet Ofra, just about to put Bailey in the car, but then my
attempts at a speedy pace begin to unravel. They have padlocked
the environmental area because of a pre-booked group and I have
to use the traditional back passage. This walkway is clogged with
dogs and owners and I pass Daisy-Mae, who can’t get into the
locked five-a-side pitch, then Pucci, who is making slow progress
on his tiny legs, then Janet and Georgie. I never catch up with the
lady who is exercising her sheepdog and her mobile phone.
Tuesday, January 20:
Although sun presides over the park scene it is again bitterly cold
as I make my way past a number of icy pools on the Morshead
roadway. I am the first to enter the café and to take my seat at
our covered table. I have had a chance to see that we are more
fortunate than others seeking outdoor seating today; the stool
seats of all those very uncomfortable round picnic tables in the
forecourt are covered in a layer of frost – our chairs, having spent
the night inside, are far more welcoming. Peter, no doubt deterred
by the sub-zero temperatures, is a no-show today but we do
have the participation of Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Ellie and
Hanna. How cold is it? Well, there is some answer to this question
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signaled by the need to break the scrim of ice that covers the dog’s
water bowl.
Vlad comes in after a few minutes and Tara becomes one of my
principal customers. Bailey is being very fussy over which biscuit
he will take but Dudley is far less discriminating. Janet asks
Georgie if she has heard anything from Dudley’s mom, Karen,
who has been in Australia these last two weeks. Georgie says that
she has not heard anything directly but that Dudley has received
several texts on her phone – and she has replied in Dudley’s
voice. Pucci is here with Hanna today; she says he may not be
very hungry as he has just helped himself to some leftover cat
food. My fellow American, Terry, is now standing outside our
gate – accompanied by his senior Alsatian, Cris, and by a lively
new puppy. The latter, eleven weeks old and a Saffie-Lab mix,
is named Khalifa. Both of these dogs are soon admitted to our
compound and I ask Terry how Cris is adjusting to the new arrival,
but he says she seems pretty cool about the whole matter.
Hanna is reading a copy of the Sun with the unhappy headline
“Corrie’s Deirdre Dead.” We Coronation Street fans therefore
begin our morning’s conversation with some reflections on the
career of Anne Kirkbride, who was a mainstay of the show for
over forty years and so popular a character that when the writers
sent her to jail for a murder she did not commit anguished fans
took to graffiti messages in Manchester, “Free the Weatherfield
One!” The weather also dominates as a topic – especially since
Ellie’s car, as yesterday, wouldn’t start this morning. Davide
reports on a very successful outing in the Cotswolds but he says
that Winnie is exhausted and didn’t want to budge this morning.
Curiously, she is wearing almost the same sweater as that sported
by fellow Pug, Emilio, who comes by with Matthew, Makiko and
Alberto at the end of the session. Someone asks Matthew how he
found Abu Dhabi. “Dripping with money,” is his reply – but that
may be an enticement for a couple who are making a late start in
the property race. We would miss this family a good deal if they
depart for warmer climes but I have little time to reflect on this
matter today because I need to get home and ready myself for my
annual visit to the cardiologist. No, this turns out to be untrue –
for there is a phone message when I get home – Dr. Foale can’t
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see me today and I will have to reschedule. This cannot be too
surprising an occurrence in the heart business, can it?
Wednesday, January 21:
Another cold, raw, gray day. I pass Jasmine with Fly, just leaving
the park, and make my way forward along the usual roadways
to the café. This establishment is already open and, indeed, I
am preceded by Vlad, with a friend, and by Jo Lynn – here to
reclaim Tilly after the Border Terrier has spent the night with
Aunt Georgie. Jo tells me that she has been reading my book
(the privately printed version of My Dog’s Breakfast) and that
this volume now has an honored place in her bathroom. “I have
only one problem,” she says, “you keep referring to walking on
the ‘back passage,’ but in England that can only mean something
anatomical.” I tell her that I am aware of this double meaning
but if she is going to read on the toilet perhaps there is a certain
symmetry.
In addition to Jo and Georgie we also have Peter, punching away
at his telephone throughout the session, Ofra and Janet – a very
small turnout indeed. I can report that Danielle has arrived safely
in California since she has sent me an email to announce that she
has posted my letter for me – now that’s service. Ofra says that
she has returned to Primark to buy more towels – the first batch
having eluded recapture. There is some discussion of recent TV
fare – Celebrity Big Brother (what a swell place for Stalin to
make his comeback) and Paul O’Grady’s Animal Orphans. Janet,
who washed her red coat yesterday, has collided with a door on
her way back to the table with three cups of coffee on a tray and
there is a deep brown stain on her chest now. This is all the more
unfortunate because she has to leave early for her art class. “Shall
we go see the ladies?” she asks Daisy-Mae.
I have a physiotherapist appointment at noon today but Julie will
not be the first to work on my sore right arm – since I now have
Dudley scraping away in manic supplication. This is bad enough
but Bailey is even more of a pest because he rakes away and then
refuses the proffered biscuit in the hopes of getting something
better.
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There are certain types of Spaniel who “point” – freezing into a
statue-like attitude when they have located the prey. Bailey can
do this too – though in his case the quarry is usually a plate of
uneaten toast. Soon he has jumped into an empty chair, the better
to scrape away at any object that lies between his paws and the
desired foodstuff. This endeavor comes to an end when Ofra
announces an early departure, but she is not alone – no one wants
to linger on such an unpleasant morning and so, after only half an
hour at our morning table, we scatter.
Thursday, January 22:
I am a late riser this morning – I often find that a session at the
physiotherapist’s takes a lot out of me. I am still able to hit the
streets at the normal hour and to observe that there has been no
overnight warming trend. It is still bone-chillingly freezing –
though, again, there is no sign of moisture. The café has opened a
full five minutes ahead of time and I am the first customer again. I
am followed by Peter – though I do notice that Lurch generously
carries Peter’s coffee back to our table for him. Usually one of the
other dog persons does this, knowing how unsteady Peter is on his
feet – he always uses his cane these days. I do not volunteer for
such duties since I don’t trust my own balance with more than one
cup at a time and getting through the door even so modestly laden
can be a problem – as Janet proved yesterday.
Janet makes up one of the company today and we also have
Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Hanna, Clare and Makiko. Ellie has
brought a blanket so that Teddy can snuggle into her lap without
besmirching her trousers. Pucci is sitting in Peter’s lap at the
outset and then in Hanna’s – and Daisy-Mae doesn’t budge from
Janet’s lap. This means that Bailey, Sparkie and Dudley are my
best customers today, though Harley does come by for some tiny
morsels from my blue bag.
Ellie reports that her car seems to be starting again. It’s just as
well that Ofra has the car today – as she has lost her Oyster Card.
Hanna is thumbing through the Sun – which, after a few day’s
dithering over whether it is still appropriate to devote page three
to topless models, seems to have decided that it is. (“If you want
a page three without boobs,” I add, “read the Telegraph.”) Janet
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reports that she had accidentally backed up the photo files from
her stricken computer and that she has been able to recover many
former canine treasures – this is especially good news for me
since I often use such shots as illustrations for my books. Janet
now volunteers to stand in for Georgie during this afternoon’s
doggy duties – since Georgie (who again gets Alberto to smile
over her accent) is feeling quite rough this morning and wants to
go home to bed. I shall not be heading back to bed but to Maida
Vale Parade, where I have a number of errands to perform.
Friday, January 23:
I am a bit late in my preparations this morning and this means
that there is a slightly different line-up of park personalities to
encounter on my march to the café. Millie the Miniature Pinscher
has spotted me and trots along at my heels, hoping I will make
an early withdrawal from my biscuit bag – but I have to tell her
that it is just too cold for me to undertake any such maneuver. I
pass Georgie as I near the clubhouse and I can hear her urging
Sparkie and Dudley to get a move on – I can’t actually see her
since her head is buried deep inside a leather and fur bonnet this
morning. Ofra and Ellie are walking arm-in-arm on the Randolph
roadway as I reach the café itself and soon Teddy and Bailey are
stationed anxiously at the glass door, waiting for their mommies
to reappear. Also present this morning are Janet, Dan and Peter.
Vlad soon comes into the compound as well and this means that I
soon have Tara’s big nose pushing into my lap. Of course I do not
hand-feed this snatcher but there is an unintended consequence
when I toss one of her usual treats onto the pavement. Tara is
under our table and as she lunges after her biscuit she dislodges
several inches of milky coffee into saucers, onto the table itself
and onto Janet’s shoes – this has not been a good week for Janet
and coffee. I take the blame for this mishap but I am not sure
the fastidious Ofra will easily forgive me. Her Bailey is another
nuisance, first in his manic efforts to attract my attention and
then that of his own mommy. His preferred method of attracting
attention is to scrape away at the nearest leg and after a while Ofra
finds herself singing “Don’t scratch for me, Argentina.” Winnie,
Dudley and Sparkie are also in the biscuit queue but the latter two
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are just as eager to bark at passersby. At one point a frustrated
Georgie gets up and ties Sparkie to one naughty fence, Dudley to
a second. Meanwhile Dudley has dropped his biscuit outside the
fence and the svelte Daisy-Mae squeezes through the bar, making
sure that he can see her eating his treat.
Solemnly, Dan says he needs to make an announcement – his
sister will be baking a cake on this afternoon’s version of Mel
and Sue’s ITV program. His nose is a bit out of joint when it
comes to other members of his family since he has only learned
by Facebook that he is again an uncle. When he goes off to work,
leaving Winnie in Georgie’s care, the women move on to other
important matters – especially including clothes shopping on
Oxford Street. When this topic is exhausted Janet says she has
recently visited a pop-up shop on the premises of the Chippenham
pub on the Shirland Road – and in this fashion I learn that this
venerable local institution served its last pint a month or so ago.
It was the last of the local pubs that in any way offered a refuge
to the working class toper – where will they go now? I ponder
this problem as, again, I undertake a spirited long walk home,
heading first for the tennis courts and then returning through the
parking lot and the environmental area. Here again we can answer
the question, “Well, just how cold is it today?” This is because, in
spite of the bright sunshine, the surface of the pond back here is
actually covered in a thin layer of ice – I don’t think I’ve ever seen
that here before.
Saturday, January 24:
I believe that it is one or two degrees warmer today; the sun is
again shining brightly – but this time you can feel its effect. I have
timed my arrival at the café’s doors just right, for I have only
been standing there for a moment or two before being admitted
as the first customer. Peter and Debbie are already seated at our
table but they are just the advance party for a substantial Saturday
turnout, one that includes Dan, Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Wendy,
Ofra, Matthew and Makiko as well. Of course the latter two have
brought baby Alberto in his carriage and soon after we hear him
whining Ofra changes her seat in order to coo and cuddle for the
next half hour.
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Vlad also arrives with Tara and I am careful with my biscuit tosses
– ensuring that the Rhodesian Ridgeback will leave our table in
its original position when she dives for her treats. Dan gives me
a plastic bag with Winnie’s diet pellets (which she disdains) but
there is one customer for these tiny morsels and that is Pucci. I
give him five or six and he keeps coming back for more, scraping
away at my legs the way Dudley and Bailey scrape away at my
arms. Debbie soon orders a halt to this process, afraid that her
dog will become a Fatty McButterpants, but this doesn’t dissuade
the Tea Cup Yorkie from persistent entreaties. Sparkie jumps into
my lap several times, presumably to advance his own claims on
my biscuit bag, but when I offer him his reward he disdains the
offering. “Do you want me to chew it for you too?” I ask.
Janet is collecting money for a convalescent bouquet for Renata
and, in the midst of this process, the lady in question calls Dan on
his mobile phone and we all get to shout our collective greeting.
Still on medical matters Matthew gives us a fuller report on
his recent visit to Abu Dhabi. He says that an assignment here
interests him because UAE is a diabetes hot spot and this is his
medical specialty. (We all have trouble trying to figure out what
Makiko will make of this alien society, however.) I tell Dan that I
watched Mel and Sue yesterday afternoon and never saw his sister
bake any cake. Janet says that, in fact, it was her cupcakes that the
guests were eating during the show, and that she was shown seated
in the audience – since I was fast forwarding at warp speed it is no
wonder I missed her. Georgie complains that her cough is so bad
her ribs ache and she is definitely stopping on the way home for
some Night Nurse. My way home again involves a quick march
around Mt. Bannister but I am careful to avoid the rest of the mob
on the back passage itself – their slow progress would never do
for a speed demon.
Sunday, January 25:
For a week they have been promising warmer weather on Sunday
– they lied. It is as frigid today as on any other day this week
and I am glad I have my long johns on and that there is only the
briefest moment before the café doors open. Here I make sure
the hood of my coat covers my wool hat – if only there was
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some way of drinking coffee with my hands still stuffed in their
pockets. Perhaps the temperature will explain why the turnout is
slightly smaller this morning – Peter, Dan, Davide, Ofra, Janet
and Georgie are the brave ones, though, just near the end of the
session, Wendy does come in as well.
There are two other visitors, though neither sits down. The first of
these is Melanie, whose Rufus, hearing the sounds of some of his
pals, makes a beeline for our compound and soon begins his own
hysterical barking. Melanie says that she was upset this week to
learn from the vet that Rufus has a heart murmur, though nothing
seems to have slowed him down at this point. A second visitor is
a young Canadian woman named Laura, who brings with her a
lively eight-year-old Pug named Duke. Duke has recently moved
here from Hong Kong and he is more than delighted to enter our
precincts. Of course there are many Pug fanciers here but there are
also biscuits on offer and he runs around in excitement – checking
out the scene and begging for treats. When he helps himself to
some of Winnie’s biscuit the senior Pug rounds on him in great
vexation and the two have to be separated. Tara, Dudley, Bailey
and Sparkie are a bit more circumspect in their greed. Near the
end of Linda’s visit we learn that she already has a connection
to some of us. She is working on a Ph.D in history (we compare
notes) and one of her flatmates is a BA steward – whom Davide
knows.
I have a final conference with Janet, on the eve of her departure,
since I have asked her to look out for stamps from the countries
she will be visiting. (I have to warn her that there are plenty
of non-countries in the Caribbean – whose chief industry is
non-postage stamps, usually featuring Disney characters.) Dan
says that he has received an email from the producer of Billy
Elliott who says that when the musical was first staged he rashly
promised that there would be lavish celebrations if the show
remained on the boards for ten years. It has and he has now
invited Dan and others to Las Vegas and to an Elton John show
there as a reward for all those tickets they have sold. Somewhat
earlier than usual (I blame the cold) there is a move toward the
back passage – so I pass all these people again when, after my
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own more extensive junket, I catch up with them at the cypress
trees.
Monday, January 26:
It is dark and cold in the park this morning but I have not worn
my long-johns and the hood of my heavy coat remains on my
shoulders. Today they are late in opening the front door of the café
but I am the first customer again. Outside I can see a sentimental
scene – Janet has just arrived to turn Daisy-Mae over to Georgie
and to wave goodbye as she heads off to the Heathrow Express.
She will be gone almost three weeks and in that time Daisy-Mae
will no doubt have a number of roommates – today Georgie has
Sparkie, Dudley and Tilly; soon she should have Rufus as well. At
coffee this morning we also have Peter, Wendy, Ellie, Davide and
Ofra. To the latter I hand a small bag containing five £2 coins; I
don’t seem to be getting many of these in change these days and
Ofra says she has only few at home as well.
Tilly, tied to the fence while Georgie is getting her breakfast
order, not only barks but issues an amazing trilling chortle for our
amusement. I manage to backhand her a few treats, though she
isn’t allowed many of these. Bailey, Tara, Dudley and Winnie are
soon scraping away at my legs and such is her desperation that
today Winnie consents to take in a few of her own diet pellets.
Georgie, meanwhile, is becoming increasingly nervous over
the antics of a free-range Alaska, who keeps trying to mount a
Labrador out on the green. Eventually he is collared.
I have brought Ofra those coins but Ofra has brought Ellie some
lip balm. The latter, her lips refreshed, begins a long diatribe
against Tony Blair; Ellie is no doubt our most rabid Tory (now
that Ronnie lives in the country) but, in fact, she wants to
denounce all politicians. Davide has a copy of the Metro with
today’s most interesting story in international politics – a victory
for the anti-austerity party in Greece, one that threatens to unsettle
Greek relations with the Eurozone. I suggest that Britain should
agree at last with George Clooney’s suggestion (as though we
would do better with actors than politicians) and return the Elgin
Marbles to Greece; the Greeks can then sell them back to us
and use the money to pay off their loans. We stay in Greece for
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a lot of prospective holiday chatter, then move on to Davide’s
extensive holiday schedule this year and then back to Ellie’s 20th
wedding anniversary trip to Venice in June. Meanwhile Ofra has
remembered that she has forgotten to bring a set of house keys
with her and it doesn’t appear likely that she can awaken son Guy
at home. In this case it appears that there really has been some
foresight, however – Georgie has a set of these keys at her house.
Tuesday, January 27:
Sunny and cold remain the dominant adjectives as I head for the
park on a crisp January morning. Just entering the compound
we have Davide and Ellie and Davide is holding the gate open,
hoping a reluctant Teddy will enter expeditiously. “Come on,
Teddy,” he says, adding, “Come on, Anthony,” as I approach. In
fact I don’t enter the compound, heading straight for the opening
door of the café – soon followed by Davide and Ellie as well.
A few minutes later we have the amusing scene of Ellie, on the
outside, trying to get her dog, on the inside, to rejoin her – perhaps
he prefers the warmer interior. Outside at last we are joined by
Peter, Hanna, Vlad at his own little corner table, Wendy, Georgie
and Ofra. The latter begins the session by handing me £10 note
– in recompense for all those £2 coins – and, to Georgie, those
borrowed house keys.
Ellie has brought with her a lovely Panettone from the Italian
bakery, having had the foresight to cut this up into slices at home
before bringing it to the park. While we are chomping into this
delicacy Davide receives a mysterious phone call from the state of
Georgia – he has ordered a new SIM card and they are calling to
see if it has arrived safely. While I am dipping into my blue biscuit
bag I report that I have finally received from Makiko those photos
taken by her mother-in-law some time ago. Georgie, Ofra, Dan
and Makiko herself (with dogs and baby) are the alleged subjects
of these photos but I have to admit that Cipa has managed to make
my blue bag the central focus of each shot – and I have had a go
at cropping this out. Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, Tara, Bailey and Winnie
are interested in its contents today but I don’t think food can be
blamed for what happens next – Duke is brought into the mix and
Daisy-Mae launches a vicious attack on the newcomer. Georgie
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separates the combatants and goes on to note that, to his mommy’s
vast amusement, Bailey looks these days like a shaggy Yeti, one
wearing furry Ugg boots.
Ordinarily park life would slip from the center stage as soon as
my exit but today there is a curious echo. Only twenty minutes
after returning home I take off again on a number or errands,
including a visit to my haircutter, Sali, on Formosa Street. To
my surprise Sali (aka Sam) shakes my hand and says he is upset
because I have not included him in any of my doggy books. I had
always cast Sali as a cat person but he tells me that he has recently
acquired a two-year-old Pug named Prince and that he regularly
exercises his pet in the park before going to work. At this he pulls
out his phone and I am soon looking at Prince at play on the grass,
our green umbrella in the background. I make a solemn promise
to my Lebanese friend – I will include Prince at some time in the
future.
Wednesday, January 28:
Skies are threatening as I head for the park, hoping to get under
cover before threatened rainfall. Just inside the Morshead gate I
encounter Linda, walking with Pepper and Chica, and we have
soon caught up with Davide and Winnie. For a while Davide, Ofra
and I are the only brave souls at our table but eventually Vlad,
sleepy from a midnight shift, enters with Tara, and then we have
Clare, Georgie, Peter, Hanna and Wendy. Even Linda comes back
because, so she says, Pepper and Chica want biscuits from my
blue bag.
Daisy-Mae manages to survive a morning session without a
punch-up, though she does growl at Winnie. Hanna is in the
process of delivering Pucci to Georgie for the day and he is passed
on with the cryptic comment, “No need to worry – he has already
produced one anaconda.” (This turns out to be a comment on the
little Yorkie’s poo shape.) Harley develops a passion for the ersatz
bacon strips I have purchased at Sainsbury’s and he is my most
loyal customer this morning. Ofra is using this morning’s session
to have a go at brushing Bailey, whose shaggy exterior has been
recently noted. Tara, meanwhile, is using her nose as a tool to
shove my hands up to the level of the blue bag. Those tool-using
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otters who employ stones to crack open shellfish have nothing on
Tara.
I now have the opportunity of sharing with my friends a number
of yesterday’s interesting encounters – starting with the story of
Sali and his new Pug. Then I mention that my shoulder x-rays
seem well within the normal range and that Dr. Berger has decided
that we will stick with physiotherapy rather than continuing with
additional medical investigations. Finally I am able to note that,
alerted by my sister-in-law, I have seen a feature on both the
6:30 and the 10:00 ITV news in which Dorothy’s cousin Bernard
Levy was interviewed by Natasha Kaplinsky at Belsen, which,
as a nineteen-year-old British soldier, he helped liberate seventy
years ago. The show made no mention of the fact that, as a Jew,
this would have been an especially traumatic experience nor that
Bernard went on to create, as a young businessman, the chain of
outsize men’s stores, High & Mighty. By this time a light rain has
fallen and (though this is good news for Harley) I still intend to
head off to Sainsbury’s this morning – especially because Linda
has generously offered to pick me up there.
Thursday, January 29:
Just as I am readying myself for a morning in the park the phone
rings – it is Linda, who wants to know if I can look after Pepper
at the café until his carer-for-the-day, Georgie, arrives. I can
hardly refuse, given Linda’s gratefully received assistance at noon
yesterday, and I scramble to be in the right spot for the handover.
On the way to the café I am waylaid by Jo Lynn, who wants to
show off the splendid job the groomer has done in hand-stripping
the russet-colored Tilly and to boast that, after a meal in an
expensive restaurant in Grosvenor Square, she was able to bring
home several chunks of chateaubriand for her pet. At the café
there is a delay – for Linda arrives just as a fire drill has emptied
both café and gym. Lurch is leaning against a fence, wearing
a blue Arsenal jacket. I ask him if this is the team he supports;
he says no, he just likes the jacket. I tell him that my Dorothy
supported Arsenal, this in spite of knowing nothing about football
whatsoever – she just liked Thierry Henry.
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I have left the percussive Pepper with Peter but I soon have to
open my blue bag for him, for Bailey and for Tara. I ask Georgie
if she needs any help in getting her charges home today (Ofra does
the same) but Georgie says she has left Dudley and Daisy-Mae
at home and with Pucci in his basket, she can manage Pepper,
Sparkie and Winnie on lead. The latter is left in her charge when
Dan leaves for work. Dan has told Pepper to shut up several times
but it is interesting to note that the shaggy Schnauzer calms down
considerably when Dan leaves. Vlad asks Georgie to take a picture
of Tara, who, her appetite sated at last, has sprawled across his lap
in her characteristic pose.
I tell Peter that he can stop worrying about Janet – he has been
fretting about her arrival in America in the midst of a terrible snow
storm – even though only Boston seems to have been buried; New
York and Philadelphia had very little snow and, of course, Janet
has been in Florida. Renata calls Ofra to thank her, and all of us,
for the bouquet of flowers that Janet had sent to her on our behalf
just before her trip began. Georgie also calls Renata, who wants to
ask Vlad some questions (in German) about the Jubilee Line.
As Georgie heads down the Morshead roadway with her charges
I decide to undertake another spirited conditioning walk, turning
left at the tennis courts (where Baba the Jack Russell has just
treed a squirrel), and left again in the parking lot, climbing Mt.
Bannister, speeding through the environmental area and so home
via the back passage. As I put everything away on my return
(keys, wallet, blue bag, change) I notice that one thing is missing
– my watch! I look in all my pockets and the sleeves of my coat
before donning the latter and heading back to the park to see if the
watch has fallen off somewhere. Peter is still sitting at his chair
and he reports that no one has found it in the doggy compound
and soon I am repeating my earlier itinerary, step by step. No
luck. I have decided that I will check with the front office of the
park tomorrow and I have consoled myself that it was not an
expensive instrument, though it did have a sentimental history
since it was Dorothy’s watch. By the time I have reached home a
second time I have decided to search in one more spot, my study.
I have remembered that, just before heading for the park the first
time, I was in here to open a letter and that even this process was
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interrupted by Linda’s phone call. I am not entirely surprised
to find the watch hiding under the letter’s envelope – I had not
even put it on before undertaking this morning’s adventure in
Paddington Rec.
Friday, January 30:
An early morning rain has lifted and skies are brightening as
I make my preparations for another icy morning in the park.
Bonaparte and his owner are just making their way home as I
march up the Morshead roadway, overtaken, as I pass them, by
the woman on the mobility scooter who is a frequent visitor to
these byways. I have time to show Peter my reclaimed watch and
to offer up my £2 stake for tomorrow’s racing before I am able to
enter the café – making my way by two brown Cockers, who are
waiting anxiously for mommy to re-emerge. Ofra is just entering
as I make my exit and that means that I have to dodge Cockers
and Bailey on my way back to our table.
The turnout is modest this morning… Ofra, Georgie, Hanna,
Peter and Wendy – with Vlad soon arriving to take up his lonely
post behind us. Ofra says she is doing very little cooking these
days since Ricky is on a diet, he and son Guy often eat out, and
daughter Lee is on her way to Amsterdam. There is some concern
over Georgie’s loss of weight – she says she has little appetite
these days and all her clothes are hanging off her. When someone
suggests eggs Georgie says she doesn’t mind an omelet but she
can’t stand the white in a fried egg. Ofra can’t bear a large egg but
Hanna says she has found some delicious large double-yoke eggs
at Waitrose. Peter does not state his egg preferences, content to
rake in more racing stakes. For some reason he is wearing his dark
glasses today; his hat is again in the wrong configuration on his
head.
A coffee-seeking woman parks two dogs in our compound,
including a Cavalier who escapes as Hanna enters, and the
abandoned white fellow begins to bark hysterically over this
double abandonment. Winnie finds this noise unacceptable and
begins to bark at the visitor. Once again Georgie has left Dudley
and Daisy-Mae at home, arriving with Winnie and Sparkie only,
but now she accepts delivery on Pucci, whom Hanna has fetched
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from Debbie’s house earlier. Hanna says she has warmed the coat
and harness of the little prince on the radiator before bringing
him over; she also has some more of his pellets for me. I am
encouraged to feed biscuits to Tara since she is eyeing some
tabletop crumbs but this behavior is a pale echo of Bailey’s antics
this morning. Bailey climbs into an empty chair next to me and
tries to help himself to the contents of my biscuit bag and when I
tilt the chair so he can’t use it again he finds an empty one next to
his mommy and has a go at raking Ofra’s purse and coffee cup out
of the way as he pursues an uneaten piece of toast. You have to
give him credit for persistence (indeed, Ofra does so) but she rips
the prize out of her pet’s mouth when he at last succeeds. I decide
to undertake my usual power walk home and as I pass through the
environmental area there is more wildlife news to report. I have
never seen this before but today the surface of the pond is alive
with dozens of goldfish. And if we have goldfish back here, can
we not predict a visit from the heron in the near future?
Saturday, January 31:
I would swear that there are some white flakes in the light rain
that is falling on Maida Vale as I pull back the curtains on the last
day of January. Of course I am tempted to give the park a miss
on such an unpleasant morning but I need to pass on to Davide
an envelope I would like him to post for me when he heads for
Washington, D.C. tomorrow – and so, well-buttoned up, off I go
at the usual hour. In fact the moisture has by this time come to an
end. I am the first to press my nose up against the glass of the café
– I have come a bit early in order to avoid the Saturday queues –
and in this position I am soon joined by Hanna. That inveterate
snow-watcher says that there was a real snow shower at 8:00 this
morning but there is no evidence of any snow on the ground of the
Rec. Because I am the first out the door I miss an unfolding drama
just behind me. Hanna, reaching for the Saturday papers, has
suffered the collapse of her water glass on her little coffee tray and
everything has come down with a thud. I can see the man with
mop through the glass and, of course, the Sun is soaked. “You
can’t take me anywhere,” Hanna muses.
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For a weekend there is a very poor turnout this morning – just
Hanna, Peter, Georgie, Ofra and Dan – to whom I hand the
aforementioned envelope. Ofra is wearing a new cap (her son’s, it
would appear) – a knitted affair with appendages and fur inserts,
sort of a cross between the traditional Soho Air Force cap worn by
Dan and the headgear of a Peruvian peasant (otherwise know as
a care-in-the-community cap). Peter, incidentally, is also wearing
his Soho Air Force cap but he has folded the furry forehead flap
inside this headpiece – since it obscures his vision. In fact it is not
attire that dominates conversation this morning but cooking. Ofra
admits that she used to be such a fastidious cook that she would
wash every grain of rice repeatedly and scrub the chicken before
it went into the pot. Georgie, who got her to stop doing this, adds
that, in addition to egg-whites she also has a phobic dislike of
large chunks of anything in her salad.
Dudley, Bailey, Daisy-Mae and Sparkie have no such problems
and they make such a meal of it, literally, that I cut them off
without a further bite half way through our session. Even though
he is scheduled for a visit to the beauty parlor on Monday Ofra
now insists on again giving Bailey a grooming with his dog brush,
utilizing Vlad’s empty chair behind us. When a large lump of fur
floats to the floor Dudley seizes this prize and, to our amusement,
rushes around our table two or three times with the gift in his
teeth. We are less amused when he then eats the hair – but perhaps
this is a signal that it is time to make a move. Peter passes around
today’s racing choices – complaining all the while that the late
delivery of his newspaper has thrown into disarray his usual
method of communicating this information to all the punters.
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By Anthony Linick

Chapter 9—February, 2015

Bailey is certain more biscuits are coming his way.
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Sunday, February 1:
We begin a new month in the park – without any improvement
in the weather, which remains well below freezing. Vlad has
anticipated my arrival at the still closed café door; he uses his time
to take a picture of Tara, who is staring at us from behind the bars
of the doggy compound – unable to understand how she could
have been excluded from this chapter. I sit down with my empty
backpack still on – perhaps it will provide another layer of warmth
– soon I am joined by Georgie, Ofra, Matthew, Makiko, Debbie,
Jo Lynn and Peter. I tell Makiko, who has not been seen here in
several days, that she needs to show us a letter from her doctor
before we can re-admit her. Ofra says that her brother-in-law is
armed with a letter from his doctor explaining his need to snore
and excusing him from any washing-up duties.
Tara, Sparkie, Dudley and Bailey are insisting on their treats
and I have to cut them off well before the session is concluded. I
am careful to feed Tilly with slimming pellets only – especially
because Jo says that her dog will no doubt be given treats at the
Buddhist conclave later this morning. “And just what constitutes a
Buddhist treat?” I want to know – though I am taken back a bit by
the answer, “Well, they usually give her pig’s penis.” Daisy-Mae,
who spends much of the session wandering outside the bars –
through which she has crawled– makes do with a humble Shapes
biscuit but she does such a slow job of actually eating it that
Emilio, sensing trouble, stands behind her and warns us with great
vigor that we have a potential killer here. For her part, DaisyMae turns on her detractor, curls a lip, and growls menacingly.
The good news for Dudley is that mommy Karen is due back
tomorrow.
Jo and Debbie begin the conversation with some consideration
of a growing problem in our borough – the council’s willingness
to grant planning permission for almost any form of addition or
reconstruction of existing properties (especially the conversion
of basement spaces into rec rooms and swimming pools) – no
matter what the consequences might be for immediate neighbors.
Jo has such a development threatened for her street and Debbie
says that her elderly parents face a similar disruption. Next there
is some consideration given to the proper venue for Alberto’s
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naming ceremony. Already, on his hundredth day, a special
Japanese ceremonial has taken place, with many traditional
foods arrayed around the baby – Makiko passes around photos.
Many suggestions are made for possible dates and venues for
the naming ceremony, though I do tell Makiko to avoid May 10,
when I will have my spring party. It is soon obvious that many of
the spots in local pubs and restaurants, ones that might be useful
for a neighborhood celebration, are no longer available because,
again aided by the council, such spots have closed their doors as
owners look for a more profitable redevelopment. Georgie is the
first to leave this morning, complaining of the cold, but I am not
far behind. I need to visit the market and 123 Cleaners (which will
explain the knapsack) and I had better get a move on.
Monday, February 2:
With the thermometer hovering at five ticks below the freezing
mark on my windowsill thermometer I know that this will be
another icy morning in the park – indeed, when I reach the
Morshead entrance I can see that park officials have posted a
sign warning visitors of the icy surfaces they may face. Peter is
slumped in his chair and we discuss the weekend’s footie action
while I wait for the café to open. I tell Peter that I watched the
highlights of yesterday’s 5-0 thrashing of Aston Villa by Arsenal,
and Peter says he wanted to watch this too but fell asleep. We
have a fairly small turnout this morning: Peter, Wendy, Georgie,
Ofra, Dan and, back after her long trip to the Antipodes, Karen.
Karen’s arrival, long anticipated, begins when Karen is spotted
by Georgie while she is still walking near the clubhouse. When
her Dudley is told, “Look, mommy is coming!” however, this
becomes an erroneous invitation to Daisy-Mae, whose mommy,
Janet, has now been missing a week, and the Shih-Tzu squeezes
through the bars to search the horizon for the familiar red coat.
Disappointed, Daisy-Mae resumes her place on an empty chair
while Dudley is lofted in joyful reunion as Karen, who can’t put
him down, even carries him into the café when she goes to order
her breakfast. I have brought with me some new taste treats from
Sainsbury’s – chicken-flavored mini doughnuts – and Daisy-Mae
seems to be satisfied with these. Before resuming his tabletop
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antics Bailey is also a frequent supplicant and Tara and Sparkie
are also eager for treats. This leaves Winnie, sitting next to me on
Dan’s lap; the senior Pug does accept several diet pellets from my
gloved hand.
Ofra says that she is still depressed after a visit to the cinema
yesterday, American Sniper bringing with it too many echoes of
unhappy times in our world these days. However, after Karen
brings us up to date on life in Melbourne, Sydney, Queensland and
Singapore, travel remains the dominant topic. Georgie, who has
an unexpected day-off tomorrow, says she can’t decide whether
to visit Hereford or Glasgow during half term. Dan begins by
summarizing the travels that he and Winnie undertook while he
was visiting his family yesterday but then, when Tanya comes by
with the Weimaraners, Pasha and Cicca, these two begin to discuss
travel in Italy. Dan says that he will be seeing (and meeting Elton
John) in Las Vegas in March but Tanya says that she will be
seeing Elton (and Robbie Williams) perform near Lucca this year.
I am about to undertake another speed walk in the chest-provoking
cold air but, before I depart, I can’t resist reminding everyone that
the rest of us have not had to undertake worldwide travels to see
Robbie Williams – “He was here at the café just a few months
ago.”
Tuesday, February 3:
There is a surprise waiting for me as I part the curtains today – a
thin blanket of snow clings to the surfaces of Paddington Rec.
I suppose I shouldn’t be too surprised, for the thermometer has
not budged since yesterday, and, unlike rain, it can snow in the
night without making a sound outside. I put on as many layers
as possible and make my way gingerly into the park; most of the
walkways are salted, but there remain a few spots where extra
vigilance in required. Hanna has anticipated me at the locked door
of the café and we are soon joined by Georgie, who has Sparkie,
Daisy-Mae and Pucci in tow this morning. Pucci is Hanna’s great
favorite these days (an affection he returns) and when she cries out
for her “Baby Chicken” he rushes forward and turns his back so
that he can be swept up in her arms.
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While we are selecting our seats (and I am displacing Daisy-Mae)
Ofra also arrives – and that is it, just the four of us have braved
life in the Arctic this morning. Bailey has just returned from the
beauty parlor but he is wearing a coat, of course, and so we can’t
see all the groomer’s handiwork. He is soon obsessed with the
contents of Georgie’s sandwich plate and when he begins his
patented scraping maneuvers Ofra, who yesterday blamed this
habit on Ricky’s feeding her pet at the dinner table, now says,
“Ricky says if he does this here I am to tie him to the gate.” This
exercise in irony does get underway as Bailey is attached to the
parkside fence but after a while (and much Cavalier moaning)
Ofra relents and frees the mischief-maker – Hanna suggesting that
Bailey is too set in his ways to learn any new forms of behavior
now and citing Daisy-Mae’s repeated but fruitless trips to the
naughty fence following acts of bad behavior. Pucci is nestled
in her lap and she borrows some of his pellets from me – but he
is not hungry today. Sparkie sits in my lap for quite a while this
morning.
Georgie says she bought some paper flowers at one of our Oxford
Street emporia last week and that, even though she reported that
there were five of them, she was only charged for one – but her
search for a suitable vase reached a stumbling block after they
wanted £65 for the simplest of these objects on Clifton Road. Ofra
is also full of complaints over the re-stocking failures at Waitrose
on Finchley Road – but she rejects all of Hanna’s suggestions
on where to shop instead. Hanna wants to know if we have
been watching Jump! – a new TV show in which “celebrities”
undertake various winter sports. None of us have and Georgie
says she would rather watch paint dry. I admit that I have started
viewing re-runs of Gogglebox, the show in which we witness half
a dozen families watching the week’s TV fare – though I have
not seen these episodes before. It’s an intriguing idea for a TV
program – for once we get to see what John Q. Public really thinks
of the TV menu and I suppose I feel only slightly uncomfortable
to discover that more times than not I agree with the judgments
made here. Georgie says she has been watching these programs
as well. Well, I won’t be attempting any speedy walks on today’s
park surfaces, just a slow creep home at an early hour.
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Wednesday, February 4:
Snow clings to a few distant corners on the park’s artificial
surfaces this morning but elsewhere yesterday’s rain has melted
the rest of the white stuff. It is again very cold, though sunny
enough. I can see Davide waiting for me on the Morshead
roadway with Winnie – again there has been a breakdown in
the U.S. mailing process since Dan has failed to turn over to
Davide my envelope, the one the latter was supposed to post in
Washington for me, and he returns it to me now. (Where is the
reliable Danielle, now that I need her?) There is just a moment
or two, as I wait for the café to open, to chat with Peter about
the latest news affecting his beloved Queen’s Park Rangers – the
resignation of manager Harry Redknapp. Peter thinks, as QPR
have had no success this season with away fixtures and lie just one
spot above rock bottom, that it is perhaps time for old Harry to go.
Our morning assemblage includes Davide and Peter, of course,
but also Georgie, Ofra, Hanna and Wendy – with Michaela soon
appearing with her Skye, though she never takes a seat. Skye
can’t believe his luck, for Michaela gets into a long confab with
Ofra – since each has a child with a twenty-first birthday this
year – and the Cairn has plenty of time to cadge for biscuits at
my left knee. Bailey is all over the place again but today Ofra
says that this manic behavior is the result of a worrying siting
this morning – Ricky flies to Israel to solve some problems on
a house project there and his suitcase is already in evidence.
Georgie has again brought Pucci, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae but
the latter two have already gotten into a punch-up over a biscuit
treat at home and only now does Georgie notice that Janet’s feisty
pet has taken a bite out of poor Sparkie. She notices this because
Daisy-Mae’s snout is spotted with Sparkie’s blood! This evidence
is photographed so Georgie can email the picture to Janet – “Just
look at what your bloodthirsty dog has been up to now!”
There is some attention to world events this morning – beginning
with the appalling execution of a Jordanian pilot by ISIS and
pictures of a plane crash in Taiwan. (I don’t know if I count – as
a world event – the news that Nicole Scherzinger and Lewis
Hamilton have split up again – nobody ever told me that they were
back together.) Peter has brought his own copy of the Sun with
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him this morning and, already in a grumpy mood over mobile
phone problems, he is most reluctant to loan it to Hanna – since he
has scribbled Georgie’s phone number in the margin. Makiko now
phones Davide to see if we are still seated. He tells her to hurry
up since it so cold but a few minutes later, as we begin to make a
move for home, he decides not to wait for her after all – she has
made it only as far as the clubhouse. I won’t even get to greet her
in passing this morning – as I have errands to run in Maida Vale
Parade and this is in the opposite direction.
Thursday, February 5:
I can see a few umbrellas as I search the horizon on this frigid,
damp and gray Thursday morning but, an hour later – when I
at last emerge from my warm flat – the moisture seems to have
lifted. Heading toward me on the Morshead roadway, a tennis ball
in his mouth, is Bonaparte, and just behind him is a boisterous
contingent of teens from, of all places, my old school, ASL. They
don’t seem to be here for athletic activity (which may explain
their jolly mood); many are carrying clipboards and there are little
flags planted at various spots around the green. Clare, who comes
up behind me as I wait for the café to open, speculates that this is
some sort of orienteering exercise. We never find out.
In addition to Clare we also have Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Hanna
and Karen this morning – with Vlad soon taking up a little
table behind us. Vlad is expecting a lot of extra traffic on the
underground today since we again have a bus strike in London.
This is among the stories appearing in all those tabloids that
decorate our table. Hanna has found a headline highlighting the flu
epidemic and, of course, we have to hear just how heartbreaking
it was for poor Nicole to dump Lewis Hamilton. Karen reports
that a new lot of workmen have just about completed their
deconstruction of her bathroom, that is undoing the shoddy work
of the cowboy who spent weeks here last fall. When I tell her that
I will see Julie the osteopath later this morning she tells me to
say that, she, too, needs to make an appointment. Davide says his
outdoor water taps are leaking and now that he has agreed on a
metered system he needs to get them mended. Ofra says that she
has ruined her coffee pot by putting it in the dishwasher.
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Karen has bought for Dudley a new raincoat, one that replicates
the all-in-one style of Winston Churchill’s siren suit. She says
that she is surprised that he hasn’t made more objections to this
confining outfit – to which I add, “He hasn’t seen himself in the
mirror, has he?” (I suppose that there are extra justifications for
encasing the legs of an all-white dog like Dudley.) My chief
customer this morning is Harley and the Pug is soon raking away
at my sleeve, having agreed that those chicken doughnuts from
Sainsbury’s are ever so tasty. Tara, Sparkie and Bailey have to
make do with Shapes. As for Daisy-Mae, that madam has had
the blood wiped from her snout but she is still in a fighting mood
as she proves when (no food involved) she slams into Harley.
Thereafter, bored, she slips through the bars and stations herself in
front of the gym. This triggers the door mechanism, which opens
and shuts several times before she wanders off. Finally Winnie,
who has kept up a nonstop commentary on the passing scene from
the comforts of Davide’s lap (all it of it negative), jumps down
and joins the queue at my feet. I try to restrict her to slimming
morsels and shards of broken biscuit and she is so greedy that she
actually eats everything I give her.
Friday, February 6:
Although the sun is shining brightly I can tell that it is bitterly
cold outside – and so it proves when I hit the streets at last. I
march along briskly, at last reaching the corner where the active
dogs of Paddington Rec are exercising themselves near the
flagpoles. Among them is Dudley, but he and Karen are already
making their exit from the park. I am not so surprised by this but
I am puzzled to see Makiko heading my way – since we never
see her this early these days. She is trying to coax Emilio into our
doggy compound – where Matthew is stationed with baby Alberto
strapped to his chest. In the coffee queue she tells me that this
early start is necessary so the doting parents can get their infant
up to St. Marks, on Hamilton Terrace, where the church will be
offering a special Bach concert for babies at 10:00. Okay.
In addition to Matthew and Makiko we also have a wellrepresented dog-friendly society present at out table this morning:
Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Jo Lynn, Peter, Wendy and Clare making
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up the numbers. I am besieged by supplicants this morning – with
Harley clawing at my left sleeve and Bailey at my right knee.
I have to limit Tilly’s intake, of course, but Daisy-Mae is back
for more chicken-flavored doughnuts. Thereafter she squeezes
through the fence and wanders around. Today little Khalifa bustles
into the cafe forecourt, soon retrieved by Terry, and black Rocky
is tied up inside our compound, where he sits uncomplainingly for
most of our session.
Davide is full of tales of life as a cabin steward – most of these
have to do with the rudeness of passengers and the airline’s
refusal to let cabin crew wear rubber gloves when they must clean
up passenger mess. Davide says he is off for a few days, taking
exams to re-qualify. Then, he says, he is going to a hypnotherapist
to see if she can’t cure him of his smoking addiction. Georgie says
if it works for him, she may try this as well and I propose that
if the therapist can cure her smoking addiction perhaps the next
step would be to address her fear of flying. “That’s not going to
happen,” she says, “I know that a plane has no business being so
far above the ground.” Matthew and Makiko are the first to leave
(for their concert) but I don’t linger for long – today I should be
able to complete my long-postponed visit to the cardiologist.
Saturday, February 7:
In this morning’s email I discover three photos of baby Alberto,
attending his first concert – a harpist this time – but, in fact, his
parents never make it into the park today. Instead I am surprised
to discover Winnie, wearing her snowflake sweater, and trotting
along all by herself near the clubhouse. She is capable of more
speed than we might imagine and I never pass her as she waddles
along at some pace, trying to catch up with Dan, who has sped
ahead to the café on his bicycle. Peter is seated with Georgie at
a little table next to the front door of the café; he is poring over
today’s racing lists and he has circled in purple ink the entries that
will carry our syndicate’s hopes into the turf wars today. While we
are waiting for the café to open Georgie and I agree that we have a
new name for the bloodthirsty Daisy-Mae, Annabelle Lector.
Also joining us at table this morning we have Ofra, Debbie, and
Hanna. The latter arrives with Pucci in his basket but near the end
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of our session she goes off to fetch Bonaparte, whose mommy is
dealing with a feverish baby today. Georgie has not only Sparkie
and Daisy-Mae with her today but also the raucous Pepper.
Linda’s dog soon begins a shriek-a-thon, with my biscuit bag
as the proximate cause, and this so unnerves the coffee drinkers
that at one point Dan gets up and puts the Schnauzer’s lead on,
leading him back to a spot at his chair and, to everyone’s surprise,
this seems to quiet the dog down. There is no easy remedy for
Winnie’s intemperate mutterings, however, for Dan has banned all
treats, even her own little diet pellets, and – as lovely sandwiches
are being scarfed down all around her – the Pug’s rage at her
exclusion from this bounty is hard to measure. And then Dan has
to go off to work, leaving his heartbroken pet with Georgie for the
day.
Addressing Ofra, Peter asks his usual weekend question, “You in
this week?” She understands this otherwise cryptic utterance as
a request for turf stakes. But when she hands over a £5 note Dan
proposes that this is probably a forgery and Peter begins to believe
this might be true – after all the note is stuck together, torn, and
it doesn’t have the serial number on both sides. Or, yes it does,
but the numbers don’t match! After a while, encouraged in this
paranoia by Dan, Peter is getting ready to reject the note when I
point out two things…the serial number only appears on one side
of al such notes and the second (mismatched) number represents
the birth and death dates of the historical figure pictured on the
note, Elizabeth Fry. Ofra, vindicated, wants a “consolation prize”
from Peter in the form of an apology – I suggest a win would be
recompense enough. Still in a mischievous mood Dan, hearing
that Debbie has this morning taken delivery on a new bed,
wants to know how Debbie managed to break the old one. This
question reminds me that Dorothy and I actually did break our
bed once and I have to tell the tale – the bed was a wonderful art
nouveau structure that must have begun its life on some Michigan
farmstead but, made only of wood, it was splintered beyond
repair. Debbie now congratulates Ofra on remembering to wear
her boots on such a cold morning. Ofra says that she could see
this footwear because she likes to maintain only a small wardrobe
(unlike husband Ricky) so she doesn’t forget what she owns –
though what she retains must be “bang-on.” Well, I conclude, “I
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guess we’ll have to stop referring to you as the Imelda Marcos of
West Hampstead.”
Monday, February 9:
No mistaking – I have missed a day in the park. I blame the
exertions of last Friday – all that sudden running on the exercise
treadmill at the the cardiologist’s, followed by one of those
multi-stop marathons on Oxford Street in the bitter cold – and
by Saturday I was feeling a bit light-headed again. I say again
because this has happened before – the symptoms disappearing
on their own after a few days and, even when experienced during
movement around the flat, not interfering with my normal work
assignments or my reading or my TV watching. Today I decide
to ignore the residual disorientation and, after an early morning
shower, I head out for the park at the normal time. It is not
possible to ignore the bright yellow signs that line the streets – a
week from today Westminster Council will be sending the tree
trimmers back to our street, even though there is very little new
growth on the local trees at this time. Signs do dominate the scene
these days. First we have the ubiquitous pile of collared dog poo
on a sign at eye level warning us to clean up after our dogs – the
conscientious dog owner is going to do this anyway, the careless
ones will not heed this warning and in the meantime the rest of
us have to be offended daily by this vision. Then there are many
signs in search of the lost – Stanley the cat, Skippy the dog, even
a sign in search of a lost pink woolen cap with pompom, the one
granny knitted.
There is a relatively poor turnout at our table this morning – just
Dan, Ofra, Georgie, Karen, Ellie and Peter. Bailey insists that I
have to feed him twice as much as his usual daily portion – since
I was not here yesterday. To advance his claim he jumps into
an empty chair next to me and rakes away at the blue bag. This
means that I have to tip him out and position the chair so he can’t
climb back. It also means that now he has to rake away at my legs
instead. Daisy-Mae is sitting on my right, guarding a star-shaped
biscuit – but Georgie removes this so that there will be no punchup this morning. Winnie spends most of the session in Dan’s lap
and, again, she is deeply unhappy, growling and barking and at at
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one point lashing out viciously at poor Teddy, in Ellie’s adjacent
lap. The source of this disquiet is her diet – for Dan is convinced
that nightly breathing problems will be alleviated if his pet loses
weight – and we are all embargoed from giving her treats. Today it
seems that Winnie is mostly barking at me, or at my blue bag, and
after a while I guiltily put this away in my pocket.
Peter hands me a small envelope containing £2.88, my return on a
£2 stake in Saturday’s racing. After all these fruitless weeks I have
won 88 pence! Peter is evidently wearing an old jumper belonging
to Ofra’s Ricky. When the others begin to discuss the way friends
do or do not kiss one another in greeting and Peter says that the
practice is in decline because of HIV anyway, Dan has to give him
a lesson in medicine, not to mention political correctness. Linda
the dog walker now comes by and asks Peter if he would like a
redundant three-wheeled zimmer-frame device, one from which
he can suspend his shopping. Peter is reluctant at first – since he
wants to give up his cane – but Linda goes to fetch this useful
object from her car and the rest of us discuss all the add-ons Peter
could attach – Ellie proposes a customized license plate – “Grump
1,” and Ofra, when the device is delivered, tries it out and does
a few wheelies. Ellie will give Peter and his new wheels a ride
home and so we prepare to depart. I have decided to undertake an
expedition to the 123 Cleaners and to the corner market as well.
On the way I reflect with some emotion on the sad fact that it was
exactly a year ago today that my Fritz died.
Tuesday, February 10:
Truth to tell, I feel about the same today as yesterday, but as my
symptoms are essentially represented by a slight tendency to
stagger I decide to head once again for my normal coffee seat
in the park. The thermometer reflects the same temperature as
yesterday but it is far less pleasant this morning – a gray day
with a penetrating damp; how glad I am that I have paused to
don my long underwear today. Just as I reach the door of the
café I can see a fellow staggerer, Peter, pushing his new wheels
resolutely across the forecourt. He says that he is still getting used
to the contraption and he has learned just how uneven the local
pavements can be – but he can see some utility in this object,
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especially when he can hang his bags from the handlebars after a
shopping expedition. Ofra says she doesn’t want him to become
too dependent on this blue toy – then she does several more
wheelies on it.
In addition to Peter and Ofra we also have Georgie, Karen,
Wendy, Matthew and Makiko this morning. Bailey begins a
relentless assault on my biscuit bag and within the first two
minutes he has already consumed three biscuits. When I urge him
to slow down he climbs into Ofra’s lap and manages to sweep
her handbag off the tabletop; later he uses an empty chair to help
himself to some of Georgie’s leftover toast. Sparkie has to be
dissuaded from barking at some special needs students, who are
being led into the gym; thereafter he too becomes a supplicant at
my knee. Daisy-Mae is sleeping on a biscuit in the chair on my
right; eventually she rouses herself in order to squeeze through the
fence and bark at much larger dogs. Pucci is the prize in a game of
pass-the-parcel – spending some time in Peter’s lap, then Karen’s,
then Wendy’s.
Georgie reports that the brothers of her late husband and a sisterin-law as well have arrived for a visit marking the first anniversary
of James’ death. They brought with them a thousand cigarettes for
Georgie (who has been succeeding in cutting down her usage),
plenty of vodka and a liter of James’s favorite tipple, Bacardi. She
says that after the pub she went to bed but when she got up at 6:30
this morning the others were still drinking – no wonder she wants
to go back to bed now. Ofra reports that she needs to renew her
gym membership and Makiko says that she is going to exercise
today – almost the first time in a year. Baby Alberto never wakens
from a morning sleep in his buggy; Makiko says he seemed to
enjoy the baby Bach concert at St. Mark’s church. I am glad when
there is a concerted effort to head for home – for I am by this time
thoroughly chilled. The last I see, as I head through the gate, is
Bailey, up on another chair, licking up the leftover crumbs from
Makiko’s croissant.
Wednesday, February 11:
I have some good news for Cathy this morning – since there is
still plenty of food in the house I am not going to complete my
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usual mission to Sainsbury’s this morning– and therefore she
is the inheritor of my most recent match-price voucher, which
expires today. I do undertake my usual visit to the park, arriving
at the Morshead gate on a dark, gray and frigid morning. Heading
my way we have Georgie with three of the usual suspects,
Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae, and just inside we find Kevin
with Lucky and Jack. The good news is that Kevin’s mom, the
ancient Aisne, celebrated her 100th birthday in December; the
bad news is that Kevin’s niece has died of a massive heart attack
in Australia, only 43. I leave Georgie to continue this chatter
and make my way toward the clubhouse. Here I can see that we
are getting ready for Westminster Mile festivities (sponsored by
BUPA) and, indeed, there are lots of suits about this morning.
The presence of these dignitaries involves plates of goodies
ushered into the gym and also explains Vicky’s efforts to shepherd
some of the other dog owners into our compound – since their
animals are milling about in front of the café itself. One couple
has a Spaniel who stations himself in front of the gym door and,
when it opens automatically, he trots inside, has a look around,
and, returning, triggers the door mechanism a second time,
allowing egress. A second group of dogs, including Lucy, Rocky
and Seamus are in the care of an Asian dog walker and this group
gets sent our way as well – but only after they have had a visit
from the free-range Gus. This Schnauzer is soon being summoned
from a great distance by his owner, Carl, and – as usual – pays no
attention whatsoever. Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Wendy and Clare make
up the numbers today and this means that I have scraping in stereo
– as Harley claws away at my left sleeve while Bailey claws
away at my right knee. Sparkie gets short-changed in the treat
department because every time he approaches me I can see the
accusatory eyes of Winnie, staring at me expectantly, and I feel
too guilty to feed him while she (who must be denied) is staring at
me.
Peter is delighted with the news that QPR have won their first
away point of the season (indeed three points in a win over
Sunderland). Ofra is unhappy because she is feeling poorly – and
she is certain this is Georgie’s fault. She tells us that she watched
the finals of Jump! last night – won by Joey Essex – and I admit
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that I am now caught up with my Gogglebox viewing – at least
up to last May. I tell the others that the great thing about this
show is that all those programs I haven’t quite had the curiosity
to watch before (like the Eurovision Song Contest) get reviewed
in tiny snippets on this show – saving me from the necessity of
watching them in toto. Clare reports that, after her recent move to
Queen’s Park, she has discovered that rubbish collection, in the
hands of Brent Council, has failed to match the standards set by
Westminster. Complaining that bins had not been emptied on her
street in some time she was told that the bin men had bypassed
these objects because they were “not properly presented” –
whatever that means. (Today, therefore, she has brought a bag of
Brent rubbish to put in the Westminster bins.) Georgie now asks
me if I have any errands to run today and I can tell her that, with
Sainsbury’s off the list, I just need to get a Radio Times at Hamish
II – and that is what I set off to do.
Thursday, February 12:
As I reach my usual park entrance I note that Dan has just slipped
through the gate with Winnie. The latter is motionless on the
Morshead roadway – it’s as if she is saying, “You’re bringing me
to that place where no one feeds me any more and you’re making
me walk there!” Dan waits for the dowager empress but I continue
on to the café and, again, I am the first to penetrate its interior.
When I go to take my seat I discover that it is occupied by Winnie,
but I don’t have too much trouble edging her off onto Dan’s seat
next to mine. It is again a cold and damp morning and dark – the
porch lights are still on at Morshead Mansions.
Our group this morning includes Dan, of course, then Ofra,
Wendy, Peter, Hanna, Karen and Georgie. Karen reports that
Dudley has gotten into her makeup supplies and scattered cotton
balls all over the bedroom. Dan says that Winnie’s diet really
does seem to be working, that she has fewer breathing problems
and is able to cover greater distances at faster speeds. Resigned
to her fate, she makes no effort to obtain treats from me but when
Sparkie (who has never had a weight problem) bites into his
biscuit she pounces on the fallen shards. Daisy-Mae manages to
behave herself today – she is not interested in treats or fighting
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over her well-guarded supply and, indeed, she makes no effort to
slip through the bars this morning.
Hanna reports that she is on her way to Ikea, that she would
be happy to pick up any Kalles Kaviar for me and that she has
received a Valentine’s Day card from Finland. Karen announces
that this weekend she will be going to the new restaurant on the
Golborne Road, West Thirty-Six, and Hanna produces a menu for
this place from her purse. Wendy has brought a box of Fortnum
chocolates for Dan in recompense for his efforts in obtaining some
theater tickets and these are passed around – I disdain these and
the Kalles Kaviar. Georgie says that the last of the visiting party
finally left her flat yesterday afternoon, including James’s brother,
who lives on Jersey. She adds that he had left his phone behind
and when this was reclaimed he headed for the airport only to be
told that he was early. “That’s all right,” he is reported as saying,
“I like to be early.” “No,” the desk clerk replied, “you are really
early. This ticket says March 11.” The next Jersey flight is this
afternoon so we may say that this chap has left Georgie’s flat but
not London yet. Dan explains that he is here this morning because
he wants a doctor to look at his sprained finger. Ofra says that she
can’t really stay (Ricky needs the car) but she is dosing herself
with Day Nurse and thinks she has headed off another bad cold.
I must head for the chemist in order to get some Sudafed for my
congested ear – and then the market and 123 Cleaners again as
well.
Friday, February 13:
After a very restless night I make my way somewhat groggily into
the park on a damp and gray Friday the 13th – though skies seem
to be brightening and temperatures are not too uncomfortable.
When I reach the café – which is just opening its doors as I
arrive – I am surprised to discover not a single member of our
confraternity in evidence. But soon Karen, accompanied by a
curious Dudley, enters the café behind me and gradually other
stock characters appear as well: Davide and Georgie, then Peter,
Hanna and Clare, then Ofra and Jo Lynn, and finally we have
Vlad. I know the latter has arrived because just as I lift my coffee
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cup to my lips the nose of Tara, dipping under my elbow, almost
causes a very painful accident.
Tara is interested in treats, of course, and she does get one or two.
Other insistent customers include Tilly, Skye (here with Georgie),
Sparkie, Harley, Winnie and Bailey. They are all here for treats
but the latter two characters are nil-by-mouth today and I have
to withhold their biscuits. Winnie does manage to get some of
Davide’s sandwich, an act that would outrage Dan if he were here,
but Bailey has diarrhea and Ofra doesn’t want him to participate
in the feeding frenzy this morning. Daisy-Mae makes no attempt
to join the queue. Bored and missing the comforts of Janet’s lap
or even the opportunity of her own empty chair, she has squeezed
through the bars in order to wander around outside our fence.
When she returns she gets into growling contests with Skye and
Winnie but then an accident occurs. Ofra is adjusting her chair and
the Shih-Tzu’s paw gets trapped for a second under a leg and there
is a yelp of pain and much concentrated cooing over the fate of the
victim.
Peter accepts racing stakes – though, with only Vlad, Ofra and
yours truly participating, this syndicate has suffered a certain
shrinkage. Jo Lynn, just back from the bike show, says that she
has a client who is offering airbags for cyclists – which certainly
sounds like a good idea in London, where there are so many
unhappy encounters between bikes and lorries. Davide reports
that he failed to venture forth from his hotel in Accra but that
he is next heading for Shanghai. I mention that I have been
watching a series on Bangkok Airport and that in last night’s
show a chap showed up in Thailand in order to have his laugh
lines erased by the local plastic surgeons. This topic sends our
ladies into an extended colloquy on the subject of such procedures
– with many horror tales involving celebrity botch jobs under
consideration. Ofra says that some faces can respond to this
kind of manipulation, some can’t. When it comes time for us to
depart I note that Georgie, who arrived with three dogs, will be
heading home with five – since Tilly and Dudley have been added
to the list by busy owners. I will not be following her down the
Morshead roadway since I have errands to run on Maida Vale
Parade. Here I experience a unique instance of local irony. The
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old florist’s shop, which became briefly a bridal shop, is now a
hairdresser’s. And the empty shop once occupied by Persis the
hairdresser’s has become, you guessed it, a florist’s. Plus ça
change, plus c’est la même chose.
Saturday, February 14:
There has been some early morning rain but skies are brightening
as I head for the park – and soon we will even have some warming
sunshine. I am preceded in the coffee queue by some dithering
Americans – they let me go first but they needn’t have bothered
since I have been spotted by the efficient staff and they are already
making my cappuccino. Outside we have Georgie, Dan, Davide,
Ofra, Hanna, Wendy and Peter. The latter has been successful,
after many months, in getting today’s racing choices to us by
email; Vlad, who soon comes in behind the rest of us, is even able
to view all these materials on his telephone.
Georgie has brought only Sparkie and Skye with her this morning
but after we have been seated for a while the owner of Flora the
Pug arrives to add her pet to this menagerie. Flora, when she is
not trying to entice Sparkie into some spirited play, remembers
that there are biscuits on offer. Tara, Skye and Bailey (once again
allowed his treats) need no reminding but there is, of course, one
problem. That is Winnie, who is seated next to me on Dan’s lap.
Soon she is scraping away at my shoulder but I know not to offer
her even a morsel. When Davide tries to do this Dan has a hissy
fit – convinced that his dieting pet must learn that the park is not
a place for snacking any more. After a while Winnie accepts the
inevitable and goes to sleep in the bright sun.
Hanna reminds us that the holiday elsewhere known as
Valentine’s Day is, for the benefit of loners, called Friendship
Day in Scandinavia. I tell the others about the shop swap sites I
uncovered on my visit to Maida Vale Parade yesterday and Ofra,
after further instruction on what street I am talking about, says,
“Dates are supposed to be really good for you.” This would appear
to be a major non sequitur and Dan says that nothing would better
represent Ofra’s thought patterns than a bouncing pinball but
Ofra is able to defend her mental processes quite well, I think.
Maida Vale Parade is where she buys dates from Soloman’s and
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that is why she ended up with this line of thought. Dan has to
concede this but he has more important topics to review. It seems
that when he reported to A&E at St. Mary’s on Thursday x-rays
revealed a very badly broken finger; this appendage is now in a
splint and he still has to see a hand specialist and he had to spend
all day at the hospital and no one has ever suffered from such a
bad break as this and (performing several tabletop gestures with
maximum carelessness) he can’t do anything properly at work.
Now it is Davide’s turn to get even with his Valentine’s Day
partner, scoffing at the severity of this injury and further exciting
Dan’s self-pitying litany. Skies seem to be clouding over again as
we get up to leave – and I still have to return to Maida Vale parade
to pick up my prescriptions.
Sunday, February 15:
Well, I need only one layer atop my stuffed head as I make my
way up the Morshead roadway at the start of a cold and gray
Sunday in the park. Georgie is already seated in our doggy
compound with Sparkie and three overnight charges: Dudley,
Flora and Daisy-Mae. She tells me that the latter two have
already had one fight in her bathroom and that she was able to
end hostilities only when Daisy-Mae was dumped into the safety
of the bathtub. I now take up my position outside the door of
the café. Peter shuffles by and I can see Karen just passing the
clubhouse on her way to reclaim her pet. Georgie opens the gate
and Dudley rushes across the green in great leaps and bounds –
you would think Karen had been gone another four weeks instead
of two nights.
This morning our group includes not only Georgie, Karen and
Peter but also Ofra, Dan, Davide, Debbie, Wendy and, making
a late appearance, Hanna. There is mayhem from the outset – as
Flora and Daisy-Mae resume their scrap. Georgie puts DaisyMae in her lap but the feisty little Flora tries to leap up here
too and it takes a while to separate the combatants. Georgie
tells me not to give Daisy-Mae any treats this morning – and I
soon have the Shih-Tzu sitting in my lap and barking at me for
sustenance. In fact, there are now three dogs I am not supposed
to feed – Winnie, of course, now Daisy-Mae, and, it turns out,
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Bailey is still suffering from tummy problems as well. A number
of these animals take out their frustrations by charging the fence
and barking loudly at any passing canines. Today we have little
Khalifa making the rounds and on several occasions the Scotty
pair of Harold and the adorable puppy Maggie pass by.
Karen reports that she attended a very unsatisfactory séance and
that her bathroom is still not fixed – after recurrent plumbing
problems. (I tell her it took less time to paint the Forth Bridge.)
Debbie is still rhapsodic over her new bed and says she tested
every mattress is town. (Dan says, “We don’t need to know about
your social life.”) Georgie says that she has given sanctuary to a
friend who has just left an abusive husband and that this woman
can have the place to herself for several days as Tuesday Georgie
heads off to Hereford. Even Sparkie will be absent since Janet
returns from her travels this afternoon and she will get Sparkie
when she reclaims Daisy-Mae. Ofra says that she plans to spend
the entire day doing laundry for son Guy and his girlfriend. I
plan to spend the day doing as little as possible and now I make
my way back to the Morshead gate. Here I meet my neighbor
Rowena, rooting around in the bushes where her Timmy has just
had a poo. “Do they always have to choose such an inconvenient
spot?” she wants to know.
Monday, February 16:
The tree trimmers have arrived just as I am carrying my blue
recycling bag downstairs at the start of another week in Maida
Vale. They are starting with trees quite near my windows – so
perhaps it is just as well that I will be away over the next hour
or so. When I reach the café Karen, Peter, Georgie and the justreturned Janet are already sitting in the faint sun at our outdoor
table. It looks like they haven’t yet figured out that no waitress
will ever arrive to take their order but, once the doors have
opened, Georgie does follow me inside. Lurch compliments her
on a new short haircut and says she looks nineteen. “I wish I
were nineteen,” Georgie responds, “I’d know enough never to get
married.” Ofra, Hanna and Makiko soon make an appearance and,
after fifteen minutes or so, we have the return of a second exile,
Danielle.
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Curiously, Danielle is not accompanied by the lively Bella and
when inquiries are made there are tears. No, Bella is quite well but
she is still with Danielle’s mother in California; it seems that since
her last visit to the States rules have been changed and the dog’s
documentation was not up to standard – hence Danielle’s decision
to travel back to England without her pet. (Next month Danielle
and Ben move to New York so it is unclear whether we will see
Bella again – this would be a great shame.) There are, of course,
plenty of dogs to occupy our attention. Bailey is allowed treats
again and then he turns his attention to humping Ofra’s boot.
Flora is again delivered to Georgie for some day care and we soon
have three Pugs in evidence since Georgie already has the treatembargoed Winnie and the other Debbie, the one with Zorro, also
enters our compound. Skye, Tara and Sparkie are also interested in
treats but Daisy-Mae remains snuggled into Janet’s lap. Janet says
that her pet’s response to sleeping again with mommy was to drag
a number of toys and a bone onto the bed during the wee small
hours.
We do get a brief summary of Janet’s adventures on her cruise
from Miami to San Diego via the Panama Canal and she has
brought me some stamps from Colombia. For the table she has
brought something from California and this is equally welcome –
a bag of boysenberry cookies from the Knott’s Berry Farm. I tell
her that this popular Southern California attraction was actually
the site of an evening’s pre-graduation celebration by my high
school class – which marks its sixtieth anniversary this year. (I did
not know, before reading the package, that Walter Knott invented
the boysenberry in 1932.) Makiko now has a business call to make
and she leaves a sleeping Alberto first with me, then with Ofra.
The latter cannot figure out why Danielle seems to have blonde
highlights in her dark hair – but these hairs turn out to belong to
Sparkie’s tail – for the dog, who is always being compared to Brad
Pitt in his coloring, is sitting in Danielle’s lap. Ofra likes Sparkie
but, she tells us, she hates Brad Pitt. When I ask why, she says it’s
because she doesn’t accept the authenticity of Angelina Jolie and
because Brad dumped poor Jennifer Anniston all those years ago.
Ofra knows how to hold a grudge.
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Tuesday, February 17:
This is not a good morning for me and at 8:00 I am on the phone
to the Randolph Surgery – my light-headedness, which has
persisted on and off for the last ten days, seems to have left me
in a foggy state today and I know it is time to seek some sort
of medical intervention. Reception seems to see no chance for
a timely appointment with Dr. Berger, but she is also the duty
doctor today and, within just a few minutes, she returns my call,
and makes an appointment for me at 10:20. This means that I
can make it the park at the usual time and then just go on to this
rendezvous.
I am focused enough to remember that today is Wendy’s birthday
and to grab a card before hitting the streets. When I give it to her,
after receiving the coffee she has paid for this morning, I tell her
that this card has dogs on it, as do most of those in my desk, but
hers should probably have chickens now. Other celebrants include
Ofra, Janet, Peter, Debbie, Hanna, Clare and Danielle. The latter is
still fretting over the abandonment of her pet in Los Angeles; she
tells us she Skyped her mom last night so that she could at least
see Bella and that she may just have to get on a plane and retrieve
the little madam. There are lots of goodies on the tabletop this
morning, including the boysenberry cookies again and a box of
biscuits from M&S, but I don’t take any food today. (Bailey tries
to help himself to some of this festive fare – so the lid has to be
secured.) The ladies seem to be obsessed with facial cosmetology
this morning and this is only one reason why I tune out.
At about 10:10 I pull myself to my feet and begin a slow and
cautious creep down the Randolph roadway and then on to
the surgery itself, where I am seen almost immediately. Dr.
Berger checks pulse and blood pressure and finds both of these
satisfactory. I have to follow her finger with my eyes and to
describe in detail my history of drunken progress – although, of
course, I have had no alcohol in days. She remembers a similar
episode last summer and says that she feels I may be suffering
from labyrinthitis, a condition affecting the inner ear. She writes
out a prescription and says she will call me on Thursday. I hand
in the document at Vineyard Chemists and do a little shopping
on Maida Vale Parade while it is being attended to. When I get
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home I notice I am to take my pills with or after food so it will be
lunchtime before I begin my therapy – I hope it works.
Wednesday, February 18:
Cathy convinces me to take my stick with me when it is time
for me to head to the park this morning. I do feel a bit more
secure with this instrument but, at the same time, it is hard to
tell whether my steadier pace is due to my first three pills, taken
yesterday, or to the cane itself. It is chilly this morning but there
is also a radiant sunshine – I am not surprised, of course, for the
latest weather oracle in our midst – Ofra’s telephone – predicted
just this outcome yesterday. Near the clubhouse I overtake
Makiko, walking with baby Alberto strapped to her chest. She has
announced that a naming ceremony for the baby will take place
on May 16 but now she tells me that the Humanist organization
wants a lot of money to conduct this rite and I have a suggestion.
Would a former Professor of Humanities be able to conduct such a
ceremony – no charge?
I have to answer many questions about the presence of a walking
stick at my side – though, in this fashion, I am able to suggest
that I may not be here tomorrow – since I have to wait in for Dr.
Berger’s call. Our group this morning does not include Makiko,
who has gone home by now, but present are Ofra, Janet, Karen,
Peter and Hanna. Vlad is sitting at his little table behind us and in
the corner a couple with a gray Shih-Tzu have taken up residence.
Janet says that Daisy-Mae would really like to attack this
newcomer but she is prevented from doing so, having been pinned
down on a maternal lap. Janet has also brought Sparkie with her
today – Winnie is at home, having registered her appraisal of this
foreign location with a gigantic fart. Failing to find his own usual
lap Sparkie honors the strangers in the corner by jumping into
their laps in turn – while Dudley fawns over them as well. This
leaves Tara and Bailey as my principal customers.
Remembrance is a principal topic of conversation among the
coffee drinkers – and not just because Hanna announces that she
has managed to lose two pair of leather gloves in one month or
because Ofra complains that she has managed to remember items
for both Makiko and Danielle this morning and neither is present
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to receive them. No, the debilities of old age take the highest
priority in our chat, mostly occasioned by Ofra’s plaint that her
ancient mother in Jerusalem can’t remember her own daughter
anymore or any of the recipes that she was famous for preparing.
Ofra has announced that mom’s Filipina carer is going on holiday
at Easter time and she may have to return to Israel herself to
look after her mother. As we continue there surface a number of
tales involving the death of friends, parents and other relatives.
Ofra says that when she gets like some of these people she hopes
someone will just give her a pill. Today should have been a
Sainsbury day for me (it’s been three weeks) but I don’t feel up
to such a grand expedition and, when we get up to leave, I decide
to head down to Hamish II for some needed provisions. The tree
trimmers are still about so this is a perilous journey – even with a
walking stick.
Thursday, February 19:
“Did I wake you up?” This is the voice of the ever-efficient Dr.
Berger, calling to check on my state of health at 8:10 this morning.
I am able to report that I do think the pills are having some effect
– I certainly feel far less foggy than I did on Tuesday and my
walking is also improved. Dr. Berger makes some adjustments to
the daily dosage and asks me to check back on Monday if I am
still having difficulties. This early intervention means that I have
plenty of time for a shave and a shower before heading off to the
park at the usual hour. I decide to use the stick once again as I pick
my way up the Morshead roadway on a day of pale sunshine and
chilly temperatures – with rain threatened for this afternoon.
Our morning group includes Janet, Ofra, Danielle, Peter, Clare,
Karen and Wendy, with Debbie dropping by to leave little Pucci
with Peter – until Hanna arrives. “Close your knees,” Debbie
says as she drops the tiny Yorkie into Peter’s lap. “Hmm,” Karen
muses, “that’s what my mother always used to tell me.” Karen’s
Dudley is one of my best customers this morning but I have lots of
attention paid to my blue biscuit bag by Bailey, Sparkie, Tara and
Harley. The latter will accept only small morsels, and he is most
insistent that these must be lurking in my biscuit bag as he scrapes
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away at my arm in his greed. Even Pucci accepts two of his tiny
pellets from me this morning.
Danielle is still fretting over the unexpected separation from
Bella, who, her mother reports, is showing signs of distress and
may even have endured a bee sting. Danielle is stressed as well
– with a major move to the States only weeks away and all of
the medical, financial and professional consequences suddenly
pressing down upon her. On a happier note Wendy is able to report
that yesterday Buttercup produced her first two eggs – which will
be boiled later today. She has brought a book of chicken pictures
with her today – so we can see what Buttercup looks like and this
is passed around. While this is taking place Peter receives a phone
call from Wendy –whose phone is in her purse but, evidently,
the phone is on and somehow Peter’s number has been triggered.
Janet and I discuss the latest episodes on EastEnders, some of
which are being shot live this week – as the show celebrates its
thirtieth anniversary. Will they ever get around to revealing who
killed Lucy Beale? They take their time on this show – there have
recently been revelations involving crimes committed by Nick
Cotton on the very first episodes and Janet suggests that they
should blame the murder on Nick now – since he seems to have
died of a heroin overdose a few days ago. “Do you hear those tree
trimmers?” I ask Janet now. “They are right in front of my house,”
I complain, “and I wish I could sit here for another hour but I am
just too cold.”
Friday, February 20:
His owner is waiting impatiently for the white Shar-Pei, Cracker,
to get a move on – as I drop two bills into the post box and head
for the Essendine entrance on a mostly gray February morning.
Janet is coming in behind me with Daisy-Mae and, as I head for
the Morshead roadway (without cane this morning), I encounter
Ellie, her phone planted in its customary position (the right ear).
She thinks Teddy is following her but the willful Cockapoo
has begun a sit-down strike back at the green, having decided
that he’d much prefer a shorter route to the café. Ellie gives in,
retreats, and accompanies me past the clubhouse. She says that
Teddy is now so spoiled that he pokes diners with his paw if
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they are slow in handing him scraps from the dinner table. He
has never sought a treat from me but the same cannot be said for
Seamus the Westie. The latter deserts a large company of dogs
(one being shepherded by the Asian dog walker) and follows me
as I head for the front door of the café – here he climbs my leg
and barks at me in supplication. It’s no use, I’m not opening the
biscuit bag this early.
We have a lively turnout this morning – Ellie, for course, but
also Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Jo Lynn, Hanna, Wendy, Peter, Clare,
Makiko and, back from Shanghai, Davide. Georgie has only been
back one night but already she has both Skye and Dudley in tow
and while we are seated Flora is added to this assemblage. With
Winnie, Harley and Emilio already here that makes four Pugs
in residence. Winnie, of course, is out of luck in her pursuit of
goodies, Emilio shows no interest, but I do get visits from Flora
and Harley. Bailey, showing signs of flop-bot, is first in the queue
but what he would really like is that toasted cheese sandwich that
Makiko has ordered – and Ofra peels off a piece of cheese for her
pet.
Makiko now seems charmed by my suggestion that a retired
Humanities professor would be happy to conduct a naming
ceremony for baby Alberto in May – I can tell, however, that this
will require many hours of pre-ceremony consultation. Makiko is
hoping that all her friends will come and visit if she and Matthew
do take up residence for a few years in the Gulf. When I balk at
this idea Ellie insists that I would love it there – though, as I don’t
like repressive women-hating societies based on unearned wealth,
I’m appalled by conspicuous consumption, I have no interest in
shopping, and I dislike heat and sun, I could offer such views as
an excuse for my reluctance. Instead I merely say, “What would
I do on the second day?” and Ofra (who has both a British and
an Israeli passport) says, “I wouldn’t go there because I’d be too
afraid.”
Saturday, February 21:
The unmistakable sound of rainfall greets my rising this morning
but, though the streets are still wet, conditions have very much
improved when I make my way downstairs at 9:20. For the first
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time I am able to see the beautiful black lacquered door that was
yesterday installed as a replacement for the one destroyed by
thieves a month ago. Outside I discover that it is colder than I
expected – though the sun is trying to break through – and I need
to zip up my coat, cover my head in its hood and don my gloves
as well. In this guise I stand in front of the café door – soon joined
by Georgie. We agree that the first in a new series of Gogglebox
on last night’s Channel 4 was a bit of a disappointment – Georgie
says that the familiar families have become too self-conscious in
their viewing of the weekly TV fare and they are playing for the
camera in their own living rooms.
Outside we have a morning grouping of Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Dan,
Davide, Hanna, Karen, Peter and Makiko. Dan takes advantage
of Davide’s departure for the coffee counter to tell us that, after
a visit to the hypnotherapist, his partner is not smoking and that
we must not mention smoking in any way – lest this trigger some
sort of setback. This we promise to do – but almost immediately
(perhaps after an argument over who gets to choose the design
and style of the new ironing board) Davide himself tells us that
he is not smoking. Georgie pulls out a cigarette of her own but
we have to tell her she can’t smoke it – not because of Davide but
because she is sitting next to Ofra and the latter has just accepted
temporary delivery of baby Alberto – while Makiko goes inside
to order her own coffee. Alberto, four months old now, is quite
interested in the passing scene – which occasionally earns a
beatific smile. By the time Makiko returns Dan has claimed the
baby. When Alberto is at last returned to his mother I note that his
cap is now on backwards – just like Peter’s.
There is not much activity to report in the canine category this
morning. Georgie has brought only Sparkie and Skye – and they
do join the biscuit queue, sharing turns with Bailey. But Winnie
(getting many compliments on her weight loss) and Daisy-Mae
show no interest in food today. I am waiting to see how Winnie
reacts when Davide’s toasted cheese sandwich arrives and the
tension is augmented by a solemn lecture from Dan – who
says that when the woman from the kitchen arrives with this
treat we often fail to respond cordially (and collectively) to her
habitual “Good morning.” The problem today is that Davide has
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ordered no sandwich so neither Winnie’s reaction nor ours can
be measured. As we get up to leave I tell Ofra that tonight, in its
foreign crime series, BBC 4 will begin broadcasting the first two
episodes of Hostages, an Israeli drama in Hebrew. I think she may
have seen it and it will be weeks before I do – I still have several
episodes of Nordic Noir to watch and all but the first two episodes
of the French series, Spiral.
Sunday, February 22:
A glance at the exterior thermometer convinces me that I had
better wear my long underwear this morning – just as well that
these garments have not joined others in the first load of wash,
which I have set awhirl just before making my departure. It is
quite cold outside but there is some pale sunshine to help brighten
the scene. The café has already opened its doors and I am only
fourth in line, soon followed by Janet. Outside we also have
Georgie Ofra, Dan, Davide, Debbie, Karen, Peter, Matthew and
Makiko. The latter is quite puzzled over a fierce financial debate
that is taking place among the breakfasters just as she arrives. It
sounds as though they are discussing ways to address the national
debt but, in fact, they are debating whether or not £3.80 is too
much to pay for a sandwich with two pieces of bacon.
To my surprise Emilio comes by for a biscuit this morning – his
pink tongue unfurled on his chin. There is still an ongoing debate
on the dietary habits of his fellow Pug, the dowager Winnie, and
Dan is soon flying into a rage when Davide relents and gives his
pet a few slivers of expensive bacon. “You might as well drive a
knife into her heart,” Dan says dramatically. It is true that Winnie,
encouraged by this gesture, is soon renewing her entreaties at
my knee – where Tara, Bailey and Sparkie are already active.
When these animals are not feeding they are active in their role as
guardians of our sacred compound. This is demonstrated in their
hysterical reaction to the presence of Bonaparte at our fence and,
a little later (in our own version of The Beagle Has Landed) of
Hugo.
Alberto once again makes the rounds – with Dan and Ofra each
claiming a turn or two with the baby held in their laps. (Then Ofra
and Georgie choose Vlad’s abandoned table behind us for their
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ritual fags – so the baby will not breathe in any smoke.) Matthew,
who seems charmed by the notion of my presiding over a naming
ceremony for the baby in May, is sitting next to me and I have
the opportunity of bringing our resident physician up to date on
my latest adventures with labyrinthitis. Perhaps I shouldn’t have
started for soon I am getting alternative diagnoses (BPPV?) and
this is quite confusing – or, should I say, disorienting. In other
news Karen has joined a new Pilates class, Debbie has seen Fifty
Shades of Grey, and Peter is distraught over the red card issued
yesterday to the QPR captain, the ill-disciplined Joey Barton.
Peter does have some good news for the punters among us –
yesterday’s choices produced a win worth £1.77. (I forbear noting
that what this really means is that, instead of losing our usual
£2.00, we have lost only 23 pence.)
Monday, February 23:
It’s going to be another frigid morning and so I have wisely
donned long-johns again. I am cheered by the watery sunshine
but my hands remained buried in my pockets as I make my way
up the Morshead roadway. Here I pass Davide and Georgie and
assorted dogs. I can tell that Georgie is quizzing Davide on his
no-smoking regimen; our Sardinian friend is saying that he still
craves the odd cigarette but, curiously, he finds he is drinking
less too. I am first in the coffee queue this morning and I am soon
seated among a breakfast club that includes Davide and Georgie,
of course, but also Karen, Ellie, Janet, Ofra, Peter and Makiko.
I pass over to Peter my 23 pence – with yesterday’s bounteous
winnings this is all that is needed to refresh my stake for this
weekend’s turf action.
I notice that these days Georgie seems to be specializing in daycare for dogs. Today she has Skye and Tilly in this category but
the owner of Flora also drops off her pet while we are seated. The
latter is wearing a turquoise halter – as is Emilio – now we have
color-coordinated Pugs. Flora does come by for a biscuit or two
but Tilly is first in the queue, trembling with excitement. Dudley,
Sparkie, Tara (here with Vlad) and Bailey are also among my
customers this morning. Daisy-Mae accepts a biscuit but only so
she can guard it beneath Janet’s chair. When none of the other
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dogs express any interest she returns to her usual pose on Janet’s
lap. Today Winnie spends the session in Davide’s lap and Teddy,
who is fragrant and fluffy after a visit to the groomer, nestles into
Ellie’s lap and snaffles up the croissant crumbs.
No one has stayed up to watch the Oscars last night but Ellie says
that Eddie Redmayne won the best actor award. Ofra wants to
know if anyone has watched Mission: Survive – though she can’t
quite believe that the host is named Bear Grylls, since this sounds
like something that the survivors should be having for dinner.
(That’s all right, when I check on the spelling of this name I
discover that our host has named his children Marmaduke Mickey
Percy and Huckleberry Edward Jocelyne.) None of us has watched
this program and (trying not to sound too stuffy, since I do watch
I’m A Celebrity) I add that in a week in which we have watched
poor African refugees drowning in their dozens in the desperate
attempts to reach European shores I don’t need to be watching
Bear putting celebrities through scenes of contrived peril. Ofra
says this is what her Ricky says. While we are on the subject of
TV I tell Makiko that I need her help in a new Japanese marketing
idea. We need to approach the makers of Kikkoman Soy Sauce,
whose ads have begun to appear on our screen, with a new slogan.
A defeated husband comes home after a hard day at the office
and his wife cheers him up with a meal enlivened with lashings
of the famous soy sauce. And the slogan – “Kikkoman when he’s
down!”
Tuesday, February 24:
The sun has been shining for several hours when it is time for me
to head to the park this morning and, emboldened by its presence,
I decide not to add an extra layer to my ensemble today, that is no
long underwear. It is indeed not too bad outside and I can even
leave my head with only my black cap in place – no need for the
coat’s hood atop this chapeau. As I make my way toward the café
I am overtaken by a chap pushing a bike while Sid, the Yorkiepoo,
rushes alongside. As I enter the already open café doors Sid is, in
fact, being admitted to our compound so he can touch noses with
our lot. I am followed into the café by Ofra, whose turn it is to
order the coffees for all her pals – but there is a bit of a disaster as
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she exits since the front doors themselves aren’t working properly
and there is often a certain amount of spillage just to get through
them.
For a weekday we have a very robust turnout indeed – for in
addition to Ofra was have Georgie, Janet, Davide, Clare, Karen,
Wendy, Ellie, Peter, Makiko, Danielle, Yara and Hanna – though
the latter sits at her own little table in a sunny corner. Georgie has
brought little Flora with her and this is not acceptable to DaisyMae, who is occupying the seat Makiko has painstakingly inserted
for herself. When Daisy-Mae growls at the little Pug, however,
Flora launches herself at her adversary – with Janet grabbing her
pet and Georgie rushing forward to put a lead on Flora. Soon I
have the usual lineup at my knee – but nothing for you, Winnie.
Bailey, Sparkie and Harley are the principal visitors but when I
complain about all the scraping Danielle suggests that my blue
bag is the cause of this effect and I have no one to blame but
myself.
Yara, whose turn it is to cuddle Alberto, tells us that she has just
returned from a trip to Dubai and an even briefer one to India –
where she was denied admission because she didn’t know you
need a visa there – I tell her I know a firm that will do all the
legwork, as they did for me in the fall of 2013, should she wish
to try again. In other travel news Janet is planning an April trip
with Liz to Sardinia – with Davide as host. The latter says that he
needs to go to the airport today in order to complete a course in
food and hygiene – and he is not best pleased. We discuss recent
episodes of EastEnders, where, last night, we saw Nick Cotton’s
lifeless body carted off – but then we’ve seen this before. I ask if
anyone saw the last episode of Broadchurch, broadcast last night,
and Janet has – this popular ITV drama managed to carry over the
crime committed in the first series to a trial in the second – when
the detectives had two new murders to solve as well. By this time
the dramatic Dorset cliffs near West Bay, which served as the
setting for both series, are embedded in the minds of millions of
viewers – but I can say I covered all this territory on foot while
walking the South West Way in 1997. Janet now reports that
Renata, having undergone surgery at University College Hospital,
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is at last able to receive visitors – she will go tomorrow; Wendy
goes today.
Wednesday, February 25:
A light rain is just concluding its work as I head for the park on an
ever-brightening Wednesday morning. Just ahead of me is Davide,
walking with a slow-moving Winnie and I pass other dog owners
in front of the clubhouse. Several minutes ahead of schedule the
doors of the café have been thrown open – I wish: these days it
is always a mystery which door will actually swing open, thus
permitting normal egress for a man with a coffee cup rather than
one undergoing a swampy battle. I am the first at the counter and,
as usual, the second to take a seat – since Peter is almost always
in residence when the rest of us arrive. Today we are joined by
Davide, Ofra, Danielle, Clare, Janet and Georgie.
Georgie has brought Sparkie (who has much work to do since a
tractor is clogging the lane), Skye, who sniffs every knee before
coming to a halt before mine, and Pucci, who is made to stand
on the wet tiles, shivering. I know the tiles are wet because my
trouser legs are soon in a similar condition as Skye is joined
by Bailey, Sparkie and Harley here. Davide, disappointed by
his stuffed ciabatta, doles out portions of this sandwich to our
assembled animals and I suspect that Winnie is a surreptitious
beneficiary – for encouraged by this largesse she has soon joined
the queue at my feet. When Sparkie returns to the fence to barrack
a passing Poodle its owner says (to her own pet), “Sorry, you’re
not a member of this club.”
Danielle is still preoccupied with the abandoned Bella – and
now thinks that her pet may have been bitten by a spider. Human
health matters also emerge as topics of conversation. Davide
reports that he has smoked a few cigarettes but he has been unable
to finish them and that his pleasure is sabotaged by guilt. Ofra
reports that her power plate exercise sessions have left her so
sore that she can’t even put on her own clothes. I am reminded
that I have suggested (via Makiko) that the power plate ought to
serve as a model for Matthew – who needs to patent a medical
version of this machine for the benefit of vertigo sufferers, who,
otherwise, need to be shaken by their doctors in order to dislodge
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the mischievous inner ear crystals we have been talking about
recently. At this point someone spots the aforementioned Makiko,
making her way toward us with Emilio and the baby’s carriage.
She’s left it too late today, for such a siting does not prevent a
mass exodus. I don’t know where the others are heading but I
have a rendezvous with Sainsbury’s Ladbroke Grove, where I
haven’t been for four weeks and from which I need to replenish
my supply of dog treats – even though I don’t own a dog.
Thursday, February 26:
It is a cold and damp day today and one can only be thankful that
is is not actually raining yet. Bonaparte is just being ushered from
the park as I make my way along the Morshead roadway, heading
for the distant beacon that is the café’s front door. Vlad follows
me into this establishment – it is his turn to fetch Peter’s coffee.
Then we return to our compound where the morning assemblage
also includes Janet, Georgie, Ellie, Yara, Claire, Dan and, just
stopping by after a session in the gym, Danielle.
I make the mistake of hand-feeding Skye – who finds fingers
just as satisfactory a snack as the odd Shapes biscuit. Tara is
also a snatcher and usually I remember to toss goodies to these
two animals. By contrast, Bailey, Harley and Sparkie can be
hand-fed, but only after they have scraped up a symphony on
my trouser legs. Today Yara insists that she doesn’t want any
dogs badgering her for treats so, after a brief sojourn among the
smokers, she returns to her seat for a bowl of beetroot soup and
then, in a strategy designed to re-direct any canine concern for the
breadsticks that have accompanied this food, she hands the latter
to me. Sure enough, I am soon breaking up the first stick for all
the doggy mouths at my knees. Yara also hands me a foil-wrapped
pat of butter but I refuse to add this condiment to the mix. The
sandwich lady says good morning as she makes a delivery to our
table but, in spite of Dan’s recent admonitions, I am the only one
to respond.
Janet now reports that she visited Renata in hospital yesterday but
the patient should be able to come home today – with her friend
Julia, who has been looking after Maxi, moving in with her for a
while. I hand Ofra something as well – in a month or so I have at
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last accumulated five £2 coins, and these are gratefully received
by the hoarder. Dan tells us that he has been to a premiere of the
new Carole King musical, Beautiful, and that, to the surprise of
the performers, Carole and her songwriters appeared on stage
at the end of the show. He is reminded that next month he will
be part of a contingent of ticket agents who will visit Las Vegas
and Elton John as part of the tenth anniversary celebrations for
another musical, Billy Elliott. Soon he is getting plenty of advice
on where to stay and what to eat from Ellie, who says that her
stay at the Wynn Hotel was an oasis of civility after a holiday
roughing it in a cabin belonging to a famous lodge in Yosemite.
Here the Sacajawea of St. John’s Wood convinced herself that
bears were about to rip through the window bars, that raccoons
were scratching away in an attempt to gain entrance, that worms
were lurking in the roughhewn furniture and, indeed there was one
spider – whose menace required a quick retreat to the security of
the locked bathroom. And I remember courting all that danger by
sleeping in a tent in Yosemite over half a century ago.
Friday, February 27:
It is very bright today but, as a quick glance at the windowsill
thermometer reveals, also quite cold. Forewarned, I make sure
to add my long-johns to the usual ensemble and I am off at the
usual hour. As I make my way up the Morshead roadway I pass
an American woman who is waiting for her mid-sized brown dog,
Bubbles, to vacate the forbidden running track. This is always an
embarrassing moment for a dog owner (and I tell her that this has
happened to me on many an occasion); in the present instance
not only does Bubbles want to do the 100 yard-dash she wants to
roll excitedly on the the track surface as a form of warm-up. Now
I am free to approach the café, which seems to be a long time in
offering its good offices to the assembled coffee drinkers outside
– to make up for it they have already spotted me and my coffee is
waiting as I approach the counter.
Our grouping includes Karen, Clare, Georgie, Danielle, Janet, Jo
Lynn and Peter. Tilly has spotted me in front of the cafe door and
she has completed several frenetic circles before I am able to sit
down and open the biscuit bag. Winnie spends most of the session
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in Jo’s lap – and even gets one or two tidbits in consequence.
Harley seems to reject most of what I offer this morning, finally
accepting some shards of Sainsbury’s version of a Schmacko strip.
This leaves Bailey, Sparkie and Dudley as the reliable consumers
of Shapes biscuits. Meanwhile Janet is trying to interest DaisyMae in some bacon from Georgie’s sandwich – but the sleepy
Shih-Tzu remains unmoved. (Danielle is called upon to offer
advice on the gunk in Daisy-Mae’s eyes.) When he is not snacking
Sparkie is barking for England – but when we turn around to see
what it is that has excited the Yorkie we are delighted to discover
a new puppy. This is a tiny Cairn named Dougal, making his first
visit to the park today. His owner says she would sit with us but
she has brought her elderly mother and it is too cold for the latter
to sit outside.
The morning’s conversation is dominated by the news that the
identity of the ISIS spokesman and executioner, “Jihadi John,”
has at last been publicly revealed – and the shock is that he is
one of us. Of course his accent long ago revealed his London
origins but we now learn that he attended the university which
served as Janet’s employer for many years and that his family
lives only a few doors away from Linda in Queen’s Park. (There
is, however, principled resentment over the suggestion, made
by some apologists yesterday, that we are to be blamed for his
descent into barbarity because we weren’t nice enough to the
chap.) After international politics is dealt with we turn to money
matters. Danielle (whose fluorescent green trainers require us
to put on our dark glasses) says that banker husband Ben is on
a work assignment in Europe – she isn’t quite sure where – “it’s
one of those ‘S’ countries, Switzerland or Sweden.” Georgie
reports that she has found one of those dud £2 coins, the one that
has “Remember, Remember the Fifth of November” embossed
with “Pemember” instead. Janet is collecting a fiver from lottery
participants, then Ofra remembers to top up her turf stakes with
Peter – but she hasn’t pemembered that she still owes me a tenner
for those £2 coins I gave her yesterday. It is now time to head for
home and the morning’s chief errand, a visit to the 123 Cleaners.
Against my flow I seem to encounter a veritable menagerie this
morning: first Emilio, just arriving at the café with Makiko and
Matthew, then, near the clubhouse, a large herd including Seamus,
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Harold, Maggie and Flora, then, once I have left the park, a
number of animals still heading for this oasis: Thomas, Skye and
Cosmo.
Saturday, February 28:
And so we come to the end of another month in Paddington Rec.
The day is dour, with a cold damp grayness pervading all. In front
of me, on the Morshead roadway, I can see Georgie with Sparkie
and a Pug – but I know it is not Winnie even though I never
manage to catch up with this party. (The Pug in question is again
Flora.) I have only a short wait at the coffee counter – where, for
once, we seem to have no Saturday crush – and I am followed into
the café by Janet and Karen. And by Dudley, who seems to have
the run of this forbidden interior space these days. I let him out
when I exit with my coffee and he uses his unique freedom to rush
out to the green for a play period with some of his pals.
In addition to the three aforementioned ladies we have today
Peter, Hanna, Matthew, Makiko, and Dan – here with the real
Winnie. The latter is part of a trio of Pugs today, but most of the
attention goes to Emilio, who has a sore paw again and limps
around on all threes until he settles into Matthew’s lap – where his
cousin Flora actually kisses the injured paw. While we are cooing
over this happenstance, however, Winnie manages to purloin a
biscuit – an embargoed item these days – and she now sits smiling
beatifically in Dan’s lap, a telltale crumb hanging from her jowls.
Dan says that Winnie’s paw problems have benefitted from the
installation of a set of steps – which means she doesn’t have
to leap down from the sofa anymore at home, thus saving her
foot from an unpleasant impact. (Debbie evidently has a similar
arrangement for Pucci.) Matthew is urged to add this item of
furniture to his own establishment; he says that what is really
needed is a red velvet carpet for his pet – one that covers the
Morshead roadway as well.
Karen has prepared some delicious biscuits with almond frosting
– and these are greatly appreciated. She says that this afternoon
she has a “date” – well, the gentleman in question thinks of it as
a date, but his anticipatory texts are beginning to creep her out.
Dan reports that he and his friend Brian dined last night at Jinjuu,
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a new Korean restaurant that features fried chicken. I ask him if he
can specify the differences between this KFC and that of Colonel
Sanders but he claims that he has never eaten at the Kentucky
version. (He is also keen to tell us that yesterday a friend brought
to his workplace Ozzie, a Pug belonging to Ronan Keating.)
Meanwhile, the flashing tabloids on our tabletop do not let us
forget the latest local sensation, the revelation that Jihadi John
enjoyed a seemingly uneventful childhood in our midst. Georgie
says that yesterday a journalist, trying to track down former
schoolmates of the terrorist, actually rang her bell, hoping that a
classmate, now long gone, was still living in her building.
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Sparkie on patrol.
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Sunday, March 1:
Yesterday’s breakfast meeting in the park has had an overnight
sequel, at least for Janet, Georgie and me, for at 7:00 or so we
were the guests of Jo Lynn at her flat in St. John’s Wood. Jo had
prepared a magnificent roast beef dinner for us. As I waddled
to the sofa at its conclusion I was joined here by hostess Tilly,
snuggled up to me on the left, and guest Daisy-Mae, on my right,
I had to explain to these two ladies why they were seeing me
without my blue biscuit bag – but they were well-treated with
tidbits from our table in recompense. This morning, a sunny
spectacle I can see, I make a thorough job of packing for the
park, including the blue bag and the change I will need for my
cappuccino. I have the right amount today but I can see there may
be a problem tomorrow. I decide to worry about this later and,
anyway, I tell myself hopefully, all this will change when Peter
presents us punters with all our Saturday winnings – if any.
Outside I realize that there is also a chill wind blowing across the
park. Tired from last night’s walk to the Wood I make my way
up the Morshead roadway and reach the café just as it is opening
its doors. From the security of its welcoming warmth I can see
that the boisterous Khalifa has just mugged a Chinese toddler –
well, that is how the youngster reacts – Khalifa has just wanted
to shower the chap with kisses. Order is restored and the parents
mollified by the time I have taken a seat at our table; this morning
we have Peter, Hanna, Wendy, Karen, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Dan
and Makiko. The sore-pawed Emilio has been left at home and
Winnie again has to be denied treats but there is plenty for Dudley,
Sparkie and Bailey to snack on. Daisy-Mae charges the fence on
a number of occasions, reacting noisily to the passage of other
animals.
After we have been seated for a while, and in response to my
earlier ruminations, Peter produces for me and Ofra a brown
envelope containing £23.88 each – we have had a good day at
the track after all. (And, so Janet informs us, the lottery syndicate
won a £25 prize as well.) Needless to say, Ofra is delighted with
Peter’s envelope and her happiness is dimmed only slightly when
I remind her she still owes me £10 for all those £2 coins I gave
her a few days ago. I ask her how her weekend in Nottingham
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played out. She says that the hotel chosen for this visit to son
Guy was a fancy golfing lodge – from which dogs were excluded
– and that there were definite complications when Bailey started
to gambol over the greens. “I wouldn’t take Bailey to a hotel
anyway,” I add, “imagine the complications when he discovers
the number for room service.” Ofra (dubbed the “baby whisperer”
by Makiko) swoops up Alberto – while uncle Dan, two sachets
of sugar hanging from his lips, makes walrus sounds. (Alberto
doesn’t know whether to laugh or cry.) Dan now introduces the
topic of smoking again – with Davide’s struggles uppermost in
his mind. He recommends the NHS smoking cessation clinic to
both Georgie and Ofra, but the latter resists and voices are raised.
Someone suggests it is time to make a move but Ofra says she
isn’t budging – she needs two more minutes to finish her cigarette.
Monday, March 2:
It is colder than I expected this morning and this means that the
jacket hood has to go up, the zipper has to be raised and the gloves
donned as well. At least it is bright and sunny. I am the first to be
admitted to the café this morning and my coffee is already waiting
for me. But when I take it to our table there is no one else about –
a situation soon remedied by the sequential appearance of Georgie
and Davide, then Janet, then Makiko, then Ofra, then Danielle,
then Ellie, then Lisa, the American woman who owns little Flora.
Lisa has to answer lots of questions about her talented twelveyear-old daughter. The family has been living in Italy (dad a pilot)
and only recently did they come to London, where the daughter
was enrolled in the Sylvia Young Theater School. She is now a
finalist for the role of Annie in a UK touring company. I suggest
that after studying opera in Italy she should be able to belt out
“Tomorrow,” and that Sylvia Young is certainly the school to go to
if you have to miss classes on account of your career. “Mind you,”
I add to Makiko, “there seemed to be no trouble in young model
Devon Aoki missing most of her classes, mine included, at the
American School.”
Flora is a lively presence at our feet and even Dudley has to tell
her off. It doesn’t take long for her to learn just how to place her
paws on my knees at feeding times – she has such a good mentor
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in Sparkie. To my surprise Emilio, who is no longer limping,
comes by for two biscuits this morning. Winnie comes by and has
to be disappointed again but Bailey is more fortunate. He scrapes
away at my sleeve as though he had never been fed – then goes
off to scrape his bottom on the bricks, a classic case of “flop bot.”
Danielle has brought with her some surplus dog food – since it
seems to be ever more unlikely that Bella will be returning to
these shores.
Indeed, Danielle now says that she and Ben are supposed to make
their move to Manhattan on the 19th of this month and this will
be a melancholy moment for all of us. Ben’s flat is on the market
but Davide says that buyers may want to judge what effect the
general election (the first week of May) may have on house
prices before making an offer. Makiko waits for Ofra to finish
her cigarette before handing baby Alberto over to his auntie. She
says that if he has a stimulating session in the park he can sleep
for a full two hours at home – just time for Makiko to finish her
own work at the computer and on the telephone. I want to hand
something across the table as well – an envelope for Davide
to mail when he next goes to the States – and this now seems
a likely possibility. He needs to have his visa renewed at the
American Embassy today, in which case he will head for Boston
on Saturday. If there is a delay then he is also flying to New York
next week – thus there is a good chance that the same checks I
passed on to him to mail for me weeks ago (the one that never
made it out of Dan’s jacket pocket) may finally get posted.
Tuesday, March 3:
It is agreeably sunny this morning, though no one would call it
warm outside, and, under any circumstances, I am well-defended
in my long underwear today. It would appear that the café is open,
for so its sign says, but the door does not yield to my push and one
of the staff members, who is outside washing the windows, has to
rattle the door himself to attract Lurch’s attention. I am followed
into the warm interior by Clare, Karen, Ellie and Ofra and outside
we also have Peter (who overslept yesterday), Wendy, Georgie,
Janet and, eventually Makiko. Ellie receives a call from Yara –
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who says she is on her way – but, to no one’s surprise, this never
happens.
Harley is grabbing hold of my leg even before I can sit down and
I think he exhausts my supply of Schmacko strips by the time
the session concludes. Sparkie, Bailey and a beautifully groomed
Dudley are content with biscuits but, for Dudley at least, there is
an equally entrancing enticement in the form of tiny Dougal, the
twelve-week-old Cairn puppy, who is brought into our compound
for the first time. At first he remains on lead, then he is allowed
his freedom and Dudley has soon convinced the little fellow that
chasing a white streak around the tables is really good sport.
When the Cairn’s interest in the sport flags Dudley barks loudly
in encouragement and Dougal seems quite alarmed – he is picked
up for an ecstatic cuddle by Karen and then returned to his owner.
Meanwhile Ofra has to leave, but not before she has to shake
Bailey off her leg. She protests that she has not picked up the
puppy or Alberto this morning so there is no reason for her pet to
demonstrate this possessive jealousy.
Ellie has just taken delivery on a new Range Rover and seems just
a bit intimidated by all the new controls and buttons. She is trying
to be positive about any move to Abu Dhabi on Makiko’s part and
the latter seems to be focusing on the resident dolphin population
as an incentive for such a gigantic dislocation. (I do not ask, what
do you do there on the second day?) Meanwhile, another aspect
of Middle Eastern culture returns to the breakfast table with the
news that “Jihadi John” not only attended the same infant’s school
as Georgie’s Lynne but, as an older lad, Quintin Kynaston, the
secondary school just across the street from the American School.
I remind the others that QK used to send its kids to the Rec for
gym classes and sports days and that there can be no doubt that
here we have shared space with the future terrorist – who will not
be getting a blue plaque on the clubhouse wall like another local
youngster made famous, Sir Bradley Wiggins. There is also some
discussion on the gradual improvement in the fortunes of QK over
the years; it was a school that regularly unleashed its thugs to mug
ASL students for their money and their mobile phones – though
this seemed to stop in the wake of 9/11, when the school added a
staff of Israeli security guards to patrol its perimeter.
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Wednesday, March 4:
Why do the tree trimmers always leave one tree unattended to?
This question is uppermost in my mind as I hit the streets on a
chilly but bright Wednesday morning – for I can see yet another
dread yellow no parking notice hanging from a pole outside my
study window. I continue on to the Morshead gate, where a bristly
tree down here has also merited a yellow sign, and continue on
toward the café. Around the corner comes Fly, pursued at a trot by
an amused Jasmine Guinness. Next to the clubhouse the Asian dog
walker is sitting on a bench with the Scotties, Harold and Maggie
at her feet. I manage to sneak by – before Seamus has spotted me,
the biscuit man – and reach the desired door. It says “Open,” but
again it is not.
The turnout this morning includes Clare, Peter (who has been
sunning himself around the corner), Karen, Georgie, Janet,
Ofra, Wendy, Makiko and Davide – though today the latter has
brought his parents, here on a brief visit from Sardinia. To my
great surprise, Georgie has brought only her own Sparkie to the
park this morning. He is soon in the biscuit queue, sharing turns
at my elbow with Dudley, Harley and Bailey. Harley is again
very hard to please, even though I have refreshed my blue bag
with a number of bite-sized treats. Bailey soon spots that Wendy
has taken delivery on a sandwich and he is soon getting some
handouts over there. Daisy-Mae has to withstand a barracking
from Emilio but she seems out of sorts anyway. Janet now says
that Danielle thinks that the Shih-Tzu’s eye problems may be
down to a scratch and Georgie holds the madam’s head while
Janet applies some salve. Bailey, as usual, hovers protectively
over Ofra’s boots. “I don’t know what you want,” she tells her
pet. “I know what he wants,” I add, “he wants his anal glands
squeezed.”
Davide’s parents speak only Italian and his mom thinks everybody
else must speak it too – for she has much to say to us in a
language we don’t understand. She has brought some of those
wonderful almond macaroons with her and these are shared out.
There will be no sharing of Alberto this morning, for Davide’s
mom soon takes possession of the smiling presence and squeezes
him protectively on her lap throughout the entire session – the
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baby whisperer doesn’t get a look-in this morning. Davide tells us
that he is hoping to receive his visa from the American Embassy
by this weekend and this leads to a discussion of travel plans. We
understand enough Italian to realize that Davide’s mom will be
cooking a great meal for Janet and Liz when they visit Cagliari in
a few weeks. Karen says that her trip to Capetown is off anyway
but that the cheap flight Davide had discovered for her with
Turkish Airlines involved almost a full day’s stopover in Istanbul.
Ofra says wistfully that she would like to visit Istanbul and I
propose that Karen could use such a stopover to slip across the
Syrian border, as so many British teenagers are doing these days.
This line of thought leads inevitably to more talk about “Jihadi
John.” Yesterday Mayor Boris lashed out angrily at suggestions
that the lad had been mistreated by the security services; today’s
Daily Mail reveals that he and his family were the beneficiaries
of thousands of pounds of taxpayers’ money as part of the local
council housing provision. The words “bite,” “feed,” and “hand”
come to mind.
Thursday, March 5:
The sun is again shining brightly as I head for the park on a quiet
Thursday morning. Off on my left I can see Davide, waiting
patiently for Winnie to complete her morning devoirs and ahead
of me the Asian dog walker is making slow progress with five
animals, including the delightful Maggie and the sturdy Harold –
whom I pause to pet before turning my attentions to the café. The
door of this establishment is soon opened and they have already
started work on my cappuccino.
We have a lively grouping at our table this morning: Davide
(minus parents), Janet, Georgie, Danielle, Clare, Wendy, Peter,
Makiko, Ellie and Lisa, the owner of the ever busy Flora. The
latter ends up on a lap adjacent to that occupied by Sparkie and, as
usual, she tries to wind up her older pal – in this case by kissing
his face, a gesture that soon leads to a lot of protest barking (“Not
here!” “Not now!”) and the loss of lap privileges for both animals.
Harley is hard to please and he rejects most of the tidbits I offer
him this morning (I think he is unnerved by my leather glove) but
eventually he readjusts his thinking and has a good feed. Both
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Sparkie and Daisy-Mae have treatments at the beauty parlor soon
and Janet wonders if hair isn’t getting into her pet’s sore eye.
Danielle has a look at the problem again and seems satisfied that it
is nothing to worry about.
Davide tells us that his mother brought with her this time a
suitcase weighing 21 kilos and containing a cornucopia of
Sardinian delights, including giant lemons, cannelloni, sea
urchins, frozen octopus and sausages. Makiko plucks Alberto
from his carriage so that Auntie Ofra can have a proper turn
today – but when the baby is greeted effusively Peter complains
that no one has said good morning to him like that. (Janet and
Ellie disagree – they did says hello to Peter this morning but he
was sitting on a bench near Mount Bannister and, so we assume,
asleep in the bright sun.) After a while Tanya comes by with the
Weimaraners and Ofra rushes over to the fence to show off her
prize. Only thirty seconds or so are allowed to pass before I can
here Makiko saying, “But I am the mother,” and rushing the fence
herself in order to take part in the babython. These women never
return to their seats for it is time to make a move and, in my case,
another visit to the 123 Cleaners and to Pinky’s (which has been
just another Food & Wine for years).
Friday, March 6:
Just as I reach the Morshead gate I encounter Davide, walking
with the slow-moving Winnie. Our cabin steward is a bit groggy
since he had to leave for the airport at 5:00 this morning in order
to send his parents back to Sardinia. The good news is that his visa
is ready and he will reclaim his passport later his morning; this
also means that he should be able to mail my letter for me – since
he flies to Boston tomorrow and to New York on Tuesday. (Or
does he? The American northeast has had so much nasty weather
that it is not clear that all the airports there will be open.) Davide
tells me that he has received a reminder from Facebook that
yesterday was Vlad’s birthday. When we congratulate our Serbian
friend (who is just now learning that we won £24 each in last
weekend’s racing) he says that this is all a mistake (which he has
never bothered to correct); his birthday is in May.
This morning, in addition to Davide and Vlad, we also have Peter,
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Hanna, Lisa, Clare, Makiko, Ofra, Danielle, Janet and Georgie. I
must say that we are overrun with blonde Pugs this morning: at
our feet we have Harley, Winnie, Emilio and Flora – with Zorro
just entering the park with Debbie. Daisy-Mae and Sparkie will
travel with Janet to the groomer’s this morning and we expect to
see great changes at tomorrow’s rendezvous in the park. Sparkie,
in particular, is scheduled for such a clipping that he will be at
his meerkat best. Hanna has both Pucci, zipped into her leather
jacket so that he can just peer out, and Bonaparte – indeed she will
have the gentle French Bulldog for two weeks while his family
is on holiday in the West Indies. Let us hope that he will not be
regarded as a stranger after such a lengthy time in our midst –
today, still tarred with this designation, he is savagely attacked
by Daisy-Mae, her traditional gesture of welcome directed at
interlopers.
Danielle, who is now scheduled to move to the States in only
twelve days, tells us that yesterday she had a special assignment
as vet-in-residence during the shooting of a Nike commercial that
somehow featured dogs. Today she ends up with baby Alberto in
her lap; Auntie Ofra, after her own turn, predicts that this baby
will be walking at ten months. (Of course he has to learn to crawl
first.) Georgie tells us that, after several weeks, her friend, the
one in flight from an abusive relationship, will be departing today
for her own flat in Ruislip. She also gives us the surprising news
that in Hereford six-year-old Oliver, a frequent cinema-goer, has
announced that he wants to see Fifty Shades of Grey! (Most of the
ladies at our table say they couldn’t even get through the novel.)
Peter, accepting turf money from the local punters, seems rather
unsteady on his feet this morning, but his is not the only physical
complaint. Davide says that he (and Dan) are both sore after
sleeping on secondary perches while his parents had the master
bedroom and that he plans on a long nap after picking up his visa.
And Ofra, after four power plate sessions, says she is so sore she
can barely reach out to pull in Alberto – though somehow she
manages to do just that.
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Saturday, March 7:
With temperatures scheduled to rise dramatically today I decide to
begin the morning with a twenty-five minute stroll around the park
perimeter. It is not that warm yet but it is pleasantly sunny and I
enjoy the movement – however halting it may be. In particular I
want to see the first daffodils, waving bravely at the head of the
running track. There is a great deal of activity in the park this
morning and at the café there is the usual Saturday morning queue
– slow moving in part because there are four kids in it and they
can never decide which of the unhealthy treats they most want
before mom or dad says no. Our turnout today includes Georgie,
Janet, Ofra, Dan, Davide, Matthew, Makiko, Peter and Hanna.
Georgie has brought Bonaparte to the park this morning and he
seems to enjoy the company of all these people and their dogs
– until he is again attacked by Daisy-Mae. This incident is mere
confirmation of her vicious presence, something that Emilio has
been warning us about since we all sat down. Both Daisy-Mae and
Sparkie have been to the beauty parlor since last we saw them.
Daisy-Mae is a fluffy powder puff but a scalped Sparkie looks
decidedly chilly. In Davide’s lap Winnie earns one or two slivers
of bacon and Dan is irate – “This fat dog doesn’t need bacon!”
Later he calms down by suggesting to his partner, “If Winnie dies,
you know I’ll blame you.”
I give to Davide the deposit envelop I want him to post in the
States – but remembering that Dan forgot to pass on an earlier
version of this missive I can’t help muttering something about
“giving it to the organ grinder and not the monkey.” Matthew is
enjoying a morning off but he has the “twilight” shift at the Royal
Free later this afternoon. Makiko plucks Alberto from his carriage
and the baby makes the rounds of the table. When his Auntie
Ofra begins to bounce the baby on her knee Dan mischievously
confides in Bailey, “Look, Mommy has a new baby and she loves
him more than she loves you.” Vlad, at his own little table behind
us, now comes forward to take pictures of Alberto with his phone
and Makiko says that the baby’s fee is only £10. (I add that there
is also the fine he must pay for taking pictures of children in the
Rec.) Now Ofra, still sore from her exercise regimen, returns the
baby and attempts to stand up – “Oh, my tuchas is so sore.”
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Sunday, March 8:
Again I plunge into the park for an early morning walk –
encouraged by bright sunlight and milder temperatures. I seem to
be far more energetic in my progress around the Rec’s perimeter
today and, indeed, there is time to make a second circuit of
the green – where a dogfight soon leads to an angry exchange
between two of the owners. I am often asked by other coffeestarved consumers when the café will open its doors and, as
today, I can assure them that there is not long to wait. While I am
standing outside I can see a potential problem at our table – a sunseeking Karen has taken my seat! I am prepared to argue that the
chair in question has a restricted view at all times and bears the
brunt of the weather on stormy days so, now that it benefits from
its sunny position, it should not go to an interloper – but Karen
has cleared off by the time I return with my coffee.
Vlad is taking a seat at his own little table but our ensemble
includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Matthew, Makiko and
Peter this morning. Georgie has had Bonaparte for a sleepover
and reports that he was a model houseguest, laid back and
accommodating – though he did carve out a position for himself
on the bed and he does like to lean into you with his very solid
body. Dan actually picks the French Bulldog up and gives his
a lap-cuddle, which Bonaparte accepts as his due. Sparkie and
Bailey join Tara in their biscuit-seeking duties but there are one
or two unhappy canine citizens as well. Winnie, though receiving
many compliments on her weight loss, can’t understand why
she is excluded from the feeding station. Soon she is following
the other dogs around, lurking in the background as they bite
into their treats and pouncing on any leftover crumbs. Emilio, of
course, is unhappy because Daisy-Mae is sleeping on Janet’s lap
and he knows that she is just a silent menace. We all have a go at
trying to appease his anxiety. Janet says, “The good thing about
Emilio is that if you tell him to shut up, he does.”
Janet announces that we have won another £25 in last night’s
lottery – it isn’t the bounty we might think it is since we did spend
£16 pounds to get ourselves into this position. Peter says nothing
about yesterday’s racing but he is amused when I suggest that
Alberto, now standing in Dan’s lap and waving his arms about,
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is practicing to be a tick-tack man. As usual, Alberto is a prized
object and after Dan Ofra has a turn – “Am I boring you?” she
asks when Alberto yawns. Even one of Metty’s barista cousins
has a go at lofting the baby today. Matthew now places Emilio
in his lap and this does help the Pug’s mood. Matthew tells me
that we need to confer about Alberto’s naming ceremony but his
next day off will not be until April 3 – and we agree to meet at
Le Cochonnet then. The skies are beginning to darken and there
is some fear that rain may be on its way and we had better make
a move. Bailey has already made one – climbing onto a corner
chair just vacated by the owner of Skippy the Grippet and using
his paws to move plates and cutlery around in a vain attempt at
uncovering some uneaten goodie.
Monday, March 9:
I begin my morning with a complaint – once again I have not
received a timely statement from Barclay’s Bank and now I have
to speak to a distant operator in hopes of obtaining the missing
document. (I have endured a pattern of missing documents ever
since the bank severed its relationship with the Royal Mail and
started using private courier companies instead.) By the time
I have concluded my business I am about five minutes behind
schedule – nevertheless I decide to undertake my quick circuit
of the park, wearing, for the first time in many a month, only
my leather jacket and not my heavier winter coat. The walk is
concluded without incident, though I do notice one wayward
mallard making a pit stop in the environmental pond and two
women, whom I know very well, who don’t notice me at all – the
lure of the mobile phone outweighing in importance any actual
face-to-face encounter with your fellow walkway users.
There is also a small problem with the twin tables under our
green umbrella this morning. One of these has been dragged
away from the central pole, leaving a gap between the two halves
of our world, and no one has bothered to restore any semblance
of wholeness. The consequence of this placement (and Bailey’s
leaping into an empty chair on my left just as Ellie is about to
sit down) is that we are divided into two isolated worlds today –
with Ellie, Karen and Ofra forming their own coven on our left
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(Peter and Wendy are here too) while at my table Dan, Georgie,
Janet and Danielle hold forth. I can’t say, therefore, what is so
fascinating to the ladies on my left – although I am pretty sure it
wouldn’t have any fascination for me. At our table Dan announces
that the nomination ceremonies for the Olivier awards will be
streamed onto our computer screens this morning and, since he
is in charge of the ticketing for the award ceremony itself, he
plans to get his face in front of the camera and we all need to be
tuned in. “Are any of us likely to be nominated?” I want to know
– suggesting that this is a fair question from one who, trying to
find out if anyone wants a copy of one of the doggy books, is
frequently asked, “Am I in it?” Meanwhile Danielle has a list
of household appliances that she wants to give away as part of
her migration to the States – but no one seems to need a food
processor or a coffee grinder.
Bailey has taken that empty seat the better to advance his claim on
my biscuit bag but he soon has rivals in Tara, Sparkie, and Dudley
– with Winnie haunting the winners in this contest in hopes of
picking up some secondary crumbs. After a while Michaela comes
in with her ball sling and Skye and sits down at our table. This
means that the Cairn also has a claim on any treats going but this
morning Skye has other fish to fry. I always complain that these
animals see me only as a source of food but Skye knows I have
an additional function. If he drops his wet, squeaky, filthy green
tennis ball in my lap I will have to get rid of this foul object as
soon as possible and this means he can chase it. Of course there
isn’t much space to throw it in our fenced compound but I do
manage to roll it to various corners – to the delight of the shaggy
fellow. The bright skies have been clouding over and it is quite
gray at the end of the session. Ellie, using her phone as a reference
point, says that it will rain this afternoon. Ofra disagrees, citing
the sunny symbol on her phone. It has to be pointed out that the
symbol represents the here and now and that if she looks further
she will see the future revealed. And so she does and so it is
agreed that rain is coming. I am left with a puzzle – why do you
need to look up the current weather on your mobile phone in the
first place? Why not just look around you? Then I remember that
I might as well be asking our citizens to live in the real world
instead of a virtual one.
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Tuesday, March 10:
It is a lovely sunny morning and, following yesterday’s precedent,
I replace my wool chapeau with a baseball cap – this is always
to be preferred when sunglasses are required, for a bill is also
requisite shelter from the sun. The tree trimmers are at work on
a specimen nearest the Morshead gate so I have to dodge around
them in order to enter the park. I have arrived with plenty of time
for a spirited walk and this time I manage not only to circle the
green twice but also to make it to the top of Mt. Bannister. I have
not been up here recently and I am gratified to discover the purple
crocus patch on the summit.
The café is already open when I conclude my walk and I am
soon seated – happy to observe that our two tables have been
shoved together again. This morning our group includes Ellie,
Clare, Wendy, Peter, Dan, Janet, Danielle, Georgie and Makiko
but it doesn’t take too long for a division in the ranks once again
– and for this we can thank baby Alberto. It often happens that
Makiko parks the baby carriage just behind me, leaving me in
charge while she goes into the café for her coffee. Today, in the
absence of Ofra (who has called in to make her excuses) it is Dan
who takes advantage of this situation to pluck the baby from his
nest. But when Makiko returns she and Dan take the baby off to
the little corner table in the sun – and for this defection we can
blame Georgie, who has just ignited a cigarette, a gesture that has
propelled the protective mother to insist on the removal of her
infant’s lungs. For her part, Danielle is greatly distracted by all
the chores she must complete prior to next week’s move; today
these are led by getting the MOT on the car she wants to sell but,
every time she calls to speak to the mechanic who has just begun
servicing her car, the dim receptionist says, “Let’s first schedule
your car for its MOT.”
Harley is my principal petitioner this morning and I do have a
variety of tiny treats for the greedy Pug. Tara is here and so is
Sparkie, with Winnie lurking in the background, ready to pounce
on any available crumbs. Once a tiny treat intended for Harley
falls into the well of the umbrella stand and Winnie goes mad
trying to scrape it out – Dan has to get down on his hands and
knees and dig it out for her. Emilio is having a manic meltdown
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over the innocent presence of Daisy-Mae but I am able to get
him to stop if I hold on to his collar. Georgie has brought Pucci
in his basket and the Teacup Yorkie is delivered to Peter’s lap,
where he sits happily throughout the session. This gives Peter the
opportunity of making a close inspection of his visitor’s collar
and soon we hear, “P-u-c-c-i, I never would have spelled it that
way!” I tell Ellie that Pucci has a brother named Gucci but there
is no point in telling Peter that the style gurus have in any way
influenced the naming of these pets – one can be certain that Peter
has never heard of either chap.
Wednesday, March 11:
Well, what is one to do when the rest of one’s day lies blasted in
ruins by the knowledge that the BBC have had had to suspend
Jeremy Clarkson again? This is the news that Cathy brings me
as I ready myself for another morning in the park. She says that
this time the boy who would not grow up (a large British tribe
headed by Ant and Dec) has punched a producer because his
dinner was not ready when the filming of his weekly motor show
had come to an end. We discuss these matters, and the anguish
of Top Gear fans, who have been told not to expect their favorite
show this week, as Cathy and I address a problem left us by John
the Window Cleaner. John broke the window catch in my study
and, months later, he has not appeared to replace it, as promised
– meaning that there is no way to open the window and water the
pots on the sill. Or is there no way? Today I use a long-handled
knife sharpener, encased in an oven mitt to prevent scratching,
and push the window up from the top of its molding. Cathy is
astonished at the success of this operation. “They don’t call me
Mr. Fix-it for nothing,” I boast.
It is a sunny morning in the park but there is a chill wind blowing
and I am glad I don’t have to stand around for long before being
admitted to the cozy confines of the café. This morning I have to
put out most of the chairs needed for our table myself – and these
are soon occupied by Janet (soon off to an art class), Georgie,
Danielle, Ofra, Karen, Clare, Wendy, Jo Lynn, Hanna and Peter.
Georgie is here with Sparkie and Pucci but the latter, after some
time in Peter’s lap, ends up inside Hanna’s leather jacket. I am
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careful not to overfeed Tilly but Winnie is told that if another dog
drops it, she can have it. She doesn’t really need to be reminded
of this and we can see her shadowing the other treat-seekers at my
feet… the fussy Harley, the insistent Sparkie, the greedy Bailey.
Out of the green I can see the Asian dog walker with Harold and
Maggie. Harold is rolling in the mud, much to the distress of his
walker, but he is saying, “Hey, we Scotties are best-in-show and
we can roll in the mud if we want to.” The reference is to the
recently concluded edition of Crufts, where the poisoning of a
number of dogs is still being investigated.
At our table, assisted by the tabloids, the coffee drinkers are
debating the apology issued yesterday to the families of three
Bethnal Green students by the commissioner of the Metropolitan
Police. It is true that it was probably not a good idea to let students
carry home a letter from the police, warning parents that another
classmate had already joined up with the Islamic state in Syria.
But, so our breakfasters want to know, where is the apology
from the parents of these misguided girls? – parents who have
raised teens who would tear up such letters, steal family jewels to
finance their expedition, take off without letting a single member
of their family know where they are going, and cost the state
untold money and manpower trying to get them back? While these
matters are under discussion Ellie tales delivery on a full English
breakfast and soon everyone is invited to indulge in some of
Metty’s famous chips. This would seem to be counterproductive to
those in the throes of a severe exercise regimen – today it is Karen
who complains of being being sore all over. (I ask her how much
would she give me to take over my 11:30 appointment with Julie
the osteopath this morning.) Then the ladies are back on another
favorite topic – Botox and plastic surgery (with two of them
scheduled for almost immediate intervention) and, having nothing
to contribute to such a discussion, I’m off.
Thursday, March 12:
My progress along the walkways of Paddington Rec could hardly
be described as lively this morning – I usually find that a session
on the physiotherapist’s table leaves me somewhat exhausted,
and so it is today. The morning is pleasant enough, with a thin
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sunshine presiding over a chilly park and all would be well were it
not for the insistent iteration of a car alarm that echoes throughout
the entire Rec for twenty minutes at least. As I compete a second
circuit of the green I can see Harold, on his own recognizance,
heading my way along the Randolph roadway. His carer, who is
chatting with Peter near the loos, at last notices this defection and
I am able to point her in the right direction. She laughs when I
tell her that this is just another instance of “best in show” Scottie
hubris. While I am waiting in front of the café doors I notice that
now Harold has penetrated the forbidden forecourt and he can’t
figure out how to escape its perimeter.
Our morning assembly includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Karen,
Hanna, Winnie, Peter and Ellie. (Surely Ellie has never before
this moment honored us with four visits in one week.) Karen is
again thinking of buying a second flat (as an investment) and she
is showing the specs from the estate agent to other coffee drinkers.
Ellie is describing the African adventure that her daughter
will undertake with other teens over the Easter break. Ofra is
complaining that her daughter Lee has sent her a copy of her
senior thesis in neurobiology – and she can’t understand a word.
And Georgie says that she cleaned her flat last night with a glass
of wine in her hand. (“Most people use Flash,” I suggest.) Georgie
has arrived in the park with quite an assemblage this morning:
Sparkie, Winnie, Pucci and Skye – but one more animal is added
to her charge list when Lisa comes in with Flora.
Truth to tell, Daisy-Mae hates Flora and the feeling is mutual.
Even though no food is involved these two madams are soon
having a punch-up. Janet puts her pet outside our bars, DaisyMae squeezes back through them immediately and we soon have
round two. Sparkie usually likes to circle the combatants, keeping
score, but somehow he gets too close to the action and ends up
with a mouthful of someone’s fur – which he tries to disgorge
for the next few minutes. (I give him a chewy biscuit to facilitate
this process.) Ofra disdainfully notes that her Bailey (who is
again nil by mouth) never gets into a fight. “That’s because every
other dog just wants to lick his dick,” Karen adds, helpfully. Lisa
now explains why Flora needs a sitter today. It’s because she has
to buy a fancy dress for her twelve-year-old daughter, Isabella,
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who has not only just been picked for the roll of Annie with the
touring company of the famous show but, along with others who
share the role, has been nominated for an Olivier Award for her
performance in Nether. Hence the need for a killer dress. Imagine,
we speculate as the session comes to an end, you are only twelve
years old and you are going head-to-head for an Olivier award as
best supporting actress with Angela Lansbury!
Friday, March 13:
It is a bit duller this morning and perhaps a tad chillier as well
but this is no impediment to another purposeful march around the
perimeters of Paddington Rec. I am still somewhat overwhelmed
by last night’s concert at the Barbican, where, accompanied
by Linda, we heard Michael Tilson Thomas conduct the LSO
in a magnificent program that included Gershwin’s Concerto
in F and Shostakovich’s Fifth. Michael is celebrating his 70th
birthday this year and the orchestra struck up the famous tune at
the conclusion of the concert. We were able to offer our personal
greetings back stage as well – the ancient connection is still there
and the program notes still mention my stepfather as MTT’s
composition and conducting teacher. I could add that there was
one other interesting connection last night. As Linda and I were
descending the steps at the Maida Vale tube I heard a familiar
voice (on the phone) right behind me – it was Makiko, on her way
to a Hungarian wine tasting party. This morning, as I complete my
usual circuits, I can report that there are now three mallards at the
environmental pond.
The aforementioned Makiko is one of our doggy compound
participants this morning – soon arriving with Matthew, baby
Alberto and Emilio. “Soon” but not soon enough, for this party
has to take a corner table since we are quite crowded under the
umbrella this morning – with Janet, Georgie, Ellie (making her
fifth visit), Wendy, Davide, Peter, Hanna, Karen and Ofra, though
the latter soon joins the corner table in order to bounce Alberto in
her lap. Davide reports that he has a bad cold – but he is able to
report that my U.S. letter has been posted at last. He has brought
some surplus chocolates and some foil wrapped speckled Easter
egg candies – I propose that Wendy take some of them home
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as inspiration for her hens but Wendy is able to report that now
both of her chickens are laying eggs. Hanna has brought some of
Soloman’s Friday bagels for me – she has a standing order there
evidently. The ladies are soon back on their favorite topic and one
of them bears the obvious bruises from yesterday’s adventures in
Botox.
Georgie has brought with her Sparkie, Pucci, Skye and Flora and
it isn’t long before Flora has zeroed in on Daisy-Mae, dozing
contentedly on Janet’s lap. Sensing an unwanted presence, DaisyMae opens an eye, growls, and soon we have Flora leaping up at
her nemesis in fury. Attempts are made to separate the combatants
but one or the other finds an opportunity of continuing the battle
over the next twenty minutes or so. Naturally this conflict excites
Emilio, who sets up a chorus of protests in his corner. My other
regular customers, Tara, Sparkie, and Bailey, manage to behave
themselves this morning. Bailey is restricted to three biscuits
only but Winnie is allowed a small treat after her indulgent daddy
signals that this is okay – good thing Dan is not here. Janet and
Georgie are the first to leave this morning and this means that
Daisy-Mae and Flora are once more brought into close contact.
The last thing I hear as I head back down the Morshead roadway
(over the sounds of growling and gnashing teeth) is Georgie
addressing Flora, “Will you please stop that!?”
Saturday, March 14:
Encouraged by sunny skies I stride out at my usual pre-coffee hour
for another twenty-five minutes along the walkways of Paddington
Rec. Almost immediately I discover that it is far colder than I had
anticipated – but a brisk pace helps to counteract the effects of the
chilling breeze that is blowing across the open spaces. The park
is crowded, with lots of little kids under instruction, lots of dogs
and their owners, and lots of joggers shouldering aside the casual
walkers. I complete a second circuit of the green and manage to
get myself positioned in front of the café doors (with Hanna) just
as they open. On Saturdays regular customers can find themselves
at the end of a long line – unless you are Ofra, who somehow
manages to get herself to the front of any queue.
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In addition to Ofra and Hanna our morning grouping also includes
Janet, the latter’s friend (also Janet), Georgie, Peter, Makiko and
Karen. Georgie has brought just Sparkie and Skye with her this
morning – Winnie has been left at home while her daddies, Dan
and Davide, have a few days of sun in the Canaries. Vlad is also
sitting at his little table behind us – trying to wake up from the
night shift – and that means that Tara’s wet nose is soon trying
to push my hands closer to the biscuit bag. Bailey and Sparkie
are also supplicants – but when he is not eating the latter is, as
usual, barking. At one point Georgie tells him to shut up – only
to discover that another dog, outside our fence, is the culprit this
time. Today (and for the next two weeks) Hanna has the care
of Bonaparte and she always asks me for some of the charcoal
Shapes – since she is sure these help the French Bulldog with
his digestion. Peter now calls the sweet fellow “Bonafart,” and,
indeed, Hanna says that this silent assassin so grossed out her
flatmate that the latter had to take to her own room in revulsion.
Ofra has undertaken a rare weekday flutter on yesterday’s
Cheltenham action and Peter’s pick has netted her £23 – a most
cheering reward. She tells us that she went clothes shopping
yesterday, found nothing she liked, and now wants to be a clothes
designer herself. Georgie reports that she went to the Prince
Alfred on Formosa Street last night and that it was very crowded.
This should be the fate of those lonely pubs that have somehow
managed to survive in this inflationary world, where the pub site
is always worth more as something other than a hostelry. There is
some talk about this dying institution and I recall that the Heroes
of Alma was the first local that underwent conversion but that
more recently local topers have lost the Neald, The Prince of
Wales, the Windsor Castle, the Elephant and Castle, the Clifton
and, most recently, the Chippenham. Makiko now fishes several
items out of the baby carriage. One is the baby himself and
Alberto is soon enjoying a moment of rapt wonder as he takes in
the view from Ofra’s lap. The other is a box of those exquisitely
packaged Japanese biscuits – where the box is as much to be
prized as the individually wrapped treats inside. After all those
chocolates yesterday (and those bagels at noon) I restrict myself to
a single tidbit today.
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Sunday, March 15:
I can see from my front window that we have had some moisture
overnight and that the skies are still an oppressive gray. What I
cannot tell is just how cold it is, a fact I experience soon thereafter
when I hit the streets at the beginning of my pre-coffee walk.
I manage to maintain a lively pace but I decide not to include
the summit of Mt. Bannister in my itinerary this morning – I
often give this is a miss when the walkways are slippery; it is the
descent that is particularly problematic. After clearing the cypress
trees I encounter Janet with Daisy-Mae and I am not surprised to
hear Janet complain, “Well, it seems winter has returned.” As I
near the Morshead roadway I can see Georgie entering the park
with Sparkie, Winnie and (as Linda is off on a skiing holiday in
Germany) Pepper. By the time I have completed a second circuit
of the green Georgie and Peter are both sitting in front of the café
doors – which soon open to admit us.
In addition to Janet, Georgie and Peter our morning ensemble
includes Hanna, Wendy, Ofra and Danielle. Winnie spends
much of the session in Danielle’s lap, growling at Sparkie and
Daisy-Mae on adjacent laps. Daisy-Mae again attacks newcomer
Bonaparte but Hanna says that no harm was done and the two
should just be permitted to duke it out. She also says that she
cooked up a dish of vegetables (carrots, celery and broccoli) for
Bonaparte last night and that this concoction, added to his dry
food, seemed to reduce the usual gas attacks. Needless to say the
chief focus in the canine category this morning belongs to Pepper,
whose shrill, raucous barking produces a chorus of “Shut ups!”
Georgie reports that Pepper is very well-behaved in the house
and the supposition is that he only wants to remind me of my
biscuit duties but I have to add that when he comes with Linda
to visit me he barks aplenty when he is convinced that no one is
paying him enough attention. I propose mischievously that we
all club together to hire Danielle to perform one last medical act
before her departure on Wednesday – the removal of Pepper’s
vocal cords. Everyone laughs but Danielle adds that this is a very
controversial procedure but that some vets in the States will do it
– if you are about to be kicked out of your apartment because your
dog is a barker.
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Danielle now proposes that we meet for a farewell drink at Le
Cochonnet on Tuesday afternoon – this will be a most melancholy
moment. She is still off-loading appliances, which won’t work
in the U.S., and trying to sell the car – with moving men arriving
even today. They will be removing the bed and this means that
two nights have to be spent in the Dorchester – that’s roughing it.
Ofra now wants to know where the nearest Morrison’s is – since
they carry a bread that is gluten- and sugar-free and this would be
perfect for diabetic Ricky. (She will buy a loaf for Peter too.) That
gentleman announces that we had no winners in yesterday’s racing
and Janet says we had a disappointment in the lottery too. Janet,
Georgie and Danielle discuss recent television fare – Georgie says
she soon grew bored with Philip Schofield’s “people are funny
under hypnosis” program. In fact, many of the TV programs
they are talking about (and others Danielle has been watching on
Netflix) I have never heard of, let alone seen. There is just too
much out there to compete for our shrinking attention span. After
a chilly forty minutes or so it is time to get a move on. I have to
hang back since Pepper seems to want to follow me, but, once I
am released from this possibility, I speed back down the Morshead
roadway, trying to return to the warmth of the flat as soon as
possible.
Monday, March 16:
I am not able to predict what the weather will be like in the park
this morning – the windowsill thermometer registers a figure, of
course, but moisture and wind can have quite a transformative
effect on this bare statistic. In fact, rain is just lifting and it still
seems quite cold as I make my way into the park at the start of
another week in the Rec. I have plenty of walking to do later on
so I do not attempt my usual circuit, preferring to report directly
to the café and to join my friends soon thereafter; today we have
Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna, Karen, Jo Lynn, Peter and Ellie.
Georgie has arrived with Pucci and Sparkie only – Winnie and
Pepper have had an early morning walk and have been left behind.
In Pepper’s case there seems to be universal gratitude for this
gesture on behalf of our ears.
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Ofra says that Bailey is still not recovered from his stomach
indisposition and so he remains off the biscuit list. Sparkie,
Tilly and Tara, soon arrived with Vlad, are not behind in coming
forward. I have added some bacon-shaped (and, I assume, baconflavored) strips to my blue bag and these are enjoyed by the
dogs, making an agreeable crunching sound as they are ingested.
Hanna reports that, though he did fart, Bonaparte’s new vegetable
additives have reduced the odiferous quality of his wind attacks.
At one point the French Bulldog lets out a shriek of distress and
everyone looks to see what Daisy-Mae has perpetrated this time –
but she is asleep on Janet’s lap and Bonaparte is merely reacting to
Dudley’s jumping on his back. Ellie resists as long as possible the
sharing of her lap with Teddy – since he has such muddy feet. She
asks Georgie how it is that Sparkie has such clean feet but I can
answer that question, “It’s because he has dried them off carefully
on my trouser legs.”
Ellie is in a bit of a state – after dealing with the latest crisis
involving her Alzheimer-beset father-in-law. His memory loss
evidently leads to all sorts of problems and he resists live-in help.
I mention that in Palm Springs my friend Don, similarly stricken,
can’t remember the plot of the movie he has just been watching
but Georgie says, “I have the same problems with Coronation
Street.” Curiously we have a live illustration of the problems of
inattention when Peter, who has received a present of some sugar
and gluten-free bread from Ofra, is told that tomorrow at 5:00
there will be a farewell gathering for Danielle at Le Cochonnet.
In spite of all the recent chatter on the topic of her imminent
departure it comes as a complete surprise to Peter that she is
leaving us. The sun has been making some effort at emerging from
the murky skies and this is just as well since I have some banking
to do and must head for Maida Vale Parade at the end of our
session. The queue at Barclay’s inches forward more slowly that
Metty’s coffee queue but by 11:00 I am ready to head for home.
I pass Matthew and Makiko’s house and as I do so these two are
just emerging with Alberto and Emilio. I walk with them as far as
the park gate and continue forward, trying to get up my steps just
as the rain begins to fall again.
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Tuesday, March 17:
Well, I am wearing my green sweatshirt – but this has nothing to
do with St. Patrick’s Day. I make a slow start to my morning and
as I arrive at the gates of the park Georgie is just arriving with
Sparkie and Pepper. She tells me that she was out with these two
and Winnie at 7:00 and that Winnie was impossible – refusing
to walk anywhere and staging repeated sit-down strikes on the
pavement. I walk with Georgie in the direction of the café and just
as we reach the green we encounter Ellie, walking with Teddy,
and Stephen, with Will and Grace. They have opened the doors of
the café a few minutes early today so there is no waiting around
and Georgie, Peter and I can enter immediately. Ofra comes in as
well and Peter remembers to tell her that the bread she gave him
yesterday was a great success.
Georgie, Ellie, Peter, and Ofra, yes, but this morning we also
have Karen, Janet, Hanna, Wendy, Matthew and Makiko – and
Vlad sitting behind us at his little smoker’s table. Pepper begins
to shriek immediately and matters are not greatly improved when
he is tied to the naughty fence. I do remember that once Dan put
Pepper on lead and stationed the dog at his feet and that this did
improve matters and I suggest that Georgie try the same stratagem
– this does help a lot. Bailey is allowed a few treats this morning
and Tara is soon much in evidence. I pluck a few of the charcoal
Shapes out of my bag for the gassy Bonaparte but there isn’t a
great deal of demand for foodstuffs this morning. Teddy never
takes a treat, Daisy-Mae is asleep in Janet’s lap, Emilio is sitting
contentedly in Makiko’s lap – even Sparkie seems disinterested in
food this morning. He is sitting in Karen’s lap, shivering, and she
decides to rest her coffee cup on his silly head; he seems to like
that.
Three topics dominate conversation this morning. The first is the
general election, scheduled for the first week in May. You can tell
that there is no great enthusiasm for any of the party leaders at
our table but, with the possibility of no party obtaining a majority
again, much speculation over possible coalition partners. A second
topic is primary education – with much advice offered to Matthew
and Makiko on where Alberto might end up. (This morning he
spends the entire session on his father’s lap.) Then the ladies
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discuss that old favorite, cosmetic surgery – with Karen, Ellie
and Ofra eager to describe procedures, past and projected. Two
contributions to this subject are made by males. As Ellie talks
about remedial work on her head I add (sotto voce), “Don’t forget
the space between the ears.” And Ofra tells us that her Ricky,
arguing that no improvement is necessary, has asked his wife
the sensible question, “For whom are you doing this?” Janet and
Georgie now make their departure but I hang on for a few more
minutes. Finally I am chilled to the bone and decide to leave. At
least the sun is trying to break through the murky atmosphere as I
make my way home.
Wednesday, March 18:
At least the sun is shining down from the outset, though it is
still quite cold as I had for the park today. Heading toward me is
Georgie – it would appear that she has only Sparkie with her this
morning but the shoulder bag is a giveaway that Pucci is also on
board. The tiniest Yorkie was one of two dogs present yesterday
when we had a 5:00 convocation at Le Cochonnet to say farewell
to Danielle. Guests included Peter, Georgie, Janet, Karen and Ofra
– with Debbie soon arriving to pick up her pet (and announcing
that, after eight years, she is finally leaving the employment of
the steel magnate who is one of the world’s richest men). The
second dog, rushing forward to greet me, was Maxi – and this is a
reminder that Renata was also present. Looking somewhat gaunt
in her short, sassy blonde wig, our German friend said that she had
driven for the first time in several months today. She seemed in
good spirits overall – next week she begins chemotherapy again.
The trip to the Cochonnet had one additional dividend because as
I walked down to the Castellain parade I noticed that yet another
local amenity was gone for good – the Taxin Thai restaurant had
closed its doors after many years in this spot.
When we reach the café we learn that the coffees are on DaisyMae, who is eight years old today. Some bits of bacon from
Georgie’s sandwich are saved for the birthday girl – the other
animals have to make do with offerings from my blue bag. Clare
has brought Harley and that fussy Pug disdains most of the treats
I offer him. Bailey, kept on rather short rations, hops into an
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empty chair next to me and launches himself on the tabletop. I tell
him there is nothing of interest but he persists – having spotted
a brown Shapes biscuit hidden behind my coffee cup. (Another
working dog, like Winnie, it would appear – reaping the rewards
of his labor.) Teddy is allowed into Ellie’s lap, though he needs
a good grooming, and Pucci is soon settled into Peter’s lap.
Emilio is unrelenting is his negative commentary on Daisy-Mae;
he occupies no lap today but Alberto is plucked from his baby
carriage and settled into Ofra’s lap at first, then Georgie’s.
Ellie tells us that one of her teenage daughters has announced that
she is going skiing in Switzerland this weekend. When objections
were raised about such an extravagance (since a good deal of
additional travel is already scheduled) the reply was not to worry
– a school chum’s wealthy father is footing all the expenses. (This
is a pattern I have seen more than once at the American School.)
Ofra is out of sorts since the Israeli elections haven’t quite turned
out the way she would have liked – I tell her I can never fathom
the party politics of that part of the world at the best of times.
Janet now goes into the café to pay for everyone’s drinks and then
she departs for her art class with Daisy-Mae. Georgie follows
next (having added Harley to her menagerie) and I have to make
a move as well. It’s just as well that we have sunny skies because
who knows how long I will have to wait for the 228 bus to
Sainsbury’s – if I can even find the right spot to stand in the everchanging landscape of Shirland Road.
Thursday, March 19:
Georgie is heading toward me with Pepper, Sparkie and Winnie
on lead (and Pucci in his famous shoulder bag) as I reach the
Morshead gate on a dour and frigid Thursday morning. I am a
bit surprised to see Winnie – since her daddies were due late last
night but evidently the reunion will take place here in the park. I
am glad that Dan is heading this way because I have brought with
me a birthday card I purchased for him at Sainsbury’s yesterday.
(It was a 40th birthday card and when I got it home I pasted a “plus
1” to its surface.) As is our tradition the coffees are on Dan this
morning (as he and Davide soon arrive) and he will have quite a
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hefty bill – for there is a large turnout this morning: Dan, Davide,
Georgie, Janet, Clare, Ellie, Hanna, Wendy, Karen, and Vlad.
After a while Makiko comes as well, bringing with her Matthew’s
father, a painter whose work Ofra much admires. He soon has his
camera out and is snapping pictures of grandson Alberto sitting
happily in Ofra’s lap. There is much speculation on when the
baby will start to ingest solid food – he does seem fascinated by
all those toasted sandwiches, just like the dogs. Dan and Davide
share photos of their recent holiday in the Canaries and they have
brought a box of Spanish biscuits as well. Ellie expresses general
satisfaction with George Osborne’s pre-election budget – but then
she is a Tory – unfortunately this is not a very political bunch at
our table and there isn’t much interest in the topic. There is a jolly
atmosphere at the table but soon there is a darker note. A tearful
Wendy announces that husband Vass is quite ill in St. Mary’s
Hospital.
Georgie keeps Pepper tethered to her chair throughout the session
today and this does have a calming effect on the noisy fellow.
It does mean that he can’t join the biscuit queue – Tara, Bailey
and Sparkie filling in for him. Daisy-Mae, sitting in Janet’s lap,
agrees to take a few shards of ersatz bacon and this treat is also
favored by Harley. As she often does, Hanna wants to know if I
have any charcoal-flavored Shapes biscuits and I hand-deliver
two to her chair. These are for Bonaparte, of course; by this time
Pucci has also migrated to Hanna’s end of the table, preparatory
to snuggling inside her leather jacket. Since I am up delivering
biscuits I decide to stay on my feet for an early departure. I need
to get ready for a visit to the dentist but, like Pucci, I am by this
time chilled to the bone.
Friday, March 20:
I remember to take my camera with me this morning – for today
we should be experiencing a solar eclipse. Should is the operative
word here for it is so overcast that there is no sun for the moon
to efface this morning. “How do you like it so far?” I ask Dan
and Davide shortly after entering the park. They are much earlier
than usual and, indeed, there seem to be a lot more people about
this morning – standing out on the green in rapt anticipation of
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nothing. I take advantage of my own early start to complete one of
my pre-coffee walks. Today I walk through the “bluebell wood,”
though it is too early for these flowers – and only daffodils have
broken the surface. I meet Ofra and Bailey behind the tennis
courts; she, too, is much earlier than usual. Then I meet Karen
and Janet, with their dogs, on the Carlton roadway. Janet says that
today is no different than a murky day in November – and I can
report, on my final swing back to the Morshead roadway, that the
nearby mansion block does now have its porch lights on.
Makiko, standing in front of the door to our compound, says,
“This is a very English eclipse.”
I join a slow-moving queue at the café and here the moment of
maximum darkness is reached at 9:31. I suppose it is a little darker
than usual but one could easily be forgiven for not realizing that
we are in the midst of a celestial event. The queue is slow-moving
because only one baristo has managed to show up this morning
and because Davide has to order five cups of coffee for his coterie.
This would include Dan, Georgie, Janet and Ofra – but we also
have Peter, Hanna, Clare, Matthew and Makiko this morning.
Georgie has brought Pucci, Sparkie, Tilly and a new client
today – this is Thomas, not a newcomer to the park certainly; the
beautifully-groomed Lhasa Apso is usually being barked at from
our side of the fence as he passes with Vincenzo (who is off to
Ireland for a few days). In fact now that he is here he is not much
interested in our lot and spends most of his time trying to squeeze
through the fence in order to link up with some dogs out on the
green. Tilly, Sparkie and Bailey are soon in the biscuit brigade but
there is one mystery – what happened to the biscuit I have just
tossed to Tara? My guess is that it will fall out of her coat when
Vlad takes this capacious garment off at home.
His wife orders Matthew to take himself and his cigar away from
our table, since there is always a fear that Alberto will inherit any
unwanted smoke. Neither Ofra nor Davide light up today but they
have a new obsession; thwarted in their desire to see an eclipse in
Maida Vale they are watching pictures of the phenomenon (from
Norway) on their phones – take that, Galileo! I notice that Ofra is
wearing Makiko’s gray hat today (i.e. Dorothy’s chapeau) and as
she bounces Alfredo up and down in her lap I have to tell Makiko
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that she is making a mistake in inviting Ofra to do some babysitting this weekend. “She’s got your baby and your hat already;
when you come home on Sunday you are likely to find she’s
changed the locks.”
Saturday, March 21:
Well, if today brings a final end to winter (on the calendar at
least) the evidence on the ground is thin indeed. Adding insult to
injury the un-eclipsed sun returned to clear blue skies yesterday
afternoon, though this morning we have reverted to a cold gray.
This has not stopped the usual Saturday invasion: personal trainers
and their charges, dogs and their walkers, kids here for footy or
tennis instruction. I have time to think about the fate of the latter
as I begin my usual circuit since ahead of me is a weepy little boy
begging his mommy not to drop him off at the courts – “I want to
go home!” I have reason to complain as well for when I descend
to the Carlton roadway I find the gate to the environmental area
locked – my discomfiture is nothing compared to that of those
who have passed through an open gate on the other side – only
to find that they now have to retrace their steps. I decide there
is just enough time for a second trip around the green but I soon
have cause to regret this decision – by the time I get to the café
the queue is so long I just have to sit down and wait for fifteen
minutes before fetching my coffee.
With Vlad at his little table behind us our group includes Janet,
Georgie, Dan, Davide, Karen, Ofra, Makiko, Hanna and Peter
– the others have forgotten to fetch the latter’s coffee as well
and grumpily he pulls himself to his feet and goes inside to wait
out the line. Dan’s birthday is still under celebration (when is it
not?) and someone has brought two balloons – one of which is
an inflated Pug. This object frightens the other dogs and it has to
be tied to the naughty fence. The real Pugs have good reason to
be upset this morning – Winnie is a disappointed petitioner at my
elbow and Emilio has to be lofted into Makiko’s lap because the
other scrapping animals violate his sense of decorum. Foremost
among the scrappers today is Thomas – whose canines project
from the bottom row of his teeth at all times. He keeps jumping
the other dogs, to their great distress, and even that wuss, Bailey,
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is forced to retaliate. Taking no part in these hijinks is Dudley
who, according to Karen, is suffering from constipation this
morning.
To stimulate conversation I ask the others how many of them
have managed to get rid of all those Dolce and Gabbana products
in their wardrobes? The question makes sense only if you know
that recently the famous Italian designers have spoken out against
any non-traditional methods of procreation and denounced IVF
offspring as “synthetic babies.” As we have one such baby in
Auntie Ofra’s lap as we speak it is not surprising that the outrage
is almost universal – with only Hanna defending the rights of the
Italians to speak their minds and Dan defending his right never to
buy a Dolce and Gabbana product again. “All right,” I continue,
“now that we have thrown out our D&G merchandise, what are
we going to do with Jeremy Clarkson?” Again there is some
context for the raising of this topic – since yesterday supporters
of the foul-mouthed and bullying TV personality showed up to
protest the suspension of their hero by the BBC – and brought a
tank (and, so they claim, a million signatures) w
 ith them. Jeremy
has few friends at our table (Hanna says she loves him) but I do
feel sorry for the BBC since Top Gear is a real money spinner for
the corporation, which needs all the cash it can generate – and
now they have to decide if they can continue to have an employee
who assaults producers. As we get up to begin our homeward
journeys I am still trying to figure out what Jeremy would have
to get up to next before that tribe of superannuated adolescents
who remain in his thrall would at last be forced to withdraw their
signatures.
Sunday, March 22:
We have a beautiful morning for the first full day of Spring and
I take advantage of this sunny atmosphere for another spirited
walk in the park. As yesterday, the place is busy with the usual
participants, though there is less organized activity, and I do not
have the walkways to myself by any means. I have to face another
diversion as I reach the Carlton roadway – for, once again, I find
the gate to the environmental area locked. As I divert to the back
passage I can report that at least they have locked the entrance
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on this side too. For much of my journey I am following the little
fuzzy black and white dog called Max; he is the dog who likes to
perch on his owner Tom’s shoulder and, when we have reached
the bandstand for the second time, he is picked up so he can
continue in this fashion – enjoying the view from on high. Georgie
is sitting in front of the café door, smoking a cigarette, but I am
in perfect position, when Lurch unlocks the door, to be first in the
queue this morning.
In addition to Georgie we have just Peter, Janet, Ofra, Makiko,
Dan and Hanna this morning – quite a small turnout for such
a nice day. Georgie has brought only Sparkie and Thomas this
morning – Pepper having been reclaimed by Linda last night.
Thomas continues to make advances on Bailey’s willie, much to
the distress of Ofra – who tries to insert a serving tray between
the two animals. Dan says that all the park dogs are attracted to
Bailey’s willie and this must be because Ofra sprays some kind of
perfume on it. Thomas has another surprise coming – for DaisyMae has just agreed to accept a proffered Muddle biscuit when she
launches herself at the Lhasa – driving him off before chewing her
treat. Then she hurls herself at an innocent Bonaparte – who does
fight back this time – then she has another go at Thomas. (This
after Janet has just been boasting that her pet is the prettiest dog
in in the park.) Naturally Daisy-Mae’s outburst confirms Emilio’s
analysis of her danger to us all, and he has to go on about this
menace for the next ten minutes. There now comes a pleasant
interruption to the usual doggy scene. This is when Celine (who
has gone blonde with age) comes in with her mostly Lurcher
Ziggy and a new puppy, a Ziggy-lookalike (actually his greatgranddaughter) named Noli. Everyone gets to greet the puppy,
who then squeezes back through the bars and disappears.
Dan now produces his telephone and shows us a video featuring
Winnie and the famous Pug balloon from yesterday. This object
has been floating around the flat ever since he took it home
yesterday and Winnie can now be seen scolding it with great
severity – as though they were now going to expect her to float
as well. Dan says he is going to edit the production and put in
on YouTube. He also adds that Davide, who had to report to
Heathrow on stand-by yesterday, was immediately added (to his
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relief) to a Singapore service and that he will be gone for some
six days. I tell Makiko that both of the words used by Davide
yesterday as Italian for “crazy” made it into the vocabulary of
Inspector Montalbano on last night’s re-run. Makiko is allowed
to keep baby Alberto on her own lap this morning but that only
means that Ofra, who will be doing some baby sitting today, will
have plenty of time to play with the delightful chap later.
Monday, March 23:
I do not undertake an early morning walk today – since I know
that an expedition to Maida Vale Parade will provide some
exercise for the legs after our morning session in the park is
concluded. It is again a crisp but sunny day as I make my way
to the café. Here I find Hanna already stationed in the doggy
compound with Bonaparte. The French Bulldog cries when she
comes to join me in front of the door – she says he has learned this
whiny behavior from the other dogs and I think this is a distinct
possibility. By the time we have returned to our table with our
coffee we are able to join the others – Matthew, Makiko, Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Clare and Peter.
Georgie is having one of those days – having arrived with Sparkie,
Pucci, Tilly, Winnie and Thomas, she will be heading home with
Harley as well. Pucci now occupies a position high on Hanna’s
chest, cradled by her leather jacket, a posture not so unusual these
days – unless we add to this picture the presence of the much
bulkier Bonaparte on her lap. Daisy-Mae takes up where she left
off yesterday, swiping at Thomas’ tail and attacking several of the
other dogs under the table. Janet then ties her pet to the naughty
fence but Daisy-Mae does not go quietly – was there ever a dog
whose name belied her nature as much as Daisy-Mae’s? The ShihTzu begins a scolding assault on her nearby owner – which we
can easily translate as “I don’t deserve this!” Emilio, meanwhile,
has taken refuge in Matthew’s lap, for once out-barked by his
nemesis. He is only slightly mollified when we tell him that he
was right after all.
Ofra, who will fly to Israel on Wednesday in order to look after
her ailing mother, says she is sore from bouncing baby Alberto
around while babysitting yesterday. (It is an irony that after this
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experience with new life she will be visiting an ancient woman
who can’t even recognize her own daughter any more.) The
women discuss their current exercise regimens and I add that these
days I don’t exercise (not mentioning my walks) and that, instead,
I am exercised – by Julie the osteopath. Janet, who still goes to the
gym, says that she has had a second look at our collective lottery
ticket and that we won £50 this time! On this cheery note I make
my excuses – heading off to the bank (where the ATM machine
is again not working). I have told the others that they will not be
seeing me tomorrow morning – when I have an appointment.
Wednesday, March 25:
As I had indicated to my friends on Monday I did miss a day in
the park on Tuesday. But Tuesday, March 24, 2015, could hardly
be classified as a day without special relevance in the annals of
local canine life. It began shortly after 8:30 when Linda pulled
up and I climbed aboard for a journey of two and a half hours on
the M40 – and some on the M42, M41, B1042, Yew Tree Lane,
Damson Parkway, and Old Damson Lane. By this time, about
11:15, we had pulled into an obscure driveway in Solihull, just
south of Birmingham, and arrived at the home of Mr. Barry Day
– where the doorbell called forth a cacophonous response from a
dozen noisy inhabitants. These premises belong to the partner of
Mr. Peter Newman, from whom I had ordered, in the past, three
pedigreed Miniature Schnauzer puppies, the last being Fritz – who
had now been gone for over thirteen months. Today I would pick
up a fourth member of the Risepark family, tiny Otto.
I had been pondering for quite a while the advisability of getting
another dog (given my advanced state of decrepitude) but I knew
that such an animal would automatically have a second home with
Linda and Rob if I couldn’t go on. I did keenly feel the emptiness
of a dogless home and knew, as well, that I would benefit from
the stimulus of a set of experiences now long forgotten. I had, for
instance, never written about life with a puppy – for these journals
began when Fritz had already been with us for a year. I also
wanted to inspire my friends in a similar gesture – for many of the
dogs in our breakfast club are advancing in years and their owners
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may be called upon to consider starting over again, as I was doing
today.
In fact I had made my first call to Barry on October 27 – at that
time he did not even have any expectant females but he felt that
if breeding began soon there would be puppies soon after the
new year. In February he let me know that my pup had been born
on January 9th. Not surprisingly, Otto was waiting for us in the
sitting room – reminding me so strongly of all the other Schnauzer
puppies we had owned, salt and pepper, doe-eyed, fluffy and
charming. He was ten weeks and four days old. Barry passed on
to me all the vital papers, the feeding instructions, the medical
records and even a sack of food. We met his wife, had a look at
all the other lively denizens of the place and shortly after noon,
the dog on my lap, we began the return journey. It was a beautiful,
sunny day with wonderful high clouds and I could not help
contrasting this experience with the last time I travelled with a dog
in my lap, the day Fritz had to be put to sleep.
Otto followed me closely everywhere in the flat. I put down
some food and liquid for him and I tried to nap a bit. The puppy
would not let me out of his sight and insisted on being next to me
wherever I went. Shortly before 5:00 Linda returned to drive me
to the Hamilton Vet Clinic on Boundary Road – where Dr. Tom,
who had made so many valiant efforts to help Fritz, administered
the second set of injections and pronounced Otto a healthy
specimen. At home Otto produced his first wee on the carpet as
Rob arrived to take pictures about 8:00. Then it was an early night
for us – the dog disdaining his own bed, and snuggling as close
as he could get to me in my bed. This was not the most restful of
nights, therefore, but we somehow survived without my crushing
him and at 6:30 or so he produced two very solid poos – again
missing the papers I had laid down near the front door.
Today, after Cathy has had a chance to greet the new arrival, I
am in a position to take Otto to the park for the first time. I carry
him there and put him down in a patch of grass but he does not
take advantage of this opportunity to part with pee or poo. I am
still using Fritz’s old choke collar – though this is just for security
should he want to bolt; in fact Otto doesn’t even know how to
walk outside – freezing as soon as his little feet hit the ground. So
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I have to carry him along the back passage and I am thus able to
meet the coffee club just as they are sitting down for their morning
session. Having kept my plans a complete secret from the park
people I am in a position to see jaws drop and to hear shrieks of
delight. “I told you I had an appointment yesterday,” I say.
Karen begs a cuddle and so I leave Otto in her lap as I go inside
and order my coffee. Ellie and Dan are in the queue ahead of me
and I tell both of them that they will meet a new citizen shortly.
After Karen has had her turn Dan takes Otto into his lap, then
Makiko – who reminds me that I must send photos to Ofra in
Israel. Hanna says that Otto is much larger than Fritz was when
we first got him (Cathy had said the same thing). Hanna would
like a cuddle too but today her hands are full with Bonaparte at
her feet and Pucci inside her jacket. I have brought my camera
and many a shot is taken of the puppy with phones. Matthew, the
last of those present to have Otto in his lap, returns him to me
after Janet leaves with Daisy-Mae. (I had not wanted my dog’s
first experience of life in our compound to be a gratuitous attack
by Daisy-Mae, though this is bound to happen sooner or later.) As
it is, Otto shivers quite a but and growls when other dogs get too
close. He is a little better when I put him down on the Randolph
roadway at the end of the session – for here Harold, Rocky,
Seamus and Maggie all come up to give him a sniff. Now I have
to pick him up again and head for home, Otto’s first experience of
life in the park over for the day.
Thursday, March 26:
Otto has spent a busy day, full of new experiences, with an hour or
so in Cathy’s custody as I visited the physiotherapist and did some
other errands yesterday, and then hours following me around the
house and looking for every opportunity to get his sharp puppy
teeth into one unsuitable object after another – these included my
fingers and my toes on a number of occasions. He seems to be
eating well and drinking well also, but, of course, there has been
no progress in the toilet training department – with the puppy
choosing every place in the hall expect the papers I have put down
near the front door. We would, perhaps, make faster progress if I
could praise his successful pees and poos outdoors but we seem to
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be quite some distance from this moment. Today, as yesterday, he
seems most reluctant to walk on his own on the pavements outside
or even to sniff the grass in the park itself – and I have to carry
him to the café.
Janet dislodges Daisy-Mae from her lap in order to give Otto a
cuddle while I go inside to get my coffee. Here I learn that the
drinks are on Ellie, whose birthday this is. Teddy, in his blue
boiler suit, has followed her inside and I hold the door open
as first Georgie, then Ellie, then Teddy exit. I am astonished
to discover that, in my absence, Daisy-Mae has jumped back
into Janet’s lap – but she seems to be behaving herself. Otto is
transferred back to me as I sit down and he spends the session
snuggled inside my winter coat (there is a fine drizzle), turning
his head when others, like Clare or Hanna, call to him and coo
over his sweet face. I never get my biscuit bag out and this is a
great disappointment for Bonaparte, who whines under the table
over this mistreatment. Or is he merely lusting over that uneaten
portion of blueberry muffin that Ellie has purchased for us?
Janet reminds us that it is Renata’s birthday next Wednesday
and Peter reports that Wendy’s husband has had a very serious
operation for an internal blockage at St. Mary’s. For his own part,
Peter spends the entire session fiddling with his phone – since
Ellie reports that when she calls his number she is somehow
blocked. Ellie says that her husband has bought her a tin of caviar
for her birthday. One of her daughters (who also likes caviar) is
scheduled to make a school trip to Uganda in a few days – part of
an exchange with an orphanage that is supported by her school.
However American authorities are warning that Uganda is a likely
target for terrorism these days and this is all very worrying. (I
would not be too surprised if the school called this venture off.)
Closer to home Georgie now announces that she will visit sister
Jean in Glasgow next week. It is still dripping a bit when it is time
to head for home. This time I don’t even bother experimenting
with putting Otto onto the pavement – heading straight for home
with the pup still enshrouded in my coat.
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Friday, March 27:
Otto has spent another happy day – getting used to life in the flat
and welcoming, in the afternoon, a visit from his cousin Pepper.
This went quite well, I thought, with Otto trying to get the senior
Schnauzer into some sort of chasing mode. I produced chew
sticks for the two dogs and work on these objects occupied much
of their time. Otto needs to exercise his sharp little puppy teeth
and everything is fair game, my fingers and toes still among
his favorite targets. Linda and I also made a brief visit with the
dogs to the park, hoping to see if Otto would undertake a little
independent walking in the vast wonderland know as “outside.” –
but he seems reluctant to use his own feet here and freezes as soon
as I put him down.
The same pattern recurs this morning, when we make our third
visit to the café – but here, when he is put down on the tiles, he
does show a little more interest in running around and checking
out some of the other dogs. Davide and Hanna take turns holding
him but he spends most of the session on my lap – where he seems
to enjoy the Pucci pellets and Winnie diet drops I always carry in
my treat bag. Tara and Sparkie are also interested in this object
and I must say all of the dogs are quite kind to the new arrival. For
Vlad today is his first glimpse of the new pup and, shaking my
hand, he soon has his camera out. Carrie is also in our compound
with the curly white Oggy – and she, too, is charmed by the new
arrival.
In addition to those already mentioned we also have Janet,
Georgie, Clare, Peter and Ellie this morning. Dan has left on his
short trip to Las Vegas and we discuss this venture in detail. It is
discovered that Clare’s daughter is going to the same wedding that
Ellie has been talking about all week. Georgie receives a call from
Westminster Council (or one of its wings) – they need to schedule
a special course in the care and handling of autistic kids for those
who, like Georgie, accompany these children to and from school.
But the chief topic of conversation, especially with a member
of BA’s cabin crew present, is the crash, earlier this week, of a
German Wings airliner in the French Alps – an event, they now
think, that was deliberately perpetrated by a suicidal pilot. Near
the end of our session Makiko arrives with Emilio in order to pick
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up a package from Davide, who was given some special shopping
assignment in the Japanese stores of Singapore. I am able to tell
her and the others that there has been a second new arrival for
me this week – an entry has now appeared about yours truly in
Wikipedia.
Saturday, March 28:
Otto has spent another happy day, peeing, pooing and chewing his
way up and down the byways of my besieged flat. He demands
constant attention, wants to play at every moment, and insists on
a place next to mine in the bed – the better to chew my ear and
sit on my head. It is very gray this morning and no one would be
surprised to see some rain – but it is also a bit milder than it has
been as I carry Otto into the park. Davide has just entered with
Winnie and Georgie is here with Sparkie and Skye. I put Otto
down to see if he will follow these dogs and he does manage to
trot along a little. Then he sits down and I need to pick him up if
we are going to make any progress in our march on the café.
The turnout this morning includes Davide and Georgie, of course,
but also Janet, Clare (with Harley), Karen, Hanna, Peter, Makiko
(with baby and Emilio) and the latter’s mother-in-law, Cipa.
Davide, Makiko and Cipa are all fans of Inspector Montalbano
and I remind them that there is an episode on BBC 4 tonight.
Makiko continues to work on her Italian and wants to know if
Davide’s niece has any baby books in Italian to spare. Several of
us have watched Gogglebox as part of our Friday night viewing
and I try to explain to our resident Australian, Karen, how it was
that Scarlett, from County Durham, confounded her poor father
(lost for words) by wondering why people from the Antipodes
weren’t upside down. Peter and I have both seen England easily
defeat Lithuania in a European football qualifier, a game in which
this year’s undoubted rookie sensation, Tottenham’s Harry Kane,
scored a goal as soon as he was sent on in the second half.
Keeping up the Australian theme, Sparkie is wearing one of those
harnesses that make him look like a lifeguard on Bondi Beach. He
is barking up his usual storm and he jumps into a surprised Clare’s
lap and then into mine. I am surprised as well since I have Otto
already in place here. In fact I let Otto remain on the tiles for most
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of the session and he seems to enjoy trotting around and sniffing
the other dogs. When Flora is delivered to Georgie for some
daycare he tries to get the young Pug to play with him. Meanwhile
Alberto is sitting next to me in his grandmother’s lap – I have
challenged Makiko to see which one of our babies will be toilet
trained first. Actually I’d like to see some real walking even more
than real toilet training from my dog – but once again he just sits
down when it is time to head for home. So I pick him up and in
this fashion he is greeted for the first time by Debbie, whose Zorro
(with Flora, Harley, Winnie and Emilio) now makes the fifth park
Pug of the morning. When I do get home my downstairs neighbor,
Missy, opens the door so that her Napoleon, also being carried,
can say hello to the new puppy.
Sunday, March 29:
A second visit from Linda and Pepper served as yesterday’s
highlight – with Otto learning the delights of ball chasing down
the hallway and the great fun to be had in chewing on everything
not nailed down – shoe laces, computer wires, socks, you name
it. It is extremely fortunate that he is a good sleeper at night;
indeed I was so tired yesterday that I had to give up on Inspector
Montalbano at the half way point and go to bed at 10:00 – Otto,
nestled into the pillows next to my head, slept all night through.
We did rise somewhat later than usual but this was only because
the nation had switched to summer time over night.
This morning it is raining and not at all pleasant outside. I return
to my heavy and water-repellant winter coat as I make my way
into the park – I don’t bother putting the dog down since I want
this journey to be as rapid as possible. A hardy band of dog people
are soon hunkering down under the green umbrella – which can
no longer be furled, we are told – and here we withstand the
occasional sheet of water as the umbrella twists above us and the
constant patter of raindrops driving in at us from the west. Davide,
Janet, Georgie, Karen, Hanna and Jo Lynn make up the numbers
and when Georgie reminds Tilly that her mommy is here to claim
her, the Border Terrier lets out a squeal of excitement not because
Jo is here but because the man with the biscuit bag has just taken
a seat. Not surprisingly Otto is the focus of attention again this
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morning – Georgie has him in her lap first (feeding him tiny bits
of bacon from her sandwich) and then Karen takes him and hides
him under her sweater – so that only his head sticks out under her
chin. Sparkie has taken refuge in Davide’s lap and this is not at all
a happy occurrence from Winnie’s perspective – when she climbs
into the same lap it is not too long before these two dogs have a
spat.
Janet seeks advice on how to change her windshield wiper blades
and there are a number of suggestions on where she might go
for assistance locally. Georgie reports on a shopping expedition
with daughter Lynne, who is visiting; there are tears in Georgie’s
eyes when she says that Lynne asked mommy to walk her to the
tube stop – as she did as a child twenty-five years ago. Karen
says that she thinks it’s just adorable when Dudley, who also
sleeps in her bed, begins to snore – “but if a man were to do that I
wouldn’t permit it for a moment.” The chief topic of our morning
conversation is none of these matters but London property prices,
service charges and council taxation. Jo Lynn thinks that the
council is overcharging her on the taxes on her one-bedroom
basement flat and Davide, who is an expert in such matters,
is soon looking up the tax band of all her neighbors, many of
whom have much larger establishments but pay less that Jo does.
Triumphant in the confirmation of her suspicions Jo rises, to do
battle with the council, and the rest of us are not far behind. It is
still raining and I am still carrying my puppy all the way home.
Monday, March 30:
Sunny skies have returned and this morning I am determined to
see if some improvement can’t be made in my dog’s parkside
progress. Pavement walking must be a prelude to normal (i.e.,
not it the house) peeing and pooing – and after stepping into a
misdirected pile in the hall last night I am ever more determined
to see if we can’t do better. Getting down the stairs with the dog
on my left arm and the blue recycling bag in my right hand takes
considerable concentration but I somehow manage this – then I
carry on to the Rec’s Essendine entrance and, once inside, I put
Otto onto the walkway and encourage him to move forward on
his own four feet. He is reluctant, as usual, but the presence of
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other dogs (like Harley) stimulates his interest in joining them in
their canine activities. Once he hangs back and Fritz’s old choke
collar slips off his little head but soon he is able to follow me at a
trot and in this fashion we reach the Morshead roadway. Makiko,
accompanied by Cipa and Emilio and pushing Alberto’s carriage,
is heading our way and Otto seems glad to join in this caravan –
soon augmented by Bailey and Sparkie in Georgie’s care. It is a
great treat to see him trotting along on his little bowlegged feet
at last – in this fashion we reach the doggy compound: Otto has
walked all the way.
In addition to those already accounted for our morning group
includes Janet, Davide, Clare, Ellie, Karen and Peter. Janet and I
confer on some final alterations in her cover design for Volume
VII in the “Life Among the Dog People of Paddington Rec”
series, The Great British Bark Off – a volume that will honor our
most prolific barker, Sparkie. Georgie hasn’t seen this effort yet,
but I know she will like it and she is already using its presence to
make her sister Jean (whom she will visit tomorrow in Glasgow)
jealous. Ellie, who offers each of us a hot-cross bun, now brings
us up to date on a huge Jewish wedding she attended on the
weekend at the Dorchester. Another guest was Olivia, Clare’s
daughter, whom Ellie was meeting for the first time. There were
lots of Brazilian football players but Ellie was most intrigued by
one of the members of the wedding party. “Do you know,” she
told the bride, “that one of your bridesmaids is the spitting image
of Stacey Slater on EastEnders?” And the response – “That is
Stacey Slater” – actress Lacey Turner.
Otto spends most of the session in Auntie Georgie’s lap – as she
hand-feeds him some of the smaller morsels from my biscuit
bag. This leaves me free to attend to the needs of Harley (who
evidently went missing during his morning walk), Bailey and
Sparkie. Georgie has brought with her a favorite toy, left behind
during one of Dudley’s recent overnighters and a grand reunion
takes place. Georgie says that he kept offering the toy to the other
dogs in her care – but no one wanted to have a tug of war with
him. (Otto will soon be having a go, I would predict.) When we
get up for our return journey I decide to see if my pup will keep
up the good work he has completed during the in-lap. This means
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that he has to withstand the expected gratuitous attack from DaisyMae, who is part of the back passage entourage. Flora gets mixed
up in this grouping too and she is about the only animal who will
encourage Otto’s attempt at play. It certainly does help to be part
of a procession and soon Otto is actually running ahead of me and
having a great time. If only he would imitate some of the other
dogs in the processes of elimination – for my dog it’s quite the
opposite… “I need to get inside as soon as possible, I’m bursting.”
Tuesday, March 31:
A brief expedition to the Rec with Linda and Pepper yesterday
afternoon resulted in Otto’s first park pee! This act is a symbol of
the rapid growth in all of his faculties and talents – which are a
source of great delight to everyone. He has now learned to climb
to the top of the sofa (having jumped up here at least once), come
around behind my head as I watch TV and drape himself over my
left shoulder – so he can watch too. This morning he also manages
to pee on the newspapers near the front door. Perhaps he would
have offered this up in the park as well – had I taken him out there
at 7:00 or so – but I hesitated in doing this because there was a
tremendous gale blowing, a howling wind that seemed more in
tune with darkened skies than with the bright sunshine that greets
us when we at last brave the streets shortly after 9:00.
Otto makes reasonable progress on lead, really coming into his
own when we reach the Morshead roadway and encounter Makiko
pushing the baby carriage and Davide, with Winnie and Emilio
on lead. Now Otto has someone to follow as he crosses the grass
behind the Pugs and enters the doggy compound. I hand his lead
over to Peter, sitting in the sun in Ofra’s abandoned chair, when
I go in to get my coffee. When I return I notice that my puppy is
wandering contentedly around the table – Peter totally unaware
that he is holding onto a lead that is attached to nothing. Otto
hasn’t learned that he can squeeze through the bars but, even
so, I am not ready for this independence and he spends most of
the session on my lap. Hanna (here with Pucci), Janet, Ellie and
Georgie are here as well – with Vlad behind us at his little corner
table. This means that Sparkie, Bailey and Tara are my chief
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customers this morning – Otto seems to accept without great
interest the presence of all these other dog heads in my lap.
Travel plans are discussed – as Georgie will soon be leaving
for Glasgow and Janet is going to the Lake District in July and
Davide is soon on his phone looking up train connections. He
can also report that Dan has returned from Las Vegas, where his
group even had dinner with Elton John. Tonight, incidentally,
many of those present will repair to the Salt House to celebrate
Renata’s birthday – I am still housebound because of puppy
responsibilities. Truth to tell, no one wants to sit for long in the
strong winds – there is an inherent fear that at any moment our
umbrella will become an aerial missile. Once again I can get Otto
to follow the other dogs on a back passage walkround. There are
dozens of dogs back here, most of them heading toward us – like
Cris, Khalifa, Baba and Max – and Otto wants to touch noses
with all of them. It has been just one week since the little fellow
arrived and he has had a profound effect on my daily schedule and
priorities. Now I am exultant – he has just had his first park poo!
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Wednesday, April 1:
And so we begin a new month in the park and, for Otto and me,
this means an early trip indeed. Last night we were guests at Linda
and Rob’s, with son Liam and dad Mark also present, and this was
a most successful outing – with many photos taken, clandestine
snacks offered to the pup under the table, and, evidently, no
accidents. After Linda had driven us home we followed her and
Pepper up and down the street, hoping that Otto would use this
opportunity for some un-discharged duties, but he waited, of
course, until he had returned to his home base before serenading
the living room rug with his own version of carpet bombing. He
doesn’t yet dared jump off the bed and this means that I can dress
at 7:00 or so this morning and pluck him up for an immediate
transfer to the wide open spaces of Paddington Rec – the reward
for this strategy comes with a park pee and two park poos.
After Cathy arrives we head for the park a second time at 9:10 or
so. I am hoping that Otto will follow Clare and Janet but he never
catches up with Harley and Daisy-Mae and our progress along the
back passage is halting at best. He is easily distracted and wants
to follow all the dogs heading the other way. He is particularly
fascinated by two Middle Eastern teens who are working out on
the parallel bars near the cypress trees. He approaches one, who
is lying on the ground, and I am happy to hear her say, “I think he
likes me.” I have to pick him up several times in order for us to
make any decent progress and more than once he slips out of his
collar. At the café, in addition to Clare and Janet, we have Hanna,
Peter and Davide only. I decide to let Otto wander around at our
feet and he seems to enjoy this. He is given some Winnie pellets
and other dry treats and he tries to get some of the other dogs to
play with him.
Clare and Janet are discussing the sleeping arrangements of their
dogs – Clare says she is shadowed as closely by Harley as I am
by Otto but Janet says that Daisy-Mae is usually happy with a
perch at the end of the bed. Harley hasn’t had any breakfast this
morning and he is my most persistent customer. Winnie is here
too and she does get a few handouts – Otto is already learning to
hoover up the crumbs left by other dogs. The sun is still present
but so is a biting wind and there is no incentive to linger. Davide
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suggests that we head for the Morshead roadway by crossing the
grass of the green and so we do – though Otto remains distracted
by every other animal; these include a large contingent including
Alaska, Cris, and Khalifa – who are heading toward us. So is
Makiko, who says she didn’t wake up until 9:00 this morning
(well done, Alberto). Otto now makes a little better progress since
he can follow Emilio and Winnie but as we near the gate I pick
him up in order to cross the busy street. I am able to leave him
soon thereafter with Cathy as I undertake a series of local errands.
As I pass the college on Elgin Avenue I can see that the building,
undergoing a £7,000,000 refurbishment, is definitely not going
to be flats (as it was widely feared) but a branch of Westminster
College, specializing in vocational training for adults. “Adults” is
a cheery word as far as I am concerned – when the clientele here
was made up of sixth-formers our pavements were littered with a
dog-dangerous scattering of chicken bones.
Thursday, April 2:
Once again I manage to get Otto into the park in time for the
first of his pees and poos and so, an hour and a half later, we are
making our second visit to the Rec when a halting progress is
made in our usual assault on the café. Otto is again very easily
distracted, often waiting to check out other people (let alone other
dogs) before he can be propelled into further forward motion.
Stephen (without Will and Grace) is on his way to work and stops
by to greet the new entry. “I see you have succumbed,” he says
with great sympathy. It helps when Otto thinks he is following
other strollers and we are soon lucky enough to join a procession
that is aiming in the right direction. There is an extremely small
turnout in the doggy compound this morning – just Janet, Peter
and Vlad, though we also have the presence of the soulful Grippet,
Skippy, who has been left behind while his owners are inside at
the breakfast table.
Peter begins by reminding me that Michigan Janet will exhaust
her turf stakes in three weeks or so – but she has winnings waiting
for her that could be reinvested, if she so chooses. Peter is now
getting excited by the Grand National, which dominates the racing
calendar at this time of year, but he says he never invests our
money in the race itself – with 40 runners it is just to hard to make
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sensible bets. Vlad tops up his stakes today as he will not be here
tomorrow – since he must begin a course for Underground staff
in how to use iPads to assist befuddled passengers – now that the
ticket offices themselves are being closed down and staff numbers
reduced. (He says that whatever services can be rendered in this
fashion this will be a real setback for passenger comfort and
safety.) Janet, who now has Bailey, Winnie and Daisy-Mae in her
care, leaves early to walk these animals home – sorry about that,
Winnie. Unusually, this leaves just three chaps at table – an allfemale gathering would be far more common.
I have allowed Otto to run around the compound and he seems
to enjoy checking out all the action and seeing what treats are
going. Eventually I restore him to my lap and it is in this fashion
that we remain while Skye, suddenly arrived at our gate, sets up a
racket, begging to be admitted to the presence of the biscuit man.
Michaela soon arrives as well and this is the first time she has
seen the puppy, who soon spends five minutes in her lap – while
she produces her phone in order to snap several selfies. She is
charmed by the little fellow, says she loves his name (as do most
of those who have a comment on this matter) and, when she gets
up to head for home, we follow – since I hope that by following
Skye down the Morshead roadway Otto will make a steadier
progress. This does work to some extent and a few minutes later I
have almost succeeded in getting him to mount his first step.
Friday, April 3:
I wouldn’t say that the dog is making great progress in toilet
training, but I am. I have again persisted in my attempts to
associate peeing and pooing with outdoor venues and yesterday
we were out on four occasions, though the last, at about 9:00,
produced no dividend – Otto saving these matters for the friendly
confines of our own carpeted surfaces. This morning, at about
7:30, there is greater success when we hit the pavements for the
first time – with a bladder’s worth of pee gushing forth and a poo
on the park grass soon thereafter. An hour and a half later we are
back for our usual trek to the café, though this time we encounter
Celine with Ziggy and Noli. The latter is just eighteen weeks old
and, having completely cowed her great grandfather, would really
like to play with Otto. It is the first time that Celine has seen my
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new puppy and she seems delighted with the little chap. We now
take to the grass of the central green and shortly before reaching
the café Otto offers up a second morning poo – good boy!
There is only a small turnout this morning, though I am not
counting the chap who is working on his laptop under our green
umbrella (rain has just stopped). He soon leaves and we are left
with Peter, Dan, Janet, Karen and Matthew – with Vlad again
in the background. Dan has had an interesting time of it – first a
weekend in Las Vegas and then evacuation from his workplace
when an underground cable and gas fire in Holborn (one which
is now in its third day of disruption) spread to Covent Garden.
I ask Dan to make a choice – which would he rather have:
another dinner with Elton John or another cup of coffee with
his Paddington Rec pals on a rainy morning in Maida Vale. His
answer is a diplomatic one – he wants all of his dinners with
Elton to be special occasions and therefore that experience cannot
be repeated too often. Matthew has the day off and we will be
meeting him and Makiko at Le Cochonnet at 2:00 to discuss
plans for Alberto’s naming ceremony next month. Matthew’s next
assignment is tomorrow night at the Royal Free but he says that
he has only medical duties and doesn’t have to get involved in
patching up all the Saturday night drunks and brawlers. Janet is
overjoyed that, after several months, her street is at last open to
normal traffic – there seems to be no end to the disruption wrought
by the Shirland Road sewer project.
When I go in to get my coffee I again hand Otto’s lead to Peter
(having tightened the collar) but the others have decided to let
him run free by the time I return – with Peter making change for
me as I pass on my turf stakes for tomorrow. Otto has a great time
nosing around under the table. I do put him in my lap after a while
but he clearly wants to see if he can’t wind Emilio up just a bit and
so I put him down. Five minutes later there is a gasp from Janet,
the first to see that my clever pet has already learned to squeeze
through the bars and there he is, visiting a chap (who pronounces
him “beautiful”) in front of the café. I am able to reattach him to
his collar easily and Janet and I begin a back passage walkround.
Daisy-Mae squeezes through the fence and into the picnic ground,
where a squirrel has been spotted (Otto would really like to
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follow) and, after she rejoins us, she squeezes through a gap in the
five-a-side pitch gate and runs down the sideline of a space full of
kids at play. Janet hands me Bailey’s lead and has to go in after
her pet. As we resume our walk Janet says that she can make great
progress with Daisy-Mae, Bailey and Dudley on lead but that
Sparkie is an ill-disciplined nightmare. My Otto, who is twelve
weeks old today, is a shining example of good puppy behavior –
squatting to do a second park pee just before we reach our gate.
Saturday, April 4:
Otto has spent another happy day, joining me at 2:00 when I
reported to Le Cochonnet for lunch with Matthew and Makiko
as we discussed in greater detail plans for Alberto’s naming
ceremony in May. The puppy seemed content to sit under my
chair and the lowering of the occasional pizza crust helped to
keep him well distracted. Of course we walked home and I took
him out again at 10:00 – though perhaps the latter junket was not
necessary as the backsliding rascal had already decorated our
carpets. This morning I scoop him off the bed shortly before 8:00
and soon we have a park pee and a park poo – and as we make our
way to the café at about 9:30 a second poo is offered up as well.
For a Saturday the coffee queue is not too long – we are in a halfterm territory just at the present – and I am soon taking my seat
in an assemblage that includes Dan, Davide, Karen, Janet, Peter,
Vlad, Matthew and Makiko. Dan brings us up to date on the
emergency measures that are still in place following the underground fire – generators are keeping the lights lit in at least four
London theaters. We also hear more about his dinner with Elton
John (and many others) in Las Vegas – surf and turf followed
by peppermint ice cream. This reminds me that the other day a
little boy in the coffee queue was eating one of those blue ice
cream cones – evidently bubblegum-flavored – and this now
leads to a discussion of the source of this distinct taste, since
no one can identify a natural origin (no bubble gum bush, plant
or tree) and we are left to speculate on whether this is not just a
chemist’s invention – “That may be why the ice cream is blue,”
Dan concludes. Davide, who now belongs to a new BA fleet (less
Johannesburg, more U.S.A.) says that today’s cold, gray weather
is more like February than April.
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Davide and Dan are soon quarreling over Winnie’s diet – since
Davide has given the Pug some bacon from his long-delayed
sandwich and Dan refuses to accept “But it’s Easter” as an
excuse. Emilio is muttering in protest, as usual, but it is agreed
that he is objecting to anything that threatens the peace – not
just Daisy-Mae but Dudley barking at the fence. (Blessed are
the peacemakers, Emilio.) Otto begins the session in Dan’s lap
and (when Dan switches to dandling Alberto) Otto moves on to
Karen’s lap. I keep him on lead when he is placed on the tiles –
remembering yesterday’s successful escape – and he tries to wind
up the other dogs so they will play with him, Bailey and Winnie in
particular. (Dan apologizes here, saying that most of these present
are the canine equivalent of pensioners.) When we begin our back
passage walkround Otto does some spirited running as he tries to
keep up with the other dogs. He has just had a big drink of water
and I keep him in the park a little longer than usual, hoping in
vain for another pee. When we reach our steps I urge him to climb
these himself – and so he does – but not without the assistance of
his lead, pulling him ever upward.
Sunday, August 5:
We begin our second Sunday in the park with an early visit at 8:00
or so – this seems to be the most successful part of our regimen
for it always results in a pee and a poo. Indeed, when we return an
hour and twenty minutes later there is a second poo as we make
halting progress toward the green. Otto is again easily distracted
and thinks that he’d just a soon wait where he is in order to greet
any approaching dog or the latter’s human counterpart. But he
does enjoy gamboling across the green and here we make faster
progress in our approach to the café. This Easter morning our
assembly includes Dan, Davide, Peter, Janet, Karen, Jo Lynn,
Debbie and Makiko. The sun is making some effort to penetrate
the clouds today.
Almost as soon as we sit down Peter says he has an announcement
to make – Wendy’s husband Vass has died in hospital. Although,
given his recent ill-health and hospitalization, this is not totally
unexpected – it does give the morning a more somber tone than
you might expect. Janet is nominated to send an appropriate
bouquet on our collective behalf – in a moment she has collected
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£50. Janet has brought with her a lavish book of photos taken
on her recent cruise and this is passed around to be examined
by the breakfasters. I tell the others that I am always fascinated
by the British pronunciation of Nicaragua – since the “agua” is
pronounced here as though it contained three syllables instead
of the more conventional two. (I feel I have a right to point
this out since Yanks are so frequently mocked for their mispronunciations; in fact there is error on both sides…Michigan and
Maryland being the two most frequently mispronounced States
over here.) The others are discussing ways in which they might
celebrate the absent Georgie’s birthday at the end of May – a trip
to Paris is mentioned but there is fear that Georgie has let her
passport lapse. Debbie tells us that she is at last at liberty – but
that she has had at least three offers of work from other firms, who
know something of her efficiencies as a p.a.
Debbie also mentions that Pucci is on a new thyroid medicine
and that he is now so lively that she has trouble catching up with
him. Otto tries to do so now, but Pucci, protecting one of his blue
balls, is not having any of it. Indeed, Otto has a rather frustrating
time of it, since jumping on all of the other dogs under the table
doesn’t have the desired effect. We decided to let him run loose in
our compound but this leads to an almost immediate problem – for
in a Fritz-like dash to freedom he escapes through the gate when
Vlad leaves with Tara. I am able to re-capture the fellow fairly
rapidly and soon thereafter he is able to join a lively procession
on the back passage walkround. Makiko, pushing a wide-eyed
Alberto, is discussing animal poems that Dan might read at the
naming ceremony and I suggest he look up some Edward Lear.
Otto is having a splendid time chasing after everybody on our
walkways – it is a real treat seeing him run joyously ahead of me
– and we even get a second pee at the end of the session. But, in
spite of some recent progress, he balks at attempting any of the
steps up to the front door of our building and I have to carry him
upstairs if we are to make this process a speedy one.
Monday, April 6:
Encouraged by the bright sunshine, sunshine with real warmth in
it, the park is filling up with Easter Monday celebrants – even at
8:00 or so, when Otto and I make our first visit. These days I can
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always count on an early morning pee and poo – but shouldn’t he
be able to hold it in until we return an hour or so later? He doesn’t
see why this is necessary and I am soon mopping up a sitting
room pee with some paper towel – while Otto helps by trying to
make off with this object in his teeth. Needless to say there is no
further action as we complete our walk up the Morshead roadway.
Otto is excited by the presence of Emilio and then Pucci, though
neither of these chaps is interested in playing with the brash
newcomer. As we near the café I can see a familiar figure under
the green umbrella – this is Renata, who says that today is the
first time she feels like her old self. Other participants in today’s
reunion include Matthew, Makiko, Peter, Debbie, Karen, Janet and
Hanna. It is the latter’s birthday and the coffees are on her.
Janet is trying to recover from a prank text sent to her by Dan a
few minutes ago – one which purported to advise her that there
was an ongoing emergency at Dan’s address, thus propelling Janet
into a breathless rescue mission. (Dan complains that there was
no reaction at all when he sent the same message to Davide and
Georgie.) Peter has brought with him the names of all the runners
in Saturday’s Grand National and people are deciding which nag
to back. Alberto comes out of his carriage and the parents continue
to debate the flavor of the first solid food – which the infant is
soon to ingest. They want something special in the vegetable
category and there are many suggestions. I have two things to say
to Makiko – “Wasabi is not a good choice but, whatever foodstuff
is chosen, can you give it to him here at the café so we can all
observe his reaction?”
Renata is charmed by Otto, whom she is meeting for the first time
– she loves his German name and speaks to him in this tongue as
she cuddles him in her lap while others tug her wig back into its
proper position. Otto spends time in other laps as well as my own
but I let him patrol the tiles for most of the session and he only
squeezes through the bars once. Dan brings him back but he is
soon in even greater trouble since Daisy-Mae, as we could have
predicted, attacks him with ferocity, sending the little fellow into
a session of squealing terror. The Shih-Tzu ends up tied to the
naughty fence and Auntie Hanna comforts the puppy in her lap.
We follow Janet, with Daisy-Mae, Bailey and Winnie in tow, as
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we complete another back passage walkround. Otto loves these
moments and he is soon running as fast as his little legs will carry
him in an effort to catch up. Perhaps he is distracted by this fun for
I never see a second poo – as I had hoped for. But when we reach
home I make him employ his own efforts in order to climb all the
steps to our flat. Why do I think that going down the stairs will be
an even greater challenge?
Tuesday, April 7:
Otto has now completed two weeks as the resident puppy in our
world and he has made a great deal of progress in this time – this
is particularly evident, as we return from our early morning foray
into the park, when he tries to scramble up the front steps. He has
chosen the wrong building for this effort but when we do reach the
bottom of our steps he dashes up these and then up the carpeted
stairs to the first floor as well. We are a bit early on our return trip,
shortly after 9:00, but the dog is not interested in undertaking any
variations in our route – heading unerringly across the grass for
the empty doggy compound at the café.
Here we wait almost ten minutes before others arrive; even so,
there is only a small contingent to take advantage of the lovely
springlike sunny weather – just Janet, Clare, Peter and Karen.
I give Peter an extra £2 for a bet on Shut The Front Door in
Saturday’s Grand National. He has a complicated chart showing
the record of Michigan Janet’s winnings since December – and
she is still in credit after all this time. Karen is reading us snippets
from the Daily Mail and thus, if you think the story about the little
girl who enjoys eating carpet is of major importance, you are soon
up-to-date with world news. The ladies tell tales of their addiction
to the TV fare of yesteryear – with box sets easily available for
catch-up viewers these days. Clare has been watching Gray’s
Anatomy and Janet admits that she and a friend turned their
backs on the sun and sand of Cape Cod to watch Nurse Jackie
from beginning to end. Janet and I are getting ready for the last
episodes of Mad Men, which start this week.
I keep Otto on lead throughout the session, not wanting to let an
escapist pattern deepen too early into his consciousness – Janet
says he is growing so fast that soon he won’t be able to squeeze
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through the bars. That lady is undertaking Georgie’s role these
days and she has Winnie at home, Daisy-Mae and Bailey with her,
and she will be taking Harley home with her as our session ends.
Dudley, meanwhile, has had a bath and he is a resplendent white.
Otto tries to jump on his back, hoping for some play, but Dudley
is loyal to Daisy-Mae, whom he mugs on the Randolph roadway.
I like it when we can join a procession on the back passage – Otto
gets such good exercise trying to keep up with the older dogs; still
his legs are strong enough for a repeat effort on our steps at the
end.
Wednesday, April 8:
Another lovely morning greets us as we make our early morning
visit to the park. Otto has been rather spooked by the darkness
of our local streets during our late night walks – last night this
venture produced no product whatsoever – so it is not surprising
that the initial venture of the morning offers success in both
departments. When we return an hour and a half later Otto trots
over the grass on his way to the café as we are intercepted by
Natasha, accompanied by her Miniature Pinscher, Millie – this
time also accompanied by the chap who has the young Yorkiepoo,
Sid. It is the first time these people have seen Otto and much fuss
is made. Otto is happy to engage these little dogs in some spirited
play – as yesterday, a visit from a geriatric Pepper was rather
frustrating for the youngster in this regard. Natasha congratulates
me on this new addition to my family and we continue on to the
green umbrella.
Georgie is back from Glasgow this morning and she is joined by
Janet, Clare, Hanna, Renata, Makiko and Peter, to whom I hand
Otto’s lead when I go inside to join a very long coffee queue. As
so often happens when Cathy arrives I have left the house without
something vital and this morning it is my blue biscuit bag. This is
a matter of considerable disappointment to the assembled canines
at my feet and I keep explaining to them that this morning I will
be replenishing stocks at Sainsbury’s (and buying this year’s
plants for the window boxes) but there is no forgiveness. Finally
Daisy-Mae jumps into my lap and I know that I am in big trouble
since she will just bark at me until I produce the goodies. To
forestall this behavior I have to borrow some uneaten toast from
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Renata’s plate. Daisy-Mae isn’t particularly interested in this but
at least she can see I am making an effort.
Georgie is required to give a detailed account of her adventures
in Glasgow – where Sparkie always seems to have a good time
in Jean’s back yard. Then Renata is required to give us a detailed
account of her continuing therapy. Makiko plucks Alberto from
his carriage; she says the baby made his first attempts to pet
Emilio yesterday. Makiko is wearing a pair of blue jeans with the
appropriate torn fissures – though she has, in fact patched these
– something Ofra would never do. Evidently our Israeli friend
returns to London tonight and it will be interesting to see what
she thinks of young Otto. (I sent her a photo taken on his first day
in the park, now two weeks ago, but, not surprisingly, she has
forgotten to open her email.)
Thursday, April 9:
Otto is three months old today and his puppyhood progresses
splendidly. He sprints up the stairs, as he did last night after a very
successful late night excursion, and, once installed, he proceeds
to undertake extended play with great inventiveness. Having
carpeted the house with newspaper, paper towels and toilet paper,
he has specialized in stealing my socks and giving them a good
thrashing. Next on his to-do-list must be going down the stairs
– but when I leave him on the front porch of our building this
morning he shows great reluctance to take the plunge. We cross
the street and enter the park on another lovely spring morning,
passing two French Bulldogs and then Toby the real Bulldog
and Terry’s Khalifa and Cris. As we cross the grass I notice that
Maggie is watching us carefully from a spot near the cricket
crease. The Scottie has grown a lot and when she pounces on
Otto there is a bit of a mismatch as she rolls him in the wet grass.
Somewhat disheveled from this encounter my pet at last reaches
the sanctuary of the café.
This morning our group includes Janet, Georgie, Davide, Renata,
Peter, Ellie and Sally – who has her Affenpinscher, Alfie, on her
lap; there is no sign of Ofra, who retrieved Bailey last night.
Much of the conversation these days is devoted to the missing
Wendy – who has not even obtained a proper death certificate
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from the hospital yet. Reports are that she is over-faced with all
the documents she has unearthed at home and this leads to a long
discussion on the necessity for an up-to-date will. Janet is able
to add that she knows of two people, one her own sister, who
devoted themselves selflessly to the care and comfort of ancient
neighbors – only to learn, when death at last came, that the
estate went to distant relatives who had either come to visit only
grudgingly or had never been a part of the life of the deceased.
Ellie now tells us that her daughter’s school has just cancelled the
good-works field trip that was scheduled for Uganda – after more
terrorist attacks in this African country. No one is surprised.
Renata soon takes command of my blue biscuit bag, the better to
pluck soft tidbits for Otto, whom she puts in her lap next to an
unwelcoming Maxi, who growls. (This is, however, only a pale
approximation of the furious sounds produced by Sparkie and
Winnie during an intemperate face-off.) Ellie’s Teddy has also
disgraced himself by rolling in something nasty – and I urge Ellie
not to offer her lap as his easy chair under these circumstances.
When he is not snacking Otto, loose for the entire session, is
racing about and looking for fun. He must have picked my
pocket because after he has torn a nappy bag into little pieces I
catch him making off with one of my gloves. When we get up
for a back passage walkround he resists recapture and, just to
confound his captors, he squeezes back through the bars and into
our compound. Only now does Makiko, who has been marching
up and down with her baby carriage and her mobile phone, join
our party for a march toward the gates. Janet points out that the
first bluebell is visible in the undergrowth and says she must now
check out how all those bulbs planted in the “bluebell wood” are
doing.
Friday, April 10:
The annual spring planting having left a line of compost
embedded in every fingernail, I begin the morning with a thorough
scrubbing in the shower – an event usually favored by the
presence of the curious pup. Today, however, he is up to mischief
somewhere else – but at least he has managed to finish the last
few hours without any indoor accidents. Georgie, to my surprise,
is crossing the street in one direction as we cross it in another but
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she has rejoined us by the time we have reached the Morshead
gate. She tells me that a bruiser of a dog (part Bulldog, part bull)
is just leaving and, though he is friendly enough, Skye tries to
wind him up and she would just as soon avoid this. Otto trots
along in pursuit of Skye and Sparkie, crossing a little of the green
as we near the café.
I hand Otto’s lead to Georgie but by the time I have returned with
my coffee he has migrated to Renata’s lap. We also have Davide,
Janet, Clare, Peter and Ellie in attendance and, after a while,
Yara joins us as well. (Still no sign of Ofra.) Renata tells us that
she is planning a visit to Australia this winter and will be staying
with Karen’s mother near Melbourne – Karen evidently doesn’t
know this yet. Again we hear a great deal about Renata’s recent
hospitalization and the follow-up therapies and this leads to a
broader discussion of the role that genetic inheritance may play
in illness. Ellie says that she barely remembers her father but that
her own doctors have urged her to make contact again since it is
always interesting to such physicians to know something of the
health history of the previous generation – Ellie knows this make
sense but you can detect a certain reluctance on her part. Soon
we have returned to holiday plans as the focus of our interest – as
Davide announces that he and Dan are planning a holiday on St.
Kitts.
While he is in Renata’s lap Otto receives a bowtie medal, pinned
to his collar. Evidently this was a gift to Maxi from his groomer
yesterday – the little Poodle certainly looks the picture of puppy
pulchritude. Once returned to the tiles Otto is soon imitating his
canine pals in their relentless search for treats. He is particularly
interested in Davide’s sandwich and he is rewarded on several
occasions – until Winnie, sitting in Davide’s lap, launches a preemptive attack on the puppy. Today is Yara’s first meeting with
Otto and he spends most of the session in her lap as she eats a
wholesome breakfast of scrambled eggs, avocado and mushrooms.
As we prepare for our back passage walkround both Daisy-Mae
and Winnie refuse to leave the café and so there is some delay.
Otto thinks that he can get Winnie to play with him by nudging
her at full speed as we make our way along the cypress trees – but
this is certainly a non-starter. As he trots up our stairs at the end of
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the session Camilla the cleaner reminds me that I was once very
concerned about having a Schnauzer with a tail. I have to admit
that I haven’t given it any thought since Otto arrived and that,
indeed, I enjoy seeing him wagging this appendage in his delight
over the new world he has come to inhabit.
Saturday, April 11:
It is rather gray and chilly as Otto and I make our early morning
appearance in the park. In fact this is the best of the morning
weather because when we make our second visit, shortly before
9:30, a light rain is falling. This is the first time the pup has
experienced the falling stuff – I wonder if Fritz’s old raincoat will
fit his tidy little body? Under any circumstances I would like us to
make some rapid progress in the direction of the green umbrella
and this is not easy when one’s companion is so easily distracted–
joggers, other dogs, sticks….everything serves to slow us down.
A fairly small turnout is not surprising – given the continuing
moisture, for today we have just Janet, Georgie, Peter, Dan,
Davide, Matthew and Makiko. (Georgie says that Ofra is sick.)
Poor Peter is having a meltdown over all these individual bets on
today’s Grand National, a process facilitated by Makiko, who has
brought a long list of candidates and wants to bet on some of these
and on Peter’s own favorites as well. Dan is in a manic mood, all
the preparations for ticketing tomorrow’s Olivier awards complete
and a spilled container of Caesar salad dressing having narrowly
missed the VIP invitations. He occupies at least three seats as
he bounces around the table, lifts the plastic cover on Alberto’s
baby capsule, and speaks with such volume that Davide orders his
partner to chill. This is the first time that Dan and Georgie have
had a chance to share details of their recent travels and so we hear,
once again, how Georgie and Jean got drunk in Glasgow and Dan
danced on the stage of the Caesar Palace Colosseum as Elton John
played “Saturday Night’s Alright.”
I’m afraid that Otto is not having the best of mornings. I don’t
want him to get wet and so I keep him on lead and he has trouble
reaching the treats (like Davide’s sandwich) or the other dogs –
who won’t play with him anyway. Winnie is still defending her
position on Davide’s lap against this youngster and Sparkie rolls
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him over once as well. Tara and Skye are my chief customers this
morning but no one gets much in the way of treats and, seeing a
little break in the weather, we decide to make an early departure.
That’s all right – when Otto gets home he can see if that other
Schnauzer, the one he sees on the mirror-like surface of the fire
screen, will at last come out to play.
Sunday, April 12:
Bright sunshine has returned to Maida Vale – indeed this
happened shortly after we returned from our rain-sodden
adventure yesterday morning. I encourage Otto to attempt
descending our stairs on his own four feet – but this is very
difficult for him and he remains reluctant to step off into space.
Likewise our progress along the Morshead roadway is a halting
one, but at last we are able to cross the green at some speed. I
notice that an ambulance has been summoned to attend to some
stricken park user and that there is already quite a queue waiting
to get into the café. Some tennis players are part of this contingent
and when one of these chaps, who clearly entered the café after I
did, shoulders forward to stand with his pal, Janet, still closer to
the counter than any of us, reaches out to take my coffee money
so that I will be served before this interloper. In all, this is a very
difficult process since there are only two behind the counter and
Zen is instructing a complete novice, Erga, in the mysteries of all
these machines.
Karen and Dan also have a long time in the queue before joining
the rest of us – Janet, Georgie, Renata, Debbie and Peter. (Georgie
phones Ofra, who seems to have a chest infection and awaits a
home visit from her doctor today.) Only Janet has experienced
any joy in yesterday’s Grand National – when her horse finished
fourth. Dan eats an omelet, getting up once to make a phone call
and once to move into the sun – today is his big day at the Olivier
Awards. With Karen Renata discusses her plans for an Australian
holiday. She says, “It’s important for me to have something to
look forward to” – a sentiment that no one would contest. Debbie
says she has a lot of free time now and this means she can visit
Renata at home – only to be told, “Yes, but I like to be out these
days.”
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Both Karen and Renata spend a lot of time fussing over Otto, who
is off lead throughout the session today. (Renata announces that
Otto has a black willie.) When he is not in Karen’s lap my dog is
trying to wind up the other dogs, finding in Flora, who has just
been delivered to Georgie’s care, a more than worthy opponent.
These two do a lot of wrestling and Otto is pinned several times
by the lively Pug – squealing like a little girl and then coming
back for more. Sparkie, who is again barking at anything that
moves, is often at my knee, where the competition is provided
by Winnie and Skye. The latter is having constipation problems
this morning and, I notice, Dudley (another customer) is showing
signs of “flop bot” as well. Because Georgie must make her way
home now with Sparkie, Flora, Winnie and Skye it is decided to
use the Morshead roadway. Otto charges along after all these dogs
and somehow manages to make it to the gate without getting his
lead hopelessly entangled.
Monday, April 13:
After four or five days without an indoor poo there has been a
little backsliding of late but Otto can’t have an overnight accident,
fortunately, since he remains on my bed throughout the night and
can no more jump down from this height than he can manage
descending a single shallow step in the hallway. When we head
for the park at 9:15 this morning I am surprised to see Maxi, a
tennis ball in his mouth, trotting through the Essendine gate and
onto the adjacent pavement. I encourage him to return to the park,
which he does– Renata is hovering nearby and explains that her
pet has just been spooked by some large dogs. Otto finds a little
white dog who will dance and prance with him for a while and
then we cross the green; Janet, Georgie and Peter are already
sitting in our compound and I begin proceedings with some news.
“Guess who just lifted his leg for the first time?” They begin to
coo over Otto and this gives me the opportunity to add, “No, he
still pisses on the carpet. It was me.”
In addition to the aforementioned we have only Karen joining us
this morning, a very small turnout indeed. A number of us have
watched the highlights of the Olivier Awards and early comments
include praise for Nicole Scherzinger’s singing, criticism for
Lenny Henry’s uncomfortable compering, and disappointment
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that Flora’s owner, the twelve-year-old Isabella, was pipped for
best supporting actress by Angela Lansbury, who, almost 90,
received a standing ovation when she came to accept her award.
In other TV matters Georgie complains that Brenda Blethen’s Vera
is just so slow and I can confirm this since, mistakenly, I tuned
in an hour late to the detective drama and didn’t figure this out
for ten minutes or so. Finally I tell Peter that I recently watched a
program right up his alley – one in which scientists nominated the
ten most likely scenarios for the end of life on earth as we know it.
Georgie has again brought Flora to the park and it isn’t too long
before Otto has badgered her into a quite vicious retaliation – I
have to grab her by the harness, amid gnashing teeth, as this bit of
innocent play has turned sour. Obviously Otto is free to range our
caged space and he has a really good time working the room. He
has no trouble, with his sharp little teeth, in doing complete justice
to a full-sized Shapes biscuit now. Daisy-Mae is enjoying some
Sainsbury version of a Schmacko strip and she barks at me to keep
up a steady supply from her position atop Janet’s lap. The ShihTzu is in a mischievous mood and when we begin our homeward
journey along the Morshead roadway she remains behind, sitting
on the grass and staring at our retreating figures teasingly. Janet
tries various strategies to get her pet to move and at last D-M
agrees to join us. Otto takes advantage of our retreat to charge
down Flora once again – evidently all is forgiven.
Tuesday, April 14:
Otto has enjoyed another play-date with his cousin Pepper and
their late afternoon activities have helped in exhausting my dog,
who spent another docile night atop the bed – yesterday he also
demonstrated that he could jump down from this great height. I
must say that Pepper proved to be a great sport, patiently putting
up with the mugging that Otto administered in his eagerness for
some spirited Schnauzer play. I have not seen Otto succeed in
leaping up even to sofa height so when Pepper needed a rest he
jumped up onto the orange living room sofa for sanctuary. This
morning, on our second visit to the park, I put Otto down on the
porch landing and we practice descending the five steps needed to
reach the pavement.
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It is a beautiful morning in the park, sunny and mild, and we make
rapid progress up the Morshead roadway and across the green.
At the café the others are foregathering, an assemblage that today
includes Janet, Georgie, Clare, Renata, Peter, Karen, Dan, Makiko
and, substituting for her working husband, Vlad, we have Biba –
here with Tara. In fact it is Dan and Makiko, eventually joined by
Ellie, who occupy the little corner table, a sunny spot facing the
green. In the past this isolation has lead to a degree of ill-feeling
for it is antisocial but my reasoning is that it is a relatively rare
event since we are residents of England, after all, and such sunny
opportunities are rare. And there is some interchange between the
groupings as when Biba takes Alberto out onto the green – it looks
like an abduction but then Karen’s embrace of my Otto looks like
one too. Renata receives a phone call from a nurse at the Royal
Free and there is a long conversation about the failure of that
institution in supplying dressings and assistance in the last few
days – tomorrow Renata begins another session of chemotherapy
at the University College Hospital.
Harley is hard to please when it come to treats this morning but
Skye is as insistent as ever. Tara, surprisingly, haunts only the
sandwich eaters this morning and never finds my knee. Otto
certainly does – it has taken him only a few days to imitate the
other dogs in their search for treats; today he manages to get
through the session without engendering any retaliatory gestures
on the part of the older dogs – though Harley does pee on his
head. With so many dogs to get home Georgie often chooses
to head straight down the Morshead roadway at the end of our
session and so Otto is soon following Sparkie, Winnie, Skye
and Harley in this direction. At the Morshead gate we finally
encounter Rowena, who was one of those urging me (even in the
aisles of Sainsbury’s, Ladbroke Grove) to get another dog. This is
her first meeting with Otto and she ties her Timmy (who doesn’t
like puppies) to a post in order to give my fellow a cuddle.
Wednesday, April 15:
An early morning park sojourn receives its sequel shortly after
Cathy has arrived for her weekly stint, one that now includes
returning some twenty-five puppy toys to their (temporary) basket
in the TV room. Otto continues to make progress in leg-lifting as
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we cross the grass on our way to the café and as we do so we spot
Bailey, descending from the heights of Mt. Bannister. This must
mean that Ofra cannot be far behind and indeed, after three weeks,
there she is. She has no idea who this little creature is at the end
of my lead – I had sent her a picture but they do not have internet
access at her mother’s house in Jerusalem and she has been too ill
since her return, a week ago, to check her email here. There is a
queue in front of the café door but not surprisingly Ofra ends up at
the front in spite of a late arrival. Some things never change.
I notice that Peter, who has grown accustomed to a sunny position
usually occupied at our table by Ofra, is unmoved by her return
and this causes some displacement. Ofra sits where Renata might,
Davide sits in my usual position and I sit in Karen’s chair. Renata
is here but she and her friend Julia occupy the sunny corner table
this morning. Janet, Georgie and Makiko are also present today.
Renata spends most of the session fretting over the intricacies of
her iPhone – with assistance from Davide, Karen and Makiko. The
rest of us are fretting over the intricacies of planning laws in our
community – in the wake of news that Kensington and Chelsea
are considering an application for a three-story basement, with the
protests of neighbors answered in kind by the sulking plutocrat
who has painted the façade of her building in candy stripes. Much
closer to home, indeed, very close, comes news that last week
the Carlton Tavern, adjacent to one entrance of the park, was
bulldozed out of existence one day before it was to be named by
Westminster Council as a listed building. I did catch our local
council member, Jan Prendergast, spitting feathers on the ITV
news – but I hadn’t realized she was talking about another local
pub, now seemingly lost forever.
It doesn’t take long for the dogs to discover my new position
and first Sparkie, then, Winnie, then Daisy Mae, then Bailey
are scratching at my knees. After he has had four biscuits Ofra
remembers that Bailey shouldn’t be having any extra treats since
he got Ricky out of bed after midnight when he needed to go
outside urgently –and Ricky is already caring for one invalid.
Ofra insists that, armed with antibiotics and atomizer, she is not
contagious and she is soon lofting Alberto in joyous bounces
above her head – she does this on my left while on my right Karen
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is doing the same thing with Otto. In spite of my insistence that
Alberto’s first experience with solid food should come at our
breakfast table, Makiko admits that the experiment was made at
dinner last night. (Alberto evidently expressed disdain for sea
bream and baby courgettes and who would blame him?) Karen
now announces that she is off to the gym but I can top that for
I have scheduled one of those precision errand-running days to
take advantage of Cathy’s presence as puppy-sitter. I leave the
house at 10:40 and in two hours I have been to the 123 Cleaners,
Sali’s hair-cutting salon, the post office in Paddington, Paddington
Station itself, Barclay’s Bank in Maida Vale, the local Food &
Wine, the newsagent and even to Starbucks. I am exhausted.
Thursday, April 16:
The pleasant weather persists, though it is cooler this morning as
Otto and I make our second visit to the Rec. Just as we near the
green I notice the portly presence of Suzanne’s Springer Sunny
and here comes Suzanne herself, back after another extended visit
to the States. It is my intention to leave Otto with the café crew
(Renata and Peter in this case) because I have to pick up some
prescriptions at Vineyard Chemists. Suzanne is heading here too
and, with Sunny left behind in our compound, she accompanies
me (rather slowly since she seems a bit frail this morning) first
to the Randolph surgery, where I wait while she fetches her
prescription, and then to the chemists where we each seem to
come away with a shopping bag of medicaments.
When we make it back to the café there is a mob scene – for in
our absence Renata and Peter have been joined by Ellie, Ofra,
Janet, Georgie, Dan, Davide, Clare, Jo Lynn, and Makiko – after
a while Wendy makes her first visit to the park since the death of
her husband and, even before our return, Karen and has come and
gone. Come and gone but not before leaving a present for me – a
cappuccino in a wonderful ceramic Schnauzer cup, the head of the
dog serving as the cup handle. I sit down to drink this at the little
corner table (joined by Davide and Suzanne) as there is no more
room left under the green umbrella. The blue bag comes out of
my pocket and the dogs take very little time to find me in my new
position – it’s just as well I have added some faux-Schmackos
since Harley and Daisy-Mae favor this treat. Otto is already active
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in the pursuit of his share – even growling at the famished Winnie
when she dives in for a few of his biscuit crumbs.
Alberto is soon out of his carriage and first Dan, then Zen the
Baristo, then Auntie Ofra take turns giving him a cuddle. When
Alberto starts to cry Georgie says, “Don’t be a ginger whinger,”
but, since Alberto is hardly ginger – but does have a Japanese
background, I suggest that a better title would be “The Ninja
Whinger.” Departure is a protracted process today. Otto likes to
tease me by resisting a return to the lead, Bailey goes missing, and
Emilio is so slow that Makiko has to abandon the baby carriage in
order to go back and fetch him. Otto now has a chance to wind up
poor Winnie and I must say she is a pretty good sport about this
mugging. As we near the Morshead gate Dan says, “Otto, this is
unkind; Winnie is an old lady,” and Makiko says, “Yes, this is just
like you picking on poor Janet.”
Friday, April 17:
The sunny weather continues but there is a bit of an icy breeze,
necessitating the continued deployment of my brown scarf. Otto
and I make our first visit to the park at about 7:15 – this following
a night in which the pup showed no interest in pooing during our
10:00 pm walk and yet somehow managed to sleep throughout
the night without any distress. On our second sojourn I insist that
he walk down our stairs – which he does with some reluctance
but succeeds in accomplishing this feat far better than before. (If I
don’t have to carry him downstairs every time we go out my stiff
back may recover more swiftly.) He seems to welcome our walk
along the Morshead roadway for the park, its people and its dogs,
is becoming a source of great delight for the young fellow. As we
cross the green I can see that already our compound is peopled by
Renata, Suzanne and Peter and Georgie comes in right behind us.
To these breakfast participants we soon add Janet, Wendy, Ofra,
Makiko, Davide and Wendy – today we all manage to find places
under the green umbrella. Just outside its orbit is Vlad, here with
his friend – the one with the long leather coat and the t-shirt with
Groucho’s image and the legend “Marxism.” Renata is worried
that no one will be checking up on our lottery numbers when
Janet, Liz and Davide go to Sardinia at the end of the month but
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Janet reminds us that she sends each of us a list of our numbers by
email. Peter is collecting money for tomorrow’s racing and Ofra
says she will pay him tomorrow – she might have been able to do
so today were if not for the £10 note she has just slipped me in
recompense for the five £2 coins I turned over to her yesterday.
Ofra is juggling with Alberto just as a Middle East mom pushes
her crying baby past our gate. (Babies all cry in the same
language.) Makiko says that they have offered Alberto some more
solid food, doing better this time with banana. Ofra says that at
Alberto’s age her Lee was eating steak.
Otto is again a whirling dervish at our feet, bobbing up to beg
for treats from Davide and Renata as well as goodies from my
biscuit bag. Janet thinks he has grown so much in the last three
weeks that he can’t squeeze through the bars anymore and it is
true that he tries a few times when dogs pass our compound,
giving up rather than trying to push through – but I think he still
might be able to make an abrupt exit if he were desperate enough.
Janet puts him in her lap for a cuddle and Daisy-Mae responds by
jumping in my lap – the better to beg for treats. Sparkie and Tara
are at my knees but again I have to disappoint poor Bailey, who
is still nil by mouth. He jumps into Renata’s lap (Maxi is there
too) and looks out accusingly at the world. Winnie is again called
on to show great restraint as she fends off the attentions of the
rambunctious Otto. My pet manages to complete the back passage
walkround without mugging any of his new pals – today he seems
to be more intent on stick munching; he gambols along looking
like Groucho with a stogie – more Marxism.
Saturday, April 18:
Our early morning visit to the park is enough to convince me
that, in spite of the sunny skies, it is very cold – with a chill wind
whistling down our necks. Conditions have not improved much
as we make our second visit two hours later, though this time
Otto has a chance to make friends with a dozy blonde Lab named
Molly. Molly has a tennis ball in her mouth but this does not
interfere with her sense of smell – while Otto is dancing at her feet
she is sniffing out the biscuits in my jacket pocket. As we continue
forward along the Morshead roadway we encounter Georgie with
Sparkie and Vincenzo with Thomas – Vincenzo is one of those
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park regulars who had been urging me for months to get another
dog and now he can see that this idea has at last been realized.
A short dash across the grass places us outside the gate to our
compound and, handing Otto’s lead to Georgie, I am soon in the
coffee queue.
Our morning ensemble includes Georgie, of course, but also
Janet, Ofra (still coughing), Dan, Peter, Karen (whom I can at
last thank for my Schnauzer mug), Claire and Alberto and his
parents – who occupy the corner table in the vain expectation
that the sun will provide a little warmth. Spurred on by Karen’s
Daily Mail the early moments of our conversation focus on the
world’s latest tragedies – especially the almost daily death toll in
the Mediterranean as refugees drown in their desperate attempts to
reach European shores. The May 7 general election dominates our
TV screens these days but our breakfasters are rarely interested in
politics and we are soon on to last night’s episode of Gogglebox.
I tell the others that one of the greatest virtue of this vox populi
TV review show is that it convinces me, again and again, that I
was right in my decision not to watch most of the shows under
investigation in the first place.
At our feet Otto is again the chief source of mischief and
amusement. Winnie is an easy target and she again stands up to
his bullying intentions with an exemplary tolerance – especially
since he growls at her if she comes too close to his biscuit crumbs.
(Winnie is still denied snacks of her own these days – and Bailey
is also embargoed.) When we begin our back passage walkround
Otto keeps trying to mug Winnie – who is now being cared for
by Janet, with Dan off to work – but I try to pull him off her since
she is particularly vulnerable on lead. At the head of the running
track we pass the two gents who often sit here with Baba and Max
and the owner of the latter, Tom, brings out the treat bag for Otto.
I have time to reflect, as my dog dashes up the stairs at home,
that he has made a lot of progress in the three and a half weeks
of his residence here – he now lifts his leg in the park, he can go
down the stairs without assistance, and he is adept at turning every
household object into fodder for those sharp little teeth. Indeed my
first task when we get inside is to pick up all those shards of paper
he has scattered around the flat in his usual path of destruction.
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Sunday, April 19:
It is less sunny and far colder at 9:00 than at 7:00 this morning
– and I should know since Otto and I visit the park at both times.
Otto now has no hesitation in descending both the interior stairs
and the exterior steps and for this I am very grateful – if only there
were corresponding improvements in his toilet habits. Ahead of
us on the Morshead roadway I can see Matthew and Makiko with
the baby carriage and Otto can see Emilio and, since Pugs are so
much fun to jump on, he dashes forward to greet his pal. I hand
Otto’s lead over to Peter and take my place in the queue outside
the café door. It is one of those mornings when it would be very
nice to get into the warmer interiors of this establishment.
In addition to Peter we also have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Karen,
Renata and Dan, with Matthew and Makiko off to the gym after
only a few minutes. As so often happens when we have a doctor
present health matters dominate the early conversation – with
Renata, complaining now of the effects of her chemotherapy,
bringing up the entire history of her illness for Matthew’s benefit.
“I washed my wig,” she says, “and now it looks like a pineapple.”
No one agrees but some of us have been watching a TV series on
Harley Street and Janet reports that one of the doctors interviewed
was her own oncologist. Janet remembers well her own history
of wig-wearing and says, as a former slaphead, that she is well
qualified to comment on the hair problems of others. (Karen
has never heard of this British term for baldness, slaphead, and
she is both amused and shocked.) We soon turn from this topic
to grocery shopping and there is a lively discussion on which
of our many supermarket chains offers the best in fruit and veg.
Lidl, Marks and Spencer, Tesco and Waitrose each have their
champions. Then Karen is reminded of the time she worked
for Coca Cola and one of her assignments was to visit dozens
of supermarkets in France and Italy in order to see just how
prominently her employer’s product was displayed.
Karen’s arrival this morning has helped to settle a recent
conundrum – can Otto still squeeze through the bars of our fence?
He can and it is the arrival of Dudley that triggers this response.
Dudley, who used to enjoy chasing his pals around our table (or
being chased) won’t play with the puppy and this means that
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Winnie has to endure another sustained assault. Dan says he is
worried that his pet is not breathing comfortably at night and even
takes her with him when he goes to get coffee – and I put Otto on
my lap in order to keep him away from the senior Pug. But a few
minutes later, when everyone is back on terra firma, Dan decides
to help Winnie defend herself by throwing her onto Otto’s head.
This seems to work and, in fact, Winnie is so energized by this
victory that she attacks Dudley and has a fight with Sparkie as
well. Poor Bailey is still forbidden any treats and I have to deny
his requests for biscuits while honoring those of Tara, Sparkie and
Tilly – the latter here with Georgie this morning. No one wants to
linger for long on such a cold morning (by this time I am wearing
my gloves) and so a back passage walkround in soon organized as
we encounter Rob on the Carlton roadway with Pepper and Chica.
Once again Otto is eager to keep up with all his canine pals and,
while they trot along at a steady pace, he has to run in order to
catch up – abandoning a series of sticks as he does so.
Monday, April 20:
Just as I am congratulating my dog on managing to get through
a whole day without any extraneous carpet decorating I discover
a well-camouflaged poo hiding in the shadows of the Turkish
carpet in the sitting room. This, I suppose, is only the topping
on a mischief cake whose ingredients include mass destruction
wherever those tiny teeth can find a purchase – I have even
started to close my study door after discovering Otto nibbling
on the computer’s power cord. There has been some progress,
of course, for a week ago I had to carry him downstairs while
clutching the blue recycling bag – now this task is made easier
as the dog trots confidently down on his own. I am happy to note
that temperatures have risen considerably since yesterday and it is
again under sunny skies that we head for the park.
As we cross the green I note that we need to be certain not to
wander into the path of the circulating lawnmower – whose drone
echoes throughout our session at the café this morning. (Question:
why couldn’t this chore be completed before the café opens its
doors?) I leave Otto with Peter but by the time I return the others
have let him run free; the others, incidentally, include Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Debbie, Renata, Makiko, Clare and Wendy. Otto is
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very active among these coffee drinkers and their dogs. Winnie is
spared a bit but both Emilio and Harley have to withstand a furry
boarding party. Otto has also learned how to join the others in
begging for treats from my biscuit bag and thus he joins Tara and
Sparkie in their entreaties at my knee. Daisy-Mae has a better idea
– she jumps into my lap, the better to bark at me when I am slow
in delivering her chewy doggy doughnuts. Otto can’t jump up this
far yet so he remains earthbound and from this position he can
greet, just outside our gate, a lovely Labradoodle puppy named
Ted – making his first visit to the park.
It isn’t too long before Ofra has plucked Alberto from his carriage
and soon these two are singing into one another’s faces – Zen
the baristo has a turn lofting the baby as well. The women are
discussing the use of the pacifier (also known as the dummy) in
the mouths of infants. Ofra says she was criticized for letting her
Lee have one in her mouth all the time but, she says, a doctor in
Israel sighed and said, “If only I could give them to adults.” As we
pack up to leave there is some discussion of funeral arrangements
for Wendy’s late husband, Vass. These will take place Friday with
a church ceremony followed by a cremation at the Kensal Green
Cemetery. Janet says that she may not be able to go to both of
these since she is playing host to a niece who will be running the
London Marathon this coming weekend. I will be on the second
day of a four-day visit to Sweden.
Tuesday, April 21:
Every day Otto seems to be a larger presence in our lives – and
his size is only a part of the portrait. Of course I look forward to
a whole day without a household accident; yesterday we made
it through without an inside poo (though there were two little
pees), the day before that there were no pees (but one poo). I take
him out at 10:00 or so each night for he seems to be able to sleep
through the entire night, holding it in until we go out again shortly
after 7:00. Once again there is a lovely, sunny spring morning for
our visits to the park, with Otto having a chance to touch noses
with little Sid before we cross the green and enter our compound
at the café.
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I pass the pup’s lead onto Georgie and join a queue that also
includes Janet, Karen, Renata and Vlad. Outside we also have
the participation of Ofra, Makiko, Peter, Clare and Wendy. The
latter is passing out little Red Cross cards with information about
Friday’s ceremonials. This is a momentary distraction for Peter
(who can’t read any of her writing) since he is in the process
of defending his position at our table, one that has undergone a
singular transformation since (1) a seat nearer the green means
you are more likely to benefit from the sun and (2) the seat he
has moved into is, by tradition, the one always claimed by Ofra –
though left undefended when that lady was absent for three weeks
recently. Ofra is now suggesting, from a new chair she has drawn
up to our table, that Peter is in her seat, one that she has occupied
for eleven and a half years. This can’t be true, since we haven’t
been in this compound for that many years, but we get the point.
Peter, for his part, shows he has no intention of moving now – and
he does have a more consistent attendance record. Fortunately we
soon move on to other topics: more on the refugee crisis in the
Med, last night’s TV viewing, baby Alberto’s patent leather shoes.
(I tell Makiko he looks like he could take penalty kicks with those
boots – but he hasn’t started to crawl yet.)
Otto spares Winnie his usual manic mugging, concentrating in
joining the others (Sparkie, Tara and Harley) in seeking treats
from my biscuit bag. He also manages to pick up some treats
from local sandwiches, some bacon from Ofra and some toast
from Karen and Renata. And he also manages to squeeze through
the bars once in order to see what all the passing dogs are up to
– Makiko manages to catch him and return him to our company.
I do get great pleasure from seeing just how much others are
enjoying my new pet, none more so than his Auntie Karen – who
plucks him up for an extended cuddle, bestowing many kisses
on his furry body and then tossing him in the air above her lap in
ecstatic whoops. “If my dog throws up when we get home,” I have
to say, “I’m going to be really upset.”
Wednesday, April 22:
Cathy is vastly amused by the mischievous Otto who, taking
advantage of my sitting on the orange sitting room sofa, is
systematically untying both of my shoes with his little sharp
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teeth. Outside it is again sunny but there is a sharp cooling
breeze blowing across the park as well. Georgie is just about to
enter the Rec with Sparkie and we accompany these two along
the Morshead roadway. Here we encounter both Natasha with
Millie and Peter – not our regular Peter but the one who used to
own the Romanian rescue dog, Gypsy. He has a new animal now
and when, after Otto receives the appropriate cuddles, Peter is
asked where this dog is now, he answers, “He’s home watching
television.” This response is not as bizarre as one might expect;
even Georgie says that she often leaves the TV on for Sparkie
when she leaves him home alone. As we reach the green we
encounter Janet with Daisy-Mae, but Otto does not succeed in
getting the Shih-Tzu to play.
In addition to Georgie and Janet our morning group includes
Peter, Davide, Clare, Wendy, Makiko, Suzanne and her friend
David, and, after she has completed several circuits of the green
with her phone in one ear, Ellie. Debbie is also here but she has
been jogging and soon goes home; then we also have a brief visit
from Michaela, who brings Skye in for a biscuit or two while she
takes her turn holding baby Alberto. The latter is given one of
Davide’s Italian baby biscuits by his Auntie Ofra but Makiko frets
over this innocent gesture – will there be too much sugar, will the
baby choke on the treat? In the event Alberto doesn’t seem to like
it – but adults around our table pronounce the treat most tasty.
Davide has not slept since his early morning return from cabin
crew duties and he is mad at the world. He complains about the
passenger who left her glasses on her tray and then wanted him
to search through 220 trays as she exited the plane. He complains
that Dan has not left the house in pristine order. And, when Ofra
says that her Ricky should sue British Airways over a four-hour
delay in Milan, he explodes.
Suzanne and David have brought not only Sunny but Bronny the
Vizsla and when I mention Bronny’s older sister, Suki, I learn, for
the first time, that Suki, like her lamented owner, Lawrence, has
died. The dogs are immune from this news and continue all their
under-the-table antics. I still have to refuse requests from Bailey
and Winnie but I keep Harley, Sparkie and Skye well-supplied.
Otto, who escapes when Vlad leaves with Tara, is the beneficiary
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of a number of handouts. These would include portions of
Davide’s sandwich and some of the Italian baby biscuit as well.
When he persists in his search for the latter Davide holds up the
box and says, “For babies of six months or older!”
Tuesday, April 28:
The absence of entries for the last few days can be explained, of
course, by my annual visit to Stockholm, a successful expedition
concluded yesterday when Linda returned Otto to his parental
home at 4:00 or so in the afternoon. Her stewardship also
seems to have been a grand success, with Otto enjoying himself
tremendously and causing less damage than might be expected.
Pepper was a patient host to the hyperactive pup and the two seem
to have formed a kind of bond. Linda also made some progress
in teaching Otto to “Sit!” on command – and I shall endeavor to
continue in this tradition. It is sunny but quite cold as we make
our way into the park at 7:30 or so and it has not warmed up much
when we return two hours later – altogether it was warmer in
Sweden.
Otto can hear familiar voices issuing from the doggy compound at
the café and he charges across the grass to make the first contact.
Our morning group includes Georgie, Janet, Peter, Yara, Ellie,
Debbie, Ofra and Makiko. I remind them again of my party,
scheduled on the 10th of May. Vlad has told me that he will be out
of town on this date but this morning he says that his wife Biba
would like to come. There is some discussion of the devastating
earthquake in Nepal, an event that dominated the TV screen while
I was in Stockholm, too. Today it is Yara’s turn to hold baby
Alberto, with help and advice from Ellie, who has Teddy in her
lap next door. Janet reviews her niece’s successful completion
of the London Marathon and chats with Flora’s owner, Dimi, the
pilot with the West End daughter and the bustling Flora – whom
he is delivering to Georgie. Janet also reminds us that she and
Davide will soon be departing for a short holiday in his native
Sardinia, though Liz, who was expected to join them, will not be
making the trip after all.
Otto has a great time during this reintroduction to morning life
at the café. He dances on two legs in anticipation of the first of
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this morning’s Shapes biscuits – which he seems to prefer to his
normal kibble as breakfast fare. Then he has mock face-offs with
Pucci and Flora and covers a great deal of territory in his need to
check out everybody and everything – fortunately I have brought
my camera. Tara, Sparkie, and Winnie are also eager for these
treats. On two occasions my pet squeezes through the bars – but
he doesn’t seem to go far and when it is time for us to depart I let
him run out on his own before re-hooking him. On the green he
gets to exchange a good deal of sniffing with Hugo the Beagle and
then we can march down the Morshead roadway on our own. Here
I meet Wendy, who says that Friday’s funeral rites were completed
successfully. I am able to invite her to attend my May 10th party, if
she feels up to it, and says she will make a note of this.
Wednesday, April 29:
Why am I not surprised to discover another pee on the bedroom
rug as we return from our late night walk, an occasion for a
chance meeting with two other local dogs, Cleo the Wheaten
Terrier and a little Boston Terrier named Indie. Cleo belongs of
course to my neighbor, Lenny, and the latter always makes quite
a fuss over my enthusiastic pup. So does a woman walking her
dog in the park shortly after 7:00 this morning. Later Otto really
enjoys the lengthier of the morning outings in the Rec – dancing
forward in ebullient circles as we make our way across the green
to the café. Here our morning group includes Vlad, Ofra, Janet,
Georgie, Makiko, Ellie, Clare, Karen Davide and Peter.
I usually hand Otto’s lead over to one of these citizens before
heading for the coffee queue and when I return I can see that a
collective decision has been made to let him run free. His energy
and enthusiasm are without bound – whether he is jumping up
for more biscuits or rushing over to see why Sparkie and Dudley
are barking at passing dogs on the other side of the fence. Dudley
seems to be suffering from “flop bot” again, Winnie is still on a
diet and Bailey is still nil by mouth these days as well. This means
that Tara remains one of my most steadfast customers but this
morning she seems unsatisfied by my bill of fare and when Ellie
innocently makes a gesture while holding a sandwich in her right
hand the Rhodesian Ridgeback performs a lightning-like snatch
and grab. Daisy-Mae remains seated in Janet’s lap but she does
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agree to accept several tidbits. Janet then asks her pet, “Shall we
go visit the ladies?” – a clue that art class beckons. We will not
see Janet for several days as she, Dan and Davide head off for
Sardinia tonight.
While we are discussing the state of Dudley’s bum I introduce
a topic from last night’s London news. It seems that one of the
London boroughs, Barking for irony’s sake, is to accept the good
(but expensive offices) of an American entrepreneur who wants
to take DNA swabs from the mouths of all the local pooches in
order to be able to identify any unclaimed poo and thereby fine the
irresponsible owner – and raising untold sums for the local council
in the process. There is some support for this notion among the
breakfasters, who, as responsible dog owners, think everyone
needs to pick up their dog’s poo but these are the same people
who think that the notion of carrying ID cards is an intrusive
insult; the poo police will already have them under surveillance
if this barking idea goes ahead. In other matters Makiko and
Matthew are planning on a brief trip to Turin at the end of June
and Davide is enlisted in looking up airfares. Makiko is worried
about the status of Alberto’s carriage on the flight and Davide
suggests they can leave it behind and just buy a cheap, fold-up
version for the expedition. “Or,” I suggest, “perhaps Georgie will
loan you the doggy stroller that she keeps for dilatory canines.”
The present model is soon part of a procession as we head down
the Morshead roadway. We find Jean-Baptiste on the parallel bars,
his personal trainer in attendance. It is the first time our French
friend has seen Otto and he rests from his labors in order to give
the delighted puppy a fulsome cuddle.
Thursday, April 30:
Linda brought Pepper over for another play-date yesterday
afternoon – returning Otto’s dog bed, his toys, the raincoat (which
I have not tried to attach as yet) and some food. Pepper showed
no interest in actually playing with the relentless puppy, seizing
instead on a chew stick that Otto had already had in his mouth for
several hours and then gnawing it contentedly on the sitting room
rug. Otto tried a number of strategies in his effort to engage his
senior pal but when Pepper ignored these my dog grabbed hold of
a corner of the rug with his teeth and pulled it over on top of his
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pal, completely encasing Pepper in its folds. Linda, who has been
telling me how clever my pet is, was full of admiration and mirth
over this gesture, as was I. I was less mirthful when I could coax
no poo out of my pet during our late night walk – and he would
eat his evening meal only when I sprinkled in a little leftover
hamburger.
This morning he does succeed in completing a wet poo in the
park during our earliest incursion but I can see that his bottom
needs instant attention and, amid squealing protests, I have him
into the bathtub as soon as we return. I decide to administer his
first anti-flea treatment for good measure and I am just about to
congratulate myself on a return to normality when I spot another
wet poo decorating Pepper’s former shroud in the sitting room. No
time to clean it up because Otto seems to want to go out now and
so we return to the park at about 9:10, some ten minutes earlier
than usual. There are no further contributions from the rear end,
though he does do a big pee, and – with a lot of extra time to fill
on a lovely sunny morning – I decide to introduce my dog to some
of the byways of the Rec, following a route similar, in part, to
one of my training walks. He seems to enjoy this and it is great
fun seeing him climb his first hill, the famous Mt. Bannister. Here
there are a few bluebells – I could see none in the Bluebell Wood.
Otto objects to the lawnmower on the downslope but we have
soon reached the café, where Peter and Georgie are already seated.
Georgie suggests there will be a small turnout today, with Dan,
Davide and Janet off to Sardinia and Ofra visiting her daughter
in Bristol. In addition to Georgie and Peter, however, we also
have Ellie, Renata, and Wendy and, after a while, Yara arrives
with a girlfriend. Outside the bars we also have Debbie, pushing
Alberto’s baby carriage and Matthew II, walking Emilio. (Makiko
has a business meeting and, with Debbie preoccupied with the
baby, Georgie actually has the care of Pucci – and of Daisy-Mae
and Winnie, though the latter is at home.) Otto has a grand time
circling our table, stopping for treats and several drinks from the
aluminum water bowl. Everyone notes how much he has grown.
I note, however, that my pet has just squeezed through the bars in
order to check out Bonaparte’s family in the forecourt. Teddy is
here with Ellie, of course, and after he has followed her back to
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her parking space on Randolph Avenue – where she has forgotten
to display her new parking sticker – he jumps into her lap and,
to everyone’s astonishment, actually enjoys chewing on several
bacon-flavored biscuits from my blue bag.
Real bacon is available from several of the sandwiches being
ingested by the breakfasters this morning. Wendy is having fried
eggs on toast and she is teased about this – since she has egglaying chickens at home. The most important local news item
for us to consider over our morning coffee is the demand from
Westminster Council that the scoff-law owner-wreckers of the
recently bulldozed Carlton Tavern, at the north end of the Rec,
must now rebuild this structure brick by brick. If true, this would
be a significant step in slowing the process by which landowners
are destroying many public amenities because more money can
be made by constructing high-cost housing on the same site. (And
Kensington and Chelsea have ordered the removal of the candystriped paint job.) Today Georgie and I are the first to leave – she
has to feed all the animals in her charge and I have a rendezvous
with a poo pile in my sitting room.
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Daisy-Mae guards her tennis ball on the springtime grass.
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Friday, May 1:
A new month begins with a successful park visit shortly after 7:00
and a more lengthy excursion at 9:20 or so. On the latter occasion
Otto and I encounter Matthew, Makiko, baby Alberto and Pug
Emilio on the Morshead roadway. The proud parents want another
meeting with me at noontime on Tuesday – when I will be
bringing Otto for lunch at their house. Naturally the topic under
consideration is the famous Naming Ceremony – over which I
will preside on May 16. The Treaty of Versailles was hammered
out with fewer meetings than this event but, having given all the
other participants until this weekend to declare their ceremonial
intentions, Matthew is confident that we can move on to the next
stage. The two have decided that “master of ceremonies” is too
weak a characterization for my role and wonder if something like
“presiding sage” wouldn’t be better. No one has ever called me
that before – and few are likely to do so after the event.
Other participants in this morning’s colloquy include Peter, Ofra,
Georgie, Ellie, and Debbie. Renata is not here and this gives us
the opportunity to review our German friend’s latest jaw-dropping
outburst when, yesterday, she told Ellie to stop flashing her tits – a
remark that still has Ellie, who is always buttoned up tightly in
her winter coat, in severe wonderment. I suggest that I wanted to
offer a number of smart ass ripostes to this challenge but I thought
better of it. Among her other problems Renata is suffering from
breast cancer; so she can say anything she wants on the subject
as far as we are concerned. Today Alberto, out of his carriage
from the outset, tries pulling on Ofra’s hair and then he seems to
want to unzip her leather jacket – distracted by several spoonfuls
of his first orange juice There is a decided pediatric bent to the
morning’s conversation – as the nation waits for the arrival of a
second child for Wills and Kate at the Lindo Wing of St. Mary’s.
Debbie says she was born here and I add that I have been a patient
a number of times at this famous address – but that on no occasion
were there any resident reporters waiting for news about the
condition of the presiding sage. Ofra and Ellie now begin a long
recital of details from their moments in the delivery room; Ellie
says that she was so convinced that a son was on the way that
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every baby item purchased was blue; these were not appropriate
for the birth of a second daughter either.
Ofra says that Bailey can have some treats today and I am able
to offer him some bite-sized morsels purchased at Sainsbury’s
on Wednesday. Pucci likes these too but I keep Sparkie and Otto
happy with Shapes biscuits. Daisy-Mae squeezes through the
fence and spends most of the session roaming around outside –
while Otto manages to stay inside for the entire session today. My
pet makes several attempts to engage other dogs in play, first a
visiting Bonaparte and, near the end, the little Yorkie named Ted,
but no one agrees to participate in such hijinks and both Pucci
and Emilio bark at him in disdain. I join Georgie for a walk along
the Morshead roadway as we break up and here Otto also gets
to touch noses with a lively black French Poodle named Wesley.
Wesley has a head of such carefully manicured hair that he could
stand in as a canine Bourbon king. But he won’t play either.
Saturday, May 2:
Otto was returned to me shortly after 10:00 last night – after
spending the evening with Linda and Rob while I attended a
production of You Can’t Take It With You at the American School.
Linda reported that my pet’s poo was a bit soft, something I have
noted on several occasions as well, but his first offering in the park
this morning seems solid enough. On our second visit to the Rec
I am beset by a fluffy yellow dog named Jasper – who must smell
the biscuits in my jacket pocket. A jacket is really needed this
morning for it is very cold again, gray – with rain forecast for later
in the day. Debbie is just adding Pucci to Peter’s lap as I hand him
Otto’s lead – a queue is already forming outside the café and I
want to be near its beginning.
Just as I receive my cappuccino I can feel a tap on my shoulder –
“Get me a medium tea,” Renata is whispering. As I make my way
out with the necessary tray Ofra is just entering. She is appalled
by all the people in the queue and her solution is to make her way
behind the counter – where they have to make her coffee right
away just to get rid of her. Georgie, Wendy and Karen are also
present this morning. I must say Daisy-Mae, in Georgie’s care,
looks a bit miz; she is crying a bit and stretching herself as though
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there were some sort of internal problem; this will require some
close observation. Pucci is evidently suffering from the runs and
he is on the “do not feed” list as well – at least Bailey is back on
the treats and, of course, Sparkie and Otto are eager eaters this
morning. Otto tries again to get Dudley to play; in fact Karen’s
dog is let out to play with pals on the green, much to Otto’s
chagrin. My dog does manage to escape once, but Georgie snags
him and returns him to his proper place.
Renata objects to my American pronunciation of Otto’s name,
managing to come up with several other American locutions that
she finds risible. When she says that she is going bananas with
her chemotherapy it is time to retaliate. I tell her that the bad
news is that, yes, she is bananas and all would agree; the good
news is that this is not an aftereffect of her chemo – she’s always
been bananas. Several of those present have seen (via Facebook)
pictures of three of our club members on Sardinia; Georgie is also
on the phone to Jean in Glasgow since her sister is having her
garage pulled down today and replacing it with a shed. Georgie
is in a good mood, in fact, because she has a short working week
in the offing: Monday is a bank holiday and many schools will be
closed on Thursday because they will be used as polling stations.
Someone asks Debbie who she will be voting for but she refuses
to disclose her choice. Ofra and Georgie say they usually vote
Tory. There is no good reason for dallying on such a frigid day
and soon we are heading down the Morshead roadway. Karen,
Georgie and Ofra are chattering away about bra sizes and, feeling
that all this is in the “too much information” category, I urge Otto
to pass them by as speedily as possible; we need to get back to the
warmth of the flat.
Sunday, May 3:
The lowering clouds that preside over our early morning visit
to the park have turned watery indeed as I look out at the lofted
umbrellas on the walkways of Paddington Rec. Mr. Mischief,
otherwise known as Otto the Schnauzer, is quite uncertain about
what happens next for I now experiment with a needed item of
wet-weather costume, Fritz’s old raincoat, which I attach to the
furry body of the youngster. It doesn’t look too ridiculous, Otto
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has grown so much in the last few weeks, though my pet does
seem to indicate that he can’t walk down the stairs and wear this
impediment at the same time. I convince him that it is, indeed,
quite possible, and we are soon making our way up the Morshead
roadway. The park is all but deserted as we cross the empty green,
heading for the familiar figure of Peter, standing at the compound
gate as he tries to figure out where the rest of the dog people are.
I volunteer to get his coffee for him this morning – I don’t do well
fighting through closed doors and gates with a tray – but by the
time I have made a swampy mess of this task we can at last see
Debbie heading our way with Pucci on lead. A few minutes later
Georgie at last arrives with Daisy-Mae, Winnie and Sparkie – and
Vlad’s wife Biba comes in with Tara. Georgie says that she has
phoned Ofra in order to suggest that the rain is so light that there
is no excuse for not showing up and, indeed, Ofra does soon
arrive with Bailey as well. Sparkie and Daisy-Mae spend much
of the session barking at passing dogs, with a curious Otto in tow.
Perhaps he has tried to squeeze through the bars because once
we look up to see that the raincoat has come loose and is hanging
by a Velcro thread. It is nice to see that Daisy-Mae has recovered
from yesterday’s indisposition. She now jumps into an empty
chair next to me and barks at me when I don’t produce the treats
rapidly enough. Debbie, who has a new supply of Pucci pellets
for me, tells me that I have dropped a supply of poo poo bags but
as I sweep these up I can confidently tell her that I have dropped
nothing – my dog has pulled them out of my pocket in a gesture
that has many home parallels… he is always making off with my
scarf, my cap, my jacket, even my underwear. To demonstrate this
willful pattern he now sneaks out of the gate as Ofra heads for the
café to return the armchair cushion she likes to put on her hard
chair.
I have had the puppy almost six weeks or so but this is the first
time I have needed rain protection for him and mention of this
fact leads to an extended discussion of the weather. Both Ofra and
Biba, citizens of Mediterranean countries, bewail the absence of
warmth and light here in England and to underline the difference
Ofra produces a short video on her telephone, sent by Ricky in
Tel Aviv, in which people are dancing in the streets in the warm
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sunshine. Ofra adds that she is at war with other members of the
family over whether to draw the shades at sleep time – she is a
heavy sleeper, she says, and likes to wake up to the morning’s
light. A natural progression is the topic of snoring. Georgie
complains that last night she had Daisy-Mae and Winnie snoring
in stereo and Biba says she has to put up with Vlad and Tara at the
same time as well. Debbie says that Pucci is a restless sleeper and
often likes to get her up so she will open the balcony doors. She
adds that she often thinks he needs an urgent pee or poo but no,
he just likes to stare through the bars at the lonely cars hurtling
through the streets of Maida Vale at 2:00 am.
Monday, May 4:
Otto gets to play a bit with Poppy, a seven-year-old Westie, as we
make our first visit to the park at 7:15 or so. It is a lovely morning,
warmer than of late, with invigorating sunshine beaming down.
The same conditions prevail two hours later when Otto has his
first meeting with Cracker, the white Shar-Pei who used to assert
his dominance by setting his chin atop my Fritz’s back. Cracker
seems to feel there is less of a threat in the puppy and undertakes
none of his traditional hectoring moves as we make our way up
the Morshead roadway and onto the green. Here we meet for the
first time a tiny ten-month-old Griffon Bruxelloise puppy named
Bonnie. I am limping a bit as we cross the rough grass and I make
a mental note to switch from these handy loafers to my sturdy old
hiking boots.
Only Peter is present in our compound as at last we reach this
refuge, but eventually we have Renata, Ofra, Georgie, Wendy
and Makiko as well. Georgie again has the fearsome threesome,
Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae, and the latter is allowed her own
chair throughout the session – a reward that she disdains for much
of the time, slinking through the fence and sitting by herself on
the Randolph roadway. Otto manages to stay inside the bars today,
but he is a whirling dervish and somehow he manages to get some
leaves stuck in his right paw. I am certain that he eats as many
biscuits as the rest of the dogs here – combined. Sparkie is out
of control this morning and Georgie has to get up several times
in order to brandish her keys. These end up in baby Alberto’s
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hand for much of the session and, for that matter, Alberto ends up
occupying Daisy-Mae’s abandoned chair. Here Otto finds him and
my dog is quite interested in the little chap – phones photograph
the scene for posterity. Near the end of our session the owner of
Hugo comes in, leaving his pet with us when he goes in to to get
a cup of take-out coffee – and so Otto gets to touch noses with the
Beagle as well.
Renata believes that Ofra is in a bad mood and she may be
right for our Israeli friend is wrestling with two issues: she has
forgotten that today is a Bank Holiday and has paid to use the
Rec’s parking lot when she could have parked for free on the
street and son Guy wants her to mail a lot of forgotten materials
needed to complete a college paper assignment – though by this
time she knows the post office will not be open today. Ofra does
brighten considerably when she can play with Alberto – whose
key shaking does seem to keep Sparkie in check. Georgie now
tells us that when she was out with her pet last night she was
watching a drunken couple heading up the steps of a block near
her own when the male member of this pair fell over the stair
railing and plunged into the basement footwell – necessitating the
summoning of an ambulance. “I’m surprised they would come,”
Renata offers, “when I called them a few weeks ago they said
they wouldn’t come unless I was unconscious.” Georgie says her
drunk, evidently a homeless citizen, was knocked out but he had
recovered somewhat by the time she left the scene. Ofra now
remembers that she has brought Georgie a box of Honey Pops
cereal and the two retreat to Ofra’s car to claim this. When she is
back Georgie begins to put leads on all her charges and Makiko
and I start off with her as the Morshead roadway is used for a fast
retreat. Otto, who pauses to add another poo, is beside himself
with manic attempts to get a rise out of Emilio and the other dogs
but he fails again; he will have to expend all that vital energy on
another day of mischief and mayhem at home.
Tuesday, May 5:
From the sitting room window I have to peer intently at the
passing scene in order to determine if we have any moisture
descending this morning. It is gray, cloudy and there is a fearsome
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wind whistling through the Rec when we at last make it outside
for our 7:00 visitation, but it is not raining. Near the entrance to
the Morshead Road doggy compound we encounter Kevin, here
with Lucky and Jack; it is the first time he has seen Otto and the
first time his two dogs have seen me in some time – I have to tell
Lucky that I am not carrying any biscuits at this early hour. I am
better supplied when we return some two hours later – following
Georgie up the Morshead roadway. I can see her turn into the
rose garden with Sparkie and Winnie and, since this is forbidden
territory for canines, I know that this is an evasive action. Some
large dog has been spotted ahead of us and, though he presents no
danger, Georgie knows that her pet will set up such a chorus of
protest that an actual encounter would be an unpleasant one. On
the green we meet up with Janet; Daisy-Mae rushes up to grab
Sparkie’s lead, hanging on with all her might. Seamus, Maggie
and the Pug-like Bruno are also here with their walker – but
Maggie does not mug my pet like last time.
There is again only a small contingent under the green umbrella
this morning – just Peter, Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Matthew and
Makiko – though at Vlad’s usual table we have a trio that includes
the owners of Skippy the Grippet. They are, of course, very
dog-friendly and all of our animals spend some time over there,
especially after breakfast is served. I learn a new fact about
Skippy this morning when his owner says that the “Grippet”
designation for this large, slinky pet was first bestowed on him
by no less a personage than actress Frances De La Tour. To our
surprise Skippy, perhaps embarrassed by all the attention, climbs
into his mommy’s lap and soon disappears under her shawl. With
the exception of Daisy-Mae, who remains contentedly ensconced
on her mommy’s lap, all of our dogs make frequent visits to my
feeding station.
Janet has to answer many questions about her trip to Sardinia. She
says that being with Dan and Davide was like living in a sit-com
and that the two never stopped fussing and sparring. She says
that she loved her hotel in Cagliari (champagne and caviar in the
breakfast buffet) and that all the food, including that prepared by
Davide’s mother, was uniformly delicious and abundant. Ofra
tells us that she has already been to the post office in order to
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mail to Guy his research materials and some extra underwear and
t-shirts – I suggest that he is almost 21 and could probably now be
relied on to do some of this on his own. Georgie says that she has
made a dental appointment – it has been so many years that she
can’t remember when last she went and that she is dreading the
ordeal. Makiko says she likes the name for the new royal princess
– Charlotte Elizabeth Diana – but I point out that the twelveyear-old mother on Coronation Street was content with Miley as
the name for her little baby. Alberto, our resident infant, sleeps
throughout the session in his carriage; Matthew and Makiko are
the first to leave as Makiko says she has much to do, including
some cooking. I heartily approve since the cooking in question
involves my lunch – this afternoon we have yet another summit
conference on the topic of Alberto’s naming ceremony.
Wednesday, May 6:
Otto had a very busy day yesterday – first lunch at Matthew and
Makiko’s (where he behaved quite well) and then a visit from
Linda and Pepper in the late afternoon. Like the rest of us he was
quite disturbed by the sounds of rain rattling against the windows
at 5:00 this morning and, as well, we had to endure a brief shower
when we went to the park at 7:15 this morning. Skies are a bit
brighter two hours later when, bidding goodbye to both Cathy
and John the Window Cleaner, we head to the Rec for our usual
morning session. Today we walk out to the middle of the green,
where there is quite a contingent of dogs on display – and Janet
and Dan are here as well. I tell Dan I have found a poem that he
might like to read at the naming ceremony, “Child Development”
by Billy Collins and he asks me to send it to him when I get home.
In spite of the blustery weather (that also brings a little moisture to
our table at one point) we have a good turnout this morning: Dan,
Janet, Georgie, Ellie, Karen, Renata, Clare, Peter, Ofra, Matthew
and Makiko. Ofra apologizes for taking my seat (since Peter is
still occupying “hers”) and I take a seat at the head of the table –
where the dogs have no trouble in finding me. Harley and Winnie
are soon clawing away at my legs and Otto and Sparkie are
hovering as well. Maxi never leaves Renata’s lap and he is soon
covered in croissant crumbs as his mommy munches away above
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his head. There is a lot of vehicular traffic (tractors, especially) on
the Randolph roadway and this means that Sparkie has a job to
do in warning these menaces of his ever-vigilant presence. Near
the end of our session Dan places Winnie on Peter’s lap so he can
cycle off to work and Michaela brings Skye in. Skye does have
trouble locating me and, for once, he misses out on the biscuit
bounty.
Matthew tells Dan that he has until tomorrow to commit himself
on his choice of recitation topics on naming day – Dan now adds
that he thinks he might write something himself. Ofra says that the
blustery winds that continue to rake the park actually blew her off
her feet yesterday. (This would be considered a minus by most of
us; for Ofra it is a plus, a reminder of how little she weighs.) She
is holding Alberto in her lap and the infant picks up her glasses
and gives them a good shake. “I want him to break them,” she
tells Makiko, “so you’ll have to buy me a new pair.” Renata says
that she wants to encourage the re-growth of her own hair since
she will be heading south for some poolside r&r when her chemo
is over. She is wearing only a skull cap today and at one point this
comes off, “See, this is the real me.” It is also revealed that Wendy
is going to be doing some Maxi-sitting soon; everyone thinks this
activity will be good for Wendy, who often seems over-faced by
the aftereffects of the death of her husband.
Thursday, May 7:
We have had a day without a single household accident – a sure
sign that training is taking place. I wish I could say it is the dog
who is better trained now – in fact he has trained me to increase
his outdoor excursions from four a day to five. After a day of
blustery rain it is nice to encounter milder temperatures and some
attempts at sunny skies as we make our early trips to the park
today. When we reach the green I can spot Dan and Janet in a far
corner and here we head ourselves. Dan says that he has written
something of his own for the naming ceremony and that means
that I will probably read the Billy Collins poem myself. We now
head across the grass to the café, a bouncing Otto darting in front
of Janet with painful consequences for his little foot. Georgie
and Peter are already in residence under the green umbrella and
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we soon have a very large turnout for a weekday morning – with
Ellie, Clare, Wendy, Jo Lynn, Biba, Renata and, eventually,
Matthew and Makiko as well. Matthew manages to snag Otto as
the puppy dances outside the gate; usually he comes running back
inside immediately when he does manage to get out.
“Oh Teddy, you’re so nice and warm” – so says Ellie, who has
her pet in his usual lap of honor. Daisy-Mae remains in Janet’s lap
throughout the session, barking out demands for treats from my
biscuit bag. Winnie also enjoys time on Dan’s lap, then there is
Maxi on Renata’s lap and Sparkie, when he is not patrolling the
fences, returns to Georgie’s lap – a lofty perch from which he can
growl at the rambunctious Otto. My pet is never discouraged for
long and greets every new arrival in our midst with enthusiasm.
A young man, sitting at Vlad’s abandoned table, has brought with
him a beautiful Husky named Munch. This gentle giant touches
noses with all of our dogs and then throws himself over his
owner’s lap.
Georgie reports that she has survived her first visit to the dentist
and that she even had a tooth removed. Asked if she has voted in
today’s general election she says that she votes by postal ballot.
Dan and Jo Lynn say they have voted and Janet says she will
vote later today. There is some discussion on the subject of the
Carlton Tavern, with many of those present agreeing that it will
never be rebuilt – in spite of the Council’s insistence that it must
be. Several of those present have been watching TV programs on
food preparation and Ellie says that it quite repelled her to see
mites present in the manufacture of cheese. Renata hears this as
“mice” not “mites” and we all agree that breakfast with Renata is
an exercise in Chinese whispers – whether we intend it to be so
or not. On the subject of games Ellie says that her children still
play Monopoly, though the new board has a lot of new London
locations instead of the old favorites, but that she is addicted to
a game called Trivia Crack, which she has downloaded on her
phone in order for her to carry on long battles with other players.
Ellie and Yara have very generously agreed to provide a cake
for Alberto’s naming ceremony – though jaws do drop when I
mention casually that the proud parents are expecting 105 guests
on the 16th!
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Friday, May 8:
The crowded May social schedule continued last night with a visit
by David Maisel, who often arrives from Israel at this time of
year in order to visit his UK relatives. I took Otto with me when
he and I went out for the traditional evening meal, heading for Le
Cochonnet, where dogs may accompany owners in the glassed-in
front section. Otto had been here once before, for lunch, but it was
much quieter then; last night there was a noisy mob in residence,
his floor space was restricted and not even the occasional pizza
crust seem to mitigate his discomfort. Just as we were leaving
Karen came in (sans Dudley) for a meal with a friend and Otto
was swept up for a grand cuddle. David headed off for the tube
stop as we made for home but I was deeply distressed, even before
we reached the park, when Otto squatted to discharge a very runny
poo. Surely a few pizza crusts could not have had so sudden an
effect and I was left to spend the rest of the evening fretting over
the possibilities – even spreading newspapers near the front door
again. To my surprise there was no sequel whatsoever when we
went outside again at 10:30 nor, when he snuggled as close to me
as he could get on the bed, was there any sign of Otto suffering
from any sort of stomach distress.
When we go out for our first walk this morning his poo is back
to normal again and I begin to relax just a bit. Georgie is just
ahead of us with Sparkie as we make our way toward the café,
our usual route blocked by a tribe of schoolgirls who have been
allowed to position their rounders match in front of the clubhouse,
where their inevitable screeching makes it hard for us to hear
conversation at our tables under the green umbrella. There is again
a lively turnout this morning: Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Makiko, Ellie,
Yara, Dan, Renata, and Peter. The results of the general election, a
triumph for the Tories and the Scottish Nationalists, are discussed
as the first item of business before more mundane topics intrude.
Dan has baby Alberto in his lap and everyone suggests he seems
to be a natural in this position. Makiko tells us that she is going
to a “solid food” lecture for new mums in South Kensington this
morning. Yara and Ellie are going cake shopping (with Peter)
this morning. I ask Ellie if she has passed on the news that 105
guests are expected at the naming ceremony. She says she has
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and I add, “I thought so; I’ve never seen Yara so subdued.” Ellie
then describes the latest round of difficulties facing her in the care
of her father-in-law, who remembers very little in the day-to-day
matter of living but does manage to make suggestive remarks
to all of his carers. Many of those present are eating sandwiches
and there is continued complaint over the paucity of the bacon.
Evidently Renata caused some consternation behind the counter
this morning when she asked, “Do you have a new cock in the
kitchen?”
I continue to administer Shapes biscuits to my pet – this is really
one of his meals these days – and he continues to search for
someone to play with under the table. Once Dan launches Winnie
at him just to liven things up and once he is plucked up by Yara
for some Lebanese lap time. To my surprise I discover DaisyMae in my lap; she eats all of the soft treats in my blue bag and
then accepts a black Shapes as well. Of course she doesn’t eat
it and too late I understand why. A couple sitting at the corner
table have brought with them a docile black Staffie (also named
Ellie) and this means that Daisy-Mae has a new victim in that old
game – protect the biscuit from any interested parties, even those
who wander innocently by. Soon we have snarling and gnashing
teeth and Daisy-Mae has to be plucked up hastily by Janet – while
Winnie, the opportunist, makes off with the biscuit in question.
Saturday, May 9:
During our late walk last night we encountered Julia, who was
eager to give me something to pass on to Renata. So we waited
while she fetched this package (house keys and a squeaky toy
belonging to Maxi) before completing our stroll on the pavements
of Maida Vale. This morning the sun has pushed through an
otherwise cloudy sky when we enter the park at 7:00 but by the
time we have returned a little over two hours later all is gray and
threatening. I lead Otto across the green and here we encounter
several larger dogs who want to pester my pet. At the café a queue
is already forming but I am lucky enough to be in a position for an
early visit to the coffee counter. Outside a Saturday contingent is
forming; today we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Davide, Peter
and Karen only – I have brought Renata’s package in vain.
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Sparkie begins a session of manic protest but when he is placed
atop Georgie’s lap his role is taken by Dudley, who will not shut
up, even when he is allowed to range freely outside the fence.
Poor Otto is turned over by Karen’s dog when my pet shows too
much eagerness to play and Otto is left to find comfort in merely
human attention, first in Karen’s lap, then Ofra’s, then Karen’s
again. Ofra says that Otto is so “squidgy” and she is among those
who look forward to seeing what the little fellow, four months old
today, will look like after tomorrow’s bath – his preparation for
my annual spring party. (I have been told by Ellie that I must use
the blow dryer and perhaps a little gel – but I have insisted that my
dog is not going to have any “product.”) When he is not getting
cuddles from the ladies Otto is part of the biscuit queue – sharing
turns with Skye, who is limping today, Sparkie and Bailey.
Georgie is distracted from her second visit to the dentist,
scheduled for this coming week, by the promise of some Valium
from Karen and Davide, and by the purchase of some new spacesaving hangers from Primark. Ofra, meanwhile, is feuding with
daughter Lee, who has returned to college with her mommy’s
best coat – inaugurating a series of waspish texts. (I suggest that
all this is Ofra’s fault – if only, ten years ago, she hadn’t started
the habit of wearing her Lee’s clothes and vice versa.) Karen and
Janet, neighbors, are discussing the fate of a local drug dealer, a
chap who knows how to clean himself up every time he reports
to the benefits office. Dan is having a good time teasing Davide
about the length of time his longtime partner takes over the
stuffing of a duvet into its cover. Soon these two are cuffing one
another as the mockery escalates and this causes Karen to say,
“Gosh, I can hardly wait to be in love.”
Sunday, May 10:
Well we have made it, made it all the way to party day without a
single wet patch on my carpets. It has helped, of course, that I am
now taking the dog out five times a day; perhaps he is getting the
idea as well. This morning we are inside the park at 6:40 – nice
to know that they are open this early – and, after I have picked
up innumerable pieces of paper, shards of raffia from his toy
basket, and two gnawed pens, Otto is ready for his second trip to
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the Rec. The green is happily empty this morning and we have
soon reached the café where, already, a substantial coterie of dog
people is assembling. Today we will have Janet (collecting lottery
money again), Georgie, Peter, Ofra, Dan, Davide, Makiko, Renata,
Karen, Debbie and Wendy.
There is a long wait in the coffee queue – it never helps when one
of our lot gets there first with an order for four or five customers.
When I can at last take my seat the dogs are already dancing up
and down in anticipation and soon I have Otto, Bailey, Dudley,
Sparkie and Skye in snacking mode. (Daisy-Mae agrees to take
half a chewy doughnut since this is pressed to her lips and she
doesn’t have to move from Janet’s lap.) Dan, who spends a great
deal of time cuddling Otto in his lap, says that I need another
puppy since Otto doesn’t seem to succeed in getting any of the
other resident animals to play. Everyone agrees that my pet has
grown a great deal in the seven or so weeks that he has been a part
of my life. Curious that he has not even attempted a leap up to
sofa level at home – he often asks to be lofted into such a position.
Dan now takes delivery on a full English and since his chair is
between the round tables he has no flat surface in front of him
and this means that he starts with his dish in his lap and then
moves to a little corner table. At the end of this meal we remind
him not to leave an empty chair opposite his plate – for Bailey
is already hovering. Dan then resumes his original chair and
takes delivery on Alberto, who is sucking on his own shoe and
pulling off his own socks. Ofra wants a turn holding the baby
and soon she is standing behind Dan, the baby’s bare feet on
Dan’s shoulder – Maida Vale’s version of a totem pole – as mama
Makiko blows bubbles for the infant. (It is not exactly a kindness
to use the proximity of two of these heads to see who has more
hair, Alberto or Dan.) Ofra, incidentally, is beaming atop the totem
pole because yesterday she met Abbey Clancy (wife of footballer
Peter Crouch and winner of Strictly Come Dancing in 2013) and
because a 26-year-old asked her for her phone number. My friends
seem to be looking forward to this afternoon’s party but I have
much to do before Leonard the caterer is scheduled to arrive.
This includes a bath for the puppy – who tolerates the experience
reasonably well, though we are interrupted by a delivery from
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Waitrose in the middle of the process. I am surprised by one
thing… this is the dog’s first real bath and there is very little dirt
flowing from his wet flanks.
Monday, May 11:
Well, Otto saved his first in-house pee in some time for the
hours of dusk, long after all the guests had left the scene of this
year’s spring party. Everyone seemed to have a really good time,
Leonard tried out several new catering ideas (including a jug of
Pimm’s) and, except for a small ASL contingent in the kitchen,
no one would leave the stuffed sitting room for any quieter or
more spacious setting. Otto, who showed no signs of hysteria as
each new guest arrived at the door, behaved very well and he was
passed from lap to lap – with many compliments over his fluffy
fur. Janet brought a painting of the puppy to accompany all those
portraits of Fritz in the kitchen and Yara borrowed my nail scissors
in order to trim some fur from the puppy’s eyes. Needless to say
both Otto and I were exhausted at the end of the evening and there
was an appropriately early night.
This morning, with yesterday’s mild and sunny weather
continuing to prevail, we visit the park at 7:00 and again at about
9:10 – though during the latter venture we are able to accompany
Makiko, Emilio and Alberto along the Morshead roadway. As
often happens, Otto makes every attempt to interest Emilio is
some sort of canine game – but this doesn’t work any better than
subsequent efforts to entice Sparkie or Bailey into some spirited
play. Otto then turns his attention to food, finding his reward in
my blue biscuit bag and eating a good number of Winnie’s diet
pellets as well. Emilio is soon muttering his usual warnings about
the presence of Daisy-Mae but why this is necessary I don’t know
– Janet’s dog snoozes throughout the session in mommy’s lap.
We have a very large turnout for a Monday morning – Janet,
Makiko, Georgie, Dan, Davide, Biba, Wendy, Ellie, Ofra, Peter,
Renata and Yara. Much of the session is devoted to a dissection
of yesterday’s party. I thank everyone for all the presents they
brought – I must have ended up with ten bottles of wine – and
pictures taken at the event are passed around as well. I learn that
there were several interesting and amusing sequels. Karen, Ellie
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and Yara evidently went down to the Cochonnet and ordered a
pizza. Walid, the disappointed suitor (who has now returned little
Julian to the Mayhew Animal Home) was present here as well and
when he would not leave Yara alone our Lebanese pin-up poured
a glass of vodka over his head. Ellie, meanwhile had promised
her husband she would be home at 8:00 but, perhaps dreading
another encounter with her older daughter over an unapproved
ear piercing, she didn’t arrive until 9:00 – whereupon she was
required to eat a spaghetti dinner as well. Meanwhile Dan brings
us back to a more sedate tone when he announces that they have
just found a body in a suitcase dumped in the canal in nearby
Little Venice.
Tuesday, May 12:
We begin the morning with scattered showers, that is a scattering
of peach-colored pieces of purloined poo-poo bag, stolen from my
jacket pocket by an enterprising Schnauzer puppy. This internal
blizzard is followed up, at about 9:30, by a brief rain shower in the
park, just as the troops are foregathering under the green umbrella.
This is particularly upsetting for Ofra, whose phone has promised
a day of sun. Our Israeli friend manages to let Otto escape from
our compound while I am waiting at the front door of the café
with Georgie and Renata – but she does a good job of retrieving
him and returning him. In addition to these ladies we also have
Davide, Peter and Ellie here this morning.
Davide, in fact, is not feeling well and he will be taking a few
days off this week. Last night, he tells us, he and Dan saw Imelda
Staunton in a West End production of Gypsy. (I forbear the chance
to brag that I saw Ethel Merman in this show on Broadway over
fifty years ago.) Janet says that yesterday she played tennis here in
the park, the first time in many years, and that she quite enjoyed
the experience. Renata, by contrast, has been experiencing
stomach pains and doesn’t know if she should attend a chemo
session tomorrow. I tell the others about Otto’s latest depredations
and Ellie says that her little Teddy has destroyed the skirting
boards and eaten the arm off a sofa at home. This prompts Janet
to say to a dozing Daisy-Mae – “By contrast with that behavior,
you’ve been an angel.”
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Otto continues to check out each of the other dogs, hoping for
someone to play with him – today this includes the laid back
Skippy, who waits out the shower in a corner of the compound
while his owner has a dry breakfast inside. Then a mom brings
a little girl to the bars, the better to see what all the doggies are
doing and Otto, spooked by this darting presence, begins to bark
in his anxiety. The little girl loves this and stamps her feet, causing
even more protest barking. My dog is far calmer as we make our
way from the park, soon encountering the Morshead Mansions
cleaning crew on our way home. They are amazed at how much
the pup has grown and how calm he is when they pet him. I
discuss the latest change to life in Maida Vale with the head of
the crew, Camilla, as we walk down the street. This is the news
that the business rival to the Royal Mail, Whistl (formerly TNT),
has suspended its deliveries to West London and elsewhere after
running up substantial losses. To me this is good news – I hated
getting mail through my chute twice a day and, in the case of
Whistl, letters a week later than I should have gotten them.
Wednesday, May 13:
Otto and I are enjoying a lovely spring morning as we make our
way into the park (for the second time) on this May Wednesday
in Maida Vale. Ahead of us on the Morshead roadway we can see
Dan, Davide and Georgie – and their dogs and Otto is soon trying
to get a rise out of Winnie and Sparkie. He might have better luck
with Dudley, also in Georgie’s care, but the Coton has just spotted
his mommy, Karen, who is waiting for an enthusiastic reunion in
the center of the green. A crowd is forming outside the café door
and, unfortunately, I am behind Janet – who gets her order for
six coffees in before I can give my order for one. Complicating
matters is the paucity of counter staff this morning – since only
Zen is here. By the time I am ready to make my way back outside
there are ten people waiting in the queue. One of these is Ellie,
whose Teddy is dancing at her feet after refusing to stay outside.
Ellie says nothing about separation anxiety – instead Teddy has
“abandonment issues.”
In addition to those already mentioned we also have Ofra, Peter,
Makiko and Yara this morning. Ofra makes off with baby Alberto
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– offering him a variety of objects to put in his mouth (I offer a
dog biscuit or two) but the baby, after drooling over a sachet of
sugar, settles for his own shoe – with his foot still inside this taste
treat. Davide still seems a bit on the fragile side and Dan says that
his partner is not to be wound up by anyone today – even he plans
to refrain. Dan has been to yet another Billy Elliott celebration
though this time, so he tells us, Elton stayed only a short while.
The rest of us have had to make do with EastEnders, where the
unlikely is having a war with the unnecessary. Ofra wants to
know what happened on Celebrity Big Brother but no one else has
watched. Yara and Ellie, after much soul searching, agree to share
a sandwich and Yara goes into the café to order this treat, soon
returning to complain that the queue is still too long. This is a job
for Ofra – who knows how to outwit any queue – and the ladies
are soon happily munching away.
I have plenty of munchers at my knees – including Bailey,
Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Otto and I am supplied with some of her
special pellets for Winnie. These objects, lying on the tabletop,
drive Bailey mad and he jumps into Janet’s chair, when that lady
goes off to art class, in attempt to rake them in. I am trying to
teach Otto to take his treats “gently” but there is nothing gentle
about his play – for once again he is bedeviling first Bailey and
then Sparkie in his search for a wrestling companion. He does
better when Flora is re-introduced to this mix and he and the little
Pug have a number of mock battles, Flora even pinning him to the
pavement once; no hard feelings, it seems, for they are kissing one
another soon thereafter. When it is time to leave Ofra can’t find
Bailey’s harness and the rest of them are so slow to move that I
take off with Otto alone. Just heading our way is Wendy, who is
taking care of Maxi while Renata undergoes treatment today.
Thursday, May 14:
Otto is so easily distracted – as I have learned the hard way.
Our mid-afternoon walk in the park should have produced its
complement of pees and poos but every time I sensed he was
ready to yield up these substances another dog would pass by or
there would be a noisy lorry in the street and each time my dog
was diverted from his duties. Then, spooked by the sight of John
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the Window Cleaner down of all fours in the en suite bathroom
(here to repair a toilet seat an hour later) Otto once again peed
on the hall carpet. This morning he is a bit more businesslike in
discharging his duties and we have soon joined up with Davide,
just entering the park with Winnie. It is a chilly, gray morning
with a blustery wind and rain promised for later in the day –
indeed even the little corner table has already been drawn up
under the protection of our green umbrella.
Georgie is seated here when Ofra arrives with an accusation
– “Who’s sitting in my seat this morning?” Georgie can claim
innocence since her chair is not drawn up to our usual round table
at all and I am able to mollify her accuser with a sack full of £2
coins. Others present this morning are Renata, Ellie, Biba, Clare,
Peter, Jo Lynn and Makiko. People are discussing what to wear to
Alberto’s naming ceremony on Saturday – with Ellie, worrying
about the weather, saying, “I like to be overdressed – or half
undressed.” Renata says she is feeling a bit better this morning
– she borrows Alberto’s singing book and we soon have her
imitating the Japanese ditties pressed to her ear. Janet reports that
the same company that bought (and tore down) the Carlton Tavern
has also bought the Chippenham – watch for this to disappear in
favor of new housing as well. There is some disagreement over
the utility of the Chippenham site for a “luxury development” and
Janet, who lives nearby, takes umbrage when I suggest that you
wouldn’t expect posh buyers to be comfortable with a view of
endless busses, downmarket takeaways and shisha bars.
Otto is again active in his attempts to get other dogs to play with
him and Bailey loses all patience, barking at the brash youngster
and turning him over several times. (Unfortunately Otto thinks
this is part of the game.) Winnie, Tara, Sparkie and Tilly exhaust
the biscuit bag but Ofra thinks Bailey is having trouble with
his teeth again and that he can’t chew what I give him – I see
no problem. Another picky eater is Maxi but Renata gets me to
break up several biscuits into more acceptable portions. It is soon
decided that we need to make an early move for home – since
drops are already falling. This is never a straightforward process
since there is always some malingerer. Today this honor goes to
Daisy-Mae, who is just lying out on the grass without moving as
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the rest of us make our way down the Morshead roadway. Janet
thinks she can get her pet to move by hiding behind the wall
of the clubhouse and today this works – abandonment issues
overwhelming the Shih-Tzu, who is soon on her feet.
Friday, May 15:
Otto and I have spent another busy day, with a visit from my
Vermont friends sending the suspicious dog into another nervous
carpet pee just before they arrived at 1:45. The Ottos have always
adopted a benign attitude toward my using their last name as my
pup’s first – and they did enjoy meeting him at last. An all-day
rain was coming down as we went down the street for lunch at
Le Cochonnet – Otto eating the croutons from my Caesar salad.
Linda then performed another exemplary act of kindness, picking
us all up at 3:00 and driving the humans to the Garden Gate pub
in Hampstead for a reunion with other retired ASL faculty. Linda
kept Otto with her for an hour and a half and then picked me up
at the overground’s Brondesbury Park station. This time she had
Pepper with her as well and we took the dogs for an afternoon
walk beneath the blossoming chestnut trees of Paddington Rec.
(Here a park security man told us that an Akita had just killed one
of the environmental pond’s ducks.) This morning Otto uses the
hour and a half between our early morning visit to the Rec and our
9:20 expedition for an extended bout of household depredation.
Although he has not learned to jump up on the sofa yet he can still
pick my jacket pockets and pull down many another object from
on high. So now the sitting room is full of torn pages from the
Radio Times and shards of poo poo bag are everywhere.
When we reach the café this morning I prepare to hand my racing
stakes over to Peter (a Friday ritual) but Peter says that he will
not be placing our bets tomorrow because of Alberto’s naming
ceremony – that is we wouldn’t be able to watch the races because
of the party at Matthew and Makiko’s and he seems to think
that we are all as eager to see how our horses are doing as he
is. Makiko soon arrives herself, the baby strapped to her chest.
Also present today are Ellie, Georgie, Janet, Renata, Dan, Davide
and Jo Lynn. Dan is using his phone to show us a feature on the
Londonist website in which he talks about theater tickets. He has
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the day off and people want to know how he and Davide will be
spending this. When it is suggested that they are just as likely to
kill one another as anything else, I add, “Good, then we can make
Alberto’s naming ceremony into a memorial service a well.”
Ellie says that a new carer will start to look after her father-inlaw today and that she fears that the eighty-year-old will be at his
uninhibited best. He evidently caused considerable embarrassment
by shouting at another customer in a St. John’s Wood café, “Look
at the tits on that one,” before hooking up with an eccentric girl
who had brought with her a cat in a dress and then disappearing
for three hours altogether before being found wandering on
the high street. Ellie says that, at home, she is considering the
installation of faux grass in her back years since her Teddy likes to
dig muddy holes in the real stuff; it turns out that Dan and Davide
have experimented with this substance as well so there is a lot of
advice.
Otto does much better in getting Sparkie to play this morning
and it is sweet to see the senior Yorkie rolling over on his back
so that the pup can pounce. At one point Dan insists that we must
take photos of the three resident Pugs and he tries to get Winnie,
Emilio and Harley into the same chair – but this is like herding
Pugs. The experiment does prove to him that Winnie is definitely
the slimmest member of this grouping – but this almost makes
him feel guilty over the strictness of the dietary regime he has
instituted for her. There is some warmth in the sun as we step onto
the green, a space that has seen half a dozen school groups passing
through recently. Once again Daisy-Mae hangs back and Janet has
to return to fetch her pet. Such a delay explains why Otto and I are
well ahead of the others as we exit the park and I look forward to
picking up all that detritus from the living room carpet.
Saturday, May 16:
If there is a canine equivalent of the “terrible twos” then my
dog has reached this ripe old age at four months and one week.
Although he has as yet not been able to jump up onto any of the
sofas he can, as I have observed before, do a good job of pulling
objects down from this height; he has also discovered the delights
of emptying the wastebaskets. This means that yesterday we had
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carnage in our house – the covers ripped off the Radio Times (the
current issue and next week’s as well), more pickpocket work on
my jacket (with the attendant shredding of peach plastic pouches),
chewed pencil stubs, socks and handkerchiefs in the mouth – at
one point I discovered him chewing on a check that had just been
dropped through the mail chute by the postman. As if this weren’t
enough fun he also delights in helping me dress – by tugging at
my trouser cuffs and stockings as I am trying to pull on my clothes
and by untying my shoes as quickly as I can get them fastened.
Furthermore there was another household pee – though this time
in the kitchen. No wonder I needed an early night. (So you wanted
a puppy.)
This morning, as the sun gradually succeeds in breaking through
the clouds, we make it to the café door without delay and I am an
early coffee drinker. There is only a small turnout for a Saturday –
just Dan, Davide, Peter, Renata, Georgie, Karen and Janet. For a
while our morning conversation is accompanied by the sounds of
spirited pummeling as a personal trainer puts his charges (mother
and daughter) through their paces at the edge of the green right
opposite our table– but they soon move on to less noisy exercises.
Renata says that she feels lousy this morning but she gradually
revives, telling us that when she feels better she is going to hold
a “resurrection” party at her flat. Dan says that this time next year
she will be dancing in a nightclub in Ibiza and then he goes to
work on his phone, looking up weekend, dog-friendly cottages in
the countryside for the autumn. (I have a more immediate travel
problem – with news that a national rail strike will begin the day
before we are scheduled to go to Wales for our Anglesey walk.)
Dan also tells us that in rural Essex his parents have just received
a quarterly water bill for £6000! It turns out that there was a
broken water main somewhere on their property and this was
undetected by anyone; the best the water company wants to offer
is extra time to pay off this tariff. Everyone says Dan’s parents
need to appeal this injustice.
Ofra is not here this morning because Bailey has, indeed, just
had three more teeth removed. Georgie says she probably has
more teeth than poor Bailey now and I suggest that I will have
to increase my purchase of soft chew doggy treats. Dudley takes
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three Shapes biscuits from me now – most unusual for him – and
I have Sparkie and Winnie at my knees as well. Davide gives
me some diet pellets for Winnie and Dan launches his pet at the
rambunctious Otto – who has been trying to get a rise out of this
senior dowager. Otto is lofted by Dan and spends a lot of time
in Auntie Karen’s lap as well. He is having a great time and all
would be well save for a serious infringement of the rules when he
squats to do a poo in the corner of the compound. Today the others
attempt a back passage walkround and we accompany them, Otto
racing to the front and tripping everyone up with his lead. Today
he will be accompanying me to Matthew and Makiko’s at 1:30 –
for we have at last reached the moment of baby Alberto’s naming
ceremony.
Sunday, May 17:
The park is all but deserted as Otto and I make our first
appearance at 7:00 on a sunny but chilly Sunday. Two hours later
the scene is quite changed as the good citizens of West 9 are
streaming into the Rec on such a lovely morning. We cross the
green on our way to the café but a few minutes later this would
not be possible as the first cricket fixture of the season is about to
break out. An incentive to reach the park well in advance of café
opening time is the sight of Flora the Pug in her pink halter top;
she is here this morning with Georgie and she is one of those few
dogs who will give Otto a tussle. When he tries to rouse Sparkie
from Georgie’s lap all he gets is snarling teeth.
In addition to Georgie we also have Janet, Ofra, Matthew, Makiko,
Wendy, Karen, Peter and Dan – Davide is at home getting ready
to resume work with a flight to Beijing. “Bailey, give us a smile,”
I suggest – for this is the first time we have seen Ofra’s dog since
his latest dental intervention; she tells me that he can have only
soft food for a month. Otto spends some time in Karen’s lap and,
while Daisy-Mae jumps into my lap, Janet takes up Otto in turn
– this after the feisty Shih-Tzu has driven away my shrieking pet
with a savage attack from the safety of my lap. When the dogs
are not cadging for treats they are rushing the fences to bark at all
the alien canines. I notice that Otto follows this protesting legion,
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headed by Sparkie and Dudley, but that he does not actually join
the chorus of barkers. “Not yet,” Janet warns.
Otto was the only canine guest at yesterday’s famous naming
ceremony and he did quite well, especially when two tiny
toddling girls tried to get him to chase a tennis ball. Not
surprisingly the famous social event (and two drunken sequels
at the Warrington and the Cochonnet – which I did not attend)
dominate conversation this morning. By this time I have received
a number of expressions of gratitude for my role as “presiding
sage,” a role that included opening remarks on the dog people’s
long-suppressed hope that Matthew and Makiko would have a
baby. I based many of my remarks on Emerson’s essay on selfreliance and read Billy Collins’ “Child Development” and one of
my own, “Meltdown.” Dan also read an open letter to Emilio and
Ellie, Yara and Peter presented a magnificent cake. We had a most
lovely afternoon in the bright sunshine for this occasion – which
was held in the back garden of the parents’ flat – and a highlight
was a fantastic rendition, with the jazz trio in attendance, of “Fly
Me to the Moon” by twelve-year-old Isabella Pappas – whose
dog, of course, is the aforementioned Flora. I asked the young
lady, now cast in a road-show company of Annie, whether they
would now be dying her black hair red. She said they were giving
her a wig instead.
Monday, May 18:
The first drops of a light rain are just falling as I make my way
into the park with a sleepy Schnauzer at 7:30. Two hours later I
have stuffed his raincoat into my back pocket and switched from
my leather jacket to my water-resistant winter coat. It is gray,
damp and, for mid-May, very cold today. When we reach the café
Georgie and Ellie are already sitting under the green umbrella, the
first members of a very small contingent that also includes Vlad
(who is buying the coffees because of a missed birthday), Janet,
Ofra, and, eventually, Yara. While I am standing in front of the
café, waiting for its doors to open, I can see my dog make three
successful escape attempts from our compound as the gate swings
open to admit some new member of our group. The gratifying
factor in this behavior is that he always comes right back when
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called – as though he were afraid of missing something really
important.
When we are all seated Otto continues his non-stop hustle, trying
to wind up the other dogs. Sparkie merely growls at him – before
resuming more important tasks like barking at every passing
dog and the odd tractor or two. Bailey, unfortunately, has to fend
off my dog’s attentions on a more sustained basis. This is really
adding insult to injury – first he isn’t allowed any treats because of
his tender mouth and the now he has to discipline this bothersome
brat who keeps jumping on him. Immune from all this kerfuffle is
Tara, who is wearing her raincoat as she snatches biscuits from the
sky.
Peter has not made the trip this morning, the weather keeping
him indoors. It seems like a wise decision when I have to install
the hood of my coat after taking water in through my right ear. I
am the only gent here and the ladies do congratulate me on my
wisdom in heading for home at the end of Saturday’s naming
ceremony. Many of them can’t remember how they got home after
the celebration continued at the local pubs. This is true of Georgie,
whose forthcoming birthday celebrations are under discussion.
Ellie knows that her husband came to rescue her and that he put
her to bed after she collapsed on the bathroom floor at home. Yara
says that people have been forwarding pictures of her dancing
on tables or sitting in Dan’s lap. Ofra says that this gentleman
flagged down drivers, even those on motorcycles, trying to get
a ride home at the end of the evening. Of course all these ladies
say that they are swearing off alcohol for a month, particularly
those tequila shots. They are impressed, at leaving time, when
my dog obeys the Sit! command as I place him under restraint
again. There is a problem I had not anticipated. When he squats
to poo I realize that I have left all my poo poo bags in my other
jacket. This means that the blue biscuit bag has to be fished out
and torn in two. A large Greyhound named Piper is fascinated by
this process but I succeed at last and we can finally head for home.
I face a day of travel woes – trying to figure out what to do with
train tickets for a day on which there is a national strike.
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Tuesday, May 19:
Otto and I have both experienced considerable alteration in our
daily routine – the consequences of my efforts to head off any
problems in getting this year’s first walking holiday underway.
At about 4:15 yesterday afternoon, therefore, I put my dog in the
back seat of Linda’s car, accepting a ride in this vehicle as far as
Paddington Station and letting Otto spend the evening with Linda
and Rob. I succeeded in changing our date of travel from strikeday Tuesday to the earlier Sunday and spent a strangely quiet few
hours before Linda arrived back with Pepper and Otto shortly
before 10:00. Bless her heart, I didn’t even have to undertake a
late night walk. Otto had thrown up soon after I had said goodbye
at Paddington but he seemed quite recovered when he got home
and he and Pepper had some traditional Schnauzer face fighting to
round off the evening.
This morning we are in the park at about 7:15 – when we often
see dogs whom we don’t encounter at other times or those whom
we have often not seen in some time. Recently we have seen the
sheep dog Tia here, a familiar denizen of these parts ten or so
years ago but not part of the scene recently. And this morning
we have the Irish Terrier Boris, again not seen recently, and now
eager to give the new pup a sniff. Two hours later it is Teddy
whom we spot, following Ellie faithfully as she circles the green
with her mobile phone in one ear. When she is seated (with Clare,
Yara, Peter, Ofra, Makiko, Georgie and Janet) she tells us that
some cousins of her husband arrived for dinner last night – only
to be scandalized when the Cockapoo jumped into a dining chair
and waited for tidbits from the other diners’ plates. Ellie adds
that Teddy does insist on being served only from other people’s
plates (his own portion won’t do) and that he often scratches at the
freezer door when he wants some ice cream. There is very little on
offer to compete with this fare today – I have Sparkie, Harley and
Otto scraping away at my legs, with a disconsolate Bailey looking
at me pathetically.
I thank the naming ceremony cake provisioners for their splendid
offering, a huge construction featuring chocolate and banana but
I haven’t succeeded in getting Makiko to bring any leftovers to
our coffee table. Ofra spends most of the session with Alberto in
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her lap, clapping up a storm and trying to remember the lyrics to
children’s songs of yesteryear. On a more somber note Georgie,
Janet and I have each watched a chilling documentary on the work
of the Manchester police, including investigation into the many
crimes of Jimmy Saville’s pal and chauffeur, Ray Teret. Others are
getting in the mood for this weekend’s Eurovision Song Contest.
Everyone is complaining about the icy wind as we make our way
to the exits this morning (with rain predicted for later in the day). I
still have waiting for me the task of nailing down two extra nights
of accommodation in Bangor this weekend and a call to British
Gas about my noisy boiler. It never seems to stop.
Wednesday, May 20:
The day begins brightly enough with a 7:15 visit to the park; it
is again sunny but also quite chilly. My appointment with British
Gas is scheduled for any time between 8:00 and 1:00 and therefore
I am most surprised when, without the usual advanced warning
by phone, a technician shows up at 8:30. He is soon followed by
a second chap, here to supervise his work, and together they give
the set-up a thorough check-up for the next hour or so – without
finding anything amiss. I keep Otto in the sitting room and he is
here when Cathy arrives at 9:00. The dog escapes several times
in order to play with the gasmen and even sneaks out with them
when they leave. I am about twenty minutes late for my second
park rendezvous – but I have phoned Georgie to let them know I
am on my way.
A woman is working at her computer in one corner and Vlad
occupies a second little table behind us but also present are
Georgie, Janet, Makiko, Ofra, Peter, Clare, Wendy and Isabella’s
mom, Lisa. Bailey manages to secure a little bacon from the
woman in the corner but he is disappointed on his visits to my
knee. Harley is soon out of luck as well; he and Daisy-Mae will
eat the soft chews but I am soon out of these. Sparkie, Flora, Tara
and Otto are still happy with Shapes biscuits and Otto has a good
time winding up a little terrier belonging to the computer lady.
There is some confusion in maternal roles. Ofra is carrying baby
Alberto and posing him for pictures in his own chair at our table.
But when she tries to leave she can’t get Bailey to budge – he’s
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still haunting his bacon benefactor. “Bailey!” Ofra says, “I’m your
mommy – you need to come with me!”
Makiko is trying to organize an evening meal tonight to view
pictures Rob has taken at the naming ceremony – but she doesn’t
have Linda’s phone numbers, which I now promise to send her.
She does have some very interesting local gossip, telling us that
she has heard that the 123 Cleaners have sold up and that their
premises, at Elgin Avenue and Shirland Road, are to become a
Waitrose local. This is not altogether happy news for me, since
I am dependent on the cleaners, especially to do my sheets, and
one wonders what the fate of the former Pinky’s, the Food and
Wine shop diagonally across from 123, will be with this new
competition. In other news I now learn from Wendy that Renata
is back in the hospital with a serious chest infection. Well, the
early arrival of British Gas means that I now have time to begin
a morning of errands – including visits to the 123 Cleaners and
Pinky’s.
Thursday, May 21:
It is a lovely spring morning and the milder temperatures and
sunny corners of the park almost lead me to believe that perhaps I
won’t have to wear a scarf around my neck very much longer on
my visits to these corners. Otto makes slow work in his advance
on the green, where a lawnmower is circling relentlessly, but soon
we are able to approach a small posse of dog owners including
Ellie, Janet, Debbie and, back from Beijing, Davide. I don’t want
to get behind this lot in the coffee queue and so I am the first to
penetrate our compound at the café. Here we also find Peter and
Georgie and soon we have added Ofra, Lisa, Makiko, Clare and,
with the ailing Renata’s Maxi in tow, Wendy.
Having run low on every canine comestible in the house I have
made some temporary replacements at Pinky’s and I have broken
up some Bonio biscuits for the assembled animals at my feet
and added to my orange bag some smaller chews for the Harleys
and Winnies. Otto seems to enjoy getting his teeth into the large
format treats and when he is not scarfing these down he is busy
stirring up trouble for the other dogs. Bailey has to jump into an
empty chair to escape him but Flora turns him over amid squeals
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of mock terror from my pet – who is soon back for more. Georgie
tells us that the cab driver who sometimes leaves Peggy the Pug
with her now has a new black Pug named Elsie and they are both
arriving for a weeklong visit. Since she often looks after Harley,
Flora and Winnie as day pupils, there is the strong possibility of a
Pug full house.
Georgie is being bugged by Janet to make up her mind about
birthday celebrations on the 31st. “I’m not bothered,” is as close
as she gets to a definitive answer and Janet says, “Fine, you don’t
even have to come.” Davide tells us that the air was actually fresh
in Beijing for once – now he has Delhi and Lagos on his itinerary.
Makiko, who says she may join the famous prambulators, yields
her baby to Auntie Ofra when she goes inside to order a fresh
orange juice. “Good,” Ofra says, “he’s bored with you anyway.”
She then begins to sing to Alberto, who does respond with
intonations of his own. “We could be a new duo,” Ofra claims
– “Yes,” someone adds, “and we could call you No Direction.”
Debbie now confirms a recent rumor – she has a new work
assignment with Sotheby’s – so her retirement hasn’t lasted for
long, has it? She joins our leaving party as we cross the green,
heading for the Morshead roadway. Georgie and I soon discover
that we have lost a number of participants in this procession. First
there is a long search for Pucci’s poo – though finally two acorns
are found. Then both Winnie and Daisy-Mae go on sit-down
strikes, though this time there is a unique solution to the problem:
Daisy-Mae is sent to hector Winnie into some forward movement
and we can at last head for the gate.
Friday, May 22:
A little black and white Jack Russell named Rocket rushes over to
check out my puppy as we enter the park for the first time shortly
after 7:00. I am anxious to see what my dog’s poo looks like this
morning – after a very substandard effort last night. I think I have
observed a pattern here – the poo in question emerged just after
we had left Le Cochonnet and I have seen this before; when the
dog is not really comfortable in a strange setting – either because
of too many people or crowded conditions or loud noise – the
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bowels turn watery indeed. In fact his poo is back to normal this
morning, so I am much relieved.
The “we” who left Le Cochonnet last night now includes my
sister- and brother-in-law, Naomi and Adrian, and they now
accompany us as we make our way along the Morshead roadway
on our way to the café. Here we find Janet, Davide, Ellie, Yara,
Wendy, Peter, Lisa, Makiko and Ofra. (Georgie is again at the
dentist.) Once again Otto has a great time winding up all the other
dogs, especially Bailey and Flora, and he certainly gets his fair
share of goodies. My in-laws always bring food treats from a dog
store in Philadelphia; today’s snacks are gluten-free but I have
to remind Naomi, who is somewhat slobber-phobic, that she can
actually hand-feed our animals rather than scattering the munchies
on the ground – “They’re not chickens, they’re dogs.”
I give Peter money for this weekend’s racing and also next
weekend’s as well – since we will not be back from our walking
holiday in time to get a bet down. The good news is that the rail
strike seems to be called off – though I will not be returning to
Paddington Station to change my tickets a third time. Ofra once
again takes control of Alberto, giving him her spectacles – which
end up on the floor only once. Wendy reports that Renata is home
from hospital but that she she still has Maxi with her – the latter
is learning not to rattle the chicken’s cage. Davide tells us he has
an appointment with a medical specialist named Dr. Wong and
someone says they hope this chap gets his diagnosis wight. Yara
now announces that we are all invited to a party at her flat tonight
and that she will be bringing in Lebanese specialties from The
Cedar restaurant.
As we head back home preparatory to an assault on Sainsbury’s
I have time to reflect that today is actually the end of another era.
Linda and Rob will begin caring for Otto from 8:00 tomorrow
morning since the rest of us have a day visiting country cousins,
and then we are off to Wales on Sunday morning – and we won’t
be back until the 31st. This means that this is the last visit of one
lucky dog owner to the Rec for this year – which, as always,
ends for me at the close of the month of May. At such moments I
like to look back at my list of the 143 dogs encountered this year
in the park – where I note that Buddy and Ted or Teddy (with
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three representatives each) proved to be the most popular dog
names. Think of all the pleasures these pups and their pals have
provided their accompanying humans during this time and how
much they can look forward to resuming this satisfying form of
companionship in the months to come – the paws that refresh us.
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Index: The Dogs Of Paddington Rec
In the following list I have tried, by date, to note every time
each of the dogs of Paddington Rec has been mentioned in this
text. If they have only been mentioned, though not actually seen
by me, I have recorded the date in italics. Of course many dogs
share the same name, so I have tried to indicate (in parenthesis)
which animal is being referred to. Apologies for the occasional
misspelling of a dog’s name – but this is inevitable in our world.
Dates begin with June, 2014 and conclude with May, 2015.
Alaska: July 11, 16, 21, August 17, October 13, January 17, 26,
April 1
Alfred: December 13
Archie (Affenpinscher): July 22, August 29, September 23, April 9
Archie: July 17, 22
Baba: August 15, January 29, March 31, April 18
Bailey: June 5-14, 16-17, 18, 19-21, 24, 26, 27, 29-30, July 1116, 17, 18-19, 20, 22-25, 27-31, August 2-3, 5-7, 9-15, 25, 28-31,
September 1-4, 6-9, 11-20, 23, 24, 27, October 2-3, 4, 5-10, 12-16,
18-24, 25, 26-30, November 3, 6, 8-9, 11, 14, 15-18, 19, 21-26,
28, 30, December 1-8, 10-12, 15-17, 19-20, 27, 30, January 3-5,
7-10, 12-31, February 1-6, 9-11, 13-27, March 1-4, 7-9, 11-14, 1622, 30-31, April 2-4, 6-7, 9, 15-19, 22, 29, May 1-3, 9-11, 13-14,
16, 17-22
Bella: June 6, 10-11, 13, 18-19, 26, July 9-11, 14, 16, 17, 18, 2225, 27, 28, August 1-3, 5-7, 9, 12-13, 15, 16, 19, 23-24, 26, 29,
September 1, 5-6, 7, 13, 15, 16, 18, 24,
October 6-7, 12, 18, 24-26, 28-30, November 3, 6, 8-9, 14, 15-17,
19-24, 26, 29-30, December 1, 4, 7, January 5-7, 9, 11, 13, 18,
February 16-17, 19, 25, March 2
Bella (Jack Russell): June 19
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Bess: July 17, 18-19
Bianca: August 20, 26, 28, October 27-28, January 5
Bliss: June 29, July 25, January 18
Bob: July 21, 24, August 19
Bobby: June 5
Bonaparte: July 13, August 9, September 4, 23, 25, October 14,
December 2, 7, January 5, 9, 11, 30, February 5, 7, 22, 26, March
6-8, 14-17, 19, 22-23, 25-26, April 30, May 1
Bonnie: May 4
Boris: May 19
Bronny: July 18-19, 29, August 22, 28, December 3, 30, April 22
Brittany: June 22
Bruno: May 5
Bubbles: June 20, February 27
Buddy: June 26
Buddy (Golden Retriever): June 7, 28, August 18, 20, January 19
Buddy (Pomeranian): June 14, January 19
Carrie: June 23
Cassie: June 7, 10, July 24, 29-30, August 1, 5-6, 12, September
18-19, October 7, 10, 14, 17, 18, 20, December 11
Charlie (King Charles): September 7
Chica: July 13, August 22, 28, September 16, October 1, January
28, April 19
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Chicca: September 11, October 9, November 19, February 2,
March 5
Chili: January 10
Chinny: June 29, July 25, January 18
Cleo: September 14, December 21, April 29
Colin: June 29
Cosmo: September 16, February 27
Cracker: February 20, May 4
Cris: January 20, March 31, April 1, 9
Daisy: June 24, July 18, 20-21, 22, 24-25, October 10-11, 26
Daisy-Mae: June 5-6, 9, 16-18, 20, 22-23, 28-30, July 9-10,
13-14, 17, 19-21, 23-24, 27-31, August 1, 3, 5, 7, 9-10, 12-17,
20-26, 29, 31, September 2, 5, 7, 9, 12, 13-14, 15, 17, 21-27, 29,
October 1-16, 19-31, November 1-2, 4, 6, 7-13,16-23, 25, 28-30,
December 1-4, 8, 10-13, 15-21, 28, January 4, 7-19, 21-23, 26-28,
29-30, 31, February 1-7, 9-13, 15-16, 18, 20-21, 23-24, 27, March
1, 4-8, 10, 12-13, 15-20, 22-23, 25-26, 30, April 1-4, 6-8, 10, 13,
15-17, 20, 22, 29-30, May 1-5, 7-8, 10-15, 17, 20-21
Dempsey: December 1, 6
Dexter: September 29
Dougal: February 27, March 3
Dudley: June 13, 14, 24, 26, 30, July 11, 18, 20-21, 23-24, 28,
31, August 5-7, 9-11, 13-14, 16, 19, 21, 24, 28-30, September
4-6, 7, 9-13, 18-19, 24, 26, October 2, 4, 7, 10, 14, 23, 26, 28-31,
November 3-5, 7, 13, 19-20, 29, December 1, 5-7, 14-18, 21, 28,
January 4-5, 7, 9, 11-26, 29-30, 31, February 1-2, 5-6, 12-13, 15,
18-20, 23, 27-28, March 1-4, 9, 16, 20-21, 29-30, April 3-4, 7, 12,
19, 29, May 2, 8-10, 13, 16-17
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Duke: January 25, 27
Ellie: May 8
Elliott: November 15
Elsie: May 21
Emilio: June 5, 9, 13, 22, 26, July 10, 13, 15, 22, 25, August 3,
6, 14, 16, 21, 24, 29-30, September 2, 6, 8-9, 11-12, 14, 18, 22,
25, 27, October 4-5, 7, 11, 16-17, 19-20, 22-24, 26-27, 30, 31,
November 3, 4, 8, 16-17, 20-21, 23, 26, December 3-5, 15, 19-20,
27, 28, January 5, 12, 14-15, 17, 20, February 1, 6, 20, 22-23, 28,
March 2, 4, 6-8, 10, 13, 16-18, 21-23, 27-28, 30-31, April 1, 3-4,
6, 8, 19-20, 30, May 1, 4, 11, 15, 17
Flora: November 27, December 18, 20-21, 27, 28, 30, January 3,
6, 12, February 14-16, 20, 23-25, 27-28, March 2, 4-6, 10, 12-13,
28, 30, April 12-13, 28, May 13, 17, 20-22
Fly: June 24, November 26, January 21, March 4, 16
Frank: August 20, 26, 28, October 27-28, January 5
Frankie: July 16, September 1
George: July 25, August 15, October 30, November 5, December
5
Gilbert: December 13
Grace: October 17, November 4, March 17, April 2,
Gus (Border Terrier): November 18
Gus (Schnauzer): July 24-25, August 18, October 28, 30,
November 17, February 11
Hardy: June 27
Harley: August 19
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Harley (Pug): June 7, 10, 13, 24, July 15, 24-25, 29-30, August
1, 5, September 18-19, October 4, 7, 10, 14, 17, 20-24, 31,
November 4-5, 8, 11, December 11, 16-18, January 6-9, 13-14, 16,
22, 27-28, February 5-6, 11, 13, 19-20, 24-27, March 3-6, 10-11,
18-19, 23, 28, 30, April 1, 7, 14, 16, 20-22, May 6, 15, 19-21
Harold: February 15, 27, March 4-5, 11-12, 25
Hugo: June 26, July 16, August 15, February 22, April 28, May 4
Indie: April 29
Jack (Cavalier): June 26
Jack (Jack Russell): June 22, September 4, October 18, February
11, May 5
Jackson: December 19
Jasper: May 2
Jazz: November 3
Jesse: October 25
Julian: August 31, September 2, 22-23, 25-27, October 3-5, 20,
22, November 9, May 11
Khalifa: January 20, February 6, 15, March 1, 31, April 1, 9
Lola: October 28
Lucky: June 22, September 4, October 18, February 11, May 5
Lucy: February 11
Macy: June 29, November 2
Maddy: June 27
Maggie: February 15, 27, March 4-5, 11, 25, April 9, May 5
Max: March 22, 31, April 18
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Maxi: June 7, 10, 13, 23-24, July 9-11, 14, 18-19, 22, August 5,
13, 17, 22-23, September 2-3, 6, 10-11, 13, 27, October 3, 10,
12, 18, 27, 30, November 1, 3, 7-8, 29, December 8, January 5,
February 26, March 18, April 9-10, 13, 17, May 6-7, 9, 13-14, 21,
22
Millie: June 17, 20, July 29, August 5, September 19, October 20,
January 23, April 8, 22, May 6-7, 9,
Misty: July 31
Mitzi: July 19-20, 22-25, 27, 28, 29-31
Molly: June 18, April 18
Munch: May 7
Napoleon: August 9, November 2, January 11, March 28
Nibby: July 27
Noli: March 22, April 3
Oggy: July 18, March 27
Otto: March 25-31, April 1-22, 28-30, May 1-22
Otw: November 21
Ozzy: June 8, July 23
Paddy (Welsh Terrier): October 2
Pasha: September 11, October 9, November 19, February 2,
March 5
Peggy: July 16-17, 19, 22, 25, 27, 28, 31, August 2, May 21
Pepper: June 6, 20, July 13, August 22, 28, September 16, October
1, 6, 8, 11-12, December 14, January 28-29, February 7, March
15, 16, 17, 19, 22, 27, 29, 31, April 1, 8, 14, 19, 28, 30, May 6, 15,
19
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Phoenix: August 3
Piper: May 18
Pippa: June 24, September 12
Poppy: May 4
Pops: June 22
Prince: January 27
Princess: June 27
Princess (Miniature Pinscher): August 5
Pucci: June 8, 11-13, 15, 16, 18, 21-22, 26-28, 30, July 9, 13, 19,
21-22, 24-25, 27-29, August 2-3, 6-7, 9, 11, 13, 15-16, 24-25, 2830, September 2, 5-6, 8-13, 20-21, 23-26, 28, October 4, 6-7, 9,
13-15, 20, 22-23, 25-28, 30, November 2-4, 8, 9, 11, 14-15, 20,
24-25, December 2, 7, 10, 17, 18, January 7, 9, 13, 16, 19-22, 24,
28-30, February 3-4, 7, 10, 19, 25, 28, March 6, 10-13, 16, 18-20,
23, 25, 27, 31, April 5-6, 28, 30, May 1-3, 21
Rocket: May 22
Rocky: November 11, February 6, 11, March 25
Rocky (Shi-Tzu): June 21
Rudy: July 22
Rufus: June 10, 13-14, 16-18, 23-24, 26-27, 29-30, July 17, 20,
29, August 9-16, 20, 23-25, October 2, 19, November 22, 29,
December 16, 27, January 3-7, 12, 18, 25, 26
Seamus: October 9, November 10-11, February 11, 20, 27, March
4, 25, May 5
Sid: September 14, October 11, 18, December 21, February 24,
April 8, 21
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Simba: July 30, August 1, 5, 22, September 9-10, November 13,
Skippy: June 29, July 31, March 8, April 2, May 5, 12
Skye: June 21, July 9, August 18, 21, 29, September 3-5, 8, 15-17,
19, 22-26, 29, October 1-3, 5-10, 13-17, 20-21, 23-24, November
3-7, 10-13, 14, 15-28, December 2-5, 8, 10-13, 15-20, 30,
February 4, 13-14, 16, 20-21, 23, 25-27, March 9, 12-14, 28, April
2, 10-12, 14, 22, May 6, 9-10
Smurf: July 16
Snowdon: June 18, August 15
Sonic: August 31, September 6, 20, October 18
Sparkie (Pomeranian): June 14, January 19
Sparkie (Yorkie): June 5-14, 16, 18-19, 21, 26-30, July 9-14,
16-24, 27-29, 31, August 1-3, 5-7, 9-12, 14-15, 16, 25, 28-30,
September 1-6, 7, 8-17, 19, 21-27, 29, October 1-7, 8, 12-16, 2021, 23-24, 26-28, 30-31, November 1-13, 14, 15-16, 19-20, 22-30,
December 2-4, 6-8, 10-15, 17, 19-21, 27-28, 30, January 3, 5-7,
9, 11-17, 19, 22-27, 29-31, February 1-5, 7, 10-16, 18-19, 21-28,
March 1-20, 22-23, 27-31, April 3, 8-12, 14-15, 17-22, 28-29,
May 1-11, 13-20
Suki: December 30, April 22
Sunny: June 5, 9, 12, July 18-19, 25, 29, August 22-23, 26, 28,
September 2, 16, 29, October 1, 6-7, 11, November 10, December
3, 8, 11, 17, 19, 28, April 16, 22
Tara: June 6-9, 26-30, July 18, 21, 23, 28-31, August 10, 12, 1417, 19-20, 26, 28, 29-31, September 1-2, 4-10, 19-21, 24-25, 29,
October 1-2, 10, 14-17, 19, 24, 30-31, November 2, 4-5, 7, 12-13,
22, 25-26, 28-30, December 4, 12-15, 17, 19, January 3, 5-7, 10,
12-15, 18, 20, 23-30, February 1-2, 5, 13-14, 16, 18-19, 22-23, 26,
March 8-10, 13-14, 16-17, 19-20, 27, 31, April 5, 11, 14, 17, 1922, 28-29, May 3, 13-14, 18, 20
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Ted: August 30, October 5, May 1
Ted (Labradoodle): April 20
Teddy: June 5, 10, 24, 26, July 10, August 26, September 2, 25,
October 8, 22-23, 31, November 12, 20-21, 25, December 2, 5,
10-12, 16, 27, January 12-14, 16, 22-23, 27, February 9, 20, 23,
March 16-18, 26, April 9, 28, 30, May 7, 12-15, 19
Thomas: June 28, August 19, September 10, October 3, February
27, March 20-23, April 18
Tia: May 19
Tilly (Border Terrier): June 16, 21, 23, July 18-20, 28, August 6,
11, 25, 28, September 29, October 7, 18, 27, November 3, 6, 18,
24, December 1, January 13-14, 16, 21, 26, 29, February 1, 13, 23,
27, March 1, 11, 16, 20, 23, 29, April 19, May 14
Tilly (Pug): August 14
Timmy: February 15, April 14
Toby: September 24, April 9
Trotter: August 14
Wally: January 10
Wesley: May 1
Widget: July 12, 14
Will: October 17, November 4, March 17, April 2
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Winnie: June 5-8, 10-19, 21-22, 24, 26-27, 30, July 9-15, 16, 17,
19-20, 22, 25, 27-28, 30-31, August 1, 3, 5, 7, 9-10, 12, 14-19,
24-26, 28, 30, September 1-9, 13-15, 18-21, 24, 27-29, October 1,
4-6, 8, 13-18, 20-26, 29-31, November 1-3, 5-9, 11, 12-27, 29-30,
December 1-2, 4, 6-7, 11, 15, 17-20, 30, January 4-5, 7-12, 15-17,
19, 23-30, February 2, 4-5, 7, 9, 11-16, 18, 20-25, 27-28, March
1-2, 5-13, 14, 15, 16-18, 19, 21-23, 27-29, 31, April 1-2, 4, 6, 7,
9-12, 14-22, 28-30, May 3-8, 11, 13-16, 21
Ziggy: September 1
Ziggy (Lurcher/Bedlington): September 1, October 20, March 22,
April 3
Zorro: June 15, 29, July 15, 20-21, 25, 28, August 6-7, 10, 15,
17-18, 21, September 18, October 10, 17, 19, November 2, 4, 6,
December 5, 18, February 16, March 6, 28
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About the Author
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dissertation topic, A History of the American Literary Avant-Garde
Since World War II.
In 1964 he and Dorothy were married in Los Angeles and the
following year they moved to East Lansing, Michigan, where
Anthony took up a post as Professor of Humanities at Michigan
State University. He taught a variety of courses in Western
Civilization, literature and contemporary culture here, and
published a number of articles on popular culture topics, American
and British. Indeed, the Linicks began to spend more and more
time in England, including a sabbatical year begun in 1979; in
1981 they moved to London.
Here Anthony began a twenty-year teaching career at the
American School in London, in St. John’s Wood, offering many
courses, first in the high school social studies department and then
in the English department – where he served as department head
from 1994 to 2002, the year he retired. Dorothy also worked at
the American School as a special projects coordinator; she had
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also held the post of director of student services at the American
College in London. She died in July, 2007.
Since his retirement Anthony has been at work on a number
of writing projects, including the first four volumes in the
“Dog People of Paddington Rec” cycle as well as The Lives
of Ingolf Dahl, a biography of his stepfather, and A Walker’s
Alphabet, Adventures on the Long-distance Footpaths of Great
Britain. All of these books are available from the publisher at
Authorhouse.com or Authorhouse.co.uk – or from any of the
other online booksellers such as Amazon. In 2013 he began
to offer additional volumes in the Paddington Rec cycle at his
website, anthonylinick.com. These include Invasion of The Biscuit
Snatchers, My Dog’s Breakfast, The Great British Bark Off, “And
Your Little Dog, Too,” The Dogshank Redemption, Dog Day
Aftermath, and the present volume, The Paws That Refresh Us.
Additional projects include work with other scholars in their
research into the life and compositions of Ingolf Dahl, additional
contributions in the area of the literary avant-garde – with two
publications in Beat Scene magazine in 2018; and the preparation
of works of fiction left by Dorothy – some of which can now be
found elsewhere on this website.
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